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PREFACE 

This report was prepared under Contract NAS 1-10692, "Study to Develop a 
Computer Program for the Synthesis and Optimization of Reusable Launch 
Vehicles." The study was carried out in the period from March, 1971, to 
June, 1972. The study was funded by the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration, Langley Research Center, and sponsored jointly by the Space
 
System Division and the Flight Dynamics and Control Division. Mr. Jarrell
 
R. Elliott and Mr. Timothy R. Rau of the Flight Dynamics and Control 
Division served as technical monitors for the study. Development of the 
ODIN concept was jointly supported not only by NASA but also by Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base (Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory). 

The study resulted in a new, large-scale programming technique called ODIN,
 
for Optimal Design Integration. The use of ODIN involves the linking of
 
independent computer program modules and inter-communication of common
 
information among the programs through an executive program, ODINEX. 

This report describes the technology modules and the executive program now 
available in the ODIN concept.
 

The authors wish to express their gratitude to Mr. John Decker and his
 
staff of the Space Systems Division for their invaluable contribution in
 
the installation and evaluation of the ODIN system. The authors are also
 
indebted to Mr. Bernard J. Spencer, Jr., of Langley Research Center, for
 
his initial support of the ODIN concept as an aid to the design of reusable
 
launch vehicles. As a result of their efforts, the ODIN system is becoming
 
a working tool at the Langley Research Center computer complex.
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ABSTRACT
 

ODIN/RLV is a digital computing system for the synthesis and optimization 
of reusable launch vehicle preliminary designs,. The system consists of a 
library of technology modules,in the form of 'independent computer programs 
and an executive program, QDINEX, which operates on the technology modules. 

The technology module library contains programs for estimating all major 
military flight vehicle system characteristics, for example, geometry, 
aerodynamics, propulsion, inertia and volumetric properties, trajectory 
and missions, economics, steady-state aeroelasticity and flutter, and 
stability and control. In addition, a generalized system optimization 
module, a computer graphics module, and a program precompiler are avail
able as user aids in the ODIN/RLV program technology module library. 

The ODINEX executive program controls the design synthesis and optimization 
by operating on the technology module library under control of a user
specified data input stream. Synthesis procedures in any design simulation 
are established by the input data. Hence, any set of vehicle component 
matching and sizing loops can be defined. There is no effective limit 
on the design sequence "topology" which may be employed in an ODIN/RLV 
simulation since the sequence is controlled by input data. 

The technology module program library has been established by an extensive
 
survey of existing computer programs available to the general aerospace
 
industry. Governmental, industrial, and academic sources for technology 
module programs were used in construction of the final program library.
 
Individual credit for the program sources is acknowledged where possible
 
in either the technical discussion or the list of references. In certain
 
cases extensive modification of source programs were made. However, many
 
source programs are employed in essentially unmodified form.
 

It should be noted that the ODIN/RLV program provides the designer with a
 
"building block" approach to vehicle design. The design simulation
 
parallels that now employed in industry; however, the ODIN/RLV permits
 
all interdisciplinary data interchange to be performed within the computer
 
rather than by hand outside the computer. This feature allows the designer
 
to perform more iterations in the vehicle design.
 

Program operation effectively requires the use of a conventional design
 
team approach. The design team defines all desired information transfers,
 
matching loops and sizing required to achieve a satisfactory vehicle
 
design.
 

The ODIN/RLV program provides the designer with a tool for automation 6f
 
the vehicle design process which has the ability to retain the full tech
nical depth associated with current preliminary design analyses.
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ODIN SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY MODULE LIBRARY, 1972-73
 

by D. S. Hague, D. A. Watson, C. R. Glatt, R. T. Jones, 

J. Galipeau, Y. T. Phoa, and R. J. White 

AEROPHYSICS RESEARCH CORPORATI9N 

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
 

Efficient preliminary design of a reusable launch vehicle involves the
 
simultaneous satisfaction of all vehicle operational constraints and optimization
 
of the vehicle's performance. Operational constraints and performance criteria
 
include
 

a. Landing and take-off performance
 
b. Payload capability
 
c. Maximum acceleration and lift coefficient maneuver limits
 
d. Mach-altitude flight envelope limits
 
e. Thermodynamic constraints
 
f. Economics
 

For vehicles which will operate near civilian population centers, there
 
exists an increasing requirement for satisfying environmental constraints, such
 
as noise and engine pollution. Optimal design of reusable launch vehicles to
 
these performance and constraint characteristics involves a complex system of
 
nonlinear interdisciplinary trade-offs. Technology areas to be considered include
 

a. Geometry
 
b. Aerodynamics
 
c. Propulsion
 
d. Material stress
 
e. Weights
 
f. Aeroelasticity
 
g. Stability and control
 
h. Cost
 

Reusable launch vehicle design teams must carefully integrate the require
ments of these multiple disciplines in order to obtain the best vehicle configu
ration for a specified mission spectrum.
 

The aerospace industry has continually encountered increases in vehicle and
 
mission complexity. In recent years increasing complexity has tended to force
 
the practicing aerospace engineer into a relatively small area of specialization.
 
Thus, the problem of integrating all significant disciplines entering vehicle
 
design has become a major obstacle to rapid and efficient vehicle design. Efforts
 
to overcome the design integration problem have resulted in increases in vehicle
 
preliminary design staffs of from 20 to 30 working for several months on the
 
earliest supersonic aircraft to many hundred working for several years on more
 
recent supersonic projects.
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The increased effort required to integrate modern vehicles has been
 
discussed in Reference 1. For example, Reference I indicates that wind
 
tunnel test time required for advanced vehicles is rising exponentially
 
with time, Figure 1-1. This exponential growth of effort is matched by
 
other areas such as man hours and computational effort required. Examples
 
are readily forthcoming. In strength analysis engineer's approximate 
theories are being replaced by finite element modeling. In aerodynamics
 
and aeroelasticity, strip theory is replaced by the use of finite surface
 
theories. In performance analysis the variational calculus formulation
 
is used in place of conventional flight handbook calculations. In
 
practice experimental effort, manpower, and computational effort to 
achieve a vehicle design are all rising simultaneously.
 

The use of more extensive experimental and theoretical analyses can be
 
justified. Thus, when designing a supersonic aircraft the use of vari
ational calculus techniques, Reference 2, will usually produce a perfor
mance estimate which improves on flight handbook performance estimates
 
by 15 to 20 per cent, Reference 3. It is pointed out in Reference 4
 
that the greatly increased computational effort required to define this
 
performance gain and to capitalize upon it in the vehicle design is worth
while when a significant vehicle production order is anticipated.
 
Similarly, the increased sophistication of analysis in other areas can
 
be justified in terms of ultimate system effectiveness. 

However, a mAjor obstacle to the use of more sophisticated analysis
 
emerges in practice. These analyses require increased specialization
 
among the design team members and are generally more costly in terms of
 
dollars and elapsed time. Finally, since each discipline becomes more 
compartmentalized as a result of increased specialization, the design 
integrationprocess itself becomes more complex. 

The increase in design integration complexity is readily visualized in 
terms of the trajectory analysis. If the vehicle trajectory is fixed,
 
other disciplines can examine the design independent of the trajectory
 
analyst. If each time a vehicle configuration parameter is changed a
 
significant change to the vehicle's optimal flight path results, then
 
the integration problem becomes far more complex. In actuality, efficient
 
modern vehicle design requires the coupling of all major technologies.
 

The present study was addressed to the technology integration problem,
 
and an optimal design integration procedure (ODIN) has been devised,
 
This procedure is based on computer-aided design concepts. The approxi
mate growth in computational capacities of several representative
 
computers in solution of typical aerospace vehicle analyses is presented
 
in Figure 2. Reference 1 has similarly outlined the total growth of 

the United States computational power. The ODIN procedure for reusable
 
launch vehicles developed during the present study period and the related
 
study of Ref. S is based on the premise that the increased computational
 
capacity which has made today's sophisticated analysis procedures feasible
 
is also capable of greatly improving vehicle design integratioli procedures.
 

ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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Achievement of this improvement in design integration procedures has required
 

a. Creation of a technology computer program library; 

b. Construction of an executive program which allows the programs 
within the technology library to communicate with each other 
without the necessity for manual intervention in the design 
analysis; 

c. 	A generalized method for specification of analysis sequence
 
including matching and sizing loops;
 

d. A method for systematically perturbing design variables to
 
satisfy operating constraints while optimizing system capability.
 

The ODIN system developed under the present study and the Ref. 5 study contains
 
all the above features. The system and its operation is described in Section 2.
 
Description of the technology program library initially installed at Langley
 
Research Center follow in Section 3 onwards.
 

This system has also been installed on the CDC CYBERNET system of interlocking
 
computers through the San Francisco and Seattle Data Centers as shown in Fig. 1-3.
 

The ODIN system described in this report has been applied to a variety of reusable
 
launch vehicle analysis and design integration problems during the study including
 

a. 	Orbiter matched subsonic/hypersonic wign design
 
b. 	Orbiter hot skin landing problem
 
c. 	Advanced transportation system studies
 

The most comprehensive problem investigated was the synthesis of a matched subsonic/
 
hypersonic ,orbiter wing, Ref. 7; Fig. 1-4 presents views of this vehicle as
 
produced by the ODIN system. Fig. 1-S illustrates the complex system of tech
nology modules executed to accomplish the synthesis. Fig. 1-6 presents a wind
 
tunnel photograph of the final ODIN wing design. Lines for this model were
 
produced automatically by the ODIN graphics module and supplied directly to the
 
Langley model manufacturing shop. Fig. 1-7 illustrates the close agreement between
 
experiment and the ODIN aerodynamic estimation modules employed. Fig. 1-8 illus
trates the complete set of technology modules available in the ODIN/RLV system.
 

Development of the ODIN system is continuing with funding supplied by Langley
 
Research Center, Contract NAS 1-12008 and Contract NAS 1-12977; Lyndon B. Johnson
 
Space Center, Contract NAS 9-13584; and the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory,
 
Contract F33615-73-C-3039. The latter reference is reported in Ref. 6. In
 
addition, the ODIN system has been installed at Ames Research Center under
 
Contract NAS 2-7627.
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SECTION 2 

STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF THE OPTIMAL DESIGN
 
INTEGRATION PROCEDURE FOR REUSABLE LAUNCH
 

VEHICLES, ODIN/RLV
 

This section describes the Optimal Design Integration Procedure for Reusable
 
Launch Vehicles (ODIN/RLV) computational system, its structure, and its 
application. The ODIN/RLV computational system contains a library of many
 
programs which are used as needed for a given problem. The resultant 
program run time and core requirements to solve a given problem is, there
fore, variable depending upon the programs used. Many of the programs 
contained in the ODIN/RLV library were developed independently of the
 
present study, several under previous Government funded studies. The 
ODIN/RLV executive control program which allows the independent programs
 
of the ODIN/RLV library to communicate with each other was developed 
entirely within the context of the present study, and the related U. S.
 
Air Force supported study of Reference 1.
 

In developing the ODIN/RLV a survey of existing technology programs and
 
methodologies generally available to the aerospace industry was conducted.
 
Programs surveyed are listed in Reference 1. The ODIN/RLV initial program
 
library was limited to only a few of these programs due to the limited
 
scope of the study effort. Other programs may readily be introduced into
 
the ODIN/RLV by a minor program modification as described later in this
 
section.
 

REFERENCES: 

1. 	Hague, D. S. and Glatt, C. R., Optimal Design Integration of Military
 
Flight Vehicles, ODIN/MFV, AFFDL-TR-72-132, December 1972.
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2.1 STRUCTURE OF THE ODIN/RLV SYSTEM
 

The components of the ODIN/RLV system are illustrated in Figure 2.1-1; each
 
system component exists in the form of one or more independent computer
 

programs_ The system consists of a variety-of technology modules including
 
four design service modules plus an executive program. 'The preliminary 
design service elements in Figure 2.1-1 consist of
 

a. 	Design optimization
 
b. 	Plotter program
 
c. 	Macro Fortran
 
d. 	Report generator
 

These modules are described in detail in later sections of the report.
 
Briefly, the design optimization element is used to perturb the vehicle
 
design variables in optimization studies. The plotter program element
 
provides the designer with a plot capability for output. The macro Fortran
 
module is a Fortran based pre-compiler of general utility in the manipu
lation of ODIN/RLV program elements and is available mainly as a programming
 
aid device. The report module enables the user to format his output in any
 
manner he wishes under input data control without program modification.
 

Since the ODIN/RLV system comprises more than one quarter of a million
 
Fortran source cards, some precautions must be taken to provide a usable 
system capable of interpretation by designer, engineer, and programmer. 
The major such precaution has been the creation of a system which is truly 
modular in the sense that it consists of many independent computer programs. 
Any one of these programs can be revised, extended, or replaced without 
affecting the other program elements of the ODIN/RLV in any way. In 
consequence, the specialist in a given technology area is able to phrase 
his 	analysis of the design .without regard for the other technologies
 
involved other than for the interfaces from and to his discipline and 
other disciplines entering the design.
 

The key element in the ODIN system is the executive program ODINEX, of 
Reference 1. This program controls the execution of all technology modules, 
the design synthesis, and the interprogram data transfers. 

The final element of the ODIN/RLV is the data base, Figure 2.1-1. This
 
data base contains all information to be communicated between program
 
elements. When combined with the nominal input data, it is sufficient
 
to completely define the problem under study.
 

REFERENCES:
 

1. 	Glatt, C. R., Hague, D. S., and Watson, D. A., An Executive Computer
 
Program for Linking Independent Programs, NASA CR-2296, September 1973.
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2.2 THE BASIC ODIN/RLV PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

The independent program elements which form a- basis for, the CDIN/RLV system 
are written in Fortran; although this is not'a, system restriction. In fact, 
independent programs written in a variety of languages can be intermingled 
during an. ODIN synthesis, for example, FORTRAN, .COMPASS, and COBOL. Each 
program in the system has been assigned a four to six letter mnemonic for 
reference purposes and for operation in the ODIN/RLV system. Table 2.2-1 
presents a list of the basic ODIN/RLV program library and. the mnemonics 
assigned. When constructing the sequence of analyses which lead to the 
synthesis and optimization of a reusable launch vehicle, each program must 
be referred to by its mnemonic code in the ODIN/RLV system. Mnemonic con
trol of the elements in the ODIN/RLV program library is discussed in more 
detail in later sections and in NASA CR-2296 (see Reference 1, Page 2.1-1). 
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TABLE 2,.2-1. MNEMONICS FOR THE 

PROGRAM 

Executive Control Program 


Geometric Paneling Program 


Hypersonic Arbitrary Body 
Aerodynamic Computer Program 

Techniques to Evaluate Design 
Tade-Offs in Lifting Re
entry Vehicles 

Skin Friction Drag 


Zero-Lift Wave Drag 


Zero-Lift Wave Drag 


Wave Drag at Lift 


Wetted Areas 


Configuration Plots 


Vehicle Synthesis for Advanced
 
Concepts 


Atmospheric Trajectory Opti
mization Program (Version I1) 


Mission Segment Analysis
 
Program (Version II) 


Stability and Control Including
 
Linear Control Systems 


Development & Production
 
Costs of Aircraft 

Improved Cost Estimation 

Volume, Area 4 Mass Properties 


Swept Strip Aeroelastic Model 


& Off-Design Performance 
for single-spool engines 


Design & Off-Design Performance
 
for Two- and Three-Spool Turbo
fans with as Many as Tiree 
Nozzles 

Turbojet Design Point Perfor
mance 


Automated Engineering and
 
Analysis 


One-Dimensional Analysis of
 
Three-Layer Ablating Material 


Surface Temperature Calcu
la, n, for Aircraft-Like 
Vehicles 


Macro-Fortran Language for
 
Development of Precompilcas 

Independent Plot Program 


Quadrilateral Panel Display 


BASIC ODIN/RLV INDEPENDENT PROGRAM LIBRARY 

MfNEMONIC TECHNOLOGY AREA 

ODINEX Executive 

PANEL Geometry 

HABACP Aerodynamics 

TREND Aerodynamics 

LRCSF Aerodynamics
 

LRCWDZ Aerodynamics
 

ARPII Aerodynamics 

LRCWDL Aerodynamics
 

LRCWA Aerodynamics 

LRCACP Aerodynamics
 

VSAC Weights
 

ATOP III Trajectory
 

NSEG II Mission Analysis 

ACMOTAN Stability & Control
 

DAPCA Economics 

PRICE Economics 

VAMP Mass Properties 

SSAM Structures 

GENENG Propulsion
 

GENENG II Propulsion
 

ENCYCL Propulsion
 

AESOP Optimization
 

ABLATOR Thermodynamics
 

ATOP Thern-odynanncs Thermodynamics 

MAC Miscellaneous
 

PLOTTER Miscellaneous
 

IMAGE Miscellaneous
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2.3 INSTALLATION OF THE ODIN/RLV
 

The ODIN/RLV can be installed on any CDC 6600 computer which has an oper
ating system containing the Appendix 1-b system utility routine CCLINK.
 
Two versions of CCLINK are available in the: basic ODIN/RLV library. 
Since the ODIN/RLV consists of a library of independent programs, the 
basic program library must be installed on the computer before simulations 
can begin. 

To install the ODIN/RLV program library the sequence of pperations depicted
 
in Figure 2.3-1 must be completed. First, all Fortran source program card
 
decks must be compiled. Each independently compiled program is then stored
 
on a tape or disc unit. More than one program may be stored on a given
 
disc or tape, but each such program must be stored as a separate file.
 
When all programs including the executive program are stored in this manner,
 
simulations can begin.
 

Simulations will involve sequential execution of technology elements in
 
the ODIN/RLV program library. Basic data for each program element must be
 
set up in the usual manner for that program operating independently of the 
ODIN/RLV. The analyst or team of analysts then defines the sequence of 
programs to be executed together with the effect of all design variables
 
on the input for each program. 

The simulation then commences using nominal design variable values. A 
common method of running the simulation is to use the optimization 
module as the final program element executed in the sequence (other than
 
the executive program). This program receives the relevent system charac
teristics which have been evaluated and stored in the interprogram data 
base. On the basis of multivariable search algorithms contained within 
the optimizer, a perturbed set of control variables are defined replacing

those residing in the data base, and the complete simulation sequence is 
repeated. This second simulation defines perturbed system characteristics
 
to predict another set of design variable perturbations for yet another
 
simulation. This process is then repeated, Figure 2.3-2, until the
 
optimum vehicle satisfying all operational constraints is evolved or
 
until further gains in system performance are negligible in magnitude.
 

During the simulation all information required to fully define the problem
 
at the level of analysis requested is stored in the data base. On 
problem completion the data base can be interrogated using a stylized report 
generator program to compose a user-oriented description of the final 
design. It should be noted that the data base contains all interprogram 
data and that the flow of all data to or from the datalb2ao-and the program 
elements is completely controlled by the executive program.
 

When a program element is being executed, there is no way that program is
 
"aware" of the fact that it is performing one analysis function in an
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overall vehicle simulation. This is a key element in the modular structure
 
of the ODIN/RLV. It insures that the analyses function of each program element
 
in the library can be examined independently of the other analysis programs.
 
Without this feature examination of the complex interconnections between
 
analysis modules would become extremely complex and, in view of the ODIN/RLV's
 
system size, of doubtful validity. It should be noted that the ODIN system thus
 
provides much more capability than the simple OVERLAY system of building large
 
scale computer codes. In fact, many of the programs in the ODIN system are
 
themselves quite lengthy.
 

The manner in which the sequence of program elements to be executed is defined
 
is outlined in Section 2.2. The manner in which interprogram information is
 
passed between program elements and the data base via the ODIN/RLV executive
 
program is outlined in Section 2.4.
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2.4 SEQUENTIAL INDEPENDENT PROGRAM EXECUTION
 

Usually the submission of a computation to a digital computer involves the
 
execution of a single program with possible repetitive evaluation of succes
sive aata cases. In the ODIN/RLV system, submission of a computation 
may involve the sequential execution of any progr snto obtain a complete 
vehicle design synthesis. The sequential execution of many loops through
 
these progrcan may be required to obtain an optimal design.
 

2.4.1 Sequential Execution of More Than One Program
 

On any digital computer the execution of a single program is governed by a
 
set of control cards which provide instructions to the computer system for
 
compiling and/or loading the specified program. These control cards, the
 
Job Control Language or JCL cards, are peculiar to each computer system and
 
installation. The JCL cards for any computer or installation rarely employ
 
a user-oriented format. For example, Table 2.4-1 presents typical JCL cards
 
for an elementary Fortran compilation and execution of the same program on
 
the CDC 6000 series computer, the IBM 360 series computer, and the UNIVAC
 
1108. To the user, the JCL, unlike the higher level Fortran language,
 
tends to be incomprehensible. In the remainder of this section details of
 
the JCL cards will be omitted. Collectively, any group of JCL cards neces
sary to execute a given program (program X) will be referred to as "the JCL
 
to execute program X," and "the JCL cards to compile program X" (JCLE and
 

x
JCLCJ. 


In actuality to compile and execute the application program X several inde
pendent programs must be executed in addition. These other independent
 
programs are all part of the computer operating system. System programs
 
of this type bear a similar relationship to the computer operating system
 
as do the independent technology program elements to the ODIN/RLV executive
 
program, Figure 2.4-1. This analogy forms the basis of the ODIN/RLV
 

"The operating system employs independent system utility programs
 

to compile and execute a given application program. The ODIN/
 
RLV'program system employs independent application programs to
 
synthesize a vehicle design."
 

In this sense, the ODIN/RLV is a newly developed higher order operating
 
system which carries out the analysis function rather than carrying out the
 
program compile and execution function.
 

Now consider the problem of sequential execution of two applications programs.
 
This can readily be achieved on almost any digital computer. Symbolically,
 

= JCLE + JCLJCL
(A+B) A B
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where the operator + indicates that the JCL for program B is simply placed
 
behind that of program A and that the operating system operates on the
 
combined JCL cards, JCL A+B).
 

In general using this notation
 

+ JCLBJCLE =JCLE + 
(A+B+...+N) A B 	 N
 

That is, an arbitrary number of applications programs can be sequentially
 
executed on practically any major digital computer.
 

This factor forms Qne basis of the ODIN/RLV; however, in the ODIN/RVV
 
three additional capabilities are required:
 

a. 	The sequential JCL cards sets must be controlled by
 
readily understood higher order commands in view of
 
the close requirement for designer interaction. This
 
is achieved by creating an ODIN/RLV Job Control
 
Language which employs commands such as
 

JCLE EXECUTE A
 

A readily understood command to the computer, there
fore replaces commands such as those in Table 2.4-1.
 

B. 	The selected sequence of program JCL cards must be
 
automatically capable of repetition and revision of
 
the sequence as the problem progresses. Symbolically,
 
the following operation must be performed:
 

i=l,M [B..N	 
...
(JL(A+B+...+N)~i JCLA +JLB+ .+JCLN 

" JCLE+ JCLE+ . .. *JCL 
A B N 

" JCL	E+ JCLE-+ +JCLE 
A B N 

where M rows of JCL are to be represented on the right 
hand side. This capability has been achieved by creating 
the ability to loop through the ODIN/RLV JCL cards using 
additional user criented control commands as illustrated 
for a five program sequence repeated'twenty times in 
Table 2.4-2. The additional commands are 

1. 	DESIGN POINT I
 

2. 	 LOOP TO POINT I 
IF .LT._ 
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which defines Fortran-like instructions for control of
 
the design simulation.
 

c. The ability to select alternative program execution
 
sequences based on design dependent logic. For example,
 
the symbolic operation
 

JCL ; M M1 

This type of operation can readily be carried out with 
commands of Table 2.4-2 as follows 

LOOP TO POINT MA
 
IF M.GT.MBAR 
EXECUTE B 
LOOP TO POINT MB 
DESIGN POINT MA
 
EXECUTE A 
DESIGN POINT MB
 

In general, both Mand MBAR may be defined in the JCL 
as in Table 2.4-2 or alternately either may be a vari
able computed by any of the application programs. In
 
the latter case such variables must be defined in the
 
data base as described in Section 2.5.
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2.4.2 Topology of the General Design Synthesis Calculation
 

In general the synthesis of military flight vehicles involves a complicated
 
system of analysis loops for satisfying a variety of aerodynamic and propul
sive sizing and matching constraints. It is not possible or necessarily
 
desirable to rigidly define the topology of the system of computational
 
loops in the ODIN/RLV. Instead, the analysis sequence to be performed is
 
defined by the ODIN/RLI job control language. This technique allows the
 
vehicle designer complete freedom in specifying the cbmputational sequence;
 
no limit is placed on the complexity of the analysis. 

Any number of loops can be created using the LOOP and conditional IF control 
cards and the associated DESIGN control card. Using the symbolic notation 

IFS 
 A
T 

to indicate if the statement S is true go to 	A, it is apparent that series
 
loops, nested iterative loops, and combined series and nested loops can be
 
constructed. For example:
 

A 

S'7
" IF A 

a. SINGLE LOOP b. 	TWO SERIES LOOPS
 

D
 

AA 

IFS 1 A 	 -S2 

T ByIS3 	 _rC 

1. 	TWO NESTED LOOPS d. TWO SERIES LOOPS AND
 
TWO NESTED LOOPS
 

Any number of DESIGN POINTS and IF statement ODIN/RLV control cards 
may be introduced into the computational sequence. Computational
time will rise in proportion to the complexity of the computational 
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sequence topology, however. The IF tests employed encompass the standard
 
set of six tests in Fortran; although the form of the ODIN/RLV job control
 
language test differs in form to that of Fortran. The six tests are
 

IF Vl.LT.V2 ; IF(V1 < V2)
 

IF Vl.GT.V2 ; IF(Vl > V2)
 

IF V1.LE.V2 ; IF(Vl .< V2)
 

IF VI.GE.V2 ; IF(Vl > V2)
 

IF Vl.EQ.V2 ; IF(Vl = V2)
 

I'F Vl.NE.V2 ; IF(Vl $ V2)
 

As noted previously Vl and V2 are two variables constructed in the ODIN/MFV 
job control language or constructed within any independent program in the 
synthesis and passed to the data base. 
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2.4.3 Communication with the Data Base
 

The data base is an organized system of variable names and the corresponding 
variable values which are maintained by the ODIN/RLV executive program. 
Nominally up to 5000 variable names and values may be stored in the data 
base. 'This number of variables may be modified by redefining the data base
 
size and recompiling the executive program as discussed in Reference 1.
 

-The data base file of information is dynamically constructed by the executive
 
program as the ODIN/RLV simulation proceeds. The file is resident on disc
 
or tape at the user's option. Construction of the data base involves the
 
following tasks:
 

a. Search to see if each variable name encountered has been 
allocated a place in the data base 

b. If not define the optimal location in the data base for 
the variable name and its value 

c. Update the variable value
 

d. Retrieve the variable by name and the associated value.
 

For example, suppose the vehicle's exposed wing aspect ratio is stored under
 
the name WEXPAR. Let WEXPAR be computed by program A and subsequently used
 
by program B. Schematically, this is illustrated in Figure 2.4-2.
 

Any number of subsequent programs may access WEXPAR or alternately update
 
this variable. In any given simulation the location of WEXPAR will not change
 
within the data base. In actuality, the programs A, B, C, and D in Figure
 
2.4-2 do not access the data base directly. All access to and from the data
 
base is controlled by the ODIN/RLV executive program, as in Figure 2.4-3.
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2.4.4 Data Base Information Transfer System
 

Data base information transfer is based on a rapid by-name search. Search
 
speed is obtained by the use of "hash" and"collision" methods, Appendix I-A. 
This approach is more efficient than the more usual linear sequential search
 
which starts with the first name in the table and proceeds sequentially until
 
the desired name is located and the corresponding value is retrieved.
 

The hash and collision data transfer system operates in the following
 
idealized manner:
 

1. 	Take the variable name, say WINGAR, and treat the binary
 
representation of this word as an integer;
 

2. 	Find the remainder when the word integer representation
 
is divided by the number of elements in the data base.
 
This is equivalent to the Fortran MOD function which is
 
a very rapid machine operation;
 

3. 	Use the remainder as the nominal location of the variable
 
within the data base;
 

4. 	Check to see if the location is used since more than one
 
variable name may reduce to this location. If this
 
location has already been used for another variable name
 
store the new variable in the next vacant location and
 
note this location in the data base row originally
 
searched. Figure 2.4-3, line A, illustrates this process
 
with one collision. Line B illustrates a double collision
 
for a name which reduces (hashes) to the same location as
 
B.
 

5. 	The retrieval process operates in the same manner. The
 
name is hashed to a given nominal retrieval location.
 
If that location contains the wrong name, the specified
 
alternate location is searched for the desired name, etc.
 
until the desired name is found and the variable value
 
is retrieved.
 

In numerical experiments with a 2000 word data base filled approximately 75
 
per 	cent, it was found that the average name can be retrieved in less than
 
two 	attempts (fetches). This would compare with 1000 fetches using a
 
linear search for information retrieval. In practice using the ODIN/RLV
 
approximately 9000 values per second are being retrieved on'the CDC 6600.
 

It shoul& be noted that the above description is idealized. Efficient
 
use 	of core space within the computer requires a more sophisticated packing
 
of information in the data base than the three column diagram of Figure
 
2.4-4. This is particularly true for arrays which, by definition, have one
 
name but many values. Details of the actual data base structure are
 
provided in Reference i.
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2.4.5 Modifying Program Input to
 
Communicate with the Data
 

Base
 

Development of the ODIN/RLV program system is based on the principle that
 
independent technology programs without significant modification can be
 
made to communicate with each other through a data base. By following this
 
principle, a method of communicating data base information into each 
program has been devised. No modification to the program input data code 
is required by this method. The input data prepared by the design team,
 
however, is modified to indicate data base inputs. The modified data input
 
does not affect the technology program; for the ODIN/RLV executive program
 
inspects the data input prior to execution of the technology program and
 
combines the required data base information with the basic program inputs.
 
The executive program then automatically prepares a file containing the
 
modified input format for the technology program and executes that program
 
in the nominal manner. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.4-5.
 

It should be noted that the technology program may still be executed in 
the normal manner as a stand-alone program independent of the ODIN/RLV 
system.
 

2.4.5.1 Data Base Communication through Input
 

Data base information is entered into the technology program input by means 
of the special delimiters " ". Any data base variable name may be 
entered between the delimiters. The executive program will replace the
 
variable name by its value and rewrite a normal card image to replace the 
modified input cards. The value is placed within the closed region which 
includes the delimiters. Therefore, namelist-like inputs, rigid format 
input, and special input procedures can be accomodated by the general input
 
modification.
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ExranZea: 

A. 	NAMELIST 

A = 'WINGAR", 

/B 	 () Z-="Bill 

B. 	RIGID FORMAT
 

3 "IBARr 18.31 WINGARTI 6.0 

is 16 15 G12.4 G12.4
 

C. 	SPECIAL INPUT (USED IN ATOP II AND NSEGII, SECTIONS 7.2 and 7.3)
 

= "SLUhMAS/=AMASS 

ATAB01(1) "-AEROTB
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2.4.5.2 Algebraic Operations in Data Base Input
 

The ODIN/1LV system permits the algebraig manipulation of data base infor
mation on the modified input cards. Complete details are presented in
 
Appendix I. Some illustrative examples follow.
 

Exanmples: 

A. CHANGE OF UNITS
 

AREA = "AREAFT * 144.0"
 

VKNOTS = "VFPS * 0.593"
 

This is useful when independent programs employ differing unit systems.
 

B. VARIABLE COMBINATION
 

AREA = "BREDTH * WIDTH/2.0" 

AMASS = "VOLUME * RHO" 

A general ability to perform arithmetic operations involving up to ten
 
operations is available.
 

The Fortran arithmetic operation precedence convention is not followed.
 
Details are contained in Appendix I, Section 3$ basically the calculation
 

proceeds strigtly from left to right. Calculations can be chained by oper
ations such a -


A = "B/C + D - El 

F = "A + F . ., etc." 

Thus, an unlimited arithmetic manipulation capability is present in the
 
ODIN/RLV input procedure.
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2.4.5.5 Compiling at the Input Level
 

When extensive computations are required at the input level or computations
 
involving higher order functions are required, they may be placed in a new
 
program element and compiled at input time. A special ODIN/RLV control card
 
provides this capability. The control card is
 

EXECUTE COMPILER
 

This card is followed by the new program which is afiy normal Fortran program. 
If desired, the program may include its own subroutine trees. The Fortran 
source decks present in the input stream are followed by the second ODIN/RLV
 
control card
 

EXECUTE MYPROGRAM 

MYPROGRAM is the file name of the compiled program. The methods of Section
 
2.3.1 can be used to create a design point structure which insures that the 
new program is only compiled once and that the compiled program is executed 
on successive passes through the input stream; for example 

J= 0 

LOOP TO POINT COMPIL 
IF J.NE.O 
EXECUTE COMPILER
 

FortranSource Deck 

J= 1 
DESIGN POINT COMPIL 
EXECUTE MYPROGRAM 

etc.
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2.4.6 Communicating Program Output to the Data Base
 

To communicate selected output of any program to the data base, one modifi
cation is required in the technology program. This occurs at the program 
exit point or points. The modification consists of writing out a Namelist 
file containing the information to be transferred to the data base. Output 
file unit is nominally unit 77. For example, to transfer the variables 
ANAME, BNAME, CNAME, Ii, 12, JNAME and these variable .yalues to the data 
base the following modification is required at the exit point. 

NAMELIST/DBOUT/ANAME,BNAME,CNAME, Il,I2,JNAME
 

WRITE (77,DBOUT)
 

The ODIN/RLV executive program interrogates unit 77 after the execution of
 
each technology program to find variable names and values to be entered into 
the data base. These names and values are entered into the data base as 
described in Section 2.4.5. A schematic of the output of information to 
the data base is presented in Figure 2.4-6.
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TABLE 2.4-1. TYPICAL JCL TO COMPILE AND EXECUTE A SINGLE PROGRAM 
ON SEVERAL COMPUTERS 
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i 

USE OF THE ODIN/RLV JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE 
TO
 

TABLE 2.4-2 

LOOP THROUGH TWENTY SUCCESSIVE 

EXECUTIONS
 

OF FIVE SEQUENTIAL PROGRAMS
 

COUNT = 0 

DESIGN POINT I
 

COUNT = COUNT + 1 

EXECUTE A 

EXECUTE B 
EXECUTE C
 

EX CT) D 
(JCLA i EXECUTE E

1,20 A+B+C+D+E) 

LOOP TO POINT I 

IF COUNT .LT. 20 

END
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(a) COMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEM 
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(b) ODIN/RLV PROGRAM SYSTEM
 

FIGURE 2 4 -1. ANALOGY BETWEEN OPERATING SYSTEM AND ODIN/RLV SYSTEM
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I 

1+1 

1+2 

A 
B FULL FULL I + 6 I + 3 

C FULL I + 4 

A,B,C FULL + 5 

ENTER A VALUE A I + 8 1 + 6 

B,C FULL I + 7 

ENTER B VALUE B I + 10 I + a 

C FULL I + 9 

ENTER C VALUE C I + 10 

FIGURE 2.4-4. 	 IDEALIZED DATA BASE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
 
SYSTEM
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2.5 SUMMARY OF THE ODIN/RLV SYSTEM
 

The 	ODIN/RLV System provides a design team with the following capabilities:
 

1. 	 A basic program library of technology, programs for analysis 
of reusable launch vehicle characteristics
 

2. 	The ability to rapidly include additional technology programs
 
in the library
 

3. 	 A means for automatically transferring and updating infor
mation between any technology programs in the library
 

4. 	The ability to define an arbitrary sequence of calculations
 
for the analysis of reusable launch vehicle characteristics
 
using the program library including computational loops
 

5. 	An automated reusable flight vehicle optimization capability
 

It follows that the ODIN/RLV has the ability to simulate entirely within the 
computer the reusable launch vehicle preliminary design procedures now employed 
in industry. This ability will require the ODIN/RLV design team to have command 
of all disciplines entering into reusable flight vehicle design. 

Description of the ODIN/RLV program elements presented by technology area
 
follow in the next sections. It should be noted that the ODIN system is not
 
specifically limited to RLV simulations. Any computation involving more than
 
one computer program can rapidly be simulated in the ODIN system.
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SECTION 3
 

GEOMETRY
 

The ODIN/RLV geometry program modules provide three-view, orthographic, and
 
perspective projection graphical descriptions of the vehicle for off-line
 
.or cathode ray tube plotting devices. The geometry modules also interface
 
directly with several of the detailed aerodynamic programs of Section 4.
 
Three programs provide the ODIN/RLV geometry capability:
 

f. PANEL -	provides a simplified input for specifying a 
system of quadrilateral elements which cover
 
the vehicle's surface
 

2. 	IMAGE - displays the panelled vehicle surface computed
 
by PANEL on plotting devices
 

3. 	LRCACP - is an alternate aircraft configuration surface
 
description and plot package
 

The first two geometry program modules are closely based on the Gentry hyper
sonic aerodynamics program, References 1 and 2, geometry package. The third
 
program is a Langley Research Center developed plotting package which inter
faces with aerodynamics programs also developed at Langley.
 

Construction 	of separate programs for the geometry definition and graphical
 
displays provides a generalized vehicle geometric definition and graphical
 
display available to all technologies. Considerable extension to the computer
 
graphics capability is now being undertaken at Langley Research Uenter
 
(Contract NAS 1-12977) and the Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (Contract
 
NAS 9-13584).
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3.1 PROGRAM PANEL: A COMPUTER CODE FOR GENERATING 

A PANELED AEROSPACE VEHICLE SURFACE DEFINITION 

Program PANEL is a general purpose external gometry definition program 
developed for use in large scale preliminary design simulations. 'The
 
PANEL program consists essentially of the geometry subroutines from the 
Reference 1 hypersonic aerodynamics program converted to the form of an 
independent program. Complete analytic details are available in Ref
erence 1.
 

The independent PANEL program produces a vehicle surface definition in the
 
form of a sequence of quadrilateral panels defined by their four corner
 
points. The resulting corner point data is acceptable as input to the
 
original arbitrary hypersonic aerodynamic program of Reference 1. Figure
 
3.1-1 illustrates the type of surface paneling which is employed in the
 
program. The data may be readily converted to the form required by other
 
technology programs in the ODIN/RLV system. This will require the con
struction of appropriate interface routines. Alternately, parallel scaling
 
of the PANEL geometry and other program geometric ihputs may be employed
 
through the data base.
 

The program accepts a variety of input data varying from detailed definition
 
of individual panel corner points to a selection of generalized two- and
 
three-dimensional shapes. The two-dimensional section data includes cir
cular, elliptical, and arbitrary cross section definition. A bivariate
 
cubic surface element is included which allows relatively large sections
 
of the vehicle surface to be described by a small amount of input data.
 
With the cubic surface element the input data for the vehicle section is
 
mathematically fitted with boundary matched cubic functions. The cubic
 
function is then reduced to smaller distributed quadrilateral panels.
 

The unit outward normal vector to each quadrilateral panel is also computed. 
Since the quadrilateral corner points do not necessarily lie in a plane, 
a "mean unit normal" is computed. This mean normal is defined by the 
condition that it is normal to both diagonals of the quadrilateral element 
and is positioned at the centroid of the mean panel surface. 

Some typical aerospace vehicles which have been reduced to quadratic element
 
surface representations are presented in Figure 3.1-2. This figure is
 
reproduced from Reference 1. The PANEL program is outlined below. A
 
more detailed description of the program is contained in Reference 2.
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3.ll Approach Employed in Program PANEL
 

This section discusses a collection of techniques suitable for the design
 
of fairly arbitrary geometric solid shapes within the computer *The geo
metric definition of an aerospace vehicle fuselage, wings, and control
 
surfaces requires the description of a series of surfaces of considerable
 
subtlety and complexity. The geometric definition of such a vehicle is
 
traditionally carried out by manual projective geometry procedures. These
 
procedures are very laborious and entail a large number of graphical iter
ations in order to assure that the surfaces are
 

a. Completely described
 
b. Smooth
 
c. Satisfy the internal packaging constraints
 

These graphical iterations involve construction of consistant water lines,
 
buttock lines, and sections by manual method-. The mathematical basis for
 
the surfaces in program PANEL have been devised to automate the surface
 
design process itself. From the designer's standpoint the surface definition
 
process is natural and fairly easy to use. Yet, these definitions provide
 
a geometric description which can be interfaced with other ODIN/RLV tech
nology programs in a unified manner by consistant scaling through the data
 
base. 

The surface defining mathematics of Reference 1 are straightforward but 
time consuming for hand calculation. However, the required calculations
 
are rapidly performed on a large scale digital computer.
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3.1.2 The Surface Element Geometry Method
 

The basic geometry method used by the PANEL program is the surface element 
or quadrilateral method developed in Reference 1. The coordinate system
 
employed is a right handed Cartesian system as shown in Figure 3.1-3.
 
The vehicle is usually positioned with its'nose at the coordinate system
 
origin and with the length of the body stretching in the negative X direc
'tion. The body surface is represented by a set of points on the body
 
surface. A set of four related points define a quadrilateral panel which
 
locally approximates the vehicle surface. If all such quadrilateral panels
 
are drawn, the vehicle surface shape is revealed as in Figures 3.1-1 and 3.1-2.
 

It can be seen that different areas of a vehicle require a different organ
ization and spacing of surface points for accurate representation. Each
 
such area or organization of elements is called a section, and each section
 
is independent of all other sections. The division of a vehicle into a
 
given set of sections may also be influenced by another consideration; for
 
example, aerodynamic calculations may obtain the force contributions of each
 
section separately, possibly using different calculation methods.
 

The geometrical model employed in PANEL is outlined below; more complete
 
details may be obtained from References 1 and 2.
 

3 

! I 

I 

Te ith panel corner point coordinates in the reference coordinate system
 
are given by
 

Pkk
i (x,y, z)' ; = 1, 2, 3, 4 (3.l.lJ 

The two diagonal vectors T and components are giv.n by 

Tly = 3- .. 
=i Z 

= xi -x1i i i l = i i - . 

T2X = X4 x2 T2y Y4 - Y2 T2z= Z4
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An "average" outward normal unit vector to the panel can be obtained from
 

- = (T2 X tIIN ; [NI = 1T2 x T1 (3.1.3) 

The components of n are
 

n = (T2y T1 - T1y T2 z)/II 

ny = (Tlx T2Z - T2X T1z)/INI
 

n. = (T2x Tly - T1x T2y)/IN[
 

Specifying a point in the panel completely defines the panel plane. This 
point is taken as the point whose coordinates, R, R, 2 are the averages of 
the coordinates of the four input points. 

- l i. ± ± 
x I Xi + x2 + x + xi
 

4 1 2 3 4/
 

(iy +yi+ i +yi)
 
= ( 1 + Y2 + 3 Y4
 

1 (iZ+z+ zi 4i (3.1.5)
= 1 2 ++ z3 + 

The original panel defining corner points are now projected parallel to n
 
onto the panel plane. The resulting quadrilateral completely defines the
 
local vehicle surface representation. It can be shown that all original
 
panel defining points are equidistant from the approximating panel.
 

Defining the magnitude of the common projection distance by d, the coordi
nates of the panel corner points in the reference coordinate system are given
 
by
 

'i
 
x = xk + nx dk
 

' Y i +
k d.. .. . . .. - k ny dk . . k = 1, 2,. . 3 4 - -. 

z zi + nz dk (3.1.6) 

k kc
 

A local panel element coordinate system is now constructed by defining three 
mutually perpendicular unit vectors. The unit outward normal vector is 
taken as one of the unit vectors. One remaining vector is taken as a unit 

-
vector Sj r ralle l to the original diagonal vector Tl. The third unit vector 
which must, by definition, be normal to fiand -tis defined by t2 = i x ti. 
The vector ti defines a .. or axis; _2 defines the y or q axis, and 
n defines the z or 4 axis of this coordinate system. 
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To transform the coordinates of points and the components of vectors between
 
the reference coordinate system and the element coordinate system, a trans
formation matrix is required. The elements of this matrix are the components
 
of the three basic unit vectors, ti, t2 , and 't. Define
 

al1 = ta1 = tly a13 = z 

a21 = t2x a22 = t2y a = t2z 

a5l = nx a32 = ny a = nz (3.1.7) 

The transformation matrix is 

a 1 a12a 131 
[A) a a22 a231 

a3aa31 (3.1.8) 

To transform the coordinates of points from one system to the other, the
 
coordinates of the origin of the element coordinate system in the reference
 
coordinate system are required. Let these be noted xo , Yo , zo. Then, if
 
a point has coordinates x', y', z' in the reference coordinate system and
 
coordinates x, y, z in the element coordinate system,
 

XX:-Xo 
 X, X x[ [A] Yl-yo and ['= [A] + Yo 
IZ'Yo IZ115.1.I 

The corner points can be transformed into the element coordinate system in
 
dhe above manner. These points have coordinates x, y, z in the reference
 
coordinate system. Their coordinates in the element coordinate system are
 
denoted by *, n0,0. They have a zero, z, or coordinate in the element
 
coordinate system because they lie in the plane of the element. This is
 
illustrated in the diagram below. The origin of the element coordinate system
 
is now transferred to the centroid of the area of the quadrilateral.
 

L 

1o 
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3.1.3 Parametric Cubic
 

A second technique for describing three-dimensional curved surfaces is pro
vided within the program. This is a mathematical surface-fit technique
 
identified as the parametric cubic method or cubic patch method. The method
 
is adopted from the formulation given by Coons of MIT, Reference 3. -In,
 
this method a vehicle shape is also divided-into a number of sections or
 
patches. The size and location of each patch depends upon the shape of the
 
surface. Only the surface conditions at the patch corner points are required
 
to completely describe the surface enclosed by the boundary curves of the
 
patch. The basic problem is the determination of all the information required
 
at these corner points, i.e., the surface equation requires corner point
 
surface derivatives with respect to the parametric variables rather than the
 
X, Y, Z coordinates. This has been solved by the use of additional points
 
along the boundary curves. 

The geometrical representation of a surface patch is illustrated below.
 

BOUNDARY CURVE (FOR v = D) 

X,0 w)= Al 4 8' - C I D 

A= 21X400)- XID ) . ixaX.10 0)

8 - 31XO 1)- X (O 0)1 - 2 ' (00) - (VD 

tu 17 C = X, (00) D = XO O) 

il X,. x. IS I - 2,3 FOR X Y Z 

BLENDING FUNCTIONS 
w Flu) = 3ol- 2ug F,(w) : 3w2 

- 2*1 

FJu) : I - F,(v) Fw) : I - Fj(w) 

FORMSURFACE 
0 Xu w) : X(O,w)FJu) 4 XAI W)F1(u) , Xdu.O) F'w) 

4 Xu)Fift) - X40 mFgiu)F.(w)
(00) 

- XAOI)F.(ulF(w) - Xj,1 O)F1(u)Fjw) 

Y - X,(i I)Fi(u)Fi(w) 

The basic surface-fit equations and their derivatives are presented in Ref
erence 1 and are outlined in the diagram above.
 



To summarize, each set of four points is converted into a plane-quadrilateral
 
element. The normal to the quadrilateral is taken as the cross product of
 
two diagonal vectors formed between opposite element points. The order of
 
the input points and the manner of defining the diagonal vectors is used to
 
insure th&t the cross product gives an outward normal to the body surface.
 
The next step is to define the plane of the element by determining the aver
ages of the coordinates of the original four corner points. These points 
are then projected parallel to the normal vector into the plane of the ele
ment to give the corners of the plane quadrilateral. The corner points of 
the quadrilateral are equidistant from the four points used to form the 
element. Additional parameters which may be required for subsequent aerody
namic force calculations, quadrilateral area and centroid, are then calculated. 

When using this method, the corner points of the panels are input individually
 
for each panel or in groups of individual panels. This is illustrated in
 
Figure3.1-4. The points on the body surface are input in rows and columns.
 
The number of panels in the whole section is defined by the number of rows
 
of panels times the number of panels per row. The orientation of the geo
metric section is optional but two rules must be followed regardless of the
 
orientation:
 

1. Points along a row are input sequentially upward
 

2. Rows 	of points are input sequentially to the right
 

These rules, illustrated in Figure 3.1-4 apply whether the points are input
 
streamwise, chordwise, or along cross section lines or any other arbitrary
 
orientation.
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The cubic patch geometry input option is provided as an alternate method for 
description of arbitrary shapes. It serves a similar purpose as the surface 
element input method. In the panel corner point input method, a vehicle's
 
section is described by a large number of surface points organized in panel
 
fashion. In the cubic patch method only points along the boundaries of a
 
patch are input to the program, and the distributed surface points required
 
for the subsequent panel calculations are determined by the program. 

The basic features of the cubic patch method are that 

1. fewer input points are required to describe a surface
 

2. the generated panel size is controlled by two input
 
parameters which may be changed to meet the require
ments of the problem.
 

The input consists of coordinate points along each of the four boundaries of 
a patch. The program calculates the coefficients for a mathematical surface 
fit equation developed in Reference 1 to provide a description of the interior 
surface of the patch. This surface is then converted into exactly the same 
form as the surface panel input data of Section 3.1.2. The panel data gener
ated can be merged with other panel data generated before or after it by 
any available method. 

Figure 3.1-5 illustrates how a section is described by this method. Each
 
of the four boundaries is identified in this figure: two in the w direction
 
and two in the u direction. The user orients the model of the vehicle so 
that the Number 1 boundary is to the left and the Number 2 boundary is to 
the right. The order of the points is from the bottom to the top of the 
patch. Note that a point must be included outside the patch at either end 
of the boundary to give proper slopes at the corner points. Boundaries 3 
and 4 are loaded from left to right. A different number of points may be 
used to describe each boundary up to a maximum of 20 for each. 

Each boundary curve must be extended by one point on each end to permit the
 
computation of end point derivatives. The second point and the next to the
 
last point on each curve must be common to the adjacent curves, as illustrated
 
in Figure 3.1-5, The program generates equally spaced panels based on
 
arbitrary numbers of rows and columns of panels selected by the user.
 

NPTS - number of points in each row 

NSETS - number of rows or sets of points 

XA - array of x points (usually negative) for the current row 

YA - - array of y points for the current row 

ZA - array of z points for current row 



LAST - status flag for merging sections 
= 0, this section will be merged with the next to form 

a single section 

= 3, this section will not be merged with the next 

Note that namelist input parameters which are unchanged fiom'previous values 
need not be input. Therefore, if the arrays of x points do not change from 
row to row, for example, they need not be input. 

3.1.4 Elliptic Cross Section Method
 

This method allows-the user to generate panel information for partially or
 
completely elliptical cross sections. The surface of the section is described
 
by an ellipse centered at some point off the reference axis and defined by the
 
major and minor axis as shown in Figure 3.1-6. The portion of the reference
 
ellipse used to define the body section is defined by the angular difference
 
between 0o and 8L measured from the negative z axis. A sequence of two or more 
sections describe a surface. The PANEL program generates the panel geometry
 
for an arbitrary number of sections. Each Section can be equally divided into
 
an arbitrary number of diversions.
 

REFERENCES: 

1. 	Hague, Donald S. and Glatt, C. R., Optimal Design Integration of
 
Military Flight Vehicles, Section 4.1 "Hypersonic Arbitrary Body
 
Aerodynamic Computer Program," AFFDL-TR-72-132, December 1972.
 

2. 	 Hague, D. S. and Glatt, C. R., Optimal Design Integration of Military 
Flight Vehicles, Section 3.1, "A Computer Code for Generating Panelled
 
Aerospace Vehicle Surfaces," AFFDL-TR-72-132, December 1972.
 

3. 	Coons, Steven A., Surfaces for Computer-Aided Design of Space Forms,
 
MAC-TR-41, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, June 1967.
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'FIGURE 3, 1-1. TYPICAL QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT REPRESENTATION OF 
kAVEHICLE SURFACE IN PROGRAM PANEL 
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3.2 	 PROGRAM IMAGE: A COMPUTER CODE FOR DISPLAY
 
OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL OBJECTS
 

Program IMAGE employs the detailed panelled representation of a three
dimensional object to provide an on-line or off-line display of the object's
 
image. The detailed paneling of any three-dimensional object can be accom
plished through the PANEL program of Section 3.1. Programs PANEL and IMAGE
 
are completely compatible with each other. On-line displays are presented
 
on cathode ray tube devices; off-line displays may be obtained on CALCOMP,
 
COMPLOT, or SC4020 plotting devices. The three-dimensional image of an
 
object may be rotated to any orientation relative to the viewer. By running
 
a sequence of cases in which the viewing aspect changes the image may be
 
rotated for inspection purposes. By forming the head on, side view, and
 
planform views of the vehicle, a three-view is obtained.
 

The views displayed may include hidden lines which the viewer cannot see
 
directly. Alternately, on convex objects the hidden lines may be deleted.
 
On non-convex objects only those lines which represent panels whose unit
 
normal faces away from the viewer may be omitted.
 

It should be noted that program IMAGE is based on the graphics package of
 

the Reference I program and is compatible with the panelled geometry model
 

of Reference 2. The program has been extended to incorporate display capability
 

on CALCOMP, COMPLOT, and certain cathode ray tube displays at installations
 

which have the necessary software and hardware for these devices during the
 

ODIN study. The analytic program basis is unaltered by the type of display
 

device being employed.
 

3.2.1 Method for Obtaining an Image
 

Each point on the surface is described by its coordinates in the body ref
erence coordinate system.
 

[i J 
The body reference coordinate system is assumed to be a conventional righ,
 
handed Cartesian system as defined in Section 3.1; for example
 

Z 
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To create the image each surface point on the body must be rotated to the 
desired viewing angle and then transformed into a coordinate system in the 
plane of the paper. With zero rotation angles .thebody coordinate system
 
is coincident with the fixed system in the plane of the paper.
 

Z 

Syaw 

1rollQ 
X U 

a A pitch 

The rotations of the body and its coordinate system to give a desired viewing 
e,angle are specified by a yaw-pitch-roll sequence 0, *). This rotation
 

is given by the following relationship:
 

F [X] (3.2.1)
= X] r€] Z 

Where the rotation matrices are
 

[CosV) sin* 01 
[,., = j-sLn* cos, 0 

0 0 iJ (3.2.2) 

[Coa 0 -sino 
[e] = 0 1 0 

sine 0 cosO (3.2.3) 

M 0. cos sine 
[40 -sin cost (3.2.4)
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or
 

= [E] Yo0 

z (.2.5) 
where
 [El[] [e] M¢ (3.2.6) 

Since each point on the surface is given by its coordinates in the X, Y, Z
 
system, its position in the fixed coordinate system (X,, Yo, Z0) may be found
 
by inverting the above process.
 

-y = [E] [ 
S0 [zj (3.2.7) 

Carrying out this operation
 

O cosecoswp -sinp cosqs-sinecos* sin sindg sino+sin6cosg cos~ 
|cosesin* J cos*i cos¢+sinesin* sin* -cos4 sin¢+sinesin* cosq 

- I--------------------------------- - -- - - - - - - - - - -o..
.------------------------------------.................................
 
z -sine cos~sino cosecoso 

(3.2.8) 
or
 

X0 = X(cos~cos ) + Y(-sin~cos +sinecososno) + Z(sinpsin +sinecoscoso)
 
(3.2.9) 

Yo = X(cosesin) + Y(cos~coso+sinOsinsin ) + Z(-cossin +sinesincos)
 

+ Z(cosecosf) (3.2.10)
Z = X(-sine) + Y(cosesin@)
O (3.2.11) 

These last two equations are used to transform a given point on the body (X, 
Y,Z) with a specified set of rotation angles (i, 6, 6) into the plane of the 
paper (the YO, Zo system). With the appropriate SC4020, CALCOMP, COMPLOT, 
or cathode ray tube library subroutines, these data can be plotted, and
 
related points can be connected by straight lines.
 

In the PANEL program of Section 3.1 the actual surface of an object has been
 
replaced by a set of surface approximating panels. The panel characteristics 
include the area, centroid, and the direction cosines of the surface unit
 
normal. The surface unit normals may be transformed through the required 
rotation angles and the component of the unit normal in the X. direction
 
(out of the plane of the paper) may be found from the following equation. 
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0 

nxo = nx(cosecos*)+ny(-sin cbso+sincos sini)+nz(sinsin+sineCO5*coso)
 

(3.2.12)
 

where nx, ny, nz are the components of the surface unit normal in the vehicle 
reference system. 

If nxo is positive, then the surface element is facing the viewer. If
 
is negative, the element faces away from the plane of the paper. This 

result is used in the program to provide the capability of deleting most
 
of those elements on a vehicle that normally could not be seen by a viewer.
 
The resulting picture is thus made more realistic,and confusing elements
 
which are on the back side of the vehicle do not appear. No criterion is
 
provided, however, for the deletion of those elements that face the viewer
 
but are blocked by other body components. This may be accomplished by a
 
proper selection of viewing angle or by a physical deletion of the offending
 
section from the input data.
 

REFERENCES:
 

1. 	Hague, D. S. and Glatt, C. R., Optimal Design Integration of Military
 
Flight Vehicles, ODIN/MFV, Section 4.1 "Hypersonic Arbitrary Body
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2. 	Hague, D. S. and Glatt, C. R., Optimal Design Integration of Military
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FIGURE 3.2-1 TYPICAL OUTPUT FROM THE PLOTTR PROGRAM
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3.3 PROGRAM LRCACP: A CODE FOR PRODUCING
 

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION PLOTS
 

Program LPCACP is the NASA Langley Research Center developed aircraft config
uration plot program of Reference 1. The code has a wider range of image 
drawing options than the combination of programs PANEL and IMAGE. Inparticular 
it has the ability to produce views which incorporate true perspective, to 
produce stereoscopic pair views, and to automatically produce a well laid 
out three-view.
 

The LRCACP code interfaces directly to several well established subsonic and
 
supersonic aerodynamic estimation programs. Hence, it complements the program
 
PANEL which is limited to a hypersonic aerodynamic estimation program. The 
program description presented below is based on that of Reference 1. Since
 
the geometrical methods are similar to the methods of Section 3.1, mathemat
ical detail is omitted.
 

3.3.1 Method of Producing Vehicle Images
 

The LRCACP program contains the following types of plotting capability: 

1. Three-views
 
2. Orthographic, from an arbitrary viewing angle
 
3. Perspective, from an arbitrary viewing angle
 
4. Stereoscopic, from an arbitrary viewing angle
 

The program interfaces through the CDC 6600 to the following types of equip
ment:
 

1. On-line cathode ray tube
 
2. CALCOMP plotter
 
3. Houston COMPLOT plotter, through an ODIN-developed module
 
4. Gerber plotter
 
5. Stereoscope
 

The numerical model of the aircraft configuration may include any combination
 
of components: wing, body, pods, fins, and canards. The wing is made up of
 
airfoil sections; the body is defined by either circular or arbitrary sections.
 
The pods are defined similar to the fuselage, and fins and canards are defined
 
similar to the wings. The vehicle geometric specification is converted into a
 
set of quadrilateral panel elements in a manner similar to that described in
 
Section 3.1
 

The configuration is usually positioned with its nose at the coordinate system
 
origin and with .the length of the body stretching in the positive X direction.
 
The coordinate system used for this program is a right handed Cartesian system
 
as illustrated below.
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Related points in the plotted arrays are connected by straight lines; there
fore, sufficient points must be given to approximate a desired curve.
 

Orthographic projections are created by rotating each point on the body
 
surface to the desired viewing angle and then transforming the points into
 
a coordinate system in the plane of the paper. The rotations of the body
 
and its coordinate system to give a desired viewing angle are specified by
 
angles of roll, pitch, and yaw (4, 8, p) using the convention below.
 

z 
0 

4 yaw 

P roll 

Xo 
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The code computes the "average" unit normal vector to each panel. The 
resulting set of vectors may be used to provide the capability of deleting 
most elements on the surface of the configuration which would not be seen
 
by a viewer. By this device a user may remove many confusing panel elements.
 
No provision is made for deleting components hidden by other components or
 
for deleting portions of an element at the present time.
 

When three-views are requested, the plan, front, and side views are provided 
in a compact and pleasing to the eye arrangement. An option is provided for 
the orthographic projections of these three-views to be spaced one above the 
other. A typical three-view obtained in this manner has been presented in 
Figure 3.3-1. 

The perspective views represent the projection of a given three-dimensional
 
array. The two-dimensional view is constructed relative to a viewing point
 
and a focal point specified by coordinate points in the data coordinate
 
system. Data are scaled to the viewer page size automatically by the speci
fication of the viewing field diameter and the viewing field distance. The
 
coordinates of the viewing point determine the position from which the data
 
array will be viewed and the coordinate values of the focal point control
 
the direction and focus. The size of the projection on the viewing plane 
reflects the distance between the viewing point and the focal point. Data
 
which are within the cone of the viewing plane but not in the immediate range
 
of the focal point may be distorted. Perspective may be eliminated by speci
fying a large viewing field distance. A typical detailed orthographic
 
projection of a modern fighter aircraft is presented in Figure 3.3-2.
 

The above explanation of the perspective plots also applies to the stereo
 
views. The use of the stereo option causes the program to be executed twice
 
in setting up two plots for the left and right frames. These frames are
 
suitable for viewing in a stereoscope. A representative stereoscopic pair
 
frame is presented in Figure 3.3-3.
 

REFERENCES:
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FIGURE 3.3-,3. 
 EXAMPLES OF STEREO FRAMES FOR A THREE-DIMENSIONAL VIEW
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SECTION 4
 

AERODYNAMI CS
 

The ODIN/RLV program library contains seven well proven independent aerody
namic estimation programs covering flight in subsonic, supersonic, and 
hypersonic regimes. Program sources include past Air Force Flight Dynamics 
Laboratory studies, NASA developed programs, and Aerophysics Research
 
Corporation. Programs are provided for
 

1. 	 Hypersonic viscous and pressure forces 

2. 	 Rapid supersonic zero-lift wave drag 

3. Detailed supersonic zero-lift wave drag
 

The ODIN/RLV system, as installed at Langley Research Center, also contains
 
the 	Reference I programs for computing 

4. 	Wave drag at lift
 

5. 	Wetted areas
 

6. 	Skin friction drag
 

7. 	Rapid subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic aerodynamic
 
trend analyses.
 

Programs 1 through 3 , now available in the ODIN/RLV, are outlined below;
 
for complete details, reference should be made to the original source
 
documents. Programs 4 through 7 are described in NASA internal documents
 
and in Reference 1.
 

REFERENCES: 

1. 	Harris, R. V., Jr., An Analysis and Correlation of Aircraft Wave Drag,
 
NASA TM X-947, 1964.
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4.1 PROGRAM HABACP: THE GENTRY HYPERSONIC ARBITRARY
 

BODY AERODYNAMICS COMPUTATION PROGRAM
 

Vehicle hypersonic aerodynamic characteristics may be computed by means of
 
the arbitrary hypersonic body program-of Reference 1. The description below
 
follows that originally given by Arvel Gentry of McDonnell-Douglas, Long Beach.
 
The program of Reference 1 treats the vehicle surface as a collection of
 
quadrilateral elements oriented tangentially to the local vehicle surface in
 
the manner of Reference 2. Picture drawing capability is provided as in
 
Reference 3. Each individual panel may have its local pressure coefficient
 
specified by any of a variety of pressure calculation methods including modified
 
Newtonian, blunt-body Newtonian, Prandtl-Meyer, tangent-wedge, tangent-cone,
 
boundary layer-induced pressures, free molecular flow, and a number of empirical
 
relationships.
 

Viscous forces are also calculated and include viscous-invascid interaction
 
effects. Skin friction options include the Reference Temperature and
 
Reference Enthalpy methods for both laminar and turbulent flow, the Spalding-

Chi method (turbulent), and a special blunt body skin friction method.
 
Control surface deflection pressures, including separation effects that may
 
be caused by the deflected surface, are also calculated.
 

In addition to the above aerodynamic capabilities, the program also contains
 
several other specialized options. Using conventional methods, the program
 
may be used to calculate the dynamic damping derivatives, Cm* and Cm for
 
wing-body-tail configurations. Also, since some vehicles may be strongly
 
influenced by other applied force-vector effects (such as those caused by
 
air breathing propulsion systems), capabilities are also provided for inclu
ding these factors along with the conventionally calculated aerodynamic forces.
 
The program output contains the following parameters as functions of angle of
 
attack and sideslip angle: CD, CL, CA, Cy, CN, L/D, Cm, C2 Cn, CAa, CLa
 ,
 
CNa, Cma, Cmq , CAq , CNq , Cy0 , Cn0 , Ca, CYr, Cnr, Cir, Cms,C, CyS, Cn,
 
CN6 , Cm&, Cya. and hinge moments.
 

The Gentry program was sponsored by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory.
 
It has seen widespread acceptance throughout the aerospace industry. For the
 
ODIN/RLV it represents a reasonable compromise between preliminary design
 
requirements and the computational complexity of methods such as the three
dimensional method of characteristics program (3DMOC) of References 4 -to 6.
 

4.1.1 Structure of the HABACP Program
 

The computational structure of the HABACP program is presented in Figure 4.1-1.
 
The program employs a well organized tree of subroutines which follow functional
 
lines. Prime interest in the ODIN/RLV system lies in the analysis method
 
available. An outline of the subroutines which carry out the analysis function
 
is presented below.
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4.1.1.1 Control Surface Deflection Subprogram (CONTRL)
 

This subprogram converts input data for control-surface geometry in the
 
undeflected position to any desired deflected position-. The hinge line
 
must be straight. The geometric characteristics of the control surface in
 
the deflected position are stored together with necessary hinge-moment length
 
parameters for subsequent hinge-moment calculations. The geometric charac
teristics of the control surface in the undeflected position are saved for
 
subsequent calculations. The geometry data for the area in front of the
 
control surface is computed once and saved.
 

4.1.1.2 Force Calculation Subprogram (FORCE)
 

FORCE calculates the pressure coefficient on each quadrilateral element,
 
resolves the force in the required body axis system, and sums the contributions
 
of each element to give the vehicle's six aerodynamic coefficients. Some
 
of the force calculation methods require the use of another level of sub
programs. The special subroutines provided include oblitq-e shock compression,
 
Prandtl-Meyer expansion, Newtonian plus Prandtl-Meyer, and flow separation.
 
Several of these subroutines serve a dual purpose since they are also used
 
by the skin friction subprogram. The force subprogram is organized in such
 
a way that it is very easy to modify to include additional force calculation
 
methods.
 

4.1.1.3 Shock Expansion Subprogram (SHKEXP)
 

The shock expansion subprogram is capable of performing a shock expansion
 
analysis along a streamwise strip of elements. The local surface pressure,
 
local flow Mach number, and temperature are calculated for each element.
 
The calculation of a shock expansion along a given streamwise strip of ele
ments starts with the determination of the flow properties on the first
 
element in the strip (the section leading edge element). The local properties
 
on this leading edge element may be calculated either by oblique shock
 
relationships, by tangent cone equations, by a delta wing empirical method
 
or, in the case in which the leading element is in shadow flow, by a Prandtl-

Meyer expansion from free stream conditions. The calculation of the prop
erties on subsequent elements in a streamwise strip is based on a compression
 
or Prandtl-Meyer expansion from the previous element in that strip.
 

4-.1.1.4 Flow Separation Subprogram (FLOSEP)
 

Subprogram LOSEP has the task of determining the effect of flow separation 
caused by the deflection of a control surface. The subprogram has all the
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necessary separation criteria built into it to provide the flow separation
 
point on the surface, the flow reattachment position, and the change in
 
vehicle surface pressures caused by the deflected flap and any resulting
 
flow separation effects. The flow separation subroutine also makes use of
 
data obtained from the shock expansion routine and the compression and
 
temperature routines. - 1
 

4.1.1.5 Skin Friction Subprogram (SKINFR)
 

SKINFR calculates the viscous forces with the option of using the Reference
 
Temperature, Reference Enthalpy, or Spalding-Chi methods. The vehicle geom
etry is specified using the same methods as for the pressure calculation
 
geometry model except that a smaller number of elements are used. The wall
 
temperature may be input to the program or the radiation equilibrium value
 
determined by the program, The local properties may be calculated by the
 
tangent wedge, tangent cone, Prandtl-Meyer expansion, or the Newtonian plus
 
Prandtl-Meyer method. The viscous-inviscid interaction effects are calcu
lated by the method of White, Reference The user may specify either laminar
 
or turbulent skin friction data to be added to the vehicle's inviscid forces.
 

4.1.1.6 Blunt Body Skin Friction Subprogram (BLUNT)
 

This subprogram calculates the viscous forces on a blunt faced body. The
 
routine is used by the FORCE subprogram in a mode similar to the inviscid
 
pressure calculation options. The vehicle forces calculated, however,
 
account for only the blunt body skin friction shear forces and should be
 
added to previously calculated forces using the data summation option.
 

4.1.1.7 Atmosphere Subprogram (ATMOS)
 

This subprogram calculates the atmospheric properties for a given altitude
 
by using U. *S. 1962 standard atmosphere. The- subprogram uses an inverse
 
square gravitational field and gets results that agree with the COESA docu
ment within one per cent at all altitudes up to 700 kilometers. The program
 
is also capable of using input wind tunnel conditions (stagnation pressure
 
and temperature) to determine the properties of the free stream air about a
 
wind tunnel model.
 

4.1.1.8 Expansion Subprogram (EXPAND)
 

EXPAND calculates the pressure on a surface by using Prandtl-Meyer relation
ships. The routine may be called by the FORCE subprogram, by the skin
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friction subprogram, or by the Newtonian plus Prandti-Meyer subprogram.
 

4.1.1.9 Cone Subprogram (CONE)
 

CONE calculates the surface conditions for a-cone using empirical relation
ships. This routine is used by the force, flow separation, and skin friction
 
routines when the tangent cone option is called for.
 

4.1.1.10 Compression Subprogram (COMPR)
 

COMPR calculates the pressure on asurface by using conventional oblique
 
shock relationships (NACA TR 1135). For conditions in which no solution can
 
be found for the oblique shock cubic relationship (for shock detachment
 
conditions) the compression subroutine will then call the Newtonian plus
 
Prandtl-Meyer routine in order to obtain a solution.
 

4.1.1.11 Blunt Body Newtonian plus Prandtl-Meyer
 

Subprogram (NEWTPM)
 

This routine calculates the pressure coefficients on a surface by the blunt
 
body Newtonian plus Prandtl-Meyer method. It is used by both the FORCE
 
and the skin friction subprograms. Under oblique shock detachment conditions,
 
it will also be used by the oblique shock compression routine.
 

This pressure calculation method requires matching the pressure distributions
 
calculated by the modified Newtonian and Prandtl-Meyer expansion methods at
 
the point where their slopes are equal. In the blunt part of the body before
 
this matching point is reached, the pressure is calculated by modified
 
Newtonian theory. When the surface slope has decreased beyond the matching
 
point slope, the pressure is determined by Prandtl-Meyer relationships.
 

4.1.1.12 Temperature Subprogram (TEMP)
 

TEMP uses an iterative procedure to calculate the radiation-equilibrium
 
temperature on a surface for use in the skin friction calculations. Options
 
also permit the use of an input wall temperature or the program determined
 
adiabatic wall condition.
 

4.1.1.13 Convective Heating Function Subprogram (QC) 

This routine calculates the aerodynamic convective heating at a given wall
 
temperature for laminar or turbulent flow and for either an ideal gas or a
 
real gas. At the user's option, reference temperature or reference enthalpy
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methods may be used for both laminar and turbulent flow and, in addition,
 
the Spalding-Chi turbulent method may be selected using either temperature
 
or enthalpy ratios.
 

4.1.1.14 Fluid Properties Function Subprogram (ROMU)
 

This subprogram calculates the various fluid properties of equilibrium air
 
required for the real gas viscous calculations. The program has three entries:
 
the first calculates the density-viscosity product at an input pressure and
 
enthalpy; the second calculates the enthalpy corresponding to an input tem
perature, and the third calculates the density at an input enthalpy and
 
pressure.
 

4.1.1.15 Plunge Derivative Subprogram (PLUNGE)
 

PLUNGE is used to calculate the dynamic stability derivatives due to vertical
 
acceleration (Cm.) and horizontal acceleration (Cy- This is a subprogram
 
used to calculate these derivatives by conventional analysis techniques, and
 
the subprogram includes the calculation of the conventional interference
 
factors for the effect of a wing in the presence of a body and the inter
ference factor for the effect of a body in the presence of wing, The compu
tations for Cm& involve the application of slender body theory results to
 
the value of Cm.. This is also true of computations for the parameter Cy'
 
where the PLUNGE subprogram must make use of the parameter Cy0 as calculated
 
by the Arbitrary Body Program for the vehicle component involved. Since a
 
particular body may consist of several different components, each of which
 
may have been analyzed separately, it is necessary to wait until the final
 
values of these two parameters (Cm., Cyg) have been obtained.
 

For this reason, the plunge derivative subprogram should not be called until
 
the user indicates that the necessary vehicle component computations have
 
been completed.
 

4.1.1.16 Thrust Vector Subprogram (VECTOR)
 

VECTOR may be used to introduce propulsion system effects into the aerodynamic
 
analysis. This subroutine reads in input data that give the magnitude of each
 
applied force vector, its direction, and its point of application on the
 
vehicle relative to the center of gravity. The subprogram will then convert
 
this information into the required force and moment coefficients for summation
 
with the basic vehicle characteristics. To make the solution more general,
 
any number of input force vectors may be used to account for such things as
 
ram drag, gross thrust, spillage, and other similar forces or moments.
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4.1.2 A Comparison of Search Hypersonic Force Bstimation Methods
 

Selection of reasonable force calculation methods in hypersonic flow requires
 
a considerable degree of aerodynamic competence. The available hypersonic
 
aerodynamic methods disagree significantly even on relatively simple shapes.
 
This point is discussed in some detail by Gentry as reported irLReference 1.
 
typical examples taken from the Gentry discussion are presented below.
 

4.1.2.1 Analysis Method for Pointed Slender Configurations
 

Figure 4.1-2 presents some typical pressure coefficient variations with impact 
angle for analysis techniques generally used on pointed slender components. 
Also presented for comparison purposes is the modified Newtonian theory with 
K = 2.4. This is the limiting value for wedge type flow as proposed by Lees 
in Reference 8. Figure 4.1-3 presents the same data over a smaller impact 
angle range. At M = 20 the modified Newtonian and the tangent wedge empirical 
methods compare favorably with the "exact" oblique shock calculations for 
impact angles from 0 to over 30 degrees. 

4.1.2.2 Analysis Method for Blunt Configurations in Expansion Flow 

Figure 4.1-4 presents a comparison of various techniques for both pointed and
 
blunt configurations in expansion flow. It should be noted that the VanDyke
 
unified method for expansion flow has been modified such that if a pressure
 
coefficient of less than -I/M2 is calculated for a given expansion angle,
 
the pressure coefficient is set equal to -I/M2 . This limiting value of
pressure coefficient has been derived from analysis of experimental data (see
 
References 9 and 10).
 

Blunt body pressure coefficient calculations are also compared in Figure
 
4.1-5. The pressure coefficient variation with impact angle is plotted in
 
the form CP/CPSTAG as suggested by Lees in Reference The calculations
 
for Newtonian, Prandtl-Meyer, and OSU empirical techniques utilized stagnation
 
conditions behind a normal shock in an ideal gas.
 

4.1.2.3 Free Molecular Flow
 

Comparison of free molecular flow calculations by the program and data pre
sented in Reference 11 are shown in Figure 4.1-6 to 4.1-8. Flat plate lift
 
and drag coefficients are compared in Figure 4.1-6, assuming specular reflec
tion. Figures 4.1-7 and 4.1-8 present the lift and drag of a flat plate for
 
the more roalistic diffuse-reflection assumption. Finally, the drag coef
ficient for a sphere with both specular and diffuse reflection assumptions is
 
shown in Figure 4.1-9.
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4.1.3 Discussion of Modified Newtonian Pressure Methods
 

A brief review of the important features of some of the modified Newtonian
 
pressure calculation methods in the program is presented in the following
 
discussions. This is the most commonly used method in the Gentry program.
 

Modified Newtonian is used extensively in hypersonic flow analysis due to 
its ability to give reasonable answers for a great number of shapes with a 
very simple calculation technique. This capability depends on the use of the 
variable K as a function of angle of attack as shown in Figure 4.1-10. 
The modified Newtonian form permits application of tangent wedge (or tangent 
cone), an empirically defined equation for a given shape, or an effective K 
for a complete configuration at a given Mach number. The effect of a real 
gas may be introduced by variation of K for very blunt bodies. In general,
 
the use of modified Newtonian theory may be divided into two groups for
 
discussion purposes: (1) aerodynamically blunt configurations and (2) aero
dynamically sharp configurations.
 

4.1.3.1 Blunt Bodies
 

On aerodynamically blunt configurations the impact angle of the nose is 
greater than that for shock detachment, although the leading edge may be 
sharp and pointed. In true Newtonian flow (M = -, Y = 1) the variable K 
becomes 2. The most commonly used form of modified Newtonian is to input for 
K the Cp stagnation derived from normal shock relations into the equation 

Cp = K sin2d
 

The effects of a real gas may also be approximated in this manner. A compar
ison of Newtonian and experimental data is presented in References 12 to 14
 
for blunt body shapes. In general, modified Newtonian (CPSTAG = K) agrees
 
iith data for spheres if the Mach number is greater than 3. The pressure
 
distribution on cylinders is not as good as on spheres. However, for impact
 
angles of 90 degrees to approximately 60 degrees, the agreement is reasonable
 
but deteriorates as zero impact angle is reached. Nevertheless; for prelim
inary calculations the induced error in CN and GA may be acceptable.
 

Examples of the comparison of modified Newtonian and experiment for spheres
 
and cylinders are shown in Figure 4.1-11. For curved, shock detached bodies
 
with sharp leading edges of either two- or three-dimensional shape, References
 
15 and 16 show that Cp = K sin 26 should be modified to the form 

Cp sin 26
 

pmax 
 sin 2 6max
 

which is sometimes called the generalized Newtonian theory. Comparison with
 

other bodies is shown in Reference 17.
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4.1.3.2 Sharp Bodies
 

Many approximatLons exist for sharp pointed bodies. Figures 4.1-6 and 4.1-9 
include ,one form for the sharp wedge developed by Lees in Reference 8 for 
large Mach numbers.
 

K = (Y + 1) 

Also shown in the limiting form of the cone
 

K = 2(Y + 1)(Y + 7) 

(y + 3) 

For large Mach numbers true Newtonian theory, therefore, closely approximates
 
the limiting case for a cone rather than a wedge.
 

The main disadvantage of Newtonian theory is its inability to predict the flow
 
field,and,for some shapes, this effect can lead to predicted values which may
 
be in serious disagreement with theory. Seiff in References 18 and 19 pre
sents examples of these shapes and a method for obtaining more realistic
 
results from a Newtonian flow concept.
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4.2 PROGRAM ARPII: RAPID SUPERSONIC AREA RULE 

AERODYNAMIC PROGRAM
 

The ARPII program is a Fortran version of a supersonic area rule program
 
originally constructed at Avro Aircraft, Reference. 1. This program was
 

subsequently updated at McDonnell-Douglas Corporation, ;St. Louis, Reference
 
2. Emphasis on the ARPII program lies in obtaining a rapid estimate of the
 

zero lift wave drag component of a vehicle travelling at supersonic speeds.
 
A user's manual for the ARPII program is available, Reference 3.
 

When considering the design of a supersonic flight vehicle, one of the
 

more significant aerodynamic factors is the configuration drag at zero
 
lift. When the zero lift drag coefficient is plotted against the Mach
 

number for a typical aircraft configuration, a curve similar to that
 
illustrated in Figure 4.2-1 is obtained.
 

At subsonic speeds any body at zero lift passing through an ideal fluid
 
experiences no net drag force (D'Alambert's Paradox) unless other bodies are
 
also passing through the fluid. If more than one body is passing through the
 

fluid, the net drag force on all the bodies is zero. The individual bodies
 
in the group may have either a thrust or a drag acting on them, but when the
 
thrust and drag are summed over all the bodies, the resulting force will be
 
zero. The drag force which exists on an aircraft flying through a real fluid
 
in subsonic flight must, therefore, have its origin entirely in viscous effects.
 

At supersonic speeds, the picture changes; in this flight regime a body passing
 
through an ideal fluid creates a system of compression and expansion waves
 

attached to the body. The loss of energy to the wave system causes a drag
 
force to act on a single body even at zero lift. This component force which
 
is known as the wave drag at zero lift is responsible for the supersonic drag
 
rise illustrated in Figure 4.2-1. In supersonic flight, then, the zero lift
 
drag has two components: the viscous drag and the wave drag at zero lift.
 
In order to design an efficient supersonic aircraft an adequate knowledge of
 
both these components is required. The ARPII program presents a rapid method
 

for obtaining the zero lift wave drag component of a wing-body-tail combi
nation at supersonic speeds.
 

4.2.1 Sonic Area Rule
 

The method for calculating wave drag outlined in this report is based on
 
the supersonic area rule theory; this theory relates the wave drag of a config
uration at zero lift to the development of cross-sectional area of a set of
 
bodies of revolution derived from the basic configuration. The earliest
 
report showing a connection of the above nature seems to be that of Wallace
 
D. Hayes, Reference 4, 1947. This report notes that if the limiting form of 
the linearized equation for the wave drag of a configuration is taken as 
M + 1.0 from above, then the expression 
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(4.2.1)
 

is obtained. This result is identical with that obtained by Von Karman,
 
Reference 5, for the wave drag of a slender body of revolution at M = 1.0.
 
Hayes result was ignored at the time, apparently because of the limitations
 
of linearized theory in the transonic range.
 

In 1952 Richard T. Whitcomb's report, Reference 6, experimentally established
 
the connection between the transonic drag rise of low aspect ratio thin wings
 
mounted centrally on reasonably slender bodies and that of the body of revo
lution having the same distribution of cross-sectional area. To illustrate
 
this point, Whitcomb's results for the four basic configurations are shown
 
in Figure 4.2-2. Whitcomb's ideas appear to be based on the phenomenon of
 
stream tube choking at transonic speeds. The invariance of stream tube cross
sectional area to small velocity changes about M = 1.0 means that the flux of
 
fluid out of a radius greater than the wing semispan, described on a plane
 
normal to the longitudinal axis, must be the same for both the wing-body
 
combination or the body of revolution having the same distribution of cross
sectional area. This is illustrated in Figure 4.2-3; for if the plane element
 
has thickness Sx, then the flux out of this disc in both cases will be
 

6Q = dS 6x (4.2.2)

dx
 

Whitcomb argues that the flow field is such that any radial or circumferential
 
deviations in the disturbances caused by the wing-body combination are rapidly
 
Yeduced causing the field to tend towards the radially symmetric disturbance
 
produced by a body of revolution. Examination of the shock patterns about a
 
configuration and its equivalent body of revolution provide support for this
 
view of the similarity in the two disturbance fields and, hence, to the simi
larity in their drag rise characteristics. Whitcomb further reasoned that if
 
the drag of a wing-body combination is similar to that of its equivalent body
 
of revolution, then by indenting the body to account for the cross-sectional
 
area of the wing, the wave drag could be made to approach that of the body
 
alone. The reductions in drag that he obtained in this manner are reproduced
 
from Reference 6 in Figure 4.2-4. In all three cases these tests reveal a
 
considerable improvement in the drag rise characteristics; although, in general,
 
the equivalent body of revolution had a lower drag rise than the indented
 
wing-body combination.
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4.2.2 Supersonic Area Rule
 

The success of Whitcomb's sonic area rule theory in providing a guide to
 
estimating and a means of reducing the,zero lift wave drag of a wing-body
 
combination lead to a search for a similar method at supersonic speeds. A
 
method for obtaining the supersonic zero lift wave drag"of wings alone in
 
terms of a set of area distributions derived from the basic wing distribution
 
had already been given by Heaslet, Lomax, and Spreiter, Reference 7. In
 
1953 both R. T. Jones, Reference 8, and Richard T. Whitcomb with T. L.
 
Fischetti, Reference 9, produced reports showing that the supersonic zero
 
lift wave drag of a wing-body combination could be estimated in a similar
 
manner. These methods find the drag of the combinations as the average
 
drag of a series of equivalent bodies of revolution constructed in the fol
lowing way.
 

With the aircraft rolled through an angle 6 (to be definite, let the port
 
wing be raised for positive 0), construct a set of planes which are normal
 
to the horizontal plane from which the roll angle is measured and inclined
 
at the Mach angle v to the aircraft longitudinal axis. These Mach planes
 
will intersect the wing-body combination and each one in so doing will define
 
an inclined cross-sectional area. The projection of these areas on the yz
 
plane (i.e., the frontal areas of the cross-sections) are used to define the
 
cross-sectional area distribution of the equivalent body of revolution for
 
the particular roll angle 6. This arrangement of planes together with the
 
coordinate system is shown in Figure 4.2-5. The drag of each individual
 
equivalent body of revolution may then be found from Von Karman's formula
 
and the mean taken to find the drag of the wing-body combination
 

2fl L/2 L/2
 
* 

q jn2 f dof f S"x,, , N) S"(x 2, 0, M) 

0 -L/2 -L/2
 

x Logjx1 -121 dxldx2
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4.2.3 Transfer Rule
 

In Reference 10, G. N. Ward approaches the problem of the wave drag of
 
wing-body combinations by considering the drag .of general distributions
 
of sources in space. He then shows that thin-wings and slender bodies,
 
at zero lift, either alone or in combination with each other, can be
 
represented by distributions of sources in the surface of the body with
 

.surface density proportional to the local slope of the surface in'the x
 
direction. The drag in this particular case reduces to
 

L' , L, ,, 
.._Lz / ' A (C'.,",A (x1z) Lt3 U( . 1 z',-j 1,.>t


LI Z L. t I 

L 1 SLit . , 2 ... . 2 (4.2.4)t 


where
 

(4.2.5)
 

is the wing transferred area and dS1, dS2 = wing elements of area at the
 
points (x1 , Yl, Zl), x2 , Y2 , z2)"
 

RIR2 = the vectors with components (xI , Yj, zl), (x2 , Y2, z2)
 

T(R), T(R2 ) = wing thickness at the points RI, R2
 

rl, r2 = the vectors with components (0, y' zl' (0,Y2 , z2) 

AS = that portion of the wing in the zone 'ofsilence for the
 
point (x, 0, 0), see Figure 4.2-6.
 

The first term is the drag of the exposed wing panels alone; the second term
 
is the drag of a body of revolution having an area distribution equal to the
 
fuselage area combined with the wing transferred area. - The last term is the
 
drag of a body of revolution having an area distribution equal to the trans
ferred area of the wing alone
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This relationship will be of note in a later section where the problem of
 
area ruling the fuselage is considered.
 

The transfer rule is of interest when the optimum fuselage for a given wing
 
is required. It can be shown, Reference 1, for example, that the transferred
 
wing area is the mean wing area versus roll angle determined by the super
sonic area rule Mach planes. Hence,the optimum fuselage for a given wing
 
is obtained when the fuselage and mean wing at the Mach number or series of
 
Mach numbers of interest has a minimum drag.
 

4.2.4 Other Methods
 

It should be noted that several other methods for computation of wing-body
 
wave drag have been proposed, notably Baldwin and Dickey's moment of area
 
rule, Reference 11, and Faget's method of hoops. The ARPII program, however,
 
is limited to the supersonic area rule method.
 

4.2.5 Wave Drag in the General Case
 

The theories of Sections 4.2,2 to 4.2.4 apply to slender bodies and thin wings
 
or their combination provided that no lift is carried over any portion of the
 
planform. There are many configurations which may reasonably be analyzed by
 
linearized theory and yet do not fall into the above class, for example, a
 
cambered thin wing mounted centrally on a slender body. In Reference 12, a
 

generalized area rule correct to the limits of linearized theory for combi
nations of wings and bodies is obtained; this is
 

6r
 

A o -(4.2.7) 
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where £(x, 8) is the component of the force acting on the oblique section
 
resolved in a plane normal to the free stream and resolved again in the 8
 
direction, Figure 4.2-7. It may be noted that at M = 1.0, Equation 4.2.7
 
reduces to 4.2.1 and the sonic wave drag due to lift vanishes.
 

In order to use Equation 4.2.7 the distribution of force over the config
uration is needed. If this is known the drag can, of course, be found by
 
integration of the force and slopes over the configuration. The ARPII
 
program does not attempt to consider the effects of lift in any way.
 

4.2.6 Evaluation of the Wave Drag Integral
 

4.2.6.1 Fourier Series Method
 

A problem common to the sonic area rule, supersonic area rule and transfer
 
rule is the evaluation of the integral which expresses the wave drag of a
 
body of revolution in terms of its area distribution. This can be written
 

D 	 1
 
2 j"(Y S"( 2 )log - 1 

0 0 	 (4.2.8)
 

Several methods for evaluation of this integral have been suggested; the
 
earliest 	method appears to be that of Sears, Reference 13. In Sears'
 
method the transformation
 

x (1 -coso) 	 (4.2.9) 

is made.
 

The slope of area dS/dx is now approximated by a Fourier sine series
 

S'(x) = 	 '5 A. sin no 
n=l (4.2.10) 

so that
 

An = 2 S'(x) sin - no do
 
-, 	 (4.2.11)
 

With these assumptions the drag becomes
 

D r 	 E nA 2 
q 4 	 n=l (4.2.12) 
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corresponding to an area distribution of
 
t-a
 

-,- -(4.2.13) 

Evaluation of the drag by this method i's a tedious process, mainly because
 
of the difficulty of obtaining the s-lope-of area curve from the actual area
 
distribution.
 

4.2.6.2 Eminton's Method
 

A different approach is suggested by Eminton, Reference 14. Defining
 

S(o), S(1) and S(qi) i = 1, 2, . .. , N (4.2.14) 

Then, if the drag given Equation 4.2.12 is minimized for the area distribution
 
of Equation 4.2.13 subject to the restraints of 4.2.14, Eminton shows by the
 
method of Lagrangean multipliers the minimum drag is given by
 

\(c~4 

. 3 A-a , (4.2.1S) 

or in matrix form
 

L ~ 4 o)iL .~Jc (4.2.16) 

where
 

- - . , o .; (4,2.17) 

, U i;.cos ,)-- , Cc- ; (4.2.18)C-

r 

OF(and 

(4.2.20)
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The corresponding area distribution is given by
 

S(x) = s o + (S(I) - S(o) • u(x)+[Pxj[f j.]{c1 

4.2.6.3 Other Methods
 

Two other methods of evaluating the wave drag integral have been suggested:
 
that of Cahn and Olstad, reference 15, and that of Holdaway and Mersman, 
reference 16. The method of Cahn and Olstad uses a numerical technique for 
evaluating the integral and requires a knowledge of the second derivative of
 
the area distribution.
 

The remaining method, that of Holdaway and Mersman, also uses a numerical 
technique, this time in the form of Tchebichef polynomials. By this device 
it is possible to evaluate the Fourier coefficients of Equation (4.2.1) by 
working with the area distribution rather than one of its derivatives, a 
feature common to Eminton's method and the Tchebichef polynomial method. How
ever, as noted in Section 4.2.6.2 the ARP IT program uses the N station
 
Emnton method with N=19 being the recommended number of areas as in Eminton's
 
original report.
 

4.2.7 Applying the Supersonic Area Rule on a Digital Computer 

4.2.7.1 Outline 

In order to use the supersonic area rule as a preliminary design tool, a rapid 
metnod of obtaining the area distributions required by the theory must be 
employed. For the purpose of determining the wing contribution to such a
 
distribution, it is sufficient to note that to date most aircraft wing sur
faces have been generated by a set or sets of straight generator lines. Once
 
the equations of these lines and the equations of the Mach planes for a given 
Mach number and roll angle are known, it is a straightforward exercise in 
analytic geometry to find the points at which a particular Mach plane will
 
intersect the wing generator lines and, hence, by integration the wing area
 
defined oy that plane. Repeating this for each plane will define the wing 
contribution to tile area distribution for the particular value of Mach number 
and roll angle. To find the contribution of tanks or the fuselage, sufficient
 
accuracy should be obtained if the point at which a Hach plane intersects
 
tneir center of area locus is found and the normal cross-sectional area at 
that point is taken. Once an area distribution has been found, the drag of 
its equivalent body of revolution must be calculated. In the ARP II program, 
the method of Eminton is used.
 

4.2.7.2 Mach Plane Equations
 

The general equation of a plane is of the form
 

Ax + By + Cz + D = 0 (4.2.21) 
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It can -be shown that the equation of a ,Mach plane is
 

x - cot cosO y - cotv sin8 z - x' = 0 (4.2.22) 

where
 

v - Mach angle 
o - roll angle 
x'- plane intercepts on the x axis 

4.2.7.3 Wing Generator Lines
 

In designing an aircraft wing it is customary to specify the section to be 
used at various spanwise locations, on an aerodynamic basis. When this wing 
is layed out in the design office the wing surface between any two sections 
is described by straight lines passing through corresponding percentage chord 
points on the section profiles. Any wing surface formed in this manner is 
therefore described by one or more sets of straight generator lines. The 
equations of these lines is of the form 

xi = aliy + bli (4.2.23)
 

zi = a2iY + b2i where i = 1,2, ...N say (4.2.24)
 

To find the equation of a generator line passing between any two sections,
 
one need only know the coordinates of its end points. Let the inboard such
 
end point have coordinates xl, yl, zl and the outboard end point coordinates
 
x2, Y2, z2, then
 

x2-xl

al=2-Yl (4.2.25)
 

b, = xI - aly1 (4.2.26) 

z2-zl (4.2.27)
 
Y2-Yl
 

b2 = zj - a2Yl (4.2.28)
 

When spedifying the generator lines, it may-be necessary only to obtain the
 
equation for one side of the wing if a plane of symmetry is present. Similarly,
 
if the wing under consideration has a symmetric section only the equations
 
for the upper surface need be stored in the computer.
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4.2.7.4 Wing Contribution to Area Distribution
 

The first step in finding the wing area defined by a Mach plane is to find 
the points at which the ith Mach plane intercepts the starboard upper wing
 
generator lines; i.e., where the plane
 

Ax + By + Cz + Dj = 0 (4.2.29)
 

intersects the generator lines
 

xi = ally + bli (4.2.30)
 

zi = a2iY + b2i (4.2.31)
 

Substituting the generator equations into the Mach plane equations and solving
 
for the value of the y intercept coordinate
 

Abll+Cb2i+D, (4.2.32) 

Yij = Aali+B + Ca2i 

The z coordinate of the intercept is
 

zij = a2i Yij + b2i (4.2.33)
 

The required area, that is the frontal area of the wing section defined by
 
the Mach plane in passing through the wing is
 

ASj = f-z3 dyi j (4.2.34)
 

where the integration extends between specified limits.
 

4.2.7.5 Fuselage and Tank Contribution to the Area Distribution
 

To find the fuselage contribution to the area distribution, the approximation
 
is made that the frontal area of the fuselage section intercepted by a Mach
 
plane is equal to the normal cross-sectional area at the point where the Mach
 
plane intercepts the fuselage center of area locus.
 

It can be seen from Figure 4.2.8 that for reasonably slender bodies that the
 
approximation should be reasonable, the area being underestimated on one side
 
of the 'axis and overestimated on the other. On purely theoretical grounds,
 
it might be concluded that there are no grounds for using the true slant area
 
through thl Auselage in any case. However, in Reference 17 the wave drag of
 
bodies which were not so slender was calculated using both the normal area
 
distribution and the frontal projection of the true slant area. It was concluded
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that greater accuracy is obtained when the slant area method is used. The
 
above approach is equally applicable to external pods mounted on the air
craft. In the case of a fuselage, the x axis is usually-piaced at or near
 
the locus of the fuselage center of area so that the Mach plane intercept
 
xA can be used directly to obtain the point at which the Mach plane inter
cepts the fuselage distribution. For a tank or pod this is no longer true
 
and the point at which the Mach plane intercepts the tank locus of area
 
(assumed to be represented with sufficient accuracy by a line parallel to
 
the x axis) must be found. Let the y and z coordinates of the tank centroid
 
of area be YT, zy then substituting these values into the Mach plane
 
equation gives the required intercept, i.e.,
 

xT = x' - (ByT + CZT) (4.2.35)
 

and the normal fuselage area at this point must be used for the tank or
 
pod area contribution.
 

4.2.8 Configuration Definition by Supersonic Area Rule
 

Configuration definition involves a balance between internal and external
 
configuration requirements. For example, when laying out a supersonic
 
fighter the forebody geometry involves a trade between aerodynamic drag and
 
radar dish size. Aft of this the fuselage dimensions are determined by a
 
trade between aerodynamic drag and crew mobility and vision constraints.
 
Further aft again the front and rear face of the engines with clearance for
 
other system components at these points tends to size the fuselage cross
section.
 

The fighter wing tic is determined by a trade between aerodynamic drag,
 
structural depth, and fuel requirements. The wing planform is determined
 
by a trade between aerodynamic and structural efficiency. Placement of
 
the wing on the body involves a trade between aerodynamic stability and
 
control and supersonic area rule considerations. Supersonic area rule con
siderations will also tend to govern the longitudinal distribution of
 
fuselage area between the radar dish, crew station, forward engine face, and
 
aft engine face.
 

A typical configuration layout according to supersonic area rule principles
 
is presented in Figures 4.2-9(a) and (b). These figures present non-area
 
ruled aircraft and a similar design area ruled for Mach 1.4. Figures 4.2-10
 
(a) to (e)present successively the area distribution for the basic aircraft
 
and M = 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, and the Mach number range 1.0 to 1.4. To obtain
 
these distributions three steps were followed:
 

First, the minimum fuselage cross-sectional areas at five
 
control points are determined on the basis of crew and
 
subsystem clearances.
 

Second, the selected wing mean area distribution, averaged
 
for all roll angles at the selected area rule Mach number,
 
is obtained from the supersonic area rule program. In a
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more sophisticated design 'study the jmean wing area, may be
 
averaged against both roll angle and Mach number to insure
 
low zero lift wave drag over a specified ,Mach number range.
 
Example designs of this type are presented in 'eferen'ces 1
 
and 17.
 

Third, the wing mean area is added to the fuselage cross
sectional area obtained from.-normal cuts to obtain the
 
combined fuselage/mean wing distribution at selected
 
control points. By Ward's transfer of area rule, the sum
 
of the fuselage and mean wing area distribution at the
 
selected Mach number should be a minimum wave -drag shape.
 
Minimum wave drag shapes having any number of specified area
 
constraints are given by Eminton in Reference 14. These
 
shapes are available in the supersonic area rule program.
 
The difference between the optimum shape and the mean wing
 
gives the required fuselage area distributions in Figure
 
4.2-9. The resulting fuselage area distribution is then
 
checked against the minimum required area all along the
 
longitudinal body axis to verify internal clearances. This
 
process may reveal the necessity for additional constraints
 
on the combined fuselage/mean wing distribution. In this
 
case, the fuselage shaping process is repeated again with
 
an additional constraint. The second iteration is usually
 
sufficient to develop a satisfactory fuselage.
 

Some typical comparisons between area rule indented bodies, wave drag, and
 
wave drag calculations are presented in Figures 4.2-11(a) and (b). The test
 
results and the Tchebichef calculations are taken from Reference 19.
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4.3 	PROGRAM TREND: A RAPID SUBSONIC/SUPERSONIC/HYPERSONIC
 
AERODYNAMIC TRADE-OFF CODE
 

Program TREND provides rapid aerodynamic lift, drag and moment estimates in
 
the subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic flight regimes. The program is
 
primarily designed to estimate high lift-drag reentry vehicle aerodynamic
 
characteristics. The class of vehicles which may be analyzed with the program
 
is of greater range than the primary class of reentry vehicle. However,
 
some program modification may be required as the vehicle shapes diverge
 
from the prime class of vehicles. Program modification may also become
 
desirable where detailed wind tunnel results are available for a specific
 
configuration. When the computed aerodynamic characteristics are matched
 
to the experimental characteristics in this manner program TREND may be used
 
to estimate aerodynamic trade-offs rapidly as the configuration geometry is
 
perturbed.
 

In the hypersonic flight regime, the program contains an optional aerodynamic 
heating computation capability. It should be noted that the program does 
not possess a transonic aerodynamic characteristic estimation capability.
 
The original program TREND was prepared under a previous Air Force Flight 
Dynamics Laboratory contract. Original detailed program documentation is 
presented in Reference. 1; .An example of the use of this program is given 
in Reference 2. 

4.3.1 Basic Configuration Types and Limitations
 

The basic configuration types which may be analyzed by program TREND are 
summarized in Table 4.3-1. Typical configurations are illustrated in Fig
ures 4.3-1 and 4.3-2. It should be noted that the Type I configuration may
 
be extended to incorporate a horizontal tail.
 

Total vehicle lift and drag coefficients for all flight regimes are computed
 
by a component buildup that allows the user to select the prediction tech

niques most applicable to his configuration. In the subsonic and supersonic 
flight regimes the lift of a composite configuration is computed as the sum 
of 

a. body lift 
b. exposed wing lift
 
c. exposed horizontal tail lift
 
d. lift increment due to horizontal tail or elevon deflection
 

The total drag is computed as the sum of the following components:
 

a. minimum drag
 
b. drag due to 	lift
 
C. trim drag
 

Lift and drag at hypersonic speeds are obtained from the normal and axial 
force coefficients computed by the methods presented below.
 

'4.3-1
 



The 	limitations imposed in the subsonic flight regime are that Mach critical
 
is not reached and that the angle of attack is less than 18 degrees for the 
wing-body configurations. Methods are included to compute 

a. 	lift above wing stall
 

b. 	drag due to lift above polar break up to these limitations
 
for the winged configurations
 

In the supersonic regime the.Mach number limits are 1.2 to 3.5, and'the angle 
of attack is limited to 12 degrees for all configurations. This angle of 
attack limit is well above the angle of attack for maximum lift to drag ratio. 

The prediction techniques applicable to the hypersonic regime are limited to
 
continuum flow, Mach number greater than 3.5, and an angle of attack range
 
between 5 and 50 degrees.
 

4.3.2 Sensitivity Analysis Options
 

Program TREND can be used to obtain vehicle aerodynamic sensitivities to
 
configuration and/or flight path perturbations.
 

The 	sensitivity factor analysis provides the partial derivatives of specified
 
aerodynamic performance parameters with respect to the input vehicle geometric
 
or flight path parameters. Derivatives are calculated directly from the
 
sensitivity factor equations or by finite differences. The latter method
 
must be used where sensitivity factor equations are not available. The sensi
tivity analysis calculates incremental aerodynamic performance parameter
 
values for increment values of geometric and flight path parameters. In
 
general,
 

AP aP &VI + 2P AV2+... _OF Vn 
ova. 0V2 	 aVn 

+ 6P AM + P Ah + OF A6e + P AceO Oh +--e 	 ao (4.3.1) 

where P = an aerodynamic performance parameter; L, D, or L/D 
V = vehicle geometric parameter such as wing sweep or leading
 

edge radius
 
M = Mach number 
h = altitude
 
de = elevon deflection
 
a = angle of attack
 

Partial derivatives may be computed at either constant angle of attack or
 
constant lift coefficient in Equation 4.3.1.
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It should be noted that certain aerothermodynamic sensitivities must be 
computed by an integration along the vehicle flight path, for example, 
heat shield mass sensitivity with respect to vehicle geometric parameters 
and thermal protection system properties. The option to compute such sensi
tivities along the equilibrium glide path of the nominal vehicle is 
available in TREND. 

4.3.3 Subsonic Flight Regime
 

4.3.3.1 Subsonic Lift
 

4.3.3.1(a) Modified Body of Revolution.
 

Subsonic lift of a body or modified body of revolution is based on the
 
DATCOM of Reference 3, Section 4.2.1. The method combines slender-body
 
potential flow predictions with a viscous crossflow force proportional to
 
the square of the angle of attack and modifies the results for noncircular
 
body sections, Reference 4.
 

CLB = CLp + CLV (4.3.2) 

CLp = (CNa)b (k2 - kI) Fma' b (4.3.3) 

Fma 1 2(4.3.4)

CLV = Cdc F ' S(4.3.4)
 

where
 

(CNa)b = 2.0 

k2-k I = reduced mass factor obtained from Figure (4.2.1.1-6a) of DATCOM 

Fm = cross-sectional shape parameter, Reference 1 

I + 1.2 (Ma')
3
 

Cdc = 


b = base area 

Sp = planform area
 

S = reference area 

oLOB = body angle of attack,at zero lift
 

The term a' is the effective angle of attack and is calculated from 
a[ = c - aLOE. Lift curve slope is a nonlinear function of angle of attack 
and is determined from 

CL B = (CNa)b(k2 - kl) Fm + 2Cdc Fmin' (4.3.5) 
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4.3.3.1(b) Planar Body
 

This class of bodies is treated as a low aspect ratio wing possessing a
 
linear lift curve slope. The method used to determine CLa is based on
 
the expression for normal force curve slope at zero lift contained in the
 
subsection 4.8.1 of DATCOM.
 

" -. I53 

CL- = (R/4 R12 + 2Ar/ -h 3 ~(4.3.6) 

L a C< (4.3.7) 
-
The term .54 (R1/3LE/b) 153 approximates the curve in Figure (4.8.1.2-11)
 

of DATCOM.
 

4.3.3.1(c) Wing
 

The lift contribution of exposed wing panels is computed as wing-alone lift
 
modified for wing-body carryover. The wing-alone lift-curve slope is computed
 
and the carryover factors KB~W and KW(B) are obtained by the method of Pitts,
 
Nielsen, and Kaattari, ReferSn& S.
 

C O% CL~w EKOM t&Jcaj8 (4.3.8) 

7 A_____G_._ . (4.3.9) 

G ZCOS -t W/AR (4.3.10) 

S (L- -- ) %WE + ra (4.3.11) 

APWC---(s,- w)/S c C43.2 

where W is the average body width at the wing junction and the subscript WE
 
pertains to the exposed wing.
 

4.3.3.1(d) Horizontal Tail
 

Lift contrioution of the exposed part of the horizontal tail is determined
 
by the above exposed wing method modified for downwash and dynamic pressure
 
reduction at the tail.
 

ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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C , =CL [K8 (w)"Kw(,)8] (- dK (4.3.13) 

Increment of lift resulting from a horizontal tail deflection is obtained from
 
the tail effectiveness parameter for lifting surface incidence ahd modified 
for dynamic pressure reduction at the tail, Reference 5, 

ACL H CL 5 (4.3.14) 

For a leading edge down deflection of the horizontal tail, 6 is negative.
 

4.3.3.1 (e) Elevon
 

The elevon contribution to total vehicle lift at zero-deft ction is ignored.
 
For large elevon deflections, the elevon lift contribution may become signi
ficant and is assumed to be given by
 

A C C s (4.3.16) 

where the elevon effectiveness term is obtained by the methods given in Section
 
IV of Reference 1.
 

4.3.3.1(f) Wing-Body Configurations
 

The lift of a composite configuration below wing stall is calculated as the
 
sum of the component lift contributions. For a wing-body-tail configuration
 

CLw s CL oa (4.3.17)c'A 

C0 L-oC€ C +-CL +# CL (4.3.18) 

oCK Co C->o<'.o wa (4.3.19) 
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At angles of attack above wing stall where the body and tail continue to lift, 
lift is calculated as the sum of the wing lift at stall plus body and hori
zontal tail lift. Based on test data for th5 vehicle class considered, the
 
wing stall angle of ittack is established at eight degrees. Lift above the
 
stall coefficient is computed from
 

0 L( CL~+C Lc.' + CL E (4.3.20) 

4.3.3.2 Subsonic Drag
 

Subsonic total drag coefficient of a configuration is the sum of minimum drag,
 
drag due to lift, and trim drag,
 

0CD = Co ,,r COL +(C (4.3.21) 

4.3.3.2(a) Minimum Drag
 

Subsonic minimum drag of a configuration is computed as the sum of friction
 
and pressure drag of each component plus body base drag,
 

C ,.,,.=,E' co,,, + CIb (4.3.22) 

4.3.2(b) Body Friction and Pressure Drag
 

Body friction and forebody pressure drag contribution to subsonic minimum
 
drag is computed by the method discussed in subsection 4.2.3 of DATCOM.
 
Assuming the equivalent body fineness ratio is greater than four
 

ACD ,% :/0 f .ps (4.3.23) 

Compressible mean flat plate friction coefficient, Cf, is given by
 

4c.3- [C ;] 6g (4.3.24) 

(4.3.25)C4z 5/Io, RN) 
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Reynolds number to calculate Cfi is either
 

(a) Reynolds number based on body length
 

(b) limiting Reynolds number based on admissible surface
 
roughness
 

Both Reynolds numbers are computed, and the lowest Value is used to determine
 
Cfi . Reynolds number based on length is obtained from
 

RAI 1- 1 (4.3.26) 

where a = speed of sound, a function of altitude
 
v = kinematic viscosity, a function of altitude 
M = free stream Mach number
 
£B = body length
 

The limiting Reynolds number is computed from
 

RMHim= K, C/.o4.27) 

where K1 is a function of Mach number, Reference 6. 

K1
Mach No. 


0 37.587
 
1 49.320
 
2 91.692
 
3 189,640
 

and k is the average surface roughness height. For the surface of a-modern
 
aircraft, a k of .0003 inches is a realistic value. For a body that has
 
experienced the heat of reentry, k is much greater.
 

4.3.3.2(c) Exposed Surface Friction and Pressure Drag
 

Friction and pressure drag contribution of exposed surfaces is computed by
 
the method contained in subsection 4.2 of the DATCOM.
 

0 tvlI f 5 )s (4.3.28) 

where Cf is determined as above with length being replaced by the mean geo

metric chord in determining Reynolds number
 

C,,j 4-C, - -"R (4.3.29)
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4.3.3.2(d) Base Drag 

The body base drag contribution to minimum drag is computAL-by the method 
reported in subsection 4.8.2 of DATCOM 

CD = CP (4.3.30) 

C,080 0- / (4.3.31) 

where Sb and the required base geometry are obtained from the input. The 
term CPBo /( ( /2v7w-b) is obtained by table lookup of the information pre
sented in Figure (4.8.2.1-7) of DATCOM. 

4.3.3.3 Subsonic Drag Due to Lift
 

4.3.3.3(a) Subsonic Lifting Body Configurations
 

The method presented in subsection 4.2.3.2 of DATCOM is used to calculate drag
 
due to lift of modified bodies of revolution. Body suction forces are neglected
 
by this method and
 

CDL - CL o< (4.3.32) 

According to test data a delta planform lifting body configuration possesses 
a linear lift-curve slope and a parabolic variation of drag with lift. The 
drag due to lift is expressed as 

CO , K(CL -C (4.3.33)
 

where K is the drag due to lift factor calculated from
 

I~t0 L,< (4.3.34) 

and .CL is the polar displacement.
 

4.3.3.(b) Subsonic Wing-Body Configurations
 

Test data indicates that the drag polar of 6ing-body configuration breaks 
at a lower lift than that at which wing stall occurs. This break in the 
polar is quite pronounced and occurs near an angle of attack of five degrees 
for otn,body types .considered by TREND. ' The CL where drag polar break 
occurs is calculated by 

C4- = C (.03 7,2 7 (4.3.35) 
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Drag due to lift depends on whether the operating CL is above or below the
 
polar break, CLi At CL's below CLBR
 

COL=z( AC,.W, (4.3.36) 

The polar displacement parameter, CLWH, is arrived at by engineering 
judgment of the effectiveness of body and wing camber. The drag polar shape 
factor, K, is obtained from 

C4.5.37)K =(VIr ARe) S 

e zew1 / 8 8/cr/11CR2~ (4.3.38) 

[e = LI(4.3.39) 
ART 9-5- (17"- CLcA4 

The span efficiency factor, ew , is determined by the method reported in Ref
erence 6. A leading edge suction factor of .85 is used. The configuration 
efficiency factor is obtained by modifying the wing alone factor for body " 
effects, Reference 6. The theoretical wing aspect ratio is obtained by exten
ding the wing to the centerline,
 

ART- ST (4.3.40) 

where
 

sT =-t1c #0- (4.3.41) 

Drag due to lift at CL's above CLBR is computed from an empirical expression 
derived from test data. The expression used to compute drag due to lift
 
above polar break is
 

0 =K/BR(CL CJ (4.3.42) 

K R=K-'-[.2 (-ST) (C- C (4.3.43) 
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4.3.3.4 Subsonic Trim Drag
 

Due to the many possible combinations of pitch control surfaces that could be 
used, a simple method is employed to account for trim drag. This method 
relies on the user's knowledge of control surface effectiveness and static 
margin of the particular configuration being worked. The approach is to 
modify the polar shape factor by an input trim drag factor, FTD. Suggested 
values of FTD as a function of static margin and moment arm are contained 
in Figure 4.3-3. 

Cb=C D_(Fb-i .o) (4.3.44) 

K- = K-FD (4.3.45) 

4.3.3.5 Subsonic Maximum Lift to Drag Ratio
 

4.3.3.5(a) Subsonic Lifting-Body Configurations
 

(L/D)max of the modified body of revolution configuration is computed by an
 
iterative procedure. Total lift and drag at increasing angles of attack are
 
sequentially computed until a maximum value is obtained.
 

(L/D)max of the planar Lifting body configuration is computed using
 

),,, - IL/ 
(L/) 2-'.T OL(±/), A CL (4.3.46) 

CL (Y.) " A, ( CDM, 4 ,4KT) -- AC- (4.3.47) 

whereK is the trimmed value. The CL for polar breax is much higher than
 
CL for (L/D)max for this type of configuration; therefore, polar break is
 
not considered in calculating (L/D)max.
 

4.3.3.5(b) Subsonic Wing-Body Configurations
 

The method of determining (L/D)max for the wing-body configurations combines
 
the above two methods because CL for (L/D)max is near the CL for polar
 
break. CL for (L/D)max is computed and compared with the CL for the polar
 
break. If it is less than the CL for polar break, equation (4.3.46) is used
 
to calculate (L/D)max. If it is greater, then the iteration procedure is
 
used above CL for polar break.
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4.3.4 Supersonic Flight Regime
 

4.3.4.1 Supersonic Lift
 

4.3.4.2 (a) Supersonic Bodies
 

The lift generated by modified bodies of revolution is computed,by the 
methods presented in Section 4.3.3.1(a) of the subsonic discussion. The 
potential normal force curve slope, (CNa)b , is obtained by table lookup of 
the information in Figure (4.2.1.1-7a) of DATCOM for basic ogive cylinder 
bodies of infinite fineness ratio and (k2 - kl) is equal to unity because 
the supersonic values of (CN b are semiempirical. 

The lift generated by planar lifting bodies is again assumed to vary linearly
 
with angle of attack below CL for (L/D)max . This linear lift curve slope
 
is obtained from the wing linear theory calculation results reported in
 
Figure III.A.l-la of Reference 6 as a function to trailing edge cutout,
 
leading edge sweep, taper ratio, and Mach number.
 

4.3.4.1(b) Supersonic Wing and Horizontal Tail
 

The lift contributions of the wing and horizontal tail exposed panels are
 
computed by the methods discussed in subsections 4.3.3.1(c) and (d). The
 
basic lift-curve slopes that are modified for carryover, dynamic pressure
 
reduction and downwash are obtained from the linear theory calculation
 
results reported in Figure III.A.l-la of Reference 6 based on the surface
 
area formed by joining the exposed panels.
 

4.3.4.1(c) Supersonic Wing-Body Configurations
 

Tests on wing-body configurations of the type analyzed by program TREND do
 
not show a reduction of lift-curve slope up to angles of attack of 12 degrees.
 
fhis angle is considerably above the angle of attack for (L/D)max. For this
 
reason lift above wing stall is not computed as in the subsonic case. At 
all angles of attack lift is computed by the method discussed in subsection
 
4.3.3.1(f) for the attached flow case.
 

4.3.4.2 Supersonid Drag
 

The supersonic drag of a "configuration is computed as the -sum of minimum
 
drag, drag due to lift, and trim drag,
 

C OM AIN CoL 4COr (4.3.21) 
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Drag due to lift beyond polar break is not accounted for in the supersonic 
flight regime because the polar break CL is much greater than CL for 
(L/D)maxr
 

4.3.4.-2(a) Supersonic Minimum Drag
 

The minimum drag of a supersonic configuration is calculated as the sum of
 
the component zero lift wave drag, friction drag, and base drag. The
 
friction and base drag of a component at supersonic Mach numbers are usually
 
treated as isolated parts, but the problem of estimating the zero lift wave
 
drag of a composite configuration is one of properly accounting for the
 
mutual interferences that exist between its components. The supersonic
 
area rule program described in Section 4.2 uses that approach. The approach
 
of program TREND is to isolate the individual components and their inter
ferences. In general, the determination of individual interferences has
 
been unsuccessful. However, for the purpose of program TREND in which the 
sensitivity of drag to configuration changes is desired, simplicity is
 
required, and the isolated component buildup method which neglects any inter
ference used.
 

4.3.4.2(b) Supersonic Zero Lift Wave Drag
 

Body wave drag is computed using the empirical data contained in Figure
 
III.B:l0-7 of Reference 6 for ogive bodies of revolution. A table lookup
 
procedure is used to determine the forebody and afterbody contributions
 

4CDpn P) Ay 	 (4.3.48) 

where
 

CDPN = 	function of nose fineness ratio and 8 

CDPBT = 	function of afterbody fineness ratio, 0, and the ratio of 
maximum diameter to base diameter 

The required parameters are determined from an ogive body of revolution that
 
approximates the cross section area distribution of the body to be analyzed.
 
The input quantities needed are Mach number, maximum cross-sectional area,
 
base area, distance from nose to maximum cross section, and distance from
 
maximum cross section to base.
 

Zero, lift wave drag of a wing, horizontal tail, or vertical tail is computed 
by the methods reported in Reference 6 for-round leading-edge airfoils 
provided that 8 cot(A.sc)is less than or equal, to 3.5. 
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C 0 w.7.[[sf) f &7 p (4.3.49) 

0 7618 t8 COT, A.. -J-0097/,9(P COT/:scL
748 8 C -a (4.3.50)TA~ 7AI~o~d 5 ~) 

The term f(a, A) is obtained from Figure III.B.10-1 of Reference 6 and the
 
average thickness ratio (t/c) is obtained from the input. The wave drag
 
computed by this method contains wing-alone plus body interference drag because
 
the correlation was achieved by subtracting body-alone wave drag from wing
body wave drag test data.
 

In the case where the parameter, 00otX SC exceeds 3.5, an alternate method is
 
included based upon the information contained in subsection 4.1.5.1-18 of
 
DATCOM.
 

[~ S,-)][] -TAN _1 SP (Cow: 8Ss Io 

-Cow, {7-Z~t~ 0 [.o(vi/1IT Ni(/) (4.3.51) 

4.5.4.2(c) Supersonic Base Drag
 

Base drag of the bodies is calculated from 

C0 =- "SC (4.3.52) 

CP6 5"" "/- 2 
 / (4.35.535)
 

The expression for the base pressure coefficient was derived from recent base
 
pressure test data. This value is significantly higherr-dihan values predicted
 
by the methods reported in Reference 7.
 

4.3.4.2(d) Supersonic Friction Drag
 

The total vehicle friction drag is computed as the sum of the friction drag
 
of each component
 

CDI -:ZACo0 (4.3.54)
 

, CDF(4.3.55)
 

where Cf is computed by the methods discussed in subsection 4.3.3.2(b) of this
 
report, Swet for bodies is obtained from the input, and Swet for surfaces is
 
computed by multiplying the exposed surface planform area by 2.03.
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4.3.4.3 Supersonic Drag Due to Lift
 

4.3.4.3(a) Supersonic Lifting Body Configurations
 

The drag-due to lift of modified body of revolution types of configurations
 
-with cbntrol surfaces is calculated by the method presented in 4.3.3.3 of
 
the subsonic section
 

DL .: CL ~c>< (4.3.56) 

Drag due to lift of the planar lifting systems that possess linear lift curve
 
slopes and parabolic drag polars is calculated from
Cz/KKQ-AC
 

COL K C-- jZ(4.3.5 7) 

K - /CL (4.3.58)
 

where ACL is the drag polar lift coefficient displacement obtained from-the
 
input, and CL, is calculated as discussed in subsection 4.3.4.1(c). The drag
 
due to lift factor corresponds to zero leading edge suction and is based on
 
recent test data that showed that although some suction is obtained at low
 
supersonic Mach numbers it is-quickly lost as Mach number increases.
 

4.3.4.3(b) Supersonic Wing-Body Configurations
 

Drag due to lift of bodies with variable sweep wings is computed using
 
Equation 4.3.57. The polar displacement, ACL, is obtained from input, and
 
K for subsonic leading edge conditions is calculated from an expression
 
derived from the correlation of supersonic test data in the WINSTAN program
 
of Reference 8. At Mach numbers where the outer wing panels have super
sonic leading edges, the drag due to lift factor is equal to the reciprocal
 
of the lift curve slope,
 

C 0 K(4.3S.59) T 

@COT_.I <I, K P+[ I/C4.3.60) 

where
 

5/(4.3.61)
 p -- A A 

AR -(4.3.62)
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Sk is the shaded area in the sketch below.
 

T
 

4.3.4.4 Supersonic Trim Drag
 

Trim drag is accounted for by modifying the untrimmed polar shape factor by
 
a trim drag factor obtained from the input as described in subsection 4.3.3.4
 
of the subsonic discussion.
 

4.3.4.5 Supersonic Maximum Lift to Drag Ratio
 

(L/D)max for modified body of revolution configurations without wings is cal
culated by an iteration procedure discussed in subsection 4.3.3.5 of the
 
subsonic discussion. (L/D)max for all other configurations is computed using
 
equations 4.3.46 and 4.3.47. (L/D)max beyond polar break is not considered
 
because the CL for polar break is larger than the CL for (L/D)max
.
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4.3.5 Hypersonic Flight Regime
 

The analytical expressions of Hankey and Alexander for normal and axial
 
force are used. This permits analytic sensitivity derivatives (partial
 
derivatives) to be included in the computer procedure. These techniques
 
were selected because
 

1. 	They are applicable for a wide range of flight and
 
geometric parameters
 

2. 	They are derived from simple theories that are
 
modified by empirical relations to improve accuracy
 
and applicability.
 

A vehicle to be analyzed is defined by the following generalized configuration
 
components:
 

1. 	hemispherical nose cap
 

2. 	lower flat surface
 

3. 	ramp lower flat surface
 

4. 	lower flat and ramp cylindrical leading edges
 

S. 	flat fin surface with a straight swept leading edge
 

6. 	fuselage composed of no more than two truncated cones
 
(or a cone-cylinder combination
 

7. 	elevon.
 

4.3.5.1 Hypersonic Lift and Drag
 

The 	equations used in program TREND are listed below.
 

(4.3.63)CL z C 00C -C S 1nc < 

< (4.3.64)C, = Q Sin c< +CCOS 
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=Cm + CC+ q * C,, + C. - (4.3.65) 
AIL LE Nc: LER Al Lai: N8G

C=CC + CAL4 A +CA +-+CA +CA (4.3.66)
A A XA A .8 

C = FK Sin.< Il-c (4.3.67)mtj N H 05 < 

CL--K. S/5 sin2 
(4.3.68) 

%: F, Sin°K[C0s'(-)F 4-_/L C o s5o1 (4.3.69) 

C KL SL,,/S Si(a+ Af) cos'(4.3.70) 

O LER Fd S i " (- -AI)CosAAa, [CosOSA't- Co.S (4.3.71) 

C z- K, Se/I SinZ(c--Ae) Co5 A,e (4.3.72) 

, F - AK (4.3.73)
CA, = - 0.125 FA (4.3.74) 

CS;= 0.12 5 Fq- 5 4(4.3.75) 

CA = KNC (IC°o<) (4.3.76) 

A - 2 +SnwCos" V' (4.3.77) 

C, Gt'.C" , 2.2S 1 (4.3.78) 

C0.O.O485Th(4.5,,) +A.7 3 - .3s04-8 

CA F'. KL& Cos..A_,w[ca5sC/tL,E4-Co$../La, Cos cC1 (4.3.79) 
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CA = K,_SY/ S/l(c< A) .Sin Ae 

CAE, K16si %r..- ) 5jpn pCd, 7 SynA 
C,- 0= F a5'T-, To 

CA= 56 S A . T+ A-_ 

F=77,/4)5 S'(4.3.86) 

C4 =0.11(6Fo.KY'-.w -z 9FLE- .4..8)
 

FL= 0 /7 6 8 AI-- To nA(4.3.84)
 

F 
t,,+e+ A .t-3iz 

4 -1 =)L/ 

Fi. E J, P.@SA~0.57O>22 3/' 

F4 oIasA 0. z1 9S-T112Y"/A 

F\1V 701-'Z-2. -1 

COS§Q[IS/t, 7vstVj 

2. 

(4.3.82) 

(4.3.83) 

(4.2.84a) 

(4.3.84)
 

(4.2. 84oa 

(4.3.89)
 

(4.3.88) 
(4.3.80)
 

(4.3.9) 

(4.3.90) 

(4.3.94) 

(4.3.93) 

44.3.96
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The following factors are obtained from the input and can be varied: KN, 
KLE, Gz, Gt, and nc. 

4.3.6 Stability and Control Sensitivity Analysis
 

Program TREND provides an approximation to vehicle lift, drag, and aerody
namic center, and the sensitivity of lift, drag, and aerodynamic center to
 
certain aerodynamic and geometric parameters. These sensitivities are
 
obtained in the general form 3F/3V where F is lift, drag, or aerodynamic
 
center or a component lift, drag, or aerodynamic center. The variable V
 
may be angle of attack or any of a variety of vehicle geometric character
istics.
 

At subsonic and supersonic speeds, the sensitivities are obtained by numerical
 
differentiation of the basic lift and drag equation presented in subsections
 
4.3.4 and 4.3.5 and related aerodynamic center equations. At hypersdnic
 
speeds the Hankey and Alexander formulation permits development of closed
 
form sensitivities.
 

The aerodynamic characteristics and geometric parameters selected for sensi
tivity factors are summarized in Tables 4.3-2, 4.3-3, and 4.3-4 for each
 
speed regime. It may be anticipated that certain of the geometric param
eters would have negligible influence on some of the st-abi-rty and control
 
derivatives for certain vehicle configurations. To insure scope of program
 
coverage, however, most major geometric parameters have been included as
 
sensitivity factors. The program can be used, therefore, to determine which
 
geometric changes have the greater influence on the stability and control
 
derivatives and those which have little influence.
 

A complete discussion of the equations supporting the stability and control
 
portion of program TREND are given in theLr entirety in the original TREIND
 
documentation for subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic speed regimes. As
 
noted previously, the prediction techniques at subsonic and supersonic speeds
 

based primarily on the DATCCM ihile the technique at hypersonic speed isare 
oased on the Hankey and Alexander method. In some instances, alterations of
 

tie DATCOM method or utilization of other reference mater:al is necessary to 

adapt the prediction scheme to the intended class of configurations. These
 

dexlations are listed beloN as follows:
 

1. The terms eI and ell were included in the body predictions
 
of sideforce-at subsonic and supersonic speeds for
 
configurations I and II, respegtively, to provide latitude
 
to correct for body cross-sectional shapes. Representative
 
values of these parameters is discussed in subsection
 
4.2.1.2 of DATCOM.
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2. 	Effect of vertical tail endplating on the aerodynamic
 
center of configuration II is included at subsonic
 
speeds. Necessary parameters for calculating this
 
effect are obtained from the lift and drag section
 
of the program.
 

3-	 Configuration II aerodynamic center characteristics
 
are more indicative of a cranked wing configuration
 
than a wing-body combination at subsonic speeds.
 
Therefore, the technology obtained from the F-ll
 
airplane and from the WINSTAN studies, Reference 8, 
is utilized for this prediction.
 

4. 	To reduce procedure complexity and, at the same time
 
maintain an acceptable degree of accuracy, the center
 
of pressure of the horizontal tail and of the elevon
 
has been assumed to be located at the centroid of
 
the surface at supersonic speeds.
 

S. 	Additional references required to support the DATCOM
 
techniques for purposes of completeness and ease of
 
handling include those of References 5, 6, and 9. 

6. 	Subsonic elevon effectiveness for configuration II is
 
based on the method of Reference 10. 

4.3.7 Aerothermodynamic Techniques in Hypersonic Flight
 

The trend program contains a variety of aerothermodynamic analysis modules.
 
Correlations have been developed which describe the aerodynamic heating to
 
the five major regions of the vehicle listed below:
 

1. 	Nose cap stagnation point
 
2. 	Nose cap lower surface interaction point
 
3. 	 Leading edge stagnation line 
4. 	Leading edge lower surface interaction line
 
5. 	 Lower surface centerline (fuselage) 

The options available are described in detail in section on thermodynamics.
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TABLE 4.3-1. CONFIGURATION TYPES
 

TYPE 	 FLIGHT REGIME 

I - Modified body of revolution 	 Subsonic, supersonic, 
with horizontal and vertical and hypersonic
 
tails
 

IB - Type I with a wing 	 Subsonic and super
sonic 

II - Planar lifting body with Subsonic, supersonic, 
elevons and vertical tail and hypersonic 

IIB - Type II with a wing 	 Subsonic and super
sonic 
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TABLE 4.3-2. AVAILABLE SUBSONIC SENSITIVITIES IN PROGRAM TREND 
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TABLE 4.3-3. AVAILABLE SUPERSONIC SENSITIVITIES IN PROGRAM TREND 
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TABLE 4.3-4. AVAILABLE HYPERSONIC INPUT SENSITIVITIES IN PROGRAM TREND
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CONFIGURATION TYPE I - BODY-ALONE 

Section A-A 
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FIGURE 4.3-1. TYPICAL TYPE I CONFIGURATIONS 



-, CONFIGURATION TYPE II - BODY ALONE 

View
4Top 


Side View 

CONFIGURATION TYPE II - WING-BODY 

Top View I --

Sde View
 

FIGURE 4.3-2. TYPICAL TYPE II CONFIGURATIONS
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4.4 USAF STABILITY AND CONTROL DATCOM
 

The USAF DATCOM is a large scale Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
 
project aimed at the development of a unified and systematic method for
 
predicting -ehicle aerodynamic characteristics. The AFFDL project officer
 
is Mr. D. E. Hoak. Over most of DATCOM's development D. E. Ellison of
 
McDonnell-Douglas has served as the contractor's principal investigator.
 
Recently McDonnell-Douglas and TRW Systems have constructed computerized
 
versions of the DATCOM, Reference 1.
 

Fundamentally, the purpose of the DATCOM (for data compendium) is to
 
provide a systematic summary of methods for estimating basic stability
 
and control derivatives. The DATCOM is organized in such a way that is
 
is self sufficient. For any given flight condition and configuration
 
the complete set of derivatives can be determined without resort to outside
 
information. The book is intended to be used for preliminary design
 
purposes before the acquisition of test data. The use of reliable test
 
data in lieu of the DATCOM is always recommended; however, there are many
 
cases where the DATCOM can be used to advantage in conjunction with test
 
data. For instance, if the lift-curve slope of a wing-body combination
 
is desired, the DATCOM recommends that the lift-curve slopes of the iso
lated wing and body, respectively, be estimated by methods presented and
 
that appropriate wing-body interference factors (also presented) be applied.
 
If wing-alone test data are available, it is obvious that these test data
 
should be substituted in place of the estimated wing-alone characteristics
 
in determining the lift-curve slope of the combination. Also, if test data
 
are available on a configuration similar to a given configuration, the
 
characteristics of the similar configuration can be corrected to those for
 
the given configuration by judiciously using the DATCOM material.
 

The various sections of the DATCOM have been numbered with a decimal system
 
which provides the maximum degree of flexibility. A "Section" as referred
 
to in the DATCOM contains information on a single specific item, e.g.,
 
wing lift-curve slope. Sections can, in general, be deleted, added, or
 
revised with a minimum disturbance to the remainder of the volume. The
 
numbering system used throughout the DATCOM follows the scheme outlined
 
below: 

Section- An orderly decimal system is used consisting of 
numbers having no more than four digits (see Table 
of Contents). All sections are listed in the Table 
of Contents although some consist merely of titles. 
All sections begin at the top of a right-hand page. 

Page: The page number consists of the section number 
followed by a dash number. (For example, Page 
4.1.3.2-4 is the fourth page of Section 4.1.3.2.) 
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Figures: 	 Figure numbers are the same as the page number. This
 
is a convenient system for referencing purposes. For
 
pages with more than one figure, a lower case letter
 
follows the figure number. Example: Fibure 4.1.3.2
43b is the second figure on Page 4.1.3.2-43. Where
 
a related series of figures appears on more than one
 
page, the figure number is the same as the first page
 
on which the series begins. Example: Figure 4.1.3.2
46d may be found on Page 4.1.3.2-47 and is the fourth
 
in a series of charts. Figures are frequently referred
 
to as "charts" in the text.
 

Tables: 	 Table numbers consist of the section number followed
 
by an upper case dashed letter. Example: Table
 
4.1.3.2-A is the first table to appear in Section
 
4.1.3.2.
 

Equations: 	 Equation numbers consist of the section number followed
 
by a lower case dashed letter. Example: 4.1.3.2-b
 
is the second equation (of importance) appearing in
 
Section 4.1.3.2. Repeated equations are numbered the
 
same as for the first appearance of the equation but
 
are called out as follows: Equation 4.1.5.2-b.
 

The major classification of sections in the DATCOM is according to type of
 
stability and control parameter. This classification is summarized below:
 

Section 1. 	Guide to DATCOM and Methods Summary (present discussion
 
including the Methods Summary)
 

Section 2. 	General information
 

Section 3. 	Reserved for future use
 

Section 4. 	Characteristics at angle of attack
 

Section 5. 	Characteristics in sideslip
 

Section 6. 	Characteristics of high-lift and control devices
 

Section 7. 	Dynamic derivatives
 

Section 8. 	Mass and inertia
 

Section 9. 	Characteristics of VTOL-STOL aircraft
 

The information in Section 2 consists of a complete listing of notation,and
 
definitions used in the DATCOM, including the sections in which each symbol
 
is used. It should be noted that definitions are also frequently given in
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each section where they appear. Insofar as possible, NASA notation has been
 
used. Thus the notation from original source material has frequently been
 
modified for purposes of consistency. Also included in Section 2 is general
 
information used repeatedly by the engineer, such as geometric parameters,
 
airfoil notation, wetted area charts, etc.
 

Sections 4 and 5 are for configurations with flaps and control surfaces
 
neutral. Flap and control characteristics are given in Section 6 for both
 
symmetric and asymmetric deflections. Section 4 includes effects of engine
 
power and ground plane on the angle of attack parameters.
 

The DATCOM presents less information on the dynamic derivatives (Section 7)
 
than on the static derivatives, primarily because of the relative scarcity
 
of data, but partly because of the complexities of the theories. Further
more, the dynamic derivatives are frequently less important than the static
 
derivatives and need not be determined to as great a degree of accuracy.
 
However, the DATCOM does present test data, from over a hundred sources, for
 
a great variety of configurations (Table 7-A).
 

If more than preliminary design information on mass and inertia (Section 8) is
 
needed, a weights and balance engineer should be consulted.
 

Section 9 is a unified section covering aerodynamic characteristics of VTOL
 
STOL aircraft, with the exception of ground-effect machines and helicopters.
 
The DATCOM presents less information in this area than that presented for
 
conventional configurations because of the scarcity of data, the complexities
 
of the theories, and the large number of variables involved. In most cases
 
the DATCOM methods of this section are based on theory and/or experimental
 
data such that their use is restricted to first approximations of the aero
dynamic characteristics.
 

In view of the massive documentation required for complete DATCOM documen
tation, the present section is limited to the above brief outline and the
 
following list of sections available.
 

4.4.1 DATCOM Summary
 

Section I Guide to DATCOM and Methods Summary
 
Section 2 General Information
 

2.1 General Notation
 
2.2 Wing Parameters
 

2.2.1 Section Parameters
 
2.2.2 Planform Parameters
 

2.3 Body Parameters
 
Section 3 Reserved for Future Use
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Section 4 

4.1 


4.1.1 

4.1.1.1 

4.1.1.2 

4.1.1.3 


4.1.1.4 

4.1.2 

4.1.2.1 

4.1.2.2 

4.1.3 

4.1.3.1 

4.1.3.2 

4.1.3.3 

4.1.3.4 

4.1.4 

4.1.4.1 

4.1.4.2 

4.1.4.3 


4.1.5 

4.1.5.1 

4.1.5.2 


4.2 

4.2.1 

4.2.1.1 

4.2 1.2 


Characteristics at Angle of Attack
 
Wings at Angle of Attack
 
Section Lift
 
Section Zero-Lift Angle of Attack
 
Section Lift-Curve Slope
 
Section Lift Variation with Angle of Attack Near Maximum
 
Lift
 
Section Maximum Lift
 
Section Pitching Moment
 
Section Zero-Lift Pitching Moment
 
Section Pitching-Moment Variation with Lift
 
Wing Lift
 
Wing Zero-Lift Angle of Attack
 
Wing Lift-Curve Slope
 
Wing Lift in the Nonlinear Angle of Attack Range
 
Wing Maximum Lift
 
Wing Pitching Moment
 
Wing Zero-Lift Patching Moment
 
Wing Pitching Moment Curve Slope
 
Wing Pitching Moment in the Nonlinear Angle of Attack
 
Range
 
Wing Drag
 
Wing Zero Lift Drag
 
Wing Drag at Angle of Attack
 
Bodies at Angle of Attack
 
Body Lift
 
Body Lift-Curve Slope
 
Body Lift in the Nonlinear Angle of Attack Range
 

4.2.1.3 *Effects of Asymmetries
 
4.2.2 , Body Pitching Moment
 
4.2.2.1 Body Pitching-Moment Curve Slope 
4.2.2.2 Body Pitching Moment in the Nonlinear Angle of Attack 

Range 
4.2.2.3 *Effects of Asymmetries
 
4.2.3 

4.2.3.1 

4.2.3.2 


4.3 

4.3.1 


Body Drag
 
Body Zero-Lift Drag
 
Body Drag at Angle of Attack
 
hing-Body, Tail-Body Combinations at Angle of Attack
 
Wing-Body Lift
 

4.3.1.1 *Wing-Body Zero-Lift Angle of Attack
 
4.3.1.2 Wing-Body lift-Curve Slope
4.3.1.3 Wing-Body Lift in the Nonlinear Angle of Attack Range
 
4.3.1.4 Wing-Body Maximum Lift
 

* Subjects for Future Additions 
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4.3.2 	 Wing-Body Pitching Moment
 
4.3.2.1 	Wing-Body Pitching-Moment-Curve Slope
 
4.3.2.2 	Wing-Body Pitching Moment in the Nonlinear Angle of
 

Attack Range
 
4.3.3 *Effects of Asymmetries
 
4.3.3.1 	 Wing-Body Drag
 
4.3.3.2 	Wing-Body Zero-Lift Drag
 

4.4 	 Wing-Body Drag at Angle of Attack
 
4.4.1 	 Wing-Wing Combinations at Angle of Attack (Wing
 

Flow Fields)
 
4.5 	 Wing-Wing Combinations at Angle of Attack
 

4.5.1 	 Wing-Body-Tail Combinations at Angle of Attack
 
4.5.1.1 	Wing-Body-Tail Lift
 
4.5.1.2 	Wing-Body-Tail Lift-Curve Slope
 
4.5.2 	 Wing-Body-Tail Lift in the Nonlinear Angle of Attack
 

Range
 
4.5.2.1 	 Wing-Body-Tail Pitching Moment
 
4.5.2.2 	Wing-Body-Tail Pitching-Moment-Curve Slope
 
4.5.3 	 *Wing-Body-Tail Pitching Moment in the Nonlinear
 

Angle-of-Attack Range
 
4.5.3.1 	Wing-Body-Tail Drag
 
4.5.3.2 	Wing-Body-Tail Zero-Lift Drag
 

4.6 	 Wing-Body-Tail Drag at Angle of Attack
 
4.6.1 	 Power Effects at Angle of Attack
 
4.6.2 	 Power Effects on Lift Variation with Angle of Attack
 
4.6.3 	 Power Effects on Lift Variation with Angle of Attack
 
4.6.4 	 Power Effects on Maximum Lift
 

4.7 	 Power Effects on Pitching-Moment Variation with
 
Angle of Attack
 

4.7.1 	 Power Effects on Maximum Lift
 
4.7.2 	 Power Effects on Pitching-Moment Variation with
 

Angle of Attack
 
4.7.3 	 Power Effects on Drag at Angle of Attack
 
4.7.4 	 Ground Effects at Angle of Attack
 

4.8 	 Ground Effects on Lift Variation with Angle of Attack
 
4.8.1 *Ground Effects on Maximum Lift
 
4.8.1.1 	Ground Effects on Pitching-Moment Variation with
 

Angle of Attack
 
4.8.1.2 	Ground Effects on Drag at Angle of Attack
 
4.8.2 	 Low-Aspect Ratio Wigns and Wing-Body Combinations
 

at Angle of Attack
 
4.8.2.1 	Wing, Wing-Body Normal Force
 
4.8.2.2 	Wing, Wing-Body Zero-Normal-Force Angle of Attack
 

Wing, Wing-Body Normal-Force Variation with Angle
 
of Attack
 

4.8.3 	 Wing, Wing-Body Axial Fprce
 
4.8.3.1 	 Wing, Wing-Body Zero-Normal-Force Axial Force
 
4.8.3.2 	Wing, Wing-Body Axial-Force Variation with Angle
 

of Attack
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Section 5 

5.1 


5.1.1 

5.1.1.1 


5.1.1.2 

5.1.2 

5.1.2.1 


5.1.2.2 

5.1.3 

5.1.3.1 


5.1.3.2 

5.2 


5.2.1 

5.2.1.1 


5.2.1.2 

5.2.2 

5.2.2.1 


5.2.2.2 


5.2.3 

5.2.3.1 


5.2.3.2 


5.3 

5.3.1 

5.3.1.1 


5.3.1.2 


5.3.2 

5.3.2.1 


5.3.2.2 


5.3.3 

5.3.3.1 


5.3.3.2 


5.4 

S.4.1-


5.5 


5.3.1 
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Characteristics in Sideslip
 
Wings in Sideslip
 
Wing Sideslip Derivative Cy
 
Wing Sideslip Derivative Cy, in the Linear Angle
 
of Attack Range
 
*Wing Side-Force Coefficient Cy at Angle of Attack
 
Wing Sideslip Derivative %
 
Wing Sideslip Derivative Ci0 in the Linear Angle
 
of Attack Range
 
Wing Rolling-Moment Coefficient C, at Angle of Attack
 
Wing Sideslip Derivative Cno
 
Wing Sideslip Derivative Cno in the Linear Angle
 
of Attack Range
 

*Wing Yawing-Moment Coefficient Cn at Angle of Attack
 
Wing-Body Combinations in Sideslip
 
Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative Cy
 
Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative Cysin the Linear
 
Angle of Attack Range
 
Wing-Body Side-Force Coefficient Cy at Angle of Attack
 
Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative C1 Y 

Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative C in the Linear 
Angle of Attack Range 
*Wing-Body Rolling-Moment Coefficient C, at Angle
 
of Attack
 
Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative Cns
 
Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative Cn in the Linear Angle
 
of Attack Range
 
Wing-Body Yawing-Moment Coefficient Cn at Angle of
 
Attack
 
Tall-Body Combinations in Sideslip
 
Tail-Body Sideslip Derivative Cy8
 
Tail-Body Sideslip Derivative Cy0 in the Linear
 
Angle-of-Attack Range
 
Tail-Body Side-Force Coefficient Cy at Angle of
 
Attack
 
Tail-Body Sideslip Derivative Cil
 
Tail-Body Sideslip Derivative C18 in the Linear
 
Angle of Attack Range
 

*Tall-Body Rolling-Moment Coefficient C1 at Angle of
 
Attack
 
Tail-Body Sideslip Derivative Cns
 
Tail-Body Sideslip Derivative Cn8 in the Linear
 
Angle of Attack Range
 
Tail-Body Yawing-Moment Coefficient Cn at Angle of
 
Attack
 
Flow Fields in Sideslip
 
Wing-Body Wake and Sidewash"in Sideslip
 
Low- Aspect-Ratio Wings and Wing-Body Combinations
 
in Sideslip
 
Wing, Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative Ky1
 



5.5.1.1 	Wing, Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative Kyg at Zero Normal
 
Force
 

5.5.1.2 	Wing, Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative Ky, Variation with
 
Angle of Attack
 

5.5.2 	 Wing, Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative K'gB
 
5.5.2.1 	'Wing, Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative K'LZ Near Zero
 

Normal Force
 
5.5.2.2 	Wing, Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative K'Z Variation
 

with Angle of Attack
 
5.5.3 	 Wing, Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative K'ns
 
5.5.3.1 	Wing, Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative K'nB at Zero
 

Normal Force
 
5.5.3.2 	Wing, Wing-Body Sideslip Derivative K'na Variation
 

with Angle of Attack
 
5.6 	 Wing-Body-Tail Combinations in Sideslip
 

5.6.1 	 Wing-Body-Tail Sideslip Derivative Cy8
 
5.6.1.1 	Wing-Body-Tail Sideslip Derivative Cya in the Linear
 

Angle of Attack Range
 
5.6.1.2 	Wing-Body-Tail Side-Force Coefficient Cy at Angle of
 

Attack
 
5.6.2 	 Wing-Body-Tail Sideslip Derivative %
 
5.6.2.1 	Wing-Body-Tail Sideslip Derivative C,, in the Linear
 

Angle of Attack Range
 
5.6.2.2 *Wing-Body-Tail Rolling-Moment Coefficient C, at
 

Angle of Attack
 
5.6.3 Wing-Body-Tail Sideslip Derivative Cno 
5.6.3.1 Wing-Body-Tail Sideslip Derivative Cn8 in the Linear 

Angle of Attack Range 
5.6.3.2 Wing-Body-Tail Yawing-Moment Coefficient Cn at Angle 

of Attack 

Section 6 Characteristics of High-Lift and Control Devices 
6.1 	 Symmetrically Deflected Flaps and Control Devices on
 

Wing-Body and Tail-Body Combinations
 
6.1.1 	 Section Lift with High-Lift and Control Devices
 
6.1.1.1 	 Section Derivatives c16 and a6 of High-Lift and Control
 

Devices
 
6.1.1.2 	Section Lift-Curve Slope with High-Lift and Control
 

Devices
 
6.1.1.3 	Section Maximum Lift with High-Lift and Control
 

Devices
 
6.1.2 	 Section Pitching Moment with High-Lift and Control
 

Devices
 
6.1.2.1 	 Section Derivative cm6 of High-Lift and Control Devices
 
6.1.2.2 	Section Derivative cm, with High-Lift and Control
 

Devices
 
6.1.2.3 	 Section-Pitching Moment Due to High-Lift and Control
 

Devices Near Maximum Lift
 
6.1.3 	 Section Hinge Moment of High-Lift and Control Devices
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6.1.3.1 


6.1.3.2 


6.1.3.3 

6.1.4 

6.1.4.1 


6.1.4.2 


6.1.4.3 

6.1.5 


6.1.5.1 

6.1.5.2 

6.1.6 

6.1.6.1 


6.1.6.2 


6.1.7 

6.2 


6.2.1 


6.2.1.1 

6.2.1.2 


6.2.2 


6.2.2.1 

6.2.2.2 


6.2.3 


6.2.3.1 

6.3 


6.3.1 

6.3.2 

6.3.3 

6.3.4 


Section 7 

7.1 


7.1.1 

7.1.1 1 

7.1.1.2 


Section Hinge-Moment Derivative Ch. of High-Lift
 
and Control Devices
 
Section Hinge-Moment Derivative Ch, of High-Lift
 
and Control Devices
 
Section Hinge-Moment Derivative chf of Control Tabs
 
Wing Lift with High-Lift and ControftDevices
 
Control Derivative CL6 of High-Lift and Control
 
Devices
 
Wing Lift-Curve Slope with High-Lift and Control
 
Devices -

Wing Maximum Lift with High-Lift and Control Devices
 
Wing Pitching Moment with High-Lift and Control
 
Devices
 
Control Derivative Cm6 of High-Lift and Control Devices
 
Wing Derivative Cma with High-Lift and Control Devices
 
Hinge Moments of High-Lift and Control Devices
 
Hinge-Moment Derivative Ch. of High-Lift and Control
 
Devices
 
Hinge-Moment Derivative Ch6 of High-Lift and Control
 
Devices
 
Drag of High-Lift and Control Devices
 
Asymmetrically Deflected Controls on Wing-Body and
 
Tail-Body Combinations
 
Rolling Moment Due to Asymmetric Deflection of Control
 
Devices
 
Rolling Moment Due to Control Deflection
 
Rolling Moment Due to a Differentially Deflected
 
Horizontal Stabilizer
 
Yawing Moment Due to Asymmetric Deflection of Control
 
Devices
 
Yawing Moment Due to Control Deflection
 
Yawing Moment Due to a Differentially Deflected
 
Horizontal Stabilizer
 
Side Force Due to Asymmetric Deflection of Control
 
Devices
 

*Side Force Due to Control Deflection
 
Special Control Methods
 
Aerodynamic Control Effectiveness at Hypersonic Speeds
 
Transverse-Jet Control Effectiveness
 
*Inertial Controls
 
*Spring Tabs and Similar Devices
 

Dynamic Derivatives
 
Wing Dynamic Derivatives
 
Wing Pitching Derivatives
 
Wing Pitching Derivative CLq
 
Wing Pitching Derivative Cmq
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7.1.2 

7.1.2.1 

7.1.2.2 

7.1.2.3 

7.1.3 

7.1.3.1 

7.1.3.? 

7.1.3.3 

7.1.4 

7.1.4.1 

7.1.4.2 


7.2 

7.2.1 

7.2.1.1 


7.2.1.2 

7.2.2 

7.2.2.1

7.2.2.2 


7.3 

7.3.1 

7.3.1.1 

7.3.1.2 

7.3.2 

7.3.2.1 

7.3.2.2 

7.3.2.3 

7.3.3 

7.3.3.1 

7.3.3.2 

7.3.3.3 

7.3.4 

7.3.4.1 

7.3.4.2 


7.4 

7.4.1 

7.4.1.1 

7.4.1.2 

7.4.2 

7.4.2.1 

7.4.2.2 

7.4.2.3 

7.4.3 

7.4.3.1 

7.4.3.2 

7.4.3.3 
7.4.4-
7.4.4.1 
7.4.4.27.5 


Wing Rolling Derivatives
 
Wing Rolling Derivative Gy
 
Wing Rolling Derivative ip
 
Wing Rolling Derivative np
 
Wing Yawing Derivatives
 
Wing Yawing Derivative C-

Wing Yawing Derivative C1
 
Wing Yawing Derivative Cn.
 
Wing Acceleration Derivatives
 
Wing Acceleration Derivative CL.
 
Wing Acceleration Derivative Cm&
 
Body Dynamic Derivatives
 
Body Pitching Derivatives
 
Body Pitching Derivative CL
 
2Body
Pitching Dervative Cq


Body Pichin DerivetCvq

Body Acceleration Derivatives
 
Body Acceleration Derivative CL

Body Acceleration Derivative m
 

Wing-Body Dynamic Derivatives
 

Wing-Body Pitching Derivatives
 
Wing-Body Pitching Derivative CL
 
Wing-Body Pitching Derivative Cmq
 
Wing-Body Rolling Derivatives
 
Wing-Body Rolling Derivative Gyp
 
Wing-Body Rolling Derivative C
 
Wing-Body Rolling Derivative CnP
 

Wing-Body Yawing Derivatives
 
Wing-Body Yawing Derivative CYr
 
Wing-Body Yawing Derivative Clr
 
Wing-Body Yawing Derivative Cnr
 
Wing-Body Acceleration Derivative
 
Wing-Body Acceleration-Derivative GL
 
Wing-Body Acceleration Derivative C
 -


a
Wing-Body-Tail Dynamic Derivatives 


Wing-Body-Tail Pitching Derivatives
 
Wing-Body-Tail Pitching Derivative CLq
 
Wing-Body-Tail Pitching Derivative CLq
 
Wing-Body-Tail Rolling Derivatives
 
Wing-Body-Tail Rolling Derivative Gy
 
Wing-Body-Tail Rolling Derivative Cyp
 

Wing-Body-Tail Rolling Derivative A p
 

Wing-Body-Tail Yawing Derivatives
 

Wing-Body-Tail Yawing Derivative Cy.
 
Wing-Body-Tail Yawing Derivative Cl.
 
Wing-Body-Tail Yawing Derivative Cnr 
Wing-Body-Tail' acceleraton Derivatives 
Wing-Body-Tail Acceleration Derivative CL. 
Wing-Body-Tail Acceleration Derivatlve CQ *Control-Surface Angular-Velocit Derivatives 
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Section 8 Mass and Inertia
 
8.1 Aircraft Mass and Inertia
 
8.2 Missile Mass and Inertia
 

Section 9 Characteristics of VTOL-STOL Aircraft
 
9.1 Free Propeller Characteristics
 

9.1.1 	 Propeller Thrust Variation with Angle of Attack
 
9.1.2 	 Propeller Pitching-Moment Variation with Power and
 

Angle of Attack
 
9.1.3 	 Propeller Normal-Force Variation with Power and
 

Angle of Attack
 
9.2 Propeller-Wing Characteristics
 

9.2.1 	 Propeller-Wing-Flap Lift Variation with Power and
 
Angle of Attack
 

9.2.2 	 *Propeller-Wing-Flap Pitching-Moment Variation with
 
Power and Angle of Attack
 

9.2.3 	 Propeller-Wing-Flap Drag Variation with Power and
 
Angle of Attack
 

9.3 Ducted-Propeller Characteristics
 
9.3.1 	 Ducted-Propeller Lift Variation with Power and Angle
 

of Attack
 
9.3.2 	 Ducted-Propeller Pitching-Moment Variation with Power
 

and Angle of Attack
 
9.3.3 	 Ducted-Propeller Drag Variation with Power and Angle
 

of Attack
 

When used in computer design simulations, the Reference 1 TRW Systems Program
 
is most applicable to reusable launch vehicles. For military aircraft systems,
 
it is recommended that contact be made with the AFFDL Project Officer and the
 
latest USAF computerized version of DATCOM be obtained.
 

References:
 

1. 	 ., Configuration Design Analysis Program (DATCOM), Project Technical
 
Report 20029-HI15-RO-00, TRW Systems Applied Mechanics Department and
 
Applied Technology Laboratory, September 1974.
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SECTION 5
 

PROPULSION
 

The 	ODIN/RLY program library contains three independent engine cycle analysis
 
programs. These programs have a combined ability for analysis of single or 
multi-spool turbojet and turbofan engine cycles with or without afterburners. 
Two of the programs contain an approximate off-design point analysis capabil
itk. All three programs were written at NASA's Lewis Research Center; however, 
the multi-spool engine programs are derivatives of a U. S. Air Force Aero 
Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base engine cycle analysis 
called SMOTE. Programs are provided for 

1. 	 Design-point performance of single spool turbojet
 
and turbofan engines
 

2. 	 Design and off-design performance of one- and two
spool and turbojet and turbofan engines
 

3. 	Design and off-design performance of two- and three
spool turbofan engines
 

Each program is outlined in the following sections; for complete details,
 
reference should be made to the original source documents.
 

REFERENCES: 

1. 	Vanco, Michael R., Computer Program for Design-Point Performance of
 
Turbojet and Turbofan Engines, NASA TM X-1340, February 1967.
 

2. 	Koenig, Robert W. and Fishback, Laurence H., GENENG - A Program for 
Calculating Design and Off-Design Performance for Turbojet and Turbo
fan Engines, NASA TN D-6552, February 1972. 

3. 	Fishback, Laurence H. and Koenig, Robert W., GENENG II - A Program
 
for Calculating Design and Off-Cesign Performance of Two- and Three-

Spool Turbofans with as Many as Three Nozzles, NASA TN D-6553,
 
February 1972.
 



5.1 PROGRAM ENCYCL: COMPUTER PROGRM FOR DESIGN-POINT 

PERFORMANCE OF TURBOJET AND TURBOFAN ENGINE CYCLES
 

Program ENCYCL is a CDC 6600 computer version of the original Referunce 1 
Vance program. The program description below is essentially that of the
 
original Vanco document.
 

5.1.1 Introduction
 

Advanced aircraft for supersonic flight, high-payload long-range subsonic
 
flight and vertical flight require the development of advanced propulsion
 
systems. Study of these vehicles requires thermodynamic analyses for per
formance of turbojet and turbofan engine cycles. Program ENCYCL :ill compute
 
a design point analysis of such engines provided they employ a single spool.
 

The program requires the following input:
 

i. airplane Mach number
 
2. altitude-state conditions
 
3. turbine-inlot temperature
 
4. afterburner temperature
 
5. duct-burner temperature
 
6. bypass ratio
 
7. coolant flow 
8, Coponent efficiencies
 
9. component pressure ratios
 

The therrodynamic properties used are expressed as functions of terp:rature
 
and fuel to air ratio. The fuel is assumed to be of the form (CO)L. Results
 
of the analysis include
 

1. specific thrust 
2 specific fuel consumption
 
3. engine efficiency
 
". several cor-penent tenperatures and pressures
 

The ecuations used in the ENCYCL analysis arc presented below and follow 
\anco's original report of Reference 1. 

5.1.2 Cycle Description
 

The general engine cycleIs shoin in Figure 4 1-1 k enters the diffuser 
and tie rajor portton of its velocity head i Changed t.to a presure head. 
This lo.oer velocit atLr then enters the fal and is uomipre-sud Ib air flex; 
then divides into the v'-n flow and the dut th 1h- 'ain floh eaters the 
cempressor and is further compressed. The v i oT portion of the nain flow 
then enters the co'outor and mixes nith fool Lombu'tion then occurs. fhe 
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small remaining portion of the main flow bypasses the combustor and is used
 
to cool the turbine. Combustor exit gases are then expanded in the turbine, 
producing work to drive the compressor and fan. Turbine exit gases and the 
coolant flow then mix and enter the afterburner with fuel, and further 
combustion occurs. These hot gasps are then expanded in the main nozzle to 
produce thrust. The duct flow enters the,duct-burner with fuel, and 
combustion occurs. Hot duct gases are then expanded in a nozzle to produce 
additional thrust.
 

5.1.3 Derivazion of Equations
 

The equations used in the analysis of the general engine are derived in this
 
section. The thermodynamic properties used for this analysis are functions
 
of temperature and fuel to air ratio. The specific heat of the gas is
 
expressed by a polynomial equation. Appropriate integrations of this equation
 
yield the enthalpy change and the entropy function. The entropy function is
 
herein defined as
 

T2 Cbf S) dT (5,1.1) 

(All syr'bols are defined in Section 5.1.5). The derivation of the equations 
for specific heat, enthalpy change, and entropy function are given in Section 
5.1.4. Since the specific heat is a function of temperature and fuel to air 
ratio, it is expressed as Cp(T, f) in this analysis. Since 

Ali f T'2 Cp(T, f)dT (5.1.2)
JT1 C(~fd 

and
 

PT2 C (T, f) 
AgPg J Z6 (5.1.3)
 

PTT
 

they are expressed as Th(TT, Tl, f) and - 66(T2, Ti, f) , re ,pectixcly. Vlhen the 
fuel to ani ratio is zero, these quuntitio5 t',ll appear hith tomperatures only. 
The fsel in assumed to be of the forn (Ci 2 )n . 
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5.1.5.1 Engine Inlet
 

The static inlet conditions of the diffuser T0 and p0 are a function of the
 
altitude. The inlet velocity is
 

V0 = M00 l-gT 0 (5.1.4) 

where M0 is the Mach number at which the airplane is traveling. The specific
 
heat ratio is
 

1
 
-Y Ra
Ra


Cp(T 0)J (5.1.5) 

The total temperature at the inlet is
 

yT =To + 
2
0O

2gJCp (5.1.6) 

where
 

Ah(%0 ,T0)
P- , -TTb-T0 (5.1.7) 

The correct total temperature is then obtained by an iterative procedure invol
ving equations 5.1.4 to 5.1.7. The total pressure at the diffuser inlet is
 
obtained from
 

- i 9pp' A(Tb, T0) 
O (5.1.5s) 

Therefore,
 

A o(To',T Vo/.1
 

S.1-3
 



5,1.3.2 Diffuser
 

Since there is adiabatic flow in the diffuser,
 

O(5.T T?T1 = 1.10) 

The pressure ratio across the diffuser rl 0 as an input parameter which as 
a function of the Mach number. Therefore 

!P1
 

P; -r, (51.1 

An example variation of this parapiter is presented in Reference 2. 

5.1.3.3 Fan
 

The fan pressure ratio PI/P1 is a variable. To determine the ideal fan exit 
temDerature, the isentropic flow equation is used. Therefore 

HI. P7,1A11 =F - 1 

and 

A' Ti) 13)Ac'.,(5.1. 


Therefore, Tid can be determined from Eqaation 5.1.13. The fan work is 

.(l ,'i T(i 

AhF 4

,here fan efficiency is a desin paiametcr io fan e\t tripcratuie C, is 
determined from
 

,.l ,T l -:-TMi FAh~t1 , T~(5.1.15) 

The total nirflow is 

Wtot Wa, D': Va, n (5 1.16) 

O-F pO1L 
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where Wa,D is the duct airflow and Wa,n is the main airflow. The ratio of
 
the duct airflow to the main airflow Wa,D/Wa,m is called the bypass ratio b. 
Therefore,
 

Wtot N (I + b)Wa,m (5.1.17)
 

5.1.3.4 Compressor
 

The overall pressure ratio of the fan and compressor is a variable. Thus, 
the compressor pressure ratio is 

P2
 
I' PIW/P (5.1I. 18) 

The ideal compressor exit temperature Tj is obtained from

2, id
 

A -(' PI'HJ Pit 

The compressor work is
 

IC (5.1.20) 

Oc~cthecomressr±±zve.cy is a utwsygi yidrall~tbr. The compressor exit 
temperature T! is determined from 

Ah =1vh('P', TtT'i,) = Alhlic (5.1.21) 

5.1.3.5 Combustor
 

An energy balance for the combustor yields 

V- '.BWUVF ., - V, )h a = - \V - Wf)hc 


' f, 1in ' Bf"a, In c a W in g (5.1.22) 

For the e ithalpy of the fuel to be equal to zero, the enti alpy re erence tem
peratdre TR must be enual to the :enperature of the mnz"-ng fuel. ks 
.iscussed in Section 5.1.5, the ent.salpy change of the gas can be expressed 
as
 

+ '1Ali 
( I + (5 1.23) 

inerefore, substituting Equation 3.1.23 into Equation S.1.22 and dividing by 
a"' - Ac) yields 
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Vf, iHVF + Ah(T , T R ) = Ah(T, TR ) + WflM Abb(, TR 

Wajn Wa,m c 

The fuel to air ratio based on combustor airflow is
 

Vf, n _ Ah(T', TR) - Ah(T> TR) (5.1.24) 

W a, - Ic IIVFnB - Lh)(1 3 , TR) 

where the turbine inlet temperature T1 and the combustor efficiency YB are design
 

parameters. The fuel to air ratio based on main flow is
 

'rn fM III Ina, / mf/ in.cV 
W~. Wi V1, 	 W1 

aMa, Inm a, n-1 a, I I in) 

where the coolant-flow ratio Wc/Wa m is a design parareter. 'he combustor 
pressure ratio r3, 2 is an input parameter.
 

5.1.3.6 Turbine-

The turbine i ork is equal to the fan i.ork plus the co.mpresser .,ork. 

(1a, n - Wc + Wf, l)AhT = Wtot Ah f + Wa,m A C (5.1.26) 

Substituting Equation 5.1.25 into Equation 5.1.26 and solving 5or tdrbine 

enthalpy drop yield 

(I + b)Ah + Ai 

We + " 	 (5.1.27)-\1a,1 ;n Wa, -f e 

Since
 

, , f,= At1T 

AT 4w , -W =-, .1.28)
a,n1 C/ 
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The turbine exit temperature T4 is determined from Equation 5.1.28. To
 
determine the turbine pressure ratio, the ideal turbine-exit temperature,
 
T4,id is needed. Therefore, the ideal turbine work is
 

Ak _AhT 

T,1d (5.1.29) 

and
 

a, n c) (5.1.30)
 

where turbine efficiency is a design parameter. The ideal turbine-cxat temper
ature T' is determined from Equation 5.1.30. Thus, the turbine pressure


t4,id

ratio is
 

3 ' -4id ,p T -2 ~PK(>Ac~\,x~ C(5.1.31) 

where the equation for the molecular weight of the gas is given in Section 5.1.4. 

5.1.3.7 Coolant Mixing
 

The turbine-exit gas and coolant flow mix just downstream of the turbine.
 
This mixing is assuned to take place without any change in the mainstream
 
total pressure. Hoi ever, there is a change in total temperature. An energy
 
balance for the naxing section 'ath 0°R as the reference temperature yields 

+Wc Ah(T . 0) + ( 7 a w c V.'4'0' h 0 IL, 

2' a, + w inin I9: 

(,.1.... 
a,(W + 1,, ltih,a, In +a ( 05,. / 

Dividing by 1% yields 

Iv ( Nrf n 1 

w0a, i ,< V1 0 1 W) Ah~ 0, XV _w'l -71 
Wain\ '.a,in/ a,1)11 cian C) 

. 4 i 0, -,
l'JI.ii 
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Solving for the exit enthalpy yields 

w ('w' W/ ' w fin 
xv Ah(TW,0)+ 1K-a7-in\ + x 2'W Vc) 

h inN0a= n aa
 
Ali TAT, ,i 1) VamN ,i 

W 9 t
 
a, in 1+
 

a, in 

(5.1.34)
 

Total exit temperature T I is determined from Equation 5.1,34. The total
 
pressure is
 

Pt Pt= (5.1.35) 

5.1.3.8 Afterburner
 

Three cases are considered for the afterburner. For case I wijth no afterburner,
 

=
P; = T5 = T, I VAB 0 

a,ni (5.1.36)
 

For case II with the afterburner not lighted, 

p'5Wf 
 AB = 0 

4 , ana (5.1.37) 

xvhere r5 4 is given. For case III with afterburning, an energy balance on
 
the afterburner yields
 

V/ff, in N1.W f, in "f,AD h, 
W 'AB TIVF + q h.i-,I + - + 
B a,n ( ,m/ Wa, a 5 (5.1,38) 

Solving Equation 5.1.38 for the aftcrbuiner fuel to air ratio yields 

Ah(T 5 , T) + ALb(T.,T V) - + '' IP , f.i
 
Vlf,AD Wa m a,m/ \ a, 


a , i 5' it ) n
Wa,in 71AIIVIF - A )('I T'), 

(..1.39) 
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--

where the afterburner temperature T'5 is a design parameter. The total. 
pressure ratio across the afterburner is
 

5 , 4p4 	 (5.1.40) 
p ,
4 


which is a design parameter. Therefore, the total fuel to air ratio of the
 
mainstream is
 

NVf, tot - f, AB + WVf,n-

W, i Wam a, 	 (5.1 . 41) 

5.1.3.9 Main Nozzle
 

Full expansion is assumed in the mainstream nozzle. Therefore,
 

l6 - P0 

P; q (5.1.42) 

and 61 P6 

JI inp; 	 (5.1.43) 

Since 
 Wf, tot
( 6, id'T5' W ) -A(N 

a, in(5.1.44) 

theideal nozzle exit temperature T6 ,idcan be determ.aned from Equation 5.1.44.
 
The mazn nozzle exit velocity is
 

V 6 = 12,gJ Ali T6 
5(T2,Th d a, mi (5.1.45) 

,here ) is the x elocity coefficient and a fanction of the airplane Mach nurber, 
Refercnce 2.
 

The equations deri'.ed thus far are for the nain flat. Tne equations for the 
duct flow are no, derived. 

5.1.3.10 Duct Burner 

Three cases are considered for the duct burner. For case I uith no duct burner 

P 	 "I'~~~ = 
a, D (5.1.46) 
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For case II with the duct burner not- lighted,
 

D A~, It, n T7 Tit Wa,D = 0 (5.1.47)
 

For case III with duct burning, an enegybalance on the duct burner is
 

Wa, D Ah(T'j,, TfZ) -I Wf, DB(6TIDB)(!IVF) = (Via, D WTl, (. .- DB )Ah 

Dividing Equation 5.1.48 by Wa,D and solving for the duct-burner fuel to air
 
ratio yield
 

Vf,DB _ Ah(T7, TR) T)
 

Wa D VDDVF T11) (5.1.49)
-Ahb(Tk, 

where the duct-burner temperature T' is a design parameter. The duct-burner
 
fuel to air ratio based on the main flow is 

VIDB _ fDB \a,D_ "fDb 

W V' W WN 
a,I a,D a In a, Da, in a,(5.1.50) 

Ire total piessure ratio is 

= 
-7-P 7,1I
,1 (5.1,51) 

*.. is a design parameter. 

5.1.3.11 DLct Nozzle
 

i. e\pansion is also assuiied in the duct nozzle. Therefore, 

P 8 P0 

N q n P8--= (5.1i 53) 

J:-
A. n S.I!0s 
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Since
 

'V- '1), N 

(5.1.54) 

the ideal exit temperature T8,id is determiined From Equat.Lon 5.1.54. The duct 

nozzle exit velocity is 

V3 =4' 2g1Ab T',_-

a, D ! 
D 
 (5.1.55)
 

w:here ip is a function of M0, Reference 1. 

5.1.3.12 Specific Thrust
 

thrust divided by theThe specific thrust of the engine is defined as the net 
total airflow: 

- V oV0 )/6 V6ST= V8 

'tot 

Substituting the weig't-flo'; relations yields 

\r , , 

D QOL"G (1+bwr o( n D W ,D ])V8 -. (WX'. - " .> I -

ST= 
jb V'a, i (5.1.57) 

and rearranging Equataon 5.1.57 y',clds 

D) 'Tb5 )Nr
ST i= - ( 

oFPO QUA~lTY.1-11
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5.1.3.13 Specific Fuel Consumption
 

Specific fuel consumption is defined as the total fuel flow in pounds per
 
hour divided by the net thrust in pounds:
 

Vf, tot + 17f, D) 
36Og

SFC = -
Wa,D + Wf,D3)V8 1 Da,- V'f, tot)V6 - (1 -ib)Wa, nVO(w (5.1i.59) 

Dividing Equation 5.1.59 by Wa,m yields
 

(W lf,f,tot V D 
S)GOOg 

Wf, a,in a, on
 

b + WfD 2jr8 + 1I 'I h V6 - (1 +.b)V0 
a~iu/, 1.60)N /(5. 

5.1.3.14 Engine Efficiency
 

Another performance parameter that is often used is engine efficiency:
 

Thrust power 
e Heat added 

(5.1.61) 

The thrust power is 
The heat added is 

equal to the net thrust multiplied by the inlet velocity. 

If (HVF) J (5,1.62) 

Therefore
 
3600v 0
 

ne - (SEC)(HVF)J (5.1.63)
 

The method presented for determining the performance of a general jet engtne 
applies to severil engines, dry turbo-it, afterburning turbojet, dr\ tti"a oan, 
and duct burning turbofan. The perforrance of any one of these engines 1> 
obtained by el i natang the appropriate components of the general eolI firoxi 
the calculation procedure. 

The analysis of a dry turbojet is obtained by elanating the duct oquatioas, 
setting the fan piessure ratio (Pl ,/P 1 ) equal to 1, the bypass ratio (b) 
equal to 0, the f.n efficiency (BF) eual to 1.0, and taking case I for the
afteiburner section Tne apalyses of the afterburning turbojet are the sa-e 

as the dry turbojet except that ca e It or III for the afterburer'srctio i 
used. ,Tie analyses of the turbofan enolnes are obtained by elininating the 
afterburner, that is, by setting P' = P.' and T5 = T4, 

5.1-12 
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5.1.4 	 Derivation of Combustion Gas
 

Thermodynamic Property Equations
 

5.1.4.1 Reaction Stoichiometry
 

The fuel used was of the form CnH2n. Therefore, the general combustion 
equation is
 

CnH112 n + 	3 nO2 - nCO 2 + nii20
2 (5.1.64) 

Eliminating n, the reaction and the formula 	weights are
 

CH2 + 	302 - CO2 + H20 

14.026 48.00 44.010 18.016 (5.1.65)
 

For f pounds of fuel used, the amount of 02 used is
 

48 0 0 9 f= 1422 
14. 026 (5.1.66)
 

the amount of CO2 formed is
 

44.010 f = 3. 138 1 
14. 026 (S.1.67) 

and the amount of H20 formed is 

0f= 1.284 f 
14.026 	 (S.1.68)
 

The ,eights of the components of air per pound of air are oxygen, 0.2314;
 
nitrogen, 0.7552, argon, 0.0129, and carbon dioxide, 0.0005. 
Therefore, 
tae rat amounts of conponents left after the reaction of f pounds of fuel 
.ith one pound of air are 

WO=0 2314-3.4M2f
 
0 2 (5.1.69)
 

NV -O. 00034 3. 138 f 	 (5.1.70) 

W 1201. 234 f 	 (5.1.71) 

(S 1.72)WN= 0.7552 

_02(S.1.73) WAr :"0.0129 

and the 	weight o the gas is 1 + f pounds per pound of air. 
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5.1.4.2 Specific Heat
 

The specific heat of the gas is
 

(ce) IhjCp)components 
(5,1.74)
 

The specific heat of each component is expressed in the form below, Reference
 

CP= A+1 B(Tx-1o 3 ) + C TI- .+ Dncrxio-3) 3+ E(rXl& 3') 4 (S.1.75) 

where Co is in Btu per pound mass per 'R and T is in 'R. The coefficients 
A, B, C, D, and E are obtained from Reference 3. These coefficients and the 
molecular weight of each component are given in Table 5.1-2. 

Therefore, the equation for the specific heat of the combustion products is 
obtained by substituting Equation 5.1.75 into Equation 5.1.74. The resulting 
equation is 

(p)g f 0171724TX10 0 0.0129669x(10T24062-0 +0. 038036x(1T 

+0.0 . 0 3T) 4+ 22091 + 0. 51822x10- 3 T 

- 0. 1SG(0 3 T) 2+ 0.045089jl0O-T) - 0. 00C3275)K01O3T)Jfj 

(5,1.76) 

Cp(T, f) = (Cp)a (5.1.77) 
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5.1.4.3 Enthalpy Change
 

The enthalpy change can be expressed as
 

Ah 2 C p dT
Ah" iI 2 (5.1. 78) 

1 

Subhtituting Equation 5.1.76 into Equation 5.1.78 and integrating yields
 

Atu i 0.24062T - T1 ) -* 017724X10-3 /~ TQ2+ 0 A o0 -

.
0.012162 O I - T) +o.0 0 130121-12 '5 - ,T)+ [ 2o (2

4.,1- (2 ) o.1oxo8 1 )I~ ~o°5 M~ 
+ 0. 51822x,103 @2 1)T - 0. 19462x10 6 ( -. TD 4+ 0.n4S0&SXI0- (4 - 4) 

1) 4(2 1(T23 = 3 (2 


.0.0043275XI-'UO -r5]
 

-2
'1 
 (5.1.79 ) 

An Ta, T1 , f) = htr(5.1. 80) 

The enthalpy change of the gas can also be expressed as 

_ 1g (Ah a q Mh f) 
h +f- I AH (5 1.81) 

,.ere ~Aha is the enthalpy change of o round of air 

, Ah(T 2 ,T 1 ) (5.1.82) 

a:c -:1 is the correction to the air enthalpy due to co,&.stlon and is 
ex:ressed as
 

: 0. , 051S22!0 3 (9 ";q21- k 'U! 
= 'O no F - TI) + =1 \-I' ' )21213 

3
22 

0 n::-OqO"1 - 0 ';0'1,275"! 5 5 ) 

+- 2 -k'15 2 - T1! 

(5.1 .83)
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5.1.4.4 Entropy Function
 

For isentropic flow,
 InpR fT2 	0 dT2 

-- .i d 

T1 (5.1 .84) 

This equation is used in the evaluation of 
For convenience the right side of Equation 
function. The entropy function is 

in turideaL processes 
5.1 84 will be called 
T 

bom
the 

achines. 
entropy 

A = I# - dT 
T (5.1.85) 

Substituting 	Equation 5.1.76 into Equation 5.1.85 and integrating yields
 

CT ,) 	 02 '051 100 2 2)-0o T_ 
. M_1 ,- 0.0177 ( 2 	 -Ig+ f T1I 

- 90 012662×10 T-T + 000130210-12 T ) 

T1 - + - T2 

T 23 0. 194 62 X10 6 A22 
+f 0. 220 1 In - ''"0 2122X0- - T ) - 2 \2 1 

0. 	 1 (.-..;XlO -124 3)lZ 0 

2 ( (5 1.86)3 

A,(T r'9 . 1)= AOg (5.1,87) 

5.1.4 5 2,cular We..ht 

The 	 oleculqr ieight of the gas is equal to the %eigtof the gas di, ded 

number of -roles (sun of the roles of the ceoponents). Therefore,Dy te totMl 
can be expressed as-iolecular ,eght 

the resulting equation is 

_g _-_ f 
0,"C-.522 + 0 i,'1648f (5.!.3) 
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5.1.5 Symbols for Description of Program ENCYCL 

b bypass ratio 

CP specific heat, Btu/(Ib) ( 0R) 

f fuel to 'air ratio, (lb fucl)/(ib air) 

g gravitational constat, 32.17 ft/sec
2 

HVF heating value of fuel, Btu/ib 

h enthalpy, Btu/Iv 

Ah enthalpy change, Btu/lv 

Ahb correction to air enthalpy (Equation 5.1.83), Btu/Ib 

J mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu 

N1 Mach number 

\f molecular weight 

P pressure, psia 

R gas constant, ft-lb/(lb)(0 R) 

6 universal gas constant, ft-lb/(Ib mole) (0 R) 

r pressure ratio 

SFC specific fuel consumption, (lb fuel)/(io thrust)(hr) 

ST specific thrust, (lb thrust)/(ib air) 

T tenperature, OR 

V velocity, ft/sec 

h; weight floh, lb/hr 

IN .eight of conponent per pound of air, lb/lb air 

y ratio of specific heats 

9 efficiency 

6 entropy function 

I, velolty coefficient 
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Subscripts:
 

AB afterburner 1 fan inlet 

a air 1' fan outlet 

B 

C 

c 

D 

DB 

combustor 

compressor 

coolant 

duct 

duct burner 

2 

3 

4 

f4 

5 

compressor outlet, main 
burner inlet 

main burner outlet, turbine 

inlet 
turbine outlet 

mixing statior. 

afterburner outlet 

e 

F 

engine 

fan 

6 

7 

nozzle outlet 

duct burner outlet 

f fuel 8 duct nozzle outlet 

g gas 

id ideal 

m main 

N nozzle 

n not lighted 

R reference 

T turbine 

t thrust 

tot total 

0 diffuser inlet 

Superscript 

(') total, 

-

as applied to state points 
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5.2 PROGRAM GENENG: A PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING DESIGN AND OFF-DESIGN 

PERFORMANCE FOR TURBOJET AND TURBOFAN ENGINES 

Program GENENG was developed by Koenig and Fishback of NASA's Lewis Research
 
Center. Documentation of the program is provided in'Reference 1. The
 
discussion of program GENENG presented below follows Reference i.
 

The original version of the GENENG computer program entitled SMOTE (SiMulation 
Of Turbofan Engine) and was developed by the Turbine Engine Division of the 
Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. 
SMOTE is capable of calculating only turbofan design and off-design perfor
mance using specific component performance maps. GENENG calculates steady
state design and off-design turbofan and one- and two-spool turbojet engine 
performance. The Reference 1 version of GENENG was prepared for the IBM
 
7094 computer. The ODIN/RLV version of GENENG was converted to the CDC 6600
 
by Robert Leko of the Naval Air Development Center.
 

5.2.1 Introduction
 

For 	preliminary as well as in-depth studies it is necessary to study a broad
 
range of engines operating at both design and off-design conditions in order 
to find an efficient airframe/engine combination. The spectrum of flight 
conditions through which an engine must operate will strongly affect the
 
optimum design parameters for that engine.
 

The SNOTE code discussed in References 2 and 3 provided a computer program
 
having off-design point calculation capability for either existing engines
 
or theoretical ones--a major advance. Theoretical engines are simulated by 
scaling component performances from existing engines to the design conditions 
of the theoretical engines. 

Program GENENG (GENeralized ENGine), a computer code derived from SM.OTE, was 
iritten to improve the versatility of SMOTE. Among the changes made are
 

1. 	One- and two-spool turbojets can be calculated, as well
 

as turbofans
 

2. 	Afterburner performance maps can be used
 

3. 	Nozzle performance maps can be used 

4. 	Fan and compressor pressure ratios are automatically
 
redesigned for mixed-flow turbofans if the statis
 
pressure losses are calculated.
 

5. 	 Duct combustor pressure lobses are calculated 

6. 	 A new method of entering data into the program is used 
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A derivative program from GENENG, called GENENG II, is reported in the
 
next section, 5.3; for further detail see Reference 4. GENENG II calcu
lates performance of two- or three-spool front or aft fan turbofan engines 
with as many as three nozzles (or airstreams).
 

5.2.2 Thermodynamic Analysis of One- and Two-Spool Engine Types'
 

All thermodynamic properties of air and gas are calculated by considering
 
variable specific heats and no dissociation. Curve fitted air and gas
 
property tables of Reference S are used. The engine cycles that can be
 
studied using GENENG are discussed below.
 

5.2.2.1 Two-Spool Afterburning Turbofan
 

The basic engine, a two-spool turbofan in shown in Figure 5.2-1. All other
 
engine types are treated as variations of this basic engine. Free-stream
 
conditions exist at Station 1 and are determined by using the U. S. Standard
 
Atmosphere Table of 1962, Reference 6. The conditions at Station 2 are
 
determined by flight speed and inlet recovery.
 

GENENG compressor maps work with corrected values of airflow. At the entrance
 
to the fan the corrected airflow WAF,c is
 

AA.... 7 .... .668 
AF TP 2sl (5.2.1) 

where P2 and PSLS are in atmospheres and PSLS equals 1.0. All symbols are 
defined in Table 5.2-1. Some symbols are formed as the combination of other 
symbols; thus IWA is airflow; F is for fan; and c wdhen follo.Ning a compound 
symbol means corrected. Station numbers are defined on the appropriate 
figure.
 

All the fan air IW1AF is compressed by the fan giving rise to conditions at 
station 21. The power required to do this is 

Fan power = WAF x (H21 - H2) (5.2.2) 

Some fan air may be lost to the cycle as fan bleed BIF, vhlich is expressed 
as a fraction of the fan airflow 

FlF =PCBl,F x IAF (5.2.3) 

The corrected airflow into the core compressor is 

WAc c -- P2 1 /01. (5.2.4) 
r2 1 /X~ 
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The remaining air goes through the fan duct where some leakage from the 
core air may also enter; see Equation 5.2.11 

IAD = IAF - B1F - IAC + BIDU (5.2.5) 

The air -which may be heated by a duct burner to a temperature T24 undergoes
drop
a pressure 


=
P 25 P2x
 
2 XF_( V UC i (5.2.6) 

The air would have been heated by the addition of fuel which can be expressed
 
as a fuel-air ratio so that
 

WG24 V [1 + (f/a)23] (5.2.7)MA23 x 

The gas is then either expanded through a nozzle (station 29) to produce
 
thrust or is mixed with the core air as shown in Figure 5.2-2 (mixed flow
 
turbofan). The bypass ratio of the engine is defined by
 

BYPASS = WAD (5.2.8)
IAC
 

The air continuing into the core is compressed to conditions at station 3.
 

The power required is
 

Compressor power = WAC x (H. - H21) IWA3 x (H3 - H21) (5.2.9)
 

Some core bleed air BIC may be used for turbine cooling. Some of the air is
 
put back into the cycle into each of the two turbines, and some is lost to
 
the cycle as overboard bleed or leakage into the fan duct.
 

B1C = PCBl,C X WA3 (5.2.10)
 

BIDU " PCB1,DU x B1C (5.2.11)
 

BIoB = PCBl,O B x B1C (5.2.12)
 

BIHP = PCBI,HP x B1C (5.2.13)
 

BILP = PCBI,LP x B1C (5.2.14)
 

Since BIDU + BIOB + Bllp + BILP = BIC, the sum of PCBl,DU + PCBI,O B + PCBl,HP
 
+ PCBI,LP must be equal to 1.0. The remaining air is 

WA4 = WA3 - B1C (5.2.15) 

and is heated to a turbine inlet temperature T4 'hile undergoLng a combustor 
plessure -drop (AP/P)COMB. The fuel required-to do thlis is expressed as a 
fuel-air ratio (f/a) 4 5o that the weight of the gas entering the first (high) 
pressure) turbine WG4 can be expressed as 
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WG4 = WA4 x [1 + (f/a) 4] (5.2.16) 

This gas is then expanded through the turbine to conditions at Station S. The 
enthalpy at Station 5 is first calculated by making a power balance since 
this turbine drives the compressor and _supplies any ;ork extracted (HPEXT). 
By using Equation 5.2.9 

WG4 x (H4 - H5) = WA3 x (H3 - H21) + HPTEXT (5.2.17) 

In addition, the physical speeds must match 

NHP,TURBINE NCOMP (5.2.18) 

If high pressure turbine bleed air BI is added into the cycle at this point, 
HS must be readjusted 

(BlHPXH3) + WG4H5 (BlnpxH 3) + WG4 ( . 

H5 WG4 + BIH G5 (5.2.19) 

Similarly,
 

WG5 x (- 5 - H55 = WAF x (H21 - H2) (5.2.20)
 

N TURBINE =NFAN (5.2.21)
 

1(BLp 13) + W05H5 5  (BILPXH 3) + WG5H5 5HSS = ,G 5 + BILP WGs5 (5.2.22) 

For non-mixed flow turbofans the gas flow at Station 6, ;G6, is identical 
with that at Station 55, WG55 . For mixed-flow turbofans, the air in the fan 
duct is added. 

WG6 = WG 55 + WAD (5.2.23) 

Mixed-flow turbofans additionally require that the static pressures at Station 
25 and at Station 55 (Figure 5.2-2) match. 

PSSS = PS2S (5.2.24) 

The gas flow W 6 then may be heated by an afterburner to a gas temperature T7 
and may undergo a pressure drop. 

P7 = P6 [Q - (AP/P)A.fLBURNER] (5.2.25) 

And the gas flow rate would be increased by any fuel burned 
WG7 = WGs5 + WFA (5.2.26)
 

The gas is then expanded through the nozzle (Station 9) to produce the remain
der of the engine thrust. 
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5.2.2.2 Two-Spool Turbojet
 

The two-spool turbojet is equivalent to a two-spool turbofan with a BYPASS 
of zero. This engine is shown in Figure 5.2-3. In calculating this type 
of engine, there is no fan duct and the air entering the inner compressor 
is the sane as the air entering the i-nle.t less any bleed.. 

WAC 	= IVAF - BlF (5.2.27)
 

The thermodynamic calculations proceed identically to the previous case, the
 
two-spool turbofan case, except that any equations referring to the fan duct
 
are eliminated.
 

5.2.2.3 One-Spool Turbojet
 

The one-spool turbojet is shown in Figure 5.2-4. As can be seen, to simu
late this engihe the inner compressor and its driving turbine are eliminated. 
That is, Stations 21 and 3 become identical and Stations 4 and 5 become 
identical. 

The only calculation changes required therefore are (1) to eliminate any
 
thermodynamic equations relating to the fan duct and the inner spool of the
 
two-spool turbofan engine and (2) to add the horsepower extracted to the
 
power requirements of the outer turbine.
 

5.2.3 Balancing Technique
 

An off-design engine cycle calculation requires satisfying various matching
 
constraints (rotational speeds, alrflo s, compressor and turbine work
 
functions, and nozzle flow functions) at each specified operating condition.
 
GENENG internally searches for compressor and turbine operating points that 
iiill satisfy the constraints. It does this by generating differential 
errors caused by small changes in the independent variables. The program 
then uses a matrix that is loaded with the differential errors to solve for
 
the 	zero error condition using the Newton-Raphson iteration technique. 

For 	the two-spool turbofan or turbojet engines a solution for a set of six
 
simtltaneous linear aigebraicequations is obtained; for the one-spool 
turbojet a set of three simvttcvecus linear ecuations is solved. The six 
independent variables selected are
 

(a) ZF - Ratio of pressure ratios of outer compressor (fan) along a speed
 
line 

ZF = (Pressure ratio along speed line) - (Low pressure ratio on speed line) 
(High pressure ratio on speed line) - (Low pressure ratio on speed line) 

(b) 	 PCNF - Per cent fan speed or turbine inlet temperature
 
or T4
 

(c) ZC - Ratio of pressure iatos of inner compressor along speed line;
 
calculated same jN ZF 
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(d) 	PCNC - Per cent compressor speed or turbine inlet temperature
 
or T4
 

(e) 	TFFHP - Inner (high pressure) turbine flow function,
 

(f) 	TFFLP - Outer (low pressure) turbine flow function,. 

WG5 	-A /) 

ZC, PCNC, and TFFHP are not used for the one-spool turbojet.
 

The program initially selects new (perturbed) values for the variables based
 
on the design values. It is then possible to proceed through the entire engine
 
cycle where six (or three) errors are generated. The initial values of the 
six 	(or three) variables and six (or three) errors are base values.
 

From 	Reference 2, the partial differential equations for E = f(v) are
 

max M. 
dEi + 'Vj dVj

d 	 Z 3v (5.2.28) 

J=l 

for i going from 1 to wx where jmax is 6 for t;o-spool engines or 3 for one 
spool turbojets, E is an error; V is a variable; and Al, is the change in Ei 
caused by a change in V . 

The assumption of a small change in the variable results in the following 
approximations (B refers to a base value):
 

dE = 	E - EB (5.2.29)
 

dV = 	V - VB (5.2.30)
 

DE 	 E (5.2.31) 
AV 	 V 

With these approximations and the knowledge that E should equal zero for the 
balanced engine, the set of partial differential equations (Equation 5.2.28) 
reduces to
 

max 

Ei -	EB = 3VA dV
 

(5.2.32)
 

for i going from 1 to Jmax. 
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Thus, the calculations made with the perturbed variables are used to compute
 
AE/AV, and Equation 5.2.32 is solved for dVj. The variables V are then given
 
new values from
 

=
V3 V B + dV. (5.2.33)
 

If the engine cycle calculations were linear functions, the engine would
 
balance with the new values of the variables. However, the calculations arE 
nonlinear and it usually is necessary to repeat the process of changing each
 
variable by a small amount for each pass. A change an each error because of 
the small change in the variable is calculated for each pass, where the new
 
values become base values. This process occurs several times before a balance
 
is obtained.
 

The most often used independent variable and the differential errors for four
 

types of engines that can be run on GENENG are listed in Table 5.2-2.
 

5.2.4 Choice of Component Maps - Scaling Laws 

Many of the engines that are studied using GENENG are theoretical. Therefore,
 
actual component maps for these engines will be nonexistent. The program,
 
however, does require component maps to do off-design calculations. To
 

alleviate this problem, GENENG uses scaling laws to change data from one
 
component map into a new component map. Hopefully, a component map can be
 
found which could be expected to perform in a similar manner to the actual
 
map for the engine type being studied. In fact, many maps are identified as
 
to t_ range of pressure ratio and the onginc component design type for "--" 
they are valid (i.e , pressure ratio range, 4 to 8; subsonic compressor or
 
inner compressor). However, it should be noted, for example, that a high 
bypass ratio, subsonic flight speed, low pressure ratio fan map for a CF6 
engine vould not properly simulate a low by-pass ratio, high pressure ratio,
 
supersonic multistage fan.
 

5.2.4.1 Compressor Maps
 

The scaling equations used for the compressor maps are 

PRdesign - 1
 

PR = PRmap,desig n - 1 (PRma p - 1) + 1 (5.2.34) 

WA = IAesign x IVA 'I(5.2.3S) IMmap,design map 

ETAdesign ,
 

ETA TA ×g ETA" (5.2.36)

E map,desiga map
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Similar equations are used for combustor and turbine map scaling. These
 
equations are found in the appropriate GENENG subroutines, Section 5.2.6.
 
The correction factors used in scaling the maps are printed in the GENENG
 
output. The closer these values are to 1.0 (especially pressure ratio, a
 
primary characteristic of a given compressor map), the more reasonable are 
the simulated maps of the engine. Conversely, however, not being close to 
1.0 does -not necessarily mean that the simulation is poor since many maps
 
have been shown to be typical over quite a large range of variables.
 

A typical compressor mapwhich may be employed in the program is presented
 
in Figure 5.2-5. The method of entering such a map into the GENENG program
 
is described in detail, Reference 1.
 

5.2.4.2 Combustor Maps 

The combustor map is a plot of temperature rise across the combustor against
 
efficiency for constant input pressure. Temperature rise and input pressure
 
are the independent variables. Combustor efficiency is the dependent vari
able. A typical combustor map is presented in Figure 5.2-6. The method of 
entering a combustor map into GENENG is described in Reference 1.
 

5.2.4.3 Turbine Maps
 

Turbine maps are entered into GENENG in a similar manner to fan and compressor 
maps, Section 5.2.4.1. The parameters of a typical turbine map are illus
t--rated in Fig-ure 5.2-7. Detailed insLIucrions for describing specific turbine 
maps in the GENENG program are given in Reference 1. 

5.2.4.4 Afterburners
 

Afterburner performance has been programmed in a generalized forn in GENENG.
 
Tne afterburner performance map included in the program is shon in Figure 
5.2-8(a). The performance map shohs afterburner combustion efficiency ratio 
as a function of fuel-air ratio. The value of afterburner combustion effi
ciency correction factor during off-design operation is shown against design 
afterburner inlet Mach number ratio, Figure 5.2-8(b) and design afterburner 
inlet total pressure ratio, Figure 5.208(c). Other correction factors or
 
performance maps can be added as desired The afterburner efficiency fuel-air 
ratio, inlet total pressure, and Mach number are generalized external to the 
program. 

A specific afterburner performance is generalized by dividing the specific 
off-design values by the design values. -The generalized afterburner values
 
are obtained as follows: 

Efficiency = Afterburner Fffaciency Off-Des-miAftefburner Efficiency at Design Point 
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Fuel-Air Ratio Off-Design
ratio Fuel-Ar Ratio Design Point
 

Entrance Total Pressure Off-Design
Entrance total Pressure 
 Entrance Total Pressure at Design Point
 

number Entrance Mach Number Off-DesignEntrance Mach 
Entrance Mach Number Design Point 

To achieve a reasonable accuracy in cycle calculations when using any general
ized component map, the usage of the map should be limited within a certain 
range of the original design values and configuration changes. Therefore, if 
an afterburner has a design task that differs significantly from an example 
used, a new generalized performance map should be used in'order to simulate 
the component more accurately. 

5.2.4.5 Nozzles
 

SMOTE, the original code, uses a single-point input for nozzle velocity coef
ficients when calculating engine performance. GENENG, however, uses a conver
gent-divergent nozzle velocity coefficient Lhich is input in map form. The 
velocity coefficient is input as a function of nozzle total pressure ratio 
(PS/Pl or P28/Pl). A typical nozzle performance inap is illustrated in Figure 
5.2-9. Detailed input routines for nozzle performance maps are presented in 
Reference 1. 

5.2.5 Means of Specifying Mode of Lngine Operations 

Several methods are available for specifying off-design operation points. The
 
,most common one is to select a Mach number, altitude, and turbine inlet 
temperature other than design values. There are, however, several other
 
possibilities which may be employed. For example, changing the following 
controls:
 

MODE = 0, Specify a neh turbine inlet temperature T4 

MODE 1, Specify a compressor rotational speed PCNC 

MODE n 2, Specify a fuel flow rate WFB 

MODE = 3, Specify a fan rotational speed PCNF
 

If the engine has all its nozzles fixed, an input such as turbine inlet 
tenperathre, fuel flow, or speed will set the thrust level. But other means 
of changing engine opration can be accomplished by varying such nozzle thrust 
areas as
 

A8 Main nozzle thrust area 

\28 Fan nozzle thrust area
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For example, an off-design condition may exist where, in an attempt to 
satisfy continuity of mass flow (one of the component matching requirements), 
the fan operating point may lie outside the limits of the data map that was 
input for the component map. A fan nozzle thrust area change could be 
used to return the fan operating condition on the map such that a match 
would occur. This would indicate a possibility exists that variable fan 
nozzle would be required on this engine for operation at the desired 
condition.
 

It should be noted that the GENENG Huff input package is not available in
 
the CDC 6600 program version. However, since the ODIN/RLV executive program
 
permits any set of arithmetic and symbolic operations in the data input to
 
a program, Section 2, the equivalent Huff input operations may be specified
 
in ODIN/RLV simulations. 

Input required for operation of the GENENG program is listed in Table 5.2-3.
 

5.2.6 GENENG Subroutine Functions and Descriptions
 

A flow chart of the computer program with the subroutines is shown in Figure 
5.2-10. The functions of the subroutines are listed here and the purpose of 
each is described.
 

GENENG 	 Dummy main program to initiate the calculations and cause the
 
input of the controlled output variables. Because of the looping
 
bet,;e-n subroutines, control is never transferred back to this 
routine.
 

ENGBAL 	 Main routine. Controls all engine balancing loops; checks tol
erances and number of loops and loads matrix, calls input.
 

GUESS 	 Determines initial values of independent variable (see Table
 

5.2-2) at each point. 

,LATRIX Solves error matrix. 

PUTIN Calls input subroutine package. 
for mixed flow turbofan. 

Controls loop on static pressures 

ZERO Zeros nearly all of common and certain controls.
 

COINLT Determines ran recovery and performs inlet calculations.
 

ADIOS 1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere Table.
 

RAINI Calculates ram recovery defined by MIL-E-S008B specifications.
 

RAM2 u lculates special cases of input ram recovery as a function of
 
flight M'ach number. 

COFAN 	 Uses BLOCK DATA to perform outer compressor (Lin) calculations.
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COCOMP 	 Uses BLOCK DATA to perform inner-compressor calculations (two 
spools only).
 

COCOMB 	 Uses BLOCK DATA to perform combustor calculations. May use either
 
T4 or WFB as the main parameter.
 

COHPTB 	 Uses BLOCK DATA to perform inner turbine calculations (two spools
 

only).
 

COLPTB 	 Uses BLOCK DATA to perform outer turbine calculations.
 

CODUCT 	 Performs duct and duct burning calculations for turbofans. May
 
use either T24 or WFD as main parameters.
 

COMIX 	 Performs gas mixing calculations if in mixed flow mode. At design 
points it calculates areas either from an input static pressure 
PS55 or from an input Mach number AM55 if PSSS = 9. At off-design 
points it calculates static pressures and Mach numbers from the 
design areas. Rescales pressure ratios for mixed flow turbofans 
to match duct and core static pressures just prior to mixing. 
COMIX also calculates afterburner entrance area A6 as a function 
of afterburner entrance Mach number AM6.
 

COAFBN 	 Performs the afterburning calculations. May use either T7 or WFA 
as the main parameters.
 

FRTOSD 	 Dummy routine to transfer values from common FRONT to common SIDE. 

FASTBK 	 Dummy routine to transfer values from common SIDE to common BACK. 

CO kNOZ 	 Controls the main nozzle. 

ERROR 	 Controls all printouts if an error occurs. Prints names of sub
routine where error occurred and also prints the values of all 
variables in the main commons. 

SYG 	 Controls printing from UNITOS. Throughout the program and partic
ularly in ENGBAL, certain messages, variables, and matrix values 
are written on UNITO8 as an aid in determining why an error 
occurred or why a point did not balance. These values are printed 
out if subroutine ERROR is called and IDU is greater than zero, 
or after a good point if IDUMP = 2. 

PERF 	 Calculates porfo iance after the engine is balanced. 

OUTPUT 	 Prints output except for controlled output. Prints the main commons 
after the design point. 

CONOUT 	 Controls and prints the controlled output variables.
 

THCOMP 	 Performs isentropic calculations for compressors. 

PROCOM 	 Calculates thermodynamic gas properties for either air or a fuel
air mixture based on JP-4 using curve fits of the tables of
 
Reference S.
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SEARCH 	 General table lookup and interpolation routine to obtain data from
 
the BLOCK DATA subroutines.
 

MAPBAC 	 Used when calculations result in values not on the turbine maps. 
Changes the map value and an independent variable CPCNF, PCNC, or 
T4) in an attempt to rectify the situation. 

CONVRG 	 Performs nozzle calculations for a convergent nozzle.
 

CONDIV 	 Performs nozzle calculations for a convergent-divergent (C-D)
 
nozzle.
 

THTURB 	 Performs isentropic calculations for turbines.
 

THERMO 	 Provides thermodynamic conditions using PROCOM. 

AFQUIR General quadratic interpolation routine.
 

PARABO Parabolic curve-fit routine
 

BLKFAN 	 Performance data for outer compressor (fan) map (BLOCK DATA).
 

BLKCNIW 	 Performance data for inner compressor map (BLOCK DATA; two-spool
 
engines).
 

CMBDAT 	 BLOCK DATA for combustor
 

HPTDAT 	 Performance data for inner turbine map (BLOCK DATA; two-spool engines). 

LPTDAT 	 Performance data for outer turbine map (BLOCK DATA).
 

ETAAB 	 Generalized afterburner performance BLOCK DATA as a function of fuel
air ratio with correction factors for off-design afterburner
 
entrance pressure and Mach number.
 

FRATIO 	 Convergent-divergent nozzle velocity coofficient (BLOCK DATA input
 
as a function of nozzle pressure ratio and area expansion ratio).
 

INPUT 	 Package of Huff input subroutines.
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TABLE 5.2-1. SYMBOLS 

Thermcdynamlc Properties Component Symbols Engine Symbols 

Am Mach number 

FAR fuel-air ratio, f/a 

If enthalpy, Bin/ibm 

P total pressure, atm 

PS st.fic pressure, atm 

S entropy, Btu/°R/lbin 

T total tomperature, OR 

TS static temperature, OR 

V velocity, ft/sec 

Station Numbers 

See F.19,ircs5.2-1 to 5 2-4 

for each type of enginc. 

A,AFT 

B 

C 

C0M 

D 

F 

I 

M 

MAIN 

NOZ 

On 

T 

TIPTIP 

TLP 

WDUCT 

WING,WNG 

afterburner 

burner 

inner compressor 

combustor 

fan duct 

first or farecompressor 

intermediate (middle) compressor 

core norzle 

all but wing 

nozzle 

overboard 

total 

ide (igo pressure) turbinemiddle (interme blate pressure) turbine 

outer (low pres' urc) turbine 

wing (third sire ui) duct 

wing (third stren) 

EL 

CN 

EIT 

DIITC 

DP 

DT 

ETA 

ETAR 

IIPEXT 

N 

PCL 

PCN 

PR 

TEP 

WA 

WF 

WG 

Z 

bleed, ibm/soc 

ratio of corrected speed to design corrected speed 

turblne delta enthalpy, tu/ibm 

turbine delta enthalpy (temperature corrected), 

(Hfn - iout)/Tin , Btu/r /Ibm 

pressure drop, AP/P 

temperature change, OR 

efficiency 

ramn recovery, P2/P 1 

horopov-ex e dracted 

shaft speed 

fractional bleed 

percent of design shaft speed 

pressure ratio 

turbine flow function, Ibm N/nR/sia(sec) 

airflow, Ibm/sec 

fuel flow, Ibm/sec 

gas flow, lbm/see 

ratio of pressure ratios 

'r% 



TABLE 5:2-2. VARIABLES AND ERRORS
 

Two-spool tin bofan Mi%ed-flo, tiu bo- Tmo-spool tui lIujet GOn-spool turbojet 
fan 

Valiable 1 ZF ZF zr ZF 

V.uiable 2 PCNF PCNF PCNF PCNF 

Va iable 3 ZC ZC ZC TFFLP 

Vanabhe 4 PCNC PCNC PCNC 

Vailable 5 TFFIHP TFFHP T'FHP 

Variable 6 TFFLP TFFLP TFFLP 

Error TFHCAL- TPFIIP TFIICAL- TFFHP TFIICAL- TFFlP TFLCAL- TFFLP 

TMICAL TFHCAL TFHCAL TFLCAL 

Eiroi 2 DHTCC - DITCHP DilfCC - DITCHP DIITCC - DHTCTIP DHTCF - DITCLP 
DlJTCC DHTCC DITTCC DaTCF 

Ell' 3 TFLCAL- TFFIP 
TFLCAL 

TFJ,CAI4 - TFFLP TFLCAL- TTFLP P1R -
TI LCAL TPLCAL I P7R 

P7 

Error 4 DHiTC' -DI I'CLP DITCF - DTCL JTTO? - D.iTCLPc--L - -
DII rr DiTCF DI1TCF 

En-or 5 P25R1 -P25 PS25 - IIS35 WA_ - WAC - DL. 

P251, PS25 WAC 

B:xor 3 P711 - P7 IPR- P7 1'7R - P7 
PMR P7R M7R 

Mai\n\IS,c 6x 6 6Nx 6 6"6 3"< 3 

op I
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ThBLE 5.2-3. INPUfS RIQURED FOR BASIC CYCLES 

Vax tab t dit DetllllOU 	 Mixed- [lt ,l Cue- spoolt. 	 JX' "',;o-4t)o -spool 
ti bo, I tii boli tuL bojet turbojct 

P---DS r--rn 	 Ye Yes Yespi es.ure 1ato Yes 

WAFCf lb1ee Fan cot rected al flow 

ETAFIDS -...... Fall cfftiency 

ZFDS ---------- 'estgn Z of [ll 

PCNFDS -....... Corrected speed of fant 

PRCDS - Coiptesor presuio iatio No 
WACCDS 1) ;,.-c Cotpi esbot cor ected airflow No 

ETACDS ------ . Compressol efflctency Yen 

ZCDS .. -. Design Z of conpiessor 

PCINCDS -------- Corrected speed of compiessor 

rTAnV cC"Lso Wficiency 

DPCODS Comlnsto pressui e dhop, AP/P Yes 

T4DS L 'ltrbine inlet tempeature Yes 

ThlIPD3 ' Jigh-pressut-Ul ttLUtine flow function 	 No 

CNHPDS --------- Corrected sFed - luth-pressui e lt bire No 
F.TIIPDS -------- Ettictoncy - high-in c sure tui bine No 

TFLPDS " ' Lov'-pressu e-tui bino flow function 	 Yes 
.........- ;,a) 

CNLPDS --------- Cot rected speed - li,'-pressure til bine Yes 

ETPD8 -------- Elfictency - low-pi eb-ure turbine Yes 

DPDUDS --------- AP/L' of fan duct No No 

DPArDS --------- i/P of afterhit nor Yes 'cb 

FAN------------ L ,cat vat table TRUE I RUE FA LSF FA L.,E 

ISPOOl _["'cth__ of -'pool.. 2 2 2 1 
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5.3 PROGRAM GENENG II: A PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING DESIGN AND OFF-DESIGN
 

PERFORMANCE OF TWO- AND THREE-SPOOL TURBOFANS WITH AS MANY 

AS THREE NOZZLES
 

Program GENENG II was developed by Fishbach and Koenig of NASA's Lewis
 
Research Center. Original program documentation of the program is provided
 
in Reference 1. The discussion of program GENENG II presented below
 
follows Reference 1. The GENENG II Program is a derivative of GENENG
 
(GENeralized ENGine). GENENG, which is capable of calculating steady-state 
design and off-design performance of turbofan and turbojet engines was 
evolved from SMOTE (SiMulation Of Turbofan Engine) which was developed 
by the Turbine Engine Division of the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory, 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. 

GENENG IT calculates design and off-design jet engine performance for existing 
or theoretical turbofan engines with two or three spools and with one, two, 
or three nozzles. In addition, aft fan engines can be calculated. Nine 
basic turbofan engines can be calculated without any programming changes: 

1. Three-spool, three-stream engine
 
2. Two-spool, three-stream boosted fan engine
 
3. Two-spool, three-stream, supercharged compressor engine
 
4. Three-spool, two-stream engine 
5. Two-spool, two-stream engine 
6. Three-spool, three-stream, aft fan engine
 
7. Two-spool, three-stream, aft fan engine
 
8. Two-spool, two-stream, aft fan engine 
9. Three-spool, two-stream, aft fan engine 

The first three of these engines are likely candidates for a STOL aircraft
 
with internally blown flaps. By examining the methods used to simulate 
these engines, other engine types may be simulated. As examples, a boosted
 
aft fan engine with two streams would simulate a high bypass ratio engine 
where the core and tip portions of the fan have different component perfor
mance maps; a boosted fan, two-stream engine could be simulated (JT9D type); 
or supercharged compressor, two-stream engines could be studied The number 
of possibilities are too many to enumerate, being determined by the user's
 
knowledge of program GENENG and the elements of engine design. 

5.3.1 Introduction
 

Program GENENG II is a derivative of program GENENG described in Section 5.2.
 
Program GENENG, in turn, is a derivative of the References 2 and 3 Air Force
 
SMOTE program. GENENG satisfies a need for calculating the performance of 
two- or threc-spool turbofan engines with as many as three nozzles (or air
streams). An exanple of this type of engine iould be one in ihich a fan is 
used to compress all the air, some of which is expanded through a ;eparate 
nozzle to produce thrust. The remaining air passes through a com-Ipressor, 
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after which some air is put into a wing duct and expelled over the wing 
flaps (an internally blown flap). The remaining air passes through another
 
compressor into a combustor; is heated and expanded through three turbines,
 
each of which drives one of the compressors; and is then expelled out the
 
third (nain) nozzle producing more thrust. This engine type is under consid
eration for STOL aircraft and until the development of GENENG II, off-design
 
performance calculations were difficult to attain.
 

GENENG II was developed to provide the capability to study this engine type.
 
Once this capability had been achieved, it was realized (Reference 1) that
 
many other engine types could be simulated by building simple options into
 
the code and modifying the input data to the program. As an example, the
 
fan and first compressor in the engine just described could be physically
 
attached and driven by one turbine (the so-called "boosted turbofan"), or
 
the fan could be put at the rear of the engine (an aft fan). Thus, GENENG II
 
has become a versatile program with many engine design options built in 
internally. These are described in the next section, Section 5.3.2. The 
original Fishbach and Koenig GENENG II program was written for the IBM 7094 
computer. The GENENG II program contained in the ODIN/RLV'program library 
is a CDC 6600 version constructed at the Naval Air Development Center by 
Robert Leko. 

5.3.2 Engine Types
 

All thermodynamic properties of air and was are calculated by considering
 
variable specific heats and no dissociation. Curve fitted air and gas
 
property tables of Reference S are used.
 

5.3.2.1 Type a - Three-Spool, Three-Stream Turbofan 

The basic engine, a three-spool, three-stream turbofan, of which all other
 
engine types are treated as variations, is shown in Figure 5.3-1. Free
 
stream conditions exist at Station 1. The conditions at Station 2 are 
determined by flight conditions and inlet recovery. GENENG compressor maps 
work with corrected values of airflow. At the entrance to the fan, the 
corrected airflow, WAF,c is 

WAr WA ,T5T8. 668 

F c P2/ PSLS 

(5.3.1) 

where P2 and PSLS are atmospheres and PSLS equals 1.0. All symbols are
 
defined in Table 5.2-1 of Section 5.2. Some symbols are formed as the
 
combinatiun of other symbols; thus WA is airflow; F is for fan, and c, \.hen
 
following a component symbol means corrected. Station numbers are defined
 
on the appropriate figure.
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All the fan air WAp is compressed by the fan giving rise to conditions 

at station 22. The power required to do this is 

Fan power = WAF x (H22 - H2) (5.3.2) 

Some fan air may be lost to the cycle as fan bleed BIF, which is expressed 
as a fraction of the fan airflow 

BIF = PCBI,F x WAF (5.3.3) 

The corrected airflow into the intermediate compressor is
 

22/518.668_A OVlyn
WA. WA

Ac p22/1.0 (5.3.4) 

The remaining air goes through the fan duct where some leakage from the core
 
air may also enter; see Equation 5.3.16.
 

WAD = WAF - B1F - WAI + BIDU (5.3.5) 

This air, which may be heated by a duct burner to a temperature T24, under
goes a pressure drop
 

-[1 p
25= P2 

SDU (5.3.6) 

The air would have been heated by the addition of fuel, which can be expressed 
as a fuel-air ratio so that 

WG24 = WA23 x [1 + (f/a)23] (5.3.7) 

The gas is then expanded through a nozzle (Station 29) to produce thrust.
 
The bypass rp+io is defined by
 

WAD 

BYPASS = D (5.3.8) 

To this point the analysis is similar to the GENENG discussion of Section 5.2.
 
Now, however, the air going into the intermediate compressor is compressed 
to the conditions at Station 21. The power required is 

Intermediate-compressor power = WAI x (H21 - H22 (5.3.9) 

The conditions at Station 21 are the same as those at Station 32, which is the 
entrance to the wing duct as the third streampath is called. The airflow 
entering this duct is called B11 , meaining intermediate bleed flow, and is 
expressed as a fraction PCBI,I of tie total airflow at Station 21. 

Bl = PCB,I x WAI (5.3.10) 
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The remainder of the air enters the core compressor
 

WAC = WAI - B1 (5.3.11) 

and
 

WWA, x T21 /T 5. 66 8
 

WACIC
-P21/1- 0(S. 3.12) 

The air entering the wing duct experiences a pressure drop
 

P36 = P32 fi- - i) (5.3.13) 

and then passes through a nozzle (Station 39) to produce additional thiust.
 
The air continuing on through the core is compressed to conditions at
 
Station 3. The power required is
 

Core compressor power = WAC x (H3 - H2 1) WA3 x (H3 - H 2 1) (5.3.14)
 

Some core bleed air BlC may be used for turbine cooling. Some of the air is
 
put back into the cycle into each of the three turbines, and some is lost to
 
the cycle as overboard bleed or leakage into the fan duct.
 

B1C =BCBI,C x WA3 (5.3.15)
 

BIDU PCBI,DU x B1C (5.3 16)
 

BIoB PC x B C (5.3.17)
 

BIHP PCBI,HP x B1C (5.3.18)
 

BI = PCBl,IP x B1C (5.3.19)
 

BILP PCBI,LP x B1C (5.3.20)
 

Since BIDU + BIoB + BIHP + BIip + BIcp = Bic , the sum of PCBI,D U PCB1 ,
, O B ,
 

PC PC and PC must be equal to 1. The remaining air is
PBl,HP' Bl,IP' a 81,'
 

WA = WA3 B1 C (5.3.21)
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and is heated to a turbine inlet temperature T4 and goes through a combustor
 
pressure drop (AP/P)COMB. The fuel required to do this is expressed as a
 
fuel-air ratio (f/a)4 so that the gas entering the first turbine WG4 can
 
be expressed as
 

WG4 = WA4 x [I + (f/a)4] (5.3.22)
 

This gas is then expanded through this high pressure turbine to conditions
 
at Station 50. The ent''alpy at Station 50 is first calculated by making a
 
power balance since this turbine drives the core compressor and supplies any
 
work extracted (HPEXT). By using Equation 5.3.14
 

WG x (H1 - Hso) = x (H3 - H21) + HPEXT (5.3.23)4 4 WA3 

In addition, the physical speeds must match
 

NHP,TURBINE = NCOMP (5.3.24)
 

If high pressure turbine bleed air BlHP is added into the cycle at this
 
point, HSo must be readjusted
 

H (BIHPXH3) + WG4 HS0 (BlHPXH3) + WG4Hso 
50 NIG WG50
4 + B1IHP (5.3.25)
 

Similarly,
 

Iso 1 (21 1122 .... 

NIP,TURBINE NINT COMP (5.3.27)
 

(Bli ×H3) + WG5HS5 (BILP×H3) + WGsH 55
 

S WG5 + BIl Wc (5.3.28) 

WG5 x CHS - H55) = WA x (H22 - H2 ) (5.3.29) 

NLPTURBINE = NFAN (5.3.30) 
(BlLpXH3) + NCsHss (IpH)+Ws~ 

_(BLPxH3)
H5 55 W+ G5 -155  (5.3.31) 

S 
 GS + ILP WG55
 

The gas flow WG55 then may be heated by an afterburner to a gas temperature
 
T7 and may undergo a pressure drop.
 

IB
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P, P7 61 -(APAFTERBURNER] ( 5.3.32) 

The gas flow would be increased by any fuel burned.
 

WG7 = WG5 + WFA (5.3.33) 

The gas is then expanded through the nozzle (Station 9) to produce the
 
remainder of the total engine thrust.
 

5.3.2.2 Type b - Two-Spool, Three-Stream, Boosted Fan Turbofan
 

From Figure 5.3-2 it is apparent why the three-spool, three-stream engine can
 
be modified to represent the other types presented herein. The only difference
 
between engine b and engine a is that the intermediate compressor is physically
 
attached to the fan in terms of speed and the combination is driven by one
 
turbine (the low pressure turbine). The thermodynamic ( Llculation changes 
are that the speeds are attached.
 

NINT COMP NFAN (5.3.34) 

The power of the low pressure turbine is now 

/Gso x (H 50 - =11AF x (H22 - H2)H 55 ) + WAII (H2 1 - H2 2 ) 

(5.3.35) 

PCBI,I P must be zero and H55 is readjusted by 

(BILPXH 3 ) + WG s05.H5 B~ 50G5 (5.3.36)
 
55 WGso + B1 LP
 

This type of engine is of interest because it might be created by adding a
 
new boosted-fan turbine combination to an existing core. If the third air
stream is deleted (see engine e) and ductburner and afterburner are removed,
 
engine b becomes a two-spool, ti.o-stream turbofan of the type represented
 
by the General Electric CF6 and Pratt and Mlutney JT9D turbofan, both of 
which have booster stages on the fan. 
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5.3.2.3 Type c - Two-Spool, Three-Stream
 

Supercharged Compressor Turbofan
 

Engine c is shown in Figure 5.3-3. Here, the intermediate and core com
pressors have been physically attached. For prograaming reasons, the
 
combination is driven by the intermediate pressure turbine. The calcu
lation procedure bypasses the routine which calculates high pressure
 
turbine performance but transfers the turbine performance data from this
 
rc-tine into that of the intermediate pressure turbine to represent the
 
turbine performance. Since the intermediate pressure turbine speed is
 
set by the speed of the intermediate compressor which also sets the speed
 
of the combination of the compressors, this procedure was necessary.
 

NCOMP NINT COMP (5.3.37) 

WGso x (Hso - HS) = WAI x (H21 - H 2 2) + WAC x (H3 - H21) + HPEXT 

(5.3.38) 

PCB1,HT must be zero and HS is readjusted by
 

+ WGsoH5
 
(BIIPxH3) (5.3.39)
= 
5 WG50 + Blip 

5.3.2.4 Type d - Three-Spool, Two-Stream Turbofan
 

Engine d, shown in Figure 5.3-4, is presently in existence (Rolls Royce
 
RB 211) and differs from the reference engine in that all the air entering
 
the intermediate compressor also enters the inner compressor. For this
 
reason, the only change necessary to run this engine is to set PCBI,I
 
equal to zero.
 

5.3.2.5 Type e - Two-Spool, Two-Stream Turbofan 

Engine e is the typical turbofan and is shown in Figure 5.3-S. To simulate 
this engine, it is necessary to have the air go through the intermediate 
compressor at a pressure ratio of 1.0 and an efficiency of 1.0 and to 
bypass the intermediate pressure turbine calculations. A logical control 
has been built into the program to do this. At the same tire, PCBI I must 
be set equal to zero. By using this option, GENENG II can be used io 
replace its original version GENENG, Reference 4, in calculating turbofan 
performance. It cannot, hoever, do turbojet calculations (to-spool, one 
stream or one-spool, one stream sngines). As mentioned earlier, boosted 
fan, two-spool, two stream engines can be calculated by setting PCBI,I 
equal to zero in engine b. 
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5.3.2.6 Type f - Three-Spool, Three-Stream Aft Fan Turbofan 

The three-spool, three-stream aft fan engine is shown in Figure 5.3-6. 
Thermodynamically, the only difference between this and the reference engine
 
is that the intermediate compressor sees the same conditions at its entrance
 
as does the fan (conditions at Station 2; both inlets assumed to have the
 
same performance). This is accomplished by setting a logical control vari
able AFTFAN to be true. The power of the intermediate pressure turbine 
would be
 

WG50 x (150 - H5) = WA I (H21 - H2) (5.3.40) 

Each of the aft fan engines has a counterpart in the front fan engines, the
 
only difference being that the intermediate compressor (or in the case of
 
engine h, a two-spool, two-stream aft fan engine, the compressor) sees free
stream conditions. These engines and their counterparts are described in
 
the following sections.
 

5.3.2.7 Type g - Two-Spool, Three-Stream Aft Fan Turbofan 

Engine g, a counterpart of engine c (Figure 5.3-3) is shr n in Figure 5.3-7.
 
The power balance would be
 

WG0s (H50 - H5) = WAI x (H32 - H2) + WAc x (H3 - H32) (5.3.41) 

5.3.2.8 Ampe h - Two-Spool, W'o-Stream Aft Fan Turbofan 

Engine h, a counterpart of engine e, Figure 5.3-5, is shown in Figure 5.3-8. 
The pouer balance would be 

WG5s (Hso - H)= WAC x (H3 - H2) (5.3.42)
 

5.3.2.9 Type i - Three-Spool, Two-Stream Aft Fan Turbofan 

Engine i, a counterpart of engine d, Figure 5.3-4, is shown in Figure 5.3-9.
 
The power balance would be 

WGso x (H50 - H5) = WAI X (H2 1 - H2) (5.3.43) 

5.3.2.10 Other Engines 

By using imagination in con3unction with the engines illustrated, the reader 
can determine other engine types which can be simulated. An obviogis one is 
a supercharged compressor, t.o-stream turbofan which is a derivative of 
engine c. the only change necessar being setting PCBI I = 0 In addition, 
all engines illustrated could be run as mixed-flow engines eliminating the 
fan duct nozzle, Reference 4.
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An interesting engine more difficult to be simulated is a high bypass ratio 
turbofan (two streams) where the outer and inner portions of the fan are 
represented by different performance maps. As can be seen by the following 
sketches, this engine can be simulated by a boosted aft fan engine. When 
AFTFAIN 1s true, the second spool sees free-stream conditions. When the fan 
and intermediate spool are attached, .the physical rotational speeds of the 
aft fan (outer portion of fan) and the sdcond spool (inner portion of fan) 
will be the same. Both are driven off the same turbine. 

Odler {liner_B H 
prlion gvrtienj 

I - (a(al
 

The high bypass ratio turbofan (sketch a) can be simulated by a boosted
 
aft fan engine (sketch b).
 

(bU
 

5.3.3 Balancing Technique 

.An off-design engine cycle calculation requires satisfying various matching 
turbine work functionsconstraints (rotational speeds, airflos, comoressor and 

and nozzle flow functions) at each specified operating condition. GENENG II
 

internally searches for compressor and turbine operating points that will
 

satisfy the constraints. It does this by generating differential errors
 
caused by small changes in the independent variables. Tle program then uses
 
a matrix that is loaded with the differential errors to solve for the zero 
error condition. The procedure employed is the Newton-Raphson iteration 

technique. 

For a three-spool engine, a solution for a set of nine simultaneous linear 
equations is obtained, for other types, fewer equations are used. The nine 
independent variables selected are
 

1. ZF - Ratio of pressure ratios of fan compressor along a speed line,
 

(Pressure ratio along sped line) - (Lo" pressure ratio on speed line)
ZF (High pressure ratio on speed I te)-)Lox, pressure ratio on speed line) 
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2. 	PCNF - Per cent fan speed or turbine inlet temperature
 
or 14
 

3. 	ZI - Ratio of Pressure ratios of intermediate compressor along
 

a speed line (Calculated the same as ZF)
 

4i 	 PCNI - Per cent intermediate compressor speed
 

S. 	ZC - Ratio of pressure ratios of inner compressor along a speed
 
line (calculated same as ZF)
 

6. 	PCNC - Per cent inner compressor speed or turbine inlet temperature
 

or T4
 

7. 	TFFHP High pressure turbine flow function WG-	 4 v/T 4 /P 4 

8. 	TFFIP - Intermediate pressure turbine flow function, WG50 v'/T 0
 

9. 	TFFLP - Low pressure turbine flow function, WG5 /T 5 /PS 

The 	program initially selects new (perturbed) values for the variables, based
 
on the design values. It is then possible to proceed through the entire
 
engine cycle calculations, where up to nine errors are generated. The initial
 
values of the nine (or less) variables and nine (or less) errors are base
 
values Solution method is outlined in Section 5.2. The most often used
 
inde 6iident 	variables and the differential errors for each of the nine engine
 
types bapable of being run on GENENG II are listed in Table 5.3-1. 

5.3.4 Choice of Component Maps - Scaling Laws 

The 	 component maps and scaling lows follow the techniques employed in GENENG, 
Section 5.2. A discussion of these techniques has been presented in Section
 
5.2.4.
 

5.3.5 Means of Specifying Mode of Engine Operations 

The methods for specifying mode of engine operations is similar to that
 
described in Section 5.2.5 of the GENENG discussion. However, A38, the wing
 
nozzle throat area is available as a parameter for changing engine operation
 
in GENENG II. Again as 2n GFNENG the Huff input routine is not available on
 
the CDC 6600 program. fhe use of DIALOG, Section 2, does permit all arith
metic and symbolic input operations available in the Huff input package when
 

.GENENG II is employed n,an ODIN/RLV simulation.' 

Inputs for operating the (LNENG II program are summarized in Table 5.3-2. 
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5.3.6 GENENG II Subroutine Functions and Descriptions
 

A flow chart of the computer program with the subroutines is shown in Figure
 
5.3-10. The functions of the GENENG II subroutines have been mostly
 
described in Section 5.2.6. Several additional subroutines are present in
 
the GENENG II program, as described below.,
 

GEN2 Dummy main program to initiate the calculations and cause the 
input of the controlled output variables. Because of the looping 
between subroutines, control is never transferred back to this 
routine. 

COINTC Uses BLOCK DATA to perform intermediate compressor calculations. 

INTDUM Makes intermediate compressor not change air conditions for 
engines e and h. 

WDUCT Performs third-stream (wing) duct calculations (not used in two
stream engines). 

COIPTB Uses BLOCK DATA to perform intermediate turbine calculations (not 
used in engines b, e, and h). 

OVELAY DUMMY routine to restore working part of program to core when 
using overlay 

IPTDAT Performance data for intermediate turbine map (BLOCK DATA) 

5.3.7 Symbols 

Symbols for the GENENG II discussion are the same as thoso symbols employed 
in the GENENG discussion, and are listed in Table 5.2-1 of Section 5.2. 
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TABLE 5.3-1. VARIABLES AND ERRORS
 

ab di fT g Ih 

Number of spools 

3 2 2 2 3 T 2 2 3 

Number of streams 

3 3 3 2 1 2 3 3 2 2 

Turbofan boosted Supercharged Turbofan Aft fan Supeicharged Aft fan 

fan compressor compressor 

Var ible I zl ZF ZF ZF ZF ZF ZF ZF ZF 

Variable 2 PCNF PCNF PCNF PCNF PCNF PCNF PCNF PCNF PCNF 

Varible 3 ZC ZC ZC ZC ZC zC zC ZC ZC 

Variable 4 PCNC PCNC PCNI PCNC PCNC PCNC PCN PCNC PCNC 

Variable 5 TFFHP TFPHP TFFIP IFFIIP TFFHP TFFHP TFFlP TFFIIP TFFHP 

Vaitable 6 TFFLP TFFLP TFFLP TFLP TFFLP TFFLP TFFLP TrFLP TFFLP 

Variable 7 ZT ZI ZI Zr ------ ZI ZI ------ ZI 

Variable 8 PON- PNT .------------------------- PCNT ------------ ------ PCN 

Varable TFFIP -----------------------FIP ------------------ TFFIp 

Error 1 TFIICAL - TF'IIP (a) 1TFICAL - TFnP (a) (a) (a) (b) (a) (a) 
T FICAL T 7C.L 

Errot 2 DhTCC - DUTMIP Dill C - DUTCIP (a) (a) (a) (b) (a) (a) 

DIITCC DHTIC 

Errox 3 -TFLCAL 
TrLCAL 

(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 

Errot 4 DIITC - DITCLP
DhTCF 

(a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 

Error 5 P?5R - P25 (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a)
P2511 

Error 6 (a-)7 (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) 
PTn
 

Et rer 7 Pl t-P 8 (a) (1) 1'-- - ...... (a) (a) (L) 
P3ell WAC
 

Ei rot ' L 2P------ --------------- ( )--- (a) ------------------ (a)
T FICAL 

Frror 9 H--TI--- ------ (w ------ (a) ------------------ (.0 

DI riC 

Mltrix 1e 9 7, 7j 7, 7 qxg O'x6 9' 9 7r7 Gx6 q'× 

TInwoeicrol fo cninca 
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TABLE 5.3-2. INPUTS REQUIRED FOR BASIC CYCLES
 

Vanrble Units or Ipe Definition I tnne desi 4 nihon 

T hb c ed , g h I 
Nutib r of 'pools 

Nui,9'er of sI elms 

bo- BO3,ost S.p.r- £uitufin kftfail Super- Aft f.' 

fan fan cnr-ed chtrged 
coil Coin. 

pressor presser 

PREDS ------- Fan pressure ratio Yes Ies Yes Nea Yes Yes Yes les Ys 
WAFCDS ib/sec Fin corrected -itrfloI 

£El-FDS ----------- Fan efficiency 

ZFDS Design Z of fan 
PCNDS ------------ Corrected speed of fan 
PRIDS - nternicoiate pressare ratio No NO 
\VAIOLS lb/sec ln'ermerdte correct-d airflou Yes Yes 
ETAIDS ----------- Intermediate efficienc) No No 
'TIDS ------------ Design Z of irtern ediate compressor No No 
PCN'IDS ------------ Corrected speed of r'criediate No No No 

compressor 
pRCDS ------------ Compressor pressure ritio Yes Yes Yes 
PCT  ------  tc, . '.r -,ir... d d..c. -r-
ET-CDS Co npressor clmeicy Yes Is 'es 

zCCD3 
PC.NCD-

203 
..... 

IDcs'gn Z of compressor
Coirt etad speed of conpressor No 

7 
NO 

ETABDS Corcb~s or efhclhiuc Ies Yes 
DPCO3 ------------ Combasor piessLre crop, AP, P ys IoS 
y Di R Tu-b -e ,Piertm.ger"..r Ye, 

TFIIPDS R iirh-pressure-turb.pe flea function No No 
(seclbsia) 

CMHIPE-- lhgh-pressure-turbne corrected No No 
speed 

LTAPDS -- - - h-pressure-turbine effcicnci No No 

I FIPDS .P"--.(se<) Cost) irnert ,cdtatc-iurbne ,or, ft'co' No Yes No es N 

CNlPDS ............ 1tlernicdtate-pressore-turbine No No No 

corcted speed 
F1 PS - nt-'-r-n-a--e-pres -turhr NreNo No No 

efficienq 

T F! P . i... Low-prtssur, -tui ie f!uw fwnct i o YesI 

CNLPS - -- Itencf tto-prossarc-:urbl-e 

correrted 1,teed 

FTLP03 - t-e--------,'-esure-tunrhne 

DP--L------- Fan prczrii edrop P'P 
I) .uI-S - - 1,L d1-1 J'.rned P'IP N Nopr, -o 

0, - ......------------ I . a- . r ,ie -c orep Ap P ' Y, I IV,.

-FI' \.1 G DIITDt)L Iial Fuoot1 ('us - F F F F. 

ItVI'1OCC'" Loje tl pet, 'trod (*mfrnrsF T I r 

Di* I'S POOL It tCal ".,it rrVdiatespool F F T f 

l7F\\ Ulul %It 41I in'tcs I F F T 



Figure 5.3-1. Three-Spool, Three-Stream Turbofan Figure 5.3-3. Two-Spool, Three-Stream, 
Engine (Type a) Supercharged Compressor Engine (Type c) 
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SECTION 6 

MASS AND VOLUMETRIC PROPERTIES
 

The ODIN/RLV program library contains two independent programs for estimation 
of reusable launch vehicles' mass/volume properties.-. These-programs were 
developed under previous National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration and
 
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory-funded studies. Programs are provided
 
for
 

1. 	Approximate mass and volume properties based on
 
statistical past flight vehicle designs 

2. 	 Detailed mass and volume properties based on
 
component representations of flight vehicles
 

Both programs are outlined in the following sections. For complete details
 
reference should be made to the original source documents, References 1 
through 7.
 

The approximate volume and mass properties routine is taken from the Air 
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory's vehicle synthesis for advanced concepts 
program, VSAC. This program provides a self-contained vehicle synthesis 
capability for certain classes of flight vehicle.
 

Complete program details including options for
 

1. 	aerodynamics
 

2. 	propulsion
 

3. 	performance 

4. 	volume and mass properties
 

are 	given in References 1 and 2. ODIN/RLV usage to date has been limited to
 
the 	volume and mass properties routines. 

It should be noted that the weight equations of the VSAC program include the
 
References 4 to 7 SSSP program's weight equations as options.
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6.1 PROGRAM VSAC: APPROXIMATE AIRCRAFT MASS PROPERTIES 

AND 	 VOLUME ANALYSIS 

This program computes approximate military flight vehicle mass and volumetric 
properties based on the statistics of past designs. This technique is based 
on (a) correlation of past vehicle mass and volume properties against physically 
significant parameters and (b) regression analysis of the correlations to 
provide an analytic model for military flight vehicle mass and volume properties. 

The program operates at the subsystem and major component level. The sub
system breakdown employed is
 

1. 	aerodynamic surfaces 8. avionics
 
2. 	body structure 9. crew systems
 
3. 	induced environment protection 10. design reserve
 
4. 	launch and recovery 11. personnel
 
5. 	main propulsion 12. payload
 
6. 	orientation controls and separation 13. propellants
 
7. 	power supply, conversion and
 

distribution ...........
 

Each subsystem is broken down into major components. For example, aerodynamic 
surfaces is broken down into four components: 

1. 	wings 
2. 	vertical fin
 
3. 	horizontal stabilizer
 
4. 	fairings, shrouds, and associated structure
 

Each subsystem and subsystem component weight and volume weight estimation
 
relationship used in program VSAC is presented below.
 

Weight analysis is based entirely on the weight and volume subroutines in the
 
Air 	Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory VSAC program, References 1 and 2. For
 
complete details regarding the analytic basis of the weight model, reference
 
should be made to the original VSAC documentation. An outline of the VSAC
 
program capability follows.
 

It should be noted that an extended weight analysis code which incorporates
 
this analysis is now available in Reference 3. This code, WAATS, has elim
inated all VSAC calculations which are extraneous to the weight analysis
 
function. The resulting code fits into 20000 machine locations.
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6.1.1 Aerodynamic Surfaces 

The total weight of the aerodynamic surface group 'is given by 

WSURF WWING + WVERT + WHORZ + WFAIR (6.1.1) 

where
 

NVING = wing weight
 
WVERT = vertical fii weight
 
WHORZ = horizontal tail weight
 
WFAIR = aerodynamic fairing weight
 

Expressions for each of these component weights are presented below.
 

6.1.1.1(a) Wing
 

The wing weight equation calculates an installed structural wing weight
 
including control surfaces and carry through. The weight is calculated as
 
a function of load and geometry:
 

WING = AC(1) * (WTO*XLF*STSPAN*SING/TROOT)**AC(78)/I000 

+ AC(2) * SWING + AC(3) (6.1.2) 

where
 

WVING = total structural wing weight, lbs.
 
WTO = gross weight, lbs.
 
XLF = ultimate load factor
 
STSPAN= structural span (along .5 chord), ft.
 
SWING = gross wing area, ft. 2
 

TROOT = theoretical root thickness, ft.
 
AC(l) = wing weight coefficient (intercept)
 
AC(78)= wing weight coefficient (slope)
 
AC(2) = wing weight coefficient (f(gross area)), lbs/ft2
 

AC(3) = fixed wing weight, lbs.
 

The data in Figures 6.1-1 and 6.1-2 represent wings that are basically
 
constructed of aluminum and wings that are basically constructed of high
 
temperature materials (steel and inconel),-respectively. The latter data
 
-is also representative of supersonic wings with tic values in the order of
 
3 to 3-1/2% . For variable sweep wing designs the various wing input
 
terms should be based on the fully swept position. TheC(l) coefficient
 
-should thenbe incieased by 15 to 20 per cent to account for the structural
 
penalty for sweeping the wing forward. The user has an option of adding 
or removing a wing weight penalty on the basic wing calculation. An
 
example wou.u be to add a fixed weight per square foot for thermal protection

]system structure or high temperature resistant coatings. The coefficient
 
C(3) is to input a fixed weight to the wing calculation.
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6.1.1.2 Vertical Fin
 

The vertical fin weight includes the weight of the control surface. The
 
weight is calculated as a logarithmic function of surface area. The equation
 
for vertical fin weight is
 

WVBRT = AC(4) * SVERT ** AC(89) + AC(5) (6.1.3) 
where 
WVERT = total vertical fin weight, lbs 
SVERT = vertical fin planform area, ft2 

AC(4) = vertical fin weight coefficient 
AC(89)=vertical fin weight coefficient (slope) 
AC(S) = fixed vertical fin weight, lbs. 

The data of Figure 6.1-3 is based on Mach 2-type airplanes. They include 
aluminum, steel and inconel fin materials. Figure 6.1-3 is assumed to be 
representative of the best type construction for the Mach 0.6 to 2.0 range.-
The data, as shown, does not include allowances for thermal protection
 
system weight.
 

- 6.1.1.3 Horizontal Stabilizer
 

The horizontal stabilizer weight includes the weight of the control surface.
 
The weight is calculated as a function of wing loading, stabilizer planform
 
area and dynamic pressure. The equation for horizontal stabilizer weight is
 

WHORZ = AC(6) * ((WTO/SWING) ** .6 * SHORZ ** 1.2 * QMAX **.8) 

**AC(90) + AC(7) (6.1.4) 

there 
WHI-ORZ = total horizontal stabilizer weight, lbs. 
NTO = gross weight, lbs. 
SWING = gross wing area, ft.

2 

SHORZ = horizontal stabilizer planform area, ft.2 

QNIAX = maximum dynamic pressure, lbs/ft. 2 

AC(6) = horizontal stabilizer weight coefficient (intercept) 
AC(90) = horizontal stabilizer weight coefficient (slope) 
AC(7) = fixed horizontal stabilizer weight, lbs. 

The data includes aluminum and inconel stabilizer materials. The data, as
 
shown, does not include allowances for thermal protection system weight
 
Figure 6.1.4.
 

6.1.1.4 Fairings, Shrouds, and Associated Structure
 

The type of aerodynamic structures included in this section are aerodynamic
 
shrouds, equipment, dorsal, landing gear, and canopy fairings. The canopy 
fairing is the structure aft of the canopy that is required to fair the canopy 
to the body. The weight of the canopy proper is included in Section 6.1.2,2.
 
Wing to body fairings are included in the wing weights. Horizontal or
 
vertical surface to body fairings are included in either the horizontal or
 
vertical surface weight.
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Fairing and shroud weight may be determined from their surface area and the 
operating environment and is given in the program as
 

WFAIR = AC(S) * SFAIR + AC(9) (6.1.5) 
where 
WFAIR = total weight of fairings or shrouds, lbs. 
SFAIR = total fairing or shroud surface area,' ft. 2 

AC(8) = unit weight of fairing or shroud, lbs./ft.
2
 

AC(9) = fixed weight of fairing or shroud, lbs.
 

If the design loads and the fairing geometry is known, the weight in lbs./ft.
2
 

(i.e., the coefficient AC(8))can be found by calculation. In most cases,
 
however, empirical or statistical data has to be used. The coefficient AC(8)
 
can be found by multiplying an empirical unit weight WF by a factor to account
 
for dynamic pressure and temperature differences.
 

AC(8) = WF • KQ KT (6.1.6) 
where 
WF = fairing weight factor, Table 6.1-1 
KQ = fairing dynamic pressure coefficient, Figure 6.1-5 
KT = fairing temperature coefficient, Figure 6.1-6 

The factor KQ is shown plotted against dynamic pressure in Figure 6.1-5. The
 
factor KT is shown plotted versus temperature in Figure 6.1-6. The unit weight
 
os typical fairings, WF, is shown in Table 6.1-1.
 

6.1.2 Aircraft Body Structure
 

The total weight of the aircraft body group-is given by
 

WBODY = WBASIC + ,WSECST+ WTHRST (6.1.7) 
where 
WBASIC = basic body weight 
WSECST = secondary structure weight 
ITHRST = thrust structure weight 

Expressions for each component weight are given below. The weight of booster
 

body structures is presented in Section 6.1.2.
 

6.1.2.1 Basic Aircraft Body
 

The vehicle body weight equation is based upon correlating the actual weight
 
of existing hardware with significant load, geometry, and ,environmental
 
parameters. For vehicles of an advanced nature, modifying factors based
 
upon design studies of cruise vehicles are applied to the basic data to
 
account for the expected advandes in technology and more severe environment.
 
Equations A-ived from existing data includes non-optimum factors which are
 
difficult to justify by analytical procedures. These non-optimum factors
 
are important weight items, as shown by the weight growth of many vehicles
 
between the initial concept and the finished hardware.
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The equation used for basic body weight is
 

WBASIC = AC(14) * SBODY + AC(l5)((ELBODY*XLF/HBODY) **.5 * QMAX ** .16 

* SBODY ** AC(81) + AC(16) (6.1.8) 
where 
WBASIC = total weight-of basic body, lbs. 
SBODY = total body wetted area, ft.

2 

XLF = ultimate load factor
 
ELBODY = body length, ft.
 
QMAX = maximum dynamic pressure, lbs./ft.

2
 

HBODY = body height, ft.
 
AC(14) = basic body unit weight, lbs./ft. 2
 

AC(15) = basic body weight coefficient (intercept)
 
AC(81) = basic body weight coefficient (slope)
 
AC(16) = fixed basic body weight, lbs.
 

The primary function of the first part of the basic body equation, AC(14) * 
SBODY allows a weight penalty based upon a constant unit weight of structural 
area without involving the parameters used in the second part of the overall 
equation. The second part of the equation obtains the basic body weight 
using design and geometry parameters. The basic body weight data is shown 1n 
Figure 6.1-7. Since the data is for aluminum structure, operating at temp
eratures of 250'F, a modifying factor must be used with AC(I5) for other 
materials and temperatures. The modifying factor (ME) is obtained from 
Figure 6.1-8. The AC(l5) obtained from Figure 6.1-7 is multiplied by the 
modifying factor (ME) to obtain the input for aluminum, titanium or Rene' 41 
at elevated temperatures. 

AC(15)actual = AC(l5)flg.6.1_7 x MF (6.1.9)
 

6.1.2.2 Aircraft Body Secondary Structure
 

Secondary structure includes windshields, canopy, landing gear doors, flight 
opening doors and speed brakes. If a weight estimate based upon analysis is
 
available, it should be used in lieu of the following data.
 

The equation for calculating secondary structure is
 

WSECST = AC(17) * SBODY + AC(18) (6.1.10)
 
where
 
WSECST = weight of body secondary structure, lbs.
 
SBODY = total body wetted area, ft.

2
 

AC17) = secondary structure unit weight, lbs./ft.
2
 

ACCI8) = fixed secondary structure weight, lbs.
 

The body secondary weight coefficient AC(17) varies from 0.58 to 1.38. If
 
specific design detail is not available, an average value of 0.98 may be used
 
for the AC(17) coefficient. However, if any design detail is available, the
 
coefficient should be tailored using the data shown in Table 6.1-2 as a guide
line.
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6.1.2.3 Aircraft Thrust Structure 

The thrust structure weights are a function of the total vacuum thrust of 
the engines. The equation used for thrust ,structure weight is
 

WTHRST = AC(19) * TTOT + AC(20) (6.1.11) 
where 
WTHRST = weight of thrust structure, lbs. 
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs. 
AC(19) = thrust structure weight coefficient 
AC(20) = fixed thrust structure weight, lbs. 

The aircraft thrust structures are required to mount airbreathing engines and
 
rocket engines. The airbreathing thrust structure weight coefficients AC(19) 
and AC(20) are obtained from Figure 6.1-9. The input for rocket engine thrust 
structure weight is obtained from Figure 6.1-10. The rocket engine thrust 
structure assumed for this data is a cone or barrel structure attached to a
 
bulkhead.
 

6.1.3 Booster Body Structure
 

The total weight of the booster body group is given by
 

BWBODY = BWINFT + BWINOT + BWBASC + BNSSTR + BWTRST (6.1.12) 
where 
BWINFT = integral fuel tank weight 
BWIXOT = integral oxidizer tank weight 
BWBASC = basic body structure weight 
B1%SSTR = secondary structure weight 
BWTRST = thrust structure weight 

Expressions for each component weight are given below. The weight of aircraft
 
body structures has been presented in Section 6.1.2.
 

6.1.3.1 Booster Integral Fuel Tanks
 

The integral fuel tanks are sized as a function of total tank volume, inclu
ding ullage and residual volume. The input coefficients are based on historical
 
data from the Saturn family of L02 /LH2 vehicles. The equation for integral
 
fuel tank weight is
 

BWINFT = BC(10) * BVFUTK + BC(ll) (6.1:13)
 
where 
BWqINFT = weight of integral fuel tank, 'lbs. 
BVFUTK = total volume of fuel tank, ft. 3 

BC(10) = iA'tegral fuel tank weight coefficient, lbs./ft.
3 

BC(ll) = fixed integral fuel tank weight, lbs. 

The integral fuel tank weight coefficients BC(10) and BC(ll) are obtained from
 
Figure 6.1-11. When a non-Saturn type tank configuration is utilized, the
 
coefficient BC(10) should be multiplied by a configuration factor.
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6.1.3.2 Booster Integral Oxidizer Tanks
 

The integral okidizer tanks are sized as a function of total tank volume,
 
including ullage and residual volume. The input coefficients are based on
 
historical data from the Saturn family of L02/LH2 vehicles. The equation
 
for integral oxidizer tank weight is
 

BWINOT = BC(12) * BVOXTK + BC(13) (6.1.14) 
where 
BWINOT = weight of integral oxidizer tank, lbs. 
BVOXTK = total volume of oxidizer tank, ft.3 
BC(12) = integral oxidizer tank weight coefficient, lbs./ft.
BC(13) = fixed integral oxidizer tank weight, lbs. 

The integral oxidizer tank weight coefficients BC(12) and BC(13) are obtained
 
from Figure 6.1-12. When a non-Saturn type tank configuration is utilized,,
 
the coefficient BC(12) should be multiplied by a configuration factor.
 

6.1.3.3 Booster Basic Body Structure
 

The basic body weight includes the structure forward, aft and in between the 
integral tanks but does not include the secondary structure or thrust struc
ture. The equation for basic body structure weight is 

BWBASC = BC(14) * BSBODY + BC(15) * BVBODY + BC(16) (6.1.15) 
where 
BWBASC = total weight of basic body, lbs. 
BSBODY = total body wetted area ft. 2
 
BVBODY = total body volume, ft.i 
BC(14) = basic body weight coefficient (F(area)), lbs./ft.2 
BC(l5) = basic body weight coefficient (f(volume)), lbs./ft.3 
BC(16) = fixed basic body weight, lbs. 

The equation is-piogrammed to accept a coefficient input as a function of 
wetted area or volume. The coefficient BC(14) is a function of area and is 
derived as follows. 

BC(14) = 4.0 * Basic Body Wetted Area" 
Total Body Wetted Area
 
The coefficient BC(15) is a function of volume. Input data for this coef
ficient has not been derived in the original study of Reference 1.
 

6.1.3.4 Booster Secondary Structure
 

The secondary structure includes access doors, non-structural fairings, etc.
 
The secondary structure is minimal for the type of booster designs involved 
in the VSAC study of References 1 and 2. The equation for booster secondary
 
structure weight is
 

BWSSTR = BC(17) * BSBODY + BC(18) (6.1.16)where 
BWSSTR = total weight of body secondary structure, lbs. 
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total body wetted area, ft.
2
 

BSBODY = 


BC(17) = secondary structure weight coefficient, lbs./ft.
2
 

BC(18) = fixed secondary structure weight, lbs.
 

The weight coefficient BC(17) is used to scale the secondary structure weight
 
as a function of body wetted area. When possible, the coefficient should be
 
derived from design data. However, during the early phase of a study, this is
 
not always practical. A first cut value of 0.05 to 0.1 may be used for
 
BC(17) until design data is available.
 

6.1.3.5 Booster Thrust Structure
 

The weight of the rocket engine thrust structure is a function of total
 
vacuum thrust and type of attachment utilized. However, for this study the
 
type of attachment has been restricted to a cone or barrel structure attached 
to the aft bulkhead. With this design criteria, the effect of attachment
 
geometry is built into the BC(19) coefficient. The equation for booster
 
thrust structure is 

BWTRST = BC(19) * BTTOT + BC(20) (6.1.17)
 
where
 
BWTfRST = total weight of thrust structure, lbs.
 
BTTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs.
 
BC(19) = thrust structure weight coefficient
 
BC(20) = fixed thrust structure weight, lbs. 

The weight coefficient BC(19) is used to scale the thrust structure as a 
function of total stage Vacuum thrust. When specific design data is not 
available, a typical preliminary design value of BC(19) = 0.0025 will provide
 
a realistic thrust structure weight for a cone or barrel design concept. 
This coefficient input value does not include the aft skirt weight. 

6.1.4 Aircraft Induced Environment Protection
 

The total weight of the aircraft induced environment protection group is
 
given by
 

WTPS = WINSUL + WCOVER (6.1.18)
 
where
 
WINSUL = insulation weight
 
WCOVER = cover plate weight 

The inputs for a specific design concept are normally obtained by a thermal 
analysis. This method should be used when'specific design conditions are
 
known, as it yields the most accurate results accounting for all the features
 
of a particular design. When detailed knowledge of a design is not avail
able, generalized data is given based upon the results of prior design
 
studies. Thle data presented is simplified for use in generalized aircraft
 
weight/sizing. The results do not replace a detailed thermal analysis.
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A radiative protection system to hold structural temperatures within accep
table limits is the type of vehicle thermal protection system considered
 
for this study. This system utilizes radiative cover panels with or without
 
insulation.
 

6.1.4.1 Aircraft Insulation
 

When insulation is used, it assumes that the structural temperature is held
 
to approximately 2000F. The insulation must then be protected fiom the flight
 
conditions by radiative cover panels. The equation for the insulation
 
weight is
 

WINSUL = AC(21) * STPS + AC(76) (6.1.19) 
where 
WINSUL = total weight of TPS insulation, lbs. 
STPS = total TPS surface area, ft. 2 

AC(21) = insulation unit weight, lbs./ft.2 

AC(76) = fixed insulation weight, lbs.
 

The coefficient AC(21) is an insulation unit weight that may be obtained as
 
a function of surface temperature from Figure 6.1-13. The user must estimate
 
the surface temperature that will be encountered in order to input the coef
ficient AC(21). The data shown in Figure 6.1-13 is based on microquartz
 
insulation for a 1.0 hour time duration. The three curves represent allowable
 
heating rates of 100, 400, and 700 Btu/ft.2 with the structural temperature
 
being held to approximately 2000 F. The area of the aircraft which is to be
 
covered by insulation is specified in the input data.
 

The coefficient AC(76) is a fixed input weight to the insulation calculation.
 
A typical example of the use of this coefficient would be to add a fixed
 
insulation weight for localized hot spots

6.1.4.2 Aircraft Cover Panels
 

When the design concept utilizes insulation panels to hold the structural 
temperature within acceptable limits, the insulation must be protected from
 
flight conditions. This protection is provided by cover panels. The equation
 
for the cover panel weight is
 

WCOVER = AC(22) * STPS + AC(77) (6.1.20)
where 
WCOVER = total weight of TPS cover panels, lbs.
 
STPS = total TPS surface area, ft. 2 

AC(22) = cover panel unit weight, lbs./ft.
2
 

(AC77) = fixed cover panel weight, lbs. 

Cover panels used in recent studies have varied greatly in design features and
 
materials. The generalized equation used in this program must be input from
 
point design data if a specific design is to be properly represented. A range
 
of input values are included to provide the user with a weight that will be
 
representative of the cover panel designs used in recent studies.
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The coefficient will vary from AC(22) = 0.8 to 1.5 if insulation is used in 
conjunction with the cover panels. If insulation panels are not utilized, 
the input will vary from AC(22) = 1.25 to 2:0. The lower -values are repre
sentative of efficient attachment capability and the higher value requiring
deep frane or standoff's for attachment. The values shown are average unit 
weights to be used with the total body.wetted area.
 

6.1.5 Booster Induced Environment Protection
 

The total weight of the booster induced environment protection group is given 
by 

BWTPS = BWINSL + BWCOVR (6.1.21) 
where 
BWINSL = insulation weight 
BWCOVER= cover plate weight
 

A radiative protection system is used to hold structural temperatures within
 
acceptable limits in the VSAC study. The comments in Section 6.1.4 apply
 
equally to boosters.
 

6.1.5.1 Booster Insulation Weight
 

The equation for the insulation weight is
 

BWINSL = BC(21) * BSBODY + BC(76) (6.1.22) 
where 
BWINSL = total weight of TPS insulation, lbs. 
BSBODY = total body wetted area, ft. 2 

BC(21) = insulation unit weight, lbs./ft.
2 

BC(76) = fixed insulation weight, lbs. 

The coefficient BC(21) is an insulation unit weight that may be obtained as
 
a function of surface temperature from Figure 6.1-14. The user must estimate
 
the surface temperature that will be encountered on the initial case in order
 
to input the coefficient BC(21). The data shown in Figure 6.1-14 is based
 
on microquartz insulation for a one-half hour time duration. The three
 
curves represent allowable heating rates of 100, 400, and 700 Btu/ft. 2 with
 
the structural temperature being held to approximately 200 0F.
 

The equation for booster stage insulation computes the weight as a function
 
of total body wetted area. If only a percentage of the body is actually
 
covered by insulation, the input coefficient BC(21) must be modified by that
 
percentage value to account for the weight. The coefficient BC(76) is "a fixed
 
input weight to the insulation calculation. A typical example of the use of
 
this coefficient would be to add a fixed insulation weight for localized hot
 
spots.
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When the design concept utilizes insulation panels to hold the structural
 
temperature within acceptable limits, the insulation must be protected from
 
flight conditions. This protection is provided by cover panels. The
 
equation for cover panel weight is
 

BWCOVR = BC(22) * BSBODY + BC(77) (6.1.23)
 

where
 
BWCOVR = total weight of TPS cover panels, lbs.
 
BSBODY = total body wetted area, ft.2 

BC(22) = cover panel unit weight, lbs./ft. 2 

BC(77) = fixed cover panel weight, lbs. 

The cover panels that have been used in recent studies have varied greatly
 
in design features and materials. The discussion regarding AC(22) in Section
 
6.1.4.2 also applies to values for BC(22) above.
 

6.1.6 Aircraft Launch and Recovery
 

The total weight of the aircraft launch and recovery gear is given by
 

WGEAR = WIANCH + WLG (6.1.24)
 
where 
WLAINCH = launch system weight (if any) 
WLG = landing gear weight 

Expressions for these component weights are given below.
 

6.1.6.1 Launch Gear
 

The launch gear equation is used for the support structure and devices asso
ciated with aircraft that are used to attach to a hover ship. This includes
 
struts, pads, sequencing devices, controls, etc. The equation for launch
 
gear is
 

WLANCH = AC(23) * WTO + AC(24) (6.1.25) 
where 
WLANCH = total weight of launch gear, lbs. 
WTO = gross weight, lbs. 
AC(23) = launch gearweight coefficient 
AC(24) = fixed launch gear weight, lbs. 

The weight coefficient AC(23) is a proportion of the computed gross weight.
 
A typical value for preliminary design purposes, would be AC(23)= 0.0025.
 

6.1.6.2 Landing Gear
 

The landing gear equation has been developed from data correlation of existing
 
aircraft. This data included the nose gear, main gear and controls. The
 
equation for calculating landing gear (including controls) is
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WVLG = AC(25) * WTO ** AC(101) + 4C(26) * WJLAND + AC(27) (6.1.26) 
where 
WLG = total wpight of landing gear and controls, lbs. 
WTO = gross weight, lbs. 
WLAND =-maximum landing weight, lbs.
 
AC(25) = landing gear weight coefficient (intercept fC(wTo))
 
AC(101)= landing gear weight coefficient (slope f(IvTo))
 
AC(26) = landing gear weight coefficient (f(WLAND))
 
AC(27) = fixed landing gear weight, lbs.
 

The landing gear weight coefficients are shown in Figure 6.1-15. These coef
ficients should be used when the landing gear is to be scaled as a function
 
of gross weight. When the coefficients AC(25) and AC(101) are used, the
 
coefficient AC(26) should be zero.
 

The weight coefficient AC(26) is used for vehicles whose gear is used only
 
for landing. Gear weight will then vary with the landing weight instead of
 
gross weight. For first estimates the coefficient AC(26) should range between
 
0.03 for 11 feet per second sink rate and 0.05 for 25 feet per second. When
 
the coefficient AC(26) is used, the coefficient AC(25) should be set to zero.
 

6.1.7 Aircraft Main Propulsion
 

The total weight of the aircraft main propulsion group is given by
 

WPROPU = WABENG + WRENGS + WFUNCT + WOXCNT + WINSFT + WINSOT + WFUSYS
 
+ WOXSYS + WPRSYS + WINLET (6.1.27)
 

i here
 
WABENG = airbreathing engine weight including engine mounts
 
WRENGS = rocket engine weight, including engine mounts
 
WVFUNCT = fuel tank weight
 
WOXCNT = oxidizer tank weight, rocket engines only
 
WINSFT = fuel tank insulation weight
 
WVINSOT = oxidizer tank weight, rocket engines only
 
WFUSYS = weight of storable propellant fuel system, less tanks
 
WOXSYS = crogenic propellant oxidizer system weight
 
WPRSYS = propellant pressurization system weight
 
WINLET = inlet system weight
 

Expressions for each component weight are presented below.
 

6.1.7.1 Aircraft Main Propulsion Engines, Turboramjet, Ramjet, and. Rocket
 

-The main engines are used to propel the -ehicle. This includes either air
breathing or rocket propulsion systems. The airbreathing engines considered
 
in this stdv are the turboramjet and ramjet. 

6.1.7.1(a) Turboramjet
 

The turboramjet data is for the GE 12/JZ8 engine. The equation for turboramjet
 
follows.
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WABENG = (AC(32) * e ** (AC(33) * WA) * ((PT2-PHIGH)/(PLOW-PHIGH) 

+ AC(34) * e ** (AC(3S) * WA) * ((PT2-PLOW)/(PHIGH-PLOW)) 

* ENGINS + AC(91) * ENGINS + WENGMT (6.1.28) 

where 
WABENG = total weight of airbreathing engines, lbs. 
WA = calculated turboramjet engine air flow rate, lbs./sec. 
PT2 = calculated turboramjet engine inlet pressure, psi. 
PHIGH = turboramjet engine inlet pressure (upper design curve), psi 
PLOW = turboramjet engine inlet pressure (lower design curve), psi 
ENGINS = total number of engines per stage 
WENGMT = weight of engine mounts, lbs. 
AC(32) = turboramjet engine weight coefficient (lower design point) 
AC(33) = turboramet engine weight coefficient (lower design point) 
AC(34) = turboramjet engine weight coefficient (upper design point) 
AC(35) = turboramjet engine weight coefficient (upper design point) 
AC(91J = fixed turboramjet engine weight, lbs. 

The weight coefficients, AC(32), AC(33), AC(34) and AC(35) are used to scale 
the turboramjet engine weight as a function of engine air flow rate and 
pressure. The input values for these coefficients may be obtained from 
Figure 6.1-16. The data presented is for two design conditions of the GE 
14/JZ8 engine. The data in the lower curve represents an engine for Mach 
4.5 with a pressure of 46 psia at a cruise altitude of 90,000 feet. The 
data in the upper curve represents an engine for Mach 4.5 with a pressure 
of 176 psia at a cruise altitude of 61,600 feet. The ratio of calculated 
pressure (PT2) to the pressure for the upper curve (PHIGH = 176 psia) and 
the pressure for the lower curve (PLOW = 46 psia) allows a scaling capability 
around the two design conditions. 

6.1.7.1(b) Ramjet
 

The ramjet engine is sized as a function of thrust. The equation for ramjet
 
engine weight is
 

WABENG = AC(82) * TTOT + AC(83) + WENGMT (6.1.29) 

where
 
WABENG = total weight of airbreathing engines, lbs.
 
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs.
 
AC(82) = ramjet engine weight coefficient
 
AC(83) = fixed ramjet engine weight, lbs.
 
WENGf = weight of engine mounts, lbs.; see Section 6.1.7.2.
 

An input value of AC(82) = 0.01 is representative of a low volume ramjet
 
engine with a thrust to calculated weight ratio equal to 100:1. Figure
 
6.1-17 shows ramjet engine weight versus thrust for an AC(82) value of 0.01.
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6.1.7.1(c) Rocket
 

The rocket engine data is based on the LR-129 LO2 /LH2 engine. The weight

is scaled as a function of total stage vacuum thrust and area ratio. The
 
equation for rocket engine weight is
 

WRENGS = AC(28) * TTOT + AC(29) * TTOT * ARATIO ** AC(30) + AC(31)
 

* ENGINS + WENGMT (6.1.30) 

where
 
WRENGS = total weight of rocket engine installation, lbs.
 
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs.
 
ARATIO = rocket engine area ratio
 
ENGINS = total number of engines per stage
 
WENGMT = weight of engine mounts, lbs.; see Section 6.1.7.2
 
AC(28) = rocket engine weight coefficient (f(Thrust))
 
AC(29) = rocket engine weight coefficient (f(Thrust and area ratio)) 
AC(30) = rocket engine area ratio exponent
 
AC(31) = fixed rocket engine weight, lbs.
 

The weight coefficients AC(28), AC(29), and AC(30) are obtained from Figure_
 
6.1-18. The engine data presented does not include allowances for PVC ducts
 
or gimbal system. The gimbal system weight equation is presented in Section
 
6.1.9.1. The assumption has been made that PVC ducts are not required on
 
the type vehicles used for this study.
 

6.1.7.2 Aircraft Engine Mounts
 

The weight equation for engine mounts is
 

WENGMT = AC(102) * TOT + AC(103) (6.1.31)
 

where
 
WENGMT = weight of engine mounts, lbs.
 
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs.
 
AC(102) = engine mount weight coefficient
 
AC(103) = fixed engine mount weight, lbs.
 

The expression AC(102) * TTOT is the penalty for engine mounts attached to 
the engine. The engine mounting penalty associated With the body is included 
in basic body structure. A typical value used in design studies is AC(102) = 
0.004 for airbreathing engine installations and AC(102)= 0.0001 for rocket
 
engines.
 

6.1.7.3 Aircraft Fuel and Oxidizer Tanks
 

The type o± fuel and oxidizer tank construction include non self-sealing

(bladder), self-sealing, and integral. The configuration concepts that 
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utilize airbreathing engines with JP-4 and JP-5 type fuel may use any one
 
of the three type fuel tank constructions discussed. However, when air
breathing engines are used with liquid hydrogen fuel the tanks are assumed
 
to be an integral design based on the X-lS concept. The configuration
 
concepts that utilize a rocket engine installation are assumed to have an
 
integral tank design for both fuel and.oxidizer that is based on the X-l5
 
design concept.
 

6.1.7.3(a) JP-4 and JP-5 Type Fuel
 

The non self-sealing and self-sealing fuel tank weights for JP-4 and JP-S 
type fuel are derived by the equation 

WFUNCT = AC(36) * (GALITanks) ** .6 * TANKS + ACC37) (6.1.32) 

where
 
WFUNCT = total weight of fuel tank, lbs.
 
GAS = total gallons of fuel
 
TANKS = number of fuselage fuel tanks
 
AC(36) = fuel tank weight coefficient (=0, for integral tanks)
 
AC(37) = fixed fuel tank weight, lbs. (=0, for integral tanks)
 

The weight coefficient AC(36) is obtained from Figure 6.1-19. The weight for 
these tanks include supports and backing boards. Existing airplanes that
 
utilize integral fuel tank are the F-102, F-106, and F-1ll. The F-4 and A-7
 
also utilize this concept in the wings but not in the fuselage.
 

6.1.7.3(b) Liquid Hydrogen Fuel and Rockets
 

The aircraft stages that use either airbreathing engines with liquid hydrogen
 
fuel or rocket engines are assumed to have propellant tanks that are integral
 
and based on the X-15 design concept. The equation for fuel tank weight is 

WFUNCT = AC(36) * VFUTK + AC(37) (6.1.33)
 

where
 
WFUNCT = total weight of fuel tank, lbs. 
VFUTK = total volume of fuel tank, ft. 3 

AC(36) = fuel tank weight coefficient, lbs./ft.3
 

AC(37) = fixed fuel tank weight, lbs.
 

The weight coefficient AC(36) is obtained from Figure 6.1-20. The equation
 
for oxidizer tank weight is
 

WOXCNT = AC(38) * VOXTK + AC(39) (6.1.54) 

where
 
WOXCNT = total weight of oxidizer tank, lbs.
 
VOXTK = total volume of oxidizer tank, ft. 3
 

Ac(38) = oxidizer tank weight coefficient, lbs./ft.3 (=0, for airbreather)
 
AC(39) = fixed oxidizer tank weight, lbs. (=0, for airbreather)
 

The weight coefficient AC(38) is obtained from Figure 6.1-20.
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6.1.7.4 Aircraft Fuel Tank Insulation 

This section presents the data to obtain a weight penalty associated with
 
protection required to prevent excessive boil-'off from cryogenic propellant
 
tanks. The insulation penalty is in terms of lbs./ft..2 of tank area. 

The equation for fuel tank insulation weight is
 

WINSFT = AC(40) * SFUTK + AC(41) (6.1.35)
 

where
 
WINSFT = total weight of fuel tank insulation, lbs.
 
SFUTK = total fuel tank wetted area, ft.

2 

AC(40) = fuel tank insulation unit weight, lbs./ft.2 

AC(41) = fixed fuel tank insulation weight, lbs. 

The weight coefficient AC(40) is obtained from Figure 6.1-21. The fuel tank
 
insulation unit weight is a function of radiating temperature. A typical
 
radiating temperature of 5000 F may be assumed for preliminary runs if other
 
data is not available for making a specific selection.
 

The AC(40) value obtained from Figure 6.1-21 is for a total flight duration
 
time of 5000 seconds. When other flight times are anticipated, the AC(40)
 
value should be modified by multiplying it by the time correction factor
 
(Tcorr.) obtained from Figure 6.1-22.
 

6.1.7.5 Oxidizer Tank Insulation
 

It is assumed that the cryogenic oxidizer nay be based upon general data of
 
Section 6.1.7.5 No requirement for the insulation of the main oxidizer tanks
 
has been necessary in past design studies because storage times have been
 
relatively low. However, an equation and input data is provided for cases
 
where oxidizer tank insulation is required. The equation for oxidizer tank
 
insulation weight is
 

SOXTK + AC(43) (6.1.36)
WINSOT = AC(42) * 

where
 
WINSOT = total weight of oxidizer tank insulation, lbs. 
SOXTK total oxidizer tank wetted area, ft.

2
 

AC(42) = oxidizer tank insulation unit weight, lbs/ft2 

AC(43) = fixed oxidizer tank insulation weight, lbs. 

The weight coefficient AC(42) is obtained from Figures 6.1-21 and 6.1-22. The
 
,selection criteria used to obtain AC(42)-is.the same as that used for AC-(40).
 

6.1.7.b Aircraft Storable Propellant Fuel System
 

The weight of the storable propellant fuel system is given by the following
 
equation:
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WFUSYS = WBPUMP + WDISTI + WDIST2 + WFCONT + WREFUL + WDRANS + WSEAL 
(6.1.37) 

where
 
WBPUMP = boost and transfer pump weight 
WDISTl = weight of fuel lines, supports, fittings, etc from reservoir 

tank to engines 
-WDIST2 = weight of fuel lines, supports, fittings, etc. between taAks 
WFCONT = fuel system control weight 
WREFUL = tank refueling system weight 
WDRANS = dump and drain system weight 
WSEAL = sealing weight 

Expressions for each component weight are provided below.
 

6.1.7.6(a) Boost and Transfer Pumps
 

The weight of the boost and transfer pumps is a function of the engine thrust
 
and the number of engines. The equation for boost and transfer pumps is
 

WBPUMP = * (1.75 + 0.266 * ENGINS) (6.1.38)
1000
 

where
 
WBPUMP = total weight of boost and transfer pumps, lbs.
 
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs.
 
ENGINS = total number of engines per stage
 

6.1.7.6(b) Fuel Distribution, Reservoir to Engine
 

The fuel distribution system, Part I, is the total of all fuel lines, supports,
 
fittings, etc. to provide fuel flow from a reservoir tank to the engines. The
 
equation for the fuel distribution Part I weight is
 

WDIST1 = ENGINS * AC(104) * (TTOT/ENGINS) ** .5 (6.1.39) 

where 
WDITSl = total weight of fuel distribution system Part I, lbs. 
ENGINS = total number of engines per stage 
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs. 
AC(104) = weight coefficient for fuel distribution system Part I 

The weight coefficient AC(104) is used to differentiate between a non-after
burning and afterburning engine. The value of AC(104) is obtained from
 
Figure 6.1-23.,
 

6.1.7.6(c) Fuel Distribution, Inter-Tank
 

The fuel distribution system, Part II, is the total of all fuel lines, fittings,
 
supports, etc. to provide flow between various tanks within the system. The
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equation for the fuel distribution system Part II weight is
 

WDIST2 = 0.255 * GAL ** .7 * TANKS ** .25 (6.1.40)
 

where 
WDIST2 = total weight of fuel distribution system Part II, lbs.-
GAL = total gallons of fuel 
TANKS = number of fuselage fuel tanks 

6.1.7.6 (d) Fuel System Controls
 

The fuel system controls is the total of all valves and valve operating
 
equipment such as wiring, relays, cables, etc. The equation for the fuel
 
system controls weight is
 

WFCONT = 0.169 * TANKS * GAL ** .5 (6.1.41) 

where 
WFCON'T = total weight of fuel system controls, lbs. 
TANKS = number of fuselage fuel tanks 
GAL = total gallons of fuel 

6.1.7.6(e) Refueling System
 

The fuel tank refueling system includes the ducts and valves necessary to
 
fill the fuel tanks. The equation for fuel tank refueling system weight is 

WREFUL = TANKS * (3.0 + 0.45 * GAL ** .333) (6.1.42) 

where 
WREFUL = total weight of fuel tank refueling system, lbs. 
TANKS = number of fuselage fuel tanks 
GAL = total gallons of fuel 

6.1.7.6(f) Dump and Drain System
 

The fuel tank dump and drain system is the total valves and plumbing necessary
 
to dump and drain the fuel system. The equation for fuel tank dump and drain
 
system weight is
 

WDRANS = 0.159 * GAL **.6S (6.1.43) 

where 
WDRANS = total weight of fuel tank dump "and drain system; lbs. 
GAL = total gallons of fuel 

6.1.7.6(g) Sealing
 

The fuel tank bay sealing is the total weight of sealing compound and'struc
ture required to provide a fuel tight compartment. This sealing is used with
 
a bladder tank to prevent fuel leakage and it is used to seal off a structural
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compartment to provide an integral tank concept. The equation for fuel tank 

bay sealing weight is 

WSEAL = 0.045 * TANKS 8 (GAL/TANKS) **.75 (6.1.44) 

where
 
WSEAL = total fuel tank bay sealing weight,lbs. 
TANKS = number of fuselage fuel tanks 
GAL = total gallons of fuel
 

6.1.7.7 Aircraft Cryogenic Propellant Fuel System
 

The equation for cryogenic propellant fuel system weight is used for airbreathing
 
engines that utilize liquid hydrogen fuel and with rocket engine installations.
 
This system weight includes the pumps, lines, valves, supports, etc. associated
 
with the cryogenic fuel system. It is divided into the components that are
 
thrust dependent and the components that are primarily length dependent. The
 
equation for the cryogenic fuel system weight is
 

WFUSYS = AC(44) * TTOT + AC(45) * ELBODY + AC(46) (6.1.45) 

where 
WFUSYS = total weight of fuel system, lbs.
 
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs.
 
ELBODY = body length, ft.
 
AC(44) = cryogenic fuel system weight coefficient (f(Thrust))
 
AC(45) = cryogenic fuel system weight coefficient' (f(Length)), lbs./ft.
 
ACC46) = fixed cryogenic fuel system weight, lbs.
 

The thrust dependent weight coefficient AC(44) is obtained from the upper curve 
in Figure 6.1-24 and the length dependent weight coefficient AC(45) is obtained
 
from the lower curve.
 

6.1.7.8 Aircraft Cryogenic Propellant Oxidizer System
 

The equation for cryogenic propellant oxidizer system weight is used with
 
rocket engine installations. This system weight includes--the pumps, lines,
 
valves, supports, etc. associated with the cryogenic oxidizer system. It is
 
divided into the components that are thrust dependent and the components
 
that are primarily length dependent. The equation for the cryogenic oxidizer
 
system weight is
 

WOXSYS = AC(47) * TTOT + AC(48) * ELBODY + AC(49) (6.1.46)
 

where 
WOXSYS = total weight of oxidizer system, lbs.
 
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs.
 
ELBODY = body length, ft.
 
AC(47) = cryogenic oxidizer system weight coefficient (f(Thrust))
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AC(48) = cryogenic oxidizer system weight coefficient (f(length))'
 
lbs./ft. 

AC(49) = fixed cryogenic oxidizer system weight, lbs.
 

The thrust dependent weight coefficient AC(47) is obtained from the upper
 
curve in Figure 6.1-25 and the length dependent weight coefficient AC(48)
 
is obtained from the lower curve. When an airbreathing engine installation
 
is used with liquid hydrogen fuel the coefficients AC(47), AC(48), and AC(49
 
must be set to zero.
 

6.1.7.9 Aircraft Storable Propellant Pressurization System
 

The pressurization system for storable propellants includes the bottles,
 
valves, plumbing and supports. This system is used on the aircraft stage
 
with airbreathing engines. The equation for storable propellant pressur
ization system weight is
 

WPRSYS = 0.0009 * 77JOT * TANKS (6.1.47)
 

where
 
WPRSYS = weight of pressurization system, lbs.
 
TrOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs.
 
TANKS = number of fuselage fuel tanks
 

6.1.7.10 Aircraft Cryogenic Propellant Pressurization System
 

The cryogenic propellant pressurization system is based on the X-1S concept.
 
The system weight includes the storage bottles, stored gas, and system compo
nents. The weight equation inputs are based on the fuel and oxidizer tank
 
volumes. The equation for cryogenic propellant pressurization system weight
 
is
 

WPRSYS = AC(50) * VFUTK + AC(51) * VOXTK + AC(52) (6.1.48)
 

where
 
WPRSYS = weight of pressurization system, lbs.
 
VFUTK = total volume of fuel tank, ft.'
 
VOXTK = total volume of oxidizer tank, ft.3
 
AC(50) = fuel tank pressure system weight coefficient, lbs./ft.3
 

AC(51) = oxidizer tank pressure system weight coefficient, 1bs./ft.,3
 

AC(52) = fixed pressurization system weight, lbs.
 

The coefficients AC(50) and AC(51) are fuel and oxidizer dependent, respec
tively, for the pressurization system weights. The input value for these
 
coefficients are obtained from Figure 6.1-26. When an airbreathing engine
 
is used with liquid hydrogen fuel, the coefficient AC(51) must be set to
 
zero.
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6.1.7.11 Aircraft Inlet System
 

The weight of the inlet system is given by
 

WINLET = WIDUCT + WVRAMP + WSPIKE (6.1.49) 

where
 
WIDUCT = internal duct weight 
WVRAMP = ramp and ramp control weight 
WSPIXE = spike weight 

Expressions for each component weight are given below.
 

6.1.7.11(a) Internal Duct
 

The equation for inlet internal duct weight is
 

WIDUCT = AC(S3) * ((ELNLET*XINLET) ** .5 *(AICAPT/XINLET) ** .5334 

* PT2 **.6667 * GEOFCT * FCTMOK) ** AC(54) + AC(105) 

(6.1.50)
 
where
 
WIDUCT = weight of inlet internal duct, lbs.
 
ELNLET = length of duct (lip to engine face),ft. 
XINLET = number of inlets
 
AICAPT = total inlet capture area, ft.

2
 

PT2 = calculated engine inlet pressure, psia
 
GEOFCT = geometrical out of round factor
 

1.0 for round or one flat side
 
1.33 for two or more flat sides
 

FCTMOK = Mach number factor 
1.0 for Mach < 1.4 
1.5 for Mach > 1.4 

AC(53) = inlet internal duct weight coefficient (intercept) 
AC(54) = inlet internal duct weight coefficient (slope) 
AC(105) = fixed internal duct weight, lbs. 

The inlet internal duct weight coefficients AC(53) and AC(54) are available
 
from Figure 6.1-27.
 

6.1.7.11(b) Ramp
 

The weight for variable ramps, actuators and controls is dependent on temp
erature as the design Mach number increases. The equation for the temperature
 
correction factor follows.
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1.0, * Mach number < 3.0TMCT
MPFT 0.2 * DM + 0.4, Mach number > 3.0 

where 
TMPFCT = temperature correction factor 
DM = design Mach number 

The design Mach number of 3.0 gives a temperature correction factor of 1.0
 
and should be considered as a minimum input.
 

The equation for variable ramps, actuators, and controls is
 

WVRAMP = AC(106) * (ELRAMP * XINLET * (AICAPT/XINLET) ** .5 * TMPFCT) 

•* AC(107) + AC(108) (6.1.52)
 

where
 
WVRAWP = weight of inlet variable ramps, actuators and controls, lbs.
 
ELRAWP = total length of ramp, ft.
 
XINLET = number of inlets
 
AICAPT = total inlet capture area, ft.2
 
TMPFCT = temperature correction factor
 
AC(106) = variable ramps, actuators and controls weight coefficient (intercept)
 
AC(107) = variable ramps, actuators and controls weight coefficient (slope)
 
AC(108) = fixed weight for variable ramps, actuators and controls, lbs.
 

The variable ramps, actuators, and controls weight coefficients, AC(106) and 
AC(107) are given in Figure 6.1-28.
 

6.1.7.11(c) Spike
 

The weight of the spike is a fixed input which depends on the type of spike used. 
The equation for total spike weight is
 

WSPIKE = AC(109) * XINLET (6.1.53)
 

where
 
WSPIKE = total weight of spikes, lbs.
 
XINLET = number of inlets
 
AC(109) = spike weight coefficient, lbs.
 

The weight coefficient AC(109) is obtained from Table 6.1-3.
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6.1.8 Booster Main Propulsion
 

The total weight of the booster main propulsion group is given by
 

BWPRPL = BWRENG + BWFCNT + BWOCNT + BWINSF + BWINSO + BWFUSY 

+ BWDXSY + BWPRSY (6.1.54) 

where 
BWRENG = main engine weight including mounts
 
BWFCNT = non-structural fuel container weight
 
BWOCNT = non-structural oxidizer container weight
 
BWINSF = fuel tank insulation weight
 
BWINSO = oxidizer tank insulation weight
 
BWFUSY = cryogenic fuel system weight 
BWDXSY = cryogenic oxidizer system weight
 
BWPRSY = cryogenic propellant pressurization system weight
 

Expressions for each component weight are given below. 

6.1.8.1 Booster Main Engines
 

The rocket engine data is based on the LR-129 L02 /LH2 engine. The weight 
is scaled as a function of total stage vacuum thrust and area ratio. The
 
equation for rocket engine weight is
 

BWRENG = BC(28) * BTTOT + BC(29) * BTTOT * BARATO ** BC(30) + BC(31) 
* ENGINS + WBENMT (6.1.55) 

vhere 
BWRENG = total weight of rocket engine installation, lbs. 
BTTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs. 
BARATO = rocket engine area ratio 
ENGINS = total number of engines per stage 
WBEN:,fF = weight of engine mounts, lbs; section 6.1.8.2
 
BC(28) = rocket engine weight coefficient (f(Thrust))
 
BC(29) = rocket engine weight coefficient (f(Thrust and Area Ratio))
 
BC(30) = rocket engine area ratio exponent
 
BC(31) = fixed rocket engine weight, lbs.
 

The weight coefficients BC(28), BC(29), and BC(30) are obtained from Figure
 
6.1-29. The area ratio is set by the user and its effect on engine weight is
 
shown in Figure 6.1-29. The engine data presented does not include allowances
 
for PVC ducts or gimbal system. The gimbal system weight equation is
 
presented in Section 6.1.9.1. An assumption has been made that PVC ducts
 
are not required on the type of vehicles used for this study so data has not
 
been developed to account for them. The coefficient BC(31) is used to input
 
the fixed engine weight that does not scale with size. This input is
 
obtained from Figure 6.1-29.
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6.1.8.2 Booster Engine Mounts
 

The weight equation for engine mounts is 

WBENMT = BC(102) * BTTOT + BC(103) (6.1.56) 

where
 
WBENM = weight of engine mounts, lbs.
 
BTTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs.
 
BC(102) = engine mount weight coefficient
 
BC(103) = fixed engine mount weight, lbs. 

The expression BC(102)*BTTOT is the penalty for engine mounts attached to the
 
engine. The engine mounting penalty associated with the body is included in 
the basic body structure. A typical value used in design studies is BC(102) = 
0.0001. 

6.1.8.3 Booster Non-Structural Propellant Containers
 

The program contains scaling equations for non-structural fuel and oxidizer
 
containers that are sized as a function of total fuel tank volume and total
oxidizer tank volume, respectively. The equation for non-structural fuel
 
container weight is
 

BWFCNT = BC(36) * BVFUTK + BC(37) (6.1.57) 

where
 
BWFCNT = weight of non-structural fuel tank, lbs.
 
BVFUTK = total volume of fuel tank, ft. 3
 

BC(36) = fuel tank weight coefficient (non-structural), lbs./ft. 3
 

BC(37) = fixed fuel tank weight (non-structural), lbs.
 

The equation for non-structural oxidizer container weight is
 

BWOCNT = BC(38) * BVOXTK + BC(39) (6.1.58)
 
where 
BWGCNT = weight of non-structural oxidizer tank. lbs.
 
BVOXTK = total Volume of oxidizer tank, ft. 3
 

BC(38) = oxidizer tank weight coefficient (non-structural), lbs./ft. 3 

BC(39) = fixed oxidizer tank weight (non-structural), lbs.
 

6.1.8.4 Booster Fuel Tank Insulation
 

This section presents data to obtain a weight penalty associated with protdction
 
,required to prevent-excessive boiloff from .cryogenic. propellant tanks., The 
insulation penalty is in terms of lbs./ft.2 of tank area which varies in the
 
sizing routine according to tank volume which, in turn, varies with a number
 
of other design parameters. The equation for fuel tank insulation weight is
 

BWINSF = BC(40) * BSFUTK + BC(41) (6.1.59) 
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where 
BWINSF = total weight of fuel tank insulation, lbs. 
BSFUTK = total fuel tank wetted area, ft. 2 

BC(40) = fuel tank insulation unit weight, lbs./ft.2 

BC(41) = fixed fuel tank insulation weight, lbs.
 

The weight coefficient BC(40) is obtained from Figure 6.1-21 with BC(40) and 
BC(41) replacing AC(40) and AC(41). The fuel tank insulation unit weight is 
a function of radiation temperature. A typical radiating temperature of 5000 F 
may be assumed for preliminary runs if other data is not available for making 
a specific selection. The BC(40) value obtained from Figure 6.1-21 is for a
 
total flight duration time of 5,000 seconds. When other flight times are
 
anticipated, the BC(40) value should be modified by multiplying it by the
 
time correction factor (Tcorr.) obtained from Figure 6.1-22.
 

6.1.8.5 Booster Oxidizer Tank Insulation
 

It is assumed that the cryogenic oxidizer may be based upon the general data 
of Section 6.1.8.4. No requirement for the insulation of the main oxidizer 
tanks has been necessary in past design studies because storage times have 
been relatively low. However, an equation and input data is provided for cases 
in which oxidizer tank insulation is required:-

BWINSO = BC(42) * BSOXTK + BC(43) (6.1.60) 

where 
BWINSO = total weight of oxidizer tank insulation, lbs. 
BSOXTK = total oxidizer tank wetted area, ft. 2
 

BC(42) = oxidizer tank insulation unit weight, lbs./ft. 2 

BC(43) = fixed oxidizer tank insulation weight, lbs. 

The weight coefficient BC(42) is obtained from Figure 6.1-21. The selection
 
criteria used to obtain BC(42) is the same as that used for BC(40). The
 
coefficient BC(42) obtained from Figure 6.1-21 is for a total flight time
 
of 5000 seconds. When other flight times are anticipated, the BC(42) value
 
should be modified by multiplying it by the time correction factor, Tcorr.,
 
obtained from Figure 6.1-22.
 

6.1.8.6 Booster Cryogenic Propellant Fuel System
 

The equation for cryogenic propellant fuel system weight includes the pumps,
 
lines, valves, supports, etc. associated with the cryogenic fuel cryogenic
 
fuel system. It is divided into the components that are thrust dependent and
 
the components that are primarily length dependent. The equation for the
I
 
cryogenic fuel system weight is 


BWFUSY = BC(44) * BTTOT + BC(45) * BLBODY + BC(46) (6.1:61) 

where
 
BWFUSY = total cryogenic fuel system weight, lbs.
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BTTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs.
 
BLBODY = body length, ft.
 
BC(44) = cryogenic fuel system weight coefficient (f(Thrust))
 
BC(45) = cryogenic fuel system weight coefficient (f(Length)), lbs./ft.
 
BC(46) = fixed cryogenic fuel system weight, lbs.
 

The thrust dependent weight coefficient BC(44) is obtained from the upper
 
curve in Figure 6.1-30 and the length dependent weight coefficient BC(45)
 
is obtained from the lower curve.
 

6.1.8.7 Booster Cryogenic Propellant Oxidizer System
 

The equation for cryogenic propellant oxidizer system weight is used with
 
rocket engine installations. This system weight includes the pumps, lines,
 
valves, supports, etc. associated with the cryogenic oxidizer system. It
 
is divided into the components that are thrust dependent and the components

that are primarily length dependent. The equation for the cryogenic oxidizer 
system weight is 

BWOXSY = BC(47) * BTTOT + BC(48) * BLBODY + BC(49) (6.1.62) 

where
 
BWOXSY = total cryogenic oxidizer system weight, lbs.
 
BTTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs.
 
8LBODY = body length, lbs.
 
BC(47) = cryogenic oxidizer system weight coefficient (f(Thrust))
 
BC(489 = cryogenic oxidizer system weight coefficient (f(Length)), lbs./ft.
 
BC(49) = fixed cryogenic oxidizer system weight, lbs.
 

The thrust dependent weight coefficient BC(47) is obtained from the upper
 
curve in Figure 6.1-31 and the length dependent weight coefficient BC(48)
 
is obtained from the lower curve.
 

6.1.8.8 Booster Cryogenic Propellant Pressurization System
 

The cryogenic propellant pressurization system is representative of a stored
 
high pressure helium system. The two major parameters used to obtain input
 
are the main tank pressure and the helium storage temperature. The system
 
weight includes the storage bottles, stored gas, and system components. The
 
weight equation inputs are based on the fuel and oxidizer tank volumes. The
 
equation for cryogenic propellant pressurization system weight is
 

BWPRSY = BC(SO) * BVFUTK + BC(S1) * BVOXTK + BC(52) (6.1.63) 

where 
BWPRSY = weight of pressurization system, lbs. 
BVFUTK total volume of fuel tank, ft.3 

BVOXTK = total volume of oxidizer tank, ft. 3 
BC(S0) = fuel tank pressure system weight coefficient, lbs./ft.3 

BC(SI) = oxidizer tank pressure system weight coefficient, lbs./ft.3 
BC(S2) = fixed pressurization system weight, lbs. 
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The coefficients BC(50) and BC(5l) are fuel and oxidizer dependent, respec
tively, for the pressurization system weights. The input value for these 
coefficients are obtained from Figure 6.1-32. 

6.l 9 Aircraft Orientation Controls and Separation
 

The total weight of the aircraft orientation controls and sepatation group
 
is given by
 

WORNT = WGIMBL + WACS + WACSTK + WAERO + WSEP (6.1.64) 

where 
WGIMBL = gimbal system weight 
WACS = attitude control system weight 
WACSTK = attitude control system tank weight 
WAERO = aerodynamic control system weight
 
WSEP = separation system weight
 

Expressions for each component weight are given below.
 

6.1.9.1 Aircraft Gimbal System 

The gimbal (thrust-vector-control) actuation system is utilized on the air
craft configuration when a rocket engine is used for main impulse. The data
 
in Figures 6.1-33 and 6.1-34 is for an electrical system consisting of a
 
silver-zinc primary battery, a d.c. electric motor and a gear train, two
 
magnetic partic'l clutches and ball-screw actuators. Reference 1 also dis
cussed a pneumatic actuation system. Both systems were competitive from a
 
weight standpoint with a slight advantage for electrical systems for the
 
longer operating times (-1200 seconds) and for all torque levels greater
 
than 1000 lb-in.
 

The system weight is expressed in parametric form as a function of delivered
 
torque, maximum deflection rate of nozzle and operating time. The range of
 
significant operational requLrements and conditions for the data presented
 
are given in Table 6.1-4. The system assumes pitch and yaw control for
 
single engine and pitch, yaw and roll control for multiple engines. The
 
equation for delivered torque is
 

TDEL = 750 * (ITOT/BNGINS/PCHAM) ** 1.25 (6.1.65)
 

where
 
TDEL = gimbal system delivered torque, lb-in
 
TTOT = total stage vacuum thrust, lbs. 
ENGINS = total number of engines per stage 
PCHAM = rocket engine chamber pressure, psia 

The delivered torque calculation assumes a maximum nozzle deflection of 10
 
degrees. The calculated delivered torque is then used in the gimbal system
 
weight equation which is
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WGIMBL = AC(SS) * TDEL ** AC(ll0) + AC(56) (6.1.66)
 

where
 
WGIMBL = weight of engine gimbal system, lbs.
 
TDEL = gimbal system delivered torque, lb-in
 
AC55) = gimbal system weight coefficient (intercept)
 
AC(110) = gimbal system weight coefficient (slope).
 
AC(56) = fixed gimbal system weight, lbs.
 

The weight coefficients AGCS) and AC(ll0)- are obtained from Figures 6.1-33
 
and 6.1-34. The data in Figure 6.1-33 represents a gimbal system with a
 
maximum nozzle deflection rate of 20 degrees per second and Figure 6.1-34
 
is for five degrees per second. Both figures are for maximum deflections
 
of 10 degrees and operating times of 100 and 1200 seconds. When the airplane
 
configuration utilizes airbreathing engines for main impulse, a gimbal
 
system is not required. Directional control will be accomplished through
 
the use of aerodynamic surfaces.
 

6.1.9.2 Aircraft Spatial Attitude Control System
 

This subsystem includes the weight of the attitude control system which
 
includes engines, valves, pressurant and residual propellants. It does not
 
include the propellants and their associated tankage.
 

The system includes 4-pitch, 4-yaw, and 4-roll engines with each of the pitch
 
and yiw engines having identical thrust levels, the thrust of the roll
 
engines being half that of a pitch or yaw engine. All the engines are radi
ation cooled with a pitch and yaw thrust range from 30 to 100 lbs. The
 
equation for attitude control system weight is
 

WACS = AC(57) * WTO ** AC(58) + AC(59) (6.1.67) 

,Ahere 
WACS = weight of attitude control system, lbs.
 
WTO = gross weight, lbs.
 
AC(57) = ACS system weight coefficient (intercept)

AC(58) = ACS system weight coefficient (slope)
 
AC(59) = fixed ACS system weight, lbs.
 

T e weight coefficients AC(57) and AC(58) represents the intercept and slope,

respectively, for the data shown in Figure 6.1-35. The curves in Figure
 
6.1-35 represent three different size systems with total impulse ranges of
 
100,000; 200,000; and 300,000 lb-sec. When design data is not available to
 
base a total impulse estimate on,the user may input AC(57) and AC(S8) on the
 
200,000 lb-sec. curve. The,X-l5 had 235,000 lb-sec as.a comparative bases.
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6.1.9.3 Aircraft Attitude Control System Tankage
 

The attitude control system tankage weight includes the bladders, insulation,
 
mounting, etc., but does not include the propellants. The tankage system
 
assumes storable monopropellants, helium pressurization and titanium tank
 
material. The equation for attitude control system tankage weight is
 

WACSTK = AC(64) * (WACSFU + WACSOX) + AC(65) (6.1.68) 
where 
WACSTK = weight of attitude control system tankage, lbs. 
WACSFU = weight of ACS fuel, lbs. 
WACSOX = weight of ACS oxidizer, lbs. 
AC(64) = ACS tank weight coefficient 
AC(65) = fixed ACS tank weight, lbs. 

The weight coefficient AC(64) is a ratio of tankage weight to propellant 
weight. A typical predesign value for AC(64) is 0.10. 

6.1.9.4 Aircraft Aerodynamic Controls
 

The weight of this subsystem includes the total weight of the aerodynamic
 
control system. It includes all control levers, push-pull rods, cables, and
 
actuators from the control station up to but not including the aerodynamic
 
surfaces. It will also include the autopilot if it is not integral with the
 
navigation system. This weight does not include the hydraulic/pneumatic system
 
weight. The aerodynamic controls data for straight and swept wing aircraft
 
has been separated from the delta wing aircraft data. The basic equation for
 
aerodynamic controls system weight is
 

WABRO = AC(60) * (WTO ** .666 * (ELBODY + GSPAN) ** .25) ** AC(IlI) + AC(61) 

(6.1.69) 
where 
WAERO = weight of aerodynamic controls, lbs. 
WTO = gross weight, lbs. 
ELBODY = body length, ft. 
GSPAN = geometric wing span, ft.
 
AC(60) = aerodynamic control system weight coefficient (intercept)
 
AC(11) = aerodynamic control system weight coefficient (slope)
 
AC(61) = fixed aerodynamic control system weight, lbs. 

The weight coefficients AC(60) and AC(I1I) are obtained from Figure 6.1-56. 

6.1.9.5 Aircraft Separation System 

The separation system weight includes the 'system and attachments on the air
plane for separating the two stages from each other. The equation for the
 
separation system weight is
 

WSEP = AC(62) * WTO + AC(63) (6.1.70) 
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where
 
WSEP = weight of separation system, lbs.
 
WTO = gross weight, lbs.
 
AC(62) = separation system weight coefficient
 
AC(63) = fixed separation system weight, lbs.
 

The coefficient AC(62) is a constant that will scale the separation system
 
weight as a function of gross weight. If design data is not available, and
 
it is assumed that the major loads are reacted by the booster, a preliminary
 
design value of AC(62) = 0.003 may be used.
 

6.1.10 Booster Orientation Controls and Separation
 

The total weight of the booster orientation controls and separation group is
 
given by
 

BWORNT-= BWGIMB + BWSEP (6.1.71) 

where 
BWGIMB = gimbal system weight 
BWSEP = separation system weight 

Expressions for each component weight are given below.
 

6.1.10.1 Booster Gimbal System
 

Tne booster gimbal (thrust-vector-control) actuation system data is identical
 
to the aircraft gimbal system of Section 6.1.9.1. The gimbal system weight
 
equation is
 

BWGIMB = BC(SS) * BTDEL ** BC(II0) + BC(56) (6.1.72) 

where 
Bh'GIMB = weight of engine gimbal system, lbs. 
BTDEL = gimbal system delivered torque, lb-in., Section 6.1.9.1 
BC(55) = gimbal system weight coefficient (intercept) 
BC(10) = gimbal system weight coefficient (slope) 
BC(56) = fixed gimbal system weight, lbs. 

The weight coefficients BC(55) and BC(ll0) are obtained from Figures 6.1-33
 
and 6.1-34 as the aircraft system.
 

6.1.10.2 Booster Separation System
 

The separation system weight includes the system and attachments that are
 
on the bo-ter for separating the two stages from each other. The equation 
for the separation system weight is 

BWSEP = BC(62) * BWTO + BC(63) (6.1.73) 
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wh ere 
BWSEP weight of separation system, lbs.
 
BWTO = gross weight, lbs.
 
BC(62) = separation system weight coefficient
 
BC(63) = fixed separation system weight, lbs.
 

The coefficient BC(62) is a constant that will scale the separation system
 
weight as a function of gross weight. If design data is not available, and
 
if it is assumed that the major loads are reacted by the booster, a prelim
inary design value of BC(62) = 0.0005 may be used.
 

6.1.11 Aircraft Power Supply, Conversion and Distribution
 

The total weight of the aircraft power supply, conversion and distribution
 
group is given by
 

WPWRSY = WELECT + WIHYPNU (6.1.74) 
where 
WELECT = electrical system weight 
WHYPNU = hydraulic/pneumatic system weight 

Expressions for each component weight are given below.
 

6.1.11.1 Aircraft Electrical System
 

This subsystem includes the weight for the items required to generate, convert
 
and distribute electrical power required to operate the various vehicle sub
systems. Subsystems requiring electrical power are mainly electronics equip
ment, life support, environmental control equipment, lights, heaters, and
 
blower motors. The electrical load varies with flight conditions and flight
 
phase depending upon the demands of each subsystem. The electrical system
 
data presented provides a preliminary weight representative of high speed
 
fighter aircraft.
 

Major components represented in the system weight are batteries and AC gener
ators, transformer rectifier units, control equipment and power distribution
 
system. The equation for electrical system weight is
 

WELECT = AC(66) * (WTO **.S * ELBODY **.25) ** AC(112) + AC(67)
 
(6.1.75)
 

where
 
WELECT = weight of electrical system, lbs.
 
WTO = gross weight, lbs. 
ELBODY = body length, ft.
 
AC(66) = electrical system weight coefficient (intercept)
 
AC(112) = electrical system weight coefficient (slope)
 
AC(67) = fixed electrical system weight, lbs.
 

The weight coefficients AC(66) and AC(112) are obtained from Figure 6.1-37.
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6.1.11.2 AIRCRAFT HYDRAULIC/PNEUMATIC SYSTEM
 

The hydraulic/pneumatic system is comprised of the system components to
 
produce fluid or pneumatic pressure, control equipment, storage vessels,
 
hydraulic fluid, and a distribution system up to but not including the
 
various functional branches, actuators, etc. The equation for hydraulic/
 
pneumatic system weight is
 

WHYPNU =AC (68) [((SWING+SHORZ+SVERT) * QMAX/l000) ** 0.334 

+ (LBODY + STSPAN) ** 0.5 * TYTAIL] ** AC(113) + AC(69) 

where (6.1.76) 
WHYPNU = weight of hydraulic/pneumatic system, lbs. 
SWING gross wing area, ft.2 

SHORZ = horizontal stabilizer planform area, ft.
2 

SVERT = vertical fin planform area, ft. 2 

QMAX = maximum dynamic pressure, ibs./ft.2 

ELBODY = body length, ft. 
STSPAN = structural span (along .5 chord), ft. 2 

TYTAIL = type tail coefficient 
1.0 for conventional tail
 
1.25 for delta planform
 
1.5 for all moving horizontal and/or vertical 

AC(68) = hydraulic/pneumatic system weight coefficient (intercept) 
AC(113) = hydraulic/pneumatic system weight coefficient (slope) 
AC(69) = fixed hydraulic/pneumatic system weight, lbs. 

The weight coefficients AC(68) and AC(Il3) are obtained from 6.1-38.
 

6.1.12 Booster Power Supply,-Conversion and Distribution
 

Total weight of the booster power supply, conversion, and distribution system
 
is given by
 

BWPWSY = BWELEC + BWHYPN (6.1.77) 
where 
BWELEC = electrical system weight 
BWHYPN = hydraulic/pneumatic system weight 

Expressions for each component weight are given below.
 

6.1.12.1 Booster Electrical System
 

The electrical system consists of a distribution system only. The booster
 
electrical system is assumed to be a function of body length 'andthe scaling
 
equation is
 

BWELEC = BC(66) * BLBODY + BC(67) (6.1.78) 
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where
 
BIVELEC = weight of electrical system- lbs.
 
BLBODY = body length, ft.
 
BC(66) = electrical system weight coefficient, lbs./ft.
 
BC(67) = fixed electrical system weight, lbs. -


If design data is not available, a preliminary design value of BC(66) = 2.0
 
may be used.
 

6.1.12.2 Booster Hydraulic/Pneumatic System
 

The hydraulic/pneumatic system for the booster consists of control valves and
 
distribution system. The hydraulic/pneumatic power generation will be
 
obtained from the aircraft system. The equation for booster hydraulic/pneumatic
 
system weight is
 

BWHYPN = BC(68) * BLBODY + BC(69) (6.1.79) 

where 
BWHYPN = weight of hydraulic/pneumatic system, lbs. 
BLBODY = body length,ft. 
BC(68) = hydraulic/pneumatic system weight coefficient, lbs./ft.
 
BC(69) = fixed hydraulic/pneumatic system weight, lbs.
 

If design data is not available, a preliminary design value of BC(68) = 4.0
 
may be used.
 

6.1.13 Aircraft Avionics
 

The avionic system includes the guidance and navigation system, the instru
mentation, and the communications system.
 

The guidance and navigation system includes those items necessary to insure
 
that the vehicle position and its trajectory is known at all times. This
 
system also generates commands for the flight control system for changing or
 
correcting the vehicle heading.
 

The instrumentation system provides for a weight allocation assigned to the
 
basic instruments normally required for sensing and readout of the normal
 
flight parameters needed for monitoring a flight program. In addition to this
 

basic system there are many possible mission oriented instrumentation functions
 
that may be required. Weight allocation for the instrumentation system is
 
normally part of a design study for a particular vehicle design and mission
 
requirement.
 

The comrunication system weight allocation is for all equipment necessary
 
to provide for the communication between vehicle and air or ground stations
 
including communication within the vehicle itself.
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The equation for avionic system weight is
 

WAVONC = AC(70) * WTO ** AC(114) + AC(71) (6.1.80)
 

where
 
WAVONC = weight of avionics system, lbs.
 
WTO = gross weight, lbs.
 
AC(70) = avionic system weight coefficient (intercept)
 
AC(114) = avionic system weight coefficient (slope)
 
'AC(71) - = fixed avionic system weight, lbs. 

The weight coefficients AC(70) and AC(114) are obtained from Figure 6.1-39.
 
This data represents systems of advanced capability with significant fire
 
control capability (F-ill and B-S8 type).
 

6.1.14 Aircraft Crew Systems
 

The crew provisions include the equipment and personnel environment control
 
system, crew compartment insulation, personnel accommodations, fixed life
 
support equipment, emergency equipment, crew station controls and panels.
 

The equipment environmental control system is used to maintain the correct
 
operating conditions for vehicle system equipment. The function of the
 
personnel environmental control system is to provide an acceptable environ
mental condition for the crew. This includes temperature, atmosphere and
 
pressurization equipment and supports. The compartment insulation is required 
for controlling enviroment in conjunction with the overall active environ
mental system. The accommodations for personnel includes seats, supports, 
restraints, shock absorbers, ejection mechanisms, etc. The fixed lift support 
system includes food containers, waste management, hygiene &quipment, etc. 
The fixed emergency equipment includes a built-in fire extinguishing system, 
life rafts, etc. The crew station control and panels is for installation of 
crew station flight controls, instrument panels, control pedestals and stands. 

The crew provisions are a combined function of gross weight, crew size, and
 
fixed weights. Therefore, the weight penalty may be represented by one
 
equation and the various inputs collected and summed from Table 6.1-5. The
 
equation for crew provisions weight is
 

WCPROV = AC(74) * WTO + AC(80) * CREW + AC(75) (6.1.81) 

where
 
WCPROV = weight of crew provisions, lbs. 
WT0 = gross weight, lbs.
 
CREW = number of crew members 
AC(74) = equipment ECS weight coefficient
 
AC(80) = crew provisions weight coefficient
 
AC(75) = fixed crew provisions weight, lbs.
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6.1.15 Aircraft Design Reserve
 

The input for contingency and growth permits a proportion of dry weight
 
and/or a fixed weight to be set aside for growth allowance, design unknowns,
 
etc. The aircraft dry weight is summed by the equation: 

WDRY = WSURF + WBODY + WTPS + WGEAR + WPROPU + WORNT 

+ WPWRSY + WAVONC + WCPROV (6.1.82) 

This value for dry weight is then used in the equation for contingency and 
growth which is 

WCONT = AC(98) * WDRY + AC(99) (6.1.83)
 

where
 
WCONT = weight of contingency and growth, lbs.
 
WDRY = stage dry weight, lbs.
 
AC(98) = contingency and growth coefficient
 
AC(99) = fixed contingency and growth weight, lbs. 

The aircraft weight empty is summed by the equation 

WEMPTY = WDRY + WCONT (6.1.84) 

6.1.16 Booster Design Reserve 

The input for contingency and growth permits a proportion of dry weight and/or 
a fixed weight to be set aside for growth allowance, design unknowns, etc. 
The booster dry weight is summed by equation (6.1.85) 

BWDRY = BWBODY + BWTPS + BWPRPL + BWORNT + BWPWSY (6.1.85) 

This value for dry weight is then used in the equation for contingency and 
growth which is
 

BWCONT = BC(98) * BWDRY + BC(99) (6.1.86) 

where
 
B'CONT = weight of contingency and growth, lbs.
 
BWDRY = stage dry weight, lbs. 
BC(98) = contingency and growth coefficient
 
BC(99) = fixed contingency and growth weight, lbs. 

The booster weight empty is summed by the equation
 

BWEMTY = BWDRY + BWCONT (6.1.87) 
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6.1.17 Aircraft Crew and Crew Life Support
 

This section includes the crew, gear and accessories as well as the crew life
 
support. The crew, gear, and accessories includes crew, constant wear and
 
protection garments, pressure suits, head gear, belt packs, personal para
chutes, portable hygienic equipment, maps, manuals, log books; portable fire
 
extinguishers, maintenance tools, etc. The crew Zife support includes food,
 
water, portable containers, medical equipment, survival kits, etc. The
 
equation for crew and crew life support weight is
 

WCREW = AC(72) * CREW + AC(73) (6.1.88) 

where
 
WCREW = weight of crew, gear, and crew life support, lbs. 
CREW = number of crew members 
AC(72) = crew weight coefficient 
AC(73) = fixed crew weight, lbs. 

Typical values for the crew dependent weight is shown in Table 6.1-6. The
 
input coefficient AC(73) is used for fixed crew life support weight. A
 
typical input for AC(73) is shown in Table 6.1-6. This coefficient may also
 
be used to input a fixed weight for crew and crew life support. When AC(73)
 
is used for this purpose the coefficient AC(72) must be set to zero.
 

6.1.18 Payload
 

6.1.18.1 Aircraft Payload
 

The aircraft payload weight is input as WPAYLD. The value is determined by
 
the user.
 

6.1.18.2 Booster Payload
 

The booster payload consists of the upper stage
 

6.1.19 Aircraft Propellants
 

6.1.19.1 Aircraft Trapped Propellants
 

The equation for trapped fuel weight is
 

WFTRAP = AC(92) * WFUEL + AC(93) (6.1.89) 

where
 
WFTRAP = weight of fuel trapped in tank and lines, lbs.
 
WFUEL = weight of main impulse plus reserve fuel, lbs.
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AC(92) = trapped fuel weight coefficient 

AC(93) = fixed trapped fuel weight, lbs. 

A typical input value for AC(92) will vary from 0.005 to 0.03. 

The equation for trapped oxidizer weight is
 

WOTRAP = AC(94) * WOXID + AC(95) (6.1.90) 

where
 
WOTRAP = weight of oxidizer trapped in tank and lines, lbs.
 
WOXID = weight of main impulse plus reserve oxidizer, lbs.
 
AC(94) - trapped oxidizer weight coefficient
 
AC(95) = fixed trapped oxidizer weight, lbs.
 

A tppical input value for AC(94) will vary from 0.005 to 0.03
 

6.1.19.2 Aircraft Reserve Propellant
 

The equation for reserve frue weight is
 

WFRESV = AC(84) * WFUELM + AC(85) (6.1.91) 

where
 
WFRESV = weight of fuel reserve, lbs.
 
WFUELM = weight of main impulse fuel, lbs.
 
AC(84) = reserve fuel weight coefficient
 
AC(85) = fixed reserve fuel weight, lbs.
 

The equation for reserve oxidizer weight is
 

woREsV = AC(86) * WOXIDM + AC(87) (6.1.92) 

where 
WORESV = weight of oxidizer reserve, lbs.
 
WOXIDM = weight of main impulse oxidizer, lbs.
 
AC(86) = reserve oxidizer weight coefficient
 
AC(87) = fixed reserve oxidizer weight, lbs.
 

A typical input value for AC(84) and AC(86) will vary from 0.01 to 0.20.
 

6.1.19.3 Attitude Control System (ACS) Propellants (In-Flight Losses)
 

The attitude control system is based on a monopropellant system. The equations
 
for ACS fuel and oxidizer weight are 

WACSFU = AC(96) * WTO + AC(97) (6.1.93)
 

and
 
WACSOX = WACSFU * OFACS (6.1.94)
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where
 
WACSFU = weight of ACS fuel, lbs.
 
WTO = gross weight, lbs.
 
AC(96) = ACS fuel weight coefficient
 
AC(97) = fixed ACS fuel weight, lbs.
 
WACSOX = weight of ACS oxodizer, lbs.
 
OFACS = ACS oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio by weight
 

A predesign value for AC(96) from 0.001 to 0.005 may be used.
 

6.1.19.4 Main Propellants
 

The main impulse propellant equations are
 

WFUELM = WPMAIN/(1. + OF) (6.1.95)
 
and
 

WOXIDM = WFUELM * OF (6.1.96)
 

where
 
WFUELM = weight of main impulse fuel, lbs.
 
WPMAIN = weight of main impulse propellant, lbs.
 
OF = main oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio by weight
 
WOXIDM = weight of main impulse oxidizer, lbs.
 

6.1.20 Aircraft Weight Summary
 

The total weight of main impulse plus reserve fuel and the total weight of
 
main impulse plus 	reserve oxidizer are summed-by the equations: 

WFUEL = WFUELM + WFRESV (6.1.97) 

WOXID = WOXIDM + WORESV (6.1.98) 

The 	 total weight of fuel and oxidizer in the tanks are summed by the equations 

WFUTOT = WFUEL + WFTRAP (6.1.99) 

WOXTOT = WOXID + 	WOTRAP (6.1.100)
 

The total weight of propellant tanked is summed by the equation 

WP - W UTOT + WOXTOT (6.1.101) 

The operating weight empty is summed by the equation 

WOPmvJY = WEMPTY + WRESID + WCREW + WACSFU + WACSOX (6.1.102) 

The zero fuel weight is summed by the equation 

WZROFU = WOPMTY + WPAYLD (6.1.103) 
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The gross weight is summed by the equation 

WTO = WZROFU + WPMAIN + WFRESV + WORHSV (6.1.104) 

The landing weight is calculated by the equation 

WLAND = WTO - AC(100) * WPMAIN (6.1.105) 

6.1.21 Booster Propellants
 

6.1.21.1 Booster Trapped Propellant
 

The equation for trapped fueZ weight is 

BWFTRP = BC(92) * BWFUEL + BC(93) (6.1.106) 

where
 
BWFTRP = weight of fuel trapped in tank and lines, lbs.
 
BWFUBL = weight of main impulse plus reserve fuel, lbs.
 
BC(92) = trapped fuel weight coefficient
 
BC(93) = fixed trapped fuel weight, lbs.
 

A typical input value for BC(92) will vary from 0.005 to 0.3
 

The equation for trapped oxidizer weight is 

BWOTRP = BC(94) * BWOXID + BC(95) (6.1.107) 

where
 
BWOTRP = weight of oxidizer trapped in tank and lines, lbs.
 
BWOXID = weight of main impulse plus reserve oxidizer, lbs.
 
BC(94) = trapped oxidizer weight coefficient
 
BC(95) = fixed trapped oxidizer weight, lbs.
 

A typical input value for BC(94) will vary from 0.OOS to 0.03.
 

6.1.21.2 Booster Reserve Propellant
 

The booster propellant residuals are sumed by the equation
 

BWRESD = BWFTRP + BWOTRP (6.1.108) 

The equation for reserve fueZ weight is 

BWFRES = BC(84) * BWFULM + BC(85) (6.1.109)" 

where 
BWFRES = weight of fuel reserve, lbs. 
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BWFULM = main impulse fuel weight, lbs. 
BC(84) = reserve fuel weight coefficient 
BC(8S) = fixed reserve fuel weight, lbs. 

A typical input value for BC(84) will vary from 0.01 to 0.20"
 

The equation for reserve oxidizer weight is
 

BWORES = BC(86) * BWOXM + BC(87) (6.1.110) 

where 
BWORES = weight of oxidizer reserve, lbs. 
BWOXM = main impulse oxidizer weight, lbs. 
BC(86) = reserve oxidizer weight coefficient 
BC(87) = fixed reserve oxidizer weight, lbs. 

A typical input value for BC(86) will vary from 0.01 to 0.20
 

6.1.21.3 Main Propellants
 

If a mass ratio and mixture ratio are input, the propellants are calculated
by the following equations:
 

BWPMAN = BWTO * (BMASRT -i.)/BMASRT (6.1.111)
 

BWFULM = BWPMAN/(BMIXRT +1.) (6.1.112)
 

BWOXM = BWPMAN - BWFULM (6.1.113) 

where 
BWPMAN = weight of main impulse propellant, lbs. 
BWTO = gross weight, lbs. 
BMASRT = stage mass ratio
 
BWFULM = main impulse fuel, lbs. 
BMIXRT = oxidizer to fuel mixture ratio by weight
 
BWOXM = main impulse oxidizer, lbs.
 

If the main impulse propellant is calculated and input as BWPMAN, the weight
 
of main impulse fuel and oxidizer are then calculated by the other two
 
equations.
 

6.1.22 Booster Weight Summary
 

The weight of the main impulse and reserve fuel and oxidizer are summed by 

the equations 

BWFU.L = BWFULM + BWPRES (6.1.114)
 

BWOXID = BWOXM + BWORES (6.1.115) 
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The 	total weight of the fuel and oxidizer in the tank are summed by the 

equations:
 

BWFUTL = BWFUEL + BWFTRP 	 (6.1.116) 

BWOXTL = BWOXID + BWOTRP 	 (6.1.117) 

The 	booster operating weight empty is summed by the equation 

BWOPMT = BWEMPTY + BWRESD 	 C7.1.118) 

The 	booster zero fuel weight (or burnout) is summed by the equation
 

BWZROF = BWOPMT + WTO 	 (6.1.119) 

The 	booster gross weight is summed by the equation
 

BWTO 	= BWZROF + BWPMAN + BWFRES + WORES (6.1.120) 

6.1.23 Volume and Geometry Calculations
 

The References 1 and 2 VSAC program contains several geometric scaling options,
 
all of which are based on straightforward magnification or diminution of the
 
nominal configuration. These scaling options are generally inadequate for
 
realistic configuration perturbations. Hence, in the ODIN/RLV alternate
 
sources of geometric perturbations must be employed such as the geometry
 
programs of Section 3.
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TABLE 6.1-1 TYPICAL FAIRING WEIGHTS
 

-o 1'Windshlold 2%arn Fliht Speed Total Body 

Gear and Gear Opening Brakes Secondary Wetted 
SNO..[Arplcne, Door Canopy Door flrs s jStucturo Area AC(17) 

1 T-33 20 366 42 0 53 481 533 0.90 

2 7-104A 21 168 197 0 17 403 669 0.60 

.XF-88 I1743 32 177 0 31 414 715 0.53 

4 j7-1052 41 293 40 384 402 1160 1030 1.13 

5 F-105D 35 278 169 430 402 1364 991 1.38 

6 F-101C 27 251 136 407 174 995 1036 0.I6 

7 F-10IB 1 28 376 127 272 150 953 827 1.15 

a -102A 30 302 166 526 35 1059 991 1.07I 
9 jF-106A 70 662 171 632 72 1607 1222 1.32 

1O B-$SA 85 486 235 0 806 '1373 0.59 

TABLE 6.1-2 SECONDARY STRUCTURE DATA
 

WF at Q = 400 2bsiAFairing Tpe 


and T = 400OF
 

Aerodynamic Shroud 4.80
 

Canopy Fairing 4.00
 

Equipment Fairing 1.50
 

Dorsal Fairing 2.00
 

Cable Fairing 1.50
 

Landing Gear Fairing 2.00
 

TABLE 6.1-3 TYPICAL SPIKE WEIGHTS
 

TYPE OF SPIIE AC(109) 

1/2 ROUNDI) - FXED 35 

FULL RlOUND - TRANSLATING 70 

FULL TRANSLATDIG AND EXPANDING 290 
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TABLE 6.1-4 AIRCRAFT SYSTEM GIMBAL PARAMETERS
 

Delivered Torque 1 6,000 to 3,000,000 lb-in
 

Nozzle Dcflcction 2 lo 20 degrees
 

Nozzle Deflection alat o 5 to 25 dcgrees/second
 

Operating Time I 50 to 1200 seconds
 

Thermal Environment -420 to i00o°
 

Acceleration 2.5 to 15g
 

TABLE 6.1-5 TYPICAL AIRCRAFT CREW PROVISION INPUTS 

SYSTEM DESCPJPTfON AC(741 AC(S0) ACi5 

Equipment Environmetal Control 0.0005 - 100 

Personnel Environmental Control - 10 250 

Compai Lmnt Insulation 50 -

Accolmnodations for Personnel 

B-70 lyp Entipoulated Seat - 570 
X-.15 Ejoction Seat 300
 

Gemini jcction Seat 220 -


LightiveiIgt Ejection Seat - 100 -


Conventional Cimv SeaL - 50-120
 

raxed Life Support - 10
 

Fixed Emergency Equipment - 50
 

Crew Station Controls and Panels - 40 50
 

TABLE 6.1-6 TYPICAL INPUTS FOR CREW AND CREW LIFT SUPPORT 

DESCzdPfTION AC(72) AC(73)
 

Crew, Gear and Accesories 220-290 


Crov Lio Sapport 2-5 25-50
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6.2 PROGRAM VAMP: A DETAILED VOLUME, ARIA, AND MASS 

PROPERTIES CODE
 

VAMP is a general purpose program which estimates the volume, area, and mass 
properties of closed shell surfaces. It ha,, the ability to incorporate any number 
of point inertia sources into the propertic. of the shell. By repetitive 
analysts, the combined properties of any number of shell surfaces and point 
inertias may be obtained. 

Complex shells are represented by a distribution of quadrilateral panel ele
ments over the shell surface. Each such quadrilateral element is decomposed 
into two triangular elements. This paneling technique differs from that employed 
in the programs of Section 3.1 and 4.1. These programs employ a mean planar
 
representation of each surface panel.
 

In the VAMP code a mass per unit area or volume is associated with each quadri
lateral element. Thus, the mass properties of a complex shell structure such
 
as a vehicle skin, tank, or duct surface can readily be computed. Volumetric
 
properties of solid bodies can also be obtained by means of Gauss's divergence
 
theorem applied over the solid's surface. This theorem relates an integral
 
through a volume to an integral over a surface. The surface employed is the
 
closed system of quadrilateral panels distributed on the solid's surface. If
 
the volume of an open shell is required, a suitable closing surface must be
 
defined for the volume calculation.
 

Program VAMP computes the folloing properties of a closed shell surface:
 

1. 	volume enclosed
 
2. 	center of volume
 
3. 	volume of skin (from a finite thickness specified over each
 

quadrilateral element)
 
4. 	skin surface area
 
5. 	planform area
 
6. 	 total skin i eight (from a surface density specified over 

each quadrilateral element)
 
7. 	 Skin center of gravity locations 
8. 	skin inertias 

Program VAMNIP contains interfaces to the geometry program LRCACP described in 
Section 3.3 of the present report. This interface provides a general plot 
visualization capability as discussed in Section 3.3.
 

An outline of program XA P is provided below This discussion is based on that 
provided by Norton in Reference I. Detailed information regarding this program 
is contained in the original NASA Langley Research Center documentation of 
Reference I. 

oFO Q 	 6.2-1QIJMJ 



6.2.1 Introduction
 

Program VAIP computes the mass properties, e.g, location, ciclosed volume,
 
wetted area, and planform area of aerospace vehicles, It is applicable to
 
any closed structure that has a plane of symmetry, e.g., Cu.cIlage, stiffened
 
fuel tank, etc. The program may be applied to non-symmetric structures in
 
the ODIN/RLV simulation by appropriate data base manipulations, Section 2.4.5.2.
 
The vehicle is described to the program by ordered sets of X,Y,Z coordinates 
of points on its surface. These data are input in the form of cross sections 
normal to the longitudinal axis. Y = 0 is the plane of symmetry. 

The surface is approximated by quadrilaterals generated between the ordered
 
set of points. Since the four corners of a quadrilateral are not necessarily
 
coplanar, each quadrilateral is analyzed as two triangles. The mass properties
 
of each quadrilateral may be computed from
 

a. thickness and density input for each quadrilateral 
b. weight per unit area input at each point 
c. combination of both 

The weight per unit area can be a composite of the shell structural will
 
including skin, insulation, ribs, stringers, standoffs, brackets, etc. Computed
 
mass properties contain all contributions from the distributed mass in the
 
vehicle surface wall. Additional point mass sources may be added by speci
fying each one's center of gravity (e.g.) location and the mass properties
 
about this e.g. These point masses may lie inside or outside the surface and
 
do not have to be symmetrical with respect to Y = 0.
 

Program VAMP provides a means for combining detailed shape and mass data to
 
produce the overall mass vehicle properties. The mass properties of well
 
defined subsections are also produced; hence, the vehicle mass distribution
 
can be obtained. The program is applicable to any closed structure that has
 
a plane of symmetry; e.g., aircraft fuselage, stiffened fuel tank, etc. The
 
program is only aware of the existance of the quadrilateral representation of
 
the structure's surface and the mass in or near this surface. Mass contri
butions from blkheads, floors, cargo, tanks, fuel avionics, engines, etc.
 
which lie within the surface may be added as point mass sources. The program
 
may be used to compute the properties of such point sources in a separate
 
calculation. The component mass, area, and volume properties may be merged
 
through the ODIN/RLV data base. It should be noted that certain mass proper
ties of a fuel tank may be computed by \A!P. The results can be used as a 
point source input in a fuselage or iwing analysis. Fuel tank output will 
contain the center of volume. This is also the fuel's center of gravity. The 
center of gravity travel of the fuel tank as the tank empties may be obtained 
by an appropriate sequence of analyses.
 

6.2.2 'tle Sur Face Model
 

The surfaces to be considered here can he of fairly arbitrary shape, for 
example, a noncircular aircraft fuselage including fins, and wings, Figure
 
6.2-1. The figure also illustrates the basic coordinate reference system.
 

6.2-2 



employed in VAMP. The X axis is the body longltudinal axis, positive aft. 
Positive Z is up and positive Y is starboard. An X = constant plane through 
the body is a station plane and the curve formed by the intersection of the 
surface and a station plane is a station conl our. The body is divided into 
segments. Each segment is bounded by two station planes. Additional gtation
 
planes nay lie within a segment. The surface points associated with a given
 
segment form a separate group of points.
 

Successive station contours are specified for increasing values of X. Each
 
station contour is specified on the right hand half plane (Y > 0.0) from the
 
bottom of the contour to the top of the contour, Figure 6.2-2. The number of
 
points on all station contours within a given segment must be the same. Ana
lytically, the station contour on the ith segment is given by
 

Xk =X
 
=Yk k 

Zk 2 k k = 1, 2, . Ni 

where Ni is the number of points on each contour in the ith segment. This is
 
illustrated in :Figure 6.2-2.
 

A portion of the quadrilateral grid formed from the input points is illustrated
 
in Figure 6.2-3. The quadrilaterals are the surface elements used in the
 
analysis. It has been previously noted that the four corners of these quadri
laterals are not necessarily coplanar and that each is analyzed as two triang
ular surface elements. The diagonals in Figure 6.2-3 show the triangles. The
 
points P(X,Y,Z) define the shape and location of all triangles. The mass of
 
each triangular surface element is based on
 

1. thickness and density which is specified for each quadrilateral
 
2. weight per unit area specified at each point in the mesh
 
3. from a combination of both 

The thickness and density are assumed cc:stant c'var zn oie drilateral. A...
different value may be input for each quadrilateral. Thz contribution from 
the weight per unit area is assumed constant over any one triangle. A mean 
1%cight per unit area is obtained for each triangle by linear interpolation 
between the inputs at the three points which define the triangle. 

6.2.3 The Elemental Triangle 

An elemental triangle is illustiited below The origin of the coordinate system 
is the lower left corner If the tri.naine is of uniform thickness and density 
and z = 0 is the triangle's midplane.then the following products of inertia and 
monent of area about z are zero. 

I = I S - 0.0 (6.2.1)yz xz 
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A 

For a thin triangle of thickness t
 

fff p (y2+z2)dx dy dz pt ff y2 dx dy (6.2.2)
 

I = pt ff x2 dx dy (6.2.3)
 

I I xx + I (6.2.4)zz yy
 

It can be shown that the following relationships hold
 

A XR
 

Area, S =of xLf dx dy = AB/2 (6.2.5)
 

x moment, Sx = ffx dx dy = S(B-C)/3 (6.2.6) 

y moment, Sy = fly dx dy = SA/3 (6.2.7) 

z moment of inertia, Iyy = ffx
2dx dy S(B2+BC+C 2)/6 (6.2.8) 

x moment of inertia, IXX = fly 
2 dx dy - S\2/6 (6.2.9) 

xy product of inertia, Ixy = ffxy dx dy = SA(B+2C)/12 (6.2.10) 

x coordinate of centroLd, x = S.x/S = (B+CV/3 (6.2.11) 

y coordinate of centroid, y = Sy/S \/3 (6.2.12) 

6.2-4 



Let the c.g. be located at (x,y). The inertias and products of inertia
 
about the (iJ) are
 

ixx 
 SA2/lS (6.2.13)
 

Iyy = S(B2 -BC+C 2)/l (6.2.14) 

Ixy = SAk2C-B)/36 
 (6.2.15)
 

= +
Izz xx Iyy 
 (6.2.16)
 

These properties of area are multiplied by the mass per unit area to obtain
 
mass properties. The mass or weight per unit area, 
t, is s-ecified for each
 
quadrilateral. Each quadrilateral is analyzed as 
two triangles, Section 6.2.2. 
An additional weight per unit area, 11 may be defined at every point on the 
surface. These points establish the quadrilateral and triangle geometries.
On any elemental triangle, the mean additional Iqfrom the three triangle 
vertices is employed. 

6.2.4 Center of Volume
 

The closed surface center of volu- c is computed by Gauss's lier. ence theorem. 

fff •dV = ffs . Ads (6.2.17)
 

where 
V 
- the grad operator 1 -5 7 + I . , Reference 2. 

F - a vector function of position
 

n - the unit outward normal to the surface S
 
The divergence theorem can also be expres'sed in terms of a scalar function of
 
position, , where 

F = V (6.2.18) 
Substituting Equation (6.2.18) into (6.2.17)
 

ff • .dV = f • nd S (6.2.19) 

Selecting 
= x2/2 (6.2.20)
 

results in
 

fff vdV = ffs xi ".IS (6.2.21) 
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or
orev = ffSax dS 	 (6.2.22) 

where . 

n = at + b + ek (6.2.23) 

Equation (6.2.22) defines the enclosed volume. The volume centroad may be
 
found by substituting the generating function
 

'C3 

--3= 
(6.2.24) 

into divergenge theorem, Equation (6.2.19). This-gives 

fffvxdV = ffS (x 2/2)d - 'dS = ffg ax2/2 dS (6.2.25) 

By definition
 

R-	 V = fffVxdV (6.2.26) 

where x is the volume centroid along the x axis. From equations (6.2.25) and
 
(6.2.26)
 

ax2 dS 	 (6.2.27) 

EQuations (6.2.22) and (6.2.27) are integrated over each elemental surface
 
triangle and summed over the surface to obtain the volume and center of
 
volume, respectively.
 

REFERE11CES: 

1. 	Norton, Patrick J., Volume, Area, and Mass Properties and Configuration
 
Plots of Aerospace Vehicles (Program VAMP), to be published as a NASA
 
Contractor Report.
 

-. 	 Hague, B.: An Introduction to Vector Analysis, NletnuenTs Monographs
 
on Pnysical Subjects, John Wifley, and Sons, Inc. 1961.
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SECTION 7
 

PERFORMANCE
 

The ODIN/4LV program library contains four performance estimation programs.
 
Program sources are previous Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory studies 
and in-house Air Force and NASA programming. Programs are provided for 

1. Simplified take-off and landing analysis 

2. Approximate segmented mission analysis 

3. Three-degree-of-freedom flight path optimization
 

4. Combat performance optimization and analysis 

Each program is outlined in the following sections. For complete details,
 
reference should be made to the original source documentation. At the
 
present time the simplified take-off and landing analysis code is an integral
 
part of the approximate segmented mission analysis code.
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7.1 PROGRAM TOLAND: A SIMPLIFIED TAKE-OFF
 

AND LANDING ANALYSIS CODE
 

Program TOLAND was originally constructed by Mr. Louis-J. Williams of-NASA's
 
'Advanced Concepts and Missions Division, DART. The program provides
 

1. Simplified high lift aerodynamics based on Reference 1
 
2. A ground roll analysis
 
3. Rotation logic
 
4. Climb out to clear a 50 foot obstacle
 

TOLAIND, as presently installed in the ODIN/RLV does not exist as 
an inde

pendent code; rather it is an option in the Section 7.-2-NSEG II program.
 

7.1.1 Take-Off High Lift Aerodynamics
 

Program TOLAND uses a self-contained aerodynamics package based primarily
 
on the Reference 1 DATCOM methods. Angle of attack in the ground run and
 
rotation maneuvers is determined from the vehicle geometry. In the ground
 
roll 

aG aBG + a (7.1.1)
 

where
 
aG = wing incidence in ground roll
 
aBG= body incidence in ground roll
 
aWB= wing incidence relative to body
 

In the rotated attitude
 

=
aR aBMAX - 1.0 + aWB (7.1.2) 

The additional symbols are
 

aR = wing incidence following rotation
 
aBV x = maximum body rotation, usually determined by the tail dragging
condition
 

7.1.1.1 Take-Off Lift and Drag
 

7.1.1.1(a) Maximum Lift and Drag
 

The wing maximum lift coefficient is given by
 

CLMAX = (CLMAX)BASE + ACLMAX + ACLFLp (7.1.3)
 

with a corresponding angle of attack
 

U' = (aCLMAX)BASE (7.1.4a)
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During take-off the maximum angle of attack , AX,is limited to
 

aMAX = 0.8 AX (7.1.4b)
 

In these-two expressions
 

OLMAIX =wing lift coefficient at the first peak, Figure 7.1-1
 

(CLMAX)BASE=basic wing maximum lift coefficient
 

CLMAX =maximum lift coefficient increment due to taper and sweep
 

CLFLAP =maximum lift coefficient increment from flap deflection
 

(aMAX)BASE =basic wing angle of attack at maximum lift coefficient based on
 
linear CL. term. Nonlinear a increment is ignored in TOLAND.
 

The high lift aerodynamic model is a simplified DATCOM method for subsonic
 
low aspect ratio, untwisted, symmetric section wings. Due to the low speeds
 
encountered in take-off and landing, the DATCOM method is modified by the
 
approximation
 

2 a =v'l--M = 1.0 (7.1.5) 

Clean wing contributions to Equations (7.1.3) and (7.1.4) are obtained from 
Figures-7.1-2 to 7.1-3. Figure 7.1-2 provides (CLMAX)BASE; Figure 7.1-3 gives 
ACLMX. The wing taper ratio correction factors Cl and C2 of Figures 7.1-2 
and 7.1-5 are obtained from Figure 7.1-4. In Figure 7.1-2, program TOLAND
 
is limited to the lowest curve, and the curve for M .< 0.2 is used in Figure
 
7.1-3. .Anule of attack at maximum lift coefficient is obtained from Figure
 
7.1-5. (The charts employed are Figures 4.1.3.4-16b to 4.1.3.4-18a of the
 
Reference 1 DATCM).
 

Flap maxinum lift coefficient increment is based on the expression
 

BF BF 2 CF 1/2 

ACL 10.9S(CLA)BASE [.sC--) - .SfF .00472f 2] 

C7.1.6)
 
where 
(CLA)BASE = linear lift coefficient slope/degrees 

BF = flap span 

BWE = exposed wing span 

- average flap chord 

CWE = average exposed wing chord 

IF = flap deflection 
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7.1.1.1(b) Ground Roll Lift and Drag 

During the ground roll, the lift coefficient is determined by 

CLG = 57.29 CL sin1G) cos2aG + r CLMAx- 57.29 CLsif(aMX)1 

= F(aG) sin2 (a G) cos(aG)/sin 2(a9MAX) (7.1.7) 

where CLa is the linear lift curve slope. The corresponding ground roll drag
 
is taken as
 

CDG = CDo + k • CLG[CLG - CLo - ACLpLAp] + CDLG (7.1.8) 

where 
CDo = zero lift drag coefficient 
k = induced drag factor 
CLo = lift coefficient at zero wing incidence 
CDLG = landing gear drag coefficient 

7.1.1.(c) Rotation Lift and Drag 

The lift coefficient after rotation, CLR, is given by Equation (7.1.7) with aR 
replacing aG; that is, 

CLR = F(tG) (7.1.9) 

The lift coefficient is subject to the condition that 

CLR.< (CLMAX)/(l.l) 2 (7.1.10) 

This inequality constraint is imposed to prevent buffet or pitch-up problems. 

The drag coefficient after rotation is given by 

CDR = CDO + kCLR[CLR - CLo - ACLFLAP] + CDLG C7.1.11) 

7.1.1.1(d) Lift and Drag at 50 Foot Obstacle 

The lift coefficient at a 50 foot obstacle is based on the rotation lift 
coefficient. 

CL50 = CLR/(1.1) 2 (7.1.12) 

The corresponding drag is given by 

CD50 = CDo + k • CL50[CL50 - CLo - ACLFLAPI + CDLG (7.1.13) 
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7.1.2 Ground Roll and Rotation
 

The-ground roll distance, XG, is based on the expression
 

1.0(WTO)
 
xG SCL 
 (7..14)
TTO
XG 1 DGR)
 

WTO G CLR
 

where
 
CDGR = -(CD + CDR ) (7.1.15)
 

and 
FTO = take-off thrust
 

WTO = take-off weight
 

UG = vehicle rolling friction coefficient 

Time to reach the rotation point is given by 

TG = 1.1842 XG/VR (7.1.16) 

where the velocity at rotation, VR, is given by 

V = 17.16JW-T R (7.1.17) 

R SCLR 

Rotation is assumed to occur instantaneously. 

7.1.3 Flight to Clear 50 Foot Obstacle
 

The average drag coefficient between rotation and 50 foot obstacle clearance
 

points is assumed to be
 

CDRs0 = '(CD R + CD0 ) (7.1.18) 

The distance covered in clearing the obstacle is given by 

50.0+2.745(IV
WTO ), 

so (7.1.19
T 9 110(_ 

Time to clear the obstacle after rotation is 

Tso = X50/(1.6889 x VR) (7.1.20) 
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Thus, total distance for take-off over 50 foot obstacle is 

XTO =XG + XS0 (7.1.21) 

The elapsed time is 

TTO TG + T (7.1.22) 

Total fuel used is
 

WFTO = FTO ' TTO/(ISPTo) (7.1.23) 

At the 50 foot obstacle the flight path angle is obtained from
 

FTO CD5o 
sin(Y 0 ) = (7.1.24)W50  CL50 

where 
WI5 =WT0 - WFTO (7.1.25) 

The corresponding rate of climb is given by
 

RC5 0 = 1.6889 V50 sin(Y0) (7.1.26) 

7.1.4 Landing High Lift Aerodynamics
 

The landing analysis closely follows the take-off analysis but in reverse
 
sequence starting from the 50 foot obstacle. The angle of attack at touch
 
down is
 

aTD = aBTD - 1.0 + aWB (7.1.27) 

and in the subsequent ground roll
 

aLR = aBLR + aWB (7.1.28)

whereLR BR W 

aTD = wing incidence at touch down 

"BTD= body incidence at touch down 

"LR = wing incidence during landing ground roll 

aBLR= body incidence in landing ground roll
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7.1.5 Landing Lift and Drag
 

The wing maximum lift coefficient during landing and the corresponding angle
 
of attack are given by Equations (7.1.3) and (7.1.4). Flap incremental lift
 
is given by Equation (7.1.6). It should be noted that the landing config
uration parameters such as flap angle and permissible body angle of attack
 
will normally differ significantly between the take-off and landing config
urations. At the 50 foot obstacle, configuration lift is assumed to be
 

CLL50= CLTD/(I.I)2 (7.1.29) 

At touchdown, CLTD, is based on Equation (7.1.7) using aTD; that is 

CLTD = F(aTD) + ACLFLAp (7.1.30) 

where ACLFLAP is given by Equation (7.1.6) using the landing flap setting. 
The inequality 

CLTD < CLMAX/(I.l) 2 (7.1.31) 

is used. 

Similarly, during the subsequent landing ground roll, 

CLLR = F(aLR) (7.1.32)
 

Drag coefficient at the 50 foot obstacle, CDLSO, is given by Equation (7.1.8)
 
using appropriate landing coefficients. Drag at touchdown, CDTD, is given
 
by Equation (7.1.8) using touchdown coefficients. Drag during the landing
 
ground roll is given by
 

CDLR = CDo + k - CLLR(CLLR - CLo) + CDLG + CDCHuT (7.1.33)
 

where
 

CDcHuT = landing parachute drag
 

All other symbols are defZned in Section 7.1.1.
 

7.1.6 Flight from 50 Foot Obstacle to Touchdown
 

Velocity at touchdown is assumed to be
 

T = 17.16 F-WL ° (7.1.34)
 

TD S'CLTD
 

The ground distance covered from 50 foot obstacle to touchdown is
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WL
 
50.+ 
 2 '74 5(S8C)(

CLSD 
 CDTDSO 
 FL 
.
 

. LTD 

where
 
XL50 = flight distance from 50 foot obstacle to touchdown
 

= landing weight
WL 


ICDTDs0 = 2-(CDS0 + CDTD), the average drag coefficient 

FL = approach thrust 

Rate of sink at the 50 foot obstacle is 

RS.n 1.69 V [( ) - L)] (7.1.36)
so0 -L LSOL 

Flight path angle at the S0 foot obstacle is given by
 

sin(YL5) = LCDLSO FLSO (7.1.37)
 

The ground roll distance is given by
 
13. WL
07QLf)


xL = 1 x GL I S-LTD)(7.1.38)
 

1+2(CDLG-P"CLLR)/CLTD
 

Total landing distance is
 

XL =X +X (7.1.39) 

REFERENCES: 

1. Hague, D. S., Optimal Design Integration of Reusable Launch Vehicles,
 
ODIN/RLV, Section 4.4, "fU. S. Air Force Stability and Control DATCOM," 
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7.2 PROGRAM NSEG II: A RAPID APPROXIMATE SEGMENTED
 

MISSION PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS CODE
 

The NSEG II program is an extended version of the Air Force-developed
 
NSEG program, Reference 1. The extended code was constructed under contract
 
F33615-71-C-1480, the ODIN/MFV study. Major changes to NSEG incorporated
 
in NSEG II are a complete code reorganization, more general vehicle speci
fication, addition of energy maneuverability concepts, addition of plotting
 
capability, and development of new data input procedures.
 

NSEG II provides a generalized mission performance analysis capability
 
based on approximate equations of motion for the state components.
 

fXiI = {V, h, Y, W, R, t} 	 (7.2.1) 

In all flight modes the equations of motion
 

{XiI = {fiCV, h, Y, W, R, t; a, BA, N)l 	 (7.2.2) 

are 	of an approximate nature. For example, in climbs, j is neglected.
 

Approximate equations of motion are available for
 

1. 	Take-off
 
2. 	Acceleration
 
3. 	Climb
 
4. 	Cruises and loiters
 
S. 	Descents
 
6. 	Deceleration
 
7. 	Landing
 

Any number of mission segments may be pieced together to form a complete
 
mission. Segments may be flown in either forward or reverse direction in
 
any sequence specified by the user.
 

A typical complete mission profile is illustrated in Figure 7.2-1. The program
 
may also be used to generate performance contour plots of the type illustrated
 
in Figure 7.2-2. NSEG II contains a variety of operating modes to aid in
 
mission analysis which include
 

1. 	Point performance characteristic evaluation where given
 
{Xi = fXi) , the function
 

S 	 i"(7.2.3) 

is evaluated.
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2. Vector performance evaluation where given
 

{ ={..} , Xi, Xj, j = 1, 2,... , Nj (7.2.4) 

the vector 

{#} = { j} = {i..., Xi, Xj, .. 5 = 2, 2, ... (7.2.5)j. ,Nj, 

is evaluated and the maximum or minimum value of * in the region 
XiL < Xi < XjH (7.2.6) 

is found by interpolation. That is, 
* 	 * 

=f Xi, 	Xj (7.2.7)
 

3. 	Map performance evaluation where given 

{X}i {..., Xi, Xj, .... i = 1, 2, ... , Ni 

j = 1, 2, ... , N3 (7.2.8) 

the performance array 

[Oij] = [f(..., XiX ..)] (7.2.9) 

is evaluated over a rectangular mesh of points in the (Xi, X ) plane
 
and the resulting contours obtained in the manner of Figure 7.2-2.
 

4. 	Mission segment performance where given a state {X}I, an approximate
 
state equation, and a segment termination criteria, the state
 
transformation
 

{X 1 T12 {R} 2 	 (7.2.10) 

is accomplished.
 

S. 	Mission performance where given a sequence of mission segments, the
 
successive state transformations
 

{R}I -R { 2 	- {N-I1 N} (7.2.11) 

are completed.
 

The analytic basis of program NSEG II is presented below.
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7.2.1 Vehicle Aerodynamic Representation
 

All aerodynamic representations compute the vehicle drag given a flight
 
condition and lift coefficient. Vehicle lift coefficient required is
 
determined internally by NSEG II on the basis of instantaneous flight
 
conditions.
 

7.2.1.1 Clean Aircraft
 

Either of two aerodynamic representations may be employed for the clean
 

aircraft as described below.
 

7.2.1.1(a) General Form
 

The clean aircraft drag is computed in the form
 

CD = CDo + CDi (7.2.12)
 

where CD, is the zero lift drag, and CDi is the induced drag.
 

Both CD, qnd CDi may be computed by three component summation; that is,
 

CDo = CDo I + CD02 + CDo3 (7.2.13) 

CDi = CDi1 + CDi2 + CDi 3 (7.2.14) 

In Equation (7.2.13) each of the three component zero lift drags must be 
of the form 

CDoj = CDoj(h, M); j = 1, 2, 3 (7.2.15) 

Similarly, in Equation (7.2.14) each induced drag component must be of the 
form 

CDij = CDij (CL, M); j = 1, 2, 3 (7.2.16) 

7.2.1.1(b) Polynomial Form 

In this aerodynamic option the drag is computed in the component summation 
form 

CD = CD, + CD2 + CD3 (7.2.17) 

where 2 
2
weeCDJ = C +CL +k,( C) + ksIj3 3

CDo 3 kl L + .j(CL - CLMIN ) + CL 

j = 1, 2, 3 (7.2.18) 
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and 
CDoj = CDoj (M) 	 (7.2.19)
 

klj = klj (M) 	 (7.2.20) 

k2j = k2j CM) 	 (7.2.21) 

k3j = k3j(M) 	 (7.2.22) 

CLMIN = CLMIN(M), 	the minimum drag lift (7.2.23) 
coefficient 

7.2.1.2 Store and Pylon Drag
 

Store and pylon drag is computed in the form
 

CDs = CD1 + CD2 + CD3 (7.2.24) 

where 

CDj= CDs j Nsj + CDsPj • NSp 3 j = 1, 2, 3 (7.2.25) 

In Equation (7.2.25) the drag of a single type j store pair is 

CDS j = CDs j (M) (7.2.26) 

The number of type j store pairs is NSj. The drag of a single type j store 
pylon pair is
 

CDspj = CDspj(M) 	 (7.2.27) 

The number of type j store pylon pairs is NSp j 

7.2.1.3 Tank and 	Pylon Drag 

Tank and pylon drag is computed in the form
 

CDT = CD1 + CD2 + CD3 	 (7.2.28)
 

where
 
CDj = CDT5 - NTj + CDTPj 	 j = 1, 2, 3 (7.2.29) 

In Equation (7.2.29) the drag of a single type j tank pair is 

CDT3 = CDT3 (M) (7.2.30) 
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The number of type j tank pairs is NTj. The drag of a single type j tank 

pylon pair is 

CDTPj = CDTPJ (M) (7.2.31)
 

The number of type j tank pylon pairs is NTp..
 

7.2.2 Vehicle Propulsive Representation
 

All propulsive representations compute the vehicle fuel flow rate given a
 
flight condition and the required thrust. Vehicle required thrust is computed
 
internally by NSEG II on the basis of instantaneous flight conditions.
 

The maximum thrust, Tmax, is given by
 

Tmax = Tmaxl' Tmax2, or Tmax3 (7.2.32)
 

where
 

Tm = T .(M, h) (7.2.33)
maxJ maxj 

A throttle parameter, N, is determined by 

N = Treqd/Tmaxj j = 1, 2, 3 (7.2.34) 

where Treqd is the required thrust. Fuel flow is given by 

W, = k 1(N, M, h) WJ1 (7.2.35)
 

or 12 = k - W2(N, M, h) (7.2.36) 

or 
oW3 = k - W3 (M, h) (7.2.37) 

The parameter k is a scalar for adjusting fuel flow to meet various specifi
cation requirements. Vehicle thrust, T, is determined by
 

Tmax' or Tmax 


where N is a specified throttle setting.
 

T = Treqd fN (7.2.38)
 

7.2.3 Vehicle Mass Representation
 

7.2.3.1 Overall Weight Empty
 

The vehicle overall weight empty is given by the following equation:
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__ 

3 3 
i
WBARE + ZNs WSi)fixed + (Np WSPi)fixed 

i=l i=" 

3 3 

+Z CNTi • WTi)fixed + Z(NTPi • WTPi)fixed (7.2.39) 

where 

WOWE = overall weight empty 

WBARE = bare weight without stores, tanks, or pylons 

NSi = number of store pairs type i 

WSi = weight of one store par type i 

NSp i = number of store pylon pairs type i 

WSp i = weight of one store pylon pair type i 

NTi = number of tank pairs type i 

WTi = weight of one tank pair type i 

NTPi = number of tank pylon pairs type i 

IVTp = weight of a tank pylon pair type 1 

The suffix fixed indicates that only fixed tanks, stores or pylons which are 
not included in the payload must be included in the summations.
 

7.2.3.2 Fuel Load
 

The total vehicle fuel load is given by
 

3 

IFUEL WFINnI + 1 (NT. • WFTi)usable (7.2.40) 
i=l 

where 

IWFUEL = total useable fuel weight 

'FINT = weight of internal fuel 

NTi = number of tank pairs type i 

FT1 = weight of fuel in one tank pair type i7
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The suffix usable indicates that the summation only extends over tank pairs
 

which are not included in the payload.
 

7.2.3.3 Fuel Load
 

The total non-payload fuel on board at mission initiation is given by
 

3 

WFT0° WFINT + (NTi. WFTi)NPL (7.2.41)
 
i= 1
 

where 
WETO = initial fuel load 

WpFIN = initial internal fuel load 

N'Ti = number of tank pairs type i 

WFT i = weight of fuel in one tank pair type i 

and the suffix NPL indicates the summation extends only over tanks which are 
not assigned to payload. It should be noted that the total fuel is specified 
directly by data input, and the internal fuel load is a computed quantity.
 

7.2.3.4 Payload
 

The total vehicle payload on board at mission initiation is given by
 

3 3
 

WPL = 1PLint + (Ns i WSi)drop +f(Nspi WWSPi)drop
 

i=l i=l
 

+ ENT, TI)drop + (NSTi W-"TPi)drop (7.2.42) 

i=l i=l 

where 

WPL = total payload 

WPLint = total internal payload
 

and the remaining quantities in Equation (7.2.42) are defined in Section
 
7.2.3.1 
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7.2.4 Planetary Representation
 

A flat earth planetary model is employed. The gravitational force is
 
a simple inverse square field. A layered atmosphere provides the following
 
options:
 

1. 	'Tabular 1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere
 
2. 	Analytic 1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere
 
3. 	1965 Patrick Air Force Base Atmosphere
 
4. 	1959 U. S. Standard Atmosphere
 
S. 	January 1966 NASA Atmosphere, 300 North
 
6. 	July 1966, NASA Atmosphere, 30 North
 
7. 	Arbitrary Atmosphere Generated from Temperature and/or
 

Pressure Variation with Altitude
 

The NSEG II program basically computes a planar flight path. However, time
 
to turn calculations are available; hence, a three-dimensional path can be
 
analyzed by "folding" the path into a plane, Figure 7.2-3.
 

7.2.5 Flight Path Analysis
 

Flight path analysis for take-off, climb, cruise, descent, and landing are
 
included in NSEG II. The analyses are all based on relatively rapid approx
imate methods. Each flight path analysis model employed is described below.
 

7.2.5.1 Take-Off
 

:ne take-off analysis of the independent program TOLAND, Section 7.1, is
 
also available within the NSEG II program. The take-off analysis performs
 
the 	transfer 

{X}TO 50 	 (7.2.43)
 

,%here the suffix TO indicates state at beginning of take-off, and the suffix
 
50 indicates state at the 50 foot obstacle.
 

7.2.5.2 Acceleration at Constant Altitude
 

The 	 level flight acceleration segment performs the operation 

M2
 

{x} 	 +=+ {}4d = {X 1 } + Z{AX}i (7.2.44) 
M11 i 

where fAXI is the state change in accelerating from 1%hto Il, + AM 
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Given {X i = {V, 	h, y, W, R, ti, Ti and Di, then the velocity change is 

V = as AM 	 (7.2.45)
 

where-s is the speed of sound at the acceleration altitude and
 

= go [ ]. 	 (7.2.46)
1
 

The approximate time to accelerate from Mi to Mi +A M is
 

At' = AV/Vi (7.2.47)
 

The corresponding approximate weight change is
 

Aw' = W.1 At' (7.2.48) 

and 
Wi+ 1 = I - AW' (7.2.49) 

and to the first order 

vi+ 1 = go0 	 (7.2.50)

1+1 

Ii+ 1 can be obtained at the new Mach number. The mean acceleration is now 

(7.2.51)
 

The time to accelerate is
 

At = AV/V (7.2.52)
 

which 	gives a weight change of
 

== 2W i ++ 1i+l)AA (7.2.53)
 

and a range increment
 

)At (7.2.54)
 

The state incremental vector {AX}i is therefore given by 

AV 

Ah 

-as AM 

0 

1 (7.2.55) 

AY 0 

AR 

I AW 
+(Wi+ )Ati 

(Vi + Vi+l)At 

At- 2AV 
-(iVi+l) 
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7.2.5.3 Accelerating Climbs
 

All accelerating climb paths are formed by a sequence of elemental straight
 
line arcs in the Mach-altitude plane. On any arc the vehicle flies from
 
(Mi, hi) to (Mi+l, hi+l). Since the vehicle is climbing
 

hi+1 > hi (-.2.56)
 

The typical arc for a climb path is shown below. The Mach-altitude plane
 

_(Mi+l,hi+l) _(vi+_,hi+l)
 

(Mi,hi) (V,hi 

can be transformed into the velocity-altitude plane as follows: 

V = V(h, M) (7.2.57) 

so that 

AV = 0- 6h + VSM (7.2.58) 

or dV = V + V M(7.2.59) d-h 8--W * W"h (..9 

- V dM --h + a d (7.2.60)
 

where a is the local speed of sound
 

V = aM (7.2.61)
 

Now 3V/Oh as the change in velocity with altitude at constant Mach number,
 
and from quation (7.2.61) with M constant
 

2 M (7.2.62)
Na 

3h ah
 

- ;a dTR (7.2.63)
aT-R "a-h
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where TR is temperature ratio, T/TSL, so that 

DV V Oa dTR 
(7.2.64)
W= (T) * T- * dh 

and from the atmospheric model
 

(7.2.65)
a 11l6.4S(TR) 1/ 2 

a 
 (7,2.66)
 

Substituting into Equation (7.2.64)
 

3V - V dTR (7.2.67) 
Oh = 2TR dh 

Substituting Equation (7.2.67) into Equation (7.2.60)
 

(7.2.68)
dV V dTR dM 

=d-K 2TR ' -d- d-l-

Equation (7.2.68) is used to define the required variation of velocity with

altitude over an elemental climbing arc.
 

Now the rate of climb is
 

(7.2.69)
d- =RC 

or
 
(7.2.70)
dh = dt 

RC
 

Asswing rate of climb varies linearly with altitude in the elemental arc 

(7.2,71)RC = a + bh 

Substituting into Equation (7.2.70) and integrating
 

att (7.2.72)h2 dh 2 

hi' (a+bh) t1 d
 
or
 

-h4i4G (7.2.73)
1+log (R
- t. =[ +lL~ RCiRi+l Rij 
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where
 

a = (7.2.74)
RCi 


b = RCi+lRC (7.2.75)
 

The vehicle rate of climb is computed under the assumption that thrust is
 
aligned-along the velocity,vector as shown below.
 

h 

L T, V 

D 
W 

Now 

= (T - D) - W sinY (7.2.76) 

but mbu dmd- h . d- = W dVW d- V sinY (7.2.77) 

Combining Equations (7.2.76) and (7.2.77) 

siny= T-D (7.2.78) 
.W[L-

g dh +1.0] 

ana 
cosy = vr'-Sin y (7.2.79) 

so that 

RC= V sinY=- ":-wJ[- + 1.0 (7.2.80) 
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Equation (7.2.80) can be evaluated- at each end of the elemental arc to
 
obtain RCi+i and RCi . Hence, At, the time to traverse the elemental arc,
 
is given by Equation (7.2.73). Similarly, the flight path angle at each
 
end of the arc can be obtained from Equation (7.2.78). It should be
 
noted that if sinY, Equation (7.2.79),is greater than 1.0, the approximate
 
climb analysis is invalid. If this condition occurs, the thrust is
 
reduced to produce a climb along the elemental arc at 89.5 degrees.
 

Summarizing, the state incremental vector for an accelerating climb is
 
given by
 

AV Vi+l - V
 

Ah hi+1 - hi
 

AY Yi+l Y1 

AR }[Vi+1 cosyi+ I + Vi cosyi]
 

AW 1[Wi+l + *i]At
 

hi+l-hi RCi+l
 
t Ci+o-RC 
 RC 	 (7.2.81)
 

7.2.5.4 Cruise Flight
 

Cruise flight performance is computed by the Bruguet equation. With constant
 
velocity the distance travelled in time At is
 

AR = 	V - At (7.2.82)
 

Now
 

SFC = 	w (7.2.83)

T
 

so that
 

At = AW 	 (7.2.84)

(SFC).T
 

Substituting in Equation (7.2.82)
 

AR = 	 - • AW (7.2.85) 

(SFC)-T 

in cruise flight
 

L 1'
£(7.2.86)
 
D2
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and L AW(7.2.87) 
- AR = §- (5) rW72.7 

On integrating
 

R R V L Wi+i i+ 
SF Rl-log(- = RF) logC-.--__J . 7.2:88)=+ D Wog) = WI 

Where-the range factor RF is usually a slowly changing function of weight.
 

NSEG II uses the inverse relationship to compute the weight change given
 
a range increment
 

,Ri+l-Ri, (Ri+IRi)'(SFC) 

±+l~~l ± LD 
W Wi+1 = W e[ V(L/D) (7.2.89) 

Alternatively, the program can be used with a time increment At by using the
 

relationship
 

At. SFC 
(L/D) -

W. =W.e (7.2.90) 

Several cruise modes are contained in the program including
 

2. Constant altitude, constant Mach number cruise
 

2. Constant altitude, constant CL cruise
 

3. Constant Mach number, constant CL
 

Each 'of the three cruise modes may be performed in the manner
 

1. From Ri to Ri+1 = AR, 

2. From T. to Ti+1 = AT,
 

3. From Wi to Wi+j = AWi
 

A cruise flight is computed by summing over Ni steps. Thus,
 

ARcrulse = EAR, 
i
 

ATcruise = YATI
 

1
i or 


AW.cruise = AWi 
1 
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In all cases the total state increments are summed in the manner
 

{AXri {AXl. C7.2.91)
 

A mean range factor is used in all cruise calculations. The mean range
 
factor, (RCi), in each elemental arc bounded by {X} i and {Xi+1 is
 
determined by an appropriate weighting of the range factors RCi and RCi+1
 
which bound the arc.
 

7.2.S.5 Descent
 

The climb analysis of Section 7.2.5.2 is also used for the descent analysis.
 
If the size of the flight path angle becomes too small (sinY < -1), the
 
engine is throttled back to maintain a realistic flight path approximation.
 

7.2.5.6 Level Flight Acceleration
 

The approximate time to accelerate from Mi to Mi+l in level flight is
 

Ati = as (Mi + I - Mi )/Vi (7.2.92) 

with a corresponding weight change 

AW' = W At' (7.2.93) 

so that
 

WT 
 =W. -W At' (7.2.94) 

Therefore, to the first order
 

Vil =go T-D (7.2.95)

i+l g I-

The fuel flow at this point, Wi+l, can be obtained from the vehicle aero
dyna ic and propulsion representation.
 

Vi 2 +(Vi+V+) (7.2.96)
 

nd an improved estimate of the time to accelerate from Mi to Mi+i is
 

At i = as (M - Mi)/V i (7.2.97)i +  
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This gives an improved estimate of the weight change 

+( ilW
AWi = + At (7.2.98)
1 2 £ i+I I. 

and the corresponding range change 

AR. =(V +V At (7.2.99)i 2 V i+1 

Summarizing,the level acceleration state increment is 

Ah = 0.0 

AV a s (Mi+1 - Mi ) 

Y 0.0 

6W1 "(*i + wi+i) Ati
 
as
 

SR as-Mi+ I + Mi) Ati
 

At. as__s__)/- T-D T-D (7,2.10D)2 go i+1 i+l 

7.2.5.7 Landing
 

The NSEG II landing analysis is that described in the independent'take-off
 
and landing program TOLAND of Section 7.1.
 

7.2.6 Mission Segments
 

The state incremental methods of Section 7.2.5 are used to create a variety
 
of optional mission segments in NSEG II. Each available mission segment
 
option is briefly described below. All mission climbs, cruises, acceler
ations, and decelerations may be performed in forward or reverse direction.
 
Each nission segment described below is performed as a distinct option in
 
NSEG II. There is some degree of overlapping capability in the available
 
mission options. The mission option within NSEG II is indicated for each
 
mission segment for reference purposes.
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7.2.6.1 Linear Climb (Mission Option 1)
 

This option climbs linearily from (Mi, h ) to (M2, h2) using a specified 
number of linear climb steps from (Mi, hl) to (Mi+1 , hi+l). The path is
illustrated in Figure 7.2-4.
 

7.2.6.2 Climb at Specified Dynamic Pressure (Mission Option 1)
 

This option climbs along a specified dynamic pressure line from (M1 hl)
 
to (M2 12) with appropriate terminal maneuvers. Along the constant
 
dynamic pressure line a specified number of linear Mach-altitude segments
 
are flown. Appropriate initial and final maneuvers are used when (Ml hl)
 
or (M2 h2) do not lie on the specified dynamic pressure line. The user
 
may specify a climb at the terminal end point dynamic pressure. In this
 
case, the final maneuver is not required. The various path types which may
 
be generated by this climb mission segment option are illustrated in
 
Figure 7.2-4.
 

7.2.6.3 Rutowski Climb (Mission Option 1)
 

The Rutowski climb, Reference 2, flies from (M1 hl) to (M2 h2) along the
 
path which most rapidly builds up specific energy. If either of the points
 
(M1 hl) and (M2 h2) do not lie on this path, an appropriate terminal
 
maneuver is employed. The Rutowski path is found by the following procedure.
 

1. Compute the initial point specific energy
 

El = V12/2g + hl (7.2.101)
 

and find specific energy at end point
 

E2 = V22 /2g + h2 (7.2.102) 

and divide the energy change (E2 - El) into N equal increments
 

2. Search at each incremental energy level
 

Ei = E1 + i -AE i = 1, 2, .... N (7.2.103) 

to find the point of maximum specific energy derivative,
 

(Nil, hi) where
 

= (T - Di)V1 /WI (7.2.104) 

The E calculation is carried out for specified weight and
 
load factor.
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3. 	Fly a sequence of linear Mach-altitude flight increments
 
joining the point (Mi hI) and (Mi+a hi+l)
 

A typical Rutowski path obtained from the program is illustrated in Figure 
7.2-S. The initial acquisition of the Rutowski path at 

h = 	 h1 +Ah (7.2.105) 

takes a vehicle from its initial condition to the Rutowski path with a 
velocity loss if this is required. The final maneuver may be either a 
transfer along a constant energy line from the Rutowski point at the final 
energy to the point M2h2 . Alternatively, an altitude limit may be placed 
on the path such that when a Rutowski point lies above the final point, a 
transfer to the final point M2h2 occurs. These terminal maneuvers are 
sketched below.
 

A 	 A
 
h 	 h Rutowski -

Rutowski ClimbClm
 

- - M 2h2 

hM,
 
1 1
 

> M 	 >M 

(a) Initial Maneuvers 	 (b) Final Maneuvers
 

The Ratowski path will observe both CLuax and maximum dynamic pressure con
straints at the user's option. The thrust levels, vehicle height, and load 
factors employed in the E calculation are specified by the user. Further 
details of this mission segment option may be found in Reference 3. 
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7.2.6.4 Maximum Rate of Climb (Mission Option 1)
 

A maximum rate of climb path between M1 hi and M2 h2 is generated in a
 
similar manner to the Rutowski path of Section 7.2:6.3. However, in the
 
maximum rate of climb path the search for maximum E is carried out at the
 
constant altitudes
 

h = h1 + i Ah 1, 2, . . ., N (7.2.106) 

where the altitude differential (h2-hl) has been divided into N equal
 
increments. A typical maximum rate of climb path has been added to Figure
 
7.2-5.
 

7.2.6.5 Maximum Acceleration (Mission Option 1)
 

A maximum acceleration path between M1 hl and M2 h2 is generated in a similar
 
manner to the Rutowski path of Section 7.2.6.3. However, in the maximum
 
acceleration path the search for maximum k is carried out at the constant
 
Mach numbers.
 

M = M 1 + i • AM i = 1, 2, .,N (7.2.107) 

where the Mach number differential (M2 - Ml) has been divided into N equal
 
increments. A typical maximum acceleration path has been added to Figure
 
7.2-5. The maximum acceleration path satisfies the CLmax and maximum dynamic
 
pressure constraints of the Rutowski path. In addition, the condition
 

AE > AE. (7.2.108)

i+l 1. 

is imposed. That is, the sequence of points, Mi hi used in the acceleration
 
will never produce a loss of specific energy. This is illustrated in
 
Figure 7.2-6.
 

7.2.6.6 Minimum Fuel Paths (Mission Option 1)
 

Minimum fuel path for given energy, altitude, and Mach number are obtained
 
in a manner similar to Sections 7.2.6.3 through 7.2.6.5, respectively. However,
 
the search optimization criteria on B is replaced by the criteria
 

dE/dt dE

9 = Maximum [EAJ = Max[N'] = Maxtd - (7.2.109) 

When the search is carried out along lines of constant energy, the minimum
 
fuel energy build up is found, When the search occurs at constant altitude,
 
the minimum fuel climb is found. When the search occurs at constant Mach
 
number the minimum fuel acceleration is found. All appropriate terminal
 
maneuvers and constraints described in Sections 7.2.6.3 to 7.2.6.5 are included
 
in the minimum fuel paths. Some typical paths obtained from the NSBG II
 
,program are illustrated in Figure 7.2-7.
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7.2.6.7 Maximum Range Glide (Mission Option 1)
 

The maximum range glide path is obtained when the vehicle flies along
 
the laws of the L/D contours tangency points to an appropriate path gen
erating surface such as constant energy, constant altitude, or constant
 
Mach number. The maneuvers are thus similar to-those of Sections 7.2.6.3
 
to 7.2.6.5 using the optimization criteria
 

= Maximum [L/D] (7.2.110)
 

When the search is carried out along lines of constant energy the maximum
 
range glide for a given energy loss is found, Reference 4. When the search
 
occurs at constant altitude, the maximum range glide for a given altitude
 
loss is found. When the search occurs at constant Mach number, the maximum
 
range glide for a given velocity loss is found. Some typical paths obtained
 
from the NSEG II program are illustrated in Figure 7.2-8.
 

7.2.6.8 Range Biased Ascents (Mission Option 1)
 

Range biased ascents can be obtained when the vehicle flies along the locus
 
of the T/(L-D) contours tangency points to an appropriate path generating
 
surface. This can be seen as follows:
 

E =h + V2/2g (7.2.111) 
and dv 

m( ) = T - D - W sinY (7.2.112) 

NowR = f f d = f • .- • dE (7.2.113) 
TE_ - dE 

There from Equation (7.2.111)
 

dE
 
dh V
cosy 


_9 TT
dV
i- dt g dt 

cosy dE
 

sinY + g dV (7.2.114)
 

But from Equation (7.2.112)
 
I dV T-D 
1 dV T siny (7.2.115)
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So that
 

R = f Wcosy dE (7.2.116) 

Assuming that range biased ascents occur at small flight path angles with
 
L = W, Equation C7.2.116) becomes
 

R f - dE (7.2.117) 

Therefore, an energy-like approximation for a range biased ascent is to fly
 
- is a maximum at each energy level. It should be noted that when 

T - D = 0, no energy gain is possible; therefore, this singular condition 
must be avoided. In NSEG II the per cent excess of thrust over drag which 
is acceptable is a program input. 

In a manner similar to Sections 7.2.6.3 to 7.2.6.5 a range biased ascent
 
between two energy levels occurs when the points of tangency between constant
 
energy and T/(L-D) contours is flown. A range biased climb between two
 
altitudes will fly the points of tangency between constant altitude and
 
constant T/(L-D) contours. A range biased acceleration will fly the points 
of tangency between constant Mach number and constant-4fy(-D) contours. 

7.2.6.9 Range Biased Ascents Based On
 

Range Factor CMission Option 1)
 

A second series of range biased ascents can be found on the basis of the
 
range factor contours. These ascents are similar to those of Section 7.2.6.8
 
with range factor replacing T/(L-D).
 

7.2.6.10 Maximum Lift Coefficient
 
Climib or Descent (Mission Option 2)
 

'Femaximum lift coefficient path climbs from Ml hl to M2 h2 in N increments
 
of altitude
 

hi = hl + i - Ah i = 1,2, . ., N (7.2.118) 

At each altitude the Mach number for maximum rate of climb using the angle
 
of attack for CLMx is found
 

Mi = MiMAX RC (7.2.119)
 

The vehicle uses the linear Mach-altitude path path-follower to climb between
 
M1 hi and MIil hl+,.
 

Descents follow the same procedure as climbs, but in reverse order.
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7.2.6.11 Radius Adjustment (Mission Option 3)
 

This mission segment option performs an iteration on the range of one 
cruise segment to make the total range over the combined mission segments 
Sj; i = J, J2 .... .JN equal to the total range over the combined 
mission segments Sk; k = KI, K2 , . . ., KN . That is 

R= ZR I Rk (7.2.120) 
I k -

where one of the ARj, and only one, is being adjusted to satisfy the range
 
equality.
 

7.2.6.12 Cruise Climb to Specified Weight (Mission Option 4)
 

As an aircraft cruises at the Mach number and altitude for maximum range
 
factor, Equation (7.2.88), the weight reduces. As the weight changes, the
 
altitude for best range factor changes while the Mach number remains approx
imately constant. The altitude change results from the requirement to
 
maintain the angle of attack for maximum lift coefficient. Thus, as the
 
cruise progresses the altitude increases.
 

The cruise may be performed in one step or it may be reduced to a sequence 
of five steps between latter case W = W1 and W = W2 , Section 7.2.5.3. 
At the start of the ith segment in this 

WI = W1 + i •A i = 1, 2, ., S (7.2.121) 

Each segment is flown at constant Mach number and lift coefficient and, hence,
 
involves a climbing cruise. At the beginning of each cruise step the weight
 
is instantaneously adjusted to the best altitude for the current weight.
 

7.2.6.13 Cruise Climb for Specified Distance or Time (Mission Option 5)
 

This mission segment option performs a cruise climb, Section 7.2.5.3,
 
ror specified distance or time. The cruise may be performed with or without
 
range credit. This form of cruise flight is performed in one step.
 

7.2.6.14 Constant Altitude Cruise Between
 

Two Weights, (Mission Option 6)
 

This mission segment performs either
 

1. Lonstant altitude, constant Mach number cruise
 
2. Constant altitude, constant lift coefficient cruise
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between two weights W1 and 172. The cruise is performed in one step,.
 
see Section 7.2.5.3.
 

7.2.6.15 Constant Altitude Cruise for
 

Given Distance (Mission Option 7)
 

This mission segment performs either
 

1. Constant altitude, constant Mach number cruise
 
2. Constant altitude, constant lift coefficient cruise
 

between two distances Rl and R2 . The cruise is performed in one step,
 
see Section 7.2.5.3.
 

7.2.6.16 Constant Altitude Cruise for
 

Given Time (Mission Option 8)
 

This mission segment performs either 

1. Constant altitude, constant Mach number cruise 
2. Constant altitude, constant lift coefficient cruise
 

between two times T and T2 . The cruise is performed in one step, see 
Section7.2.5.3. This segment may be performed with or without range 
credit. 

7.2.6.17 Buddy Refuel Cruise (Mission Option 9)
 

This mission segment determines the optimum in-flight refuelling point ahd
 
how much fuel will be transferred. The tanker fuel off load capability is
 
specified at three range/fuel combinations and a parabolic variation in
 
available fuel as a function of range is assumed. That is,
 

Wf = a + bR + cR2 (7.2.122) 

Cruise flight is assumed in any one of the three forms
 

1. Constant Mach number, constant lift coefficient
 
2. Constant Mach number, constant altitude cruise
 
3. Constant lift coefficient, constant altitude cruise
 

A maximum range for refuelling may be specified. Refuelling,will occur at
 
any point on the segment where
 

2. Fuel receivable is greater than or equal to fuel available
 

WFR >1WFA (7.2.123) 
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2. 	Distance flow is equal to maximum refuelling range
 

3. 	Minimum in-flight weight of the vehicle receiving fuel is
 
reached where
 

= WOWE+ WPL + WF kF 	 (7.2.124) 

where kF is the unusable residual fuel in the non-payload fuel.
 
For refuelling purposes the maximum weight is taken to be the
 
take-off weight
 

IMAX = WTO 	 (7.2.125) 

7.2.6.18 Mach-Altitude-Weight Transfer (Mission Option 10)
 

This mission segment option retrieves state components at the end of flight
 
segment i and makes them available as the initial conditions for flight
 
segment j. The initial conditions for segment j are thus a linear trans
formation of the final condition of segment i,
 

{X = [P]ij {X)i 	 (7.2"126)-

Currently, the NSEG II program is limited to a simple state component transfer
 
on any combination of the three components: Mach number, altitude, or
 
weight.
 

7.2.6.19 Alternate Mission Selection Option
 

(Mission Option 11)
 

This mission option retrieves either of two mission segments on the basis
 
of terminal Mach number, altitude or weight. Retrieval criteria may be 
based on any one of six possibilities: 

= Min [M1 , M2] C7.2.127) 

MMax [l, \12 ] (7.2.128) 

=hln [hl, h2] (7.2.129) 

= Max [hl, h2] (7.2.130) 

4 = Min [W1 , W2] (7.2.131) 

-- Max [W1, -W2 , "" (7.2.132) 

The segment to be retained is the one which satisfies the selected performance 
criteria. 
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7.2.6.20 Instantaneous Weight Change (Mission Option 12)
 

This mission segment option permits an instantaneous change in vehicle
 
weight, AW. The operation
 

Wi+] = Wi - AW 	 (7.2.133) 

is performed. 

7.2.6.21 Instantaneous Mach/Altitude Change (Mission Option 13)
 

This mission segment option provides an instantaneous change in vehicle Mach
 
number, AM, and an instantaneous altitude change, Ah. The new Mach number,
 
Mi+l, and altitude, hi+,, are specified directly; thus
 

AM = Mi+1 - Mi 	 (7.2.134)
 

Ah = hi+1 - hi 	 (7.2.135)
 

7.2.6.22 General Purpose and Point Condition Calculation
 

(Mission Option 14)
 

This mission segment option provides any of a variety of calculations
 
described below:
 

1. 	Best cruise altitude for given Mach number and weight
 
based on range factor 

Max[RF; M, IV] (7.2. 136) 
h 

2. 	Ceiling for a specified rate of climb at given Mach
 
number and weight
 

Max[RC; M, W] (7.2. 137) 
h 

3. 	 Mach number for maximum lift coefficient at given weight
 
and altitude
 

MaX[CL; W, h] 	 (7.2. 138) 
M
 

4. 	Mach number for specified lift coefficient given weight
 
and altitude
 

Find[CL; W, h] 	 (7.2. 139)
 
M 
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5. 	Maximum endurance Mach number given altitude, weight, and
 
maximum lift coefficient
 

Min[Wq; W, h, CIax] 	 (7.2.140) 

M 

6. 	Maximum Mach number at given weight and altitude
 

Max[M; W, hi] 	 (7.2.141) 
M 

7a. 	Mach number for maximum rate of climb at given weight and
 
altitude
 

Max[RC; W, h] 	 (7.2.142)
 
M 

7b. 	 Mach number for maximum rate of climb per pound of fuel at 
given weight and altitude
 

Max[dh/dW; W, h] (7.2.143) 
M 

8. Approximate Mach number and altitude for maximum range factor 
given weight
 

Max[RF; W] (7.2,144)
 
(M,h)
 

9. Mach number for maximum range factor given altitude and weight 

Max(RF; h, W] 	 (7.2.145) 
I 

10. arious energy maneuverability parameters at specified load 

factor given Mach, altitude, and weight
 

a. 	The required lift coefficient
 

b. 	Specific excess power
 

PS = E = (T-D)V/W 

c. 	Specific excess power divided by fuel flow
 

PS/I1' = E' = (T-D)V/(W IV) 	 (7..146) 

d. 	Specific excess power divided by fuel flow and multiplied
 
by fuel remaining (AE capability) measure
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WF E WF dE 
= PS -- = W k-AE 	 (7.2.147)dW W 

e. 	Specific energy 

ES = h 4. V2/2g (7.2.148) 

f. Load factor 	at Ps=O.O
 

g. 	Steady state turn radius computed as follows:
 

CL = CL ' for given load factor
 

Now for given bank angle, BA
 

W = qSC L " cos(BA) (7.2.149)
 

and the centrifugal force is
 

2Lsin(BA) = WV, Lcos(BA)V 2 
=
RT Rg
 

V2
 
R gtanB A (7.2.151)
 

but from Equation (7.2.149)
 

W
 

cosBA =gSCL 	 (7.2.152)
 

gSC L
 

. tanB 4(SCL2 - 1.0 	 (7.2.153)
 

Substituting 	Equation (7.2.153") and (7.2.151)
 

(7.2.154)
R 1. 

9 qbL--21.0
 

It should be 	noted that this mission segment option may employ directly 
specified value of Mach number, altitude, and weight or these state components
 
may be picked up from the previous mission segment termination. The ability
 
to reset Mach number, altitude, and weight from any previous segment termi
nation is also available within the option.
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7.2.6.23 Iteration to Fly a Specified Distance (Mission option 15)
 

This mission segment option perturbs the range increment in segment i to 
provide a specified total range (from mission initiation) in segment j
 

h 
 6Ri
 

segment i 

o__ 

/
/ 

/ Segment 

~---ARj -

j 

mR 

~Ri 

This is illustrated above where ARi is perturbed to satisfy the condition
 

R.=R
J J 

within an error of one nautical mile.
 

7.2.6.24 Climb or Accelerate (Mission Option 16)
 

This mission segment option provides a climb or acceleration between two
 
Mach number-altitude points (Ml hl) and (M2 h2). These two flight conditions 
must be defined in two mission segments, segment i and segment j. The 
clir or acceleration will then join the two points Climb or acceleration 
paths may be performed in either a forward-gr reverse time direction. Descents 
are not permitted. The mission segment opti'n may be performed with or without
 
range credit.
 

Fuel burning decisions are made according to MiI-C rules while going from 
condition 1 to 2. Thus, fuel is burned if 

h2 > h1
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or if 

M2 > M1 and h2 = h1 

This behavior is illustrated below. 

h 

2 

h 

Burn Fuel Z 

2 

Don't Burn Fuel 

h 

i -_ 

Burn Fuel 

.g2 

h 

Don't Burn-Fuel 

29- p1 

_ _ _ _ _ •__-- '4 
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7.2.6.25 Fuel Weight Change (Mission Option 17)
 

A computed or specified fuel weight change is introduced through this
 
mission segment option. The operation performed is
 

Wi+ = WI - AW (7.2.155)
 

Ti+ = Ti + AT (7.2.156)
 

The option can be used to compute
 

1. Loiter fuel requirements
 

2. Warm up and take-off fuel
 

3. Combat fuel
 

Take-off fuel when computed is carried out through program TOLAND of Section
 
7.1. If a detailed take-off analysis is not required the option of Section
 
7.2.6.26 is used. WaJrm up fuel calculation is computed for given power
 
setting and time. Loiter fuel calculation is for flight at specified Mach 
number, altitude, weight, and a given time. Combat fuel calculation is for
 
specified time or degrees of turn at a given load factor. If the degree of
 
turn option is used, the following calculation is performed.
 

L = n * W (7.2.1757) 

%here n is the load factor. The centrifugal force is
 

F = - W2 (7.2.158) 

and the turn radius is 

R (7.2.159) 

gV'L2-W-12
 

The thrust force is set to drag at the turn CL
 

T= D 

7.2.6.26 Fuel Allowance (Mission Option 20) 

This mission tegment option computes the fuel allowance for a specified time
 
at
 

1. C4ven power setting
 

2. Given thrust/weight
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7.2.7 Thrust Specification in Mission Segment Options
 

The vehicle propulsive representations have been discussed in Section 7.2.2. 
There are three available maximum thrust tables, Tmaxj; j = 1, 2, 3. These 
tables are referenced as follows: 

Tmaxl = maximum dry thrust 

Tmax2 = maximum wet thrust
 

Tax3 = maximum power
 

In using the various mission
Throttling may only be used for Tmaxl and Tmax2. 

segment options an appropriate choice of thrust must be made. The options are
 

1. T=D
 

2. T = maximum dry 

3. T = maximum wet 

4. T maximum power
 

S. T = thrust for given power setting; dry. 

7.2.8 Flight Envelope Calculations
 

Several gross flight envelope calculations may be performed. All flight
 
envelope computations are subject to the conditions 

CL < CLlim , lift coefficient limit 

M M1- ,Mach number limit
m 


q qlim , dynamic pressure limit. 

Propulsive and aerodynamic characteristics must be specified.
 

7.2.8.1 Climb Path History
 

Given an initial weight, warm up, and take-off fuel allowance, a maximum
 
rate of climb path is performed from
 

P = PI 1 
i ,l 0.0) (7.2.160) 
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to
 

P2 = P2(M2
' hMAX RF (7.2.161)
 

where 
hMAX RF = altitude for best range factor at M2 

Alternatively, P2 may be selected as
 

= RF )P2 P2(MMAX RF' hMAX (7.2.162) 

The calculation is performed in ten equal altitude increments from P1 to
 

P2" Climb paths are generated for N distinct weights
 

Wi = + i • A; i = 0, 1, . . .' N-I (7.2.163)Wo 


7.2.8.2 Endurance versus Weight at Various Altitudes
 

The endurance is calculated at a given altitude for the weights Wi = Wo+r.AW; 
i = 1, 1, . .. , N-I. Mach number selected is for best endurance. 

The calculation may be repeated for any number of altitudes, h = ho+i-Ah;
 
i = 0, 1......
 

7.2.8.3 Optimum Cruise Climb at Various Mach Numbers 

An optimum cruise climb between W1 and U12 in a specified number of weight
 
increments. The path is repeated for an array of Mach numbers and altitudes 

Mi = MD + i AM; i = 0, 1, 2........ .(7.2.164)
 

h. = h + j Ah; j = 0, 1, 2......... (7.2.165)

3 0 
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7.2.9 Contour Presentation Capabilities
 

A set of point calculations (vehicle capability at given flight conditions)
 
are carried out over a two-dimensional array of Mach-altitudes, Mi, h6.
 
The resulting matrix of capabilities, Fk , is then supplied automatically
 
to the CONPLOT routine of Reference 5, and the contours of the function pk
 
in the Mach-altitude plane are obtained in the form of CALCOMP, Houston
 
plotter, or CRT display device output. At the present time twelve functions,
 
Fl to Fl2, may be output in contour form. Each contouryiQz is described
 
briefly below.
 

7.2.9.1 Specific Energy Time Derivative, ., (INDMAP=l)
 

The specific energy time derivative is computed according to the expression
 

E(M, h) - (T - D)V/W (7.2.166) 

where 
t = energy total time derivative
 

T = thrust obtained at a specified power setting or at T = D;
 
wet, dry, or maximum power options are available
 

D = drag computed for a specified load factor
 

V = flight velocity
 

W = aircraft weight
 

Some typical energy derivative contours for a large four-engine transport are 
presented in Figure 7.2-9. The minimum contour shown is for the condition 
T - D = 0. Hence, the flight envelope is a by-product of the t map when 
suitable constraints such as CLmax , and dynamic pressure limits are added. 

7.2.9.2 Specific Energy/Fuel Flow, E/m, (INDMAP=2) 

The i/m* contour presents the specific energy time derivative over the fuel
 
flow map. Since I
 

/' dF/dz dE (7.2.167)
 
m dm/dt = dm 

The map illustrates an aircraft's ability to convert fuel into energy at
 
specified flight conditions.
 

The point calculation employed is
 

F/ln = (T - D)V/(Wm) (7.2.168)
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where m is the fuel flow rate. The various thrust and drag options discussed 
in Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2 may be empl6yed to produce a family of maps. A 
typical example for the large subsonic transport at maximum thrust and Ig 
flight is shown in Figure 7.2-10. 

7.2.9.3 Lift/Drag, L/D, (INDMAP=3)
 

Lift/drag contours present a measure of the airplane's aerodynamic efficiency.
 
The L/D maps indicate its range capability in unpowered---f-l-i-ght and partially
 
reflect the cruise range capability. Mass can be produced for any specified
 
load factor. A typical contour for the large subsonic transport in level
 
flight is presented in Figure 7.2-11.
 

7.2.9.4 Range Factor, RF, (INDMAP=4D
 

Range factor contours present a measure of vehicle cruise range capability.
 
Maps are produced for level flight with thrust equal to drag at a specified
 
aircraft weight.
 

RF = _ vC) L (7.2.169) 

where SFC is the specific fuel consumption. The user may elect to construct
 
maps for other than level unaccelerated flight. However, the interpretation
 
of these charts is not clear. A typical unaccelerated flight range factor
 
contour map for the large subsonic aircraft is presented in Figure 7.2-12.
 

7.2.9.S Tarust (INDMAP=S) 

The thrust map is available as a device for examining thrust input data or
 
the thrust component of other mapped functions. The map can be obtained for
 
wet, dry, maximum, or throttled power setting. The maximum power thrust
 
map for the large subsonic transport is presented in Figure 7.2-13.
 

7.2.9.6 Drag Map (INDM\AP=6)
 

Thae drag map provides a device for inspecting drag data input or the drag
 
conponent of any other map. Drag maps are produced for a specified load
 
-actor. A Ig drag map for the large subsonic transport is presented in
 
Figure 7.2-14.
 

7.2.9.7 Specific Fuel Consumption, SFC, (INDMAP=7) 

Specific fuel consumption maps are provided as a data input inspection device
 
or as an aid to visualizing the specific fuel consumption component of other
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maps. Maps may be obtained for wet, dry, maximum, or throttled power settings.
 
Maximum power specific fuel consumption of the large subsonic transport is
 
presented in Figure 7.2-15.
 

7.2.9.8 Fuel Flow Rate, m, (INDMAP=8) 

The fuel flow maps are provided as a data input inspection device or as an
 
aid to visualizing the fuel flow component of other maps. Maps may be obtained
 
for wet, dry, maximum or throttled power settings. Maximum power fuel flow
 
for the large subsonic transport in level unaccelerated flight is presented
 
in Figure 7.2-16.
 

7.2.9.9 Specific Energy (INDMAP=9)
 

The specific energy map
 

E = h + V2/2g (7.2.170)
 

is provided as a user's convenience in visualizing the trajectory points 

between constant energy lines and any other set of contours. An example is 
presented in Figure 7.2-17. 

7.2.9.10 Lift/(Thrust - Drag), L/(T-D) (INDMAP=I0) 

The lift/(thrust - drag) contours are useful for determination of maximum range
 
powered flight.
 

Assuming that maximum range flight occurs at small flight path angles
 

R -f -L dE (7.2.171) 

Therefore, the energy-like approximation to maximum range flight occurs when
 
L/(T-D) is a maximum at each energy level. It should be noted that when
 
T - D = 0, no energy gain is possible, therefore, this singular condition must
 
be avoided. In NSEG II the per cent excess of thrust over drag which is
 
acceptable is a program input. A typical L/(T-D) map for the large subsonic
 
transport is presented in Figure 7.2-18.
 

7.2.9.11 Turn Radius (INDMAP-1l) 

Turn radius maps give a gross indication of aircraft's combat capability
 
Turn radius is computed by equating the aircraft's lift capability in steady
 
state of decelerating flight using the following expression
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gC-WL2) 2W 2 	 (7.2.172) 

where C is determined so that (a) thrust equals drag for steady state
 
flight and (b) CL equals CL maximum for minimum instantaneous turn radius.
 

Typical radius of turn map for the subsonic,transport are presented in Figure
 
7.2-19.
 

7.2.9.12 Time to Turn (INbMAP=12)
 

Time to turn through 180 degrees is presented as a supplement to the turn
 
radius map. When the minimum instantaneous turn radius calculation is employed,
 
the maps do not give a true time to turn. They merely indicate how long a
 
time the aircraft would take to turn if it could maintain its current turn rate.
 
When steady state turns are considered, true time to turn is obtained which
 
will frequently be much longer than is required for a decelerating turn.
 
Typical time to turn maps for the subsonic transport are illustrated in Figure
 
7.2-20.
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1. Take-off
 
2. Maximum rate of climb to best cruise altitude given weight and Mach number
 
3. Constant CL climb to best cruise altitude for new weight and Mach number
 
4. Breguet cruise to given range, R
 
5. Instantaneous state change to dash Mach number and altitude
 
6. Constant Mach number-altitude cruise to total range, R
 
7. Drop ordnance, instantaneous weight change
 
S. Constant Mach number-altitude return cruise to given weight
 
9. Maximum rate of climb to given Mach number-altitude
 
10. 	 Breguet cruise to given weight
 
1I. 	 Instantaneous state change to best endurance Mach number for given altitude
 

and weight
 
12. 	 Loiter for given time
 

FIGURE 7.2-1. TYPICAL NSEG II MISSION PROFILE
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7.3 ATOP II: ATMOSPHERIC TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION PROGRAM
 

Trajectory optimization by the steepest-descent method is now a routine perfor
mance esti-nation at several Government research establishments and major aero
space concerns. The computer program utilized for trajectory optimization
 
studies in this report is capable of determining optimal three-dimensional
 
flight paths for a wide variety of vehicles in the vicinity of a single planet.
 
Atmospheric effects may be included, if desired. Past program applications
 
include flight path optimization of
 

d. 	boost-glide re-entry vehicles
 a. 	high performance supersonic aircraft 

e. 	advanced hypersonic cruise
 

b. 	spacecraft orbital transfer rendezvous aircraft
 
and re-entry
 

c. multi-stage booster ascent trajectories f air-to-ground missiles 

Optimal control can be determined for any combination of the time varying
 
variables
 

a. 	angle of attack (or pitch angle)
 
b. 	bank angle
 
c. 	 sLde slip 
d. 	throttle
 
e. 	two thrust orientation angles
 

All the commonly employed terminal performance and constraint criteria may be
 
specified. Inequality constraints may be imposed along the vehicle flight path.
 

Several options are available for specification of vehicle aerodynamic and
 
propulsive options. Data and vehicle characteristics option can be modified
 
at preselected stage points. An arbitrary number of stage points may be
 
specified.
 

Planetary characteristics are nominally set to those of the earth. Up to
 
four gravitational harmonics may be specified. Nominal planetary atmosphere
 
employed is the 1959 ARDC. A variety of wind specification options are avail
able. An ellipsoidal planetary shape may be specified.
 

The 	original trajectory optimization program is described in References 1 and 2.
 
Equat:ons of motLon employed are described in References 3 and 4. Some past
 
applications are described in References 5 and 6. An extension of program
 
capabtlity is descrined in Reference 7. An extension to simultaneously deter
mine both optimal time varying control and discrete stage points together with
 
some applications are described in References S and 9. A guidance and control
 
application, the so called lambda guidance scheme, is reported in Reference 10.
 

The 	optimization program of References I and 2 employs a second-order prediction
 
scheme and several control variablc "weighting matrix" options to assist con

vergence of the steepest-descent algorithm. These two -featureshave also
 
been included in a recently developed trajectory optimization, Reference 11.
 
They are also retained as convergence options in an extended version of the
 
References 1 and 2 program which has multiple arc (branched trajectory) capa

bility as reported in Reference 12,
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The remainder of this section is devoted to an outline of the three-degree
or rreedom equations msed in ATOP II. The variational optimization formu
lazion employed in ATOP II is described in Section 10.1. It should be noted
 
mhat the ATOP II program also contains a multivariable optimization capability
 
-or applications in which the time varying control can be parameterized.
 
Examples of this approach are contained in Reference 13. The multivariable
 
search capability is described in Section 10.2.
 

7.3.1 Point Mass Tra3ectory Equations
 

Several suitable coordinate systems are available for point mass trajectory
 
coputations. The basic set of coordinates used in the present analysis is
 
a rectangular set rotating with the earth, (Xe, Ye, Ze). This coordinate
 
system is illustrated in Figure 7.3-1.
 

..e Xe and Ye axes lie in the equatorial plane, the positive Xe axis being
 
iniially chosen as the intersection of this plane with the vehicle longi
:utinal plane at t = to , Ye is 90 degrees to the west of Xe, and Ze is
 
rositive through the South Pole. The radius vector magnitude from the
 
cenzer of the earth to the vehicle is given by
 

I 4=Xe2 + yel + Z0 (7.3.1) 

The angle between p and the North pole is given by
 

9' = 90 - eL (7.3.2)
 

.ere 6 is the latitude of the vehicle.
 

As a result of the earth's rotation, an observer in the (Xe, Ye, Ze) system
 
.ould detect an apparent motion of the point mass. In the rotating system
 
Nevwton's law can be written in the vector form, References 1 and 2,
 

E3
/.2A 2 /[X +oza.R 

)a
I 7e (7.3.3)
 

nere F is the total force acting on the vehicle; m is the vehicle mass,
 
is the planet's rotation rate. This vector equation can be expressed
 

in component form using the relationships
 

+Fxe = Xe 2wpYe " p Xe "..734'2
 

m 
e
FYe - 2Y (7.3.5) 

FY e 2"'p~e P 

,FZe = xe (7.3.6) 

r7
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Alternatively, by introducing the vehicle velocity components, Equations
 

(7.3.4) to (7.3.6) can be reduced to the first order form
 

Xe tue (7.3.7)
 

= (7.3-.8)Ye Ve 

(7.3.9)

e M=w 

= e-X - 2 pve + lp Xe (7.3.10) 

-I- e (7.3.11) 

Fz We e (7.3.12) 

The vehicle state equations are completed by adding the mass rate of change
 
equation to the equations of motion. The mass rate of change is assumed to
 
be of the general form
 

m : rn(t), am(t), t) (7.3.13) 

where xn(t) is the time varying vehicle state vector having components Xe,
 

Ye, Ze, Ue, ve, we, and m; and act) is the time varying control vector having
 
the components discussed in the following section.
 

7.3.2 Control Variables
 

The total force acting on the vehicle has three distinct sources: aerodynamic
 
force as a result of interaction between the vehicle surfaces and the plane
tary atmosphere; second, gravitational force as a result of vehicle and
 
planetary mass interaction; and finally, thrust forces introduced by the
 
vehicle propulsion system.
 

Aerodynamic force components in the basic (Xe, Ye, Ze) rotating coordinate
 
system are functions of the vehicle orientation with respect to the velocity
 
vector. Three angular control variables determine these force components
 
as discussed below.
 

Angle of attack, a, is the angle between the velocity vector and the vehicle
 
reference axis when viewed in the vehicle side elevation. That is, in a
 
rectangular body axis coordinate system, x,y,z with x along the vehicle
 
reference axis, positive forward, y perpendicular to the-vehicle plane of
 
symmetry, positive to starboard, and z completing a right hand system. A
 
view normal to the x-z plane is considered. If u, v, w are the components
 
of the vehicle velocity with respect to the atmosphere in this body axis system
 

a =tan 4 1 (7.3.14) 
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Sideslip angle, 8, is the angle between the velocity vector and the reference
 
axis when looking down on the vehicle planform, that is, along the z axis.
 
In this case,
 

= tan 1 (V) (7.3.15) 

The third angle required to establish vehicle orientation in space is a
 
rotation about the velocity vector. This angle, bank angle (BA) is taken as
 
zero when the vehicle plane of symmetry is vertical and when the vehicle is
 
upright. Positive bank angle is a positive rotation about the velocity
 
vector as in Figure 7.3-4. With the above three angles used to describe
 
vehicle attitude, velocity vector known, and a given atmosphere, the aero
dynamic forces are completely satisfied.
 

Thnrust from the propulsion system involves the atmospheric properties either
 
due to the atmospheric back pressure degrading the vacuum thrust or by
 
virtue of the atmospheric fluid used in the combustion process which creates
 
thrust. The propulsion unit efficiency may be affected by Mach number and,
 
hence, velocity so that thrust forces depend on the state variable components
 
of position and velocity. If the propulsion system force has a fixed orien
tation along the x body axis, the control variables introduced to describe
 
aerodynamic forces suffice to describe thrust forces also. It may be,
 
however, that the propulsion unit has a fixed or variable orientation within
 
the vehicle. In this case, additional control variables describe the
 
relative position of the propulsion unit force with respect to the body
 
axes.
 

Two additional angles are sufficient to orient the thrust. These are the
 
cone angle from the reference axis, XT, and the inclination about the reference
 
axis, OT. This latter angle is measured positively about the reference axis
 
and is zero when the thrust force is perpendicular to the port side of the
 
vehicle plane of symmetry, as illustrated in Figure 7.5-5.
 

One other control variable for thrust must be specified; this is the throttle
 
setting, N, which serves to determine the propulsLon unit power setting on
 
variable thrust engines.
 

In all, then, to specify the forces acting on a point mass vehicle with a
 
single propulsion unit, six control variables, a, 0, BA, XT, T' and N are
 
required. If there is more than one independently controllable propulsion
 
unit, additional control variables, ATi, Ti, and Ni, are defined.
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7.3.3 Coordinates and Coordinate Transformations
 

7.3.3.1 Local Geocentric-Horizon Coordinates
 

Components of the planet-referenced acceleration are integrated to obtain
 

the planet-referenced velocity components (ke, ie, e). Vehicle position 

in this coordinate system is determined by integration of these velocities. 
Vehicle position in the planet-referenced spherical coordinate system will 

now be determined. The spherical coordinates are longitude, geocentric 

latitude, and distance from the center of the planet. Angle "C" represents 
the change in vehicle longitude and may be written 

C = 8 -0 eL (7.3.16) 

Angle C is related to the vehicle position by the expression
 

C -1Ye Tan (7.3.17) 

The relationships are illustrated in Figure 7.5-6.
 

To describe body motion relative to the planet, a local-geocentric-horizdn
 
coordinate system is employed. The Z, axis of this system is along a
 
radial line passing through the body center of gravity and is positive
 
toward the center planet. The X axis of this system is normal to the Zg
 

axis and is positive northward; forms a right handed system. Figure
 

7.3-6 shows the relation of this coordinate system to the other systems
 

employed. 

1o locate the X,-Y -Z axes with respect to the Xe-Ye-Ze axes, rotate about
 
Ze by an angle Z186' + C), then rotate about Yg through the angle (90' -

The complete transformation can be reduced to the single transformation 

matrix 1x 1-Sin 97LCos C -Sin L Sin C -Cos L IIXe
 

Lyg = Sin C -Cos 0 lye
 

Sin L Ze (7.3.18)
Z -Cos L Cos C -Cos OL Sin C 


which defines a direction cosine set (i, j, k) by the equation 

lYgf= ji2 J2 kc2 1ei, 

(7.3.19)
iZl 13 J3 k31 jZe 
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Planet referenced velocity in the local-geocentric coordinate system is
 
given by
 

kf ji1 J1 k1 X 

Y9 =,i2 J2 k2
 
Zg 3 J3 k3 Ze
 

Ze
. , i3 J3 c3 	 (7.3.20) 

and	 
vg= x2 + Y2 +Z
2
 

x g + g" 	 (7.3.21) 

Flight path 	angles are computed by
 

(0
a tan 1 	 (7.3.22)
 

and
 
1 


y = sin	 i-z i 

1,7 / (7.3.23) 

Here a is the heading angle, and A is the flight path angle.
 

7.3.3.2 Wind Axis Coordinates
 

Aerodynamic and thrust forces for point mass problems are conveniently summed
 
in a wind-axis coordinate system EXA, YA, ZA). The equations of motion are
 
solved in (Xe, Ye, Ze) coordinate system; the wind-axis components of force
 
must therefore be resolved into this basic coordinate system.
 

%/nen binds are defined by atmospheric velocity components along the local
 
geocentric axes, vehicle velocity relative to the atmosphere is the vector
 
cire-ence of vehicle geocentric velocity and wind velocity. The wind axis
 
svszen :s then determined by the vehicle airspeed, VA, and the flight path
 
angles relative to the atmosphere AA and aA. If wind velocity is zero,
 
VA = V,, AA = X and aA = a. If there is a wind, with velocity components
 
tXgc,, gw, Zgw), then 

VA = (Xg-gw) + ) + (Zg-ZW) (7.3.24) 

s W gw(7.3.24) 
-
YA sin 1 [(k-gW)/A} 
 (7.3.25)
 

aA = tan 1 [e/ig-* ;]9W)(7.3.26)
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Forces are first resolved from wind axes to the local geocentric coordinates. 
The wind axes are defined relative to the local geocentric axes by three 
angles: heading, CA; flight path attitude, yA' (defined above); and bank 
angle, BA , Figure 7.3-9. 

The complete transformation from local geocentric horizon coordinates to
 
wind axes is
 

XA CkcoYA'OS aA Cos YASin aA -sin YA 
 IX
 

-sin aACOS BA cos CAcos BA cos yAsin BA Yg
+ sin yAcOS oAsin BA + sin yAsin Asin BA
 

ZA sin aAsin BA -cos aAsin BA cos YACOS BA Z9
 

+ sin Aeos aACOS BA + sin YAsin "A0 os BA (7.3.27) 

which defines a direction cosine set
 

Sl tiIlXg 

s2 t2 Yg
YA r 2 

IZg (7.3.28)ZA r3 s3 t3 

The resolution of forces from wind axes to local geocentric then becomes
 

1IXi jri r2 r3 1 IXI 
l S2 r3 FYA 

FZ 
 tI t2 t3 ILZA (7.3.29)
 

For the rotatLng planet, the local geocentric components must be resolved into
 

the Xe -Ye -Ze system. The required direction cosines are given by Equation
 

(7.3.20)
 

Y J 1 J2 J3 g 

le jka. k2 k( FZ9 
(7.3.30)
 

The combined transformation from wind axes to local geocentric can be defined 
as a single matrix transformation [o,p,q]. Adding in the gravitational force 
component, the total force in the (Xe, Ye. ZC) coordinate system becomes 
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FXe oJ. .02 03jFXAJmX 

FY P1 P2 P3 FYA, + mgye 

9.c1 FzAj3]
~FZe ing C7.331)2 


7.3.3.3 Body Axis Coordinates
 

Origin of this system is the vehicle center of gravity with x axis along
 
the geometric longitudinal axis of the body. Positive direction of the
 
x axis is from center of gravity to the front of the body. The y axis is
 
positive to starboard extending from the center of gravity in a water line
 
plane. The z axis forms a right handed orthogonal system. To permit the
 
use of body (x,y,z) axes aerodynamic data andto convert the body axes
 
components of thrust to the wind axes system, a coordinate transformation
 
must be made. The coordinate transformation shown in Figure 7.3-7.
 
involves rotation first through angle of attack, a, then through an
 
auxiliary angle, a'.
 

The complete transformation is
 

=cos a Cos a' si
1XAj a, CoB sin' * XC 

y
-sin $' cos a COS' -sin a' sin a 

ZA -sin a 0 cos a (7.3.32)
K 
which defines the (u, v, wJ direction cosines
 

XAI fnu u2 u3 1 x 

YA = "v YI v2 v3 

ZA w2 w3 z (7.3.33) 

and the force coefficient transformation
 

_w2 13 -CA (7.3.34)
 

The relaticnship between body and wind axes aerodynamic coefficients is now
 
established.
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7.3.3.4 Inertial Coordinates
 

The selected inertial coordinates coincide with the earth references
 
(Xe, Ye, le) system at time zero. At a later time they differ by the
 
rotation of the earth, wpt.
 

The transformation from planet referenced velocities to inertial velocities is
 

1Cos '9 Sin 0 Xe + 

i0 o -I (7.3.35)-e 

The components of inertial velocities are used to calculate the inertial speed
 
of the body as
 

2VI = 17 +2 + 

C7.3.36) 

7.3.5.5 Local Geocentric to Geodetic Coordinates
 

Positions on the planet are specified in terms of geodetic latitude and
 
altitude (for a given longitude) while the motion of the body is computed
 
in a planetocentric system which is independent of the surface. In the
 
computer program flight path angle y and heading angle a are calculated with
 
respect to the local geocentric coordinates. By definition YD and cD are
 
angles measured with respect to the local geodetic. Although the maximum
 
difference that can exist between the two coordinate systems is 11 minutes
 
of arc, it may be desirable to know YD and 0 D more accurately than is
 
obtained when measured from the local geocentric.
 

It is necessary to resolve the geocentric latitude to geodetic latitude
 
for an accurate determination of position. Figure 7.3-8 presents the
 
geometry required for describing the position of a point in a meridian plane
 
of a planet shaped in the form of an oblate spheroid
 

(x7 +(4.j = 1 (7.3.37) 

It is apparent from Figure 7.3-8 that the most significant difference between
 
the geocentric referenced position and the geodetic position is the distance 
AB on the surface of the reference spheroid. The distance can be defined by 
a knowledge of the angle PL; the geocentric latitude,_±J; the geodetic 
latitude; the corresponding radii; and the distance 0C. 

The flight path and heading angles corrected to the local geodetic latitude
 
are computed by
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YD = Sin- Vg
 
(7.3.38) 

and ~Sin 
Dg -1 + -g(g4L)2+Yg)2 
 (7.3 .39) 

where 0g is computed by an iterative scheme described in References l and 2%
 

7.3.4 Auxiliary Computations
 

In addition to the computations which can be made from the problem formulation
 
as presented in preceding sections, several other quantities are available as
 
optional calculations
 

a. Planet-surface referenced range, RD 

b. Great circle range, Ag
 

c. Down- and cross-range, XD and YD
 

d. Theoretical burnout velocity, Vtheo
 

e. Velocity losses, Vp, Vgrav, VD, and VML
 

f. Orbital variables and satellite target
 

7.3.4.1 Planet Surfaced Referenced Range 

The total distance traveled over the surface of the planet is computed as the
 
integrated surface range. The curvilinear planet surface referenced range
 
is
 

RD= J RO Vg Cos y dt 

tl R (7.3.40) 

The flight path angle, y, is referenced to local geocentric coordinates for
 
this computation.
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7.3.4.2 Great Circle Range
 

Great ciTcle distance from the launch point to the instantaneous vehicle 
position, Rg, may also be required, Figure 7.3-10. The surface referenced
 
great circle range from the launch point to the vehicle is approximated by
 

Co 1
+ [in t Si O'IO + Cos OLGa Cost eL~eL)
 

2 (7.3.41)
 

7.3.4.3 Down and Cross Range
 

Down and cross range from the initial great circle can be determined. The
 
initial great circle is determined from the input quantities, co, eLo ,
 
and 6L Figure 7.3-11. Then the cross range of a particular trajectory
 
point is defined as the perpendicular distance from the point to the
 
initial great circle. The downrange is then the distance along the initial
 
great circle from the initial point to the point P at which the cross range
 
is measured. From the spherical triangle, Figure 7.3-11, the great circle
 
range LF to the point F is computed by Equation (7.3,41).
 

The right spherical triangle LPF is solved for the downrange, XD, and the 
cross range, YD"
 

(R _ ___o -1/ Gas LF 

(os Cos(sin-l (sinLF sin)) (7..42) 

YD -2(73.2 

where
 

= - a (7.3.44) 

7.3.4.4 Theoretical Burnout Velocity and Losses-


For trajectory and performance optimization studies, it is convenient to
 
know the theoretical burnout velocity possible and the velocity losses due
 
to gravity, aerodynamic drag, and atmospheric back pressure upon the engine
 
nozzle. These quantities may be computed as follows:
 

Theoretical Velocity: t2

V theof TVAC a 

= m (7.3.45) 

tI
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Speed Loss Due to Gravity:
 
t2
 

Vgrav = -gZg Sin y dt (7.3.46) 

Speed Loss Due to Aerodynamic Drag: 

t2
 
VD= - at (7.3.47) 

Speed Loss Due to Atmospher Back
 
Pressure Upon the Engine Nozzle:
 

t2
 

Maneuvering Losses:
 

t2
 
VVAL " PA e Cos a = 1 dt (7.3-.49) 

t,
 

The resultant velocity V.(t2) is obtained by adding the components computed to
 
the initial value Vg(tl)


0 

Vg(t2 ) = Vg(t1 ) + Vtheo + Vgrav + VD + Vp (7.3.50)
 

The maneuvering losses are valid only if AT is zero for the engine.
 

7.3.4.5 Orbital Variables and Satellite Target
 

Orbital variable calculations follow the calculation of vehicle inertial
 
velocity. Flight path angles in inertial space are computed from the
 
expressions
 

o1Rcsl-1 1 
= tanaI 

Xg (7.3,51) 

Y -Si .(7.3.52) 

The inclination angle, i, is the angle between the plane containing the
 
velocity ve, or and the center of the earth, and the equatorial plane. 
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Applying spherical trigonometry to Figure 7.3-12, we obtain the relationship
 

cos i = cos sin a
sL I(7.3.53)
 i 

The difference in longitude between the vehicle and the ascending node, v,
 
is given by 

tan v = sin L tan aI 
(7.3.54) 

The inertial longitude is given by
 

= - (7.3.55) 

and the inertial longitude of the ascending node by
 

f2 = e,(7 .3 .5 6) 

It is convenient to know the central angle, u, in the orbital plane. Measuring
 
from the ascending node,
 

= tSfl L 
tan u 

o-' (7.3.57) 

The orbital variable calculation introduces positional and velocity information
 
from a second body. This body is a satellite considered in a circular orbit
 
about the earth. Its orbital height, hs, is specified and remains constant.
 
Position in the orbit is computed from an initial central angle, *So, by the
 
expression
 

h = Oso + ist (7.3.58) 

The satellite angular velocity is obtained from the satellite inertial
 
velocity, Vc, where
 

s v (Re+ns) (7.3.59) 

where s is the gravitational potential constant and Re is the earth's radius.
 
It should be noted that Equation (7.3.59) assumes a spherical earth; for the
 
eartn's radius is taken as constant, and none of the higher order gravitational
 
harmonics are included. Knowing Vcs, it follows that
 

s= Ves (7.3.60)

Re+hs
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7.3:5 Vehicle Characteristics
 

Methods by which the aerodynamic, propulsive, and physicai characteristics 
if a vehicle are introduced into the computer progiam are presented in this 
section- Form and preparation of the input data are discussed together with
 
methods by which stages and staging may be used to increase the effective
 
data storage area allotted to a description of the vehicle's properties.
 

7.3.5.1 Aerodynamic Forces
 

Aerodynamic forces are defined by three mutually perpendicular forces: lift
 
(L), drag (D), and side force (Y). Lift force is perpendicular to the
 
velocity vector in a vertical plane; drag force is measured along the
 
velocity vector but in opposite direction; side force is measured in the
 
horizontal plane, positive toward the right, provided the bank angle is
 
zero. If the bank angle is not zero, L and Y will be rotated by -BA about
 
the velocity vector.
 

Aerodynamic forces are expressed in the form 

L = q(V,h) SCL(V,h,a,8) (7.3.61)
 

D = o(V,h) SCD(V,h,a,S) (7.5.62) 

Y = o(V,h) SCy(V,h,a,8) (7.3.63) 

where q is the dynamic pressure and S is a convenient reference area. The 
aerodynamic coefficients CL, CD, and Cy may be expressed in terms of the 
aerodynamic derivatives. 

= IeL CLo + CLa a + CLa2 aj4 L I4-

B+ CLa2S2 + CLa$ a oI '(7.3.64) 

CDl = C.+ Ca jai CD,2 2 + CDBas 

+ CD8
2 2 + C~a aI3 (7.3.65) 

a2Cy - y + Cyalal+ Cy2 + Cy 

+ Cy0 2 BIBI+ cya0 aaj -(7.3.66) 

Alternatively, the aerodynamic derivatives may be expressed as tabular vari
ables of independent variables such as Mach number (MN), altitude (h), a,
 
and 0, that i.s, functions of the state variables and the control variables.
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It may be convenient to measure the aerodynamic forces in the body axis
 
coordinate system introduced in Section 7.3.3.3.- In this case, normal
 
force (nf) is measured along the -z axis; side force (y) along the y
 
axis, and axial force (a) along the -x axis. The specification of forces 
in the body axis system is similar to that in the wind axis system.
 

7.3.5.2 Thrust and Fuel Flow Data
 

The techniques employed to introduce thrust and fuel-flow data into the
 
equations of motion are developed in an approach similar to that employed
 
for aerodynamic data. An n-dimensional tabular listing and interpolation
 
technique is used with the independent variables being defined by the type
 
of propulsion unit being considered. The propulsion units are grouped
 
into the following options: (1) rocket and (2) airbreathing engines.
 

7.3.5.2.1 Propulsion Option (1) Rocket. The thrust of a rocket motor is
 
assumed variable with stage time, altitude, and, if the rocket is control
lable, with throttle setting. The altitude effect is determined by the
 
exit area of the nozzle, Ae, and the ambient atmospheric pressure, P. If
 
the thrust is specified for some constant ambient air pressure, the altitude
 
correction can be calculated within the subprogram. If the rocket motor is
 
uncontrolled, the vacuum thrust (in pounds) will be introduced by a tabular
 
listing as a function of time (in seconds) and corrected as follows:
 

T = Max [Tvac - PAe, 0] (7.3.67)
 

The propellant consumption rate is specified by a tabular listing in slugs
 
per second as a function of time (in seconds) for the single-engine options,
 
or computed from the thrust and the engine specific impulse, Isp, for the
 
multiple engine options.
 

If the rocket is controlled, the propellant mass flow rate mr, is introduced
 
by a tabular listing as a function of throttle setting. The thrust is then
 
specified by a tabular listing as a function of mass flow rate.
 

7.3.5.2.2 Propulsion Option (2) Airbreathing Engines. An airbreathing
 
engine is strongly affected by the environmental conditions under which
 
it is operating. Engines which would be grouped in this classification
 
are turbojets, ramjets, pulsejets, turboprops, and reciprocating machines.
 
The parameters considered significant in the program are
 

a. Altitude (h-ft) 
b. Mach number (MN) 
c. Angle of attack (a-degrees) 
d. Throttle setting (N-units defined by problem)
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Both the thrust and fuel flow are functions of these variables. In order
 
to accommodate these variables, a.five-dlimens-ional tabular listing and
 
interpolation are used to obtain both thrust and fuel flow. The thrust
 
has no further correction as the effects of all parameters are assumed
 
included in the interpolated value.
 

7.3.5.2.3 Engine Perturbation Factors. The engine options include provision
 
for two data scaling factors for use in parametric studies; these are in
 
the form
 

T = E13 TVA C + el4 (7.3.68)
 

7.3.5.2.4 Components of the Thrust Vector. The equations used to reduce the
 
thrust vector to its components along the body axes are
 

= T cosXT (7.3.69)
Tx 


Ty = -T sin 3T CO-T (7.3.70)
 

and
 
Tz = -T sinAT sinT (7.3.71)
 

AT and PT are defined in Section 7.3.2.
 

7.3.5.2.5 Reference Weight and 'Propellant Consumed. Rate of change of
 
vehicle mass, m,-is set equal to the negative of the total mass flow rate,
 
-nt . m is integrated to give variation of vehicle mass, m. The instan-"
 
taneous mass is used in the computation of the body motion. The reference
 
weight is obtained by an auxiliary calculation
 

WT = 32.174 • m (7.3.72)
T
 

The propellant consumed is computed as
 

mf = m° - m (7.3.73) 

where mo is a reference mass input equal to the ihitial vehicle mass.
 

7.3.5.3 Stages and Staging'
 

A problem common in missile performance analyses and encountered frequently
 
in airplane performance work is that of staging or the release of discrete
 
masses fr-" the continuing airframe. The effect of dropping a booster
 
rocket or fuel tanks is often great enough to require that the complete set
 
of aerodynamic data be changed. Configuration changes at constant weight,
 
such as extending drag brakes or turning on afterburners, may also require
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revising the aerodynamic or physical characteristics of the vehicle. At
 
each stage point the equation of motion integration is stopped on a given
 
stage cut-off function with precision. The next stage integration is then
 
restarted following specification of the revised vehicle configuration.
 

7.3.6 Vehicle Environment
 

The models for simulating the environment in which a vehicle will operate
 
are presented in this section. This environment includes the atmosphere
 
properties, wind velocity, and the field associated with the planet over
 
which the vehicle is moving. The shape of the planet and the conversion
 
from geodetic to geocentric latitudes are also considered. In the discussions
 
which follow, the descriptions of vehicle environment pertain to the planet
 
Earth. The environmental simulation may be extended to any planet by
 
replacing appropriate constants in the describing equations.
 

7.3.6.1 Atmosphere
 

Two atmospheres are considered in this program: the 1959 ARDC Model
 
Atmosphere and the 1962 ARDC Model Atmosphere. The 1959 ARDC Model Atmos
phere is specified in layers assuming either isothermal or linear temperature
 
lapse-rate sections. This construction makes it very convenient to incor
porate otner atmospheres either from specifications for design purposes or for
 
otner planets. The relations which mathematically specify the 1959 ARDC
 
Model Atmosphere are as follows: the 1959 ARDC Model Atmosphere is divided
 
into 11 layers as noted in the table below.
 

Layer -Hb-LowerAltitude Upper Altitude 

__Meters 

(Geopotential (Geopotential) 
MMeters 

1 0 11,000 
2 11,000 25,000 
3 25,000 47,000 
4 47,000 53,000 
S 53,000 79,000 
6 79,000 90,000 
7 90,000 105,000 
8 105,000 160,000 
9 160,000 170,000 
10 170,000 200,000 
ii 200,000 -700,000 
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For layers 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11 a linear molecular scale temperature
 
lapse rate is assumed and the following equations are used:
 

H = .3048h 

gp +.3048h/6356766 t7.3.14) 

(7.3.75)Tm = (TM)b[1l + Kl(HgpHb)] OR 

1 OR (7.3.76)T = TM[A - B tan- Hp-C 

(7.3.77)p = Pb[ 1 + KI(HgpHb)]-K 2 Lb/Ft 2 

(7.3.78)

P = Pbl + Kl(Hgp - Hb)l(2) Slugs/Ft3 

Ft/sec (7.3.79)
Vs = 49.021175(TM) /2 


23/ 2  2 (7.3.80)
-
2.269681 x 10 [(T+198.72)p ] Ft /sec 

For the isothermal layers 2, 4, and 6, the following changes are made
 

(7.3.81)
P = Pbe-K3Hgp-Hb) 

-
P = Pbe K3 (H gp -Hb) (7.3.82)
 

Values of the temperature, pressure, density, and altitude at the base of
 
each altitude layer are listed together with the appropriate values K1 ,
 
K2 , and K3 in References 1 and 2.
 

7.3.6.2 Winds Aloft
 

The winds aloft subprogram provides for three separate methods of introducing
 
the wind vector: as a function of altitude, a function of range, and a
 
function of time. This facilitates the investigation of wind effects for
 
the conventional performance studies. The wind vector is approximated by a
 
series of straight line segments for each of the methods mentioned above.
 

Four options ,are-used to define the wind vector in the computer program.-

The three components of the wind vector in a geodetic horizon coordinate
 
system can be specified as tabular listings with linear interpolations (curve
 
reads) in tne following options:
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Wind options (0). In this option the wind vector is zero
 
throughout the problem. This allows the analyst the
 
option of evaluating performance without the effects of
 
wind. This option causes the winds-aloft computations to
 
be bypassed.
 

Wind option (1). In this option the components of the
 
wind vector are specified as a function of time. Wind
 
speeds are specified in feet per second and time in
seconds.
 

Wind option (2). The three components of the wind vector
 
are introduced as a function of altitude in this option.
 
Wind speed is specified in feet per second and altitude in
 
feet.
 

Wind option (3). In this option the components of the
 
wind vector are introduced as a function of range. Wind
 
speed is specified in feet per second and range in
 
nautical miles. The range utilized -in this computation
 
is the great circle range.
 

By staging of the wind option, it is possible to switch from one method of
 
reading wind data to another during the computer run.
 

7.3.6.3 Gravity
 

Spherical harmonics are normally used to define the gravity potential field
 
of the Earth, References 3 and 4. Each harmonic term in the potential is
 
due to a deviation of the potential from that of a uniform sphere. In the
 
present analysis the second-,third-,and fourth-order terms are considered.
 
Tne first-order term, which would account for the error introduced by 
assuming that the mass center of the Earth is at the origin of the geocentric
 
coordinate system is assumed to be zero. With this assumption
 

L 3 R ( %)I(7.3.83) 

Ahere P?, P3 , and P4 are Legendre functions of geocentric latitude 4L 
expressed as 

P2 = 1 - 3 sin 2 9L 

P3 = 3 sin L -5 sin 3 fL 
p 4 = 3 - 30 sin2 fL + 35 sin4L (7.3.84) 
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The gravitational acceleration along any line is the partial derivative of
 
U along -that line; in particulart
 

gZg R2 +J(i) P2 + 43, K -! P4] (7.3.85) 
3e 2K R4g [-2J (R)p5 3 

9Xg R P5 + R() P + ) P7 (7.3.86) 

and
 

gy, = 0.0 (7.3.87) 

where
 

P5 = sinOL coskL
 

P6 = c°SOL (1-S sin 2 eL) 

P7 = s1n4L cosiL (-3 + 7 sin 2 4L) (7.3.88) -

Equations (7.3.85) and (7.3.86) are used in the gravity subroutine with the
 
following values recommended for the constants. 

Vg = 1.407698 x 1016 ft /sec
 

Re = 20,925,631. ft.
 

J = 1623.41 x 10
-6
 

K = 6.37 x 10-6 (7.3.99) 

It should be noted that these constants and equations pertain to the planet
 
Earth; however, it is possible to use these same quations for any other planet
 
once the appropriate constants from that planet are known. 
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7.4 PROGRAM COAP: COMBAT OPTIMIZATION
 

AND ANALYSIS PROGRAM
 

This program was constructed by Aerophysics Research Corporation under Air
 
Force contract F33615-70-C-1036, References 1 to 4. It is an extension of
 
the Section 7.3 ATOP program. The COAP program utilizes two complete three
dimensional equations of motion sets to simulate a one-on-one combative
 
encounter between two military flight vehicles. The flight vehicle aerody
namic and propulsion representations are sufficiently general to permit the
 
simulation of both current and proposed vehicles by data input. The program
 
is written for the CDC 6600 computer but will run on any modern large scale
 
computer with minor modification. Generalized rotating planetary and atmos
pheric models permit simulation of either aircraft, missile, or spacecraft
 
encounters. Combat roles for each vehicle (attacker, defender, etc.) are
 
automatically defined on the basis of vehicle relative positions, headings,
 
and velocities. Depending on the vehicle role selected, any one of a set of
 
tactics designed to satisfy the role requirements is executed. These tactics
 
vary in nature from straightforward stylized maneuvers, such as the split S
 
or barrel roll, to three-dimensional lag or lead pursuit paths.
 

Combat optimization capability may be introduced by repetitive simulation 
using parameterization of the combat guidance parameters and the application 
of multivariable search techniques. Alternately, the variational calculus 
may be employed to define optimal continuous control against a reacting 
onnorent. In the parameter optimization mode, the option to determine a 
"nini-max" solution is available.
 

Air-to-air combat imposes severe design requirements on fighter aircraft. 
Pilot tacticr in combat are inadequately treated by conventional flight hand
boo.s or by segmented mission analysis, such as that described in Section 7.2. 
Historical evidence demonstrates that a high price in men and aircraft will 

be paid by nations which pay insufficient attention to combat requirements in 
the design of nllitary aircraft. Recognition of these points has lead to a 
gro..ng effort to provide improved combat analysis and simulation tools. These 
tools include self-contained digital computer codes, such as those of References 
1 thr-ough 7, and the use of dual maneuvering simulators, such as that reported 

n.aerence 8. In this section the Combat Optimization and Analysis Program, 
COAP. of References 1 through 4, is described. The program t as constructed 
u-tu:er contract to the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. COAP simulates 
a om-on-one combative encounter between two aerospace vehicles. Repetitive 
seC,.ential simulation of the resulting "dogfight" combined i, ith perturbations 
of tre parameters %hichdefine each pilot's course of action defines the 
opt'-al course of action for each pilot starting from given initial conditions. 
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7.4.1 Introduction
 

Single vehicle optimal flight paths presented may be obtained by the varia
tional steepest-descent formulation program of Section 7.3. COAP is an
 
evolutionary development from previous single vehicle trajectory analysis
 
programs. The two-vehicle encounter is considerably more complex than the
 
single vehicle problem. First, the flight paths involved are of a more complex
 
nature. Second, there is often more than one optimal solution to be found.
 
Third, the optimal solution(s) may be of the mini-max type. For example,
 
consider Figure 7.4-1. From the given initial conditions at least four varied
 
types of optimization problems arise:
 

1. both vehicles may attack
 
2. vehicle A may flee while vehicle B attacks
 
3. vehicle B may flee while vehicle A attacks
 
4. both vehicles may flee
 

7.4.2 Outline of the Combat Simulation
 

7.4.2.1 Equations of Motion
 

A schematic of the COAP program is presented in Figure 7.4-2. The program
 
contains two three-degree-of-freedom equation of motion systems. The two
 
systems are simultaneously integrated in time and may be mutually coupled
 
through a combative guidance logic block. This block defines an appropriate
 
role for each vehicle, and on defining the roles it specifies a suitable
 
tactic to be followed. Vehicle angle-of-attack, bank-angle, and throttle
 
settings for the selected tactic are automatically generated by the combat
 
logic. Pitch, bank, and throttle rate constraints may be imposed on the
 
simulation.
 

7.4.2.2 Vehicle and Planetary Characteristics
 

\ehicle aerodynamic and propulsion representations permit the modelling of any
 
tio current military aircraft. The aircraft data is input on punched cards 
and is not a fixed part of the program. Thus, opposing aircraft types may
 
be rapidly changed. Basic planetary characteristics are represented by a
 
rotating oblate planet having a multi-layered atmosphere. \rbitrary wind
 
profiles and non-standard day atmospheres nay be introduced at the user's
 
option. The simulation is thus adequate for representation of aircraft,
 
rocket, or spacecraft encounters.
 

7.4.2 3 Operating Modes
 

The combative encounter may be defined at several levels of complexity short
 
of the lifferential game formulation including:
 

Option A: Self-contained role and tactic selection based on
 

relative vehicle states
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Option B: Parameterization of one vehicle's role and tactic 
selection rules followed by the application of 
multivariable search procedures to obtain the 
optimal parameter values. This option defines 
optimal parameters against a specified opponent 
employing fixed combat logic parameters. 

Option C: Parameterization of both opponent's role and tactic 
selection rules followed by the application of a 
multivariable saddle point search technique. This 
option defines a "mini-max" optimal procedure for 
opponents employing variable combat logic parameters. 

Option D: Open loop, continuous control optimization by the 
variational calculus against an opponent performing 
a pre-specified maneuver, the "maneuvering target" 
option. 

Option E: Open loop, continuous control optimization by the 
variational calculus against a reacting opponent 
employing fixed parameters and self-contained combat 
tactics. 

The formulation and program include as subcases two-vehicle cooperative
 
problems. This leads to
 

Option F: Cooperative two-vehicle parametric control
 

Option G: Cooperative two-vehicle open loop continuous control
 

These last t.'o options permit the optimization of tho-vehicle rendezvous problems
 
and are equally applicable to aircraft or spacecraft problems. Single vehicle
 
problems may also be studied by means of the program.
 

In the Combat Ctimization and Analysis Program schematic of figure 7,4-2,
 
data input and initializations are carried out in the MAIN program link.
 
Integration of the two-vehicle equations of motion occurs in the EXE link.
 
Program EXE controls the equations of motion directly, employing the COMBAT
 
routines for definition of combative guidance logic. The basic coordinate
 
system employed in the equations of motion is illustrated by the inset in
 
Figure 7.4-2. When an encounter is complete, a sivitch controls the program
 
logical flow. If an isolated combative simulation has been requested, a return 
to the MAIN program allows the next problem to be entered. When a parameter 
optimization problem is being studied, the switch passes program control to 
the AESOP link. AESOP defines new combative para'eters and generates a
 
succession of improving dogfights through the paraweter optimization loop. 
When a variational optimization problem is studied, the switch passes program 
control to the TOP link. TOP defines new continuous control histories
 
through a variational steepest-descent algorithm and sensitivities based
 
on an adjoint equation solution obtained in the REV link. A succession of
 
improving combative encounters is then generated through the variational 
optimization loop. 
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7.4.3 Vehicle Roles and Tactics
 

Five roles are available in the COAP program. One or more tactics are
 
available to each vehicle for each role. Role selection is on the basis
 
of vehicle relative states. This state space is partitioned in a manner
 
which insures a unique role selection for all-relative-vehicle conditions
 
encountered in a combat simulation. Figure 7.4-3 illustrates a combat
 
simulation in schematic form.
 

In the schematic the thick solid line shows Vehicle A initially flying in
 
a passive role using a prespecified continuous control history and Vehicle
 
B attacking using his second tactic. As the maneuver develops (thin solid
 
line), Vehicle A becomes aware of the attack and evades using tactic 1
 
while Vehicle B changes his plan of attack to tactic 3. Finally (dotted
 
line) Vehicle A achieves an attacking situation; in response, Vehicle B
 
evades.
 

The COAP program has the ability to automatically generate such a sequence
 
of role and tactic decisions on the basis of relative state. Alternately,
 
the analyst may override the program logic to force given roles and tactics
 
during the course of an encounter.
 

7.4.3.1 Role Selection
 

Role selection is based on a global partitioning of the state space using the
 
physically oriented coordinates:
 

1. separation distance, AR
 
2. c6ne angle to target, OT
 
3. target's angle-off, off
 

These coordinates are illustrated in Figure 7.4-4. The basic role selection
 
logic tree employed in the combat simulation is illustrated in Figure 7.4-5.
 
This role selection logic tree can readily be modified to incorporate addi
tional logic. These additions may result from a general improvement in role
 
selection logic or be tailored to a specified combat situation; for 6xample,
 
provision of overshoot prevention or breakaway logic.
 

7.4.3.2 Tactic Selection
 

Following role selection each vehicle selects a tactic appiopriate to the
 
,chosen role. Defensive tactics may be stylized maneuvers such as the split, S 
or Immelamn.. Alternately, -they may involve instantaneous m,\lmization of a
 
specified vector's rotation rate, such as line-of-sight or lead-pursuit
 
vectors. Evasive tactics are limit control iraneuvers. Oif nsive tactics
 
operate on tracking vectors such as lag pursuit, line-of'- i,,ht, or lead
pursuit. With these tactics the instantaneous sum of the aerodynamic and
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propulsive force components projected onto the specified vector is maximized 
at all times. Attacking is limited to a single tactic which simultaneously
 
tracks the firing point and eliminates any pointing error. Passive maneuvers
 
involve flight along a specified preset path. A list of the available tactics
 
is presented in Figure 7.4-6.
 

Within a given role the program will select the available tactics in ordered
 
fashion as specified by the analyst or, alternately, the tactics for a given
 
role may be selected in a random sequence by internal program logic. Additional
 
tactics can readily be added to the basic set described in Figure 7.4-6.
 

All available tactics may be overridden when prespecified limits are exceeded.
 
Thus, if the control required in a given tactic exceeds the vehicle's accel
eration or lift coefficient limits, control values may automatically be
 
modified to maintain the constraints. Again, if lower limits on altitude
 
or Mach number are violated, an appropriate pull-out or nose-down maneuver
 
may be automatically initiated by the COAP simulation.
 

7.4.3.3 Finite Control Rates
 

Control motions required by the various tactics may be instantaneously applied
 
to each vehicle, or, at the user's option, the maximum control cates to be
 
employed in the simulation may be subject to practical maneuver constraints.
 
With the imposition of such finite control rates, the instantaneous control
 
specified by a given tactic becomes the desired control. The difference
 
between desired and current control values defines the instantaneous control
 
error. Actual control rates to be employed are then defined as functions of
 
the 	control error as follows:
 

a. 	Use maximum rate for large control errors
 

b. 	Use a parabolic rate variation with control error for
 
interr3diate control error values
 

c. 	Use a linear rate variation with control error for
 
small errors to insure elimination of the error in a 
given time
 

This is illustrated in Figure 7.4-7. When the finite control rate options 
are employed, actual control values are obtained by timewise integration of 
the conputed control rates. 

Weapon systems are introduced into the combat samulation in the form of upper 
and loi er' inequality constraints. Ilen all applicable boundary constraints 
for a given xeapon are satisfied, the weapon can be activated. The total time 
in which a weapon system may be activated is integrated and used as a measure 
of a vehicle's combat ability. In the basic CO\P program each vehicle may 
carry up to three weapon systems employing a total of nue fire control boun
daries in arbitrarily defined groupings.
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7.4.4 Combat Simulation
 

A typical combat simulation is presented in Figure 7.4-8. Initial condition
 
is a head-on pass with lateral offset. The delta winged vehLcle is a repre
sentative twin engine fighter; the unswept wing is a representative single
 
engine fighter. Total flight duration is eighty seconds. Finite control
 
rates are employed.
 

Initially, both vehicles bank towards each other in a reattack maneuver.
 
After approximately 2700 of turning flight, a near head-on pass occurs at
 
approximately 35 seconds into the encounter. Neithe- vehicle achieves a
 
firing opportunity in the near head-on pass; the single engine aircraft's
 
steering error is approximately half that of the twin engine aircraft at
 
this time. The encounter continues with the twin engine aircraft turning
 
almost horizontally, and the single engine aircraft entering a near split
 
S. At approximately 50 seconds into the encounter, the twin engine aircraft
 
banks over, and the vehicles again approach each other in a near head-on
 
situation at 60 seconds. Again, no firing opportunity occurs, and the
 
single engine vehicle has the smaller steering error. The encounter continues
 
with the single engine aircraft turning almost vertically and maintaining a
 
superior steering error at the cost of both altitude and Mach number penalties.
 
Both vehicles' Mach numbers have been reduced severely by the encounter as
 
a result of the high "g" maneuvers. This is particularly true of the single
 
engine fighter.
 

In combat simulations to-date the Mach number loss associated with high "g" 
maneuvers is a distinct characteristic. Another characteristic of combat 
sinulatiunb sLarting from near equality it LhaL provided boLi vehicle coilcen
trate on pulling hard at each other, the firing opportunities are very limited. 

In Figure 7.4-8 both vehicles fly offensively throughout the encounter using
 
line-of-sight force component maximization and perfect kno.ledge of the
 
opponent's position. The simulation typifies the combat simulation flight
 
paths. It is immediately clear that there is little in connon betxeen such
 
paths. It follows that the determination of combat maneuver capability for
 
the military flight vehicles should include realistic combat maneuver simulations.
 

7.4.5 Combat Performance Rating
 

Evaluation of a vehicle's combat maneuver capability requires establishing
 
a performance measurement criteria or rating over a spectrum of encounters.
 
This performance rating will clearly be dependent upon
 

a. The opposing aircraft
 
b. 	The initial condition or conditions utilized in the
 

encounter spectrum
 
c. lie manner in i hich both vehicles are flown 
d. The iheapon system rating function employed 

One possible combat maneuver performance criteria is the percent flight time 
that a vehicle satisfies its weapon system firing constraints. figure 7.4-9 
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presents the results of a study involving the representative twin engine
 
(Vehicle A) and single engine (Vehicle B) fighters. The weapon system firing
 
measure has been replaced by a simple vision rating in this study. Three
 
boundaries are shown: the per cent time in which each vehicle keeps his
 
opponent in 100, 200, and 300 cones, respectively. In Figure 7 4-9 Vechicle B
 
flies neutrally. That is, he maximizes his aerodynamic and propulsive force
 
component along the line-of-sight vector at all times. When Vehicle A also
 
flies in this neutral manner, he is clearly at a disadvantage (oversteer
 
factor = 0); for Vehicle B keeps Vehicle A in a 30' cone for 25 per cent of
 
the time. Conversely, Vehicle A is only capable of keeping Vehicle B in a
 
300 cone 3 per cent of the time. Total encounter time is 400 seconds
 
commencing from the initial states discussed in the section on combat simu
lation, Section 7.4.4.
 

The effect of varying Vehicle A's flight tactics can be assessed readily
 
using this steering factor approach. For example, a single combat tactic
 
parameter can be established as follows:
 

s = LOS + k - CEP - LOS (7.4.1) 

where
 
Vs = steering vector along which the force component is maximized
 

LOS = line of sight vector
 

LP = lead-pursuit vector
 

k = 3calar cortat tactic parzet r 

When k 0, a vehicle pulls to the line-of-sight vector (neutral). When
 
k > 0, the vehicle leads the line-of-sight vector. Mhen k = 1, a lead-pursuit 
course is attempted. When k < 0, a lag-pursuit (understeer) course is 
attempted. it can be seen from Figure 7.4-9 that over the combat spectrum 
considered, Vehicle A should oversteer by approximately 50 per cent against 
a nettrally flown Vehicle B. In Figure 7.4-10 Vehicle A adopts the 50 per 
cent oversteer tactic, and the effect of understeer and oversteer on Vehicle 
B's combat maneuver performance is considered. 

The difference in combat maneuver capability with flight tactic is clearly
 
apparent from Figures 7.4-9, and 7.4-10 In Figure 7.4-9 the tin engine
 
aircraft is outclassed unless lie adopts 50 per cent oversteer. In Figure 7.4-10
 
Vehicle B is slightly inferior in, combat maneuver capability over most of his 
understeer/oversteer range when Vehicle .\ adopts 50 per cent oversteer. 

Results such as that illustrated are dependent upon the four factors listed at 
the beginning of this section. The CO\P program provides a tool for, rapidly 
evaluating the effect of these factors in a given aircraft design situation. 
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7.4.6 Optimization by Combat Guidance Parameters
 

Any specific combative tactic logic can be viewed as a transfer function which 
transforms the instantaneous relative state into vehicle control commands. 
Tactics logic can usually be phrased in terms of a set of combat guidance 
parameters; the resulting vehicle control, and hence the flight path followed, 
is then dependent upon these parameter values. The scalar parameter k is then 
dependent upon these parameter values. The scalar parameter k of the previous
 
section typifies such a parameter. As k varies from negative to positive
 
values-, the resulting flight paths vary from lag pursuit to line-of-sight
 
pursuit to lead-pursuit paths.
 

When a tactic has been suitably parameterized, multivariable search techniques,
 
References 4 and 14, may be employed to determine the parameter values which
 
produce the best combat outcome for one vehicle or the other. (The simul
taneous optimization of both vehicles' parameters, which leads to a mini-max
 
problem, is discussed later).
 

To demonstrate this technique the reattack from a head-on pass with lateral
 
offset is considered. Two combat guidance parameters, a1 and 42 , are
 
employed. These parameters define the Vehicle B scalar parameter of k of
 
Equation (7.4.1) as follows:
 

a. 	k = a,, for Vehicle B when Vehicle A's angle-off exceeds 45'
 

b. 	k = a2, for Vehicle B when Vehicle A's angle-off is less than 450 

The 	problem considered is
 

c. 	Minimize separation distance lhen Vehicle B first achieves a
 
10' steering error using the combat guidance parameters a1 and
 
o 2 to generate a twofold family of Vehicle B/Vehicle A combative 
encounters. 

The 	resulting optimization problem can readily be solved by multivariable
 
search procedu-es in the AESOP link of COAP, Figure 7.4-2. This link contains 
a variety of multivariable search techniques including one-parameter-at-a-time
 
technLques, organized techniques such as steepest-descent or quadratic (Newton-
Raphson), and randomized techniques. The techniques available are presented
 
in Figure 7.4-11; the searches may be used either separately or in combination.
 

To colve the optimization problem by multivariable search, the combative
 
encounter is repetitively simulated ihaile the guidance paraneters are system
atically perturbed by the selected algorithms. This is illustrated for the 
present problem in Figure 7.4-12. In Figure 7 4-12(a) the terminal separation. 
distance, which is to be minimized, is presented for -each of thirteen sequen
tial combat simulations: The terminal separation distance ts reduced from 
the 	initial value of 6580 feet on the first trajectory to 5680 feet on the
 
thirteent'. trajectory. Figure 7.4-12(b) displays the corresponding terminal 
steering errors. Vehicle B retains a 100 error for all simulations for this 
is the termination criteria. Vehicle A's terminal steering error is reduced 
from 78' to 570 (this function was not directly controlled) Associated with 
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the incidental reduction in Vehicle A's steering error is an increase in
 
terminal closing velocity, Figure 7.4-12(c). The behavior of the guidance
 
parameters, 1 and 2, is presented in Figure 7.4-12(d). It can be seen
 
that I has approached the upper bound permitted, and 2 is oscillating
 
about unity. This corresponds to a hard turn in which Vehicle B leads the
 
line-of-sight vector until Vehicle A is placed in a 450 angle-off condition
 
followed by a terminal maneuver in which Vehicle B pulls to the line-of
sight vector.
 

In a second simple illustration of the parameter optimization mode, Figure
 
7.4-13, Vehicle A attempts to escape from Vehicle B using the best constant
 
flight path angle escape. The flight path angle becomes a combat guidance
 
problem, and a sequence of escapes are made typified by those of Figure 7.4-13.
 
To each escape by Vehicle A, Vehicle B performs an appropriate reattacking
 
turn. The object is for Vehicle A to maximize the terminal separation distance
 
in given time (50 seconds). In the example shown, horizontal flight maximizes
 
the terminal separation. Vehicle B closes the gap for both climbing and
 
descending escapes.
 

If we now limit Vehicle A to a constant altitude flight, we can create a
 
sequence of guidance parameters for Vehicle B and seek to minimize terminal
 
separation distance through these parameters. In Figure 7.4-14 three such
 
angle-of-attack parameters are introduced to improve the Vehicle B reattack
 
against a horizontal escape by Vehicle A. The result is a descending turn
 
followed by a slow climb. Terminal separation distance is now reduced to
 
27,000 feet as compared to 40,000 feet in Figure 7.4-13.
 

In the COAP parameter optimization mode up to 100 combat guidance parameters
 
may be employed to minimize or maximize any given conbative function while
 
simultaneously constraining other combat functions to prescribed values.
 

7.4.7 Variational Optimization Nodes
 

COAP contains an optimization capability based on the variational steepest
descent formulation. Variational problems arise then we attempt to define 
the optimal control histories directly hithout introduction of combat tactic 
logic. Since we seek to define optimal control histories rather than optimal 
guidance parameters, the problem involves an infinite number of free variables-
hence, the variational aspect of the problem. The method employed is that of
 
Reference I which is similar to the Bryson formulation of Reference 15.
 
Contral history sensitivities are determined from the adjoint equations as
 
sho,n schematically in Figure 7.4-2. The variational steepest-descent technique
 
ias applied to the two-vehicle flight path optimization problem in Reference
 
16. There, the second vehicle must fly a predetermined path, the maneuvering
 
tarct option. This option is retained in COAP. A second variational option
 
available in COAP involves optimization of a vehicle flight path with respect
 
to an opponent employing fixed guidance parameters; this will be referred to
 
as the reacting opponent option. Examples of each are presented below.
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7.4.7.1 The Maneuvering Target Option
 

With the variational maneuvering target option, the second vehicle flies
 
in the passive role along a prespecified flight path. The first vehicle's
 
flight path is then optimized with respect to the second vehiclc's path.
 
Optimization is accomplished by repeated application of the variational 
steepest-descent algorithm. Typically, some fifteen to twenty applications
 
of this algorithm are required to achieve an optimal solution using the second
 
order convergence logic of Reference 9.
 

As an example of this approach, consider the Vehicle B reattack of Vehicle A
 
in the previous section. Vehicle A is following a prespecificd flight path
 
in the form of an accelerating horizontal escape. Applying the variational
 
steepest-descent maneuvering target option to the Vehicle B turn and chase,
 
we obtain after 15 iterations the optimal pursuit path of Figure 7.4-15.
 

This variational solution defines the absolute minimum terminal separation
 
distance possible against the Vehicle A horizontal accelerating escape. The
 
minimum separation distance is 17,000 feet; this compares with a terminal 
separation of 27,000 feet using parameter optimization techniques in Figure
 
7.4-14. However, in this variational solution it is tacitly assumed that
 
Vehicle A is rigidly committed to the horizontal escape. In consequence,
 
Vehicle B is free to perform a split S at Vehicle A followed by a smooth pull
up. In the optimum three-parameter solution of Figure 7.4-14, Vehicle B
 
more conservatively performs a less steeply descending turn and at all times
 
is prepared to instantaneously react to a change of tactic by his opponent.
 

7.4.7.2 The Reacting Opponent Option
 

The most complex COAP operating mode involves the use of variational optimi
zation for a vehicle flying against a non-passive reacting opponent which
 
employs combat guidance logic. Solution of this class of problem involves at
 
least 14 formal state variables in the variational formulation. These state 
variables are the two-vehicle masses, position components (three each), and 
velocity components (three each).
 

An example of this option is presented in Figure 7.4-16. The action commences
 
from the previously employed head-on pass i'ath lateral offset. In the solution 
Vehicle A attempts to find the absolute maximum terminal separation distance in 
fixed time from Vehicle B's reattack using combat guldanco logic. 

The solution is obtained from two nominal starting points- a climb and a 
descent. End points achieved by each vehicle in the two nominal paths are 
indicated by the isolated arrowheads. The two final o!utions obtained are 
in close agreement as indicated by the natched pairs of olid and dotted 
lines. This close agreement serves to confirm optimality of the solution 
obtained.
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The variational optimal escape for Vehicle A is a shallow dive and turn caay 
from Vehicle B. The shallow turn lengthens the separation distance for a 
negligible performance loss over the planar escape. Vehicle A now achieves 
a final separation distance of 45,000 feet, some 5,000 foot better than the 
best constant flight path angle escape obtained by parameter optimization, 
Figure 7.4-13. Vehicle B almost achieves a firing opportunity at 20 seconds 
coming out of the turn. Vehicle B's weapon system constraints on steering 
error and target angle-off are satisfied (a heat seeker), however, the 
separation distance at this point is too great. Hence, Vehicle A can make 
good his escape; for at 50 seconds the gap continues to widen. 

It should be noted that if Vehicle B carried a long range weapon, Vehicle A's
 
escape would not be possible. In the converse situation where Vehicle B
 
attempts to escape xhile Vehicle A reattacks, the escape is impossible for
 
Vehicle A does carry a long range weapon. It follows that given initial
 
conditions of this problem, Vehicle B must stay to fight while Vehicle A
 
may select to flee or to fight at his own discretion. In the latter case,
 
results such as those of Figure 7.4-10 assume significance.
 

7.4.8 Mini-Max Solutions with Finite Number of Parameters
 

COAP contains a technique for the solution of mini-max problems when a finite
 
number of parameters are used in optimization studies. The technique is
 
based on gradient vector magnitude minimization, Reference 4. The basic
 
gradient vector magnitude minimization method finds ordinary extremals and
 
mini-max points since at both classes of points the gradient vector magnitude
 
is zero. Ordinary minima can be excluded by a sign-of-curvature correction,
 
Reference 4, which transforms ordinary minima into singularities. The
 
complete technique can, therefore, be used to locate selectively mini-max
 
and/or ordinary extremals.
 

A simple mini-max problem is illustrated in Figure 7.4-17. Vehicle A pursues 
and seeks to m-nimize distance; Vehicle B escapes and seeks to maximize 
distance. Both vehicles are identical thin engine fighters. In the param
eterized optimization study illustrated both fly constant angle-of-attack 
flight ,paths resulting in a two-parameter mini-max problem. Terminal separation 
contours are illustrated in Figure 7.4-17(b). An ordinary minimum problem 
exists at low angles of attack. The point obtained by multivariable search 
using the extended gradient vector magnitude minimization algorithm is at 
al = 4.34', a 2 = 4.160 and is confirmed by the contour plot On this basis 
it appears that the gradient vector magnitude minimization procedure with 
sign-of-curvature correction appears to be capable of solving low dimensioned 
mini-max problems by multivariable search. It has yet to be applied to
 
problems involving many parameters, however.
 

A final point regarding this solution should be made. |'he solution can be 
obtained more simply by fitting a set of polynomials to both vehicles' terminal 
altitude and ranges. In this case, the separation distance is a straight
forward root square of the terminal altitude and range dlistance components
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R = (H2 - HI) + (R2 - Rl) 	 (7.4.2) 

where Hl, H2, RI, and J2 are polynomials in time. Locating the mini-max 
point of Equation (7.4.2) is a simple computation since no flight paths other
 
than those required by the initial curve fits are to be integiated.
 

To verify this approach £ourth-order polynomials were fitted to HI, H, RI, 
and 	R2 . The mini-max value of the resulting polynomial function was iound 
to agree to three significant figures with that previously obtained using the
 
full equations of motion throughout the computation. It is quite possible to
 
extend this polynomial technique to more than two independent variables.
 
However, to-date this approach has not been pursued further.
 

7.4.9 Conclusion
 

The basic structure and capabilities of the Combat Optimization and Analysis
 
Program, COAP, have been outlined. The use of alternative and complementary
 
optimization options has been demonstrated by several examples. COAP is a
 
practical tool for assessing the combat maneuvering capability of existing
 
and proposed aircraft. It can be used on any large scale digital computer.
 
It requires no special hardware. In its more complex optimization modes, the
 
user does need some familiarity with modern nonlinear optimization techniques.
 
The program complements other approaches to the assessment of combat maneu
vering capaoility. Promising directions ot exploration ror more time
 
consuming and expensive techniques, such as flight checkout or the dual
 
naneuvering simulator, may be defined. Clearly, the final assessment of an
 
aircraft's effectiveness in combat and the associated tactics employed rest
 
with the military pilot. It is hoped that COAP will be of some assistance
 
to such pilots and will alleviate, to some extent, the high cost associated
 
with assessing a vehicle's combat capability in action.
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SECTION 8
 

STRUCTURES
 

The ODIN/RLV program as installed at Langley Research Center restricts the
 
structural analysis to a steady-state swept wing aeroelastic analysis.
 
Engineers bending and torsion analysis about a swept elastic axis is
 
combined with the subsonic lifting line aerodynamic analysis. Fuselage
 
lift and moment is accounted for as is the need for a balancing tail load.
 
Finally, the required stiffness distributions are converted to a wing box
 
structural weight assuming conventional wing structures.
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8.1 PROGRAM SSAM: SWEPT STRIP AEROELASTIC MODEL
 

8.1.1 General 	Method of Analysis
 

Program SSAM performs an aeroelastic evaluation of the wing spanwise flight
 
loads including the complete aircraft balance for a specified set of steady
 
state maneuvers and/or design gust conditions. Here, proper inclusion of
 
the wing, body, and nacelles' aerodynamic and weight effects are included
 
in order to compute the required balancing tail load whLch is reflected in
 
the wing load calculation. Figure 8-1 shows a schematic of the system of
 
equations used which include as unknowns ten span loads along with the
 
airplane root angle of attack and balancing tail load.
 

These flight loads including the aerodynamic and wving dead weight loads 
are then converted into the structural wing box bending and torsion loads 
to evaluate the resulting bending and torsional stresses. If the calcu
lated wing stresses exceed the allowable wing stresses, a new set of values 
of wing section stiffness values are selected to match the allowable stress 
distribution specified within the program data. The wing aeroelastic load 
solution is then repeated until the calculated and allowable wing stresses 
are matched. This type of analysis is necessary for a swept elastic wing 
as the airfoil section angle of attack depends upon the wing bending and 
torsion deflections. The cycling process is fast and usually requires three 
to five cycles to converge depending upon the error margin set within the 
program. The program then computes the wing box weight based on the final 
set of stiffness values obtained. The resulting wing will not exceed the
 

allowable stress distributions for the specified set of load conditions.
 
At the present time this analysis is limited to subsonic flight conditions.
 

8.1.2 	Aerodynamic Representation of Flight Loads and
 
Aeroelastic Analysis
 

The hcng flight loads are evaluated considering-he iing as a finite number
 
of anels of width 2h. These panel strips are taken parallel to the air
 
stream. Using 	Weissingerts aerodynamic theory each panel contains a horse
shoe vortex representation as shown in Figure 8.1-2. The circulation
 
strength Fn of 	each vortex is related to the unknown span loading Z which is
 
assumed constant over each element. For each wing panel the sum of all
 
vortex downwash velocities must be summed such that
 

n

.(K) 	 (8.1.1)=afn 


0 n
 

where w/v is the induced downwash angle of the three-quarter chord and af
 
is the section airfoil free air angle of attack. , In matrix notation
 

cs 	 ((.P.2)
3c/48.
 



leading to the basic equation
 
j.8.1.3) 

where
 

Hioj squnre mtri cent a finlg' oly the diagonal t erns shown 

[S]] = 	squro matrix represcnting the vortex wing geometry 

{£ 	 = column iatrix of the 1il,nown span loading 

{Cxf) = cohmn matrix of the free airfoil section angles of 

-he free airstream angle of attack aj is composed of several components
 
which must be introduced into (8.1.3). Here
 

Ct a% U + cc~f- p pr (8.1.4) 

..ine re 

as = change due to aeroelastic wing loads 

ar = A/p ;ing root, a defined by load factor and balancing A/p tail load 

g = goetric wing twist includes flight control deflection and wing 
dead weight effects 

hnen a swept wing deflects, wing bending along with the wing twist produced 
tDy the air loads causes the streamwise airfoil section angle of attack to 
change. A general exoression for the section angle of attack change is given 
by tne integral relation, r a 

z mM1 + (8.1.5) 

0 o 

,here
 

n 	 = beam bending moment per unit pitching moment 

= beam torsion moment per unit pitchifig-moment 

= applied bending moment 

T = app__d torsion moment 

EI,GJ = bean sectLon stiffness characteristics 
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Equation (8.1.5) may be integrated from the wing tip to each of the wing
 

stations to produce the following equation for as:
 

{a [2 	 (8.1.6) 

where 
[S2] = wins aeroelastic deflection matrix containing wing geometry and 

section stiffness properties 

The airolane wing root angle of attack ar is calculated by balancing the
 
external loads on the aircraft in terms of the aircraft flight condition. For 
the case of maneuvering flight, the wing lift is the sum of nW + PT where 

n = maneuver load factor
nlitt 

W1 = aircraft gross weight 
PT = aircraft balancing tail load
 

The 	w:..g lift is expressed as a number of section lift values 2n which so far
 
are 	unknown quantities. To balance, the aircraft body loads must be included. 
in the case of the aircraft body, these effects are assumed to be known and
 
are 	expressed as 

LFUSELAGE = qS[CLFo + (CLF)a ar 

MFUSELAGE = qSE[CMFo (CmF ) ,ar] 	 (8.1.7) 

where 

CLFo, CmF0 = aerodynamic CL and Cn for &r = 0 

(CL=) , CCi) = aerodynamic CL and C-, variation with ar 

The last wzng angle of attack component is tne wing geometric twist ag. This
 
includes effects of
 

1. 	 change in the airfoil zero lift angle of attack due to
 
us:ng different airfoil section
 

2. 	change in the airfoil zero lift angle of attack due to
 

flight control deflection
 

3. 	built in wing twist
 

4. 	twist due to aircraft wing dead ieights
 

From Equations (8.1.3), (8.1.4), (8.1.6) and (8.1.7), a system of N+2 linear 
ecLations may be written which express as unknowns N values of the span lift
 
along with the airplane root angle of attack ar and balancing tail load PT-

It snould be noted that program SSA.M allows the following airfoil section
 
characteristics to be specified for each wing panel:
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mo = slope of lift coefficient
 

ac = airfoil aerodynamic center position 

O = sectinn zero lift angle 

Cmac = section pitching moment coefficient 

T e wing section combined effective allowable stress OA is also specified 
within the SS M program. Knowing this value the desired wing box section 
properties may be cal-culated based upon the allowable bending stress for
 
the front spar, rear spar, and maximum spar depth. These areas are then
 
averaged with weighting factors, if desired, to produce the desired wing
 
section properties. The program may be employed to define elastic aerodynamic
 
rolling derivatives by appropriate data input.
 

8.1.3 Wing Dead Weights 

The wing dead weights are represented as a set of concentrated loads for each
 
;ing panel. These weights and their position coordinates must be specified 
;.ath reference to the airframe. The aircraft c.g. must also be specified 
,,%hn respect to the wing MAC. External stores such as the nacelles must 
have their weight and c.g. locations defined. Wing fuel weights may be cal
culated within the program. 

Given a set of j dead weights associated with each panel i, the user may 
select which of the 3 dead weight sets are to be summed for each specified 
load condition by simple inputs. That is, for any load condition, k
 

{AWilt = kI{AW 1 1 + k2{AW1 21 + . . kn{AWi n }  (8.1.8) 

where 

ki = 0 or 1. 

7nas feature permits the rapid assembly of load conditions at partial fuel
 
loads, for example, by assigning various partial fuel load conditions as
 
particular {AWiJI. 

3.1.4 Wing Load Calculation 

The aerodynamic air loads are calculated based upon streamwrse wing panel 
strt:s as shown in Figure 8.1-3. The program converts these airloads along 
with the corresponding dead weight loads into the required wing bending and 
torsion loads along the swept elastic axis. 

OF VOOA. 
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The wing box torsion beam is defined by a front and rear spar location and 
an elastic axis position. This elastic axis may be arbitrarily selected 
and its position defined by a wing sweep angle and chord location at the 
center of eac'h wing panel. Usually, the elastic axis is selected as a 
fraction of the distance between the front and rear wing spars. For a 
swept king a fairing of this axis is possible near the wing root as shown 
in Figure 8.1-3. 

8.1.5 Calculation of Wing Stresses
 

In the program SSAM the wing bending torsion box beam cross section is defined 
as shown in Figure 8.1-4. Here, a front and rear spar location is defined. 
The wing depths are then specified in the program input at each station. 
These depths are input as a front spar depth, rear spar depth, and the maxi
nun wlng zhckness depth. In addition, the distance between the front and 
rear spar is specified normal to the elastic axis.
 

The %.:ngcross section is treated symetrically. The upper and lower beam 
bendiZg material are treated as equal areas. A factor Ko is estimated, based 
upon the type of wing structure, to define the portion of the structural 
raterial area used as stringer area and the portion to be treated as skin
 
nater:al area. Other small correction dimensions are input into the program
 
to allow for the stringer centroid location and average box depth.
 

Figure S.1-5 shows a typical wing box cross section with the represented 
section cirensions, where 

W = dls-ance between front and rear wing spar 
d = nax nun box depth 

= average box depth 
S=ereoive bean depth for bending 
S ,eraV e skin thickness 

Ao = zota. materaal area of one segment of bending material 
K3 = s.lr segnent area/total segment area = tsxv/A o . 

.eZ..eral- ecuation for representing the combined maximum wing stress in
 
terzs of :ne naterial area A0 will be developed. In terms of the above
 
d.,eiofls, the wing section bending moment of inertia I and the torsion box
 
area AS ma..be written as
 

I = AO de
2/2.0 

A8 = daw 

The average skin thickness in terms of'Ao is
 

ts = koAo/w (8.1.9) 
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The maximum wing bending and torsion stress in terms of the applied bending
 
moment M and torsion moment T becomes
 

a my \'c 
bA d2 (8. .1 0)
 

T
a T 

2At =t 2A0Koda 8.1.11)
 

The shear loads V also produce a shear stress, asw, in the spar webs, Here,
 

V VI: 
sw dots deoKAo (8.1. 12) 

The maxinum combined principal stress from basic structure considerations is
 
expressed as
 

b + a )2(1 

substizuting Equations (8.1.10) (8.1.11), and (8.1.12) into Equation (8.1.13)
 
gives the following expression for the maximum wing stress in terms of the
 
material segment area A.,
 

1 Mi, /r, 2 + .2 v + T 2

2A0 Ub'2 ! + ] C8.1.14) 

The %,ing section combaied effective allowab.e stress aA is specified ,.ithin
 
the program and may be entered for each station element if desired. Knowing
 
this value the desired wing box section properties may be caldulated in terms
 
of Ao where
 

2

Ao 21a [Idedd + 2 + RKo22 ( a'V ±j )2a= [Ae-w (8 ± Wda ] 81.2 


The aboxe general equation is used with the proper sign to calculate Ao based 
uoon zze alioi,able bending stress for the front spar, rear spar, and maximum 
spar derzh. These areas are then averaged with weighting factors,if desired, 
to produce the desired wi.g section properties. 

Because the upper and lower skin and stiffener areas are considered equal, 
the allo.,aole stress cA represents an average between the allowable compres
sion stress and the allowable tension stress. The allowable tension stress 
is generaly constant while the allowable compression stress depends upon 
the type of wing construction which may vary spanwise along the wing. For 
t..is reason.the program allows, for specifying this 'stress at each wing panel. 
As the wing is designed for the ultimate load, the values of N, T, and V 
used in Equation (8.1.14) are all increased by a factor of 1.50 within the 
program.
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8.1.6 Program Cycling
 

An aeroelastic solution implies that the wing twist affects the wing airloads 
xhich, in trurn,,determines the wing section properties. The wing structural 
angle of atack change is defined by Equation (8.1.6). Here, the S2 matrix 
depends upon the wing geometry and wing flexibility as defined in Appendix B 
of Reference 2 giving 

fl(wing planform +f 2 (wing planform) 1[S2] = 
geometry geometry U1 

The program is first cycled by assuming a distribution of 1/EI and 1/GJ 
values, if available. if approximate stiffness values are not available, 
zero values are used which correspond to having a rigid wing. 

The program then computes airloads for the first flight condition. From these
 
loads, the minimum wing section areas AO given by Equation (8.1.15) are
 
calculated for each wing panel based upon the allowable stress 0 A. This
 
process is repeated for each of the other specified flight conditions. The
 
nrogran internally saves the maximum required value of Ao for each wing station.
 
Tnls is a direct cycling following the normal procedure for the analysis of
 
a in 5 . 

Aftcr all the input flight conditions are cycled, the minimum bending material
 
area A3 to meet the design requirements for a zero margin of safety wing
 
at each wing station will be known. The airloads, however, uere based upon
 
dlfferenz values of I/EI and 1/GJ and, hence, the cycling process must be
 
repeatec.
 

ine .:.ng iteration process now begins by using the calculated Ao values to
 
con-ute a new S2 matrix. Here
 

[-] = o2L 

1- 1.0
 
I--]=dFs+ds- da2 

t GJG 

ere 2 

L= oK<OO/w 

Th n. aeroelastic properties affect perhaps twenty per cent of the air 
o-ac vaics, hence, generally three to five wing iterations ofl/EI and I/GJ 

are necessary. After each iteration, the new required stiffness values are 
co-nared vNith the previous stiffness values at each station until they all 
agree within a specified margin; usually this margin is taken to be two per cent. 
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After the error margin is reached, the final wing box weight is calculated,
 
and loads Lfor each of the flight conditions based upon the final wing
 
stiffness are determined. A diagram of this cycling process is shown in 
Figure 8.-6. 

8.1.7 Conclusion
 

An outline of Program SSM4 has been presented. More complete details of the
 
'eissinger aerodynamic analysis are given in-Reference 1. The aeroelastic
 
analysis is described in detail in Reference 2. A typical application of
 
this program is provided by Reference 3. Typical program output is presented
 
in Tables 8.1-1(a) through 8.1-1(e). It should be noted that a companion
 
flutter program employing unsteady aerodynamics, Reference 4, is available
 
for 	inclusion in ODIN simulations.
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TABLE 8.1-1(a). INITIAL GUESS AT WING FLEXIBILITIES
 

S S 	 A F4 - SlEPT ST'flP AFROFLASTIC MODEL PAGE I 
AEI<OPrYS]CS &LSEARCh COrPORATION 

THE ESTI'ATLD .'!',G FLEXlzilLiTY FOR THE FIRST 
ITEDATIO , IS AS FOLLO.S. 

ETA hFLE.Y TFLEX
 

*9v0l3 .3f3 tr3 .523520
 
.889 .14i ;,G .i4325
 

6. hi2Qo:=-; 9.539000E-02
 
965 3.I' ?.,0C-G? 4,9?3000E-02
 

.551( 3 1.9;'t-0?-c2 3.22_60u±-02
 

.450 I . 18-7 &0;-32 1.bbl0O0E-02
 

.3503 74 QE-03 1.01003E-02
'03 


.4?613cm"o-03 6.,990000-03
 

.15,1^" 2.5A03('0O-03 3.270000E-03
 
5.0,4OGE-02 1.9-sOO.E-03 0.
 

FTA .,]' STATION (SPf,\ F.ACTIO.) 
PFLEX I' G FLEXISILITY I. N9IG (IOE9/IN-L8) 
TFLEX ,iWG FILEXIBILITY I., TORSI0\ (lOE9/IN-LA) 

THE FOLLO,'I',,S^ DEFfiTIONS Ar PROVIDED TO AID 
IN INTEPCTING THE OJTPUT F-'; iN0IVIDUAL LOAD CASES. 

1, 1 ST LIFT D!ST1iP'J7IC:, 1, 3,, t til i,\'A 
CL c -C;Tc,4 LIfT COFF&1CIN- T 

' C FC IO' PITChlI,b J,-,TCOFI--CI.NT 
,LP-F OF"GL: OF 71_0NO LINE (DEG)G, ATTACK LiFT 
,. p A Lt.GLV OF tTICK OF C' ) LIN- (uEG) 
S. 'AR Sh/q ALOtG ThL- .- LASTjC AXIS (1000 LB) 

3FNDG "O-h,"NT ALO G Trfr .LASTIC AXIS(1UE6 IN-L3) 
TOn TO'I10N ;M30 11T T,' EL/,STIC At] S (ICES IN-LB) 
DIFL DFFL'C.TION OF ThE -LASTIC AKIS.(IN) 

ORIGINAL PAGE '1$ 8.1-9 
OF POOR QUALITY 
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TABLE 8-1-1(b). FINAL DEFLECTED WING, LOAD CASE 1 

S S A '1 - SFT STRIP ArROCLASTIC MODEL PAGE 2
 
AERGPrIYSICS RLSEAC- CORPORATION 

FLIGT LOAD COUITION 1. 

ALT1l1K}f (FT) 0. 

FoilH] ,!Lr- 4 T AIRSrEf (KT) 210.00 
I.ACh, lK" .42400iF i 

0CO"HcF.' IRILITY COQECTIOI rACTOP I.')20 
?OPi7GNTAt 1AIL t-'i (IN) 752.00 
SPOILr/Ft AP DEUI rCTION (O;rG) -0. 
FUEL LOADING 1iOJCATOR (P15,,CZNT) 80.000 

GROSS "'UGIIT OF f]P,CAFT (UOOu LR) 310.00 
LOA') i ACTOP 2.5000 
CENTF,? ')F GRAVITY (44C FRACTION) .ibqO0 
AIR OFNSTITY RATIO 1.0000 

CENTE" LilE AIRLOADS (O:LY) 
SI-IAr (1012 Lk) 4011.62 
MOI-.'ZNT (1 0E6 ]33.9513b-L') 

TOkSI0. (10E6 T\'-LEs) -8.3A14
 

CENTFLN]E SFCTT i D4TA 
AIR p.q~qE (PSI) 9.4200 
FUEL r,F"MSITY (L /3,L) 6.9000 
CAP"on P'-SStJpE CPSI) .42000 

ETA 
,Q:., 

ST 
.1P3 

CL 
.P2 

C'! 
-. 0044 

ALO-F 
A.2a 

ALP-iA 
7.67$ 

SHEAR 
7.0B 

- ,2- .267 .9:,1 -. C?35 (.4,73 8.017 ?2.q3 
.7 C .34c; 1.'5 -. ?66 R.39?8.6/3 43.53 
.6* .406 1.13? -. 0213 ),.,jR 9.607 DI.44 
.55' .447 1.MI'. -.02v3 1?.232 10.6s0 75.26 
.Le5 .S00 1.1"1 -. 0331 33."?r, 11.610 n3.50 
.319 .56. 1.) 3 -. O+61 1-.77 12.4-1 107.58 
.?5Z .A?1 1.r7 -. 0,30 1n7 13.134 127.54 

. .665 1.27 -. 1303 1,. 057 13.573 3-)0.21 
.C=O .69? .9(." -. 143? 15.056 13.7? 194.08 

, S1Or OF "JDY LOAD; 179.91 
.2 P2 STREAMISI LOADS 

LIFT CI'2VL SLO" (PL DEG) 7,01759E-02 
r'-:I f'iTPIL LUM' (L/h) -8496.? 
0-,)57 v-ACITVIF USLO (FT/S;C) -0. 
TFrfST " F;GI'r (I (bOO LP) -0. 
1,9'LI LIFT C-'FE1ICIEN1 1.0083 

ItAG"'' -. U1ION FACIO' (FOR GUST) -0. 

CA') ='(OR
t 2.5000 
,
,- ,. *.C.Tl (DEG) 13.o36"';i"-5' 6 TLIL L'D),(LG/G) -3gHi97 

L, T CP'Fr. (T 'I; L- F31 .. 
'P?'- :~j V','i)'-F. ( .tAC) -5.]1 36E-02 

. i-OF 


.01 TOR DE'FL 
.17 .01 ;6.22
 

1.54 .13 74.03
 
4.69 .33 54.35
 
9.69 -.94 37.60
 
15.71 -.39 24.63 
25.17 -1.60 14.63
 
33.61 -1.PO 7.70 
44.83 -?.32 3.38
 
56.23 -5.53 1.06
 
69.30 -17.55 O.OD.
 

65.0; -13.67
 
59.8' -29.01
 

0. 
-. 3327 c
 

-3-7157
 
2.?2 Z22r0C-O?
 

-6.1 50,S6ME-02 

ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
POOR QUALITY, 



TABLE 8.1-1(c) FINAL DEFLECTED WING, LOAD CASE 12 

S S A M - S *FPT ST,cI.' AfROCLASTIC MODEL 	 PAGE 13 
IJr(,WHYSICS .'ESEAqCH COKPOHATIUN
 

FLIG'T LOAD COP'IIION 3A 

ALT 1T:fl- (FTN 30000 
FI:I;V:LcT ATPSOr.El (KT) 342.00 
VAC- W..RErp .95003 
C:';:-";Sq 1ILITY C,-'.-CTIO., FACT0c 1.3003 
i,0;I;Z',TAL TAIL .ScM (IN) 751.00 
SPfiLP'R/FLAP PCrLECTic4" (O)FC) -0. 
F.,7 L0A1: I-rIICATOP (PE,CLJT) 71.900 

CDn%.ss "IGHT OF AICRAFT (1000 Lt} 301.90 
LCA8 FACTO 2. %03 . 
CF'-T--' ^F G? ,V:Y ('I.C FP"CTIUN) .16,?00 
AJQ [(ffSITY OAT!" ;37410 

CEWT-"ztA1E IIRLQU)S (ONLY) 
Sk'- 0L 413.$3(fl,0(' LF) 
1OAr-"T (1,E6 I'! -L') 133.P7 
TOPSION (1 E' I\'-LH) 	 -22.495
 

CFNTFL-TNE SrCl $', DATA 
,T' ppSSt"-p, (PCI) 9.4200 

07L DE:WSITY (Lt/GAL) 6.9060 
CAR3f( PPESS'i:E (DSI) .4200C 

P1STI' CL C" ALP-F tIP- , SHEA-R 
,,;= .15t .t-3 . ])3.4C? 2.4,7 5..M4 
.'% .231 .573 -. DTh at5 ?. 5' 19.05 
,'{ .31 .A. -. fC27 4.c92 ?.74 36.90 
,A-Z, .37% .4C.7 -. -51c 4.n06 3.69; 44.29 

.55C .4.3R *72' -. 13?3 r.. 5 4.6'? n8.33 
*L% .514 .A. -.]F 7.35'3 5.7-,7 75.o2 

.,' .5 .*- -. I7. "1 7S.H' 103.69 
.2" .67 0 71'5 -C4 -. ?42 7.69 l?9.68 

c15 .7,? .7t-7 -... t.,45 ,.?3 1'19.,1 
.CSG .783 .732 -.2543 1O.L31 8.747 173.88 

' , LO1'-0 

.? STihfAlIS- Ld-CS 


.5', SlW C- OP	 166.11 


L:- LIFT C04.L SLO'o (PFN DEG) 7.1 13."4L-02 
TA-,CIf l,) (T-LL CL) -. 

T. T .'f-P E!GS (ICj , L; .t) lO'u 
'.7''" LIFT Cn , FFICI-E'.T .6'823 

I/.GZTVTiCAT~nJ FACTO (OR GUST) -0. 

L'JL Fr~fl 	 ?.JOO0. 
t 	 .3 .. '-LF .F AI1AC' ({o7C 9.0):'. 

'Ci 74jI l'.'J) (LG/C,) -64; 1 
A3,!,[ 	 -T"' C I r. ( ' I.-1 F ) .71 * 


-
pI'TCpI.. ' wnf'E r'4,,-. 0 .. '- 1AC) -9. 7??J0E-0'? 

RIG 
OF POOR 

1O1 TOR DEFL 
.12 .04 89.90
 

1.21 .20 70.46 
3.83 .36 52.58 
A.iq -1.03 37.]Q 

13.91 -1.24 24.40 
23.27 -3.66 14.50
 
32.'0 -R.]6 7.57 
44..4 -rt.71 3.32 
56.71 -15.50 1.05
 
67.79 -3?.14 0.00
 

64.21 -26.76
 
59.83 -41.50
 

-. 24169 
-31 d2P
 

z'.7;?341 F-02
 
-7.,,113)F-02
 

AG'JS8.1-11 
QUALITY 
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TABLE 8.1-1(d). FINAL WING, WEIGHT SUMMARY
 

S S A 4 - %"PT STPIP ArqOELASTIC MODEL PAGE 14 
AnkOPhYSIC RFSF ARCht CO('-ORATION 

ETA r']INL IP ASCG ASTq TS,<IN TWEU TSTIF AMAT VMAT WU'AT 

.903 V.c'r TS 6.Pib UF.C?? 0A40 .0704 4.42 14.q2 772.26 78.00 
,
.Ro 0.0voc NS 10.3,.R 20. 9' u'Q14 .C3? 6.03 22.-J6- 192L.,9 194.37 

.750 O.0nOl PS 15.30 40.?2 .13b3 .0995 7.S0 33.29 2875.71 ?90.45
 

.&55 0.Tho PS 2A.6', 66.345 .170, .12?.; 13.01 S6.52 406A.36 461.20
 

.550 0.07'0Q PS 32.171 7,.91A .1731 .09?9 15.92 67.?3 6224.51 62A.6S
 
r
.450 (.000 -"AX 39.0Th 9s.032 IAOi .i23 19.S7 P3. 2 758?.30 765.11
 

.151 O.Qc:ic PS 45.03E lG9.92 .17v7 .1342 21.92 94.A7 691?.13 900.13
 

.?O0.nn0'. PS 53.?,A 1?6.955 .1,04 .12,9 ?P.44 1)3.02 4C151.41i O?q.30
 

.150 0.00O% DS 64.36 14&.79, .133 .1717 28.71 138.63 11015.93 1193.41
 
SH )63.5a$ 9061.93 915.26
 

.050 CS 46.67 103.140 .107a .087] 20.79 100.14 7062.99 733.36
 

TOTAL (kOTn SIDES) VINGROX WEIGhT 14331.92
 

[,EFINITIC.S
 
,FT, 'it& S ATIO, (I5O- F.tCTIO ") 

SKi,. CzITIc;L SI" LOAD (106 L/I)
" 
LOWTIC:I O- T fPHICALID ID C C Sr:Ss (IE. AREA)
CS CE\ ER &(.TION 
FS FRONT SP,, 
PS PEt'P SWRt,
 
S- SIDE "y
 
TS 'B'I'IN 51, THICKJ4SS
IH 


ISVG CFO i T QPEA (S3 ])
 
.gSTR 9"7--,,409E *.tTEiAUL ANA (SQ I)
 
TF-'] c"K T,'CCKESS (m.
 
TiF-, SPA' r-o TrIICKi( SS (IN)
 
TSTIF S117FQ AREA (S i'.)

AMAT 'A'-:IAL PFA (5 I,)
 
Vk-A T * .- IAL VOLIJIF (CU It ) 
\"4T "A1FIAL vFIG.4T (L,*/SI0) 
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FINAL ]1EPATION 


ETA i.E9/EI 

STA.
 

,95 3.A374 -11 

t ! O:rO 

.75 4. g?"QM-$ 
AS 3.1"5-"'' -? 
.55 ?.95"n3% 7C"-
.45 .. 
.35 7.7W4"fl7F-o3 
.25 4.44?47?-03 
.15 .7,-2.?3 
.n5 11 q531 f-O3 

IThis $"LL'TION rC't]IIRF6O 

THT I-LOWARL[ STRESS 
THE PPF'IIOUS ALLOAAAlLE 

ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 
OF POOR QUALITY
 

GJ( OE-9) 


±.5t5e O0 

', 4 5732 +3q 
3.1v1455E+o1 

?.]S31&-E+31 

3.tn 477E+01 
AA:1'j363101 
I. j'5G615+52 
1.Ao?610E+Od 

3.?162 41E.O+ 

3.854961E-02 


FLEX I b IL 


10Z9/GJ 


6.5;eh5fE-0 

.}S Eu 


P.3913G6E-Je 

4 .:,5 47;E-02 
2. 725c~e7E-,u? 

5t"5E-0-
9.731S5E-3 
F..01483SE-Q3 

3. ,52?7tE-03 

E.b74'?RE-03 


3 11 FRATIONS. 

CrULI) .OT BE I)ETki<INC 
sTZ, SS -'AS USED 

EI(InE-9) GJ(IOE-9)
 
BOX BOX
 

.749c;2E.00 1.533305E400 
7.055SA7*O0 4.116586E+00 
1.406709EU] q.546919E00
 
2.720675E.o1 ).9745b0E+01
 
4.5&lqLE401 1.209517E+01
 
7.643- O9F.0) 5.571633g.01
 
1.260000E02 9.006952E*01
 

2.1499q1E+02 2.5699A2-+.? 
4.276954E+02 3.2762IF+U2 
5.279960E.02 3.884961E+02 

ITY
 

NtXT TO LAST ITERATION
 

lOr9/El lOE9/GJ
 

3.637685F-01 6.5218SPE-01
 
3.;"147 -OI0 1.945579E-0l
 

4.b97qSlt-30 8.402457,-02 
3.C4R67ae-02 4.655775F-02
 
2.OS 6 53E-O2 2.7288OUl-0p 
1.2 3V7W-O2 1.555561E-02 
7.71473)P-03 9.485450E-03
 
4.44717-lr-03 6.0?1009E-03
 
2.20029e-03 3.055046[-03
 
j.54?69F-03 2.575536E-03
 

0 T1IC4E. 

FTA 

STt. 


.9-


.75 


.65 


.55 


.
 

.25 


.15 


.05 


TABLE 8.1-1(e) FINAL WING FLEXIBILITIES
 

S S A M - S'FPT ST.lIP AEROELASTIC MOAEL PA&E 15
 
AEkAlhYSiCS RESsAkCli CORPORATION
 

F I N A L SI I F F N E S S
 

El(cE-f) 


2.7491S?C*00 

Sjc
A.332f>?'' 4C-0 

2.043-'14*0. 

3.?3-":E01 

4.A69 U31+01 
P. ?Sb C41 
].2q7c,7 3.+0 

2.?SGo: r43? 

4.3;i6j54E+? 

5.39611E+02 
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SECTION 9
 

ECONOMICS
 

Two cost estimation models are available in the ODIN/RLV System. Both
 
programs were originally written for IBM computers but ,were converted to
 
the CDC 6600 by Aerophysics Research Corporation during the ODIN studies.
 
The two economics models used in the ODIN/RLV are
 

1. 	DAPCA: A computer program for determining aircraft
 
development and production costs, Reference 1. This
 
program was originally constructed at the Rand
 
Corporation. The CDC 6600 version available in the
 
ODIN/MFV study (for Wright-Patterson Air Force Base)
 
was constructed by Aerophysics Research Corporation.
 

2. 	PRICE: A program for improved cost estimation for
 
total program cost of aircraft, spacecraft, and
 
reusable launch vehicles. This program was con
structed by Mr. Darrell E. Wilcox of NASA's
 
Advanced Concepts and Mission Division, Ames Research
 
Center.
 

The more recently developed program, PRICE, is the cost model most frequently
 
employed. Description of DAPCA is limited to a presentation of the equations
 
employed,
 

- EFERENCES: 

1. 	Boren, H. E., Jr., DAPCA: A Computer Program for Determining Aircraft
 
Development and Production Costs, The Rand Corporation, RM-5221-PR,
 
February 1967.
 

2. 	Hague, D. S. and Glatt, C. R., Optimal Design Integration for
 

Military Flight Vehicles, ODIN/MFV, AFFDL-TR-72-132, 1972.
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9.1 PROGRAM PRICE: A PROGRAM FOR IMPROVED COST ESTIMATION 
OF TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS FOR AIRCRAFT
 

AND REUSABLE LAUNCH SYSTEMS 

9.1.1 Introduction
 

Program PRICE was constructed by NASA's Advanced Concepts and Mission Division
 
and is reported in full in Reference 2 of Section 9. The discussion below is
 
a synopsis from that report which is originally due to D. E. Wilcox.
 

Cost estimation has received much attention in recent years due to the growing
 
size and complexity of aircraft and space vehicles and the increasing cost
awareness of those involved with planning future programs. An important part
 
of any mission analysis is the estimate of the total program cost and its
 
variation with changes in design concept or study guidelines. A constant
 
problem to the mission analyst is the lack of valid cost data in sufficient
 
detail to allow the derivation of meaningful cost sensitivities as a function
 
of design characteristics. This is particularly true of high speed/high
 
performance vehicles where extrapolations beyond the existing data base
 
usually are required to estimate costs.
 

There are a number of excellent cost models in existence; although none
 
are entirely suitable to the present purpose. For example, Rand Corporation
 
(Reference 1) and Planning Research Corporation (R-547-a) have published 

cost models for conventional aircraft. Both are based on statistical corre
lations of historical cost data for military aircraft. Neither includes
 
data for aircraft capable of speeds above Mach 3, nor are the cost models
 
intended for such use. Both models are applicable mainly to large production
 
programs and cannot be used to estimate the costs of an experimental aircraft
 
program or a space shuttle vehicle. Moreover, both models aggregate costs
 
at a very gross level; the Rand model has nine equations, while the Planning
 
Research Corporation model uses only three equations to describe the total 
development and procurement cost. This aggregation provides very little
 
sensitivity to design detail and is, therefore, of limited use in vehicle 

trade studies.
 

Other cost models, References 2 to 4, yield somewhat greater cost visibility 
by providing more detailed breakdowns of the estimates. This is accomplished
 
by estimating at the subsystem level and by more emphasis on the functional
 
distribution of costs. All of these models are primarily applicable to
 
spacecraft, however, and the first three were developed specifically to study
 
space shuttle costs. There are many other cost models not referenced here,
 
but most are limited to a specific class of vehicle.
 

The cost model used in PRICE was developed in an effort to eliminate some
 
of the shortcomings of other models. It is applicable to aircraft of all
 
speeds, launch vehicles (airbreathing or VTO .rocket), and spacecraft. It
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may be used for either large production programs or experimental vehicle
 
programs. Moderate sensitivity to design characteristics is provided by
 
estimating hardware costs at the subsystem level and all other costs at
 
a functional level. Where possible, historical data for aircraft, space
craft, and launch vehicles are correlated together.
 

The cost model is divided into three life cycle phases: RDTOE, Acquisition,
 
and Operations. The cost of each of these phases is determined by summing
 
numerous cost elements which conform to specific program tasks or hardware 
elements. The cost element structure approximates level 5 of the NASA
 
Work Breakdown Structure, Reference 5, although conformance is not exact
 
because the cost model accommodates aircraft data which have not been
 
reported to this WBS. Hardware costs are computed using cost elements
 
roughly corresponding to level 6 of the WBS. The subsystem groupings are
 
actually based on U.S. Air Force Specification MIL-M-38310A, Reference 6,
 
because the vehicle weight statement generated by most synthesis programs
 
is based on this specification.
 

The estimating relationships used in all phases of the cost model are
 
based on correlations of historical cost data with gross physical charac
teristics. This method is typical of conceptual design costing, and has
 
the advantage of providing fairly good estimates from a minimum of design
 
information. The method has two disadvantages. The first is the limited
 
sensitivity to detailed vehicle design characteristics, which is a result
 
of the failure to report costs to the detail level in past programs and
 
an oyer-reliance on weight in the cost model. The second disadvantage is
 
the difficulty associated with estimating the cost of vehicles which advance
 
the state of the art, since by definition there is usually no historical
 
data upon which to base the estimates. This is a problem with nearly all
 
estimating techniques, Partial solutions can be achieved through the use
 
of "complexity factors," but only when data exist to establish the value
 
of such factors.
 

The computer program is described in detail in Reference 8 which identifies
 
the input and output parameters, and gives a program listing. It also
 
includes sample input and output for a lifting-body-reusable, space
 
transportation system. It should be noted that the cost data base asso
ciated with PRICE includes proprietary data. Its contents can only be made
 
available to qualified Government sources.
 

9.1.2 Cost Model
 

The cost model was divided into the cost elements shown in Figure 9.1-1. 
The cost elements fall into one of three major phases: RDT&E, Acquisition, 
and Operations. RDT&E as defined here includes both concept formulation 
and contract definition studies, plus vehicle design, development, and 
test, initial tooling, flight test, and all other costs up to the establish 
ment of an initial operating capability except facilities. The acquisition 
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phase includes all capital expenditures required to support the operational 
phase, such as operational vehicles, facilities, training equipment, ground 
support equipment (AGE), spares, plus handbooks and other miscellaneous 
equipment. Operations includes all annually recurring labor and material
 
costs required to support flight operations to program completion.
 

The cost of procuring flight test and operational vehicles is determined 
by computing the first unit manufacturing cost of the vehicle and applying 
a learning curve over the total number purchased. The first unit costs 
is the sum of the first unit costs of 31 major subsystems, each of which 
is described by one or more CER's based upon component weight or other 
input from the synthesis programs. Since the first unit cost is used in 
several of the cost elements of Figure 9.1-1, it is computed first by 
the computer program and will be discussed first in this section. 

9.1.3 First Unit Manufacturing Cost
 

The 	first unit cost is defined as the manufacturing cost of the first flight 
test article, and it includes all labor, material, and overhead costs
 
associated with the production of that component. Sustaining engineering
 
and tooling are not included but are computed as separate items.
 

The major factors influencing manufacturing cost are the weight, size, and
 
complexity of parts, the total number of parts, and the number of dissimilar
 
parts. Also important are certain performance parameters such as power
 
output of electronic equipment or thrust and specific impulse of propulsion
 
systems. For structural components the material and type of construction
 
is critical. In the present cost model, however, most component costs were
 
related to weight, with a complexity factor used to account for cost vari
ations due to material and type of construction. Although complexity factors
 
vary from one source to another, the values of Reference 2, modified slightly,
 
are used for all structural components in this cost model. The first unit
 
cost is broken down according to the 31 subsystems of Figure 9.1-2.
 

The 	 equations for first unit cost components are nearly all of the type 

C= 	 aWb Cf 

where a and b are correlation constants, W is the subsystem weight, and Cf 
is a complexity factor. For structural components the value of Cf can be 
taken from Table 9.1-1. For non-structural subsystems, Cf is nominally 1.0 
but the user may supply a different value if the component complexity is
 
expected to differ from that represented by the data included in the correlation.
 

I. 	 Body Structure. The first unit manufacturing cost of the basic body 
is related to the structural weight by CER's which vary with the type 
of vehicle as shown in Figure 9.1-3. The division of costs is based
 
on the availability of data to derive a CER for each of the components
 
shown
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a. 	For VTO launch vehicles the following equations are used where
 

all symbols are defined in Table 9.1-2.
 

CADAPT = 1730 (WADAPT)'678 (CFADAP) Adapters 

CFWD = 1730 (WFD)"678 (CFFWD) Forward skirts 

CAFT = 1730 (WAFT) "678 (CFAFT) Aft skirts 

CINTK 1730 (WINTK) "678 (CFINTK) Intertank structure 

CTHRST = 3400 (WTHRST) "678 (CFTHRS) Thrust structure 

COTANK = 7400 (WOTANK)"565 (CFOXTK) Oxidizer tank 

CFTANK = 7400 (WFTANK).565 (CFFUTK) Hydrogen fuel tank 

CFTANK = 5770 (WFTANK).565 (CFFUTK) 
Storable fuel tank 

CNOSE = 1730 (WNOSE)"678 (CFOSE) Nose structure 

b. For spacecraft 

CCOMPT = 20130 (WCOMPT) "631 (CFCOMPT) , Crew compartment 
and 

CSERV = 8800 (WSERV) " 6 31 (CFSERV) , Cargo compartment 

CADAPT = 2100 (WADAPT)"631 (CFADAP) Adapter 

c. For aircraft 

CBODY = 56100 (WBODY)'451 (CFBODY) , Body structure 

2. Aerodynannc Surfaces. 

CWING = 36000 (WWING)"451 (CFWING) , Aircraft wing 

CEMP = 10230 (WWEMP) "451 (CFEMP) 
, Aircraft empennage 

CFAIR = 1730 (WFAIR) "678 CCFFAIR)
 
VTO 	 launch vehicle 
fins and engine
 
fairings
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3. 	Thermal protection system.
 

CTPS = (UCABL + UCCOV + UCINS)iCNPANEL)i' 926(SPANEL)i Thermal protection 
systems 

(NPANEL). = (STPS)i/(SPANEL)i , Number of panels in 
TPS's 

4. 	 Subsystems. First unit cost data for the vehicle subsystems were more 
difficult to obtain than that for the main structure. One reason for 
this is that subsystems on many military aircraft programs are Government 
furnished equipment (GFE), and the aircraft manufacturer is not respon
sible for their costs. Due to this lack of data, the confidence level 
attached to the CER's for these subsystems is lower than that for the 
structure or propulsion system CER's. 

5. 	Landing gear.
 

CLG 	= 10430 (WLG)"541 (CFLG) , Landing gear
 

6. 	Launch, docking, and recovery gear.
 

CLANCH = 500 (WLANCH) (CFLNCH) 	 , Landing 

CDOCK = 500 (WDOCK) (CFDOCK)
 ,Docking r c e
 
, D 	o y b 

766 	(CFDPLY)
1340 (WDPLOY)
CDPLOY = 
 ,Deployable recovery! 
gear7064 rFpFCVg

42100 (WRECOV
CRECOV = 

, Recovery aids
 

7. 	Engines. 

"7] 	(EN)zetap  
CENGS = [350000. + 475 (T) , 	pump-fed cryogenic
 
fueled engines
 

"
CENGS = [270000 + 24 (T)8J (EN)zetap , 	pump-fed, storable
 
fueled engines


8 "] (EN)zetap
[22000 + 240 (T) 

CENGS 
 , pressure-fed, radiative,
 
storable fueled engines
 

"
CENGS = [35000 + 450 (T)8] (EN)zetap , 	pressure-fed, ablative 
storable fueled engines 

For airb'reathing engines, CER's were provided for turbojets based on
 
thrust and ramjets or scramjets based on weight:
 

"
CTJ 	= [3270 (T)60) (EN)zetap (CFENG)
 

27000 (WRJ) 523
CRJ 	= 
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8. 	Inlets and nacelles.
 

CINLET = 56100 (WINLET)"451 (CFINLT) , inlets
 

CNACEL = 56100 (WNACEL) 451 (CFNAC) 	 ,-nacelles

9. Tanks.
 

CFUTK = 7400 (WFUTK)" 565 (CFTK) , cryogenic fuel tank
 

COXTK = 7400 (WOXTK)"565 (CFTK)
 
cryogenic oxidizer tank

565 (CFTK)
6660 (WFUTK).
CFUTK = 


, storablesCOXTK = 6650 (WOXTK).565f(CFTK) 


, storables 
CINSTK = (DPLBIN) (WINSTK) 


tank insulation
 
-
CFUSYS = 59000 (WFUSYS) 43 (CFFUEL)
 

fuel systems
COXSYS = 59000 (WOXSyS) 43 (CFOX) 


oxidizer systems
 

CFUSYS = 300 (WFUSYS)(CFFUEL)
 

aircraft fuel systems
 

CPRSYS = 59000 (WPRSYS)"43 (CFPRES) ,	space vehicle
 
pressurization systems
 

CPUSYS = 59000 (WPUSYS)"43 (CFPRES) , 	space vehicle propel
lant utilization
 

system

59000 (WLUBE) 

43 CFLUBE)
CLUBE = 
, space vehicle lubri
cating system
 

CPRSYS = 300 (WPRSYS) (CFPRES) , aircraft pressurization
 

system
 

*,CPUSYS = 300 (WPUSYS) (CFPUSY) 	 aircraft propellant
utilization system
 

CLUBE = 300 (WLUBE) (CFLUBE) , 	 aircraft lubricating
 
system
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10. Orientation, Separation, and Ullage Control. 

'CAERO = 400 (WAERO) (CFAERO) , conventional vehicles 

a. For a spacecraft 

CAERO = 63000 (WAERO) 504 (CFAERO) , aerodynamic stabili

zation system 

CACS = 61700 (WACS)"529 (CFACS) , reaction control system 

CACSTK = 6660 (WACSTK) "565 (CFACTK) , RCS tanks 

CAUXT = 61700 (WAUXT) "529 (CFAUXT) , auxiliary thrust 
(liquids) 

CAUXT = 395 (WAUXT) "66 (CFAUXT) , auxiliary thrust 
(solids) 

11. Electrical power. 

CPOWER = 20950 (WPOWER) "536 (CFPOW) spacecraft power 
supplies (battery) 

CPOWER = 36096 (WPOWER) "536 (CFPOW) spacecraft power 
supplies (fuel cell) 

CELCAD = 16170 (WELCAD) "766 (CFELCD) spacecraft electrical 
distribution 

CELCAD = 1970 (WELCAD) "536 (CFELCD) launch vehicle/aircraft 

electrical distribution 

12. Hydraulic system. 

CHYCAD = 1970 (WHYCAD)"766 (CFHYCD) , hydraulics 

13. Guidance and navigation. 

CGNAV = 243,000 (WGNAV) "485 (CFGNAV) , spacecraft 

CGNAV = 22200 (WGNAV)"786 (CFGNAV) , launch vehicle/aircraft 

14. Cormunications. 

CCOMM = 7220 (WCOM4)5743 (CFCOMM) , cruise and launch 
vehicles 

CCOMM = 82500 (WCOMM)"5743 (CFCOMM) spacecraft 
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15. Instrumentation. 

CINSTR = 12750 (WINSTR)"596 (CFINST) , all vehicles 

16. Environmental control. - -

CEQECS = 10800 (WEQECS) "5065 (CFEQEC) , unmanned vehicles 

CPECS = 202500 (WPECS) "373 (CFPECS) , manned spacecraft 

CPECS = 6430 (WPECS) 5065 

17. Insulation. 

(CFPECS) , other manned vehicles 

CINCOM = (DPLBIN) (WINCOM) , crew compartments 

18. Crew provisions. 

CPPROV 

CPPROV 

= 

= 

1400 (WPPROV)"7625 (CFPROV) 

6540 (WPPROV) "7625 (CFPROV) 

, 

, 

aircraft 

spacecraft 

19. Crew controls and display panels 

CCANDP 

20. Abort. 

= 26800 (WCANDP) 4926 (CFREW) 

CABORT = 16960 (WABORT) 556 

21. Final assembly and checkout. 

CFASSY = (XFASSY) (CSTRUC) 

22 ProDellants and gases. 

CFUEL = (DPLBFU) (WFUEL) 

COXID =(DPLBOX) (WOXID) 

CAUXP = (DPLBAU) (WAUXP) 

CGASPR = (DPLBGS) (WGASPR) 

, fuel/launch 

, oxidizer/launch 

, auxiliary/launch 

, gases/launch 
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9.1.4 Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation UWTKE)
 

RDT&E consists of all costs required to design and develop me vehicle and
 
subsystems. Included are engineering, initial tooling, flight test, test
 

hardware and spares, ground support equipment, and documentation. Although
 
it would be instructive to detail RDThE costs by component as was done with
 

first unit manufacturing costs, there was not sufficient data in literature
 
to do so. Attempts have been made for spacecraft, References 2 to 4. but
 

for aircraft this type of data is very scarce. The breakdown employed for
 
computing RDT&E costs follows.
 

1. 	Concept formulation. This preliminary study activity includes system
 
description, cost and schedule estimates, and mission analyses. The
 

cost is estimated by the product of user inputs for the number of con
tractors involved, NOCON, the number of engineers per contractor
 

assigned to the prodram, NOENG, and the time span of tne activity,
 
NOYRS:
 

CF = 35000' (NOCON) (NOENG) (NOYRS) 

The 	indicated cost of $35000 per man-year reflects an engineering and
 

support labor rate, including overhead, of about $17/hour.
 

The 	contract definition phase establishes prelim2. 	Contract definition. 

inary design of the vehicle and detailed mission analyses, leading to
 

selection of one contractor for development of the vehicle. The cost
 

of this activity is estimated with user inputs as above:
 

CD = 35000 (NOCONI) (NOENGI) (NOYRSI)
 

3. 	Airframe design and development,
 

DDEL = 3145 (WA)'
5825 (RE) (CONFIG) , subsonic prototypes 

DDEL 23.85 (WA)'5825 (VMX)
771 (RE) (CONFIG) , advanced aircraft 

DDEL  207 (WA)'9 31 (RE) (CONFIG) , subsonic production 
aircraft 

DDEL = 348 (WAY 931 (RE) (CONFIG) Mach 2 aircraft 

DDEL = 115000 (WA)'509 (RE) (CONFIG) , spacecraft 

expendable VTO
 
launch vehicles
 

(TPEREN) 14 ] (CONFIG)
DDEL = [1930000 (WA)'484 + 16.65 (NENG)'
26 
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4. Subsystem development.
 

SUBSYS = 35000 (WACS + WECS + WPOWER + WPOWCD + WDPLOY +
 
WCANDP + WAERO + WRECOV + WPPROV) (XNEW)
 

S. Avionics development.
 

6
10
AD = [5.3 x 106 (WGNAV) 439 + 2.19 x 106 (WCG)-
439 + 0.55 x 


(WINST)'439](XAVD)
 
6. 	Propulsion development.
 

"
1
PDTJ = 29.5 x 1O6 ( T)5 5 (MACH).66 [(NV + NFV) (EN) (l.+ ENSPAR)] 
, turbine engines 

"
PDCSJ = 204 x 106 (ASJMOD) 41  	 , ramjet and scranjet 

a. For liquid rocket engines the following equations are used.
 

For regenerative cooled, pump fed, oxygen/hydrogen engines,
 

PDROCK = 50 x 106 + 422 ;
1.405 x 106 (T)'


for regenerative cooled, pump fed, storable propellant engines,
 

422;
PDROCK = 50 x 106 + 8.65 x 105 (T)'


for ablative cooled, pressure fed, storable propellant engines,
 

PDROCK = 0 x 106 + 8.4 x 104 (T),678; and
 

for radiation cooled, pressure fed, storable propellant engines,
 

PDROCK = 5 x 106 + 4.86 x 10 (T)
 

7. Flight test hardware.
 

FV = (AV + AMFG) (NFV).ZET + (PROPU) CNFV)Z ET P
 

ZT + n
=o 1 +LEARN)]
 

and
 

(LEARNP)]
ETAP = I + In [.1l In2
 

FS = .20 (FV)
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8. Ground test hardware.
 

GTS = .10 (GYV) 

9. Tooling and special test equipment.
 

TST = 6.19 (RT) (WA)1.062 (TOOLC) convenz-nia aluminum 

TST = 45.0 (RT) (WA)1 062 (TOOLC) 
" 21  
TST = 0.0267 (RT) (WA) 99 (VMAX)1 .	 , VTO laumm vehicles 

(RATE) 4 (TOOLC) (NFV) '14  	 , advance rcraft 

10. Flight test operations.
 

' " . 9FTO = 0.75 (NFV)L ] (WG) 08 (VMAX) , 	 typical :craft 
certi fr. :- 11 

flight 
(ROPF) (NFTEST)ZETA
FrO = 

other f;v,: cest 
progra's 

11. Ground support equipment.
 

AGEP = .05 (ADDE) + .15 (FV) 

12. Technical data. 

TDP = .02 (FV) 

13. Basic RDT&E cost.
 

RDTE = CF + CD + DDEL + AD + PD + SUBSYS + FV + FS + GTV + GTS + 

TST + FTO + AGEP + TDTP 

14. Fee.
 

RDFEE = (RDTE) (FEE) 

15. Project management.
 

RDMGMT = (RDTE)(PMGMT) 

16. Total RDT&E cost.
 

TRDTE = RDTE + RDFEE + RDMGMT 

kG 



9.1.5 Acquisition
 

The initial acquisition cost includes operational vehicles, ground support

equipment, facilities, and all capital 'investment required before the oper
ational phase can begin, such as spares, training equipment and training

initial stocks and miscellaneous equipment. The cost of all sustaining 
engineering and sustaining tooling costs associated with the operational
 
vehicles must be included also. The following acquisition cost breakdown
 
is used.
 

1. Operational vehicles.
 

CAF : (AMFG) [(NVHF)ZETA - (NFV)ZETA] airframe
 

AVO (AV) [(NVHF)ZETA - (NFV)ZETA]
 
avionIcs
PO = (PROPU) [(NVHF)ZETAP - (NFV)ZETAP ] 

CVO = CAF + AVO + P0 , engines 

total
 

The assumed value of the learning curve can be critical. For example, a five 
per cent error in the assumed rate of leaning yields errors in total fleet 
cost of more than 16% for 10 vehicles, and more than 46% for 1000 vehicles. 
The effet of learning curve on average cost versus quantity is shown in 
Figure 9.1-4. 

2. Ground support equipment.
 

AGEO = 0.15 (OV)
 

3. Spares.
 

OS = 0.13 (OV) 

4. New facilities. The cost of new facilities depends on the individual
 
requirements of each program, the size and nature of the vehicle, the number
 
of operational sites, and the type of facilities already in existence. The
 
user must supply his own facility cost, FAC, by input. For most conventional
 
aircraft existing facilities can be used; in that case, FAC = 0.
 

S. Sustaining engineering. 

SE = (DDEL) [(NV)' 20-1]
 

6. Sustaining tooling.
 

NV .4I 
ST - (TST) E(N V-)
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7. Miscellaneous equipment.
 

MEQ = 500 (NPER)
 

8. Training equipment.
 

OT = .1442 (0V) (NV) "'4525 , aircraft 

1 3822  OT = 0.2088 (CSTRUC) . , spacecraft 

9. Initial training.
 

IT = 50000 CNPL)
 

10. Initial transportation.
 

TRI = 0.005 (OV + OS + MEQ + OT + AGEO)
 

11. Basic acquisition.
 

IV = OV + AGEO + OS + FAC + SE + ST + MEQ + OT + IT + TRI
 

12. Fee.
 

AQFEE = (IV) (FEE) 

13. Project management.
 

AQMGMT = 0.01 (IV) 

14. Total acquisition cost.
 

..- - AQ-= IV + AQFEE + AQMGMT 

9.1.6 Recurring Operations
 

Recurring operations is the 10 year operating cost of the fleet of vehicles,
 
including the following: salaries of launch personnel, support personnel,
 
and pilots; maintenance of vehicles, facility, and ground support equipment;
 
propellants; replacement training and transportation; vehicle retrieval from
 
oceans (if applicable); miscellaneous expendables (including small rocket
 
motors, adapters, etc.). Cost breakdown employed for recurring operations
 
follows.
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1. Wages, salaries, and allowances. 

NPL = 2 CNCREW) (NV) , flight crew number 

NMTPS = (SURF) (HRPFT2) (XREPL) (LPM)/160 
, TPS personnel 

NMPR = NMAINT + NMTPS , total suppori personnel 

WSA = 500,000 (NPL) + 270,000 (NSPR) 
, total 10 year support 

and crew cost 
.524 -.891 

CLO = 58700(WDRY) [12(LPM)] [120(LPM)] , launch vehicle 10 year 
cost 

1.204 
CLSUP = 0.598 (CLO) , 	 launch support 10 year 

cost 

WSA = CLO + CLSUP , 	total 10 year launch 
vehicle cost 

2. 	Vehicle maintenance.
 
ZETA 

VMTPS = (XMrPS)(CTPS) [120(LPM)-NV] ,TPS maintenance 

VM 	= VMrPS + 270,000 (NMPR) , total maintenance
 

or 
VM = 120 (LPM) (XMRA) (CSTRUC) 

3. Vehicle retrieval. 

TR = 1.98 x 107 (WE/1000).585 (LPM) , water retrieval 

4. 	Propellants. 

PF = 120 (LPM) (CFUEL + COXID + CAUXP + CGASPR) 

5. Miscellaneous expendables. 

MFL = 120 (LPM) (EXPEND) 

6. 	Facilities maintenance.
 

FM = 	0.4 (FAC)
 

7. 	 OSE maintenance. 

AGEM = 0.3 (AGEO) 

8. 	Miscellaneous equipment maintenance.
 

MEM =,550 (NPER)
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9. 	Training.
 

TO = 400,000 (NPL)
 

10. 	 Transportation.
 

TRO = 0.15 (PF + MFL + FM + AGEM + MEM)
 

11. 	 Total operations. 

RO = WSA + VM + WTR + PF + MFL + FM + AGEM + MEM + TO + TRO 

12. 	 Fee.
 

ROFEE = 0.5 (R0)(FEE)
 

13. 	 Project management.
 

ROMGMF = 0.057 (RO) 

14. 	 Total operations.
 

ROTOT = RO + ROFEE + ROMGMT
 

9.1.7 Total Program Cost
 

The total program cost is the sum of RDT&E, acquisition, and operations:
 

TOTAL = TROTE + AQ + ROTOT , total cost of program 

9.1.8 Conclusion
 

It is again emphasized that the above description merely summarizes program
 
PRICE; for complete details refer to Reference 8. For user convenience Tables
 
9.1-2 to 9.1-5 present the prime input and output parameters for the PRICE
 
program. A typical sample case is presented in Table 9.1-6.
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Table 9.1-1.
 
Type of Material and Construction Complexity Factors
 

Type Construction 


Type Material 


Aluminum 


Stainless Steel 

Magnesium 


Titanium 


Inconel-718 


L-605 (Columbium base
 
superalloy) 


Rene' 41 


TD-NiC 


Coated columbium (TPS) 


Single Skin 

with Frames 


.9 


1.4 


1.5 


2.0 


2.2 


2.2 


2.6 


3.2 


Sheet 

Stringer 

with Frames 


1.0 

1.5 


1.7 


2.2 


2.4 


2.4 


2.9 


3.5 


Single-Skin Honey-

Corrugations comb
 
with Frames Sandwich
 

1.2 1.6
 

1.9 2.7
 

2.1 2.7
 

2.8 4.2
 

3.0 4.3
 

3.0 --

3.6 4.3
 

4.5 --

10.0 --
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TABLE 9.1-2. 
INPUT PARAMETERS - CONTROL PROGRAM 

Parameter Des cription Units 

ICLASS Vehicle type. ICLASS  1 Prototype aircraft 

2 Horizontal takeoff launch 

vehicle (airbreathing) 

3 Horizontal takeoff launch 

vehicle (rocket) 

4 Vertical takeoff launch vehicle 

5 Spacecraft 

MACH Maximum Mach number for which airbreathing engines are 

designed 

NENG Number of main engines 

NCREW Number of crew members 

STPS Thermal protection system surface area for each of 10 sq. ft. 

areas on the vehicle. Ten values must be specified, 

any of which may be zero. 

TPEREN Thrust per main engine lb. 

TOVERW Thrust-to-weight ratio; Total main thrust 
Takeoff weight 

VMAX Maximum vehicle velocity knots 

WABORT Weight of range safety and abort systems lb. 

WACCOM Weight of passenger accommodations lb. 

WACS Dry weight of attitude control system lb. 

WACSTK Weight of attitude control system tankage lb. 

WAERO Weight of aerodynamic control, system lb. 

WAFT Aft skirt weight (for ICLASS = 4) lb. 

WAUXP Weight of auxiliary propellants (if separate from lb. 

main propellants) 

WAUXT Weight of auxiliary propulsion or separation system lb. 

WBODY Weight of body structure (for ICLASS - 1, 2, or 3) lb. 

WCAEDP Weight of crew controls and panels lb. 

WCO0M Weight of communications system lb. 

WDOCK Weight of docking structure lb. 

WDPLOY Weight of deployable aerodynamic devices lb. 

WDRY "' Total dry weight of vehicle lb. 
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TABLE 9.1-2. (Continued)
 

Parameter Description Units
 

WELCAD Weight of electrical power conversion and distribution lb.

systems 

WEMP Empennage weight lb. 

WENGS Weight of all main engines and accessories, except lb. 

scranj ets 

WENGS2 Weight of all secondary and tertiary engines and lb. 

accessories 

WEQECS Weight of environmental control system for equipment lb. 

WFAIR - Weight of fairings lb. 

WFTANK Weight of main fuel tank (structural)(for ICLASS 4) lb. 

WFUSYS Weight of fuel system lb. 

WFULTK Weight of main fuel tank (non-structural) lb. 

WFUTK2 Weight of secondary fuel tank (non-structural) lb. 

WFUTOT Weight of main fuel lb. 

WFWD Forward skirt weight (for ICLASS = 4) lb. 

WGASPR Weight of pressurization gases lb. 

WGNAV Weight of guidance and navigation system lb. 

WGROSS Vehicle gross takeoff weight lb. 

WHYCAD Weight of hydraulic power conversion and distribution lb. 

system
 

WINCOM Weight of crew compartment insulation lb.
 

WINLET Weight of air inlets and ramps lb. 

WINST Weight of instrumentation, telemetry, etc. lb. 

WINSTK Weight of propellant tank insulation lb. 

WINTK Weight of intertank structure (for ICLASS = 4) lb. 

LrLANCH Weight of launch gear and holddown devices lb. 

WLG Weight of landing gear lb. 

WLUBE Weight of lubrication system (turbojets) lb. 

WN\ACEL Weight of engine nacelles, pods, pylons, etc. lb. 

W\OSE -Nose structure weight (for ICLASS = 4) lb.-

WOTANK Weight of main oxidizer tank (structural) (for ICLASS = 4) lb. 

WOXSYS Weight of oxidizer system lb. 

WOXTK Weight of main oxidizer tank (non-structural) lb. 

WOXTK2 Weight of secondary oxidizer tank (non-structural) - lb. 
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TABLE 9.1-2. (Continued) 

Parameter Description Units 

WOXTOT Weight of main oxidizer lb. 

WPAYL Payload .weight lb. 

WPECS Weight of environmental control system for personnel lb. 

compartment 

WPOWER Weight of electrical power system lb. 

WPPROV Weight of crew provisions lb. 

WPRESS Pressurized crew compartment weight (for ICLASS = 4 or 5) lb. 

WPRSYS Weight of pressurization and purge systems lb. 

WPUSYS Weight of propellant utilization system lb. 

WRECOV Weight of vehicle recovery systems lb. 

WSCR M Weight of scramjets lb. 

WSERV Weight of spacecraft service module structure lb. 

(for ICLASS = 5) 

WSPAD Adapter structure weight (for ICLASS = 4 or 5) lb. 

WTHRST Weight of thrust structure (for ICLASS = 4 or 5) lb. 

WWING Wing weight 
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TABLE 9.1-3. INPUT PARAMETERS - COST PROGRAM 

Parameter Description Units 

ADI* Input value of avionics development cost M$-

AGEOI* Input value of aerospace ground equipment cost- M$ 

operational program 

AGEPI* Input value of aerospace ground equipment cost- M$ 

RDT&E program 

ASJMOD Scramjet capture area (total) sq. ft. 

CONFIG Engineering complexity factor (nominally 1.0) 

DPLBAU Auxiliary propellant cost $/lb 

DPLBFU Main fuel cost (including boiloff factor) $/lb 

DPLBGS Pressurization gas cost $/lb 

DPLBIN Cost of insulation for personnel compartment $/lb 

DPLBOX Main oxidizer cost (including boiloff factor) $/lb 

ENSPAR Engine spares fraction 

EXPEND Cost per flight for other expendables (adapters, M$ 

solid rocket motors, etc.) 

FAC Facilities cost M$ 

FEE Contractor fee, expressed as a fraction (of program 

cost) 

FTOIN* Input value of flight test operations cost M$ 

HRPFT2 Unit labor cost per flight for thermal protection - hr/sq.ft. 

system maintenance 

IAERO Indicator for type flight control system: 

IAERO = 1 for automatic flight control system; 

IAERO - 0 otherwise 

ICONFIG Indicator for vehicle type (normally same value as ICLASS) 

IDATA Indicator to select printout format 

IENG Indicator for type propulsion system (main): 

IENG - 1 LOX/LH2 pump fed rocket 

2 Storable pump fed rocket 

3 Storable pressure fed rocket 

4 Airbreathing propulsion 

5 Ablative pressure fed rocket 
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TABLE 9.1-3. (Continued) 

Parameter Des cripton Units 

IENG2 Indicator for type secondary propulsion system: 

IENG2 - 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 (same as IENG) 

IENG3 Indicator for type tertiary propulsion system: 

IENG3 = 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 (same as IENG) 

IOPS Indicator for type operational program: 

1OPS = 1 for commercial airline operation; 

IOPS = 0 otherwise 

IPOWER Indicator for type electrical power system: 

IPOWER = 0 for fuel cell; 

IPOWER = 1 for battery; 

IPOWER = 2 for aircraft APU 

IPROD Indicator to select prototype or production tooling 

IPROD = 1 for production tooling; 

IPROD = 0 for prototype tooling 

ISBM Indicator for auxiliary thrust system: 

ISRM = 1 for soliA rocket motors; 

ISRM - 0 otherwise 

ITANK Indicator for type main fuel tank: 

ITANK = 1 for LH2 ; 

ITANK = 2 for storable fuel 

ITANK2 -Indicator fpr type secondary fuel tank: 

ITANK2  1 N204/N2H4 

2 Cryogenic 

3 JP 
IWTR Indicator for water retrieval IWTR = 1 if water 

retrieval desired 

LEARN Learning rate for airframe manufacturing, expressed 

as a percent (LEARN - 90. for 90% learning curve) 

LEARNP Learning rate for engine manufacturing, expressed as a 

percent 

LPM Launch rate per month 

NDATA Number of positions on learning curve for which manu

facturing costs are desired (normally 1; maximum of 5) 

NENG2 Number of secondary engines 
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TABLE 9.1-3. (Continued)
 

Parameter Description Units
 

NENG3 Number of tertiary engines
 

NFTEST Number of flights in flight test program
 

NFV Number of flight test vehicles
 

NFVCO Number of flight testvehicles converted,to opera-.
 

tional vehicles
 

NG Number of ground test vehicles
 

NMAINT Number of vehicle maintenance personnel
 

NOCON Number of contractors in concept formulation phase
 

NOCON1 Number of contractors in contract definition phase
 

NOENG Number of engineers per contractor in concept formula

tion phase
 

NOENG1 Number of engineers per contractor in contract definition
 

phase 

NOYRS Duration of concept formulation phase years 

NOYRSl Duration of contract definition phase years 

NSUPT Number of base support personnel 

NTRAIN Number of trainer sets required 

NV Number of operational vehicles 

NVEH Number of vehicles at each point on learning curve 

for which manufacturing costs are to be estimated.
 

Up to 5 values of NVEH may be specified, 1 for each
 

value of NDATA. NVEH = 1 for firstunit cost
 

PDEN21* Input value of secondary propulsion system development M$
 

cost 

PDRJI* Input value of ramjet or scramjet development cost M$ 

PDROCI* Input value of main rocket engine development cost M$ 

PDTJI* Input value of turbojet development cost 4 

PHGMT NASA project office cost, expressed as a fraction 

of program cost
 

RATE Vehicle production rate Veh./mo.
 

RE Engineering labor rate, including overhead and G&A $/hr
 

RT Tooling labor rate, including overhead and G&A $/hr
 

SPA NEL Size of thermal protection panels corresponding sq.ft.
 

to the ten vehicle areas (STPS) 
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TABLE 9.1-3. (Continued)
 
Parameter Description Units
 

TOOLC Tooling complexity factor
 

TPREN2 Thrust per engine for secondary propulsion system lb.
 

TPREN3 Thrust per engine for teitiary propulsion system lb.
 

TURNWK Vehicle turnaround time in operational phase weeks
 

UCABL Unit cost of ablative thermal protection system S/sq.ft.
 

UCCOV Unit cost of radiative cover panels $Isq.ft.
 

UCINS Unit cost of insulation in thermal protection system $/sq.ft.
 

XAVD Complexity factor for avionics development cost (used
 

to adjust up or down from the nominal 100,000 $/1b) 

XFASSY Final assembly and checkout cost, expressed as a fraction 

of first unit manufacturing cost. 

XMRA Maintenance cost per flight, expressed as a fraction of 

vehicle first unit cost. XMRA = 0 except to override 

the computed value 

XXfEPS Material cost per flight for thermal protection system 

maintenance, expressed as a fraction of first unit 

thermal protection system cost 

XNEW Fraction of miscellaneous spacecraft subsystems (including 

attitude control, environmental control, electrical
 

power, power conversion and distribution, deployable
 

aerodynamic devices, crew controls, aerodynamic controls,
 

crew provisions; and recovery system) which require 

new development 

XBEPL Fraction of thermal protection system replaced each flight 

* Used to override the value computed with CER's 
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TABLE 9.1-4. INPUT PARAMETERS - COST PROGRAM
 

Parameter Description Units 

CFABRT Abort system complexity factor (C.F.) 

CFACOM Passenger accommodations-,C;F. 

CFACS Reaction ,control system C.F. 

CFACTK* Reaction control tankage C.F. 

CFADAP* Adapter structure C.F. 

CFAERO Aerodynamic control system C.F. 

CFAFT* Aft skirt C.F. 

CFAUXT Auxiliary thrust system C.F. 

CFBODY* Fuselage structure C.F. 

CFCOW1 Communication system C.F. 

CFCOMP* Crew compartment C.F. 

CFCREW Crew controls and panels C.F. 

CFDOCK* Docking structure C.F. 

CFDPLY Deployable aerodynamic devices C.F. 

CFELCD Electrical distribution system C.F. 

CFEMP* Empennage structure C.F. 

CFENG Airbreathing engine C.F. (main) 

CFENG2 Airbreathing engine C.F. (secondary) 

CFENG3 Airbreathing engine (tertiary) 

CFEQEC Equipment ECS C.F. 

CFFAIR* Aerodynamic fairing structure C.F. 

CFFUEL Fuel system C.F. 

CFFUTK* Structural fuel tank C.F. 

CFFWD* Forward skirt-C.F. 

CFGNAV Guidance and navigation system C.E. 

CFHYCD Hydraulic system C.F. 

CFINLT* Inlet structure C.F. 

CFINST Instrumentation system C.F. 

CFINTK* Intertank structure C.F. 

CF-G Landing gear C.F. 

CFLNCH* Launch structure C.F. 

CFLUBE Engine lubrication system C'.F. 
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TABLE 9.1-4. (Continued)
 

Parameter Description 	 Units
 

CFNAC* Engine nacelle C.F.
 

CFNOSE* Nose structure C.F.
 

CFOX Oxidizer system C.F.
 

CFOXTK* Structural oxidizer tank C.F.
 

CFPECS Personnel ECS C.F.
 

CFPOW Electrical power system C.F.
 

CFPRES Pressurization system C.F.
 

CFPROV Crew provisions C.F.
 

CFPUSY Propellant utilization system C.F.
 

CFRECV Recovery system C.F.
 

CFSERV* Spacecraft service module structure C.F.
 

CFTHRS* Thrust structure C.F.
 

CFTK* Non-structural propellant tank C.F.
 

CFTK2* Non-structural propellant tank C.F.
 

(secondary propulsion system)
 

CFWING* Wing C.F. 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 

* Value of complexity figure obtained from Table A. 

TABLE A. TYPE OF MATERIAL AND CONSTRUCTION COMPLEXITY FACTORS
 

Construction 	 Single Skin
 

Single Skin Sheet Stringer Corrugations Honeycomb

Type Material With Frames With Frames With Frames Sandwich
 

Aluminum 	 .9 1.0 1.2 1.6
 

Stainless Steel 	 1.4 1.5 1.9 2.7
 

Magnesium 1.5 	 2.1 2.7
-1.7 


Titanium 	 2.0 2.2 2.8 4.2
 

Inconel-718 	 2.2 2.4 3.0 4.3
 

2.2 2.4 	 3.0
 

Rene' 41 	 2.6 2.9 3.6 
 4.3
 

TD-NiC 	 3.2 3.5 4.5 -

Coated Columbium 	 - - 10.0 
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TABLE 9.1-5. OUTPUT PARAMETERS
 

The following output will appear, in the order shown, for each case
 

unless IDATA is used to suppress printout or unless the particular cost

element is not applicable to the vehicle under consideration. The
 

abbreviation f.u.m.c. designates first unit manufacturing cost. All
 

cost output is in millions of dollars.
 

Parameter 	 Description
 

CSURF Aerodynamic surface f.u.m.c.
 

CBODY Body structure f.u.m.c.
 

CTPS Thermal protection system f.u.m.c.
 

CLG Landing gear f.u.m.c.
 

CLRD Launch, recovery, and docking gear f.u.m.c.
 

CENGS Main engines f.u.m.c. (total per vehicle)
 

C(6,) Sum of secondary and tertiary engines f.u.m.c.
 

(total per vehicle)
 

CINLET Air induction system f.u.m.c.
 

CNPCL Naceiles f.u.m.c.
 

* CMain 	 fuel tank f.u.m.c.
 

COXTK Main oxidizer tank f.u.m.c.
 

CFUTK2 Secondary fuel tank f.u.m.c.
 

COXTK2 Secondary oxidizer tank f.u.m.c.
 

CINSTK Tank insulation f.u.m.c.
 

CFUSYS Fuel system f.u.m.c.
 

COXSYS Oxidizer system f.u.m.c.
 

CPRSYS Pressurization system fu.m.c.
 

CPUSYS Propellant utilization system f.u.m.c.
 

CLUBE Engine lubrication system f.u.m.c.
 

CAERO Aerodynamics control system f.u.m.c.
 

CORSUL Orientation, separation, and ullage control
 

system f.u.m.c.
 

CPOWER Electrical power system f.u.m.c.
 

CPOWCD Power conversion and distribution system f.u.m.c.
 

CGNAV Guidance and navigation system f.u.m.c.
 

CINST Instrumentation f.u.m.c.
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TABLE 9.1-5. (Continued)
 

Parameter Description
 

CCOMH Communication system f.u.m.c.
 

CEQECS Equipment environmental control system f.u.m.c.
 

CPECS Personnel environmental control system f.u.m.c.
 

CINCOM Personnel compartment insulation f.u.m.c.
 

CPROV Personnel provisions f.u.m.c.
 

CCANDP Crew controls and panels f.u.m.c.
 

CABORT Abort system f.u.m.c.
 

CFASSY Final assembly and checkout cost
 

CV Total vehicle f.u.m.c.
 

CFUEL Main fuel cost per launch 

COXID Main oxidizer cost per launch
 

CAUXP Auxiliary propellants cost per launch
 

CGASPR Pressurization gases cost per launch
 

TRDTE Total RDT&E cost
 

ADDE Total airframe design and development engineering
 

cost, including concept formulation and contract
 

definition
 

CF Concept formulatibn phase cost
 

CD Contract definition phase cost
 

DDEL Airframe design and development engineering cost
 

SUBSYS Miscellaneous subsystem development cost
 

AD Avionics development cost
 

PD Propulsion development cost
 

CV Total vehicle f.u.m.c.
 

AMFG Total airframe f.u.m.c.
 

AVP Total avionics f.u.m.c.
 

PROPU Total engines f.u.m.c.
 

NFV Number of flight vehicles
 

FV Flight vehicle cost
 

NG Number of ground test vehicles
 

GTV Ground test vehicles cost
 

GTS Ground test spares cost
 

FTS Flight test spares cost
 

TST Tooling and special test equipment cost
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TABLE 9.1-5. (Continued 

Parameter Description 

FTO Flight test operations cost 

AGEP Development program GSE Cost 

TDP Technical data cost - RDT&E 

RDFEE Contractor fee - RDT&E 

RDMGMT Government project management cost - RDT&E 

AQ Total acquisition cost 

NV Number of operational vehicles 

OV Operational vehicles cost 

OS Operational vehicle spares cost 

FAC Facility investment cost 

SE Sustaining engineering cost 

ST Sustaining tooling cost 

AGEO Operational GSE cost 

MEQ Miscellaneous equipment cost 

IT Initial training cost 

OT Training equipment cost 

TRI Initial transportation cost 

AQFEE Contractor fee - acquisition phase 

AQMGMT Government project management - acquisition phase 

ROTOT Total 10-year cost of recurring operations 

NPL Total number of flight crew personnel 

NMPR Total number of maintenance personnel 

NSPR Total number of support personnel 

WSA Total 10-year cost of flight crew and support 

personnel pay and allowances 

VM Total 10-year cost of vehicle maintenance, 

including maintenance personnel pay 

WTR Total 10-year cost of water retrieval 

PF Total 10-year cost of propellants and gases 

MFL Total 10-year cost of miscellaneous expendables 

FM Total 10-year cost of facility maintenance 

AGEM Total 10-year cost of GSE maintenance 

MEM Total 10-year cost of miscellaneous equipment 

maintenance 
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TABLE 9.1-5. (Continued) 

Parameter Description 

TO Training - recurring operations 

TRO Transportation  recurring operations 

ROFEE Contractor fee - recurring operations 

ROMGMT Government project office cost - recurring operations 

TOTAL Total program cost, including RDT&E, acquisition, 

and recurring operations 
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TABL. 9.1-6. SAMPLE CASE
 

MINI SHUTTLE ORBITER 002 (3-27-70)

ICLASS=5, NENG=2., TPEREN=297000., WWING=1.3260., WPRESS=15260.,

WLG=f800., WOPLOY=O., WDOCK=550., WLANCH=O., WRECOV=0., WENGS=6875.,

WENGS2=3692., WINLET=0., WNACEL=1122., WFUTK=12890., WOXTK=0.,

WFUTK2=1727., 
WOXTK2=586., WINSTK=602., WFUSYS=1237., WOXSYS=1383.,

WPRSYS=4405., WPUSYS=323., 
 WLUBE=O., WAERO=1095., WAUXT=O.,

WACS=2573., WACSTK=O., 
 WPOWER=649., WELCAD=1465., WHYCAD=1644.,
 

WGNAV=790., WINST=885. WCOMM=165., WEOECS=O.,
 
WPECS=1123., 
 WINCOM=O., WPPROV=200., WCANOP=460.,

WABORT=O., WFUTOT=47200., WOXTOT=282600., WAUXP=7012., WGASPR=1170.,

WGROSS=439971., WDRY=92662., WPAYL=15400., 
 NCREW=2.,
 

STPS=1690., 1510.,6533.,610., 900., 2180., 4XO.,
 

NVEH=I., NFV=I., NG=I., NV=6., DPLBFU=.45, DPLBOX=.03, OPLBAU=.03,
 
DPLBGS=3.00, IENG=I, ITANK=I, DPLBIN=200., PUROCI=O., 
 XMTPS=.0541,
 

FEE=.10, PMGMT=.10, IENG2=4, RE=18.50, RT=14.50,
 
FAC=O., IAERO=1, LPM=2.5, ICONFG=5, TOOLC=7.2,
 
IPOWER=O, XFASSY=.20, ITANK2=2, POEN2I=121., HRPFT2=16.,
 

XREPL=.054,NFTEST=150., IENG3=1, NENG2=6., 
NENG3=2., TPREN2=6000.,
 
TPREN3=15000.,
 
UCABL=O., 0., 0., 2000., 6XO.,
 
UCCOV=4300., 1000., 2000., 7XO.,
 
UCINS=O., 0., 0., 0., 200., 100., 4XO.,
 
SPANEL=100., 100., 4., 7X100.,
 

CFWING=2.2, CFCOMP=2.8, CFTK=1.5, 
 * 

$0
 

http:XFASSY=.20
http:RT=14.50
http:RE=18.50
http:PMGMT=.10
http:DPLBGS=3.00
http:OPLBAU=.03
http:DPLBOX=.03
http:DPLBFU=.45


MILLION DOLLARS
MANUFACTURING COST BREAKDOWN 


NUMBER OF VEHICLES 


AERODYNAMIC SURFACES 


BODY STRUCTURE 


INDUCED ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 


LAUNCHRECOVERY AND DOCKING 


MAIN PROPULSION
 
ENGINES AND ACCESSORIES 

SECONDARY ENGINES AND ACCESSORIES 

NACELLESPODSPYLONSSUPPORTS 

FUEL CONTAINERS AND SUPPORTS 

SECONDARY FUEL TANKAGE AND SYSTEMS 

SECONDARY OXIDIZER TANKAGE AND SYSTEMS 

PROPELLANT INSULATION 

FUEL SYSTEM - MAIN 

OXIDIZER SYSTEM - MAIN 

PRESSURIZATION AND PURGE SYSTEMS 

PROPELLANT UTILIZATION SYSTEM 


AERODYNAMIC CONTROLS 


ORIENTATION,SEPARATION AND ULLAGE CONTROL 


PRIME POWER SOURCES 


POWER CONVERSION AND DISTRIBUTION 


GUIDANCE AND NAVIGATION 


INSTRUMENTATION 


COMMUNICATION 


ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
 
EQUIPMENT ECS 

PERSONNEL ECS 

COMPARTMENT INSULATION 


PERSONNEL PROVISIONS 
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1.
 

5.7278
 

24.5937
 

16.0736
 

1.2979
 

6.4943
 
4.2041
 
1.3320
 
2.3314
 
0.4453
 
0.2418
 
0.1204
 
1.2606
 
1.3225
 
2.1764
 
0.7076
 

2.2784
 

3o9301
 

1.1610
 

4.8753
 

6.1795
 

0.7276
 

1.5487
 

0.0
 
2.7811
 
0.0
 

0.1300
 



CREW STATION CONTROLS AND PANELS 


FINAL'ASSEMBLY AND CHECKOUT 


DRY STRUCTURE TOTAL 


EXPENDABLES COST PER 
LAUNCH
 

FUEL 


OXIDIZER 


AUXILIARY PROPELLANTSI 


PRESSURIZATION GASES 
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0.5493
 

18.2257
 

109.3545
 

0.0212
 

0.0085
 

0.0002
 

0.0035
 



TABLE 9.1-6. (Continued)
 

tESEARCHOEVELOPMENT,TESTAND EVALUATION 

AIRFRAME DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING 


CONCEPT FORMULATION 

CONTRACT DEFINITION 

AIRFRAME ENGINEERING 


MISCELLANEOUS SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

AVIONICS DEVELOPMENT 

PROPULSION DEVELOPMENT 

DEVELOPMENT SUPPORT 


(MANUFACTURING--FIRST UNIT) 

AIRFRAME 

AVIONICS PROCUREMENT 

PROPULSION PROCUREMENT 


FLIGHT VEHICLES( 1.0) 

GROUND TEST VEHICLES( 1.0) 

GROUND TEST SPARES 

FLIGHT TEST SPARES 

TOOLING AND SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT 

FLIGHT TEST OPERATIONS 

AGE 

TECHNICAL DATA 


FEE 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 


[NITIAL INVESTMENT 

OPERATIONAL VEHICLES( 6.0) 

SPARES 

FACILITIES 

SUSTAINING ENGINEERING 

SUSTAINING TOOLING 

AGE 

TECHNICAL DATA 

MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT 

TRAINING EQUIPMENT 

INITIAL TRAINING 

INITIAL TRANSPORTATION 

FEE 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 


:ECURRING 	OPERATING(IO YEAR) 

WAGES,SALARIESALLOWANCES( 24 PILOTS 

VEHICLE MAINTENANCE 

PRUPELLANTS 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENDARLES 


COST(MILLIONS OF DOLLAR;
 
0.24003E 0
 

0.68R96E 03
 
0.11812E 02
 
0.35000E 02
 
0.64215E 03
 

0.32231E 03
 
0.13058E 03
 
O.12100E 03
 
0673738E 03
 

f 0.10935E 03)
 
0
O.90200E 02)
 

( 0.84558E 01)
 
( 0.10698E 	02)
 

0.10935E 03
 
0.90200E 02
 
0.90200E 01
 
0.21871E 02
 
0.96444E 02
 
0.35745E 03
 
0.50851E 02
 
0.21871E 01
 

0.20002E 03
 
0.20002E 03
 

0.12237E 04
 
0.47806E 03
 
0.75455E 02
 
0.0
 
0.29692E 03
 
0.27497E 02
 
0.71710E 02
 
0.95613E 01
 
0.88900E 00
 
0.13734E 03
 
O.12000E 01
 
0.38173E 01
 
0,11025E 03
 
0.11025E 62
 

0.72017E 0
 
488 MAINT. 1266 SUPPORT PERS) 	0.35382E 03
 

0.24974E 03
 
0.10031E 02
 
0.0
 



to ,ABLE 9.1-6. (Continued) 

FACILITIES MAINTENANCE 0.0
 
AGE MAINTENANCE 0,21513E 02
 
MISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT 
 097790E 00
 
TRAINING 0.96000E 01
 
TRANSPORTATION 0.48783E 01
 
FEE 0.32528E 02
 
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 0.37082E 02
 

TOTAL SYSTEMS COST O.43442E 04
 



Figure 9 1-1. Total Program Cost Element Structure
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Figure 9.1-2. First Unit Manufacturing Cost Element Structure
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Figure 9.1-3. Body Structure Cost Elements 
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9.2 PROGRAM DAPCA: DETERMINING AIRCRAFT DEVELOPMENT 
AND PRODUCTION COSTS
 

Program DAPCA was originally developed by the Rand Corporation; complete
 
program details are given in Reference. Analytic models are discussed'
 
in References I through . The presentation below is limited to a listing
 
of the equations employed, the program input, and the program output. The
 
ODIN/RLV version of DAPCA is an Aerophysics Research Corporation conversion
 
of the original IBM 7094 Rand program modified for the CDC 6600. The 
converted program is identical in function to the original RXJND program
 
except for the use of NAMELIST input in place of a rigid format input.
 

9.2.1 Basic Equations 

This section presents the basic equations used in the DAPCA computer program.
 
These equations are listed for each major category of cost (airframe compo
nents, engines, and avionics) and for the totals. All costs are calculated
 
in millions of dollars. A listing of the constants and symbols is presented
 
in Sections 9.2.1.3 and 9.2.2, respectively.
 

9.2.1.1 RDT&E Costs
 

(a) Airframes 

Initial Engineering Cost
 

El- 100.90462 * s 0 .54716 . TT0 . 8 8 • 12.25 DM CR1 

Development Support Cost
 

DS - El - 15.6 
12.25
 

Initial Tooling Cost
 

0 . 9 12 48 0TI - I0- .S1.07437 . W 8 39 13 .10.55 -im • CR2 

Flight Test Cost
 

° .-a 0.58 • TA1.1 W ' 8 0. S0.90 (DX) 
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Total Airframe Cost of Test Aircraft
 

CT - TA I AFA1 (AFA1 is calculated in the section 
on production costs) 

Total Airframe Cost of Test Aircraft Including Engines land Avionics
 
for Test Aircraft
 

CTE - CT + TCT + AVT
 

Total Airframe RDT&E Cost 
RDA - EI + TI + DS + FTC + CTE 

(b) Engines
 

Initial Development Cost (If Not Entered as Input)
 

"13937 TC 74 356 
E 1. T " CR5, (turbojet or turbofan)

DEl1
 

ESH 0 35497
82917 	 • CRS, (turboprop)
 

Total Engine Development Cost 

EDE - DEI 

DEI - DEI1 + EDAC 

(c) 	Avionics 

RDAV - Input 

(d) Totals
 

Total RDT&E Cost (Airframes, Engines, and Avionics)
 

RDT = RDA + RDE + RDAV
 

Grand Total Cost of Aircraft for Airframe Quantity QT (Airframes, Engines 
and Avionics) 

TCOST1 = TC1 + RDT, (I > 1) 

OF pOR QUM 
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9.2.1.2 Production Costs
 

(a) Airframes
 

Unit Labor for Airframe Number 1
 

PAL - S.762 • 100.16314 . W0 73672 . S0 .C3113 . 9.50 * 1.11 

1.14 * £1 • CR3 

Unit Material for Airframe Number 1 

0 .76558 
PAM - 2.169 . 10- . W0.77933 . S0.856650 E • CR4 

Cumulative Average to Unit Ratio for Airframe Labor 

BtA1 w (QT + 0.5)0.585 _ 0.50.585 

QT0.585 . "0.585 

CumulUtiveAverage to Unit Ratio for Airframe Material
 

_ 0.50.832
 
(QT +0.5)0.832
-

QT 0 .832 . 0.832 

Unit Labor Cost at Quantity QT (Total Aircraft Including Test Aircraft)
 

-
• QT 0 .415ULA I = PAL 

Total Labor Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT 

C4.IAC = ULN I - BLA I • QT 

Cumulative Average Labor Cost for Test Aircraft
 

CALACTA 

I QT D (I-1,QT-A) 

Cumulative Average Labor Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT Less Test Aircraft 

CAI.A L -CA.CO CALACTA 
CALAI . QT- TA (I > 1, QT > TA)

QT - TA
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Unit Material Cost at Aircraft Quantity QT
 

- 0 1 6 8 
UMA1 = PAM - QT 

Total Material Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT 

CAMAC = UMAI BMAI QT 

Cumulative Average Material Cost for Test Aircraft 

CAMACTA 
CAMAI = QT (I = 1, QT = TA) 

Cumulative Average Material Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT Less Test 
Aircraft
 CAMAC 
 - CAMAC 

CAMA1 QT -TA (1 >l,QT >TA 
- QT - TA 

Airframe Production Rat& Calculation
 

Q2 = QT
 

If QT > QM, Q2 is set equal to QM
 

QTEMP = 2'QM- Q2
 

PRI = PRM •sin
2 (QTEMP, (PRI is rounded to nearest tenth)
 

If PR, I, PRI is set equal to 1
 

Total Sustaining Tooling Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT
 

0.438
 
STAC = (PRI0 4 QT0 1 _ 1) * TI
 

Cumulative Average Sustaining Tooling Cost for Test Aircraft
 

STACTA
 
STAI = QT (I=lQT=TA)
 

Cumulative Average Sustaining Tooling Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT
 

Less Test Aircraft
 

STACQT - STACTA
 
STA1 = QT - TA
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Total Sustaining Tooling Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT - I (Ql) 

Qi = QT - 1 

0 4 13 8 
STAl = (PR1 . . Q10 . - 1) - TI, (PRI is recalculated for Qi) 

Unit Sustaining Tooling Cost at Aircraft Quantity QT 

STUI = STAC - STAI 

Total Sustaining Engineering Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT 

SEAC = EI - (QT - 1) 

Cumulative Average Sustaining Engineering Cost for Test Aircraft 

SEACTA 
QT =(I1, QT = TA) 

Cumulative Average Sustaining Engineering Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT
 
Less Test Aircraft
 

SEACQT - SEACTA
 
SElI QT -TA (I >I,QT >TA)
SE QT - TA 

Total Sustaining Engineering Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT - 1 

0 2
SEAl = EI • (QI . - 1) 

Unit Sustaining Engineering Cost at Aircraft Quantity QT 

SEU = SEAC - SEAl 

Total Cumulative Average Cost for Test Aircraft (I=I) or for Aircraft 
Quantity QT less Test Aircraft (I > 1) 

AFA I = SEA I + STAI + CALAI + CANA 

I 


Total Unit Cost at Aircraft Quantity QT 

AFU = SEU I + STUI + ULAI + UMA 
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(b) Engines 

Quantity of Engines Required for Aircraft Quantity QT 

v - QT-s 

Total Engine Recurring Development Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT
 

DEI • (X 0.07751 - 1), (Turbojet or turbofan) 

DE (X 0.09334 _ 1), (Turboprop)
 

Production Cost of Engine Number 1 (If Not Entered as Input)
 

0.18700 T0.84 845 CR6, (turbojet with afterburner) 

0.31979 
0.81626

T CR6 (turbojet with no afterburner) 

CAPE = (TFW • 0.18700- T0 . 84 845 + TFN - 0.31979 • T0 .81626) 
(turbofan) 

CR6 

(4.86224 • ESH 0 " .45873 . CR6, (turboprop) 

Total Engine Production Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT
 

CAPE X1I0.86745, (turbojet with afterburner)
 

0 87088
 CAPE X1 . , (turbojet with no afterburner)
 
PC=0.867450.78
CAPE (TFW.X 
 + TFN - X10.87088), 
 (turbofan)
 

(turboprop)CAPE X0.89055, 

Engine Cumulative Average Production Cost for Test Aircraft
 

PACT 

PAI - xT ( = 1, XI = V. TA 

29.2-6 Ot1 1 

http:PC=0.867450.78


Engine Cumulative Average Production Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT Less
 
Test AiTcraft
 

PACQT - PACTA
 

I V • (QT-TA) (I > 1, QT > TA 

Total of Engine Recurring Development and Production Cost for Test Aircraft-

TCT = EDAC 

Total Engine Production Cost for Engine Quantity XI - 1 (Xl) 

Xl - Xi - 1 

86 7 4 5 CAPE• X10 . , (turbojet with afterburner) 

PAl = CAPE * XI (turbojet with no afterburner)
CAPE- (TFW " XI .86745 + TEN -
X10 .87088 (turbofan) 

0.89055 
CAPE *XI (turboprop) 

Engine Unit Production Cost at Engine Quantity XI
 

PUI = PAC - PAl
 

Total Engine Unit Production Cost per Aircraft at Aircraft Quantity QT
 

UEA I = (PAC - PAIxII) + PAlxII - PAl I_2)
 

+(PAl XJ_2 -PA1II 3 ) + ... PIX--)-PlIV
 

UEA = PAC - PAlxIV
I 
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(c) Avionics
 

Total Avionics Production Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT
 

8 155 8
 
AVAC = 
AVI QT0 .
 

Avionics Cumulative Average Production Cost for Tekt Aircraft
 

AVCI =AVACTA (I = 1, QT = TA)
 

QT
 

Avionics Cumulative Average Production Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT
 
Less Test Aircraft
 

AVACQT - AVACTA 
AIAVG= = QTQT -TA >I,QT >TA),(I
- TA
 

Total Avionics Production Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT - 1 (QI)
 

Q10 81558
AVA1 =AVI (QT>)
 

Avionics Unit Production Cost at Aircraft Quantity QT
 

AVUI = AVAC - AVAI
 

(d) Totals
 

Total Unit Cost at Aircraft Quantity QT (Airframes, Engines, and Avionics)
 

TUNI = AFU I + UBA I + AVU
 

Total Cumulative Average Cost for Test Aircraft (Airframes, Engines, and
 
Avionics)
 

TCA, = (CALAC + CAMAC + STAC + SEAC + PAC + AVAC)TA
 
QT 

(I = 1, QT = TA) 

Total Cumulative Average Production Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT Less 
Test Aircraft (Airframes, Engines, and Avionics) 

CQT = (CALAC + CAMAC + STAC + SEAC + PAC + AVAC),QT 
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CTA = (CALAC + CAMAC + STAC + SEAC + PAC + AVAC)TA 

TCA - QT TA 	 (I > , QT > TA)I QT -TA ' 

Total Aircraft Cumulative Average Cost Including RDT&E for Quantity QT
 
(Airframes, Engines, and Avionics)
 

TCOST,
 
TCQ - QT
 

Total Production Cost for Test Aircraft 

TCI = TCA - QT, (I = 1, QT = TA) 

Total Production Cost for Aircraft Quantity QT Less Test Aircraft 

TCI = TCAI • (QT - TA), (I > 1, QT > TA) 

9.2.1.3 Constants
 

12.25 	 Engineering direct labor--overhead, G&A, and miscellaneous direct
 

charges in 1965 constant dollars
 

15.6 	 Dollars per engineering hour required for development support
 

10 	53 Tooling direct labor -- overhead, GA, miscellaneous direct
 
charges, and material in 1965 constant dollars
 

9. 0 Production direct labor -- overhead, G&A, and miscellaneous direct 
charges 

1 11 Engineering changes as a percentage of production costs
 

1.14 Quality control as a percentage of production costs
 

6.762 Conversion factor from unit 100 to unit 1
 

2.169 Conversion factor from unit 100 to tuit 1
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9.2.2 List of Symbols Used in Equations
 

9.2.2.1 Inputs
 

Symbol 	 Meaning
 

AVI 	 Avionics production cost of unit number one 

CRI 	 Adjustment factor for airframe initial engineering cost
 

CR2 	 Adjustment factor for airframe initial tooling cost
 

CR3 	 Adjustment factor for airframe labor cost
 

CR4 Adjustment factor for airframe material cost
 

CR5 Adjustment factor for engine initial development cost
 

CR6 Adjustment factor for production cost of engine number one
 

10-6 
DM 	 . (L+P). (For P, see below)
 

ESH 	 Equivalent shaft horsepower per engine
 

P 	 Airframe profit factor
 

PRM 	 Maximum airframe production rate (airframes per month)
 

QM 	 Quantity at which maximum airframe production rate is first
 
achi eyed
 

RDAV 	 Avionics RDT&E cost (in millions of dollars)
 

S 	 Maximum speed of aircraft at best altitude (knots)
 

T 	 Maximum thrust (pounds) per engine (cruise engine, sea-level static)
 

TA 	 Number of test aircraft
 

TFW 	 Turbofan weighting factor, applied to cost of turbojet with
 
afterburner
 

V 	 Number of engines per aircraft
 

IV 	 Gross take-off weight of aircraft (pounds)
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9.2.2.2 Outputs 

Symbol Meaning 

AFAI Total airframe cumulative average cost 

AFUI Total unit cost at aircraft quantity QT 

AVAC Total avionics production cost for aircraft c-m_ ry QT 

AVCI Avionics cumulative average production cost 

AVAI Total avionics production cost for aircraft cu=r--v QT-l 

AVT Total avionics production cost for test alrcrZ: 

AVUI Avionics unit production cost at aircraft quart-::v QT 

BLA I Ratio of cumulative average cost to unit cost t- airframe labor 

BMAI Ratio of cumulative average cost to unit cost : ai:irframe 
material 

CALAI Airframe cumulative average labor cost 

CALAC Total airframe labor cost for quantity QT 

CAMAI Airframe cumulative average material cost 

CAMAC Total airframe material cost for quantity QT 

CAPE Production cost of engine number one 

CT Total airframe cost of test aircraft 

CTE Total airframe cost of test aircraft includLng eniiones and avionics 
for test aircraft 

DEI 1 Engine initial development cost (may also be enteied as an input) 

DEI Total engine development cost 

DS Airframe development support cost 

EDAC Total engine recurring development cost 

El Airframe initial engineering cost 
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I 

Symbol 	 Meaning 

FTC 	 Airframe flight test cost 

Used as subscript to some of the variables. (For test aircraft 
I = 1, for any aircraft quantity QT less test aircraft, I > 1.) 

PA Engine cumulative average production cost
 
PAC Total engine production cost for aircraft quantity QT
 

PAC Total engine production cost for aircraft quantity QT - 1.
 

PAL Unit labor cost for airframe number one 

PAM Unit material cost for airframe number one 

PRI Airframe production rate (airframes per month) 

PUI Engine unit production cost at engine quantity XI 

QT Total aircraft quantity (for I = 1, QT = TA; for I > 1, QT > TA). 

QI QT- 1 

Q2 Set equal to QT. However, if QT > QM, Q2 is set equal to .1 

QTEIP 2-QM Q2 

RDA Total airframe RDT&E cost 

RDE Total engine development cost (set equal to DEI)
 

RDT Total aircraft RDT&E cost (airframes, engines, and avionics)
 

SEA I Airframe cumulati-ve average sustaining engineering cost
 
SEAC 	 Total airframe sustaining engineering cost for quantity QT 

SEA1 	 Total airframe sustaining engineering cost for quantity QT - I
 

SEU I Airframe unit sustaining engineering cost at quantity QT 

SIx Sine function 

STAI Airframe cumulative average sustaining tooling cost 
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Symbol Meaning 

STAC Total airframe sustaining tooling cost for quantity QT 

STAl Total airframe sustaining tooling cost for quantity QT  1 

STUI Airframe unit sustaining tooling cost at quantity QT 

TCI Total aircraft production cost (airframes, engines, and avionics) 

TCAJ Total aircraft cumulative average cost (airframes, engines, and 
avionics) 

TCOST I Grand total cost of aircraft for quantity QT (RDT&E and production 
costs for airframes, engines, and avionics) 

TCQ Total aircraft cumulative average cost including RDT&E for 
quantity QT (airframes, engines, and avionics) 

TCT Total of engine recurring development cost and production cost 
for test aircraft 

TFN Turbofan weighting factor, applied to cost of turbojet with no 
afterburner (TFN = 1.0 - TFW). 

TI Airframe initial tooling cost 

YT Total maximum thrust (pounds) per aircraft (cruise engines, sea 
level static) (V - T) 

TUN I Total aircraft unit cost at quantity QT (airframes, engines, and 
avionics) 

ULA I Airframe unit labor cost at quantity QT 

U A Airframe unit material cost at quantity QT 

XI Quantity of engines required for aircraft quantity QT(V*QT) 

ZPT Total engine unit production cost per aircraft at aircraft 
quantity QT 
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SYSTEM A 

RUN I
 

INITIAL 

tNOIEEPING 


61.006 


AVIONICS FOR 

TEST A/C 


0.735 


NlJM-LR fF 

TEST A/L 


In 

AIFRAMC RESFARCH AND OfVELUPMENT COSTS (INCLUDING PAOFITs
 
(PMILL1ONS OF DOLlARS)
 

P4i rTIAL OEVELOPMENT TEST FLIGHT 
TOOLING SUPPORT AtRCAAFr TEST 

31.63L -1.669 60.165 9.990 

TIrtAL 
R Af
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CUANTITY 
 FNGI EERING FOOLING 
 LAHOR MAIERIAL TOTAL ENGINEERING TOOLING 
 LABCR MATERIAL TOTAL
 
1 4.501 1.491 
 8.564 0.899 13.415 4.501 1.491 8.584 0.899 15.4752 3.674 1.qa 7.H25 0.866 13.562 4.057 1.344 8.215 0.8a33 3.124 1.006 14.S297.255 0.64C 12.227 3.767 1.232 7.896
4 2.733 0.871 6.805 b-e69 13.7640.810 11.223 3.508 1.141 
 7.624 0.856 
 13.130
5 2'.437 0.769 6.43A 0.800 10.445 3.294 1.067 7.3886 2.?04 0.69! 6.12! 0.845 12.5940.785 9.810 3.112 
 1.004 7.178
7 2.016 0.627 5.869 0.835 12.1100.771 9.283 2.956 0.9508 1.861 2.2A7 5.641 0.759 

6.992 0.826 11.72410.54T 2.819 
 1.117 
 6.823 0.817 11.571
9 1.730 5.742 5.441 0.748 13.160 2.698 1.576 6.669
[0 1.618 3.395 5.263 0.738 0.810 11.75311.014 2.590 1.758 6.529 
 ,. 0.802 11.679
20 1.011 2.980 4.154 0.670 8.815 1.911 2.569 5.554 0.750 10.74
30 C.753 2.349 3.576 0.631 7.309 1.559 2.577 4.973 0.716 9.825
40 C.60B 0.975 3.704 0.603 5.390 1.336 
 2.350 4.570 0.690 8.94650 0.513 0.361 2.937 0.583 4.394 1.179 2.01260 C.4,6 0.310 4.266 0.671 8.12a
2.734 0.566 4.057 
 1.062 1.732
70 0.396 0.273 2.572 4.025 0.654 7.4740.55? 3.794 0.970 1.56 
 3.828 0.641 6.964
g0 0.31F 0.244 2.439 u.54u 3.581 0.895 
 1.367 3.661 0.629 6.553
90 0.)26 0.2 1 2.326 3.530 3.404 0.834 1.241 3.518 0.618 6.212
lC0 C.3C 0.203 2.730 0.521 3.254 0.782 1.238 3.394 0.609 5.922200 C.171 0.113 1.6A2 fl..65 2.434 0.503 0.643 2.652 0.549 4.3413Cu -C.126 0.080 1.425 0.435 2.066 0.384 0.460
4CO O.101 0.062 2.281 0.515 3.641
1.266 0.414 1.843 0.316 0.363 2.046 0.493 3.217sco C.084 C.051 1.1st 0.399 1.689 0.271
fCO C.073 0.301 1.878 -0.475 2.9260.044 1.0?1 0.387 1.575 0.239 0.259 1.750 0.462 2.710
lCO C.t64 0.039 1.005 0.377 1.485 " 0.715 0.228 1.648 0.450PCO 0.056 0.034 0.951 2.541
0.36 1.412 0.196 0.204 1.564 0.441 Z.404CO C.053 C.031 0.906 
 0.362 1.351 
 0.160 0.185 1.493 0.432 
 2.290
10c0 0.048 0.02$ C.RL7 0.355 1.2q9 
 0.167 0.169 1.433 0.425 
 2.194
2CC 0.C78 0.01 0.651 0.316 1.0]1 
 0.102 0.095 1.087 0.379
3:tt C.020 1.663
U.011 0.550 0.296 0.817 0.076 
 0.068 0.923 0.354 1.4214CCO C.016 0.009 0.488 0.282 0.794 0.061 0.053 0.822 0.338 1.274Cco C.OI3 0.0"7 0.445 0.771 0.737 0.052 C.044 0.750 0.326 
 1.112
60C0 0.012 U.006 0.;13 0.263 0.693 
 0.045 0.038 0.697 0.316 
 1.096
1CCO C.Ol O.OOS 0.387 0.756 0.6!9 0.040 0.033 0.654 0.3086COO 1.036
C.CC9 0.035 0.366 0.251 0.611 0.037 C.030 0.619 0.301 
 0.99f
9CCO C.C0$ 0.C04 0.34q 0.246 0.607 0.033 0.027 0.590ICf.U 0.008 0.295 0.9460.004 0.334 0.242 0.507 0.031 0.025 0.565 0.290
2CCCO C.CCA O.C02 0.9110.150 A.215 0.412 0.018 C.014 0.425 0.258 0.716
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tENGINt RESEARCH AND &EVELO'ME,T LUST 'INCLUDING PRUFI 

~307.988 IMItLIONS OF 0OL1ARS) 

ENGINE PROOUCTION COSTS (INCLUDOIt 44 v80IT) 

I IILLIONS OF I)OLtARS1 

-- COST OF ENGINES fOR TESr AIRCRAFT EXCLUDED 

ENGINE 
OUANTITY 

EI UNIT 

'COSTS 
.IE%1GIN'$S 

CU'4. AV(. 

COSTS 
IENGINES) 

AIRCRAFT 
QUANTITY 

TOTAL UNIT 

COSTS
(AIRCRAFT) 

CUM. AV. 

COSTS(AIRCIAost 

%D 

4 
8 

16 
16 
20 
74 
28 
32 
36 
40 
80 
120 
360 
200 
740 
2po 
32' 

4so 
600 

1200 
1600 
2000 
2460 
29') 
?0tJ 

3600 

12 .090 
l11000 G 

0.52O 
0.505 
0.483 
0.483 
0.474 
0.467 
0.46o 
0.455 
0.441 
0.445 
U.412 
0.3f3 
0.360 
C.370 
0.3bI 
0.354 
0.14') 
0.1) 
0. 3310 
0.310 
0.294 
0.2e3 
0.775 
0.261 
0.26-4 
0.2) 

0.,15 

r'.00o2i 

(I SOJ
0.ai2~13p0)4l0v 
0.210 

0.528 
0.51Z 
0.512 
0.50% 
0.500 
0.495 
0.490 
0.486 
0.4B2 
0.479 
0.451 
0.436 
0.4Z3 
0.414 
0.405 
0.399 
0.393 
0.18a 
0. 3al 
0.153 
0.336 
0.324 
0.3L5 
0.308 
0.307 
0.?')? 

0.?,0 

h.0. 

$1.?jO0I°
0.241 

1 

3 
4 
5 
& 
? 

9 
Oo.ias 
20 
30 
40 
o'50 
60 
70 
806.571 
90 
too0 
200 
300 

400 
s00 
600 
70. 
800 

900 

(j5G0) 

4000 

-

2.11) 
2.047 
1.999 
1.945 
t.qoq 
1.078 
1.851 
1.827 
t.8O 

1.653 
1.576 
1.521 

1.480 
1.447 
1.41) 
3,105 
I.S34 
1.356 
1.240 
.1.4? 

1.1)4
3.10! 
1.076 
.054 

1.036 

I10 

I I,4 1q 

9IIt10'819 
0.640J41 

-,Oth 

*.9?11 

2.110 

2.041 
2.0i 
1.9qq 
1.97w 

1.94k4 

1.914 
1.810 
3.741 
1.691 

1.6k 
1.61. 
1. 

I.S010 
1.53.P 
1.411 

1.Zfl 

, 3.29% 
3.0?1 

1.10 

isN-1 
0,I 

0,' lsnoI 
2500024CGO 

- 28000 
32000 
3600040c,10 

soCo0 

0.24 0.234 5000 0.78L5b.)10.1)9 0.221 1AGO0 0.796 
0.O .224 7000 0.7B0 

9.19i0.720000 0.761 
o.t89 0.21 9000 0.7550.197 0.214 W0OOD 0.1 50', 
0.171 0.196 20000 0.619 
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AVIONICS RESEARCH ANtI vor:tL0DPr 11 COST JIIHLUOING PROFIT)iMILLICNS Of OCLLARS) 

5.00 

AVIONICS PRODUCTION COSTS IILC UONG PROriT 
(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS) 

- COST OF AVIONICS FUR TEsr AIRCRAFt EXCLUDD -

tANIY lUNIT 
CUMULATIVE 
AVERAGE 

1 
2 

6 

SOD 
9 
10 
20 
30 
40 
so-18 
60 
70 
BO 
90 

I00 
700 
3IV 
4Co 
100 
60 
too 
AC 
9c0 

100' 
7COU 

30.179 
40.173 

10.162 

0.E94 
0.85 

0 . Ite9 
0.165 

1$9 
0.15& 
0.t54 
0.135 
0.129 
0. IZ 

0.114 
0.111 
0.108 
0-1& 

0.104 
0.09. 
0.OO 
O-oo 
0.01A 
0.075 
0.07) 
0.07t 
0.070 
0.06M 
0.0#,0 

0.194 
0.190 
0.1116 
0.183 
0. 180 

.1re 
0.171, 
0.173 
0.111 
0.170 
0.151 
0.149 
0.143 
0.1 8 
0.134 
0,2 t 
0.179 
0.126 

0.124 
0.111 
0.103 
0.048 
0.094 
0.091 
0.0S9 
0.087 
0.085 
0.053 
0.014 

5 0I, 

r 

I P 
to0 * 0 

(PI t 

0-tL 

e rr, 
4(cC, 
I CCOu 
2tCo0 

0.047 
0.046 
O.ojs 
0.039 

0.067 
0.056 
0.035 
0.048 
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COMAINED COSTS (INCLUOING PROFIT) FOR AIRFRAMES, ENGINES. AND AVIONICS
 
IMILLONMS or UOLLARSI 

AIRFkAMCL PTF 
IN(L. TIST A/C TOTAL 

WITH E'MI,1NES ENGINE AVIONICS ROIF 
AND AVIONICS PoTe ROTe COST 

248.643 307.788 5.000 561.63t 

. . * PRODUCTION COSTS WITHOUT ROTr . . a . PROOUCtIUN CuSTS WITH ROTE 
PRO. $(ATF 

AIRCRAFT (AIRFAAMES GRA4D 
QUANTITY PER MOTH) UNIT CuM. AVG, TOTAL -, "" CUM. AVG. TOr t 

1 1.0 IT.779 1t.7T9 17.779 579.4t1 519.41t 
2 1.0 15.790 16.795 33.590 297.611 sns.?2 
3 .U t4.394 15.197 47.990 203.20? 609.6 1 
4 1.0 13.346 15.135 61.319 11s. 1l 622.)7t 
5 1.0 1?.523 14.173 71.865 127.nwlq 63i.416 
6 1.0 11.853 14.287 85.720 107.89? 641.31 
7 1.0 11.?96 13.H60 97.017 94.0143 65M.648 
8 1.! 12.5)3 L3.694 109.551 93.A98 671.18? 
9 1.4 15.122 13.853 124.674 76.2%6 606.305 

10 1.6 17.953 13.763 13T,628 69.926 699.1$9 
20 4.4 10.60? 12.751 255.013 40.83 616.644 
30 7.4 9.013 I1.7t6 151.489 10.43? 3.M 
40 9.5 7.034 10.782 431.291 24.821 912.923 
50 10.0 5.992 9.921 496.039 21.153 1057.670 
60 10.0 5.618 9.230 551.O18 18.511 t115.449 
70 10.0 5.323 8.690 608.322 16.714 1169.1%3 
80 10.0 5.084 8.253 660.201 15.2?3 1221.43Z o 0 90 10.0 4.884 7.aRB 709.914 14.l t271.546 
100 10.0 4.714 7.578 757.798 13.114 1319.4?4 

'tO 00 
300 

10.0 
10.0 

3.67 
3.028 

,5.868 

5.087 
1173.601 
1576.022 

8.676 
6.959 

1735.,40 
2'87.6sl 

400 10.0 3.058 4.611 1R44.258 6.015 ?405.%09 
500 10.0 2.968 4.280 2419.990 5.401 ?7u1.4I? 
600 1C.O 2.726 4.03? 2419q.06 4.968 . )o)8 
700 10.0 Z.612 3.837 1685.938 46639 3247.1$4 
80O 10.0 ?.519 3.678 7942.327 4.1R0 3Su3 .40 
100 

Ic 110.0) 
10.0 ?.441 

?.. 3743.431 
3.$45 3190.202 

3430.935 
4.169 
3.*02 

1?).S)) 
311.461 

22.) 10.0 1.190 2.791 55R2.867 3.071 h1-4.419 
3C03 10.0 1.805 2.491 7471.641 2.67A bn33.Th 
4000 10.0 1.6R7 2.103 ,P11.595 2.444 

to 5000 10.0 1.603 2.111 I0556.586 2.784 11418.tI7 
6000 10.0 1.538 2.071 12426.241 2.165 1278T.et3 
T7000 10.0 1.487 1.191 13)38.331 2.071 14,14.461 

-. 8000 10.0 1.444 1.92$ 15403.435 1.996 
1.09000. 1.408 I.BTO 16829.097 1.732 17390.F28 

ICOOO 10.0 1.377, 1.82 IUB20.q35 1.878 1CTb2.S6I 
20000 10.0 I.t9 1.546 30974.960 1.174 31466.S9 
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SECTION 10
 

OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES
 

Two 	program modules are available for optimization studies:
 

1. 	The variational optimization program option ATOP II,
 
References 1 and 2. This option can be applied to
 
any system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations
 
by a slight program modification.
 

2. 	The multivariable search method contained in program
 
AESOP, References 3, 4, and S.
 

This program contains thirteen algorithms for solving nonlinear finite
 
dimensioned optimization problems. AESOP is available as a separate
 
program module in the ODIN/RLV and also as an integral part of the
 
ATOP II program of Section 7.3.
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10.1 THE VARIATIONAL STEEPEST DESCENT4WIUiD 

10.1.1 The Problem Statement
 

Point mass motion is governed by three second order
 
differential equations of position together witt a first
 
order differential equation governing the mass By suit
ably defining additional state variables, it is possible 
to reduce these equations to a set of first oro_-- differ
ential equations. Point mass motion is, there-re, governed 
by a set of first order differential equations. The form
 
of these equations is
 

JXn(t) . if(Xn(t), .m(t), ) 
n - 1,2 ........... N 

m - 1,2 .......... M (i)
 

That is, there are N state variables whose der-vatives
 
4n(t) are defined by N first order differential equations
 
involving the state variables, together with M ccntrol vari
ables, am(t), and t, the independent variable :tself.
 

Constraints may be imposed on a set of funct:ons of the
 
state variables and time at the end of the tranezzory. In
 
this case, a set of constraint functions of the form
 

....... (2)
p T1,2 P 


can be constructed which the final trajectory must satisfy.
 
Any one of the constraints may be used as a cut-off function
 
which, when satisfied, will terminate a particular trajectory.
 
The cut-off function can, therefore, be written in the form
 

=4(,(T), T) = 0 (3) 

and determines the trajectory termination time T. In all,
 
then, whenthe cut-off function is included, there are
 
(P + 1) end constraints. 

Finally, it may be that some other function of the state 
variables and time at the end of the trajectory is to be 
optimized. Hence, a pay-off function 

0 - (x.(T), T) (4) 

which is to be maximized or minimized, can be constructed.
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Now, suppose that a nominal trajectory is available. The
 
requirements of this trajectory are modest; it must satisfy
 
tne cut-off condition, Equation (3), but it need not optimize
 
the pay-off function or satisfy the constraint equations. To
 
generate this nominal trajectory by integrating Equations (i),
 
the vehicle characteristics, the initia'l state variable values,
 
and a nominal control variable history must be known. Once
 
this nominal trajectory is available, the stedpest descent
 
process can be applied. To do this, the trajectory showing the
 
greatest improvement in the pay-off function, while at the
 
same time eliminating a given amount of the end point errors
 
as measured by Equations (2) for a given size of control vari
able perturbation, is obtained by application of the Variational
 
Calculus.
 

Equations (2) provide an end point error measure, for they
 
will only be satisfied if the end points have been achieved.
 
Therefore, any non-zero *p represents an end point error which
 
must be corrected. A convenient measure of the control variable
 
perturbation can be defined by the scalar quantity,
 

2DP S[dI a(tj [W(t]IAa(t4I± () 
to
 

where W is any arbitrary symmetric matrix. In the case where
 
all control variables have a similar ability to affect the
 
tra~ectory, W is taken equal to the unit matrix, and DP2 be
comes the integrated squire of the control variable perturbations
 
6a(t). It might be noted that if Equation 5 is to have meaning,
 
it is essential that all control variables have the same dimen
sions. To meet this condition, the control variables can be
 
expressed in non-dimensional form.
 

The constraint on control variable perturbation size repre
sented by Equation (5) is an essential element of the steepest 
descent process; for the optimum perturbation will be found by 
local linearization of the non-linear trajectory equations about 
zle nominal path. To insure validity of the linearized approx
imaion, the analysis must be limited to small control variable 
perturbations by means of Equation (5) which provides an integ
ra measure of the local perturbation magnitudes. 

10.1.2 Single Stage Analysis
 

-ne steepest descent process has been outlined above. To
 
n. ieft this method, an analysis of all perturbations about 

z nomina trajectory must be undertaken. In the present 
:e-cz, all. perturbations will be linearized; only first 
order perturbations in the control and state variables will be
 
considered. The objective of the linearized analysis is
 



determination of the optimum control variable perturbation in
 
the sense discussed in the previous section.
 

Denoting variables on the nominal trajectory by a bar
 

1,W nominal IMt) (6)
 

and 

JYt nominal -R t) (7)
 

where there are M control variables and N state variables.
 

Now consider a small perturbation to the control variable
 
history,6a(t); this in turn will cause a small perturbation in
 
the state variable history, 6x(t). The new values of the vari
ables become
 

and
 

Xt) t4 + hxti (9) 

The nominal state variable and perturbed state variable
 
histories can also be written as
 

{ct) - {x(to)} + S (t), (t),t} dt (0 

to
 

Subtracting Equation (10) from Equation (11) and using
 
Taylor's expansion to first order,
 

" x ( t ) J{x(t) - 0 xn"+ ."am8 d t -f6 
(12)
 

where
 wer -. f (3F ) (t), t) (13) 

and where the repeated index indicates a summation over all
 
possible values. Differentiation leads to
 

dtx_ &xf+Ohat( (14a) 
10. 1-3 



or in matrix form
 

d {Sx~t)} = [F] {Sx} + [G] {6a} (14b) 

where
 

ij = Zxj 
andG 

ij B-1
= 


Here the (i,j)th element lies in the ith row and jth column of
 
the matrices; F is an N x N matrix and G is an N x M matrix.
 

The effect of these perturbations on pay-off, cut-off, and
 
constraint functions must now be determined. A general method
 
for obtaining these effects, known as the 'adjoint method,'
 
Reference 13,is to define a new set of variables by the equations
 

By specifying varzous boundary conditions on the X, the
 
changes in all functions of interest can be found in turn. To
 
show this pre-multiply Equation (14) by ' and Equation (16)
 
by dx', transpose the second of these equations and sum with
 
the first giving
 

dt (Sx) + o [XJ'[.J3x- + 3Ioo 

-[j'[r] )bx (17) 

which may be written as
 

dt (x'ax)1 ?'G~a (18)
 

Integrating Equation (18) over the trajectory
 

-(19)
X{Xx}- {Xfbxt 0 5T0L],plG] dt 

Now define three distinct sets of A functions by applying
 
the following boundary conditions at t =T:
 

2a
{X (T)}= =_ XT } 
(T 8Qi (T {X,,T)} (20b) 

10.1-4 []- xT2c er') 




Equation (16) may now be integrated in the reverse direction 
(i.e., from T to to ) to obtain the functions, {AX(t)}, {Ai(t)1, 
and ( (t) ). 

Substituting each of these functions into Equation (19) in
 
turn and noting that
 

[X,(T)J Sx [j~axfi 30k,, (21la) 

LJX}(T)j;"x "t=T (21b) 

t-]j t x. (21c) 

It follows that
 

t=T to (22a) 

6 "t=T t XSj]{s dt +1(tod sx(to) (22a) 

(22b) 

{64t=, tJKI1xd + _XCt)] { 8x(t0)} 
(22c)
 

Now, Equations (22) give the changes in pay-off function,
 
cut-off function and constraint functions at the terminal time
 
of the nominal trajectory; however, on the perturbed trajectory,
 
the cut-off will usually occur at some perturbed time, T + LT.
 
In this case, the total change in the above quantities becomes
 

d ,o 0 ihlGsa at + L(to zx(t)} (T)AT 
(23a)
 

-iST[X ,J[G1aj t + Lxn,(toiJ Sx~to4 + (T)AT 
to (23b) 

} Tf]G ]{dt + [.(to)] {x(to)} +(T4ATc. 

10.1-5 



Equations (23) supply the change in pay-off, cut-off, and
 
constraint functions on the perturbed trajectory.
 

The time perturbation in Equations (23a) and (23c) may be
 
eliminated by noting that, by definition of the cut-off function,
 
Equation (23b) must ,be zero.
 

".-- fr T Jt.L- (24)AT• I TLX 1JfG)Jdt +LXto)JfAx(to 

Substituting Equation (4)into Equations (23a) and (23c)
 

T@(x~ ga d xuo 5~) (25a) 

11! r0 

{a4 ="~ X4 [G]{da} dt + &00to] {sx(t 0 4l (25b) 

o 

where 

(26a)
 

4 4s~l~aL(26b)
£2 T) 

Equations (25) reveal the significance of the X functions,
 
orgnally defined by Equations (16) and (20). At time tQ,
 
Ar gives the sensitivity of (T) to small perturbations in the
 
state variables at to. Similarly, XOQ(t) measures the sensi
tiv-zzy of '(T) to small perturbations in the state variables at
 
any time t. The sensitivity of tne constraints d* to small
 
state variable perturbations at any time is likewise defined
 
by each row of the function X,(t).
 

A measure of the sensitivity of a trajectory to control
 
variable perturbations can be obtained from the quantities IS'G
 
and Xy' G. Consider a pulse control variable perturbation at
 
time t', that is, 6(t-t'), where 6 is the Dirac delta function.
 
With this type of control variable perturbation, it can be seen
 
from Equations (25)>that the changes in pay-off and ,constraint
 
functions will be XCQ(t')'G(t') and A p(t')'G(t'), respectively,
 
for fixed initial conditions.
 

In order to apply the steepest-descent process, the perfor
mance function change, Equation (20a), must be maximized; subject
 
to specified changes in the constraints, Equation (25b); and a
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given size perturbation to the control variables, Equation (5).

This can be achieved by constructing an augmented function in
 
the manner of Lagrange which is to be maximized instead of do.
 
For the present problem, the augmented function is
 

Ua( [XJ[G] {da} at + [.,n(to)J {Jx(to4 

+jJ [xkcj3'[G] {Sce} dt + [Afb]{x(tc)}( 

dt4to L aJ (27) 

where-the v are P undetermined-Lagrangian multipliers, and p

is a single undetermined Lagrangian multiplier. The objective
now is to find that variation of the control variable history

which will maximize U.
 

Consider a variation of 6a , that is a 6(6a). Then,

it is always possible to write any d distribution in the form
 

1 3} {At)} k, or [baj [A(t)jk (28) 

where A(t) prescribes the perturbation shape;and k, its mag
nitude. Now that part of Equation (27) which depends on 6a,

the perturbation in the control variable, can be written in
 
the form
 

U = k tLXQJG]{A(t) dt + ktj5tXn [G]A(t)} dt 

to 

+ k2S LoActJ[wl{A~t)} at (29) 

So that
 

- [xnj [G] jA(t)} at +L , iV 01[]A)}t
2mT) (30)
 

+215 LA(tUj [w] {A(t)} at 
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or
 

'I. 

T 

s\ +L JK ~jj[G [I4.2L6-J[w]J66 
to 

(31) 

where it has been noted from Equation (28) that
 

6(6a) = At) 6k (32)
 

Now, since Equation (31) holds for any A(t)1 it follows
 
that it is a general relationship. Further,for U to be an ex
tremal, 6U must be zero.
 

If U has been maximized by means of a control variable
 
nerturbation 6a, 6U must be stationary for all small pertur
bat ons to the 6a, that is, for all 6(6a). The only way in
 
which Equation (31) can be zero for all 6(6a) is for the
 
coefficient of 6(6.a) to be identically zero. That this last
 
statement is true follows from considering the case where, over
 
some finite time interval between to and T, the coefficient of
 
6(6a), is, say, positive. If this were the case, we could
 
choose a 6(6a) distribution that was also positive in this
 
same nzerval and zero elsewhere between to and T. It would
 
follow that U was also positive, and, hence, U could not be
 
maximum. A similar argument holds when &(6a) is negative over
 
any interval in to to T. Hence, the coefficient of 6(6a) must
 
be identically zero in the whole interval to t j T. This
 
argument is essentially based on that presented by Goldstein,
 
Reference 14. It follows that'
 

(33)

+]
LL][ 
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Transposing, noting that W is symmetric, and solving for 6a,
 

6a)- t Wl [ajfp.O} HX]0v1 (34) 

Substituting Equation (34) into Equation C5b)
 

{ap}- -{{L }E'#]d} (35a) 

where
 

d})A,~oj{xt) (35b)
 

and
 

W]' ]1fln] dt 

{'#-a] [x [W]' [G]{).dt 

[X G[~~J Ga (36al 

G'[] (36b) 
to
 

For subsequent use define the integral
 

i* =5 Lx2 j[a] {wl [ GJ{ X.}dt (36c) 

The multipliers v can be expressed in terms of the multipliers 
' by Equation (35a) 

{ P ,u'{oM[I-4" +aP}±{#4 (37)
 

Substituting Equation (34) into Equation (5)
 

L2 I L r (38)
J\J J(I # )LJ[ [ /DE--I-(',-+ ll L "WJ 1 

Transposing the second term in the right hand side bracket
 

pI 2I + 2 [j# Lj)(39) 

Substituting Equation (37) in Equation (39)
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and noting,that is symmetrical gives
 

4P2 ,p2 _ -0 L~J [x4 {}+ 4pu LdJ do} (40) 

So that
 

2M=-Ldi [x , I{d4 (41) 

Substituting Equation (41) into Equation (37), the remaining
 
Lagrangian multipliers are obtained in the form
 

( ""V -Ld J [xa "1 { } 1 
(42) 

The optimum control perturbation is found by substituting
 
Equations (41) and (42) back into Equation (34) and is
 

2X VDP - LdJ [i3s]-' td 
loo - L'oW ['#]-i t',#4 

[w]-I [a]'[Q]G [14] -1 {do} (43) 

With this ,equation the steepest-descent control pertur
bation has been determined. Perturbing the control variables
 
according to Equation (43) gives the optimum change in the
 
zrajectory as discussed in the section entitled, "Problem
 
Szacement," with the added effect of changes in the initial
 
value of the state variables included through the term in d .
 
2ne appropriate sign to use' on the first term of equation (43)
 
can be determined by evaluating dQ. Substituting the optimum

control perturbation into Equation (25a) results in the
 
equation shown on the following page.
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4-- o- [..j [ {re.)(a LaJ0[1j- {d$}) 

+ Lyd [.#t-{a4 +tL0? 5 toj { sxCxto) 	 (44) 

As the quantity in the radical must be positive to assure 
the change in 4 is real, it follows that the negative sign 
must be taken when minimizing the payoff function and the 
positive sign when maximizing the payoff function. 

10.1.3 	 Conbining Continuous Control and Finite 
Paraneter Optimization 

Many vehicle flight path optimization problems involve continuous control 
and finite paraneter optimization. For exanple, with a multi-stage system 
the optimal control and stage points Ts may be required. These problems 
may be solved in an analogous manner to that employed for continuous control 

2
alone optimization. A conbined perturbation stepsize paraneter, DC , is 
defined by 

DC La~J La ( t ' t Th (45) 

Equations which are analoqous tn those of (39) and (35a) are obtained 

4 .Dc- C,. . 2-2 [ L- + LL0j { } 
(46)
-Lj1 #]+.[L"]]{O}--o 

2p{Sr} {{+p +L~~} + [[Jp0] +[L#VJ] {I t9 0 (47) 

wvnere m-e functions J44, Jp¢, J#g, LO, L4q, L#, and &1'are defined in 
Reference 1. 	 It can be shown, Reference 1, that the optimal stage point 
per-crbations TS are given by 

;Fv 	 4 + IW74-=IMP[B 	 kl -T +L~ 

pa LrJ [jt + L]'ju}-

(48) 
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with a similar expression for the optimal control perturbations. A nore 
general formulation yet is provided by Petersen, Reference 12, where not 
only stage points but any finite set of parameters in a whole class can 
be incorporated into the variational steepest-descent formulation. 

It is emphasized that Section 10.1 provides only an outline of the ATOP II 
variaticnal formulation. Conplete details including past applications 
can be obtained from References 1 to 15. 

10.1.4 Some Past ATOP II Applications 

The success of the variational steepest-descent methcd in solution of aircraft 
performance optimization problems is evident from the strong support given 
to this technique by a series of contracts let by leading Government research 
centers concerned with this area. The reason for this support is clear when 
performance gains obtained are examined. Figure 10.1-1 presents the 1962 time 
to climb record flights of the McDonnell F-4B aircraft. Figure 10.1-2 illus
traces how closely these paths follow the mininum tim ascent paths predicted 
by the References 1 and 2 program. Figure 10.1-3 provides a conparison 
between flight handbook performance estimates, a minimum time climb obtained 
by the References 1 and 2 program, and an attenpt by Marine Col. Yunck to fly 
the predicted optimum. 

Tfe 	predicted optimal path and the path flown by Col. Yunck both produce a 
23 per cent inprovement in aircraft performance over the flight handbook. 
During the Cuban crisis of the early sixties results of this type were 
produced routinely from the References 1 and 2 program to aid in an Air Force 
readiness studies. It should be noted that unlike optimization studies in 
other technology fields, these performance gains are obtained without vehicle 
rnxafication. To obtain these performance gains while retaining flight hand
book nethods would have required a 23 per cent increase in aircraft design 
capability, several years' effort and several billion dollars to replace an 
existing fleet of aircraft which could achieve this capability simply by 
being flown in the optimum manner. This one example serves as a lasting 
case of 

1. 	 the high cost associated with an over-sinplified approach
 
to performance optimization, and
 

2. 	 the insignificant computational cost of adequate performance 
optimization studies for production aircraft when ccdpared 
to the resulting payoff. 

Further details of these F-4B performance optimization studies may be obtained 
from Reference 5. 

in general, the variational steepest-descent method will usually converge 
quickly and reliably for short duration airbreathing trajectories, for 
booster ascent problems, and for orbital maneuver problems. Figures 10.1-4 
to 10.1-6 "tilustratethe behavior of the method on several short duration 
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airbreathing trajectory optimization problems. Each problem is solved from 
two nominal paths. In each case the two final optimal paths are in essential 
agreement. Figure 10.1-4(a) presents a maximun terminal velocity descent 
from 35,000 feet at 800 feet per second to 500 feet level flight in a fixed 
time of 75 seconds. Figure 10.1-4 (b) is a maximum altitude in fixed time (75 
seconds) path to a level flight condition,. Figure 10.1-5 is a minimum time 
intercept -from the same initial conditions. A target is coming in from 80 
nautical miles at constant altitude and Mach nuber. In this example, the 
intercept range and tijne are not known prior to solution. Once a solution 
is obtained, the resuli can readily be verified; for it is the minimum time 
path to the then known interception point. in all examples the optimal paths 
obtained from each nominal are indistinguishable from each other. The 
corresponding control histories are also quite well defined, Figure 10.1-6. 
These examples are taken from those contained in Reference 15. The inter
ception of Figure 10.1-5 is the sinplest type of two-vehicle problem. For 
exaxple, the target may accelerate as an the problem of Figure 10.1-7 which 
is taken from Reference 15. The figure again reveals no apparent difference 
between the optimal flight profiles obtained from each of the two nominal 
paths employed. 
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10.2 PROGRAM AESOP: COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR MULTIVARIABLE SEARCH
 

10.2.1 The Design Cycle
 

During the early fifties the moderately-sized digital computer began to
 
appear in quantity at aerospace industrial establishments. The impact
 
of these machines on the aerospace-vehicle design process has grown
 
steadily since that time, and it is now commonplace to encounter a variety
 
of large-scale computers in the CDC 6600, UNIVAC 1108, and IBM 360 series
 
at large governmental and industrial aerospace concerns. Initially, the
 
use of the digital computer was limited to a few relatively complex ele
ments of the vehicle design process. Problems typified by the flutter
 
speed calculation which r~quires computation of unsteady flow about an
 
oscillating three-dimensional airfoil surface, the calculation of vibration
 
modes of a three-dimensional elastic structure, and the solution of large
order matrix eigenvalue problems, taxed early machines to their full
 
capacity. The structural dynamicist was rapidly joined by engineers in
 
other disciplines with problems of comparable complexity, the aerodynamics
 
specialist using more precise definition of the vehicle three-dimensional
 
surface, the structures specialist employing extremely large matrices, the
 
performance specialist employing the variational calculus, and so on.
 
Business applications soon appeared in quantity, and in some establishments
 
functions such as accounting, payroll, and inventory control began to
 
utilize larger amounts of computer capacity than the design process itself.
 
Finally, with the introduction of numerically controlled machine-tools,
 
the manufacturing field began to establish a requirement for the digital
 
computer.
 

The need for today's large-scale digital computer is, therefore, clearly
 
established; many specialists in engineering disciplines find the capacity
 
o couay's large-scale computer the factor limiting further developments
 
in their field. Three-dimensional real gas calculations, for example,
 
are still by and large impractical for design purposes with today's computer
 
speed-storage combination. Certain classes of atmospheric flight path
 
optimization calculation require many hours of large-scale digital computer
 
time for solution, and other examples are easily forthcoming.
 

Throughout increasing use of the digital computer, the essence of the
 
design process in the aerospace industry, that of design selection and de
velopment, has remained relatively untouched. Typically, a nominal design
 
is selected on the basis of experience, judgment, and gross level preliminary
 
studies. The design is examined by various specialist groups. In the case
 
of an aircraft design, these will include:
 

AERODYANAMICS
 
STRUCTURES
 
PROPULSION
 
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS AND AEROELASTICITY
 
PERFO&NANCE
 

Each discipline will engage in a critical assessment of the design from its
 
particular specialist aspect. Trade studies in which the specialist per
turbs prime airplane design parameters, weight, wing area, wing sweep,
 
fuselage size, etc., will be undertaken. A considerable degree of overlap
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exists in these trade studies. Thus, the structural engineer requires
 
the air-load distribution on the vehicle, essentially an aerodynamic
 
problem. The aeroelastician requires vehicle deflections under specified
 
types of loading, an aerodynamic and structural problem, etc. Tradition
ally, the disciplines have tended to work independently; when the structural
 
engineer requires air-loads, he tends to compute them himself. In this
 
he typifies practically all the specialist disciplines. Primarily, the.
 
structural engineer is performing a vehicle structures trade; he does not
 
wish to complicate the problem beyond that point.
 

Each discipline, therefore, performs its own trade studies, and it is left
 
,o the vehicle designer to perform the overall system analysis leading
 
to an improved design. This is not a straightforward problem. The aero
dynamicist sees a better design resulting from a thinner wing; the drag
 
is less. The structural engineer sees a better design resulting from a
 
thicker wing; the vehicle structural weight is less for given loads. On
 
the first iteration, the structural dynamicist may not have finished his
 
calculations, hence structural dynamics feed-back may not be available.
 

On the basis of the trades, the designer selects a new design, and the 
process is repeated. This is the traditional airplane design cycle. The 
weaknesses of the traditional design cycle have recently created considerable 
interest in a new approach to vehicle design based on simulation of the 
entire interdisciplinary design process within the computer. Initially, 

these attempts concentrated on achievement of a consistent interdisciplinary 
point design evaluation. References 1 and 2 typify NASA approaches to this 
problem. While these applications deal primarily with transports for the 
1980's, other programs are being developed for application to today's air
craft designs botf by NASA-and in industry. Typical of this work- is the 
General Dynamics program SYNAC of Reference 3. 

Computeriied airplane design simulations are illustrated schematically in
 
Figure 1. Vehicle parameters which determine gross characteristics of a
 
particular design, wing-area, thickness-chord ratio, fuselage length,
 
engine-size, etc., are supplied to a geometry rogram. Detailed geometrical
 
characteristics are computed and used to compute aerodynamic, propulsive,
 
structural, and mission characteristics. From this data vehicle performance
 
characteristics, such as payload, range, landing and take-off speed, time
to-climb, etc., can be computed. With computerized tools of thLs type,
 
the designer can specify a selected set of values for the vehicle design
 
parancters, and the corresponding performance characteristics are computed
 
auto-atically within the computer. Internal computations are consistent,
 
repeatable, and in-step with each other. Vehicle trade studies can be
 
carried out by the designer directly without the necessity of calling upon
 
tne ngmineering specialist. The specialist has constructed a "black box"
 
program within the design simulation expressing his requirements. Pre
l3zinary design and vehicle definition can proceed until the designer has
 
evolved a satisfactory design. At this point, the specialist must re

enter the picture, critically examining the final design using a depth of
 
analysis currently prohibitive in the repetitive design simulation itself.
 

preliminary design and vehicle definition can be expedited by use of com
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puter aided design techniques such as multivariable optimization. The re
mainder of this paper discusses these techniques and there application to
 
performance optimization at the complete system level.
 

10.2.2 Multivariable Optimization
 

The airplane design problem is essentially a large scale, non-linear multi
variable optimization problem. Independent variables are the gross geometric
 
and physical parameters defining the configuration in detail -- the vehicle
 
design parameters. Depend~nt variables are the system performance character
istics -- range, payload, gross weight, landing and take-off speed, direct
 
operating cost, etc. Corresponding to a given set of design parameters, T,
 
a unique set of performance characteristics F, are obtained.
 

(10.2.1)
T = T (Y) 

In the design process one of these characteristics will be selected for
 
minimization or maximization. This is the payoff function
 

, = 4€(ci) (10.2.2), 

In the case of cost, 4 will be minimized; in the case of range, will be
 
maximized. In some designs, the payoff criteria to employ will not be self
evident to the designer. In this case he may seek to define value function,
 
V, which involves some combination of the performance characteristics
 

V = V(T) (10.2.3) 

The value function is then employed as the payoff function. An alternative
 
approach and one more readily interpreted is that of seeking constrained
 
extremes. Constraint functions, T, are selected from the performance
 
characteristics.
 

These constraints can always be defined such that
 

= ;(a) = 0 (10.2.4) 

With this approach, for example, the designer seeks the maximum range
 
vehicle having a given take-off and landing speed. A general technique for 
incorporating constraints into the optimization formulation is the well-known 
"penalty function" approach. Here, an augmented payoff function, T, is 
constructed, in the minimization case 

M 2 (10.2.5)
T= + 

i=l 
wi4 

(ip2 

gIG0.-L
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The W. are a set of positive constraint weighting factors. Provided the WI
 
are sufficiently largq in magnitude, minimization of Equation (5) corres
ponds to minimization,Equation (2) in the presence of the constraints
 
Equation (4). In practice, the W. may be determined in adaptive fashion
 
on the basis of individual constraint behavior. Alternative approaches
 
to the penalty function approach are available. For example, the steepest
descent method of Bryson, reference 21, which permits explicit elimination
 
of constraint errors, and the methods proposed by'Morrison,-reference 26,
 
and Kowalik, et al, reference 27, both of which convert the constrained
 
extremal problem into a sdquence of unconstrained extremal problems.
 

ine designer may wish to impose inequality constraints on the design. For
 
example, he may seek the maximum range vehicle whose take-off speed is
 
fixed but whose landing speed does not exceed some specified value. In
equality constraints of this type can readily be transformed into the
 
equality constratnt form, Equation (4). Suppose the inequality is to be
 
placed on the i performance function; then define a constraint, j, such
 
that
 

1P. = F. ; F. > 0 
1 1 

= 0 ; F. < 0 (10.2.6) 

Constraining 'P. to zero is now equivalent to the constraint F. < 0. 

Frequently -.--t. designer os- inequat1y constraints directly on the
 
design parameters. Thus, he may require the best fuselage length in the
 
range 200 to 300 feet. These limits will be dictated by a'priori knowledge
 
of the vehicle and its operating environment. Generally, thEn, thedesign
 
parameters are subject to lower and upper limiting values, a and a , such
 
that
 

-L - -H a <a-- (10.2.7)
 

The constraints limit the region of feasible designs to a hyper-rectangle
 
lying in the multi-dimensiqnal design parameter space. Equations (1) through
 
(7) define in symbolic fashion the aerospace vehicle design problem. Con
ceptually, they define most industrial design problems; for, in practice,
 
the designer must always seek to express his problem in terms of a finite
 
number of parameters.
 

Methods for solution of non-linear multivariable optimization problem have
 
received donsiderable attention during the sixties. In general, solutions
 
-are obtained by the iterative search procedures which are collectively be
coning known as "optimal seeking methods."4 The increasing interest in
 
these techniques stems both from their ready application through the digital
 
computer and the ease with which the designer can grasp their theoretical
 
basis.' Generally, the non-linear optimal seeking method has its basis in
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logic rather than the higher branches of analytic mathematics. In essense,
 
the technique corresponds quite closely to the designers traditional design
 
cycle. Parameters are perturbed; the system is evaluated, and, on the 
basis of resulting performance characteristics, a new desigu is evolved. 
Figure 2 presents a schematic diagram of the optimal seeking approach. A 
nominal design, -O, is supplied to the optimization algoritwa. The 
optimizer, in turn, supplies the design parameter values to a digital'model 
of the system being designed. This system functions in "black box" fashion 
and returns the corresponding performance characteristics, F, to the 
optimizer. Based on inspection of these characteristics, a new design, 7, 
is supplied to the system, and the process repeats in iterative fashion 
until the optimal performance = * for the constraint levels T ='U is 
attained. 

It can be seen that the optimization process is largely divorced from the
 
system model. This fact permits construction of generalized optimization
 
programs which can readily be coupled to digital system models. These
 
models may be expressly constructed with this object in mind, or, equally,
 
they may be existing digital system models constructed for conventional
 
designer control and perturbatign. An example of this type of generalized 
optimization program is AESOP ' (Automated Engineering and Scientific 
OQptimization Program) recently constructed under contract to the National 
Aeronautics and'Space Administration's Office of Advanced Research and
 
Technology. This optimization program has been succegsu6y applied to a
 
variety of engineering design optimization problems7 , some of which
 
are listed in Figure 3.
 

The success of AESOP is largely due to the provision of several alternate
 
search algorithms withi U-rogr These searches may t - poye..
either separately or in conjunction with each other. Techniques for search
 
acceleration are'incorporated.as is a general method for location of more
 
than one extremal. A schematic diagram of the optimization program is pre
sented in Figure 4. The search algorithms include the following.
 

Sectioning search exhaustively searches the range of each
 
parameter in turn for the one-dimensional optimum. The
 
values of the parameters are fixed at the optima as they are
 
achieved. The procedure is repeated until no further gain is
 
possible. The parameter order can be chosen by the user or
 
selected at random. This searcn can be used for evaluating
 
non-optimum sensitivities about any point in the parameter
 
space since each search essentially describes a one-dimensional
 
cut through the multi-dimensional design parameter space.
 

Creeoin search is similar to sectioning in that the para
meters are perturbed in turn one at a time. 'In the creeping
 
algorithm, however, the parameters initially undergo only
 
small incremental changes in the favorable performance di
rection. On repetitive cycles the step size is increased
 
independently in each parameter until further gain is im
possible in either increasing or decreising directions. An
 
order of magnitude reduction in stepsize is then effected,
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and the process is repeated. At any given moment some para
meter stepsizes may be increasing while others are decreasing.
 
Ultimately, all stepsizes are reduced to prespecifled minimum
 

values and the search is discontinued.
 

Random point search is essentially aMonte Carlo technique which
 
distributes points uniformly in the control parameter space.
 
After a prespecified number of evaluations of the objective
 
function, the control vector providing the best performance
 
characteristics is retained.
 

Magnify search scales all the control parameters uniformly 
in the favorable direction until the local optimum is
 
achieved.
 

Steepest descent search relies on the numerical partial de
rivatives of the objective function with respect to the
 
control parameters to predict a favorable direction. In effect,
 
a tangent plane is fitted to the objective function surface at
 
the starting point. Numerical derivatives are computed by
 
two-sided perturbation of each design parameter and are thus
 
correct to second order. In its simplest form the search
 
proceeds in the gradient direction. Experience has shown
 
that gradient direction search is often very inefficient.
 
Ridge lines are rapidly located; from that point gradient
 
search becomes a sequence of oscillatory perturbations along
 
the ridge. Algorithm extensions have been incorporated in
 
AESOP which allow the search to proceed in a weighted gradient
 
diraction. The wezghtiLu Vitirix employed as a perturbation 
measure is adaptially determined within the program by non
dimensionalization of' the search hyper-rectangle, local
 
partial circularization of the payoff function contours, and,
 
most important, by an adaptive learning mechanism based on
 
previous search behavior.
 

OGdratic search fits a second order surface to the payoff
 
fanction at a nominal design point. The extremal of the
 
approximating quadratic surface is predicted, and the search
 
proceeds along the ray defined by (a) the initial point and
 
(b) the predicted extremal point. This technique, although
 
developed as a search procedure is also useful for predicting
 
optimal second-order sensitivities about the optimal design
 
point.
 

Davidon search or deflected gradient method essentially com
bines features of steepest descent and quadratid searches.
 
Tne procedure initially searches in the gradient direction.
 
Recursive relationships permit development of approximate 
second order information from successive ray searches. This
 
in:r--mation is used to develop a weighting matrix which 
provides quadratic convergence. The method can become some
what ill-conditioned if the payoff response surface does not
 
exhibit almost quadratic form in the search region.
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Pattern search can be applied after successive applications
 
of any combination of other searches. It uses the starting
 
point from the first search and the final point from the
 
last seorch to define a new search ray. This ray is searched
 
in the favorable direction for the local optimum. It is
 
essentially an acceleration technique exploring gross di
rections revealed by other organized search algorithms.
 

Random ray search proceeds on the basis of small randomly
 
selected design parameter perturbations. Perturbation
 
magnitude is adaptively determined on basis of past per
formance characteristic behavior. This can be very efficient
 
when used in conjunction with pattern search when there
 
are many interacting design parameters.
 

In addition to the nine searches which assume unimodality of the performance
 
response surface, AES6P contains a method of locating more than one ex
tremal. The-program multiple extremal technique consists of design para
meter space warping. A transformation is applied to the parameter space
 
such that all the extremals of the performance response function are re
tained in the transformed space but the relative locations are altered
 
in an inverse exponential manner about an arbitrary point in the original
 
space. In practice the transformation is performed about some previously
 
discovered extremal point. Subsequent searches in the transformed space
 
then have a reduced probability of finding the same extremal. This
 
probability depends on the exponential order of the transformation selected
 
by the user.
 

10.2.3 Sub-System Optimization
 

Sub-system optimization, as defined in this paper, refers to the optimization
 
of the aerospace vehicle from the aspect of a single discipline. To-date
 
applications of optimization theory to vehicle design in a single discipline
 
have been abundantly reported.
 

f supersonic aerodynamics, the results of Jones111 12 ,
in the field , Lomax1
 

and Heaslett typify analytic approaches to this problem through the
 
variational calculus. Woodwardl3 ,14 has demonstrated the power of numerical
 
approaches to optimal aerodynamic shaping problems when payoff and con
straints are related to vehicle surface slopes in a linear fashion. An
 
excellent survey of recent developments in the general aerodynamic opti
nization problem is that of Miele15 .
 

In the structural design area considerable progress has been made through
 
the combination of specialized optimal seeking methods and large scale 16
 
structural matrix analysis. This work is typified by that of Gellatlly
 
Venkayya1 7 , and others. A summary of much of this actiAity is provided by
 
the recent Air Force sponsored Conference on Matrix Methods13 .
 

Performance optimization studies for spacecraft have been reported ex
tensively. State-of-the-art in this area can be assessed from the work of
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Jezewski and Rozendaa 19. In the past few years this area has produced
 
a prolific number of papers in the AIAA Journal, the Journal of Optimi
zation Theory and Application, and elsewhere. Atmospheric flight path
 
optimization has received considerably less attention. The state of
 
optimization theory application in this area is summarized by the work of
 
Rutowski2 0 , Bryson 2l, Hague2 2 , and Landgraf2 3 . The dominant approach in
 
all performance optimtzation work to-date has been the variational
 
calculus.
 

The vehicle designer confronted with the outpouring of-special techniques
 
for optimization in each area and the myriad of assumptions and approxi
mations made to produce a tractable problem is understandably confused.
 
Specialists in optimization theory itself experience difficulty keeping
 
abreast of developments in more than one area. The major objective of this
 
paper is to demonstrate that, at the expense of some elegance in technique
 
and resultant form of the solution, optimization problems involving com
bined aerospace vehicle design disciplines can be solved by the straight
forward non-linear optimal seeking method.
 

Aerospace Vehicle System Performance Design Optimization
10.2.4 


it is apparent from Figures I and 2 that the total system performance design
 
optimization problem can be considered as a large scale multivariable
 
optimization problem. When the system designer examines the results of
 
single discipline trade studies in an attempt to arrive at an improved
 
vehicle design, he is applying the techniques of optimal seeking methods.
 
The designer's approach to vehicle optimization does, however, depend
 

and past design experience for successful application. Hence, there has
 
been a tendency to assume thdt vehicle system performance optimization would
 
not be amenable to routine automataon within the computer. The major intent
 
of tne present paper is to demonstrate that this is not so; rather the
 
vehicle performance optimization problem differs only in the degree of
 
cotpexty not in kind from the typical sub-system optimization problems
 
dcscussed above.
 

-3.2.L.: Vehicle and MIssion Characteristics.
 

The results presented below are obtained from a hypersonic airplane design
 
opt;nization program 7, constructed under contract* to the National Aero
na.tics and Space Administration's Mission Analysis Division at Ames Re
search Center. The program has two-major elements. A hypersonic air
cr&;t synthesis program constructed by NASA personnel1 ,2 and the generalized
 
muzi:variable optimization program AESOp5,6 discussed in Section 2 of this
 
paper. Typical designs studied to-date include a hypersonic transport
 
(hST), Figure 5 and a hypersonic research aircraft (HRA), Figure 6. Both
 
az.rcraft pre~ented illustrate configurations arrived at by application of
 
the ruitivariabla search techniques presented previously. The HRA con
rag..ration -f Figure 6 was determined by in-house studies at NASA. The
 
applications described below are based on the HST concept of Figure 5.
 

Contract NAS2-4507 NASA Headquarters OART Mission Analysis Division,
 
.Ares Research Center
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The vehicle under study is a 500,000 pound liquid hydrogen fueled, subsonic
 
burning turboramjet powered, delta winged hypersonic transport aircraft
 
with a range of 5500 nautical miles. The objective of the study* was se
lection of the vehicle geometry, propulsion, and mission characteristics
 
which maxinize the number of passengers carried over the design flight
 
range subject to certain constraints such as vehicle takeoff distance,
 

landing speed, and sonic boom ground overpressure.
 

The design synthesis developed by NASA is similar to that shown schemati
cally in Figure 1. The synthesis commences with basic geometry, propulsion
 
and mission characteristics. This information is supplied to a detailed
 
geometry package. Aerodynamic coefficients are determined from the geo
metry description and stored as a function of Mach number and angle of
 
attack. Engine data is determined from an engine design module based on
 
data supplied by engine manufacturers. Mission performance is computed
 
from preselected climb-cruise-descent profile. Structural and equipment
 
weight is determined from historical data developed under a separate
 
contract to NASA. The remaining mass, considered to be payload, is apport
ioned to passengers and passenger equipment. This design synthesis is the
 
culmination of several years effort on the part of both NASA personnel and
 
several NASA contractors.
 

10.2.4.2 Vehicle Characteristics Ontimization.
 

Initially, five primary design parameters are chosen for optimal selection
 
on the basis of unconstrained maximum passenger capability. The parameters
 
are wing loading, aspect ratio, fuselage fineness ratio, an engine sizing
 
parameter, ana engine compressor pressure limit. A nominal design,
 
Figure 5, produced 220 passengers. After approximately 50 point design
 
evaluations by AESOP using the adaptive creeping search, the optimal design
 
achieved 253 passengers over the specified range. Performance convergence
 
of the opti-izati6n process is also shown (solid line) in Figure 7 in terms
 
of number of passengers attained versus number of design evaluations. 
Conf~ience in the solution was obtained by an independent optimization
 
calculat:on using a different nominal design. This design was arbitrarily
 

chosen as tnaz resulting from selection of the maximum allowable value for
 
all five design parameters being perturbed. Again, the payoff function
 
converges to about 253 passengers, Figure 7. Nominal and final values of
 
the design parameters are given in the table accompanying Figure 7.
 

Convergence of the design parameters themselves is illustrated in Figures
 
8 and 9. initially small perturbations are produced in the direction of
 
favoraDle performance. Perturbations are increased on successive cycles un

til furtner gain in either direction is impossible. The perturbation step
size in that parameter reduces, and the process is repeated until convergence
 
co the optial design point is achieved. It may be noted from Figures 8 and
 
9 tha: control parameters do not converge to identical values from the two
 
nominal designs; although payoff function values are practically identical.
 

Sensitivity of the objective function to changes in control parameters is
 
low near the optimum. The "hill" is smooth. It may also be noted in
 
Figure 9 that large perturbations occur in the engine pressure parameter
 
even after convergence of the payoff function, an indication that engine
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pressure is an insensitive parameter. This fact is also evidonced in
 

Figure 10 which illustrates a one-dimensional cut in the engine pressure
payoff function plane produced by the sectioning search discussed in
 
Section 2 of this paper. Similar cuts are presented for fuselage fine
ness ratio and aspect ratio in Figure 11 and 12. Fuselage fineness ratio
 
is a sensitive but apparently uncoupled doslgn parameter. Cuts in the
 
fuselage fineness ratio/payoff function-.pl"ne possess the same shape about,
 
nominal and optimal design points. This is not true of wing aspect ratio.
 
If the designer had the task of determining optimal aspect ratio from
 
sensitivities about the nbminal point design, he would choose the lower
 
acceptable limit. When the design is optimized, the aspect ratio lies
 
in the middle of the acceptable range.
 

Solution of this five-parameter problem using several different nominals
 
and search techniques provided confidence of the ability of multivariable
 
search techniques 2n solution of vehicle performance optimization problems.
 
A more complex example is presented in Figure 13. Here the original five
 
parameters are combined with five additional parameters: thrust deflection
 
angle, wing and stabilizer thickness ratios, and aspect ratios of the
 
horizontal and vertical stabilizer. The configuration which carried 220
 
passengers over 5500 nautical miles was used as a nominal point design.
 
After approximately 75 perturbations of these ten design control parameters,
 
the HST passenger carrying capability was 260. The five additional design
 
degrees of freedom resulted in seven additional passengers, a logical
 
result of the expansion of the parameter space. The computational require
ments to achieve this result are significant. Although the problem required
 
selection of ten design parameters, the number of evaluations to define
 
the optimal design was only 50 percent more than that required in the five
 
design parameter problem.
 

10.2.4.3 Vehicle Yission Optamization.
 

Vehicle mission or trajectory optimization problems traditionally have
 
been solved by variational calculus; for optimal vehicle control must be
 
established at all instants of time. Variational optimization techniques
 
involve large computer requirements for time integration of the equations
 
of motion in the atmosphere. While optimization in which continuous control
 
and a finite number of design parameters are simultaneously considered is
 
feasible, reference 25, this approach is both unwieldy and not necessarily
 
representative of the actual design optimization problem.
 

The mission analyst may, however, treat his problem by a more elemental
 
means with little loss in accuracy. Using a reduced set of motion equations,
 
involving elimination of flight path angle rate terms, the analyst can
 
uniquely describe the motion of the vehicle in the Mach-altitude plane and
 
compute the mission time history 6 . Tais technique is representative of the
 
actual performance and is well suited to parameter optimization. The array
 
of altitude parameters at arbitrary Mach number points are taken as the
 
problem pare-ters. Performance criteria selected in the present study is
 
the same as that employed previously, payload at the mission end. Figure
 
14 presents a typical unconstrained optimal flight path obtained in the
 
study. The resultant Mach-altitude profile has all the expected characteristics
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for this type of vehicle. A subsonic climb is followed by a dive and zoom
 
through the transonic region. The aircraft then climbs steadily before
 
leveling out at Mach 3 where the turbojet engine performance efficiency
 
begins to decrease. Climb performance improves again at about Mach 4
 
where the ramjet engine begins to operate efficiently. A 3 psf ground
 
sonic boom overpressure constraint is displayed in Figure 14. Flight-path
 
optimization in the presence of this constraint results in a path lying
 
along the constraint boundary in the region 1 -MC3.
 

10.2.4.4 Combined Vehicie Design Parameter and Mission Optimization.
 

Combined design and trajectory optimization studies in-this paper involve
 
selection of the ten design parameters and the trajectory parameters
 
previously employed. The object remains that of maximizing passenger
 
carrying capability over the 5500 nautical mile mission. Design constraints
 
of sonic boom overpressure, take-off distance, and landing speed were
 
sequentially applied. The results of these calculations are compared to
 
earlier results in Figure 15 and the nominal design which achieves 220
 
passengers. The five-variable solutions of Section 4.1 produce a payload
 
of approximately 253 passengers independently of the search technique
 
employed. Introduction of five additional parameters, Section 4.2, per
mitted seven more or a 260 passenger payload capability. Trajectory
 
optimization alone permitted no significant gain in performance over the
 
nominal design when the sonic boom constraint was applied. By pernitting
 
penetration of the sonic boom boundary, a gain of nine passengers is
 
possible. Based on results obtained to that point, the designer might
 
assume that combining both trajectory and design parameter optimization,
 
approximately 269 passengers could be expected in the unconstrained case.
 
Thn:1 suc... -cc "c-a ... payload of 286 passengers
acal-clation i performed, however, 

is achieved. This result indicates a strong coupling between design and
 
trajectory parameters. This is quite significant to the vehicle designer;
 
tor current aircraft design practice usually separates the selection of
 
optimal design parameters and optimal mission profile.
 

The effect of adding vehicle operating constraints sequentially is tabulated
 
in ragure 15. It can be seen that addition of the sonic boom constraint
 
red.ces payload to 265 passengers, a loss of approximately 20 passengers.
 
Satisfaction of a take-off constraint (clearance of a 50 feet high obstacle
 
within 10,000 feet of ground roll comrxencement) reduces payload capability
 
to 246 passengers. a loss of twenty additional passengers from the sonic
 
boom constrained solution. Finally, simultaneous satisfaction of sonic boom,
 
take-off, and a landing approach speed constraint of 140 knots reduces the
 
optimal payload to 222 passengers.
 

10.2.5 Conclusion
 

The aerospace vehicle performance optimization problem has -een discussed in
 
some detail. It has been pointed out that multivariable parnmeter optimization,
 
or opzimal seeking methods, are well-suited to s6lution of system optimi
zatao on a performance basis.
 

Multivariable parameter optimization techniques are discussed in some detail
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as is a generalized parameter optimization digital computer program, AESOP.
 
This program has seen extensive application both to aerospace subsystem
 
and total system design from an engineering aspect. The program is capable
 
of rapid coupling to either existing system models or to system models
 
specifically created for this purpose. In the examples of system optimi
zation presented designs appear reasonable from the engineering aspect.
 

It should be noted that true system performance must include the impact
 
of economic factors in addition to the engineering design parameters. The
 
combination of large scale aerospace vehicle design and cost synthesis
 
when coupled to the optimal seeking methods hold the prospect of a true,
 
quantitative systems analysis approach, free of the often unrealistic
 
limitations imposed by linear and quadratic programming approaches.
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NOMINAL VEHICLE CONFIGURATION 

FIGURE 10.2-5. NOMINAL VEHICLE CONFIGURATION
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OPTIMIZED 1HRA GENERAL ARRANGEMENT
 

FIGURE 10.2-6 OPTIMIZED HRA GENERAL 
RRANGEMENT 
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FLIGHTPATH 0.4< M < 6.0
 

FIXED CRUISE ALTITUDE 

TRAJECTORY CONTROL POINTS -" 

ALTITUDE POINTS FIXED FROM MACH - 0 
TO MACH 0.4 AND CRUISE MACH NUMBER 

3 PSI SONIC BOOM
CONSTRAINT VIOLATION 

2 3 4' 5 6 
MACH NUMBER 
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RESULTS OF MAJOR OPTIMIZATION CALCULATIONS 

NUMBER 	 OF 
DESCRIPTION 	 PASSENGERS 

NOMINAL SUPPLIED BY AMES RESEARCH CENTER 	 220.3 

FIVE DESIGN-VARIABLE SOLUTIONS 

o 	 ADAPTIVE CREEPING SEARCH 

FROM AMES NOMINAL 253.3 
FROM UPPER BOUNDARY 253.4 

o 	 STEEPEST DESCENT SEARCH (EMPIRICAL METRIC) 252.0 

o 	 SECTIONING SEARCH 253.1 

o 	 QUADRATIC SEARCH 253.3 

TEN 	DESIGN-VARIABLE SOLUTIONS 

o 	 ADAPTIVE CREEPING SEARCH 
FROM AMES NOMINAL 260.0 
FROM UPPER BOUNDARY 260.8 

0 	 STEEPEST-DESCENT SEARCH 257.0 

TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION 

o 	 ELEVEN VARIABLE WITH SONIC BOOM AND 220.4 
MONOTONIC HEIGHT CONSTRAINT 

o 	 SEVENTEEN VARIABLE UNCONSTRAINED 229.1 

COJVINED DESIGN AND TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION 

o 	 UNCONSTRAINED 286.1 

o 	 SONIC BOOM CONSTRAINT IMPOSED
 

FROM AMES NOMINAL 
 263.8 

FROM UPPER BOUNDARY 265.2 

O SONIC BOOM PLUS TAKE-OFF CONSTRAINT 246.8 
0 SONIC BOOM, TAKE-OFF AND LANDING CONSTRAINT 222.5 

FIGURE 10.2-15 RESULTS OF MAJOR OPTIMIZATION CALCULATIONS 
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SECTION 11
 

PRECOMPILER TECHNIQUES 

The ODIN system contains a generaliLzed precbmpiler program, MACRO FORTRAN.
 
ThLs string processor allows the user to construct his own programming 
language, for example, extended FORTRAN. The MACRO FORTRAN program was
 
obtained under Aerophysics Research Corporation funds from The Boeing 
Company. 
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11.1 MACRO FORTRAN PRECOMPILER 

11.1.1 General Information 

11.1.1.1 Precomplpilation.
 

Precompilation is a process by which a source program is examined
 
and transformed, by means of prescribed algorithms, into a
 
resultant source program. Normally, a precompiler accepts input
 

programs in which the problem solver is able to state procedures
 
in a concise, problem-oriented manner. The resultant program is
 
then a language acceptable to an operating system compiler.
 

,Precompiler

Processor -


Problem- System-

Oriented Compatible
 
Programs Programs
 

Several broad areas of computing to which precompilation may be
 
applied are 1) Creation of special-purpose languages for pro
grammcrs and engineers, e.g., character manipulation or plotting
 
languages; 2) Enrichment of existing languages, e.g., FORTRAN
 
or COBOL; 3) Simulation of the languages of other computers;
 
4) Creation of control languages vhich provide a convenient
 
means of linking existing software routines together to perform
 

somae copatong task.
 

LI.I.L.2 MAC Software.
 

in order to assist programmers in developing special-purpose
 
precompilers so that they may be used as additional computing
 
tools whenever applicable, the following software has been
 

implemented:
 

1. The basic framework for any prccompiler, e.c., I/O provisions, 
operating system interfaces, diagnostic facilities, character
 
manipulation routines, etc.
 

All that remains to be done to make this a complete pre
compiler oriented toward a specific task is to supply the
 
transformation algorithn3 for the problem-oriented statements
 
desired and attach these to the framework. The reault will
 
be a complete application-oriented procmpiler.
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2. 	A language processor which makes the task of coding trans
formation algorithms a relatively simple procedure.
 

The linkage of the coded algorithms to the precompiler frame

work is automatic when this language is used. This language 
is called the MAC language and it includes all FORTRAN IV 
statements plus a set of statements for identifying problem
oriented statements, manipulating character strings, and 
communicating with the precompiler framework. 

11.1.1.3 MAC Precompilers.
 

To develop a special-purpose precompiler once the necessary trans- 

formations have been formulated, the programmer need only code 
these transformations as individual MAC language subprograms and 
supply these to the computer with appropriate control information. 
The precompiler produce may be used to preprocess programs 
immediately or it may be saved for use on subsequent computer runs. 

A complete MAC language program defining a precompiler will consist 
of several subprograi, called macro block subprograms, and one 

main program, called a control block. Each subprogram will normally 
be devoted to identifying one specific kind of problem-oriented 
statement, determining which variation of that statement is 
currently being processed, and constructing ne statements for 
inclusion in the transformed program. In a MAC language main 
program the programmer simply specifies, in a prescribed format,
 
the names of all macro block subprograms which are to be a part
 

of the user precompiler being constructed. After being processed
 
by "AC, a control block main program becomes the interface-between
 
the operating system, the precompiler framework, and the processed
 
macro block subprograms.
 

It may be noted that all precompilers created under this system,
 
regardless of their intended application, are built on the same
 
basic precompiler frameork. Any subprogram defining a
 
probloe-oriented statement may be attached to any precompiler.
 
In this sense precompiler designers have, under the MAC system,
 
theefacility for exchanging worthwhile ideas with little' or no
 
re-programming. 
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11.1.1.4 Coding Conventions.
 

Zince the MAC language is an extension of FORTRAN1 iV, the
 
conventions are the same as for FORTRAN IV. The programmer can
 
manipulate variables, type names, assign common blocks, etc.,
 
in almost all cases. The exceptions are noted in the manual.
 

Input is 80-column card images that are put into complete
 
statement form before analysis, i.e., columns 1-72 of first
 

card of statement plus columns 7-72 of all continuation cards.
 
Columns 73-80 of all cards are lost during the precompiler
 
generation.
 

All 	FORTRAN comment cards are sent directly to the transformed
 

program file without analysis.
 

11.1.1.5 Restrictions.
 

i) 	A MAC statement should not be used to end a DO loop and 

should not appear at the right side of a logical IF. 

2) 	 Variable names JOOO through J9999, RO000 through R9999, 
and any name beginning with the combination QX are reserved 
for use by the MAC system. 

3) 	 Statement labels should not exceed 89999. Labels above 

this are reserved for use by the MAC system. 

11.i.I.6 Internal Data Format. 

A program must have some .-ay of identifying stored data so that 
it can be manipulated. In FORTRAN, of coarse, we use variables 
and arrays. All data which is to be identified and manipulated 
by "pure" (non-FORTRAN) ,',C statements must be in MAC strings. 

Each string is identified by an xnteg;e length variable and a 
name, the value of the length variable being the number of 
unable characters in the string starting with the character
 
referred to by the name. Norunlly, MAC does not type string names 
as they are manipulated via subroutines.
 

Because the strings are stored in arrays of fixed words and the
 
length variables are FORTRAN variables, it is possible for the
 
programmer to manipulate these words via FORTRAN statements.
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It is the Dror-mer's responsibility to not violate the MAC
 
forL-nt. One of the big advantages of strings is tker4machine
 
independence. Since word size is machine dependent, the
 

pro.-raer should carefully labsl all FORTRAN raninuiations of 
strinr. words to allow eesy conversion to cther machines. it is 
recommended that the equivalent MAC s tatements be ,included as 
comments. 

String Referentes.
11.1.1.7 


To allow MAC to identify string names in MAC statements, string 

names are delimited by periods (.) unless otherwise declared by 

the programmer. If S is a string 

.S. 	 references the entire string.
 

.S(iJ). 	 references the partial string of
 
characters I through J of S.
 

.S((K)). references the Kth character string of S.
 

.S=I=. references the Ith substring of S if S is
 
in partitioned form. (Section 3.7 ). 

11.1.1.8 Exlanation of Symbols. 

! oThe follorzg- synbol conventions are used in the -o.i.nS 
general statement ferns '(Section 1.9): 

XX.XX AjAC language word that aust be written exactly as given. 

XXXXX 	 A programmer-defined or FORTRAN language word.
 

name 	 any legal name in the FORTRAN sense excepting JO000 
through J9999, ROOOO through R9999, and any name 
beginning with QX. 

nameD 	 any name followed by optional dimension information,
 
e.g., XYZ or ST ((34)). 

an optional 'blank-forcing' character
 

In all of the MAC statements actual blanks are ignored. 
If a coder dbsires to s:pecify meaninsful blahks as 
part of some literal te.;t in a MAC statement, he may 
do so by placing some charagter in the position in
 

that statement and thea using it to represent the
 
character blank in a lycrzU within that stato.ennt. 
Tna coder should be careful to noloct a character 

for this function that ix not being used for anything 
else within that MAC stntoment. 

&l-L
 



.EPCS. 	 any one of the four forms (Entire, Character, Partial,
 
or Substring)
 

any positive or negative statement number
 

A positive 	number points to the statement which is to
 
receive control if the desired test is successful. If
 
the test is unsuccessful control passes to the next
 
sequential 	statement.
 

In the case of a negative number, the alternatives are
 
reversed.
 

Sd$ 	 A character position designator (card column designator
 
if the character string is a statement image)
 

A designator of this type may be any integer constant,
 
variable, or expression surrounded by delimiters. The
 
delimiter will be the dollar sign ($) unless some other
 
character is declared for this purpose by the coder.
 

proto-	 A MAC language description of a character string or
 
type 	 statement that is to be identified.
 

A prototype may contain any combination of identafication
 
text, entire string names, and position designators
 
provided no two strin names appear adjacent to one 
another. Ideftification is made on the oasis of position
 
designators and adentaftcation text alone. String 
names are the names of character strings to be appro
priately filled if the identification match is successful.
 

Transformed progra-n file - the file of transformed
 
statements.
 

string any combination of literal text, string references
 

expression 	(any type), and position designators.
 

.E. 	 an entire string name 

.EPOSL. 	 any one of the four string reference forms or a literal 

A description of the individusl MAC statements will now be given
 
along with examples of their use.,
 

:l.l.1.4 General Statement Forms.
 

in general, the MAC statements are as follows:
 

11.1-5 
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CONTROL BLOCK name 

CONTROL BLOCK OVSRLAv name
 

USE name 

M.ACRO BLOCK name 

IMAGE ( int var, name )
 

STRING( int var , nameD1 ) int var , name D )
 

IDENTIFYr.EPCS. (z)BdS prototype
 

if SdS string expression
 
*4 SdS string expression
 

SP $dS string expression
 
BUILD.E. SdS string expression
 

SUBSTRING8.EPCS. INTO .E. ON .EPCSL.
 

CO PARE'. EPCS. (I). EPCSL.
 

MOVE int exprossion FROM El. Sd$ INTO .E 2 . $d$
 

CO::iPRSS . 

CO"?RESS .E. ALL BUT integer 

CONVYRT int expression to .E. 

CONVT .E. TO integer variable 

DEFINE <RALEp. 
LABZ
 

(I;T:)SER)
ORIGIN REA: 3 integer expression

L ABELt 

WARNINGS any appropriate diagnostic note
 

RPORS any appropriate diagnostic note
 

ABORTS any appropriate diagnostic note
 



WARNINGSS( SdS string exproanioz 

ER$ORSSO $d$ string exprosaion
 

ABORTSSR SdS string expression
 

CANC.CNELEVEL 

LRESTORE
 

LINK TO 	 namc
 
STRI NO'
 

any one character (excluding blank)
DELIMI 	 COL. 


SWITCH 	 FINDFIND intezer variableSWI~rI 

REINIT 	 MAC 

E32D 

FOR:HAT( (format statoment)
 

(MINT)f $dS string expreasion
 

(READ) Sdljd2 .RL. Sd3,d45 .F2. etc.
 

SsT MTRIT) 	 UNIT inte;er exprcssaon 

SS? (.RD) UNIT intoeroexpression 

Symbols such as,/PV, SdS, etc., are explained in Section 1.8. 

ORIN p-0 
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11.1,2 Main Program Statements
 

11.1.2.1 Introductlon-


The main program initializes various switches, calls the I/O 
section to input a statement, and then turns control over to the 
various analysis subprograms. Upon return from each such sub
program, a check is made to determine if the statement was accepted 
and, if not, it is sent to the next analysis subprogram. If no 
more subprograms exist, the statement is sent to the transformed 
program file (TPF). 

Only the statements in this chapter and comment cards may appear 
in the main program. A programmer can circumvent this by writing 
his own FORTRAN main program; however, this is not recommended 
because the main program interfaces uith the system I/O. 

11.1.2.2 Control Block
 
Control Block Overlay 

The first statement of the main program, or control'block, is the 
above plus a precompler name and file names. 

CONTROL BLOCK OVERLAY allows the progra-tmer to specify the main 
progran be rade into a 6500 overlay. 21AC will o,:ld a (0, 0) level 
and a (1, a)level overlay having the name specified by the 
progranmer. For preconpilers not using the rein tialze feature 
(section 3.17), the only fanction of the (0, 0) level will 
be to call the (1, 0) level overlay. 

--.1.2.3 Use.
 

Tells MAC to generate coding to transfer control to the named
 
analysis subprogram.
 

...2.4 End.
 

Signals the end of the main program.
 

ii p



!.1.12-5 Example.-

CONTROL BLOCK OVERLAY NAME(Fl,F2,...,FN)
 
USE ALPHA 

US ALPHA2(I)
 
USE JLPHA3
 

The files Fl, F2,...,FN are best described by looking at the 
program
 

card generated from the CONTROL BLOCK card.
 

L,F2, F3, A4, F5,..., FN,PROGRAM NAME(Fl, NFIRST, 

TAPE8, TAPE13, TAPE18, TAPE5=F2, TAPE6=F3,
 
TAPE77=Fl)
 

as such is the name of the pre-
The progran nmae becomes NWE and 

The files declared on the
compiler being built by the user. 

program card are described in the table on the next page.
 

The following file names should not be declared by
 

a user:
 
Note: 


INPUT
 
OUTPUT
 
QXCON 
TAPE 8
 
TAPE 13
 
TAPE 77
 
L 
NFIRST 
REINIT 
TAPE 18 

oRIGINAL PAGE'IS
 
OF pOOR QUA Y
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11.1.3 AnalysLs Block Statements
 

11.1.3.1 Introduction.
 

Analysis or macro blocks are uritton to analyze input statements 
and, if necessary, convert them to some output language. It is 
in these blocks that the precoupiloer language is defined since 
only in those blocks will the proarammor be able to "see" input 
and generate outpAt. All FORTRAN IV statements are permissible 
in thoso blocks. 

It is recommended that each block bo written to accept only one 
type of input statement. These modules can then be used by any 
other MAC precompilor and the precompiler and language are easily 
modified. 

11.1.3.2 Macro Block.
 

The first sttatement in a macro block subprogram should ba of the
 

form
 

MACRO ELDBOK nmuo 

'This is similar in funotion to the Sbt20UTiNE stateent in a 
FORTRAN subproram but a AC lan.yaSo subprogran deos not receive. 
arvamonts through a calling sequence. (A calling sequence can bo 
includcd if dornroA.) 

"MACRO BLOCK na:no" causes MAG to ginerato at least the folloving 
sequence of FORT;)A' statements 

SUZROUTIhS nnno 

DATA qNAil./n 4 ncxo/ 

These last three ntatcnonts can be unod ac a dcbugZ;in aid niinco, 
if the progra ozr rzks for a dnrap of that one common block whnevor 
his progran has an abnorr!:il halt, ho can quickly detoxruino uhich 
macro block wa boin ; oxccutcd. After checkout of rzm:-o blocks, 
the BtatctmCet "MCPO BIrC.i name" can bo chanked to "St fOUTNhZ 
namo" to eliminate co-.pil'or diagnostics duo to data appoarins 
after ixNAN = QXiN-. 
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1.1.3.3 String Tmage. 

All MAC variables Cstrinzs) must be defined with either of these
 
two statements. The string declarations consist of ordered"pairs
 
(Ii, 12) with Ii the name of the length variable associated with 
the string name I2 Il must be a FORTRAN integer variable or 0ls0 
typed integer. 12 does not have a type unless the programmer 
manipulates it via FORTRAN statements. 

The maximum string length can ba declared or implied. The 
statement 

STRING (LA, A((N)))
 

will reserve N character positions for the string A. N cannot
 
exceed 1326 and for N = 1326 the programmer nood not specify
 
N, i.e.,
 

STRING (LA, A((1326))) z STRING (LA, A)
 

All input statements appear in a special string of maximum size.
 
The prog-rarner designates the name of this string by the IfAGE 
statemOnt. The particular nno used is lc-al to each blocc, but
 
th.e actual area reser;ed in co=on to all blocks having an 
IUAG__GE statement. Only one imago string is declared in each 
2acro block. The form of the I2-kGYf_ statement is 

IMAGZ (LA, A) 

All strings and their len th variablcs exctnt in-0 strint,
 
can be put into coznon blocks by the programmer. As strinca 
are zanipalatcd in MAC statements, the length of the strings
 
are automatically updated. 

... . de t-fy 

This is one of the more powerful statements in MAC. The initial 
string is chocked for the specified literal pattern and if the 
pattern is found, the reaoiining characters a placed in the 
named strings. Thae fors of the statement is 

IDEtrTIFYA.S. (') prototype 

where .S. is an SPCS strinG, 7 is a statcnent label, and prototype
 
:.s any combination of litora-ls, colun delimiters, ad strings that 
satisfy Rule 3 below. (-/) means trnsfar tonxif unsuccessful 
(i041 ) or (ot ) mowas transfer to l, if succeosful. In general, the 
prototype will begin with a column delimiter and have string namen 
separated by litrals or column delimiters. 11.1-11
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Three rules oust be observod when coding this statement: 

i) loading or interspersed blanks are ignored, but trailing 
ones are not;
 

2) any successful IDYNTIFY statement sets the. FIND switch 
(Section 3.18) on; 

3) two string names cannot be immediately adjacent.
 

Rule 1 does not cause problems if the IDENTIFY statement always 
terminates with a string since then all trailing characters are 
put in this string.
 

Rule 2 means that the programmor does not have to eliminate the 
image string to prevent it from appearing in the TPF. It also
 
means the programmer zay lose an inage string if an IDENTIFY 
in successful on any btring. 

Rule 3 is fairly obvious since if two strings are adjacent, it
 
is impossible to deternine how many characters are to go into
 
each string. If column delimiters or literals are used between
 
the stringsa, no diagnostic bill appear.
 

As the folloing exx.aples sho, this statement is particularly 
useful in breaking input &tatements into component strings. 

- Eanplo 1 - Supposo the problcm-oriented statemcnnt being
 
considered is of the Torn
 

PLOT ON opt 1 / opt) ct 

vhore opt1 in the nazni of the plotting device to be used, 
opt2 1s the type of plot dcslrcd, and opt is a list of 
the arrayz containi-rt the data points to be plottod. Thon a 
macro block aubpro:'cT to idontafy such a statement and isolate 
the optional infordation for further analysis could be written
 

MACRO DLOCK XPLPT
 
IMAGE (LA, S)
 
STRI I (LL,L(C6))),(LLA(C24))),CLBBO.24))),CLCC) 
ID!;D-r .5~jy C-bOO)) ss .t. $730 PLOT Of.A./.B./.C.. 

(further analysis)
 

100 rcrux"; 
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If the image of the statnont being processed contained
 

bbb42bbbPLOTbbOibDVQICEbA/bLINEALPrAX bY,bXXbYY
 

then identification would be positive and stringo L,A,B,
 
and C would be adjusted to the following:
 

L would be filled vith bbb42b
 
LL gould be set to six
 

A would be filled with bDEVICEbA
 
LA would be set to nine
 

B would be filled -with bLINAR
 
LB would be set to seven
 

C would be filled with bX,bY,bXX,bYY
 
LC would be sot to thirteen
 

Control would then pass to the next sequential statement.
 

Because of the way the rDE4TIFY statecent is written in this 
example, blanks in the inase statement do not affecfr the tent 
for identification. If the originator of this problem-oriented 
staterent had desired, he could have specified that the words 
PLOT ON had to be separated by at least one blank. The IDE.NTIFY 
line for this would be 

IDZNTIFZ .S. (-100) $i$.L.$ PLOT ON.A./.B./.C. 

In this case thz character * is treated as a moaninfSul blank 
within the adenifcation text. 

Thmarplo 2 - IDZ--l-i .ABC. (+80) $7 CLOSE PLOT 

C.s line nays to lok into string ABC be.inninz at 
character 7 Iur tan pattern CLOSZRLOT. Leading or
 
intervening ble-ans should be ignored. ANY CHAPACTMS
 
following the T vll cause the identification test to
 
fail, e.g., the patterns
 

CLOSE P,0T07
 
or CLOSE PLOT X
 
or CLOSEbPL/OIb
 

vould be rejected by the identify toot. Acceptable patterns
 

might be
 

CLOSEPULO0T 
or CLOSE PLOT Owx~~~~MJr 
or C L O S Z P L 0 T O0 
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= =Example 3 - ID,yIFY 9 .T IK . (16) IB RETRIEVE 9 DATA .CODE. 

This line says to look into the Kth substrinS of T for tho
 
words RETRIEVE and DATA. Thoso words muct be separated by
 
at least one blank, as signified by the character 9. If found,
 
properly update string'CODE with the remaining characters of
 
the substring and transfer control to statement 16.
 

Example 4 - IDEN'TIFY .R(J,J+6).(-60) Sit-'" 

This line says to transfer control to statement 60 if the 
referenced seven characters are not all blanks.
 

Example 5 - IDENTIFY S. (-10) $18 .A. $ .B. $305 .C. 

10 COUTInU 

This ID D'TIFY will always be successful. Upon completion,

.A. =--S(-37 . ; .B. = .S(7,29) . , .C = .S(30,1S) . whore
 
LS is the length varablu for S..
 

NOTE: Immediately following the IDE'TF'Y line in a Macro block,
 
it is generally a good practice to rcmove the blanks from those
 
individual oh -actor strings in which blanks are not significant.
 
This echnique rnihl sinplify the subsequent analysis to be
 
perfoiztd on such strinz, Rcnoval of blanklc cay be accorplishod
 
conveniently by t,;ing the C'MPRFSS statement vhich will be
 
doscribed in Section 3.10.
 

Tno *,I, and S statmonts assist th MAC lanuoge coder in 
coaztructlnS statenents and cause those to be included in the 
transforod program. The meaning of the three symbols is a 
follos.
 

include this line in the transformed progran in place. 

Include this line in the tranzfortd progran at the top. 

The transforz ,dt progras uill be rearrangod so thaf all linoc 
of this type appear first. This is useful for including typo 
statements, cocon statements-, etc., in the prograi. 
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NOTE: Iwmzdiatoly before rearranging the transformad program, 

the first line in that progrcz- is checked to doterrdni whether 

it is a SUBROUTINE, FUNCTION, or BLOCK DATA ntatoment. If 
it is, that line ill reiaan first in the rearranged .program. 

S 	 include this line in the trannforn.od program in place, but 
.ait as a satoment requiring further analysis. 

If any flaged statements arc prcsnt in the transformed progran 
after the initial precompilation paijn, another pass will be made 

so that those flagged lines can bo cent through the macro blocks 

for anL.alysis as possible problcn-cricntcd statements. If this
 

analysis produces now fla.d lirz, another precopilation Pass 
.1 be made, and so forth. it Lhould be noted that extra 

precozpilation po-sses roqu.ro evxt. cozs.puter timoi hoever, 
the additionil time is not ouch g-orator than needod to process 

the sane nu-ber of input statements an there are 3 statements. 

LZnplo 1 - _37S CLIL .A. (.S(I,I+5).,lH.((J)).) 

Te included line woald cont n six bla.!cs in columns one through 

six followed by a concatenation of the following: 

The characters CALL
 
The charactcrn in str:.ng A
 
A left ptruathonis
 
The six characters, I throtn 1+5, of string S
 
The charactor-d I
 
Z-ae Jth zractcro. of-szriv's~r T
cc... a 

A rlzht uet~l 

... ., .5L. 7 -0 / £O / .c.. 

e-.... , line would contain t_ cnrectcra from string L 
:n couLzns one througa six. Then, bcgining in column seven 
koLuld "

GOD,ohb 

folloe:od by the contents of strins LDC. 

....
':azplo 3 - *'7 $101 .S=X= . 77 Lt. 

-c incluhdcd lin ;ou-d contanr. b in columns one throuoi nine. 
1o41d be follo.d by t.. ch...actcrz from the Kth substrang of 

S. 'his would finally bj folio -' by three blanks and 'the char

acteers fron the Lth substira.g of R. 

OF pOOR QUPAGEIS 
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ii.1.3.6 Build
 

The FUILD statement is similar to the : 1, and S statemonts already 
discussed except that the string which is constructed in this case 
is not included in the transformed program. Instead, it is stored 
in a specified string within the macro block subprogram. As an 
example, consider the following: 

BUIThD..X. $JS CALL .A. (.B(13,18).) 

This line says to build into string X the following:
 

Blanks in columns one through J-l, 
the characters CALL,
 
the characters from string A, then a C,
 
the characters 13-18 from string B,
 
and finally a ). 

The former contents of string X are erased. 

--. 1.3.7 Substrang. 

The purpose of th. SUBSTR7NG statenent is to separate a given pattern 
of characters into a set of s b trnza. These aubstrings rzay then 
be referenced individually by usa-nr the bracketed subscript ford. 
As an exczplo, consider the follo.ing: 

Assure that string A contains the follouing character pattern:
 

X-YAXYBXYC 

Then the ntatements 

SBSTRING .A. INTO B. ON Y 
SUDSTRIG .A. INTO .C. ON XY 

would produce the 'partitioned' strings B and C containing these
 
substrings
 

B (4 substrinzs) C (4 cubstrinzs) 

X erApty
AX A 

BX B
 
C C 

In this exanple the associated length cells of strings B and C 
would each be sot vo four. The length cells of partitioned strings 
will contain the n.cber of substringa present rather thaun the number 
of characters present. 



3 

As 	 another example, assume string X contains 

AB(l,J) ,C 

then the statements
 

LEVEL CANCEL 
SUBSTRING .X. INTO W. ON 
LEVEL RESTORE 
SUBSTRING .X. INTO R. ON 

would produce
 

V 	(4 substrings) R (3 substrings)
 

A 	 A 
B(1 	 B(IJ)

J) 	 c
 

C 

This illustrates the effect of the LEVEL.statement. This statement 
is meaningful only in conjunction with the SUBSTRING statement. -
W1hen the level is in a 'restored' condition, the only separators 
valid are those which are not enclosed within parentheses (i.e., 
those which are at zero parenthesis level). When the level is in 
a 	 'cancelled' 3tatus, all separators are valid. 

The level sottins for each macro block is indopendent of the 
sottirgs for the other blocks. The 'restored' or 'on' status 
is ass-umed for each block at the beginning of prcconpilation. 
Once altered, however, level settin;s are not reset automatically. 
Thus, if control is given up by , macro block at a time hon 
the level is in a cancelled status, this status will be retained
 
at the next entry to that block.
 

Cornuare.
 

The COMPARE statement is for testing two character patterns for
 
equality. In order for two patterns to be equal they must be
 
identical in all respects including number of characters. For
 
example, suppose
 

Istring .A. contains ANGLEbO2-bATTACK
 

and substring .B=3=. contains ANGLMEFAPTACK
 

then the line
 

COMPARE .A. (-20) .B=3=. 

.2.1-?
 



would cause control to go to statement 20 duo to the inequality
 

of the two patterns involved. However, the line
 

COMPARE .A. (-20) ANGLE'OF*ATTACK 

would produce a valid equality and the next sequential
 
statement would receive control.
 

ll.1.3.9 Move. 

The MOVE statement provides for movement of characters within
 

strings or from one string to another. For example, the line
 

MOVE J-1 FROM .A. 3$ INTO .B. SK$ 

is interpreted as "move J-1 characters from string A beginning
 
with character seven into string B beginning at character position

"K". If strings A and B contained the respective patterns 

1234562890
 
and ABCDEFGHIJKUIDIOP 

and J-1 and K werz two and six respectively, then the final 

pattern in B oula be
 

ABCDE78HIJKT 11.4OP 

and the associated lengi.h of string B would be unchanged.
 

As an exavple of joinirc tvo strins with the MOVE statement is 
the following: 

STRING (LP,R), (N.X,X) 

MOVE LR FROM .R. $I ITO .X. SNX+l$ 

END
 

In this example, all of the charactors in string R are moved :into 
strzing X foll6.uing the characters which were proviously, there. 
After execution of this statcmcnt, NX is proporly adjusted to the
 
new length of string X. 

ll.1-i8
 



An alternate form of the MOVE statement is the following
 

MOVE .C. TO
 
- INTO
 

This 	 form is best explained by the following example: 

MOVE .A(I,J).TO .B(K,L). 

case a) (Jl + i) - (L-K + 1) 

moves L-K + 1 characters of string A beginning at position I 

into string B starting at position K. 

case 	b) (J-I + 1) < CL-K + 1)
 

moves J-I + 1 characters of string A beginning at position I
 
into string B starting at position K. In addition, (L-K) 
(J-I) blanks are moved into string B starting at position
 
K + (J-I + )
 

11.1.3.10 	 Conrress. 

The CO .PR.SS ntat-cnt removos blanlks from an entire string and 
appropriately docxeases its associated length. If, for example,
 
string A had lcngth seyen and contained LINbLOG
 

COMPRESS A. 

would 	reduce the length to six and string A would then contain
 

LINLOG.
 

A second form of the COMPPFSoS statement removes all but a 
specified number of consecutive blanks from a string. Suppose
 

string X had a length of 10 and contained PLOTbbbbON.
 

COMPRESS .X. ALL BUT 1 

would 	reduce the length to seven and X would then contain PLOTbON.
 
Similarly,
 

CO.IflESS .X. ALL BUT 3
 

would alter string X to the form PLOTbbbON vrith a length of nine. 

If the integer follo'ing BT is greater than the nuober of consecutive 
blarks no compression is done. In the' case whore the intezee is zoro, 
this second form reduces to the first form of the compress statement. 

ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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211.3.11 Convert.
 

Zno CONVERT statement provides a convenient neams for converting 
FORTRAN integers into equivalent character strings and character 

strings of decimal integers into FORTRAN integers. For example, 
if J had the value 57 and K had the value 72, 

CONVERT J+K-I TO .V.
 

would produce the three characters 128 in string V. The 
statement
 

CONVERT .V. TO I
 

would assign the value 128 to the variable I.
 

11.1.3.12. Define Origin.
 

The DEFINE statement enables the MAC language coder to 'make-up' 
unique statement labels, integer variable names, and real variable 
names so that they may be used as component parts of statements 

to be included i" the transformed program. 

For examiple, the lino
 

SYir:s (LA,A),(LB,B),(LC,C),(LD,D) 

DEFINE REAL .A. 
DFINE IDU,-R .3. 
DO I = 1,0 
DEFINE LAB' .c(B8-7,x8). 

10 CONTINUE 
DEFINE REAL .D(15,19).
 

would rcault in strings A,B,C, and D being filled as follows:
 

A ROO01
 
LA would have the value fivo
 

B JOO0
 
LB would have the value five
 

.- 20
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C 90001bbb90002bbb90003bbb 
IC would have the value 24 or its previous value, whichever 

is greater
 

D pppppppppppppppR0002 (p represents previous character)
 
LD would have the value 19 or its previous value, whichever
 

is greater
 

Each successive request, regardless of which macro block the request
 
is from, results in the next available item of its type being defined
 
and stored appropriately.
 

Storing of the requested item is done differently depending on whether
 
the receiving string is in entire or partial form. If the entire form
 
is used, the former string contents are erased and the length is
 
adjusted to five. If the partial forz is used, the requested item
 
is moved into the beginning of the partial string and blanks are used 
to fill out the rest of the partial string field. The length is 
adjusted only if the strir is lengthened in this case. 

The ORIGIN statement enables the ?AC language coder to preset the 
initial value of the defined labels or variables to values other 
than xOO01. For example, if I has the value 50 and J the value 17, 
the statements
 

ORPT TN LABE, I-2*J
 
OIG., P§4L 32
 
ORIGIN INfiEt M J+62
 

will cause the first label generated to be 90016, the first variable 
generated to be R0032, and the first integer generated to be J0079. 

11.1.3.13 WA-_ING$ 

.23?NUIGS$
 
RRORS$
 

ese statements permit the macro block coder to provide appr-opriato
 
diagnostics for users of his prccompilor. The "plural" statements 
are included to allow the prograrmer to output dynnic messages, 
.c., to be written as a .,1, or 5 line. The proper statement to
 

be used when a mistake dr armbiguity is detected in a problem-oriented 
statement depends upon the degree of seriousness as follows:
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WARNINGS note... This should be used if the mistako found is
 
WARNINGS$ not too serious and precompilation can
 

continue provided certain assumption3 are
 
made about what the user meant.
 

ERRORS note... This is for more serious errors in which 
ERRORS$ the macro block coder does not feel it is safe 

to 'guess' what is meant. Precompilation will 

continue so that anyother errors in the user 

program may be detected. No transformed 
program will be produced. 

ABORTS note... After this type of diagnostic note is printed 
ABORTS$ for the user, his precompilation is aborted. 

No transformed program is produced. 

Normally, the most desirable statement to use is ERRORS or EP.RORS$
 
since it will not allow an erroneous transformed program to be built
 
but it will allow precoipilation to contnznue so that any additional
 
errors may be detected.
 

An example use of the diagnostic facility is as follows:
 

IDENTIFY .S. (-iOO) 37$ ANALYZE X. STRUCTURE
CO0.MPR-,,-SS .X. 
Co..AR 
 .X. (>u) WING 
COXPAW2 .J. (40) TAIL 
C .......X. (50) FUSZL GE 
ERRORS WING, TAIL, OR FUSELAGE OPTION MISSING 

xOR MXSSPZLLED
 

30 CONI.UE 
(include wing analysis lines in the transformed progran) 

40 CONTINUE 
(include tail analysis lines in the transformed program) 

50 CONTi-UE 
(include fuselage analysis lines in the transformed program) 

100 R?2UJRN 

...-..-- 4 Level.
 

The two forms of this statement, LEVEL CA3SC-L and LE'VZL RESTORE
 
have already been discussed in conjunction with the SJ-BSTRING
 
statement (Section 3.7).
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11.1.3.15 LINK TO.
 

Just as one FORTRAN subroutine may use another via CALL, one
 
macro block may use another via LINK TO. An example of the
 
use of this stateient might be
 

MACRO BLOCK COld? 

SRING CLW41)1(Lxx) 

C SAVE THE CURRENT IMAGE IN STRING X 
BUILD .X. SiS .S. 

C Sh UP IMAGE WITH NE! STATKIENT 

BUILD .S. STS ANALYZE .1. 
C TRA1 SF2R TO THE BLOCK WHICH CAN 
C TRANSFO>1 A STATEMENT OF THIS TYPE 

LI1K TO XBLK 
C ?ESTORZ THE IMAGE 

BUILD S5.S1S .X. 

END 

The above t:ok could also hav been accomplished roquiriz'. an extra 
proeompilation pass by using
 

S 57$ ANt.LYZE .'. 

irs'ead o' the irc tcehriquo. In this case the ANALYZE Btatcnont 
voald have boon included i.n the tran:orned progreja during the first 
precompilataon pass. Then a second pass vould occur, this time 
using the trsmasorncd prograrm cs dara, so that any lines of this 
typo S) could be ploperly processed. On thin p.za the ANALYZZ 
line would bo identified and transfornod by macro block XBLK. 

a.6-..
DELIMT.
 

.nio otatement allows prograrzors to doclare any non-blank character 
to be a strinS or column delimiter. By uaing different delimiters, 
the period (.) or dollar sign (S)'ray be freed for use as gormal 
text characters. For example, 
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D-iEIIT STRIYG +
 
Co:!PNRE +A+ (20) 12E9.4
 
DSIJLIT 00UO t /
 
Z7 WlioR2 (L-12.4 ,513ZA B CS)
 

-DLJIMIT STRING
 
DELIM4IT 00LW2f$
 

(back to standard delimiters again)
 

NOTE: DMIMIT is a 'pseudo-statemant', not an executable statement. 
DlIMIT affects all statements following it (within one subprogram)
 

until another D-IMIT is encountered.
 

11.1.3.17 RENIT MAC. 

Occasionally, a prograiner is unable to build his precoepiler in one 
run becauso the control card buffer cannot hold all tho required 
cards. By using the REINIT nAC state2ent to signal the end of the 
separate blocks, the progra'mer can batch the precopiler throtgh 
YAP 4ith one MAC control card. MAQ will treat a REINIT MAC card 
ps though it had read a 7-8-9 card and then continue on to process 
the next block.
 

LC-built pr-cozilerscan have the above feature by using the 
CGN2OL BGCK C..... (Section 2.2). The programamer must identify 
hisstat . The macro block vhere this is done must 
also, upon successful identification, set a.cell to allow the 
auxiliary routta, s to reinrtialazo corr-ectly. Tni6 is done by 
inu;'~a labeled common
 

CO 0ON/Q)XCH/i1i, 12 

in the macro block, and setting 12 to non-zero when the "reinit" 
card is found. It is recommended that the "reint" statericnt be 
a non-FORTRAN statement. 

i.i.3.Lo FORMAT. 

AC n-ll acccpt 1 :'AT statements with implied Hollerith counts 
and convert them .to FORTRAN FCPa!AT statcmonts. The Hollerith data 
is delimited by a nro.reror-dcsignatod character that directly 
follo" - F'--T. ?ne form is 

FOR':ATt? ( Hollerith data conversion specs. Hollerith 
data conv. specs. etc.) 

11.1-24
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11.1.3.a29 	 (PRINT) 
(READY 

SEF- (PRINT) UNIT 
SET (READ) UNIT 

The programmer can read card images or write from the units
 
specified. If SET (PRINT) UNIT is not used 6 is assumed, and if 
SET (READ) UNIT is not used 5 is assumed. Note that the unit can 
ho- changed during execution. 

The (PRINT) outputs 120 characters per line with every, line except 
the first starting with a blank. The (READ)inputs 80 character 
card images and puts the specified characters into the specified 
strings starting in character position 1 of all the strings. The 
character designators and string names are matched up in order of 
occurrence. The forms are
 

(PRINT)($ 	 string expression
 
(0A) $dlS,d2 .E. Sd3,d4S .E2. etc.
 
S- (PRINT) UNIT integer variable
 
SET (READ) UNIT integer variable
 

'1.1.3.20 S, ICH_.-

This statement gives the MAC lanuago coder access to several 
internal suitches or flag cells which are normally used only by
 
the basic precorpiler framework. Two forms of this statement are 
currently available.
 

SWITCH FIND integer variabl01 

SWITCH TYPE integer variable2
 

If either or both of these statements appear in a macro block
 
subprogram, the declared integer variables will be properly equivalonced
 
to the appropriate flag cells in the framework routines. For
 
example, to equate the integer variable IJK to the internal FIND
 
switch the follo.ang MAC language statement would be used.
 

SWITCE FIND 1JX 

The functions of those two switch cells will now be discussed.
 

The FiND SW!ITCH indicates whether or not a successful IDENTIFY 
has occurred within a macro block. Each time a source statement 
is placed in the image string so that it may be examined by the 
various macro blocks, the fLnd swatch is set to zero. The control 
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block program will nou transfer to each of the macro blocks in turn.
 
Upon return from each macro block, the control block tests this cell
 
to determine if it is stil" zero. If so, the process continues. If
 
not, this indicates that the source line has been properly identiflkd
 
and does not need to be passed on to the remaining macro blocks. Any
 
successful ID&_NTIFY test in a macro block will cause the find switch 
to be set non-zero. An unsuccessful test will not change the setting.
 
This switch modification is done automatically by the routines which
 
do the actual character testing. Thus, if a programmer obtains a 
successful IDENTIFY within a m4cro block, then decides, on the basis
 
of certain analysis and testing, that the current image contents should
 
be passed on to the reiaining blocks, the programmer should set the
 
declared integer variable oack to zero before returning. (IJK = 0
 
for the above example)
 

Note: If a source statement is passed through all of the macro blocks
 
and the find sitch is still zero, thats&atement will-be included in 
the transformed program unchanged. 

The TYPE switch will contain the integer value 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 
depending or.whether the conventions to be assumed (continuations,
 
conenzs, etc., in the source program and the transformed program) are
 
NON-S.NDARD, FORT:qAN, COBOL, SLEUTH, or ASCENT. The basic precompiler 
framework is set up to expect FORTRAN conventions (type 2) in the
 
source and transforwmd programs as being the normal case. In'view of
 
this, most prograr' nm-eiwill not be concerned with the type switch.
 

Suppose, however, that the ABC precompiler is to transform programs
 
which use conventions other than those of FORTRAN.
 

S-;>ABC precompiler - 4 
Program X Program Y 

In this case, the first statement of program X must be one of the 
folloving:
 

.'OX STANDARD 

SLFJT7H 

A sta-ez-ent of this kind is a 'pseudo-sttcLient' which causes the 
basic precompiler framcvork to change the type switch settLng from 
its assued value of 2 (for FORTRAN) to A new value of 1, 3, 4, or 5, 
respectively. This line is then discarded ,and is not passed through
 
A3s nacro blocks. E-ach remaining line of program X will then be sent 
througn -ne macro blocks as an 80 column card image rather than a state- 

mert ina1Ce as is done if FORTRAN continuations, etc., can be assumed. 
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Although the above declarations properly set the type switch value,
 
COBOL, SL7,Uh and IBNiAP conventions are currently treated as though 
they Vflro NON STANDRD. Proper considerations for these conventions 
may be included in thi basic framework at a later date. Thus-, if a 
precom:;iler is being designed to preptocess programs using conventions 
other than those of FORTRAN, the RAC language programmer must provide 
for the treatment of continuations, coments, etc., himself. 

Similarly, lines to be included in program Y are sent out as card 
images. If an output line is loss than 80 columns, the remainder
 
is filled out appropriately with blanks.
 

Since the type switch is available for testing by the programmer, 
a tacro block could be set up so that it identifies a given problem
oriented line, tests the type switch to determine which of sevral 
languaSes is being pre-processed, then outputs the appropriate transformed 
lines in the language, (e.g., FORTRAN, COBOL, etc.) 

The proSrariner can change the input or outpnt at any time during
 
execution. This can be used to allow non-standard input with FORTRAN 
output, etc. The programmer should not change the svitch indiscriminately.
 
Intermediate results are in a MAC format and only TF output appears 
in the specified format at the end of the precompilation.
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11.1.4 Examples
 

11.1.4.1 -xamnie 1. 

Several example napro blocks will now be illustrated. These are,
 
admittedly, quite simple and are intended only to show the complete
 
coding of some elementary transforms.
 

Identify and transform a statement of the type
 

42 RCIND TAPZZ$l 3, KTAPE
 

into the following
 

42 CONTINUE
 
REWIND 1
 
REqIND 3
 
REN111 KTAPE
 

MACRO BLOCK QTAPE 

STRNG~'C4AGE (iL,~S'LC6))),CLXI,X), (LY,YZ) 

IDr ;TIFY .S. (-10) 3i$ .L. £75 REaIND TAPES .X. 
- $15 *L. CONT-UCJE 
SJBSTRIN X . 2NTO A. ON 
,DO 5 I=l,LY
 
- 7$7REWIND .Y=I=.
 

5 COBTINUE
 
10 RSCURN
 

END
 

11.1.4.2 Exannie 2.
 

Identify and transform a statement of the type
 

16 READ INPUT TAPE JTAPE, FMT, A, B, C 

into the following
 

16 READ (JTAPE, PIT) A, B, C 

MACRO BLOCK RD
 

STRiNG, (I,L(6)),(%T((l2))) 
STRING (LFF((12))),(LLIST,LI3T) 
D....NTIzY 7S. (-20) $iS .L. $7$ READ INPUT TAPE 

x'.T. ... , .LIST. 
' SIS .L' $75 READ ( .T. , .F. ) .LIST. 

20 "k.TURN 
END
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i.i.4.3 Example 3.
 

Identify and transform statements of the form 

20 WRITE OUTPUT TAPz 6, 12
 
or 20 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE K;'YTT, X, Y
 

into the following
 

10 WRITE ( 6, 12)
 
or 20 WRITE C K, 11T) S, Y respectively
 

MACRO BLOCK WRT
 
IMAGE (LS ,s) 
STRING (LT,T((12))),(LX,S),(LF,F((12)))
 
IDENTIFY .S.(-30)575 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE .T. , .X.
 
ID-NTIFY .X. (20) $1$ .F. , .X.
 

C NO LIST, FORHAT ObtY 
* SIS .S(1,6). $7$WRITE (.T.,.X.)
 
RELTURJN
 

20 CONTINUE
 
C LIST PRESENT
 

* 818 *S(I,6). 87$ WRITS (.T.,.F.).X. 
30 RETURN
 

END
 

l.z.4. Exanple 4. 

Consider a statemen of the form
 

OUTPUT list
 

which will cause the specified list of variables to be printed in a
 
standard format and also to be 'titled' so that it may be properly
 
identified. The resultant output is similar to the NAMELIST
 
outpuz in FORTRAN IV. A statement of this type could be useful as
 
a debugging tool for FORTRAN users or it could be used in lieu of
 
the formatted 'RITE statement by inexperienced programmers or by
 
students.
 

Macro block XOUT would transform a program such as
 

GAMMA
SUBROUTINE 

OUTPUT A, B, CALC
 

12 OUTPUT (C(i), 1=1, 10) 

~C 
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into 	the following:
 

SUBROUTINE GAW4A 
DIMENSION JOO0(2)
 
DATA JOOOI/SHA,B,CALC/
 
DIMENSION J0002(3)
 
DATA JOO2/13H(C(l) ,i=i,ao)/
 

90001 	 F-Z-RAT (IHO, 1PSEa4.5)
 
90002 	 FORMAT (1HO, illAo)
 

WRITE (6$90002) JOOO1
 
WRITE (6,90001) A,B,CALC
 

12 	 WRITE (6,90002) J0002
 
WRITE (6,90001) (C(1),I=IIo)
 

This transformed progra is set up to output and appropriately title
the desired items.
 

In addition to showing the complete transformation algorithm, macro
 

block XOUT illustrates the use of ten of the MAC statements.
 

MACRO BLOCK XOUT
 
!11AGE (IS,S) 

STRING (xLIST,LIST),(dLA,LA((6))),(LLB,LB((6)))
 
STh,,3 (LD,D((12))),(LINT,INT((6)))
 
DATA INIT/23/
 
IDE.NTIFY .S. (-100) 67$ OUTPUT .LIST.
 
CORMPIS .LIST. 
IF(rNIT.s4.O) GO TO 10
 
INIT = 0
 
DEFINS LABV. L.A.
 
DEFINE LABEL .LB.
 

C 	 WATCH OUT FOR THE DECIMAL POINT IN THE FORMAT 
DELItfIT STRING + 
* $S +LB- $75 FOR![AT(HOjIp8S4.5) 
* $iS +LA+ 7$5 FOR!AT(1HO,l9A6)
 
DELIMIT STRING .
 

10 CONVERT (LLIST+5)/6 TO D. "
 
DEFINE INTEGER .INT.
 

1 + $7S Dfl!.E?2SIONi + .INT. (.D.)
 
CONVaRT LUST TO .D.
 
I + S73 DATA + .INT./.D.H.LIST./
 

6I- .s(a,6) $7 WRI?(6 1.LA.) INT.
 
$75 WRITE (6,.LB.) *LIST.
 

100 RETURN
 
£ND
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1i.1.4.5 -csampla 5. 

This example provides a tool which makes the writing of complicated 
FORMAT statements less susceptible to coder and keypunch errors 
because of incorrect Hollerith counts. This is accomplished by 
Macro Block FiT which extends the flexibility of the existing FOR4MAT 
statement in that it allows a FORTRAN programmer to define a Hollerith 
delimiter for any FORMAT in which one is desired. The delimiter may 
be any available character, and it changes dynamically from'FORMAT 
to FORMAT. 

For example, the statements
 

10 FORHAT * (ja*, Ei2.4, *EXAMPLE FORt1AT 0, A6, *TSST*) 
20 FOWRIAT $ (S THIS ONE USES THE DOLLAR SIGN 3) 
30 FORMAT ALPHA (ALPHA COMPLEX PATTF-RN ALPHA) 

would be transformed by the 1iT alsorithm into
 

10 FOR1AT(IHl, El2.4, 14HExAmPLS FORMAT, A6, 4HTnST) 
20 FO-IAT(C1Hl -HIS ONE USES THE DOLLA-4 SIGN )
30 FOR'/AT(1?H COMPLEX PATTRN ) 

respectively.
 

Any formats which do not have a delimiter pattern before the initial
 
left parenthesis will remain unchanged by block TT. 

Formats vhich have a delimiter pattern but do not use it within the 
body of the FORMAT will sinply have the pattern removed by F7iT.
 

if a delimiter pattern appears an odd number of times within the
 

body of the FORMAT, an error message will be given stating 

ALPHA DFLIMITERS NOT PAIRED CORRDTLY 

and no erroneous transformed program will be produced.
 

MACRO BLOCK FIT 
INAGZ (LSS) 
STRING (LRR),CLQ,Q),CLPp((18))),C(L,L(2)))
 
IDENTIFY .S. (-i00 $1 .L. $73 FOPIIAT .R. ( .Q. 
COMPRESS .R. 

IF CLR.GT.O) GO TO 10 
$13 :S. 

RETURN 

Wit-3 



.0 lEVEL CANCEL
 
LUBSTRING '.Q. INTO .S. ON .R.
 
IF (CLS.GT.1) GO TO" 20
 
- $15 .L. $73 FOkMAT(.Q. 
REWJRN 

20 IF (LS/2 + LS/2 .N2. LS) GO TO 30 
ERRORS ALPHA DELIMITERS NOT PAIRED CORRECTLY 
RETURN
 

30 BUILD .Q. 3i$ .L. $73 FOW4iAT( .S=1=.
 
DO 40 I=2,LS,2
 
BUILD .R. 31S .S=I=.
 
CONVERT LR TO P.
 
BUILD .Q. $15 .Q. .P. H R. .S=I+1=.
 

40 CONTINUE 
* $i .Q. 

100 	RETURN 
END 
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11.1.5 Typical Control Cards
 

CHYARG-Z CARD 

JOB CARD 

F-; 1-. 1 

2-L' "'3 C" C 

C'oy'Yr (IAQ.( ^l. i )C.'CEO f 

( t,,dVrF ('ICI,C C I TOL.Y 1] ) 

' ,Tj t. PY CO 

• ,-qo.,.cyC",. U f 

P- 7-'77 '7 

'1 T IeY T-- T C , z; 
t p> - -F$ 5 g COrPJ I"MIt TN-]?I 

.0, p ',flsCC.-,Th ,,-v 3,
 
-v3 Cr" S y, a:- 4
T T3 -;C ' PP 

ORIGINAL PAGE IS 

of POO3T 
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TABLE I. 

FILE 
NAME 

POSITION 
ON CONTROL 
BLOCK 
CARD 

F1 1 

XhIRST not present 

L not present 

F2 

13 

2 

3 

4 

F5 

"4 

5 

F? 

TAPE 8 

TAPE 13 

TAPE 18 

TAPE 5 

TAPS 6 

TAPE 77 

N 

not present 

not present 

not present 

not present 

not proant 

not present 

l. !-34 

TABLE OF FILE USAGE
 

POSITION 
ON PROGRAM USE ON PROGRAM 
CARD CARD 

2 	 The name of the file containing 
the transformed program from 
precompiler NAME. 

2 	 If this parameter is FIRST, all 
information on file Fl is ignored.
 

3 If this parameter is present and
 
is not L the MAC listing will be 
suppressed.
 

4 	 Name of the input file, norrially 
INPUT 

5 Name of the output file, normally 

OUTPUT 

6 User declared files used by NAI* 

7 User declared files used by NAME 

N+2 User declared files used by NAME
 

N+3 Scratch file used by NAME
 

N+4 Scratch file used by NI1E
 

N+5 Scratch file used by NAME
 

N+6 Equated to F2
 

N+? Equated to F3 

N+8 Equated to F1 



CONTROL
 
BLOCK
 

1/O <__ AN A LYSI S
 
BLOCK BLOCK
 

CHARACTER 
MANIP.
 
BLOCK
 

FIGURE 11.1-1 	 LOICAL YM OF A MAC 
PRECOMPILER. 
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SECTION 12
 

GRAPHICS
 

12.1 PROGRAM PLOTTER: INDEPENDENT PLOT PROGRAM
 

Program PLOTTER provides a generalized x-y plotting and contour drawing
 
capability in the ODIN system. Plot data may be stored in files created
 
by other elements in the ODIN system and plotted output can be obtained
 
on CALCOMP or COMPLOT printer devices by subsequent'execution of PLOTTER.
 
The PLOTTER program may also be used as a stand-alone plot program by
 
input of all data including plot arrays. The x-y plotting program option
 
was written by Watson and Glatt as part of the ODIN/RLV contract effort.
 
The contour plotting option was written by Hague of Aerophysics Research
 
Corporation as part of the related Air Force-sponsored ODIN/MFV contract.
 
Both programs are now combined into the single PLOTTER program.
 

Section 7.2 contains several illustrations of the program's contour
 
drawing ability. A typical plot obtained from the x-y plot option is
 
presented in Figure 12.1-1.
 

Data input is through NAMELIST PLOTIN. A description of all input vari
ables follows in Section 12.2.2. The analytic basis of the contour plotting
 
option is described in Section 12.1.1. This analysis was originally
 
described in a limited distribution Aerophysics Research Corporation tech
nical note TN-140, "CONPLOT: A Rapid Code for Production of Three-Dimensional
 
Contour Plots," by D. S. Hague.
 

12.1.1 Program CONPLOT
 

CONPLOT is a simple and rapid digital computer code for producing contour
 
plots of three-dimensional functions. The function must be available in 
the form 

Z.. = F(Xi, Y); = 1, 2, N 
3 = 2, . . , N (12.1-1) 

That is, the function must be defined over a regular grid in the X-Y
 
plane. Contour plots are produced on CALCOMP or Houston plotters or any
 
other device employing CALCOMP-compatible graphics calls. The program
 
may readily be extended to other machines by virtue of its simplicity.
 
Program CONPLOT in its stand-alone configuration consists of approxi
mately 200 source cards plus CALCOMP Fortran-callable graphics subroutines.
 
The analytic basis-for program CONPLOT is presented below.
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12.1.1.1 Analytic Basis of CONPLOT
 

Suppose a function of two independent variables is defined over the regular
 
mesh X , Yj. Then (M-l)(N-1) rectangular boxes can be selected from the
 
adjacent points
 

,
p = (Xi, Yj), (Xi , Y.+I), (Xi+1' Y+I ) (Xi+, Yj) 	 i = 1, M-1 
j 1, N-I 

(12.1-2)
 

Let the corners of any such box be identified in a clockwise manner as in
 
Figure 12.1-2
 

23
 

Figure 12.1-2. 	 Rectangular Element Corner
 

Identification
 

Given such a rectangle, the corner points and the function values at these
 

corner points may also be uniquely defined by the notation of Figure 12.1-3.
 

(XI'Y2 'Z2 ) 	 (X2'Y2 'Z3)
 

%Z1)
(XlY1 	 X 2 ,Y1 ,Z4 )
 

Figure 12.1-3. Local Coordinate and Function Values
 

Now consider the possibility that a contour of value z = z' passes through a 
given elemental rectangle. First, transform the corner values of Z by 
subtracting Z' to 'give the modified corner values 

Z1 = z1 - Z' 

Z2 Z2 Z'
Z3 = Z3 - Z'
 
--Z4 -
Z?
Z4 


(12.1.3)
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Examining the topology of the contour line trace across the elemental
 
rectangle, it follows that sixteen (16)-possible types of contour trace
 
exist; for each modified corner value given by (3) is either greater than
 
or equal to zero, or less than zero, giving 24 topological types of trace.
 
These trace types may be uniquely identified by a four digit binary
 
number whose elements sequentially correspond to the corner points in
 
the clockwise sequence of Figure 12.1-2 where 1 signifies that 2k > 0
 
and 0 signifies that Zk 0. These sixteen types of trace are illus
trated in Figure 12.1-4 with their corresponding four-digit binary number
 
and contour trace type.
 

It can be seen that only two of the sixteen possible element topologies
 
result in no contour trace. Two of the element topologies result in
 
two alternative possible contour traces across the element. (These
 
contour traces may be of either form displayed in Figure 12.1-4 for
 
I = 1010 or I = 101).
 

Assuming linear interpolation for 2 along the elemental rectangle sides 
and local straight line contour traces within the element, the end 
points of the contour trace are readily found to be given by the expres
sions such as 

I = 1011
 

Xel = XI 

YeI = Y1 + F(YI, Y2' Z1, Z2)
 

Xe2 = X1 + F(XI, X2, Z3, Z4)
 

Ye2 = Y2 (12.1-4) 

and
 

I = 1110
 

Xel = X1 + F(X1, X2, Z1, Z4)
 

YeI = Y1 

Xe2 = X2
 

(12.1-5)
Ye2 = Yl + F(YI, Y2 , Z4 , Z3) 

where (Xel, Yel) and (Xe Ye2) are the contour trace end points and 
the function F is define3 by 

c 

F(A, B, C, D) = (B - A) ID---- (12.1-6) 
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0001 0010 0011 0100 

~Nor 

0101 0110 0111 1000 

-or 

1001 1010 i011 1100 

1101 1110 1iii 0000 

FIGURE 12.1-4. RECTANGULAR ELEMENT 
BINARY CODE AND CONTOUR TRACE 

TOPOLOGIES 
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12.1.1.2 The Two Ambiguous Contour Cases
 

Two ambiguous cases arise for I = 1010 and I 101.
= The contours may

then be of either the solid or dotted line type in Figure 12.1-4. The
 
ambiguity is resolved when the "fold diagonal" is defined. Thus, when
 
I = 0101 if the principle diagonal is the fold diagonal, the dotted lines
 
supply the correct contour types;if the other diagonal is the fold line,

then the solid lines are the correct contour types. The converse is true
 
when I = 1010.
 

Definition of the fold line requires more information than is available

within a single elemental rectangle. Consider the case I = 1010 in
 
Figure 12.1-5. In Figure 12.1-5(a) the upper right and lower left high

elemental rectangle regions indicate a principle diagonal fold. 
In
 
Figure 12.1-5(b) the low upper left and lower right elemental rectangle

regions illustrate a fold about the other diagonal.
 

\ / 
/ 

S Y. x Y.
 H_ 
 i 3 1 3
 

12.1-5(a). Principle Diagonal Fold 12.1-5(b) Other Diagonal Fold
 

CONPLOT contains logic for resolving the ambiguous cases using the
 
above technique. A weighted assessment of the probability of each diag
onal by the fold line is incorporated within the code. This logic
 
covers the possibility of any adjacent elemental rectangle being absent
 
due to edge or corner conditions in the zij array.
 

12.1.1.3. Stand-Alone CONPLOT Program Input
 

The CONPLOT program accepts the following data:
 

AXLEN Length of plot on x-axis
 
AYLEN Length of plot on'y-axis
 
NX Number of X, values
 
XL" Smallest value of X,
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XHIGH Greatest value of Xi
 
NY Number of Yj values
 
YLOW Smallest value of Yj
 
YHIGH Greatest value of Yj
 
NZ Number of Z = Z' contours desired 
PLOTPC Plot percentage, eliminate the lower and
 

upper 'PLOTPC of the region for the contour
 
plotting purposes
 

From this data the mesh X1 , Y] is created and the function Z(X1 , Y-) 
is evaluated by a user-supplied subroutine. The NZ contours are tien
 
computed by means of 16 equations typified by (12.1-4) and (12.1-5) and
 
the resulting contours are output on CALCOMP or Houston Plotters.
 
Typical plots obtained from CONPLOT are illustrated in Figures 12.1-6
 
through 12.1-11. Figure 12.1-6 illustrates a simple parabolic function
 
with contours parallel to the x axis. Figure 12.1-7 illustrates the
 
contours of a parabolic function in the coordinate x2 + y2 . A more 
complex set of contours is presented in Figure 12.1-8; the contours are
 
for a fourth-order function in x and y. Results are presented at two
 
resolutions using scales from 0 to S and 0 to 10 in the x and y. Figure
 
12.1-9 presents contours of the well known Rozenbrock Valley function at
 
three resolutions. Figures 12.1-10 and 12.1-11 illustrate the modulus
 
contours of a fourth-order function of x and y having roots at the point
 

z = (x, Y)1 (-1, ) 

z2 = (x, Y)2 = (0,.75) 

= z3 = (x, Y)3 (0, 0). 

z4 = (x, Y)4 = (.5, .5)
 

At the most coarse resolution a single minima appears. At the next
 
resolution irregularities appear in the minimal contour profile. At
 
the third and fourth resolutions two distinct minima appear. Finally,
 
in Figure 12.1-11 all four minima appear in the contour plot. It may
 
be noted that the contours of some functions of more interest have been 
presented in the discussion of Section 7.3.
 

.12.1;1.4. Plotting Efficiency
 

Two alternative plotting procedures have been tested in constructing
 
CONPLOT. These procedures are
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a. plot by contour
 

-. plot by mesh
 

When plotting by contour each mesh box is systematically searched to
 
locate and sequentially .plot the contour level being.generated. Since
 
the systematic mesh search is not formally related to the tQpology of
 
the=contour line,,significant amounts of wasted plotting device pen
 
movements are created as each contour line is developed. For example,
 
a given contour line may exist in only the lowest (y = 1) and highest
 
(y = N) set of mesh boxes. In this case since the systematic search
 
employed fixes the x-mesh index i while varying the y-mesh index j, the
 
plotter must hunt from bottom to top of the plot drawing each segment
 
of the contour line. Of course, in this case were the order of variables
 
in the systematic search be interchanged a fairly efficient plotter-pen
 
motion would result. However, in general, the form of each contour line
 
is not known a priori and wasted pen motion will result. Generally, on a
 
typical contour plot the wasted pen motion in the plot by contour method
 
creates very significant wasted plotter pen motions for the pen proceeds
 
at the same rate in the down (line drawing) mode or the up (line skip)
 
mode.
 

When plotting by mesh the procedure is to search for all contour levels
 
drawn in one mesh box at a time. Thus, if K contours are required the
 
trace of all contours and the corresponding lines in a given box are
 
found before proceeding to the next box. This approach almost minimizes
 
pen movements;for all lines in one box are drawn sequentially. In
 
addition, since boxes are then treated sequentially, very few up pen
 
movements are wasted in proceeding from box to box. The plot by mesh
 
method is now used exclusively in CONPLOT. The result can be witnessed
 
by an observer at the plotting device. The CONPLOT routine proceeds
 
from mesh box to mesh box shading in all contours within a given box as
 
it does so. When all mesh boxes have been processed, the complete set
 
of contours emerges.
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12.1.2. X-Y Plotter
 

The independent plot program provides for the generation of x-y
 
plots and contour plots on a number of hardware display devices.
 
Auxiliary plot text and tabulations oftplot data can also be
 
obtained from the program.
 

The plot instructions are read from the input data file and the
 
data to be plotted can be read from either the input file or from
 
auxiliary data files. The input instructions are read using a
 
single NAMELIST input list.
 

$PLOTIN.....$
 

Default values are preset for all input variables. The default
 
values tend to minimize the amount of user input required to
 
generate a plot. Generally the input specifications are pattern
ed after the procedure one might follow in preparing plot by
 
hand. The user can select such options as grid, axis generation,
 
annotation, titles, auxiliary text, line type, symbol specifica
tions, etc. Those options not specifically selected by the user
 
are generally bypassed in the program.
 

12.1.2.1 Plot Data Input Option
 

The data to be plotted is read into the program in either of two
 
formats, array format or observation format. The data may come
 
from the normal input or from a binary file in accordance with
 
the following specifications:
 

INPUT = 0 	 Data will be loaded directly into the OBSTH
 
array from the normal input unit.
 

INPUT = n 	 n Specifies the logical unit number from which
 
the OBSTH array will be loaded.
 

Array Format. - Array fromat specifies the numerical values to
 
be plotted are arranged in groups of similar observations such
 
as time, attitude or velocity. Mathematically, array format is
 
the sequence of numerical values:
 

1
OBSTH..; i = , NUMP; j = 1, 'NOBSER 
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where NUMP is the number of observations and NOBSER is the num
ber of observation functions. The plot data is actually a single
 
dimensional array OBSTHk where k is the array element defined as:
 

k = Ij - 1) NUMP + 1 

The independent plot program normally reads data from the input
 
file in array format but other options are also available.
 

Observation Format. - Observation format specifies the numerical
 
values are arranged in groups called observations. Each observa
tion represents a sequence of values defining one element in each
 
plot array. Observation format may be expressed mathematically
 
as:
 

,3STlk (1,3) ; i = 1, NOBSER; j = 1, NUMP 

whurcp NOBSER is the number of observation functions and NUMP is 
the number of observations. k Is the array element defined as: 

k(i,j) = (j - 1) NOBSER + 1 

The independent plot program has the capability of reading data
 
as observation format when the alternate value variable:
 

ALTVAL = .TRUE.
 

option is specified. If specified, a transposition of the
 
observation format to array format is performed and the array
 
format ultimately overwrites the input values of OBSTH.
 

Alternate Data File. - In addition to the two formats which can
 
be selected for reading from input, an alternate data file can
 
be specified:
 

INPUT = n
 

When this option is specified, the plot data is read from the
 
logical unit n in observation format, transposed and placed into
 
the OBSTH array in accordance with the specified values of NUMP
 
on NOBSER. No file positioning is done by the program but the
 
user can manipulate the file with the following input variables:
 

REWIND = .TRUE. Rewinds n.
 

NSKIPF = m Skips forward m Fortran files.
 

NSKIPA = m Skips forward m Fortran records.
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The alternate file format may include as the first record one
 
word specifying the number of records on the file. If the one
 
word record exists, the plot program can read it and store the
 
value as NUMP. This option is activated by the specification:
 

NUMPI5 = .TRUE.
 

The CDC 6600 has a Fortran callable binary blocking feature. If
 
the alternate file was generated as a "binary blocked" file, the
 
variable:
 

BLOCK = .TRUE.
 

must be set to read the file properly.
 

12.1.2.2 Plot Output Control'
 

The output type specification can be-x-y plots, contour plots, 
plot text or a printed tabulation in accordance with the options 
illustrated in Figure 12.1-12. Some combination of options are per
missible but others are not. Contour plots and x-y plots are 
generated in different sections of the program and therefore,
 
are mutually exclusive options. Multiple cases may be executed
 
for as many plot cases as desired. Therefore, different options
 
may be specified on successive cases. On the last case the
 
parameter:
 

STOP = .TRUE.
 

is set which causes program termination. No other plot instruc
tions are executed in the last case.
 

12.1.2.3 X-Y Plots 

The PLOTTR program provides for the display of numerical informa
tion of the form:
 

Yi = f.(Xi); i = 1, NUMP; j = 1, NPLOT
 

where X and Y are arrays of observations of known length, NUMP.
 
Any array may be plotted with respect to any other array and any
 
number of pairs may be presented on a single plot. NPLOT is the
 
number of-PLOTS desired.
 

Plotting is specified in accordance with the input variable array:
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- READ $PLOTIN 

r * FALSE 

TRUE TRUE 

PLOT TEXTDATA 

GENERATE 
CONTOUR 
PLOTS 

TRUE 

• F SETRUE 

GEN~lAPEFALSE 

X-Y PLOTS " " 

'S I~TC:SIT ,L0 

UTEUT 

X-Y PLOTS 

CONTOUR PLOTS 

PLOT TEXT 

TABULATION 

(A) PROGRAM SCHEIATIC, 

INPUT VARIABLE OPTION 

CALCOM CONTOR TEXT 

TRUE FALSE FALSE 

T or F TRUE FALSE 

TRUE FALSE TRUE 

T or F T or F FALSE 

(B) OPTION SPECIFICATION, 

PRINTR 

T or F 

T or F 

NA 

TRUE 

FIGURE 12.1-12. PLOT OPTIONS 
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OBSPLT = Ki, K2 K3---Kn
 

Each K is a packed integer which defines the array pair in the
 
OBSTH array to be plotted:
 

Ki = XXYY
 

where XX represents a two-digit sequence defining the array to
 
be plotted as the x-coordinate. YY represents a two-digit
 
integer sequence defining the y-coordinate of the plotted line.
 
Any number of K values may be specified, each representing a
 
line on the plot. A plot sequence is terminated by a value:
 

Ki = 0
 

A second plot sequence may be specified by simply adding values
 
of K:
 

K+i = XXYY
 

The last value of K should be:
 

K = 7777 n 

which terminates the plotting and returns program control for
 
new input data.
 

Plot Positioning. - The PLOTTR program has input parameters which
 
control the defining of a new frame and the position of the plot
 
within the frame. The parameters:
 

DXG and DYG
 

define the X- and Y- coordinates of the lower left corner of the
 
plot in inches with respect to the lower left corner of the cur
rent frame. The parameters:
 

XMOVE and YMOVE
 

define the coordinates of the lower left corner of the next frame
 
with respect to the lower left corner of the current frame. The
 
frame includes all physical plotting which takes place as a re
sult of a single set of.plot instructions (defined by $PLOTIN).
 
trames of data may be superimposed to accomplish certain analysis
 
objectives.
 

oRIO~t Qt2& 
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Line Type and Symbols. - The parameters, LINTYP control
 
the type of lines that are to be drawn between the data points.
 
The magnitude determines the frequency of symbols and the sign
 
determines the combination of lines and symbols.
 

LINTYP = n Means a symbol is to be drawn every nth point. 

If n > 0, Lines and symbols are drawn. 

TE n < 0, Only symbols are drawn. 

The 
spe, 

rameter INTEQ determines which symbol is to be used by the 
ication of an integer from 1 to 22. A value of 0 specifies 

no symbols.
 

Data Scaling. - Data arrays can be scaled absolutely in terms of
 
the axis length on which they are plotted or the arrays can
 
be scaled relative to one another. The parameters:
 

XSIZE and YSIZE
 

specify the x- and y- axis lengths in inches. The first curve
 
specified (see OBSPLT) determines the scale factor and the
 
relative starting position for all curves on the plot. The array:
 

SCALEF i
 

specifies individual scale factors for each plot array. This
 
allows meaningful comparisons of multiple curve plots where the
 
range of the data array differs significantly.
 

Elimination of automatic scaling may be specified in either or
 
both directions by the specification:
 

MYX = .TRUE.
 
and/or
 

MYY = .TRUE.
 

If the MYX option is specified, the user must specify the scale
 
factor and starting value the X-axis:
 

SCALEX = units/inch
 

STARTX = inches
 

If the MYY option is specified, the user must specify the scale
 
factor and starting value of the Y-axis.
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SCALEY = units/inch
 

STARTY = inches
 

The scale factors and start values are set by the program each
 
time automatic scaling (MYX and MYY = .FALSE.),is specified so
 
the scaling from previous cases may be used by properly setting
 
the option flags MYX and MYY.
 

Scale Annotation. - Under the automatic scaling option the pro
gram generates axes of the specified length with tick marks at
 
one inch intervals. The tick marks are identified by numerical
 
values below or to the left of the axis centered on the tick.
 
The axes may be notated additionally by a 6-character input name
 
centered on the axis. One name may be input for each observation
 
function as follows:
 

OBSERVi = Ni , i = 1, NOBSER
 

where N. is a hollerith name of the form, nH name, and NOBSER
 
is the 'number of observation functions.
 

Grid Generation. - A grid may be generated which represents
 
vertical and horizontal lines at the tick marks by the input
 
parameter:
 

GRID = .TRUE.
 

Title Generation. - A title from the plot may be generated by
 
setting the parameter: 

NREM = n 

where n is the number of words of the title. 
use the first n words of the REM array. 

The program will 

REM = Ni; i = 1, NREM 

and place this title at the top of the plot. The height of the 
characters is in the title as specified by the parameter REMSIZ
 
in inches.
 

Auxiliary Plot Text
 

The plotter program has the cApability of generating auxiliary
 
plot text by a separate case setup as follows:
 

$PLOTIN TEXT = .TRUE.,$
 

(text cards)
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The text cards immediately follow the case data. The character
 
strings given on the text cards are reproduced exactly starting
 
the first card at a location specified by:
 

DXG and DYG
 

in inches. The character height specification is given by HTEXT.
 
Cards will be read and the characters plotted with line spacing
 
of:
 

1.5 * HTEXT
 

until a card is encountered with a numeric 2 in column 1. Con
trol is then returned for a new case.
 

Virtual and Display Window
 

Virtual and display graphics deals with the translation of the
 
user's data to a physical location on the display device. The
 
virtual space may be of any dimension while the display space
 
is limited by the physical size of the display device. The func
tion of the virtual graphics package is to map the virtual space
 
into the specified display area. With an understanding of the
 
relationship between the virtual space and the display area, the
 
user can freely manipulate the display to reflect his need. For
 
example, he can plot three different sets of data in the same
 
display area or he can display the same data to different scales
 
to meet special needs.
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12.1.3. Data Summary 

Nam, DC faulL (s) Dencription of Tnput 

ALTVAL .FALSE. Logical voriahlc. If .True. data will be 
read as observation funcLions. Otertwise 
data will be read a'- plot arrays. 

BLOCK .FALSE. Logical variable. If .True., binary block
ing of the observation unit will be expcct
ed. (CDC 6600 only) 

CALCO;I .TRUE. Logical variable. If .True., x-y plots 
will be generated. This vaiiable is used 
to activate any device to which the program 
is linked such as Tektronics, SD4060 or Var
ian. 

CONTOR .FATSE. Logical variable. If .True., a contour 
plot wi 1l be generated fromt OBSTH data 
CALCOM must be set .True. 

COT-V .PTTE. Generate hard ,opy (online devices). 

DTALOG AESE. Logical variable. If .True. , data base 
output routine will be called. 

DXG 1.0 X-axis origin or the current chart relative 
to the current device origin specified by 
XMOVt. 

DYG 1.0 Y-axis origin for the current chart relative 
to the current device origin specified by 
YMOVE. 
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Nam' !h,
'-fault (s) 

GRI ) .FALSE 


JITEX'I .21 


INPUT 0 


INT1;Q 1 

LINTYP 0 


MYX .FALSE. 

MYY .FALSE. 

NAMES .FALSE. 
(100) 


NAXIS 1 

NDECP 2 

NOBSER NONE 

NPAGE 0 

NREM 0 
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lJogical varl,.ble. If TRUE., vhu- inchll grid 
will be gono't1':d on x--y plitA' 

Height of tll .o ill inches.
 

Zero for rIe ,ing pilot data frc'm cards .GT.0 

for reddin, plot dkta from an , Lr -nit 

Integer from 0 Lo 22 indicating the plot 
symbol.
 

Control paramit,-r which dcsariers the type 
of linc to be 'ev in throqqh Lthe doto points. 
The ) l .tLxbmi nu.c the frequency of 
p otLcd 'V1; I -

I.E. 	 LINTY:--4 J'icans every fourth pnint. 
L1NTY- 0 Stralg]!t lines x'ith rpiecilied 

symbol at the and of the 
line (see INTI.Q) 

LlNTYP--+ Lines and symbols.
 
LINTYP.---- Symbols oply.
 

Loical variable. If .TRUE., uscr may inrut 
STARTX and SCALEX. 

Logical var.able. If .TRUE., user may inptit 
STARTY and SCALEY. 

Logical variable. If .TRUE., NOTJSER six
character nomcs wll1 be read. These are the
 
plot array Litles.
 

Number of time'- the beam or pen will trace 
the x- ,-'-, y- i'<es. 

Nuinl-ri 'J d.uimal places used in scale 
anna .21o. 

NUiJj,'L of observation functions (or plot 
arrays). 

Page number of the plot (printer only).
 

Number of wordc of tiLle to be read. if ijoL 
ZerO, NRiM ]0-rharacbler words will bc read 
immediaitely aftcr the OPLOTIN namelist.
 



Name Default(s) Description of input 

NSKIPF 0 Number of observation function files that 
will be skipped on observation unit before 
starting to read data from it. 

NSKIPR 0 Number of observation functions to skip on 
observation unit before starting to read data. 

NUMP NONE Number of plot points per plot array or the 
number of observations. There is an internal 
limit of 213 points. 

NUMP15 .FALSE. Logical variable. If .TRUE., NUMP will be 
read from observation unit as the first 
record. 

NZCUTS NONE Number of contours requested. 

OBSRV BLANK Observation function names to be used for 
(100) scale annotation. 

format as: 
They are read in nameli:;t 

OBSERV=nHname i,nlname2 ----

oil'' 7777 integer definition of the plot functions. 
(120) Each pair of plot arrays or observation 

finctjons is defined by a 4-digit number, 
the first two repro lt the independent 
variable, 
dependent 

the &econd two represent tie 
variable according to the input 

order of the plot arrays or OBSTII functions. 
A zero indicates the end of one chart. More 
charts can be generated up to a limit of 120 
entries in the OBSPLT array. User should 
enter a value of 7777 after the last chart. 

OBSTTI NONE Plot data in one of the following formats. 
(2000) For ALTVAL=.FALSE., plot arrays are loaded, 

A(l),--,A(N) ,B(l) ,--B(N),C(l)--C(N), 

For ALTVAL=.TRUE., plot arrays are loaded, 

A(l) ,B(1) ,C(1), ------,A(N) ,B(N),C(N), 

NOTE: The maximum number of plot points 
is 20.00 but' can be changed to the 
alteration of 3 Fortran statements 
in main program as follows: 
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N '.fallt('I 	 iiJ e'n 11-1'i1l 

W O:AIOH; )'"'! 

DATA TllI)?,', A/n/ 

The value (itn may be set to any (1,"iid 
value. ]lroqram load size is aJ Lt'tt'rt in 
direct relatnon to the number n. 

PAGE .FALSE. 	 Start a new flame at XMOVE, YMOVE from
 
previous origin.
 

PRINTR .FALSE. 	 Logical variable. If .TRUE., tabulation
 
will be geerated. 

PRINTO .FALSE. 	 Logical variable. If .TRUE., the namclisE 
input data will be printed. 

REM BLANk 	 Title to be placed at the top of the chart. 
(30) 	 it is read in namelist format as: 

RF.M=n title of plot, 

REM$YI. 0.21 	 Height of title in incis. 

I' ',PT tsr. 	 1'',1coi ;rajzia ],.. If .TRUE., observol-ion 
1---t will 1 ,2 r-'-oln1r before reading it. 

cCAL 7.5 	 Saze of the plot device window in inches.
 
Virtual plot sp,cified by the maximum of 
XSIZE and YSIZE wll be scaled to this
 
dimension.
 

SCALEF 1.0 	 Scale factor array. One for each plot array

(100) 	 or observation function. It is used to scale 

one plot array relaLive to the others for 
plot purposcs but does not affect the 
original data in OBSTH. 

SCALEX 1.0 	 Units per inch for X.
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Name Default (s) 	 Deipi ion opf In!pumt 

SCAMEY 1.0 	 Units per inch lor V. 

STARTX 0.0 	 ',tarting value for X-ayis. 

STARTY 0.0 	 Siarting value fot Y-axis. 

STOP .FALSE. 	 Logical variablc. If .True., pronram PilJ 
stop without generating additional plot 
i n forina Lion. 

TEXT .FALSE. 	 TWgicai vjriable. If .True., card jmaq' s 
will read and plotted scaling will be in
 
accordance with the 	following formula: 

6*NRnMl 11TXT/SCAL 

W, None nrray of points defining the X-axis of a 
(ioo) contour plot. 

XMOVE 8.5 	 X-distance boW ' 'let origins. For on
line device.,, a ::cru, n erasure is affected. 

XORIGN 1.0 	 X-axis origin for the current chart relative
 
to the current device origin specified by
 
XMOVE.
 

XSIZE 6.0 	 X-size length in inches for virtual plot. 
It also specifies number of scale (and grid) 
divisions which will be employed. Origin is 
moved before plotting if the PAGE option is 
involked. 

YfliS! None 	 Array of points defining the Y-axis of a 
(100) 	 contour plot.
 

YIOVE 0.0 	 Y-distance between plot origins. For on
line devices, a screen erasure is afflct-d. 

YORIGN 1.0 	 Y-axis origin for the current chart relative 
to the current device origin specified by 
YMOVE. 
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Na'rec 1D'tni, f-III t 2no I Ii 

" -1.0 - l, Irmi h Z,) i l';Ior vi 'L.i I l. 

IL a I ,l ' if ,'-' 
1 ,, r C)f , i r, ( I.I grid) 

div i ,. 1 u 1 ', II J c1el t,);Pct 01 icfin 
-
1's 

os dnc\', 1wi-oy.
"1nvo IIcd. 

plc.L'-,C !n i 1 hii P ,p',l:o'pt.ion 

ZCUTS None VilI t( of 1 10 C'"I "ou-s 

(25) 
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12.1.4. Subroutine Descriptions
 

This section contaihs an alphabetically arranged list of
 
descriptions for the Independent Plot Program Subroutines.
 

12.1.4.1 Program PLOTTR
 

PLOTTR is the main program for the Independent Plot Program.
 
Written in Fortran, PLOTTR establishes nominal values for input
 
variables, reads data, sets up program options, initializes the
 
plot devices, establishes certain scaling parameters and coA
trols the plotting of text and data. Figure irZ-13 shows a func
tional flow chart for PLOTTR. The flow logic begins with the
 
reading of namelist data called $PLOTIN. An input parameter
 
PRINTR provides the user with the option of printing all the
 
input data except the actual data to be plotted. If the target
 
plot device requires initialization, the logic for initializing
 
the device is called on the first case but not thereafter. A
 
logical input variable, STOP, provides for a normal stop after
 
the last case. Logic is included to obtain the actual data in
 
three diffeiint formats.
 

-

- te 1 ta may be read in BCD format through the normal name

lIrt ,.uL channels via an input variable called OBSTH. The 
dat, - ay be read in array format (the format used internally by 
the program) or it may be read in observation format. The latter 
requires that the data be reordered by the program before use. 
The reordering is done by a routine called WRITE15. WRITE15 
simply writes the data out in binary format on a user specified 
unit to be read back in array format. 

A third option allows the data to be read in binary observation
 
format from a file generated outside the independent plot pro
gram. In the latter case the data is converted to array format
 
as it is read into the program. After all data is read in the
 
plot size is established through a call to SCRENE and the main
 
plot generation subroutine GENPLT is called. GENPLT controls
 
the generation of contour and x-y plot options. After return
 
from GENPLT, the flow logic loops back to the beginning of PLOTTR
 
to read more data.
 

0 .- 2 
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ENTER
 

READ(5,$PLOTrN) e READ INPUT DATA
 

INITIALIZE * FIRST CASE ONLY
 
PLOT DEVICE
 
IF REQUI RED
 

YES 
 7 J *LAST CASE 

*DATA FORMAT OPTIONS 

IBINA'RY(ALT UNIT)I B"C0(NPUT UNIT)I
 

,FORMAT FORMAT
 

SET SCALE *XORIGNYORIGNSCAL
PARAMETERS FOR
 

", PLOT SIZE
 

TEXT=F ,, GENPLT = T
TEXT
 

S CALL PLTEXT
 

DUMP PLOT BUFFER I
 

FIGURE 12.1-13 FUNCTIONAL FLOW CHART - VLOTTR 
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12.1.4.2 	Subroutine AXIS 

AXIS is a modified CALCOMP subroutine written in Fortran for
 
generating annotated axes with tick marks at one inch intervals.
 
The use of the subroutine is as follows:
 

Call AXIS(X,Y,BCD,NC,SIZE,THETA,YMIN,DY)
 

X, Y 	 Coordinates of the starting point of the axis with
 
respect to the plotting area origin in inches.
 

BCD 	 Character label for the axis.
 

NC 	 Number of characters in the label.
 

SIZE 	 Length of the axis in inches.
 

THETA 	 Angle of rotation measured clockwise from the x
axis in degrees.
 

YMIN 	 Functional value to be assigned to the first posi
tion on the axis.
 

DY 	 Change in the functional value for inch.
 

The AXIS routine is normally called after scale which determines
 
the YMIN and DY values. AXIS calls PLOT and SYMBOL to generate
 
the lines, tick marks and annotation on the axes. NUMBER and
 
ROUND are used to convert binary numbers to characters which can
 
be plotted as scale and annotation.
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12.1.4.3- Subroutine CONPLT
 

CONPLT is the main subroutine for generating contour plots from
 
an input mesh of data defined in the input array, OBSTH. The
 
data is defined in equal increment mesh points in x and equal
 
increments of mesh points in y. The boundary of each incremental
 
window is searched for intersections with specified contours. Fig.
 
12..-14 is a functional flowchart of the subroutine CONPLT.
 
Upon entering the subroutine, a title and scale are generated
 
for the data. The x-limits, y-limits and z-level are set in a
 
triple DO-LOOP. The type of intersection is determined from the
 
values of z at the four corners of the incremental window. Fig.
 
lt-+=-4 illustrate&the types of intersections which can be
 
accounted for. Each has a separate algorithm which is coded at
 
the statement label identified in the figure. Once the boundary
points are computed, the subroutine LINE is used to generate
 
the contour vector. Contour vectors are determined for each z
level and for each incremental window. The result of all evalua
tions is the appearance of the continuous contour plot for the
 
entire region specified by the x-mesh and y-mesh.
 

12.1.4.4 Subroutine DEF
 

DEF is a Fortran subroutine for ejecting a page and placing a
 
title on the new page.
 

ORIGIN AL PAGE IS 

2oo P,0R QUALITY 
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ENTER
 

XMESH
 

AND
 

YMESH 


CALL 

SYMBOL 

CALL 


[-CALL 

IAXIS 

SET X LIMITS 

V 

IYLT L 7 ' T 

SET Z LEVEL 
U 

> DETER1INE TYPE 

Q p I OF INTERSECTION 

QOP, 

4o 
COMUTE BOUNDARY 
CINTERSECTIONS 

['4 

0 I 
CALL DLINE 

EXIT 

0 GENERATE TITLE 

0 SCALE THE DATA 

0 	 DRAW THE AXIS 

0 	 ESTABLISH CURRENT 
INCREMENTAL X-MESH
 

-


0 	ESTABLISH CURRENT 
INCREMENTAL Y-MESH 

o 	ESTABLISH CURRENT
 
Z-LEVEL
 

0 	PLOT CONTOUR VECTOR 

FIGURE 12.1-14. FUNCTIONAL FLOW CHART, CONPLT
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12.1.4.5 Subroutine GENPLT 

GENPLT is a Fortran subroutine which controls the data acquisi
tion from alternate files but also controls X-Y plot and contour
 
plot options for the program. 'All ,data in this subroutine is
 
passed through the common as follows:
 

Call GENPLT(NADATA,OBSTH,NUMP,INPUT,CALCOM,OBSERV,
 

A detailed flow chart for subroutine GENPLT is shown in Fig. 12.3-15.
 

NOBSER,YOBSTH,CONTOR) 

NADATA Maximum size of the internal storage array OBSTH. 

OBSTH Internal storage array for plot data. 

NUMP Number of points for plot array. 

INPUT Logical unit for binary input data. 

CALCOM Vector plot option flag. 

OBSERV Names of the plot arrays. 

NOBSER Number of observations for plot arrays. 

XOBSTH An array containing a single observation. 

CONTOR Contour plot option flag. 

Upon entry, GENPLT tests the parameter INPUT to determine the
 
source of the data. If 0, the data is assumed to be in core in
 
the OBSTH array. Otherwise, the data will be read from the
 
observation unit defined by the value of INPUT. The routine
 
READ15 loads the data. Two tests are performed to determine
 
the limits for the number of observation functions. If NOBSER
 
is less than one, an error message is printed and the control
 
is returned to the main program. If the number of observation
 
functions, NOBSER is greater than NADATA/2, an error message is
 
printed and the control is returned to the main program. The
 
subroutine THROBS is then called to actually generate the X,Y
 
plot. THROBS contains logic which controls the generation of
 
printer plots, tabulations and/or vector plots. The contour
 
plot option flag CONTOR is then tested to determine whether a
 
contour plot is being generated. If the flag is true, the sub
routine CONPLT is used to generate the contour plot. Control
 
is then returned to the main program, PLOTTR.
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EN TER
 

TEST FOR SOURCE OF DATA
 

O AAT/ ERROR MESSAGE RETURN 

j GE.• 

BY INPUT
SPECIFIEDUNIT 

NFUOM 

ATEGENEN LTl C 
ON OCA 

CONTOUR 

PLO3TS 

D TAILED FLOW CHART, 
GENPLT
 

.
FIGURE 12.1-1 


ORIGAR PAGE IS 
OF POO QUAuITr 
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12.1.4.6 Subroutine ESCALE 

The ;nbroutinc hSCALE is used in the generation of printer plots 
(a,' .i CDC 6000 version of the PLOTTR program. It scales the 
data Lo the size of the standard 11 x 16 printer page size. 

12.1.4.7 Subroutine FTNBIN
 

FTNBIN is an assembly language routine which establishes binary
 
blocking for sequential files on CDC 6600 computer. The usage
 
is as follows:
 

Call FTNBIN(I,J,K)
 

I 	 Flag which determines whether blocking is to be on
 
or off.
 

I = 1 Binary blocking is to be turned on.
 

I = 0 Binary blocking is to be turned off.
 

J 	 Number of files to be blocked or unblocked in
 
accordance with the flag I.
 

K 	 Name of the array containing the integer numbers of
 
the file to be blocked or unblocked.
 

FTNBIN can be called to block a specified set of files or can
 
be called to block or unblock all files by setting the para
meters J and K equal to zero. FTNBIN is a dummy subroutine in
 
this library but can be replaced with the system FTNBIN routine
 
when the program is compiled on the CDC 6600. Binary blocking
 
is automatically provided for on Univac Exec 8 Fortran.
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12.1.4.8 Subroutine GETMAX
 

This subroutine is used in the generation of paper plots for
 
the 6600 version of the PLOTTR program. It scans a data array
 
to determine the maximum value which can be placed on-the paper
 
plot.
 

12.1.4.9 Subroutine GRIDUP
 

GRIDHP is a Fortran subroutine used for generating for grids
 
on a display device.. The usage is as follows:
 

Call GRIDHP(XSIZE,ZSIZE)
 

XSIZE The length of the x-axis in inches.
 

YSIZE The length of the y-axis in inches.
 

The routine generates a rectangular grid pattern in one inch
 
increments. The subroutine PLTT is used to draw the grid lines.
 

12.1.4.10 Subroutine GRIDXY 

GRIDXY is a Fortran subroutine for generating the grid representa
tion on printer plots. The usage of GRIDXY is as follows:
 

Call GRIDXY(XMIN,XMAX,YMIN,YMAX,BX,BY)
 

XMIN The minimum X value.
 

XMAX The maximum X value.
 

YMIN The minimum Y value.
 

YMAX The maximum Y value.
 

BX The X distance between grid lines.
 

BY The Y distance between grid lines.
 

The routine generates the representation of grid lines by plac
ing periods (.) appropriately into the plot buffer. It also
 
simulates the coordinate axes of the plot by placing the
 
character I appropriately to represent segments of the Y axis
 
and the character (-) to represent segments of the X-axis.
 
The character (+) is used at the grid intersection point.
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12.1.4.11 Subroutine HPLNLN
 

This subroutine is the main driver for generating X,Y plots.
 
It performs the data scaling, access generating, title genera
tion and the drawing of the lines associated with the specifiPe
 
data 	arrays.
 

12.1.4.12 Subroutine LINE 

This is a Fortran subroutine which makes the appropriate calls
 
to generate a line on the output device. The subroutine has six
 
calling arguments as follows:
 

CALL 	LINE(X,Y,N,K,J,L)
 

X,Y 	 X and Y are arrays containing the X and Y coordina
tes respectively for the n points to be plotted.
 

K 	 The significance of K is two fold.
 

(1) 	The magnitude of K specifies that the data is
 
stored in every K cell.
 

(2) 	If the sign of K is positive, the pen will be
 
moved to the first point. If the sign of K
 
is negative, the pen will be moved to the
 
first point in a lowered position.
 

J 	 The magnitude of J is the number of points for
 
every point to be plotted. Where J equals 0, a
 
line plot only. Where J equals 1, a point for
 
every data point. Where J equals 5, a point will
 
be plotted at every 5th. point. A minus sign of
 
J specifies a point plot without connecting points.
 
A positive J specifies a line connecting every
 
data point.
 

L 	 The value of L specifies the type of symbol to be
 
used. Integer numbers 1 through 22 may be speci
fied. These symbols are different for different
 
plot devices.
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12.144.13 Subroutine NUMBER 

This subroutine is used to convert a floating point number to
 
be BCD and to draw the resulting alpha numeric characters on the
 
plot. The calling sequence is-:.
 

Call NUMBER(XY,HGHT,FPN,THETAN)
 

XY X and Y specify the position of the first character 
in inches. 

HGHT The height of the characters. 

FPN The value of the floating point number. 

THETA The angle at which the characters will be drawn, 
measured from the x-axis, positive in a counter
clockwise direction. 

N This is the number of decimal places to be retained
 
in the conversion. N may be specified at any value
 
from -1 to 11. If N is -1 or 0, no decimn l places
 
will be drawn. If N is -1, a decimal poinL :i]l be
 
suppressed. Any other value of N specifies the
 
number of decimal places to be drawn.
 

The integer portion of the number is restricted to
 
a maximum of 6 characters. The decimal portion is
 
restricted to 11 digits.
 

12.1.4.14 Subroutine PAPERP
 

Tjwt br-tLine serves as a calling program for controlling the 
X,) )t options. The two options are as follows: 

If PRINTR is .TRUE., then a paper plot will be generated
 
on the normal output (G600 only).
 

If CALCOM is .TRUE., then a vector plot will be generated
 
on whatever device is interfaced to the PLOTTR
 
program.
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12.1.4.15 Subroutine PLCPTS
 

This subroutine is used in the generation of paper plots on
 
It contains the logic for placing plot characters
the CDC 6600. 


within a buffer region in the appropriate position to simulate
 

a plot when the buffer is printed on the normal 11 x 16 printer
 

output. It also flags and identifies the points which did not
 

fall within the plot region.
 

12.1.4.16 Subroutine PLTEXT
 

This subroutine is used for generating auxiliary plot text
 
associated with X,Y plots or contour plots. The subroutine is
 
called from the main program when the option TEXT is specified
 
as .TRUE. Upon entering this subroutine, the plot window is
 
established by input values of DXG, DYG and SCAL. Then cards
 
are read from the input and the characters on the card are
 
scaled and plaqed within the established window. Spacing be
tween card images is automatically provided at 1.5 times the
 
character height. The buffer is dumped at the completion of
 
the plotting.
 

12.1.4.17 Subroutine PLOT
 

This subroutine performs all line drawing functions.
 

OF poo1 
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12.1.4.18 Subroutine PPLNLN 

PPLNLN is a Fortran subroutine which generates X,Y plots as part
 
of the normal printed output. The subroutine is used as a
 
utility routine as follows:
 

Call PPLNLN(XY,NPTSXMAX,XMIN,YMAX,YMINNPLTS,TT,TB)
 

X 
 Array of X points to be plotted.
 

Y Array of Y points to be plotted.
 

NPTS Number of points to be plotted.
 

XMAX Maximum X-value.
 

XMIN Minimum X-value.
 

YMAX Maximum Y-value.-


YMIN Minimum Y-value.
 

NPLTS Number of points.
 

TT Title array at the top of the plot.
 

TB Annotation at the bottom of the plot.
 

Upon entry into the PPLNLN routine, a plot vector area is set
 
up which will contain the characters representing the grid, scales
 
and plotted information. Scale factors are determined based on
 
the size of the paper (11 x 16). The plot area is hard coded to
 
be t-en tncher on the Y-axis and ten inches on the X-axis. 
Thc orc thc resolution is 100 units in the X direction and 42 
Iu';. -n 2 Y direction. The subroutine GRIDXY is called to 
-Lt - a grid in thc plot buffer. Vertical grid lines are made 
up oQ. the character minus. The PLCPTS routine is called to place
 
the plot points into the plot buffer. The plot data points are
 
identified by characters in the following sequence:
 

X,O,+,$,/,2,3,4,5,A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,K,M,N,P,R,S,U,V,W,X,Y,Z,
 

Thirty characters are supplied for up to thirty plots which may
 
be specified for single chart. Plot points which fall within
 
the same resolution area use the character asterisk to replace
 
the normal plot character. The subroutine POPLOT is called to
 
print out the plot buffer and place the title and annotation on
 
the printed page. The maximum, minimum and scale factors for all
 
of the data are printed at the bottom of the plot. The function
al flow chart for PPLNLN is given in Fig. 12.1U6. 
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ENTER 

SET UP PLOT I
 
BUFFER
 

FIND SCALE
 

OF DATA
 

-CALL 
 GRIDXY 0 	SET UIP GRID INPLOT 
BUFFER, 

CALL PLCPTS 0 PLACE PLOT POINTS
 
CAL i INPLOT BUFFER,
 

CALL POPLOT 	 0 PRINT OUT PLOT BUFFER
 
IWITH 	 TITLES,
 

PRINT MAXIMUMS,
 
MINIMUMS AND
 
SCALE FACTORS
 

RETURN
 

FIGURE 12.1-16. FUNCTIONAL FLOW CHART - PPLNLN
 

ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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12.1.4.18. Subroutine SCALE
 

The subroutine is used to find the minimum and maximum values
 
for a given set of data and determines the reasonable scale
 
values to be placed within the plot dimension. It also estab
lishes scale factors for actually scaling the data to fit on
 
the plot. The calling sequence is:
 

Call SCALE(X,S,N,K)
 

X 	 An array containing N data values which are to be
 
scaled. The data being stored in every Kth. cell.
 
That is, X(l) X(l+k) X(l+2k), etc.
 

S 	 The length of the plot over which the data is to be
 
plotted in inches.
 

N 	 The number of points in the X-array.
 

K 	 The repeat cycle for data elements in the X-array.
 

The routine scans all of the elements in the array to find the
 
maximum and minimum. It adjusts these values to give reasonable
 
scale values for the start value and the maximum value. The two
 
values are saved in the last elements of the X-array for use by
 
the line subroutine in scaling the data for plotting. The.X
array must be dimensioned two extra elements for every variable 
set in the array. 

12.1.4.19 Subroutine READ15 

This subroutine reads observation functions from the specified
 
input unit and reorders the data into plot arrays. The sub
routine contains an option to obtain the number of points as
 
the first record on the observation function file.
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12.1.4.21 Subroutine SYMBOL 

Subroutine SYMBOL is the modified CALCOMP assembly language 
routine Tor converting a string (array) of alpha-numeric informa
tion into plot vector format. It works from a directory of
 
sto-I plo vecLor sequences which represent the standard
 
c. ' ter rle. The characters in the string are identified 
all" Thear !)lot vector representation is converted to the proper 
inj m. t through calls to the subroutine PLTT. The user has the 
option of selecting the start position in terms of X and Y, 
the size of the characters to be used, the angle to which the 
data is to be placed and the number of characters to be placed. 
SYMBOL is called as follows: 

Call SYMBOL (X,Y,SIZE,FDATA,THETAN)
 

X The X-coordinate of the left most raster unit of the 
first character to be plotted, inches. 

Y The Y-coordinate of the lower most raster unit of 
the first character to be plotted, inches. 

SIZE The height of the character, inches. 

DATA The starting location of the array of characters to 
be plotted. 

THETA The angle of inclination of the character string, 
degrees. 

N The number of characters to be plotted by the SYMBOL 
routine. 

The character height is a variable in the subroutine but the
 
width-to-height ratio is fixed at 4/7. Since the characters
 
are stored in a series of bi-octal offset pairs for a 4 x 7
 
matrix, the reference origin for the offset pairs, which define
 
each character, is the lower left corner of the matrix. The
 
X and Y values define the location of the lower left hand
 
corner of the first character to be plotted for this entry.
 
Subsequent characters to be plotted are spaced from the pre

. vious character origin-by 6/7 of the specified character
 
-heights.
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12.1.4.22 Subroutine THROBS
 

This is the main control program for the generation of tabulated
 
output and also serves some scaling functions for both-printer
 
plots and Vector plots. The subroutine sorts the data which is
 
stored in array format and prints it eight columns and 54 rows
 
per page. The array title is printed at the top of each page.
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12.1.5. Internal Variables Description
 

12.1.5.1 Common /COMON/ Description
 

Local
 
Location Name 


1 
 NUMP 


2 ONDAT 


3 CALCOM 


4 OBSERV(100) 


104 


105 NOBSER 


106 OBSPLT(120) 


226 


227 REM(30) 


257 


258 XOBSTH(100) 


.358 


359 NPAGE 
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Description
 

Number of points per plot array.
 

The logical unit number for the file
 
containing observation functions in
 
binary format. INDAT is set in accord
ance with the input variable INPUT. If
 
INPUT is 0, the observation file is not
 
used. Otherwise, data is expected on
 
the unit number specified in INPUT.
 

A logical variable. If true, vector
 
plot file will be generated.
 

Hollerith array containing the annota
tion names (left justified and blank
 
filled) for the plot arrays.
 

Not used.
 

Number of observation functions for plot 
arrays. I 

An integer array containing the plotting
 
instructions. See program input section
 
for definition.
 

Not used.
 

An integer array containing the title
 
of the plot in hollerith characters.
 

Not used.
 

A real array used for reading observa
tions from the observation function
 
file.
 

Not used.
 

Integer page number used for printed
 
plots.
 



Local
 
Location Name 


360 SCALEF(100) 


460 


461 XSIZE 


462 YSIZE 


463 LINTYP 


464 INTEQ 


465 STARTX 


466 STARTY 


467 SCALEX 


468 SCALEY 


469 MYX 


470 MYY 


471 


472 NREM 


473 REMSIZ 

HTEXT
 

474 PRINTR 


Description
 

An array of scale factors used for
 
scaling plot arrays relative to one
 
another.
 

Not used.
 

The length of the X-axis in the virtual
 
window in inches.
 

The length of the Y-axis in the virtual
 
window in inches.
 

An integer variable defining the type
 
of line used for the current plot. See
 
program input for description.
 

An integer variable defining the plot
 
symbol to be used.
 

Starting location for the X-axis in the
 
virtual window in inches.
 

Starting location for the Y-axis in the
 
virtual window in inches.
 

Scale factor of the X-axis data in the
 
,virtual window in data units per inch.
 

Scale factor of the Y-axis data in the
 
virtual window in data units per inch.
 

A logical variable set by input. If
 
true, no X-axis or scaling will be gen
erated.
 

A logical variable set by input. If
 
true, no Y-axis or scaling will be gen
erated.
 

Not used.
 

Number of words used for the title.
 

'Character height of the title in inches.
 

A logical variable set by input. If
 
true, printer plot will be generated.
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Local
 
Location Name 


475 XMESH(100) 


575 YMESH(100) 


676 YCUTS(25) 


701 NZCUTS 


702 CONTOR 


703 XMOVE 


704 YMOVE 


705 EVRCAL 


706 NSKIPR 


707 NSKIPF 


708 NAXIS 


709 GRID 


710 


711 REWIND 
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Description
 

An array of mesh points in the X
direction for contour plots.
 

An array of mesh points in the Y
direction for contour plots.
 

An array containing desired contour
 
values.
 

The number of contour lines requested.
 

A logical variable set by input. If
 
true, contour plots will be generated.
 

A value describing the movement of the
 
plot origin in the X-direction after
 
plotting.
 

A movement of the plot origin in the
 
Y-direction after plotting.
 

A logical variable set internally. If
 
true, the plot device has been initial
ized.
 

A number of records on the observation
 
function file to be skipped before read
ing the data.
 

A number of logical files to be skipped
 
on the observation file before reading
 
the data.
 

The number of lines incrementally dis
placed to be used to represent the plot
 
axes.
 

A logical variable set by input. If
 
true1 a plot grid will be generated at
 
one inch intervals in the virtual-window.
 

Not used.
 

Logical variable set by input. - If 
true, the observation file will be re
wound before reading the'data. 



Local
 
Location Name Description
 

712 SCAL 	 The size of the plot device window in
 
inches. The maximum axis length (de
fined by XSIZE and YSIZE) in the virtual
 
space will be scaled to this-dimension.
 

713 XORIGN The X-coordinate of the plot device
 
DXG window with respect to the plot device
 

origin.
 

714 YORIGN The Y-coordinate of the plot device
 
DYG window with respect to the plot device
 

origin.
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12.1.5.2 Common 	/ADATA/ Description
 

Local
 
Location Name Description
 

NADATA 	 The number of locations used for stor
ing the data to be plotted. NADATA is
 
set by a data statement in the main pro
gram PLOTTR.
 

1 


2 OBSTH(2000) 	 The real array containing the data
 
being plotted 2000 locations are pro
vided for internal storage of data.
 
This number may be altered at compile
 
time by the adjustment of dimension
 
statements and data statements in the
 
main program, PLOTTR, as follows:
 

COMMON/AESOPD/ADATA(N+l)
 

REAL OBSTH(N) 

DATA NADATA/N
 

The value of N is now 2000 but can be
 
set to any value by the programmer.
 
The size of the 	program is increased
 
or decreased by the dimensions of this
 
array.
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SECTION 13
 

IN LINE COMPILATION
 

13.1 PROGRAM MYPROGRAM: COMPILATION AT EXECUTION TIME CAPABILITY 

The ODIN/MPV system has the ability to compile, store, and execute a user
designated program at execution time. The program to be compiled and its
 
associated data form part of the normal ODIN input stream. In actuality,
 
two ODIN programs perform the compile and execute sequence. These are
 
"COMPILER" and "MYPROGRAM." The input stream associated with the in-line 
compile and execute process is as follows:
 

'EXECUTE COMPILER' 

(Insert program to be compiled here) 

789 End of File Card
 

'EXECUTE MYPROGRAM'
 

(Insert data for compiled program
 
at this point)
 

789 End of File Card 

The compiled program is saved in the ODIN system as MYPROGRAM and the 
appropriate Job Control Language (JCL) cards to execute MYPROGRAM form 
Dart of the ODIN control card data base CCDATA. There are no limitations
 
on the program to be compiled as MYPROGRAM other than those limitations
 
:mposed by the FORTRAN compiler itself. 

13.1.1 Use of Data Base Names in Source Code
 

Tie ability to compile at execution time allows programs to be generated
thncn use data base value in the code. This is a result of the source code 
being examined by the DIALOG executive program prior to compilation. At 
znis time any data base names contained in the source code are replaced by
their numeric values in the normal ODIN manner as explained in Section 2. 

13.1.2 Use of Overlays 

'The nrogram to be compiled may contain as many overlays as permitted by
 
tne CDC 6600 loading system.
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13.1.3 Separation of Compile and Execute Functions
 

The compile and execute functions are separated to permit multiple execution
 
of NMYPROGRAM without the necessity of a recompilation, for example,
 

EXECUTE COMPILER
 

EXECUTE MYPROGRAM 

EXECUTE MYPROGRAM 

EXECUTE MYPROGRAM 

13.1.4 Redefining MYPROGRAM 

At any point in the ODIN input stream MYPROGRAM can be redefined by new
 
source cards, that is, by inserting the additional ODIN job control language
 
cards
 

EXECUTE COMPILER 

EXECUTE MYPROGRAM 

with the associated source and data input cards as discussed previously. 
This redefinition of MYPROGRAM can occur at any point in the ODIN input stream
 
and be repeated as often as desired by the user; for example
 

EXECUTE COMPILER
 

EXECUTE MYPROGRAM 

EXECUTE COMPILER
 

EXECUTE MYPROGRAM 

13.1.5 Multiple MYPROGRAMs
 

In the preliminary ODIN/MFV as installed at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base
 
three MYPROGRAMs can be employed simultaneously in the ODIN simulation.
 
These programs are designated
 

MYPROGRAM 
MYPROGRAM2 
MYPROGRAM3 

Each of the three programs may be redefined independently or executed as
 
discussed above.
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13.1.6 Other Languages
 

The basic set of MYPROGRAMs are defined as FORTRAN source language statements.
 
However, by a simple update of the ODIN control card data base, CCDATA, any
 
or all programs could be written in any language available to the CDC'6600
 
computer being employed. For example, COBOL or COMPASS source codes can be
 
readily employed as the basis for any of the MYPROGRAM's. However, the type 
of source tode used for a given MYPROGRAM cannot be altered during an ODIN 
simulation at the present time.
 

13.1.7 MAIN PROGRAM Card 

The MYPROGRAM MAIN PROGRAM cards employed must be in the form: 

PROGRAM NAME (INPUT,OIUTPUT,TAPES=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT,TAPE78) 

Tape 78 is reserved for information which must be transferred into the ODIN 
data base from the compiled program by the usual NAMELIST write procedure of
 
Section 2.
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SECTION 14
 
OVERLAY CONSTRUCTION
 

14.1 PROGRAM AUTOLAY: AUTOMATIC OVERLAY CONSTRUCTION FOR CDC 6600 COMPUTER 

In constructing a program overlay file, an Aerophysics Research Corporation
 
developed utility program AUTOLAY is used. 'AUTOLAY is a user library simu
lation copy routine developed by Aerophysics Research Corporation to take
 
most of the work out of building overlay or normal load files.
 

AUTOLAY is called by a control card and reads text cards.
 

141.1 AUTOLAY Control Card
 

The AUTOLAY control cards is
 

AUTOLAY (OUTFILE, LIBi, LIB2, . . ., LIBi) 

where OUTFILE is the name of the disk or tape file upon which the output (the 
program overlay file) is to be written, and LIB1, L1B2, . . ., LIBi (1 < i < 
6) are the names of the user supplied library files containing subprograms 
output from a CDC 6600 compiler or assembler in relocatable object form (odd 
parity). 

14.1.2 AUTOLAY Text Card
 

Tne order and content of the text cards define the output file. They are
 
free form in columns 1 through 72, blanks ignored. The text cards are listed
 
below:
 

ident
 

,here ident is a subprogram name. The purpose of the ident card is to name
 
the main program. Once the main program name is known, it and all the
 
routines it calls or references, and all they call or reference that were
 
available in the library files are copied onto the output file specified.
 

Usually only the one card naming the main program need be given except for
 
certain cases such as Block Data routines that are necessary but not speci
fically called or referenced by any program. (In the case of an otherwise
 
unnamed Block Data routine, the additional ident card would-contain only
 
BLKDATA). Another instance might be one in which the order of loading was
 
important to guarantee that the longest named COMMON reference would come
 
first. The order would be forced by the insertion of additional cards
 
containing the names of the routines in the order required.
 

OVERLAY (fn,Ii,1a) 

Overlay text cards are necessary to properly define the structure of the 
file to be built for overlay loading. These cards cause an overlay loader
 
directive record containing all the information on the text card to be
 
vritten on the OUTFILE. The order and form of this text card must be
 
exactly as defined in the Scope Reference Manual or the FORTRAN Reference
 
Manual, with the exception of the starting column.
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An ident text card containing the name of the main program in the overlay
 
must follow each overlay text card.
 

Given correct overlay and ident text cards, AUTOLAY will correctly build
 
an overlay structure file; no routine needed or defined in a more fundamental
 
overlay-will be placed in a less fundamental level. If an ident card incor
rectly attempts to call a routine that somehow has been placed in the more
 
fundamental level either through a previous ident text card of through a call
 
by a subroutine at thatlevel, the ident card is ignored, and an informative
 
diagnostic is printed. .Itis possible to have several 0,0 level overlay
 
cards in the text stream if the purpose is to build different overlay
 
structured programs.
 

*WEOF*
 

This text card causes an end of file to be written on the OUTFILE after all
 
the preceding text cards are processed. (A file mark might be between two
 
separate overlay structured programs being output in a single run).
 

14.1.3 AUTOLAY Details and Limitations
 

For perhaps 98 per cent of all the times AUTOLAY is used, 500008 will be
 
sufficient field length. AUTOLAY will abort if the following internal tables
 
overflow: 

Name of Table Size 

Library Subprogram Name 768 

Subprogram Entry Points 1280 

Subprogram External References 3840 

Current Overlay Need Stack 383 

Working Storage Buffer variable (see below) 

The working storage buffer size can be determined by subtracting 405008 from
 
the field length. It is difficult to determine what the minimum size
 
required will be unless the lengths of the relocatable binary records
 
present on the user library files are known. The length of the longest
 
record determines the minimum working storage buffer size. (Note: this
 
length is not the amount of core required to load the subprogram for
 
execution but the number of words output by the compiler or assembler).
 
in other words, it is proportional to the number of binary cards that would
 
be punched out, were the subprogram punched out, not necessarily related to
 
the sizQof any arrays dimensioned inside the subprogram. This length can
 
be ootained exactly, if necessary, from the information output by a "LIBLIST"
 
of the library files, and should be rounded upward to the nearest 10008
 
when figuring the minimum field length necessary for AUTOLAY.
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AUTOLAY rewinds each user library file starting with the first mentioned
 
then transfers every routine contained in it to a random access file, rewinds
 
the library file, and then repeats this process with the next user library
 
file mentioned for every file given. 

If during the transfer process a subprogram is found that has a name dupli
cating one found previously, the latter subprogram is skipped, an informative
 
diagnostic printed, andthe process continues. This is handily put to use
 
when one wishes to use a newer version of a routine instead of the version
 
contained in one of the user library files, e.g., by placing the name of the
 
newer library file to the left of the older version, the user causes the
 
duplicate routines on the later file to be ignored.
 

Entry points must be unique to one subprogram. If two or more have the same
 
entry point names, AUTOLAY output may be scrambled. The responsibility for
 
proper overlay text card %equence is entirely the user's. Incorrect sequencing
 
as defined in the Scope and FORTRAN Reference manuals will not be flagged
 
until an attempt is made to load the OUTFILE.
 

The OUTFILE is rewound at the beginning and end of AUTOLAY. It will be ended
 
with one end of file mark unless more are forced through *WEOF* cards at
 
the end of the text cards.
 

The random access file mentioned earlier is called RANSCR and must be a disk
 
file; however, at the conclusion of AUTOLAY it can be rewound and copied by 
the normal control cards (REWIND and COPYBF) if the user wishes to save a new
 
version of the user library. This file contains all of the routines found
 
in the library files input to AUTOLAY minus any duplicate routines, overlay
 
cards, and compiler or assembly error records.
 

The present version does not allow the use of INPUT (the card reader) as a
 
library file.
 

14.1.4 AUTOLAY Examples
 

Example 1. The initial installation of AUTOLAY as a permanent file:
 

RFL,60000.
 

FTN.
 

LOAD(LGO)
 

NOGO.
 

CATALG(AUTOLAY ,AUTOLAY,IDARCLIB01 ,EX=ARCI, 

CN=ARCC1 ,I=AXC1 ,B2-999) 

end of record 

jo AUTOLAY source deck 

end of record 1.



Example 2. The initial installation of the program overlay file
 

The following deck set up is used for the initial generation of the program
 
overlay file NEWPGM on tape ARCO1.
 

REQUEST NEWPGM,HI. (ARCO1/RING)
 

RFL,60000.
 

RUN(S.....,77000)
 

ATTACH(AUTOLAY,AUTOLAY)
 

AUTOLAY(NEWPGM,LGO)
 

FORTRAN source decks
 

OVERLAY(PROGRAM,O,O)
 

MAIN
 

OVERLAY(PROGRAM,1,0)
 

MAINI
 

OVERLAY(PROGRAM,2,O) 

MAIN2 + 

OVERLAY(PROGRAM,3,O) 

MAIN3 

OVE.RLAY(PROGRAM, 4,o) 

YAiN4 

OVERLAY(PROGRA4M,5 O) 

MAIN5
 

OVERLAY(PBOGRAM,6,O)
 

MAIN6
 

OVERLAY(PROGRAM,7,o)
 

MAIN7
 

end of record
 

end of file
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Example 3. Modification of the program overlay file.
 

The following deck set up is used when making modifications to the program:
 

REQUEST OLDPGM,HI. (AflCOl/NORING) 

REQUEST NEWPGM,HI. (ARC02/RING) 

RFL,600d0. 

RUN(S..,,, ,77000) 

ATTACH (AUTOLAY,AUTOLAY) 

AUTOLAY (NEWPGM,LGO, OLDPGM) 

end of record 

Modified source decks 

end of record
 

OVERLAY(PROGRAM,0,0)
 

MAIN 

OVERLAY(PROGRAM,1,0)
 

MAIN1
 

OVERLAY (PROGRAM,2 .0)
 
YAIN2
 

OVERLAY(PROGRAM,3,0) 

MAIN3
 

ovE-RLAY(PROGRA,,O) 
m,iN4 

OVERLAY(PROGRAM,5 ,O) 

2/AIN5
 

oVERLAY(PROGRAM,6,o) 

mAiN6
 

OVERLAY (PROGRAM,7,0) 

end of record 

end of fiZe 
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SECTION 15 

AEROELASTICITY
 

ODIN aeroelasticity computations are currently limited to use of the AFSP 
program. This program was constructed by Y. T. Phoa during the study effort. 
The AFSP program contains the following computational1 capability: 

1. 	Normal modes using swept strips
 

2. 	Unsteady compressible subsonic aerodynamic strip theory
 

3. 	Flutter equation solution using either conventional V-g
 
analysis or an automated Nyquist-like search for flutter
 
speed.
 

An outline of the AFSP procedure is presented below. Additional details may
 
be found in Reference 1. It should be noted that more sophisticated flutter
 
analysis technology modules are readily available for inclusion in the ODIN
 
system, for example, Reference 2.
 

REFERENCES. 

1. 	Phoa, Y. T., A Computerized Flutter Solution Procedure, Paper presented
 
at the National Sym-posium on Computerized Structural Analysis and Design,
 
Washington, D.C., 1972.
 

2. 	Albano, E., Perkinson, F., and Rodden, W. P., Subsonic Lifting Surface
 
Theory Aerodynamics and Flutter Analysis of Interfering Wing/Horizontal
 
Tail Configurations, Part 2, Wing-Tail Flutter Correlation Study,
 
AFFDL-TR-70-59, 1970.
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15.1 PROGRAM AFSP: A PROGRAM FOR AUTOMATED FLUTTER SOLUTION
 

15.1.1 Normal Modes
 

Normal modes for a multi-segment swept wing are computed within the AFSP
 
code. Uncoupled bending and torsion modes are considered with the fuselage
 
,mass represented by concentrated mass and inertia terms. Modes may be
 
obtained for any of the following boundary condition assumptions:
 

1. Cantilever wing
 

2. Free-free antisymmetric motion
 

3. Free-free symmetric motion
 

The wing idealization is presented in Figure 1. A series of streamwise
 
oriented panels are attached to a swept elastic axis. The root point of
 
the elastic axis lies on the center line of the airplane and coincides with
 
the origin of the reference axes of the whole airplane. 

Panel inertia is accounted for by means of the following data: 

m = panel mass 
A = streamwise distance between the elastic axis attachment
 

point and the center of gravity
 
I, =moment of inertia about axis 1
 
12 =moment of inertia about axis 2
 

Degrees of freedom associated with the inertia data are
 

=
k3 vertical translation of the panel's center of gravity
 
kI = panel torsion about axis 1
 
k2 = panel rotation about axis 2
 

Flexibility of the elastic axis is specified by EI (bending) and GJ (torsion)
 
stiffness values at the successive reference points on the elastic axis. A
 
value at reference point (i) is used as the constant stiffness distribution
 
between (i) and (i-l). The length of the corresponding beam element is
 
denoted by L(i); the root point of the elastic axis can be considered the
 
zero point.
 

Variables that specify the elastic axis deformation at these reference points
 
are 

h = vertical displacement due to bending 
r = rotation (slope) due to bending 
t = rotation due to torsion 

o~xQ2Nt V %~ i-is 



For the free-free airplane, mass matrices are required which include the
 
inertia data of the whole airplane as well as the inertia coupling terms
 
which relate the motions of the airplane reference axes to the motions of
 
the respective panels relative to those axes. For anti-symmetric airplane
 
motions only the roll degree of freedom needs to be considered for a mean
ingful wing flutter analysis. The symmetric airplane motions are accounted
 
for by the vertical translation A and the pitch degree of freedom 8. The
 
airplane data are specified in terms of
 

Mor = mass of airplane 

Sr = static moment of the airplane about the Y axis 

Ilr = moment of inertia of the airplane with respect to
 
the X axis
 

1 2r = moment of inertia of the airplane with respect to 
the Y axis
 

These quantities do not include the wing inertias. The wing contributions
 
are computed from the panel inertias and the additional input data 

x = distance from the panel's center of gravity to the
 
airplane's Y axis
 

y = distance from the panel's center of gravity to the
 
airplane's X axis
 

Transformations convert the input data into mass and stiffness matrices
 
relevant to "uncoupled" bending and torsion vibration equations for the
 
elastic axis. The general format of the vibration equations is
 

(-W2M + K)q = 0 (15.1.1)
 

Because of the simplicity of the mass matrices concerned, Equation (15.1.1)
 
is rewritten
 

Kq = AMq with A = 2 
or K(M-1/ 2 )(N/2)q = A(M1 / 2) (M1/2)q 

or (M-1 /2)K (M-/2)(Ml/2)q - (Ml/2)q 

or
 
= (15 1.2)
with
 A = (M-1/2)K (N-1/2 symmetric axis 

and = (Ml/2)q or Q = (M-/2)e 
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The 	eigenvalue problem then is solved by means of Jacobi's iterative
 

algorithm which fully exploits the symmetry of the A matrix.
 

The flutter equations are formulated as follows:
 

{_W2 M + S - 1 p CIX = 0 	 (15.1.3) 

with 
M = mass matrix 
S = stiffness matrix 
C = matrix of aerodynamic coefficients, evaluated for given Mach 

number and k = wb/V 
w = vibration frequency 

=
V speed of flight
 
p = air density
 
b = reference length, required to render k dimensionless
 
X = system degrees of freedom
 

The solution of these equations consists of a set of (w, p, V) values which
 
satisfies the following conditions:
 

a. 	consistent with the k-value and Mach number for which
 
the C-matrix has been evaluated
 

b. 	render the matrix of coefficients of (11.1.3) equal to zero.
 

15.1.2 The V-g Technique
 

The flutter equations of (11.1.3) present an eigenvalue problem. When
 
compressibility of air can be ignored or when the Mach number is fixed,
 
the p-value is constant and the C matrix depends only on k. Equation (15.1.1)
 
can then be rewritten as follows:
 

{A-XKIX = 0 	 (15.1.4)
 

with 1 
A = M + T p(b/k)2C 

2

S= 


For selected k values, the eigenvalues of Equation (15.1.4) are found. The
 
corresponding flutter speed follows directly from
 

VF = wb/k 	 (15.1.5) 

Due to the fact that the C matrix is complex and non-Hermitian, however,
 

arbitrarily assumed k values, in general, lead to complex eigenvalues.
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In this general case, the flutter equation is rearranged so that
 

.(l.O_) (l+jg) (15.1.6) 

Here X is the system frequency and g is the artificial structural damping 
which maintains a simple harmonic motion. 

X = R + jI (15.1.7) 

The system frequency corresponding to this eigenvalu is
 

1.0 (15.1.8) 

and the corresponding velocity is
 

1.0 
V = - b/k (15.1.9) 

The artificial structural damping is given by
 

g = W2I (15.1.10)
 

Plotting V versus g for varying k points at which sustained harmonic motion
 
is possible without artificial (negative) structural damping can be found.
 
Figure 15.1-2 illustrates a typical result for a four degree of freedom
 
system. At the flutter point a real eigenvalue is found. This eigenvalue
 
satisfies Equation (15.1.4). In actuality, structural damping is a small
 
positive quantity, g =.02.
 

15.1.3 Automated Flutter Solution Procedure
 

Returning to the flutter equations of (15.1.4) a direct and fully automated
 
search can be carried out for those values of w, p and V which satisfy all
 
the flutter conditions. Such a search has been organized for the AFSP
 
program. The objective is to determine the flutter parameter values at a
 
given Mach number. A p-value can be computed when a V-value is specified.
 
When, in addition, an w-value is chosen, the k-value, the C matrix and the
 
complete flutter matrix can be evaluated. The search domain scanned by the
 
AFSP can be depicted in a V- diagram as shown in Figure 3. The boundaries
 
of this domain are established on the basis, of practical considerations as
 
follows.
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Because the Mach number is fixed, the lower speed limit is set by the
 
highest altitude for which the airplane is designed. The upper limit has
 
to correspond with an appropriate speed at sea level.
 

It is known from experience that flutter speeds of practical interest 
occur within a limited frequency interval and that bandwidth is usually 
determined during the early stages of the design effort.
 

The lines of constant k value are straight lines in the V-w diagraifi. The 
highest k-value is determined by the procedure that is used to compute
 
oscillatory airforces. Those procedures are numerical and the obtainable 
accuracy decreases with increasing k-value; a ball park figure is
 

k = 3
 
max
 

It should be emphasized that the extent of the search can be reduced
 
considerably when parameter studies are carried out and regions of parti
cular interest have been determined from a few initial computations.
 

The objective of the search is to find those points within the search
 
domain at which the flutter matrix has a zero determinant value. This 
leads to a direct link between the flutter analysis and the theory of
 
linear control systems. To establish that link, the flutter equations
 
are first rederived along the following lines. The mass and stiffness
 
properties of the airplane structure can be represented by means of a
 
transfer function relationship X = G with
 

G- I = (jo)2 M+K 
X = column-vector of airplane degrees of freedom 
e = column-vector comprising the forces acting in the respective 

airplane degrees of freedom 

Assuming a given flight speed, V, the C matrix evaluated for a specified 
Mach number provides a similar relationship- F = HX with 
H=1
H=7P V2C 

F = column-vector comprising aerodynamic forces due to motions and acting
 
in the respective airplane degrees of freedom
 

Referring to Figure 15.1-4 block diagram algebra yields the transfer function
 
relationship for the closed loop feedback system
 

-
(S 1 - HIX = ZX = Y (15.1.11)
 

By definition, flutter vibrations occur without the presence of external 
excitations Y; i.e., Y - 0. 
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Reference now is made to Nyquist's technique for determining relative
 
stability of a feedback system. To apply that technique, it 3s required
 
to derive the expression for the open loop frequency response. Open loop
 
frequency responses for multivariable systems are derived from the general
 
relation:
 

X = Z-Y (1..12)
 

in which the X and Y column vectors are related in such a manner that the
 
(k,j) element of the Z-1 matrix represents the closed loop frequency
 
response in degree of freedom (i) to excitation with unit amplitude in
 
the 3th degree of freedom. The elements of the Z-1 matrix are further
 
related to those of the Z matrix as follows
 

t(ij) (13 = (-l)' {A.i/A} (15.1.13) 
(ij)C,j) 

14lth 

A = determinant of the Z matrix 
A = minor of the (j,i) element of the Z matrix
 

Exoansion of A as below:
 

+ j + 1.14)A = (-i)' zjAii rj (IS 

then defines ij, and t(i,j) can now be expressed as the closed loop 
transfer function of a single loop system as shown in Figure 11.1-S. 

/(-l~i ji C-i 

i+(-1) ii 3 _j 

Referring to textbooks on control systems theory, the second term in the
 
denominator is identified as an open loop frequency response or Nyquist
 
function
 

/Jj L 3Ij15.1.16) 

The \yquist function computed in the AFSP is the direct, open loop frequency
 
response in the n t h degree of freedom such that 

N = ZnnAnn/ nn (15.1 17) 

i4lth n dqual to the total number, of dogrees 'of freedom. 

13.1-6 oRIQU Q.O 
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It is evident that the condition for N to be equal to (-1) applies to
 
both the concept of neutral stability in control theory as well as to
 
flutter considering that in the case
 

A = ann Ann + nn 0 (15.1.18) 

The standard procedure in control theory for determining relative stability
 
of a feedback system consists of a mapping of the so-called s plane onto
 
another image plane. Then the Nyquist function is used as the mapping 
function, the image of the (J ) axis of the s plane occurs as a Nyquist 
locus and all characteristic roots of the system are mapped simultaneously
 
onto the (-I) point of the image plane. The AFSP search consists of
 
frequency sweeps at constant V-value. Each sweep yields a Nyquist locus
 
as shown in Figure 6. A logic has been built into the program to change
 
V values automatically in such a manner that the locus is forced to pass
 
through (-1).
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SECTION 16
 

STABILITY AND CONTROL
 

The ODIN system contains a closed loop stability and control analysis
 
technology module, ACMOTAN, Reference 1. ACMOTAN is an acronym for
 
linear aircraft motion analysis, and the program was constructed by
 
William B. Kemp and Charles H. Fox, Jr., of Langley Research Center.
 

It should be noted that if nonlinear analyses are required, the Air
 
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory's six degree of freedom program, 
References 2 and 3, can be readily introduced as a technology module. 
The six degree of freedom program has compatible input with the
 
Section 7.3 ATOP II program.
 

REFERENCES: 

1. 	 Kemp, William B. and Fox, Charles H. Jr., Users Guide to Program 
ACMOTAN for Linear Aircraft Motion Analysis, Program No. A2541 

2. 	Brown, R. C., Brulle, R. V,, Combs, A. E. and Griffin, G. D., Six
 
Degree of Freedom Flight Path Study Generalized Computer Program,
 
Part 1, Volume I, AFFDL-TDR-64-1, October 1964.
 

St 	 Vorwald, R. L., Six Degree of Freedom Flight Path Study Program
 
Generalized Computer Program, Part 2, Volume I, AFFDL-TDR-64-l,
 
October 1964.
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16.1 PROGRAM ACMOTAN: LINEAR AIRCRAFT MOTION ANALYSIS
 

Program ACMOTAN was developed Kemp and Fox of Langley Research Center.
 
The description below is taken directly from their internal Langley
 
note. Since the original program documentation is not generally avail
able, the description below includes program input description from
 
the program authors.
 

16.1.1 General Description
 

Program ACMOTAN is a versatile program for linear aircraft motion analysis
 
which allows the user to supplement standard airplane equations of motion
 
with auxiliary equations written by the user to represent control laws or
 
additional variables. The program prepares the system of linear differen
tial equations using several optional forms of input data and then
 
carries the solution to an extent determined by the output options
 
selected. Minimum output includes the characteristic polynomiaZ and
 
its roots. Additional outputs in the form of transfer functions, fre
quency responses and time histories can be selected.
 

The basic equations operated on by the program represent a set of Laplace 
transformed linear differential equations and can be expressed in matrix 
form as
 

[A](x) = Ui(a) 	 (16.1.1) 

where
 
[A] 	is the coefficient matrix of size n x n having polynomial elements
 

of degree k. Program limitations require n < 12 and k-< 2; therefore
 
each element of [A] is represented by up to three polynomial 
coefficients
 

{X} 	is a vector of n variables which can be supplemented by n' additional
 
variables, each representing a linear combination of any of the n
 
basic variables; n + n' must not exceed 14.
 

{dl 	is a disturbance vector of m elements implied by the user. Each
 
element of {dl defines an implied disturbance such as a set of initial
 
conditions, a control deflection, an external gust, etc. m < 10.
 

[Y] 	is the disturbance coefficient matrix having n x m polynomial elements 
of degree £. n < 14, m < 10, Z < 2. 

The 	solution of Equation (16.1.1) can be expressed as follows:
 

[G()
-A(X) -[A]_-'LJ(d) 	 @Ya() (16.1.2)
P P 
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[G] 	is the (n + n') x m matrix of transfer function numerators having
 
polynomial elements of maximum degree k(n - 1) + k.
 

Inputs to the program consist of control codes and data from which the 
elenients of [A] and [y] are generated. Either of two standard [A] sub
matrices can be generated by the program. These represent the longi
tudinal (variables u, a,q, 0, 6) or lateral-directional (variables 8,
 
p, 	r, 4, 6) equations of motion for unaugmented airplanes, linearized
 
about a reference flight condition with arbitrary Vo, o, 0o, and q0
 
The use of either submatrix requires the following minima, n > 5,
 
k > 1, m > 2, £ > 0. The standard submatrices are formulated on body 
axes as shown in Figure 16.1-1 and 16.1-2. The program will accept
 
several optional forms of aerodynamic data for computing the standard
 
submatrix elements. Auxiliary equations are input by reading in the
 
K+l 	polynomial coefficients at an arbitrary number of [A] element
 
locations. This process can also be used to modify the standard sub
matrix equations since the coefficients read in at this stage are added
 
to those already existing in that element location. If the complete
 
[A] matrix has a zero determinant, the program will terminate after 
printing zeros for the characteristic polynomial. 

For each standard submatrix of [A], a standard submatrix of [y] is 
provided. The first column (corresponding to the first element of the 
implied [d} vector) represents a unit impulsive 6 input. The second
 
column represents initial conditions of the pertinent perturbation vari
ables in the standard [A] submatrix. The [yJ matrix can also be estab
lished or expanded by reading in the Z + 1 polynomial coefficients in
3 iy specified [Y] element location. The [Y] matrix is filled only if
 
transfer function or time history outputs are selected.
 

Any list of polynomial coefficients (either input or output) is considered
 
in order of increasing powers.
 

The basic output consists of the coefficients and roots of the charac
teristic polynomial. These computations are performed in double
 
precision. Extremely large roots are ignored and extremely small real
 
or imaginary parts of roots are set to zero. Roots are printed in both
 
complex form and Bode form (T, E, tn). 

If transfer function or time history outputs are selected, the variable 
list can be expanded to include any new variable that can be expressed 
as a linear combination of any previously established variables. The 
number of rows in [G] is thereby expanded to a maximum of 14. The poly
nomial coefficients of each element of [G] (each transfer function 
numerator) are then printed, and the numerator roots are extracted and 
printed in complex and Bode form for all-variables identified by an index
 
list read in.
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If time history output is selected, time histories are printed for all
 
variables in the above index list. Values of total time duration and
 
time increment between points must be supplied along with a list of
 
factors by which the output variables are multiplied before testing or
 
printing. The total duration can be broken into an arbitrary number of
 
segments. The first segment gives the response to any linear combination
 
of disturbances implied in the {d vector imposed at time ,zero. This
 
segment terminates when the value of the variable identified by a test
 
variable index (must be contained in the above index list) crosses a
 
supplied test value. At this time, a new combination of disturbances is
 
superimposed on those previously considered, and responses are calculated
 
until the new test variable crosses the new test value. If for any
 
segment, the test variable index is given as zero, that segment will
 
continue for the remainder of the specified duration. Terminal times
 
for each segment are determined by linear interpolation within the speci
fied time interval. There is no assurance that all segments will be 
entered before the total time duration is reached. A program option 
provides the opportunity to check the [A] matrix for poor conditioning. 
Since [A]-' P= 

then
 

[A]-1 [A] = = [311A]
P 

Thus, [A] [A] should equal P times,,the identity matrix. If the check
 
option is selected, the product [A] [A] is formed, and the diagonal elements
 
are printed just prior to the P coefficients. The accuracy of the matrix
 
inversion may then be judged by comparison.
 

16.1.2 Equations of Motion
 

The usefulness of program ACMOTAN depends to a large extent on the ability 
of the user to build up an effective system of equations of motion using 
the standard equations contained in the program as a basis. For this
 
reason, a clear understanding of the standard equations is necessary.
 

The standard force and moment equations (see Figures 16.1-1 and 16.1-2) 
are resolved on body axes so that control laws involving feedhacks from 
body-mounted accelerometers or gyros can be formulated more easily. The 
angular attitudes, e and , however, are Euler angles. In linearized 
form the Euler pitch attitude, 6, is identical to the integral of the 
pitching velocity, q, and therefore should cause no confusion. The Euler 
bank angle, p, linearized about a level flight condition (i.e., ao = 60) 
is less than the integral of the stability axis rolling velocity by the 
factor cos 6o . Since 0 is a constant, the poles and zeros of the 
transfer functions of are identical to those of the integral of stability 
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axis rolling velocity and therefore are directly applicable in handling 
qualities analysis. The generalized control deflection is introduced 
by including the. control derivatives as coupling terms in the force and 
moment equations and introducing the equation, 6(s) = 1, to represent a 
unit impulsive control deflection input. Other input forms require modi
fication of this equation; for example, a unit step input is represented 
by 6(s) = I/s. To be compatible with the ACMOTAN requirement for poly
nomial matrix elements, this equation must be multiplied by s yielding 
s6(s) = 1. Thus, the standard [A] submatrix can be altered to provide a 
step input by adding s - 1 to A(5,S) where the -1 cancels the 1 already 
existing in A(S,5). Similarly, a ramp input is provided by adding 
s2_1 to A(5,5). 

The standard longitudinal and lateral directional submatrices each
 
represent the Laplace transformation of the three degree of freedom
 
perturbation equations obtained by subtracting the reference equations
 
from the set of equations of motion linearized about a reference flight
 
condition having arbitrary Vo, ao, 60, and qo. The reference equations
 
obtained by setting all perturbation variables in the complete linearized
 
equations to zero are given below.
 

(To cos 2lpV202-2s%)= o s 0o +. sin e
o
 
X = 0 so 0 


(To sin PVo2SCo) -
Zo = 20 = -q. cos o - -- cos 00 

mV0 
 Vo
 

ToZT c os +1 2sz Cmo)Mo = =Y20 

YO PV 2SCy
0
 

No= o
 

Lo =2 0
 

o= 2 =
 
.2 oI x -o 

PSbCno 
NO =2 0 
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To insure a valid set of perturbation equations the input data to the
 
program must be compatible with the reference equations.
 

The standard equations may be supplemented by auxiliary equations
 
defining control laws or additional variables. The following equations
 
express several commonly used perturbation variables in a linearized
 
form compatible with the standard equations.
 

16.1.2.1 Normal Load Factor at Specified Point
 

Normal load factor at a point x feet ahead of CG.
 

++ (s i o-qocs9)n z -s sin a0 - cos %)Yu + Y1 (s cos % + qo sin ao)L 

- ( + - cos co) q + (sin eo)G = Ut Ya sin % + at Vo cos o- qtox
g g g g gt 

16 .1.2.2 Lateral Acceleration at Specified Point
 

Lateral acceleration at a point x feet ahead of and z feet below CG, 

g units 

-oay- (s+ (s7 L-- sin sx + LO cos ao) r + (cos 9,)o 
g 

= Oto 9-_roO+ ptz - rtox 

16.1.2.3 Altitude Perturbation
 

sh + Vo(sin o cos 0 - cos a. sin 0o)u + Vo(cos ac cos eO + sin o sin 6o)a 

- Vo(Cos aO cos o + sin . sin G0)0 = h te 

16.1.2.4 Heading Perturbation Variable
 

Euler heading angle
 

= 

(s cos Go)* - r - qoc to Cos 00
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16.1.3 Filter Networks and Actuator Dynamics 

Control laws involving filter networks or actuator dynamics might require
 
some manipulation to be compatible with the requirements of ACMOTAN. For
 
example, a signal flow through a fourth order filter is represented by
 

X.. ao0 + alS + a2s2 + a3s3 + a
4 4 

)X
+bs 4
0 a i 2s2 3+a+ab 	 b4 s


An equivalent representation is
 
SCo + clS 	+ C2 s2 eo + els +e2 s2 X 

xl do + dla + d2 s 	 fo + l s + f2 s 2 

The following equations describe this signal flow in a form suitable for
 

use with ACMOTAN:
 

(co + cls + c2 s
2 )X1 - (do + d1s + d2 s2)X 2 = 0 

(eo + els + e2s
2 )X2 - (fo + fls + f2s

2 )X3 0 

16.1.4 Program Definitions
 

MOVE 	 A seven digit control code
 

MOVE (1) 	1 for longitudinal submatrices
 
2 for lateral directional submatrices
 
3 no standard submatrices
 

a
MOVE(2) 0 for body axis data 
1 for stability axis data 

a
M\IE(3) 0 for dimensional derivatives 
1 for nondimensional derivatives 
2 for primed dimensional derivatives (used only with 

MOVE(1) = 	 2) 

6MOVE(4)a 	 0 for , $, and 6 derivatives p r radian 
1 for a, 8, and 6 derivatives per degred 

'lOVE(S) 	 0 no check matrix 
1 comput-6s check matrix 

a Irrelevant if MOVE(l) = 3
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MOVE(6) 	 0 characteristic roots only 
1 characteristic roots and transfer functions 
2 characteristic roots, transfer functions and time histories 

MOVE(7)b 0 no standard disturbance submatrix 
1 for standard disturbance submatrix 

N number of rows and columns in A and number of rows in Y. 
(number of equations) N < 12; if MOVE(1) = 1 or 2, N 5. 

K maximum degree of polynomial elements in A. K .< 2; if MOVE(l) 

is equal to 1 or 2, K is equal to or greater than 1. 

NADD 	 number of A elements into which added terms are to be read
 

M 	 number of columns in Y (number of disturbances. M < 10; if 
MOVE(7) = 1, M > 2 

Maximum degree of polynomial elements in Y. L < 2; if MOVE(7) 
= 1, L 0 

NGADD-- number of Y elements into which added terms are to be read 

NVCOMB number of new variables formed from linear combinations of
 
variables represented in A. (N + NVCOMB) 4 14
 

b reference span
 

E reference chord
 

CA axial force coefficient, positive aft
 

CN normal force coefficient, positive upward
 

g acceleration due to gravity. The value read in does not affect
 
conversion from weight to mass
 

t
Ix, y, moments and product of inertia about reference body axes 
I::: 1xz 

p,q,r 	 angular velocities, body axes unless used as a subscripts to
 
form stability axis derivatives
 

S reference wing area
 

T thrust
 

ORIGINAL 	PAGE IS 
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u nondimensional perturbation in total velocity, V-Vo 

V total velocity 

W weight 

zT intercept of thrust line with Z body axis, positive if below CG 

a angle of attack of reference body axes 

angle of sideslip 

6 generalized control deflection 

a pitch attitude of body axes 

p mass density of air 

Euler bank angle 

thrust inclination above X body axis 

Subscripts
 

M partial derivative with respect to Mach number
 

o total value in reference flight condition 

to initial value of perturbation variable 

16.1.5 Input Cards
 

Card 	Group 1. Required for all cases
 
Card 1. Format 8A10. 80 arbitrary characters to identify case
 
Card 2. Format 711, 713. MOVE(l) through MOVE(7), N, K,
 

NADD, M, L, NGADD, NVCOMB
 

Card 	 Group 2A. Required if MOVE(l) = 1 and MOVE(3) -= 0. Four cards in 
format 6F12.0. Data must conform to MOVE number indicated
 
by superscript.
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Xn 2 Zu 2 Mu XL 2 ZL 2 Mb 

xa 2,4 za 	 2,4 Ma 4 xq 2 Zq 2 Mq 

X6 2,4 	 2,4 4 V0 ft/sec daeg qo rad/secZ8 6 


9 deg g ft/sec2 ut o ato rad qt 0 rad/sec t0 rad o 


Card Group 2B. 	 Required if MOVE(1) = 1 and MOVE(3) = 1. Seven cards 
in format 6F12.0. Data must conform to MOVE number 
indicated by superscript. 

%c orC2 oroCN 2 Cc CD or CA.a2 C2Laor COC2 CMaA 2,4MCa. 4 

4
CD O 2,4 a 2,4 C or CAq2 CLq rCNq2 Cmq 

qo rad/sec
CD6 orCL5 or CN52 4 0 4 V0 ft/sec a0 deg 


9 deg g ft/sec 2 Uto ato rad gto rad/see e0-rad 
c 


S ft2
~o o Lo Cmo	 U ftC- o'C 2 or -Coc P slug/ft3 o A 0 

W lb T. slug ft 2 lach zT ft deg Tr lb/rad 

Card Group 2C. 	 Required if NOVE(l) = 2 and MOVE(3) = 0 or 2. Five cards 
in format 6F12.0. Data must conform to MOVE number indi
cated by superscript.
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YP 

yp 

4 

2 

L 

Lp 

2,3,4 

2,3 

Np 

NP 

2,3,4i-

2,3 

2 

Yr 2 

L 

Lr 

2,3 

2,3 

N 

Nr 

2,3 

2,3 

Y6 

80 deg 

L5 2,3,4 

g ft/sec2 

N8 

Ix 

'-234 

slug ft2 

Vo ft/sec 

Iy slug ft2 

mo 

Iz 

deg 

slug ft2 

qo rad/sec 

Ixz slug/ft2 

pto rad pt0 raa/sec Vto raf/sec Oto rad 

Card Group 2D. 	Required if MOVE(1) = 2 and MOVE(3) = 1. Six cards in
 
format 6F12.0. Data must conform to MOVE number indicated
 
by superscript.
 

'4 2,L 

r 2 CZ 2 C2C 2 0Zr 
r Cnr
 _ C r yr 

Cy5 4 CZ5 2,4 c., 2,L V0 ft/sec o deg qo rad/sec 

x Iz83 deg g ft/sec2 3[ slug ft2 IY slug ft2 slug ft2 Ixzslug ft2
 

Oto rad pt0 rad/sec Vto rad/sec to rad 

P slug/ft3 S ft2 b ft Wlb
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Card Group 3. 	Number of cards required equal to NADD. Format 212, 3F12.0.
 
Columns 	1-2: a matrix row number, right adjusted 

3-4: a matrix column number, right adjusted 
5-16: constant 1 polynomial coefficients 
17-28. first power added in this A matrix
 
29-40: second power element. (Only K+l coef-


I ficients are 
read.)
 

Card Group 4. 	Not required if MOVE(6) = 0. N-mber of cards required equal 
to zero. Number of cards required equal to NGADD. Format 
212, 3F12.0. 
Columns 1-2: Y matrix row number, right adjusted 

3-4: Y matrix column number, right adjusted 
5-16: constant j polynomial coefficients added 
17-28: first power in this y matrix element. (only 
29-40: second power L+l coefficients are read.) 

Card Group 5. 	Not required if MOVE(6) = 0. Number of basic cards equal to 
NVCOMB. Format 12, 9(12, F6.0). 
Columns 1-2: number of old variables combined in new 

variable
3-4 

11-12 index of old variables
 
etc.
 
5-10
 
13-18 multiplying factor for old variable iden
etc. tified by index in previous field.
 

Any card containing an entry greater than nine in columns 1-2 must be
 
followed by a continuation card giving remaining indices and factors in
 
format 9 (12, F6.0).
 

Card Group 6. Not required if MOVE(6) = 0. One card in format 3612.
 
Columns 1-2: number of variables for which factored trans

fer functions or time histories are desired.
 
3-4
 
5-6 list of indices identifying above variables
 
etc. listed in ascending order
 

See addendum for frequency response input
 

Card Group 7. Required if MOVE(6) = 2. One or more cards in format
 
6F12.0.
 
Columns 1-12: total duration of time history in seconds
 

13-24: time increment botween time history points
 
in seconds.
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Card Group 7. 	(Continued)

Columns 25-36}
37C48- list of factors by which variables are 

etc.7 multiplied before time history output. 
Number and order of factors must conform 

to variable index list in card group 6.
 

Card Group 8. 	Required if MOVE(6) = 2. This group is repeated for each 
segment of time history. 

Card 1. Format 212, F12.0.
 
Columns 1-2: 	 number of disturbances (Y matrix columns) 

to be combined for this segment. Does not 
include disturbances carried over from 
previous segments. 

To specify that this segment will end when one of the computed variables
 
reaches a specified value, enter the test variable index in columns 3-4
 
and the specified value of the test variable in columns 5-16.
 

To specify a segment of given duration, enter 0 in column 4 and the 
duration of the segment in columns 5-16. 

To specify that this segment will continue for the remainder of the time
 
history duration, enter 0 in column 4 and a number greater than the
 
remaining duration in columns 5-16.
 

To specify that this segment will continue for the remainder of the time
 
history duration and that a new time history starting at time zero will
 
follow, enter -1 in columns 3-4; the entry in columns 5-16 is irrelevant.
 
Then follow this card group 8 with one card giving the new duration and
 
time increment as in columns 1-24 of card group 7 and follow with card
 
groups 8 as needed for the new time history.
 

Card 2. 	Format 5(12, F12.0) 
Columns 1-2 Disturbance index ( matrix column number). 

15-16j 
etc. 
3-14) Multiplying factor for disturbance iden

17-28 	 tified by index in previous field. Dis
etc. turbances in excess of 5 are given in 

succeeding cards having same format.
 

Card Group 9. Required for all cases. One card in format A10.
 
ANOTHER in columns 1-7 with columns 8-10 blank indicates
 

another case to follow
 
THATS ALL in columns 1-9, with column 10 blank indicates
 

the end of the 	job., 
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APPENDIX A TO SECTION 16.1
 

FREQUENCY RESPONSE AND TIME HISTORIES 

16.1.A.l Ffequency Response
 

Frequency response can be calculated for up to ten transfer functions whose
 
numerators are contained in the [G] matrix. This feature is called by
 
entering the [G] matrix row and column indices (variable and disturbance
 
indices) in format 10(212) starting at column 31 in the input card of
 
group 6. For example, the following entries will produce frequency
 
response output for G(2,1) and G(13,2):
 

Column 32 2 
Column 34 1 
Columns 35-36 13 
Column 38 2 

All variables called in the frequency response inputs must also be named
 
in the variable list in columns 3-30 of card group 6.
 

The frequency response output for each transfer function will be listed
 
immediately following the root and Bode listing for that transfer
 
function. Frequency response amplitude (db) and phase (deg) are given
 
at the intervals of loglom of .1 over a range from at least one decade
 
below the minimum pole or zero frequency to at least one decade above the
 
maximum pole or zero frequency. This list is in ten columns headed by
 
the mantissa of loglQo with the amplitude and phase in alternate rows
 
identified by the characteristic of loglow.
 

Note that frequency responses are calculated even though poles and/or 
zeros may lie in the right half complex plane. The results represent 
only the steady state portion of the oscillatory response to a sinusoidal 
input; the transient response is ignored. To avoid computer problems in 
the vicinity of unstable resonances, amplitudes having magnitudes 
greater than 200 db are truncated to + or - 200 db. Phase angles in 
these regions, however, should be correct. 

Note also that to obtain frequency response in the usual, or general
 
form, the disturbance should be in the form of a unit impulsive input. 
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16.1.A.2 Time Functions
 

If time history outputs are called for (MOVE(6) = 2), the time history 
output listing will be preceded by a listing of time functions. These
 
are algebraic expressions of the time variation of each variable named 
in the variable index list (columns 3-30 in card-group 6) in response
 
to each Aisturbance in the {d} vector. The combined disturbances and
 
'delayeddisturbances used in the time history,calculations do not apply
 
to the time functions. The variables, are, however, multiplied by the
 
factors given in card'group 7.
 

For each combination of variable and disturbance, the time function
 
contains one term of the form Ket for each real characteristic root,
 
one term of the form Keot cos(wt+@) for each conjugate pair of complex
 
characteristic roots, and n power series terms from K to Kt(n-l) where
 
n is the number of characteristic roots at the origin. The time
 
function terms are listed in the same order as the characteristic roots.
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SECTION 17
 

THERMODYNAMICS 

Two thermodynamic analysis technology modules are included in the ODIN
 
technology module library:
 

1. The thermodynamic analysis options of program ATOP,
 
Section 7.3. These options can only be employed
 
in conjunction with an ATOP trajectory analysis.
 

2. A one-dimensional analysis of a charring ablator;
 
this module was constructed by Swan, Pittman, and
 
Smith of Langley Research Center.
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17.1 THEfMfDYN aC ANALYSIS OPTIGJNS OF PIWGPM_ " 

The Six-Degree-of-Freedom Trajectory program and the earlier version 
of th6 trajectory optimization program (Reference i) included a subprogram
 
to calculate the structural temperature of a hemispherical stagnation point or an 
unswept wedge. The air properties used were,those of calorically imperfect
 
(vibration equilibrium) air. The structural temperature was determined by 
assuming a surface temperature, calculating the corrective and radiative 
heating rate, and iterating to find the equilibrium surface temperature at 
which the convective and radiative heating rates balanced. Experience with
 
these programs has shown that the surface temperature iteration significantly 
increases the computing time and sometimes fails to converge properly. In
 
addition, the calorically imperfect gas properties were good approximations
 
to real air only at lower temperatures than those which occur at near
satellite speeds on hypersonic lifting vehicles which are currently under
 
study.
 

Steve Rinn of the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory has developed 
an improved aerodynamic heating subroutine which is included in the present 
trajectory analysis program. The formulation outlined in this section 
is made up of two parts; one of which computes the transient skin tempera
ture of a flat swept wing at angle of attack assuming an attached shock wave, 
and the second which computes the transient surface temperature at the stag
nation point of a hemispherical nose. The transient temperature is obtained
 
by integration of temperature rate, considering convective and radiative heat
ing rates as well as the heat absorbed by the skin. This differential equa
tion is then added to the trajectory equations defining the skin tempera
ture as a state variable. The gas properties are those of air in chemical 
equilibrium. 

An option has been added by which ideal gas properties may be used
 
instead of equilibrium air. A second option replaces transient temperature
 
integration by calculation uf the radiation equilibrium temperature, using
 
an improved iteration technique. These two options permit a reduction in the
 
amount of calculation at the cost of a loss of accuracy which may be accept
able for some applications.
 

The following discussion consists of the formulation provided by
 
Steve Rinn, plus a description of the two options mentioned in the previous
 
paragraph.
 

17.1.1 General Heating Analysis
 

The heat transfer at a surface element is a function of many energy 
sources. Many of these sources, however, are extremely small and are gener
ally not even considered in more exact analyses. The predominant energy 
sources are aerodynamic heat transfer, surface radiation, surface heat 
absorption and conduction, shock layer radiation, and internal radiation.
 
Conduction and internal radiation require a detailed knowledge of both the
 
internal structure and composition of the structural materials and as such
 
are beyond the scope of this program. In addition, these heating terms are
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small, generally resulting in a heat loss at the two surfaces under consider
ation. Shock layer radiation represents the electromagnetic radiation from
 
the high temperature gases in the shock layer and is of little significance 
in the flight regime of the presently envisioned reentry vehicles. Since
 
lifting-vehicles will largely be confined to the flight regime bounded by
 
the equilibrium glide paths corresponding to .W/CLA's of 10 and 1000, only
 
vehicles of extremely large nose radii will be adversely affected by shock
 
layer radiation.
 

Ignoring the effects of conduction, internal and shock layer radi
ation, the general energy balance equation for a radiatively cooled surface
 
element can be written as 

qc -qr = qs (17.1.1) 

which states that the energy stored in the surface material is the differ
ence between the convective aerodynamic heat input and the heat radiated
 
to space. The basic definition of these quantities may be expressed as
 
follows:
 

GdTw/dt (17.1.2)
as = 

13 
qr= '758x10- (Tw4 - Tr ) (17.1.3) 

qC = h(Haw - Hw) (17.1.4) 

q. represents the net rate that heat is transferred into or out of
 
the surface element. The heat absorption capacity of the surface material
 
is defined as
 

G = Pw Cpw (17.1.5
 

where p. and Cpw are properties of the material and 6. is the skin thickness.
 
The properties of some of the representative materials which are presently
 
in use or have been proposed for reentry vehicles are presented in Table I
 
and were obtained from Reference '(2) .These properties, although a function
 
of the skin temperature, are input to the program as constants, in contrast
 
to the tables which were required by the previous heating subprogram, for
 
several reasons. First of all, over much of the reentry trajectory the skin
 
temperatures are relatively constant in which case there is relatively little
 
change in the material properties. Secondly, over much of the trajectory the
 
temperatures are approaching equilibrium temperature values in which case the
 
convective heat transfer is balanced by the radiative heat transfer and hence
 
any drastic changes in the material properties, if they were to occur, would
 
have only a very minor effect on the surface temperature. Finally most of
 
the common and refractory materials suffer drastically from unsatisfactory
 
oxidation resistance at much lower temperatures than those noted in Table I
 
and hence are confined to temperatures at which these large property changes
 

do not occur.
 

qr represents the heat radiated from the surface element to space,
 

or in the case of atmospheric flight, to the freestream. The surface
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TABLE I 

SKIN MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

E 
m 
max 

Aluminum 

1680169 

Stainless 
Steel 
~AIS301 
3100
494 

Titanium 

3510 
287 

Molybdenum 

5210 
639 

Silicon 
Carbide 

5350 
185 

Graphite 

31 74D 
9000+ 
105 

Aluminum Stainless Titanium Molybdenum Silicon Graphite 

Steel Carbide 

T Cp t pep Cp C pCP Op pCp Cp e pCp Cp E pCp Cp e pOp 

250 
500 
750 
1000 
1250 
1500 
1750 
2000 
2250 
2500 
3009 
3500 
4000 
4500 
5000 
5500 
6ooo 
7000 

.lb .05 26.36 

.213 .05 36.00 

.235 .05 39.72 

.251 .05 42.42 

.267 .05 45.12 

.284 .05 48.oo 

.085 .21 42.16 

.108 .21 53.11 

.123 .22 60.39 

.133 .23 64.53 

.138 .25 66.65 

.142 .29 68.02 

.145 .34 68.88 

.152 .39 71.59 

.165 .54 77.06 

.175 .6o 80.85 

.092 .31 26.40 .057 .o4 36.42 .058 .83 10.73 

.123 .31 35.30 .062 .05 39.42 .150 .84 27.75 .16o .80 16.67 

.135 .31 38.75 .220 .85 40.70 

.140 .31 40.18 .065 41.54 .245 .85 45.33 .300 .82 31.26 

.142 .31 4o.75 

.145 .31 41.62 .067 .08 42.81 .270 .86 49.95 .390 .85 4o.64 

.147 .32 42.19 

.149 .34 42.76 .070 .13 44.73 .290 .87 53.65 .44o .87 45.85 

.150 .38 43.05 

.151 .39 43.34 .075 .20 47.93 .310 .86 56.98 .480 .89 50.02 

.176 .40 50.51 .083 53.04 .330 .84 60.50 .500 .90 52.10 

.222 .41 63.71 .091 .25 58.15 .347 .82 64.20 
.100 63.90 .520 .90 54.18 
.109 .30 69.75 .373 .79 68.13 
.121 77.32 .530 .88 55.23 

.4oo .75 74.oo 
.550 .87 57.31 
.760 .86 79.19 

04 



emissivity is also input to the program as a constant. As noted in Table I
 
the emissivities for the common and refractory metals are quite low and
 
thus in order to obtain high radiation rates special coatings are required.
 
Intermetallic silicon and camouflage paint coatings have been developed
 
which possess emissivities between 0.6 and 0.75. These coatings also--serve
 
as protection against severe oxidation damage possessing capabilities of
 
3000OR for long time durations and 3500OR for short periods.


I 

qc ,the aerodynamic heat transfer, represents the heat energy trans
ferred to the surface element through the boundary layer. The heat transfer 
coefficient, h, is a function of both the vehicle geometry and the local air 
properties and is thus dependent upon the location of the surface element 
on the vehicle.
 

SolVing the general heating equation for the temperature derivative
 
yields
 

= (H T.58xo (17.1.6)- Tr4 

Wall temperatures are obtained from this equation by means of the numerical
 
integration subroutine within the SDF and TOP programs. Let the subscript e
 
refer to a hemispherical nose stagnation point, and subscript s refer to a
 
point on thl centerline of a swept wing with a hemispherical tip. The
 
following differential equations are then obtained for these special cases.
 

-A (Haw - Hs ) - 4.758xI0-13qTs - T(4) (17.1.7) 

Gs = Ps Cps 6s (17.1.8) 

-13 Ee  4
= (Haw - He) 4.758x 10 (Te _ Tr4 ) (17.1.9)
S= Ge
 

6
Ge = Pe CPe e (17.1.10)
 

The use of this heating subprogram in these computer programs in
creases the computation or run time by a factor of from 1 to 2 depending on
 
the sensitivity of this temperature derivative. This sensitivity is largely
 
controlled by the magnitude of G or more aptly the skin thickness since the
 
variation of the pCp product is relatively insensitive to both temperature
 
and material composition as indicated in Table I. In an approximate program
 
of this type it is not overly important that the wall thickness be realistic
 
as long as it is neither excessively large nor excessively small. Experi
ence with this program has indicated that the wall temperatures obtained
 
,will-consistently-approximate ,equilibrium temperatures if the nose thickness
 
is between .01 and .1 feet and the-swept wing thickness is between .001 and
 
.01 feet.
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17.1.2 Swept Wing Stagnatin Line Formulation 

(a) Heat Transfer - The heat transfer coefficient presented in 
the previous heating subprogram is only applicable to an unswept flat plate. 
Consequently various modifications are necessary in order to include high 
sweep effects.
 

At present there is no one method available which adequately 
describes the heat transfer to the stagnation line of a highly swept delta 
wing. As a consequence three flow regimes are frequently distinguished in
 
order to provide adequate correlation throughout the angle of attack range
 
of interest.
 

The first of these regimes occurs at low angles of attack
 
and corresponds to the planar flow of an unswept flat plate in which the 
flow streamlines are essentially uniform and parallel to the wing center
line. The second regime is characterized by the divergence of the flow 
streamlines from the centerline towards the wing leading edges and, as the 
flow approximately parallels the ray lines emanating from the wing virtual 
apex, the streamlines are considered conical in nature. This regime is 
applicable until the flow stagnates. The third regime is characterized by 
subsonic, stagnation flow which occurs after shock detachment. This regime
 
is confined to angles of attack greater than the theoretical cone shock
 
detachment angle and, since these angles do not normally occur in a lifting 
reentry, the heating formulation for this regime has been excluded. 

In the first flow regime, the heat transfer coefficient is 
determined by the Reference Enthalpy Strip Theory for an unswept flat plate 
(Reference 3 1 as was used in the previous heating subprogram. For laminar 
flow this coefficient can be written as
h' 0.332 )(r -23E 05 

778.2~6 -23P~v)O ill' (17.1.11) 

In the second flow regime the heat transfer coefficient is
 
determined by applying a correction factor to nondivergent Strip Theory, a
 
procedure frequently referred to as Outflow or Streamline Divergence Theory.
 
This correction factor, for laminar flow, is given in Reference (4 ) as 

.5
h = (2n + 1)0 (17.1.12)
 

where
 

n = .17 tan a tanA (17.1.13) 

If it is desirable to include the third flow regime then
 
reference is made to References (5), (6), and (7).
 

Since it has long been noted that there is a marked increase
 
in the heat transfer rate in turbulent flow as contrasted to laminar flow, 
information on boundary layer transition is of particular importance. Unfor
tunately the state-of-the-art of hypersonic transition theory is relatively 
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primitive and at present there are no reasonably accurate methods available 
which predict transition while taking into account all of the pertinent
 
parameters. However, Reference (8) has presented an empirical equation
 
which considers all of these parameters with the exception of angle of
 

attack. In this procedure the transition Reynolds number at zero angle of
 

attack was approximated by (17.1.14)
 

RN(T 1\ )o.4[1 x 106 + 0.36 x 106 -73iT~I (cos A)0.5 

-H 1.552 x102
 

which is applicable for sweep angles greater than 25 degrees. In order to
 
include the effects of angle of attack it is assumed that the transition
 

Reynolds number is based on the local rather than the freestream properties
 
noted previously, a fact which has some experimental justification. The
 
form of the transition criterion used in the present program is then
 

(17.1.15)


(iRx
= +0036x1023] (cos A)RNT 2 1.552 x 10e
 

Because of the uncertainties involved in the transition state
 
it is often assumed that transition between laminar and turbulent flow is
 
instantaneous at the point where the local Reynolds number exceeds this
 
transition or critical Reynolds number. However, the step discontinuity is
 
not compatible with certain optimization procedures, since the partials give
 
no indication of the jump in heating and wall temperature that will result
 
from crossing a transition boundary. An exponential function is therefore
 
used to give a continuous fairing from the laminar heat transfer coefficient,
 
hl at the transition point to the turbulent value, ht at a slightly higher
 
Reynolds number (or boundary layer length).
 

[-(RN2 - RNT) T 1 

h = 1 + (ht - h1(1 - el R ) (17.1.16) 

(RN2 > RNT)
 

h = hl (RN2 <RNT) (17.1.17) 

The nominal value of 100. for T gives effectively a step change, a value
 
of about 3. gives a gradual transition which may help the optimization pro
cess, and a value of 0 gives completely laminar heating.
 

In the first flow regime turbulent Reference Enthalpy Strip
 
Theory is,alsoapplicable.. However, rather than using the more familiar
 
Colburn relation-applied in the previous heating subprogram, this program
 
makes use of the heat transfer coefficient given in Reference (9) because
 
of its increased accuracy over the entire flight regime. This coefficient is
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o.181 *-2/3 2.58 (17.1.18)
 
hP= 778.26 (pr (LoglO RN)
 

Whenever a flow discontinuity, such as a geometry change or
 
transition from laminar to turbulent flow, occurs this heat transfer coeffi
cient is no longer applicable. In order to use this equation in a region
 
downstream of the discontinuity it is first necessary to relate the char
acteristics of the actual boundary layer to the characteristics of an effec
tive boundary layer which has no discontinuity. This is accomplished through
 
the use of an effective boundary layer length which is given in Referenfe (i)
 
as 

(17.1.19)
IHe = 12 + IX2 


where is the geometric distance from the discontinuity to the point of
 
interest and 12 is the effective starting length. For transition from lami
nar to turbulent flow the effective starting length is given by
 

1 5 

12 = 65.3( - )Uit (17.1.20) 

where It is the distance from the stagnation point of the nose to the point
 
at which transition occurs and, by definition,
 

(17.1.21)

lX2 = 1H - It 

Thus the effective boundary layer length is
 

- it 1H (17.1.22)
)He 1 + 65.3 ( 9 

in which case the effective Reynolds number becomes
 

R / ~i1 RN JL Rl* ENT 
H + 65.3 N2 - "RN " (17.1.23) 

It is this term which should be used in the turbulent heat transfer coeffi
cient.
 

In the second flow regime the correction factor for including
 

turbulent outflow effects is given in Reference (4) as
 

0 2  - (17.1.24) 
hFp 
h +.25n) 0 


where n is as was given previously for laminar Outflow.Theory.
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The preceding equations are only applicable for a continuum, 
equilbrrum flow and, thus, at high altitudes and Mach numbers various 
"low Reynolds number" phenomena, such as viscous interaction and slip flow, 
are not accounted for. From Reference. C10), the combined effects of these 
nonclassical phenomena are approximated by 

hv/hc
 

where he is the continuum heat transfer coefficiedt given previously. In
 
addition 

by + x (17.1.26)
hc
 

when a' x < 4 and
 

T- = ;a(17.1.27) 

when a' x > 4. The term, a', as approximated by a least squares curve 
fit, is 

a' = 0.040T114 + 0.20829(Hw/HT) + 0.86713(H,/HT)2 - 0.79738(Hv/HT)3 

"
 + 0.142979(Hw/Hb 4 (17.1.28) 

and the term, x, is
 

M21 L--2VV (17.1.29)
= N2 P2 12
 

This equation approaches free molecular flow values at extremely high alti
tudes and as such can probably be applied throughout the entire flight
 
regime.
 

The equations which define the chemical properties of air are
 
common to all of the flow fields around a vehicle and as such the auxiliary
 
functions defining the properties in the heat transfer equations have been
 
subdivided into two parts; the formulation of the thermodynamic and trans
port property-equations which are contained in 'a separate-subroutine CHDIdP
 
and presented in Subsection (4),-and the formulation of the auxiliary func
tions which are peculiar to either the swept wing or stagnation point regions
 
and are contained in the heating subprogram proper.
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(a) Swept Wing Auxiliary Functions .- The chemical property equa
tions In Section ()' indicate that all,of the thermodynamic and transport 
properties required are determined when the pressure and either the enthalpy 
or temperature of the particular flow field are known. Accordingly., since 
the remaining auxiliary functions are also .dependent upon these terms, these 
dynamic properties will be considered first-. 

At present there are no simple, theoretical techniques avail
able which adequately predict the local pressure on-a swept delta wing 
throughout the entire angle of attack regime. Oblique Shock and the Tsien
 
Similarity Theory used in the previous heating subprogram generally overpre
diet the local pressure while Newtonian Theory, also frequently applied to 
a swept wing, generally underpredicts the pressure. Wedge-cone Theory is 
the most applicable of the various techniques but the complexity of the con
ical equations makes their use extremely prohibitive in this program. 

concept which is applicableA semi-empirical equation based on the Newtonian 
in the angle of attack range of interest, is 

Cp= 1.95 sin2a + 0.3925 sin M cos a (17.1.30) 

where
 

P2 
 2
Pl i+.1 oc (17.1.31)
 

The unswept flat plate heat transfer coefficients were
 
derived by solving the incompressible boundary layer equations and hence
 
in order to, nclude compressibility effects these coefficients must be com
puted using reference rather than local properties. Reference (3 ) has
 
empirically derived an equation for the reference enthalpy, which is defined
 
as follows:
 

H* = 0.22Haw + 0.28H2 + 0.5Hw (17.1.32) 

The adiabatic wall or recovery enthalpy, Haw is the value
, 


that the enthalpy at the wall would attain if the heat transfer was zero
 
and if defined as
 

Haw = rHHT.+ (1 - rH)H 2 (17.1.33) 

The recovery factor, rH, is approximated by
 

rH = ; (17.1.34) 

for laminar flow and
 

r-r(17.1.35)
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for turbulent flow in the suborbital flight regime (Reference (11)) where 

Pr* is the Prandtl number based on the reference enthalpy. Since the refer
ence enthalpy is a function of the reference,Prandtl number which in turn is 
a function of the reference enthalpy, an iterative procedure is required in 

order to determine the reference enthalpy. However, the variation of the 
Prandtl number is small and hence can be assumed constant. Over the flight 
regime of greatest interest the average value of the Prandtl number is about 
0.75 and hence this value was used whenever the Prandtl number was required. 

The local enthalpy, H2, is defined by means of the conservation 
of energy across' an oblique shock wave as
 

H2 = + 0.5V22 (17.1.36)
HT 


The local velocity, V2 , is determined from the conservation of mass and 
momentum across an oblique shock wave and in terms of the pressure coeffi
cient is given by
 

V2 
= (1 - 0.5Cp)/cos a (17.1.37) 

The stagnation or total enthalpy, HT, is constant across the shock wave and
 
can be expressed in terms of the freestream properties as
 

HT = - (17.1.38) 

The wall enthalpy, Hw, is obtained directly from subroutine
 
CHEMP.
 

With the dynamic properties so defined all of the other chemi

cal properties are determined through subroutine CHEMP. 

The other required auxiliary functions are the local Reynolds 
number and the local Mach number which are defined as 

- 0 (17.1.39) 

where
 

H =1H, + (1.5708 - as)r 0 (17.1.40)
 

a = (17-1.41)Q + D7 

as is the surface slope relative to the free stream (x wind axis) at the
 

point of I'nterest. o is the vehicle angle of attack, and D7 is the wedge
 

angle relative to the x body axis at the point of interest.
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1 H is the geometric distance along the wing centerline measured from the
 
sboulder of the nose to the point of interest and ro is the nose radius.
 The Mach number is defined as 

2 (17.1.42)
 

a2 

where a2 is the local speed of sound and is obtained from subroutine CH2P.
 

17.1.3 Hemispherical Nose Stagnation Point Formulation
 

(a) Heat Transfer - Of the many methods presently available for
 
computing stagnation point heat transfer the technique presented by Fay and
 
Riddell in Reference (12) is probably the most highly regarded. In terms
 
of the heat transfer coefficient the Fay and Riddell equation is (17.1.43)
 

0.763 -o.6 (Pw i)0.0.5 r 0.52 H1 
hm= 77-8.26 C) (PTPT ( - i) 

The definition and formulation of each of these terms is contained in either
 
Subsection (4) or in (6).
 

The previous heating subprogram employed the method of Detra,
 
Kemp, and Riddell (Reference (13) )to obtain the stagnation
 
point heat transfer, which is an empirical equation based on the Fay and
 
Riddell coefficient and experimental data. A comparison was made between
 
these two methods by computing equilibrium temperature heat transfer rates
 
which inothe case of the Fay and Riddell coefficient were based on the formu
lation presented herein while for the Detra, Kemp, and Riddell equation the
 
previous formulation was utilized. Based on this comparison the Fay and Riddell 
coefficient was employed because of the increased accuracy afforded by it. 

The Fay and Riddell heat transfer coefficient is only appli
cable in a continuum fluid flow in chemical equilibrium and since deviations
 
from this classical flow do occur they should be noted.
 

Nonequilibrium phenomena result from the incomplete develop
ment of the chemical reactions in the flow and, like noncontinuum effects,
 
are a low density phenomena. These effects are, at present, not clearly
 
defined but they appear to be rather insignificant from a standpoint of heat
 
transfer and as such'will be given no further consideration.
 

The deviations from the classical continuum stagnation point
 
equations, termed "low Reynolds number" effects in the flight regime of inter
est in this program, are categorized as vorticity interaction, viscous layer,
 
slip flow, and merged layer. A detailed explanation of these phenbmeha can
 
be obtained from References (4) through (8) . Although the
 
first two flow regimes have been fairly well documented there is very little
 
literature available on the combined effects of all of these phenomena and,
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as such, there are presently no closed form solutions for the "low Reynolds 
number" regime. In this subprogram the combined effectsT of these deviations 
were obtained by curve fitting the numerical solutions .of.Reference 
which, in terms of the heat transfer ratio, are .approximated by 

=h (. nm (17.1.44) 

where 
e = pl/pT (17.1.45)
 

Res = PIV1 ro/PT (17.1.46) 

= Res + Al (17.1.47) 

= .285, (x 1-i) (17.1.48)AR 

AR = o, (x > 4) (17.1.49)
 

AR = .493 + .272667 x + 0.07 x2 (17.1.50)
 

+ 0.0063 x3, (-1< x < 4) 

0 51 428  (17.1.51)
m = 0.6(i)

x = 2 + Log10 (e
2 Res) (17.1.52)
 

-3
n = 0.51973 - 8.0762 x 10 x -0.21707 x 2 2.4891
 

X 10-2x3 + 6.2601 x lo-2 - 1.2118 x 10-2X5 

(0 < x <2.95) (17.1.53) 

= 0 (x > 2.95) (17.1.54) 

= 0.52 (x < 0) (17.1.55)
 

The term, hFR, represents the Fay and Riddell heat transfer. -These equations 
are restricted to values of e >.04 and e2Res > .01 which in terms of alti
tude is between 300,000 and 350,000 feet depending on the nose radius.
 

(a) Auxiliary Functions - As was the case with the swept wing 
auxiliary functions, all of the terms in the stagnation heat transfer coeffi
cient are related to the chemical properties. 'Accordingly the formulation of 
the, dynamic properties required to obtain these chemicalproperties will be 
considered first.
 

t
The local stagnation pressure behind a normal shock wave for
 
an incompressible boundary layer is 
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PI 1 + P, (1 - 0.5 P) (17.1.56) 

An exact real gas solution of this equationrequires a double iterative pro
cedure because of the dependency on the density ratio. However, the real 
gas solution can be closely approximated by applying the normal shock density 
ratio for a perfect gas using a fictitious specific beat ratio of 1.2. Thus 
the real gas stagnation pressure is approximated by 

= 1 + 1.14 M1
2 (i - 0.5 Pl (17.1.57)

P1 2
 

where
 

=I M12 + 101l1 (17.1.58) 

P2 JI 

The second state variable required in computing the stagna

tion properties is the stagnation enthalpy which was given previously as
 

2 2 2
HT = 0.5V1 (M1 + 5)/M 1 (17.1.59) 

It should be noted thtt the atmosphere subroutines in the
 
previous SDF and TOP programs cease to compute the free stream speed of
 

sound for altitudes in excess of 300,000 feet in which case the Mach number
 
becomes undefined and all of the equations given previously in terms of this
 

parameter are no longer applicable. The 1959 ABDC atmosphere subroutine has
 

been modified to calculate approximate values of speed of sound above 300,000
 

feet but the 1962 atmosphere option is limited to about 300,000 feet. This
 

option could be used with HETS by adding an equation of the following form
 
to the program. 

MIl2 = 0.71h28 p1 V1
2 /PI (17.1.60) 

With the stagnation pressure and enthalpy and an initial value 
of the wall temperature, the remaining chemical properties required by the
 
heat transfer coefficient can be computed.
 

The velocity gradient at the stagnation point of a hemispheri

cal nose can be determined through the use of a Modified Newtonian pressure 

distribution (References (76) and (35))which yields
 

dV 1 (T-P) 
- i PT (17.1.61) 
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This equation is only applicable for Mach numbers in excess of 5 because of
 
a like restriction on Modified Newtonian Theory. For Mach numbers less than
 
this value the velocity gradient is approximated by an empirical equation 
in Reference (4 ) as
 

dV V22M2 00724
 

dY 1.5 - (1 - 0.252K 2 -00l7M2) (17.1.62)
 

where2 
whre 
 V2 -- M1 2 ++ 5 

(17.1.63)
 

M22 	 M1 2 + 5 (17.1.64) 

7M12 

for MI 	 > l and 

V2 = V1 (17.1.65)
 

M2 = MI (17.1.66)
 

for M < 1.
1 

The value of the Lewis number used in this program is
 

Le. = 1.4 	 (17.1.67)
 

which is commonly used in the Fay and Riddell equation because it is some
what representative of its maximum value and additionally correlates well
 
with experimental data. Although the Lewis number presented in Reference (14)
 
varies 	significantly the effect on the heat transfer is small. Since the
 
additional formulation required to incorporate the variable Lewis number is
 
considerable, this effect will be neglected and the Lewis number parameter,
 

1 + (Lew 0 .52 - i) HD/H T
 

can be rewritten as
 

1 + 0.191 HD/H T
 

The dissociation enthalpy, HD, was obtained through an empirical equation 
in Reference (4 ) as 

RD = 1.8219 x 108 (Z - I) - (17.1.68) 

for Z < 1.2 and 

flD = 3.6438 x 107 + 3.4906 x 108 (Z - 1.2) (17.1.69) 

for Z >1.2. 
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The Pay and Riddell heat transfer coefficient is a function 
of the wall Prndtl number. Since in a typical bypervglocity reegtry the 
wall temperature will range between approximately 3500 R and 6000 R the 
average value of the Prandtl number will be approximately 0.75 as was the 
case Tor the reference Prandtl number in the swept wing formulation and 
thus this value was used in this program. 

17.1.4 Chemical Property Subroutine, CHEMP 

The chemical properties associated with a gas describe its macro
scopic and microscopic behavior or, in other words, the chemical state of 
a gas is described by its thermodynamic and transport properties. The 
transport properties are themselves defined in terms of the thermodynamic 
properties and hence the thermodynamic properties will be considered first. 

The thermodynamic properties of a gas are categorized as either 
thermal or caloric state variables.
 

The thermal properties are those properties which are not explic
itly involved with the energy of the system and, in this program, the sig
nificant thermal properties are pressure, temperature, and density. The 
relationship between these terms is expressed by the thermal equation of
 
state, 

P = QZRT (17.1.70) 

The compressibility factor, Z, is a measure of the number of moles of dis
sociated, ionized gas to the number of moles of undi-sociated, unionized
 
gas. Under atmospheric conditions the compressibility factor for air is
 
one, the perfect gas assumption. However, for real air, Z can deviate from
 
unity for two reasons: at low temperatures and high pressures the inter
molecular forces between the air molecules, which account for the possibil
ity of liquefying the gas, become important while at high temperatures and 
low pressures dissociation and ionization phenomena occur. Intermolecular
 
phenomena, although important in high speed test facilities, are of little
 
&onsequence under free flight conditions and hence only dissociation and
 
ionization need be considered.
 

Dissociation is a two-body chemical process in which a molecule
 
breaks up into atoms when the internal vibrational energy is sufficiently
 
increased, through collision with the other particle, to sever its intra
molecular bond. In turn recombination is a three-body process in which two
 
atoms and a third particle collide, releasing energy to the third particle,
 
and forming a molecule. In a gas in equilibrium a continuing process of
 
molecular dissociation and atomic recombination occurs in such a manner
 
that a statistical net degree of dissociation results. In a like manner
 
ionization is much the same process with the exception that a particle col
liding with a free atom releases enough energy to the atom to enable an
 
electron to overcome the electrostatic force field of the atomic nucleus
 
and escape from its shell.
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The computational procedures required in solving for the compres
sibility factor are relatively complex, i.e. References (14) and (15) Con
sequently machine storage and computational time limitations involved in 
this program require that these procedures be left to more sophisticated 
programs. Fortunately, Reference (16) has empirically curve fitted the com
pressibility factor of air and the resulting equation is
 

Z = 2.5 + 0.1 Tanh(Az/900-7)+0.4 Tanh(Az/l800-7) + Tanh(Az/4500-5.8)
 

(17.1.71)
 

where 

AZ = T(l-.l25LOglo(P/P0 )) (17.1.72)
 

The caloric state variables are those properties. which describe 
the energy or energy related state of the system and, as such, are functions 
of the thermal properties. The important caloric properties in this program 
are the enthalpy and the speed of sound. The relationship between the ther
mal and caloric variables is given through the definition of the enthalpy, 

H = E + P/p (17.1.73)
 

or
 

H = E + ZRT (17.1.74)
 

The energy of the system is the sum of the translational, rotational,
 
vibrational, and electronic energies of the molecular and atomic species
 
within the gas. When a mixture of gases is considered the equations associ
ated with the various mol fractions and component energies are quite complex
 
and thus machine storage and computational requirements are again prohibi
tive. However Reference (2 ) has also empirically curve fitted the statis
tical net energy of the system for air. When combined with the equation
 
above, the enthalpy of air can be given as
 

I < Z < 1.2 (17.1.75) 

H/RT = Z + (2-Z)(2.5 + (5400/T)/(exp(5h00/T)-l)) + (Z-i)(3 + l06200/T)
 

1.2 < Z < 2 

H/RT = Z + (2-Z)(2.5 (5400/T)/(exp(5400/T)-l) + 0.2(3 + I06200/T)
 

+ (Z-1.2)(3 + 203400/T) (17.1.76)
 

2 <Z <2.2 

H/RT = Z + (4-Z)(1.5 + 91800/T) + (Z-2)(3 + 396ooo/T) (17..1.77)
 

"'e speed of sound is defined as
 

(dP /"a 0) (17.1.78) 
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which in terms of previously defined variables can be expiessed an 

a2 
='T yZE 	 (17.1.79) 

The specific beat ratio, y, in defined as 

T Cp/Cv 	 (17.1.80) 

where
 

Cp = (2/BT)p 	 (17.1.81) 

and
 

(17.1.82)Cv = (E )v 

and thus can be obtained through differentiation of the enthalpy equations. 
Since this requires double differentiation for both a constant pressure and 
a constant volume process, the specific heat ratio can be rewritten in terms 
of previously defined parameters and Just one of the specific heats, in this 
case Cp which will be required by another section of subroutine CXD4P, as
 

(Z + T(8Z/aT)p) 2 /P 
i/ = Z -	 (17.1.83) 

The specific heat at constant pressure, from the above enthalpy definition,
 
can be expressed as
 

Cp = H/T + R(Ta (E/RT)/ 3T + T3 Z/3T)p 	 (17.1.84)
 

where, from the enthalpy equations,
 

I < Z <1.2 

Ta(E/RT)/BT - (2-Z) 	[ 54oT ( 5400/T) exp(5400/T)-]
 
I z-)(200/T) I -1
rexp(500/T 


(z-1)( 6200/T) + 	 (3+106200/T)-(2.5 + - 54../T ) |
 

T(a ZlaT) 	 (17.1.85)
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1.2 <Z <:2
 

e(5 )]
TB(B/RT)/aT- (2-Z) [ 5400/T ---


-0.2(106200/T) - (Z-1.2)(203h0/T) + [(3+20300/T) 

-(2.5 + 5400Z )I ] T(Z/T)p (17.1.86) 

2 < Z 4 2.2
 

Ta(E/Rr)/3T = -(-z)(91800/T) - (Z-2)(396000/T) . I(3+396000/T)

(1.5+91800/T)] T(aZ/aT)p (17.1.87)
 

Finally the compressibility derivatives are obtained through differenti
ation of the compressibility equation.
 

AZ %Th Az "2 (Tah Az2 

T(aZ/aT)p = A 5"Tah2 (- - 7)-2 Ta5J2 ( AZ - 7) + Tanh2 

( AZ 5.8) (17.1.88)
 

P(=Z/BP)T - -.052868(T/Az) T(aZ/aT)p (17.1.89)
 

where AZ is the term given previously for the compressibility factor.
 

These equations for the speed of sound appear, perhaps, unneces
sarily complicated in that the local speed of sound, required in the swept
 
wing computations, could be approximated by
 

a2 = 1.3P2 / P2 (17.1.90)
 

without introducing a significantly large error into the program. However,
 
as will be seen in a following section of CHD4P, the only additional formu
lation required for the speed of sound which is not required by the rest of
 
the subroutine is the equations for y and (aZ/aP)T. Accordingly the complex
ity of the speed of sound was retained simply because the equations are a
 
requirement for another section of CHEMW.
 

The transport properties of a gas are those properties which deter
mine the change in the internal dynamic flux due to collisions and reactions
 
or, in other words, they define the transfer or transport of molecular mass,
 
momentum, and energy. Mass transport is defined in terms of diffusion,
 
momentum transport in terms of viscosity, and energy transport in terms of
 
thermal conductivity. In terms of the heat transfer equations used in this
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program, diffusion and thermal conductivity are only applied implicitly in 
that they define two important transport parameters, the Prandtl and Lewis 
numbers. Although these parameters were noted previously they, in conjunc
tion 'with the viscosity, will be treated more thoroughly in this section.
 

The transport properties of low temperature air have been relatively
 
well aefined for a number of years but, in contrast to the fairly satisfac
tory state of development in regard to the thermodynamic properties, know
ledge of high temperature transport properties is in a relatively elementary
 
state. Of the many techniques presently available for computing these prop
erties, those of Reference (15) are probably the most reliable. Because of
 
the complexity of the equations given in Reference (15), however, this pro
gram has relied heavily upon the procedures of References (14) and (16)
 
which do not differ greatly from those of Reference (15),
 

The viscosity of low temperature, undissociated air is given by
 
Sutherland's equation as
 

5 - Tl8 

= 2.27 x 10 (17.1.91)T + 198.6 

which is used to determine the viscosity throughout this program. The vis
cosity of dissociated, ionized air was obtained from Reference (58) which
 
approximated it by
 

6 
- 1 + .023 U [1 + Tanh : t) ]

l0 001i. 
1800 

5+.125LOglo (P/Po)
 

_14..
r ~ ~ -5-l5Log(B/P 0 )\lI 
I + exp 10)] (17.1.92) 

where t'o is Sutherland's equation above. This equation has not been pro
grammed in this heating subprogram because of the other approximations made 
with the transport properties but it was used when making the comparison 
between the constant and variable Lewis numbers in the Fay and Riddell equa-, 
tion.
 

The Prandtl number, as used in the heat transfer equations, is
 
defined as
 

=
 Pr (17.1.93)
 

where Cp and K symbolize the frozen specific heat and thermal conductivity.
 
The frozen values result from the fact that in considering the definition
 
of the heat transfer in .its most basic form,
 

K aT 
ay (17.1.94) 
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'the thermal conductivity, K, can be rewritten as 

K = K + K r17.1.95)r 

where K is the frozen thermal conductivity due to molecular collisions and 
Kr is the reaction thermal conductivity due to mass and chemical diffusion. 
In solving the energy flux equations, the frozen and reactions terms are 
considered separately and the analytical equations resulting from these
 
solutions are generally expressed in such a way that the transport proper
ties are expressed in terms of the frozen chemical properties. 

Since pressure obviously has little effect on the frozen Prandtl
 
number, it was curve fitted as a function of enthalpy at a pressure ratio 
of approximately 0.01 atmospheres as given below. 

H < 1.5 

Pr 0.8385-0.615HI+0.75 4 1
2-0.31888H13+0.04388H14 (17.1.96)
 

1.5 < Hi S_ 30 

x 0-3H1 2+9.50557 x I0-5H13 -Pr = 0.75858+9.2825 x l0-3H-1.98875 

I.hoo88 x i0-xl4 (17.1.97) 

where 

HI = H/107 (17.1.98) 

Because the variation of the Prandtl number is small, it was not programmed 
but again was used in the variable Lewis number comparison. 

The Lewis number, noted in this program, is defined as 

= D p~p (17.1.99)
 
K 

where D is the binary diffusion coefficient. From Reference (14) this
 
coefficient can be approximated by 

Dp - 1.46775 ZS (17.1.100) 

and thus
 

Le- 1.46775 -17.1.101) 
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where 

2 -1.1901xl0- 3T 3+8 .9775xl0-STI 4 
S = O9245-5.9214xlO2TI+9.630TxlO-3T 

6
-3.5915xi0-6)5+5.7939xl-T 1 (17.1.102)
 

and
 

T1 = T/103 (17.1.103) 

Pr indicates that the Prandtl number is frozen. Again this parameter was 
not programmed but was only used for the variable Lewis number comparison. 

There are obviously significant differences between the real or
 
imperfect gas properties and the calorically imperfect (those properties used 
in the previous heating subprogram) and perfect gas properties. Real gas 
effects on the heat transfer, however, are not nearly as pronounced because 
the discrepancies tend to have a compensating effect and the errors incurred
 
are generally not excessive. The real gas equations were retained in this 
program, because of the increased accuracy afforded by them. 

As long as the continuum, chemical equilibrium restrictions on the 
real gas equations are satisfied, they may be used to obtain the properties 
of the freestream, inviscid shock layer, and boundary layer, the only flow 
fields of significance in this program. The freestream properties, however,
 
are computed in the atmosphere subroutines within the SDF and TOP programs
 
and hence will not be considered further.
 

The boundary layer properties are considered to be those proper
ties at the inner edge of the boundary layer or at the surface. From the 
real gas equations all of the required thermodynamic and transport proper
ties are determined when the pressure and temperature are known. The wall 
temperature is readily determined either as an initial input to the program
 
or, being the variable of immediate importance, through the integration sub
routines within the SDF and TOP programs proper. The wall or surface pres
sure is assumed to be the local pressure computed in the heating subprogram 
proper as the pressure gradients through the boundary layer are generally 
extremely small in a continuum flow. 

The inviscid shock layer properties are considered to be those 
properties at the outer edge of the boundary layer and are referred to as 
the local properties. Again all of the chemical properties are determined 
whenever the pressure and temperature are known. The local pressure is
 
obtained from the equations presented previously but it is the local enthalpy
 
rather than the local temperature which is accessible from the subprogram
 
proper. Thus, as a matter of convenience it would be more desirable to
 
express the real gas equations as a function of enthalpy and pressure, in
 
direct conflict with the boundary layer requirements. Various methods of
 
obtaining the real gas equations as functions of enthalpy and pressure were
 
examined, i.e. References (10) and (17), but in general these techniques
 
either required considerable machine storage and/or afforded neither the
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accuracy nor the reliability available with the equations presented in this
 
program. In addition the use oftwo separate procedures was somewhat imprac
tical considering the limitations already imposed on this subprogram. Con
sequently when pressure and enthalpy, as the independent variables, are used
 
in conjunction with the real gas equations given previously, an iterative
 
procedure is required to compute the chemical properties.
 

Although the SDF and TOP programs contain an iteration subroutine
 
CONVRG, this subroutine was not used for the iteration required by the afore
emntioned equations. The technique used in CONVRG is not particularly fast
 
and is susceptible to occasional divergence. The iteration procedure used
 
in CHEDP is a numerical integration technique employing the Runge-Kutta
 
second-order formula. Although this technique possibly requires slightly
 
more machine storage than CONVRG, it has the added advantage of a rapid solu
tion and, in the suborbital flight regime was always found to be convergent. 
In terms of the symbolism used previously in this program, the Runge-Kutta 
formula is 

Tn+l = Tn + .5(K1 + K2) (17.1.104) 

where 
- H 

KI = dn/dT (17.1.105)
 

and 

Hn+1 - Hn 
= DHn/dT (17.1.106) 

This technique involves the use of the enthalpy derivative but, since the
 
pressure is held constant while the iteration is performed, this derivative
 
is actually Cp which was defined previously in the speed of sound formula
tion. Most of the terms contained in the Cp equations have been previously
 
definedfor the enthalpy equations and thus the use of this derivative is
 
not overly prohibitive.
 

The manner in which this procedure is utilized is as follows: Sub
program HETS enters subroutine CHEMP with a known value of H and P at the
 
given flight condition and desires to find a value of T corresponding to
 
H and P. Since HETS also enters CHDMP with a value of T corresponding to
 
the preceding flight condition, CHINP designates T as Tn and proceeds to com
pute Hn which it then compares with H. If the difference between Hn and H
 
is within the set tolerance then CHI2P sets Tn+l equal to Tn and proceeds
 
to compute the other chemical properties. If the difference is not within
 
the required tolerance then CHEMP computes dHn/dT and
 

KI = H-Hn (17.1.107)

dlin/dT 

and sets
 

Tn+KI = Tn + Kl (17.1.108) 
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The value of Hn+Kl is computed and again compared to H. If the required 
tolerance is met then CHEUP sets Tn+l = Tn+K1 and proceeds as above. If not 
then fiHn+K1/dT and 

H-HnJ-
Hn (17.1:109)
 

are computed and CHMP sets
 

Tn+i = Tn+K1 + .5(K2-Kl) (17.1.110)
 

If the required tolerance is still not met then CHDP sets 

Tn = Tn+l (17.1.111)
 

and the entire process is repeated.
 

17.1.5 Ideal Gas Properties
 

The calculation of real gas properties, especially the iteratiQn 
for T as a function of H, uses a significant part of the computing time 
required for heating calculations because it is repeated so often. It may 
sometimes be desirable to reduce the computing time by changing to the 
simpler but less exact ideal gas properties. This option has been added 
to the program, and will be used in heating calculations unless real gas 
properties are specified by input. The equations are 

If temperature is given:
 

(17.1.112)H = 6oo8. T 

If enthalpy is given
 

T = H/6008. (17.1.113) 

p = !.232819.P/T (17.1.114)
 

-
= 2.27 x 10 8 TI'5/(T + 198.6) (17.1.115) 
a =6 49.022.T I / 2  (17.1.116) 

17.1.6 Radiation Equilibrium Temperature
 

A vehicle designed for radiation cooling is likely to have a very
 
thin wing skin, with small heat capacity. If the actual skin thickness is 
used in the transient skin temperature calculation, an integration step size 
smaller than that required by the trajectory integration may be required by 
the transient temperature integration, with a corresponding increase in the 
amount of calculation. This difficulty can be reduced by assuming a larger 
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skin thickness, with greater heat capacity. Another possibility is to 
assume zero heat capacity, and solve for the equilibrium temperature at 
which the convective and radiative heating rates balance. The integration 
of the transient temperature differential equation is replaced by an iter
ative solution of a nonlinear algebraic equation for net heat flux. This 
should save computing if too many iterations are not needed, and may be 
closer to the right answer than the transient temperature of a thicker 
skin would be.
 

The heating routine has been modified to calculate equilibrium tem
perature ixstead of transient temperature for the wing skin when the skin
 
thickness is zero. As previously noted, the itertion for equilibrium tem
perature in the previous optimization program sometimes did not work very
 
well. An improved iteration method is used in the present program. The
 
method of false position is used with the Aitken 62 process to improve con
vergence. The net heating rate equation
 

qnet(Ts) = - qr (17.1.117)q0 

is solved with trial values of T5 until qnet is zero within a tolerance Eq.
 
The tolerance is the smaller of
 

eq = .001(qc +r) (17.1.118) 

and 

q = .01 (4ea Ts3 ) (17.1.119)
 

The sequence of trial values is generated in the following way. An initial
 
value of Ts and a slightly perturbed value (Ts2 ) are used to calculate the
 
corresponding values of n and % . The method of false position
 
given a third trial value etl -et2
 

Ts 3 = F (TslT 5 2 ) (17.1.120) 

where
 
r qnet!S) -s qnet(r) 

F(r,s) = , (17.1.121), 
qnet(S) - qnet(r) 

Ts and one of the pair (Tsl,Ts are then used to find a new trial value
8 0 ) 

by the same method. Let the va~ue of Ts or Ts2 which was used be called
 
Tsh let the one not used be Tsz, and cal the new value T s. Then
, 


Ts5 = F (Ts3,Ts4) (17.1.122)
 

Ts and the two values T. and Ts which were generated by successiveappli
caion of the method of false position then form a sequence from which an
 
improved estimate Ts6 is generated by Aitkens 62 process.
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T06 = D(TsZ, T83, T) (17.1.123) 

where
 

D~rs t = t t-2s+r 
-(17.1.124)
Dr, a, t) s t -- t_8n 

One of the set (Ts., T03 , Ts) and the last trial T86 are then used to make 
a new pair (Ts ' ,Ts2 ' ), and he sequence begins again at equation (120).

5 
This procedure is repeated until qnet is zero within the tolerance eq. The 
method has proven reliable and uses less computing time than the transient 
temperature calculation. 
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17.2 PROGRAM ABLATOR: ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF
 

THE TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF THERMAL PROTECTION SYSTEMS
 

ABLATOR as a Langley Research Center program developed by Robert T. Swann,
 
Claud M. Pittman, and James C. Smith. The description provided below is
 
taken directly from their original report, NASA TN D-2976.
 

The original documentation provides additional information on program ABLATOR
 

including
 

1. Finite difference equation development
 

2. Results
 

3. Comparison with more simple models
 

4. Methods for reducing computer time required
 

This section presents the general method of analysis employed. For further
 
details, reference should be made to the original source document referenced
 
above.
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The thermal protection system that. is to be analyzed is shown schematically 
in figure i. Although this discussion is confined to a charring ablator system,
 

all the concepts and equations apply equally as well to any
 
other thermal protection system composed of not more than
 

,Uio,CLharSur three primary layers. For a charring ablator system, the 
r------- . outer (heated) layer is the char, the center layer contains 

the uncharred material, and the third layer consists of 
I insulation. Xeat sinks can be located at the back of the 

second or third layers or at both locations. 
x Chr Loyer 

The outer (char) surface is subjected to aerodynamic 
Uneared Mot,0,l heating. The char layer provides both insulation and ahigh-temperature outer surface for reradiation. 
The heat
 

passing through this layer is partially absorbed by pyrol
ysis at the interface between the dhar layer and the
 
uncharred material, and the remaining heat is conducted into
 
the uncharred material. The gases generated by pyrolysis
 
transpire through the char layer and are injected into the
 
boundary layer. The gases are heated as they pass through
 

Figure 1. Schematic the char, and this heat 'removal from the char layer reduces 

diagram of system the quantity of heat conducted to the pyrolysis interface. 
employing charring When these gases are injected into the boundary layer, the 
ablator. convective heat transfer is reduced. This reduction in con

vective heating is the same effect as that obtained with
 
simple subliming ablators. In addition to the gases produced by pyrolysis, the
 
carbonaceous residue remaining at the interface adds to the thickness of the
 
char layer. While the processes of pyrolysis, transpiration, and injection are
 
underway, char removal may also be taking place as a result -of thermal, chemlcal,
 
or mechanical processes. Thus the total char thickness may increase or decrease
 
depending on the relative rates of formation and removal of the char. The var
ious processes discussed are related quantitatively in the following sections.
 

17.2.1 Differential Equations
 

It is assumed that thermal properties in a given layer of material are
 
functions only of temperature, that all heat flow is normal to the surface, and
 
that gases transpiring through the char are at the same temperature as the char.
 
Then the governing differential equations (from ref- 9) for the char layer
 

y i+ + are as follows: 
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~K.~ + m c~~ FPp (17.2.1) 

Heat conducted Heat absorbed by Heat generated Heat stored 
transpiring gases 

for the unchaxred layer ( + x 5 y ' x +x .oo.o o 

(17.2.2)
(1,wc 6, ) 

and for a layer of insulation x0 + x5 ! y 5 x 0 + x0 + x o 

a (kP Ic it(17.2.3)6E) 

The thicknesses of the layers to which the first two of these equations apply
 
vary with time in a manner which is determined by the boundary conditions.
 

17.2.2 Initial Conditions
 

The initial temperature distribution is assumed to be given as a function 
of position: 

e(yO) = g(y) (17.2.4) 

The initial mass-transfer rates must also be specified. It should be noted that
 
these values can be other than zero for some cases.
 

17.2.3 Surface Boundary Conditions
 

Two conditions must be specified at the heated surface. One must determine
 
either the rate of removal of material at the surface or the temperature of the
 
surface; the other is provided by the energy balance.
 

Surface ablation.- In general, the relative importance of the mechanisms
 
involved in char removal from specific materials is not well established at this
 
time. It has been established, however, that oxidation of the char surface is
 
one important mechanism. Spalling of the char as a result of internal pressure
 
is observed in some cases. Ablation at a given temperature (that is, sublima
tion) occurs if the heating rate is sufficiently high. Ablation of the surface
 
may also occur as a result of aerodynamic shear stresses.
 

To provide maximum flexibility, provision is made for the following mecha
nisms of surface erosion:
 

(1) Ablation at a given temperature which may be a function of ablation
 
rate (sublimation)
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(2) Removal of char at a rate which is a given function of time (spalling,
 
aerodynamic shear)
 

(3) Removal of char at such a rate that the char thickness is a given func

tion of time (spalling, aerodynamic shear)
 

(4) Ablation as a result of a chemical process (oxidation)
 

For ablation at a given temperature, two cases are considered. In one case,
 
ablation occurs at a fixed temperature. In the other case the char masz loss
 
rpte is an exponential function of the surface temperature. For ablation at a
 
fixed temperature, no surface erosion occurs if the calculated surface tempera
ture is less than the specified ablation temperature. If the calculated surface
 
temperature is higher than the ablation temperature, ablation occurs at a rate
 
sufficient to reduce the temperature to the ablation temperature; that is, ie
 

is equal to zero for T1 <T1, and rhc is calculated from an energy balance at 
the surface for T, = T1. In the second case, char mass loss rate and surface 
temperature are related as follows: 

mc = Ae-B/T1 (17.2.5) 

An equation of this form has some physical significance, because decomposition
 
reactions proceed more rapidly at higher temperatures. By an appropriate selec
tion of A and B, equation (5) yields results similar to those obtained by
 
specifying an ablation temperature.
 

If the rate of char removal is given function of time
 

=
 mc f(t) (17.2.6)
 

then the rate of char removal is obtained from the input data and the surface
 
temperature is calculated from an energy balance. Such a relation might be used
 
to compare calculated and experimental results when a more basic quantitative
 
relation for the experimental rate of char removal is not available.
 

If the char thickness is a given function of time
 

x = f(t) (17.2.7)
 

then the rate of char removal is calculated from this relation together with the
 
rate of char formation which is calculated from the conditions at the pyrolysis
 
interface. This condition can be used when it is desirable to perform calcula
tions for applications in which the char thickness is known as a function of
 
time even though mechanisms of char removal may be present which cannot be
 
expressed quantitatively.
 

It has been shown experimentally that oxidation is an important mechanism
 
of char removal. (See ref. 11.) For a half-order reaction, the rate of oxida
tion of carbon can be determined from the following equation (ref. 14):
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=AB/IF-WI; (17.2.8)m0 

The pressure at the wall must be specified for subsonic and supersonic flow.
 
However, in hypersonic flow, the pressure can be related to the stagnation

heating rate and enthalpy. The stagnation pressure in hypersonic flow is
 
approximately ,(see ref. 15):
 

=1 PWV2 
 (17.2.9;) 

Further (from ref. 16),
 

and
 

he , V. (17.2.9c)
 

Then, p.s can be expressed by the relation
 

= GR(qs 2 17.2. 9d) 

where the constant of proportionality is
 

G 410.72 ft3-sec2-atm =6.2 m3 -sec 2-atm
 
lb2 
 2
 

The pressure at the wall is therefore given by 

Pw RqsB 2 (17.2.9e) 

P,s "hes) 

where Pw 
 depends on vehicle attitude and body location. The rate at which
 

char is removed by oxygen must be proportional to the net rate at which oxygen 
diffuses to the surface. From reference 17 this rate is
 

.0.6
 

mLx = Cne - C = (17.2. 10a)
he -hwk 

As shown in a subsequent section, qC net is the hot-wall convective heating 
rate corrected for transpiration (see eq. (15)); that is, 
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hent2 - ] ~(~ctc + a p) 

.01 )(cc+ - + )'i217.2.10 b) 

By eliminating the concentration of oxygen at the wall Cw in equa
+ions (8) and (10a), the rate of removal of char by oxidation is found to be 

ol'0
2 0. .6/ift if Q' w1Pw + IFhe - hw)K%]w + 42vCl 
XCneMe 9 0,net 'lli . L 1j(17.2.10 c) 

.where K = Ae - B / ' 

The equation for a first-order oxidation reaction is obtained similarly.
 
The resulting equation is
 

ic (17.2.10 d)
KpwCe 


+Kpw(he- w 

- o.6 
qc,net IULe 

Surface location.- When char removal occurs, the char surface moves with
 
respect to a coordinate system fixed in the material. The distance between the
 
surface of the char and the initial surface location is given by
 

0t 
 at (17.2.11)
 

The thickness of the char at any time is equal to the initial char thickness, 
plus the thickness of char formed by pyrolysis, less the thickness of char
 
removed; that is,
 

p=xx 0++0 j ptAt t=PI p- dt --J0JtP (.17.2.12)o 

Surface energy balance.- The heat input consists of convective and radiant 
heating. hi:- energy must be accommodated at the surface by a combination of 
four mechanisms: 
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(1) Blocking by mass transfer into the boundary layer 

(2) Reradiation or reflection from the surface
 

(3) Conduction into the material
 

(4) Sublimation of the char 

The effect of mass transfer on heat transfer has been studied extensively.
 
With low-mass-transfer rates it is found that the reduction in heat-transfer
 
rate is directly proportional to the product of the mass-transfer rate and the
 
enthalpy difference across the boundary layer. With high-mass-transfer rates,
 
whicn may occur when a large fraction of the heat input is radiant, the linear
 
approximation is no longer adequate and it is necessary to use a higher order
 
approximation. A second-degree approximation is derived in appendix A.
 

The surface energy balance, expressed in a form in which either approxima
tion to the blocking effectiveness can be selected, is as follows:
 

(qC) (I- P)[o0.r72 C O0-1 q5(C(%M, + -P;22 + _-p 

Cold .afl Hot wall Aerodynamic bloking
 
convective correction
 
heating rate
 

Net convective eating rate 

4+ "4 R +.[l-s( - 1)]a ho E1 61 k 6ai +S 
_______ _.. (17.2.13) 

Raiative Combustive Reradlation Conduction Heat of sublimation
 
heating rate heating rate to interior of char
 

If transpiration theory (second-degree approximation, appendix A) is used,
 
P is equal to zero. For linear ablation theory, 0 is equal to 1. in either
 
case, the heat absorbed by vaporization of the char H. and the heat of com
bustion of the char nshc are considered separately. The coefficients Mc and
 
ap can be used to differentiate between the blocking effectiveness of the gases
 
produced at the surface and at the pyrolysis interface. Evaluation of these
 
coefficients is discussed briefly in appendix A.
 

The heat transfer to the outer surface is assamed to be a given function
 
of time and consists of the cold-wall convective heating rate qc and the radi
ant heating rate qR incident on the surface. These two components must be
 
specified separately because mass transfer at the surface blocks part of the
 
aerodynamic heating but, in general, has no effect on radiant heating. Addi
tional terms can easily be included in equation (13) to account for other
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For example,
phenomena which may affect the heat balance at the char surface. 


reference 18 discusses a gas-phase combustion in the boundary layer involving
 

the gases of pyrolysis. This effect has not been clearly identified at the
 

Langley Research Center and is, therefore, not included in the equation. How

ever, phenomena such as this may be important in some cases and their existence
 

should certainly be considered.
 

Equation (13) is normally used in this analysis as the boundary condition
 

on the temperature at the outer surface. However, when 0 is equal to the sub

limation temperature T1, the specified sublimation temperature provides,the
 

boundary condition on the temperature and equation (15) is used to calculate the
 

rate of ablation Aic.
 

17.2.4 Pyrolysis-Interface Boundary Condition
 

Energy balance.- The heat conducted to the pyrolysis interface must be
 
either absorbed by pyrolysis reactions or conducted into the uncharred material;
 
that is, at y = R + x,
 

-k =p nhp - k' (17.2.14)y y
 

In addition, the temperatures in the char and in the uncharred material must be
 
equal at the interface; that is, at y R + x,
 

0 = ' (17.2.15)
 

Pyrolysis rate.- Two approaches are available for calculating the rate of
 
pyrolysis. In the first approach, it is assumed that pyrolysis occurs at a
 
given temperature Ti. If
 

02+x <Ti (17.2.16a)
 

then
 

np = 0 (17.2.16b)
 

If 

E)R+X =T
 

the temperature is known and equation (14) is used to calculate The rate of
 
pyrolysis.
 

In an alternate approach, it is assumed that the rate of pyrolysis is a
 
known function-of temperature, for example
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tip = A'e B +X (17.2.17) 

when 
e-5+x <Ti
 

In this case, equations (14) and (17) are solved- for both temperature and pyrol
ysis rate. The value of Tj is still specified, and if this temperature is
reached, the pyrolysis rate is determined only from equation (14) so that this
 
temperature is not exceeded.
 

Pyrolysis-interface location.- As pyrolysis occurs, the interface between
 
the char layer and the uncharred material moves with respect to a fixed coor
dinate. Its distance from the initial char surface location is
 ot
 

C + x =X0 + -- dt (17.2.18)
t p - p 

The instantaneous thickness of the uncharred material is
 

x' =x8 - f0 P dt (17.2.19) 

17.2.5 Boundary Conditions at Back Surface of Ablation Material
 

A number of conditions can be imposed at the back surface of the ablation
 
material, depending on whether additional insulation is provided or some pro
vision is made for temperature control. Whether insulation is used or not, the
 
ablation material may be attached to a thermally thin plate which functions as
 
a concentrated heat sink.
 

Three-layer system. - If insulation is used, the temperature of the ablation 
material is equal to the temperature of the insulation at their interface. 

Gexo = 6 it+Xf (17.2.20a)
 

From an energy balance at the back surface of the ablation material,
 

-k' .C - k" 6a- (17.2.20b)y i+ 6tty 

Two-layer system.- Ifno insulating layer is used, the back surface can
 
be assumed to be perfectly insulated, cooled at a given memperature, or may
 
exchange radiation with a sink of known temperature in the interior of the
 
structure. An energy balance yields the following equation:
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- L = Ci+j .--+ S( - N+J)' a, + aei+jFe)4 T I (17.2.21) 

The temperature at which the cooling system is activated is Ti+j. The choice
 

of conditions is accomplished by making the inapplicable terms equal to zero
 
(that is, Ci j = 0 and/or Ti+j > e and/or Ei+j 0).
 

17.2.6 Boundary Condition at Back Surface
 

of Insulating Material
 

If an insulating material is used behind the ablating material, the 
boundary condition at the back surface--Y = xo + xo + xg) is similar to 

equation (21); that is, 

-k t = Ci+j+m--+ S - i+3 nsWfAhf + aci+j+m e")4 - T] 

(17.2.22)
 

17.2.7 Transformation of Coordinates
 

The equations derived in the preceding discussion are similar to those pre
sented in reference 9. In reference 9, these equations are expressed in finite
differpnce form and solved in a fixed coordinate system. To maintain a fixed
 
number of stations in layers of varying thicknesses, it is necessary to change
 
the locations of the stations and to interpola-e to determine the temperatures
 
at the new locations after each step in The calculation. This procedure not
 
only increases the time required to perform the computations, but also intro
duces a small error in each step of the calculation. Tnis difficulty can be
 
eliminated by transforming the equations to a coordinate system in which the
 
finite-difference stations remain fixed, and zhe coordinates themselves move
 
to accommodate the changes in the locations of the surfaces of the different
 
materials.
 

The y-coordinate can be transformed to - and -coordinates in the char
 
and uncharred layers, respectively, by using the following equations:
 

y - f dt 

=x (17.2.23a)
 

-y=y- - of P P- dt 

(17.2.23b)
- " x, 
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In this coordinate system the outer surface remains fixed at = 0 . The inter
face is located at g = 1 in the char and at = 0 * in the uncharred material. 
The back surface of the uncharred material is located at t = 1. A number of
 
advantages result from the use of this double transformation. First, the char
 
always extends from = 0 to g = 1. Therefore, the temperatures tend to be
 
more nearly steady state than would be the case with a coordinate system fixed
 
at the surface only. A second advantage is the positive location of the pyrol
ysis interface. A similar transformation would also be very beneficial in
 
locating the center of the reaction zone when the pyrolysis reactions are con
sidered in detail. Because the reaction zone is typically very thin, a very
 
fine finite-difference network is required to analyze it. With transformations
 
similar to those here, the center of the reaction zone can be located, and the
 
fine network can be restricted to this region rather than covering the entire
 
range of possible reaction-zone locations.
 

In the transformed coordinate system, equations (1) and (2) are as follows
 
(for the char layer and uncharred layer, respectively):
 

c p 2 ) + x )mc + I'p + P -p mcycpj + F = Pcp ( 1 7.2.24a) 

(k 6E) +i1 clo (I - p'ELQ (17.2.24b) 

(xl)2 / -p 

The boundary conditions are as follows:
 

At =0, 

4= ee - + I S( TI + thc - dh (17.2.25a 

where
 

9 aero = 14 + 1 -c LW)- ) - P)Q724 I(alct + a 

- 0.13 + - (17.2.25b) 

at =i, =, 

0 = 8' (1 7 . 2 .26a) 

and 
-IL &p 1p _k' 30' 

. = - xX ' (17.2.26b) 
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and at I1 for only two layers, the condition at the back surface 
(y = xo + xo) is 

k' ae'+ (E' A\w 'h + aeV(Q0)4 (17.2. 27) 
; =oi+j + i - Bj 

When three layers are used, the conditions at the back of the second layer are
 

0= o" (17.2.28a) 

and 

'kX Ci+j k" _ (17.2.28b) 

If three layers are used, the condition at the back surface (y = X0 + x4 + x4) 
is 

0++ + T+j~t~ + T~~.~eB] 

(17.2.29)
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ABSTRACT
 

A design integration and analysis language has been implemented in 

a CDC 6000 series computer code called ODINEX. It controls the sequence
 

of execution and data mahagement function for a community of interdependent
 

design computer programs. The language includes a FORTRAN-like loop and 

bypass logic on groups of independent programs. Each individual program 

constitutes a single member of the design network. As a result of this 

development of DIALOG, any existing checked out computer program is imme

diately available for inclusion in the community. Each program can access 

a dynamically maintained design data base which forms the common information 

link among the programs of the community. 
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APPENDIX I
 

AN INTRODUCTION TO ODINEX:
 

A DESIGN. INTEGRATION AND ANALYSIS LANGUAGE 

WITH OPEN-ENDED GROWTH CAPABILITY 

1. SUMMARY
 

A progrn comnity concept called ODIN has been implemented on the 

CDC 6600 computer which features 

a. Multiple computer program execution
 

b. Mutual data communication among programs 

The concept, shown schematically in Figure 1, allows interdependent
 

design programs to be sequentially executed in a single job stream while
 

maintaining individual program identity. Communication between programs 

is zhrougn a dynamically constructed design data base. Any subset of the 

total input or output from the individual programs may be communicated to 

the data base or from the data base to any of the other programs in the 

community. 

ODINEX is the control and communication executive computer program
 

which implements a conwniity of progrons concept; Figure 1 shows the 

relationship between ODINEX and the ODIN library of independent technology 

modules. ODINEX draws on the ODIN community for design-elements and
 

conzrols the computational sequence involved in synthesizing and optimizing 

a given vehicle design. All interdisciplinary data is stored in the design 

data base of engineering information. Any design element may access and 

modify nthedata base through the ODINEX executive. 
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As 	 a result of the development of 1ODINEX, any program can be included 

in the ODIN community once its interface requirements are established.
 

The 	program intercommunication techniques consist of 

1.-	 A language for controlling the execution of an arbitrary 

network of independent programs by simple commands, as 

shown in Figure 2.
 

2. 	 A control card data base for storing information with 

regard to the execution of individual programs. These
 

data base files can be updated either by a separate run 

or dynamically in the simulation. 

3. 	 A dynaoically constructed data base containing all inter

program data. These data can be saved at user-selected 

points in the simulation. The data base size can be
 

adjusted by the user.
 

4. 	 A language for automatically retrieving data base infor

mation as input to any program in the synthesis. An 

advanced information access and retrieval system was 

developed and included as an integral part of ODINEX. 

The language requires no modification to the ODIN 

program.
 

5. 	 A simple technique for allowing any program in the synthesis 

to update the data base. The technique does not influence 

the normal stand-alone operation of the program. 

6. 	 A user-oriented method for generating reduced size/reduced 

scope modules from the parent programs. 

7. 	 A capability for generating one or more stylized reports as 

a part of the normal computer output. 
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8. 	 The operationalflexibility of batch or interactive 

modes of operation.
 

All elements of the program intercommunication system are directly
 

controlled by the independent executive program ODINEX. Significant
 

advantages of this technique over a single design synthesis program are
 

listed below.
 

1. 	Rapid response to ever changing design requirements. The 

user has the choice of design synthesis model complexity 

through replacement of independent functional modules or 

enrichment by inclusion of new or additional functional
 

modules. 

2. 	 The data base reflects the status of the current design. 

Individual programs such as aerodynamics, structures, or 

graphics, can be exercised by using data base information
 

without need for execution of other functional modules.
 

3. 	The developer of new technological modules is unconstrained
 

by the requirements of the synthesis. New computer programs
 

are 	immediately available for inclusion in the community of 

programs.
 

4. 	 The elapsed time for design analysis is significantly reduced 

by performing the bulk of the information transfer in the
 

computer. An improvement in data quality results from more
 

accurate transfer of information.
 

5. 	 The contributors to the design process place greater confi

dence in the results due to the use of proven independent 

technological modules. 
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2. INTRODUCTION
 

The design of an aerospace vehicle demands the involvement of specialists
 

from all engineering disciplines. Many design iterations are usually required. 

Each discipline generally is constrained by the requirements of other disci

plines, and much laborious data communication is required at each step. 

Automation of the individual disciplines has played a key role in the design
 

process for more than a decade. Structural analysis and system performance 

have led the way in computer applications. More recent attempts at merging
 

the technologies into a single preliminary design tool are exemplified by
 

Reference 1. Here, a complete synthesis of the design and mission analysis
 

is contained in a single computer program.
 

Concurrent with the development of integrated design computer programs 

were efforts at optimization of the designs themselves. A modular approach 

so optimization is reported in Reference 2. This approach was employed when 

the programs of Reference 1 and Reference 2 were coupled. The results 

reported in Reference 3 indicate that optimization of the design process is 

possible; in a mathematical sense it represents a much simpler optimization 

problem than many single discipline problems. 

The confidence gained in early simulation attempts has led to the 

development of more detailed and complex modules. References 4 through 6 
are examples of advanced simulation programs. However, most modern day 

programs tend to suffer from one or more of the following discrepancies:
 

1. Lack of depth in analysis
 

2. Insufficient data intercommunication
 

3. Poor response to rapidly changing requirements
 

The nractacal value of a simulation technique,is measured by its useful 

life. That is, it should be open ended from the point of view of additions, 

deletions, substitutions, and improvements in engineering capability. The 

tecnniques s..culd impose no constraints on development in new technology 

areas. one"re&ntdebvylopment reported in Reference 7 addressed these 
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problems by retaining the functional identity of individual technologies 

but demande a special'input-output format supplied by the exedutive. 
'The ODIN concept implemented by the ODINEX is an effort to 

overcome most of the shortcomings inherent in its predecessors.
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3. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF ODINEX 

An independent executive computer program called ObINEX has been
 

developed for linking separately developed computer programs in an
 

arbitrary network, the, objective being to study complex engineering
 

systems whose elements are represented by other computer programs.
 

Any subset of the incoming or outgoing data of a member program may
 

be communicated to the Qther members through ODINEX. The objective
 

of the development is to implement the Optimal Design INtegration concept,
 

ODIN.
 

3.1 ODIN Concept 

The ODIN concept allows a commwnity of interdependent design, 

mission and sizing programs to be sequentially executed in an arbitrary
 

network while maintaining full individual program identity. Communication
 

between programs is maintained through a dynamically constructed design 

data base. Any subset of the total input or output from the individual 

- programs nay be communicated to the data base, and any subset of data 

may be communicated to any of the other programs in the community. The
 

Zcozqage for controlling the execution of computer programs and the flow 

of engineering information is contained in the ODINEX executive computer
 

program.
 

3.2 ODINEX Executive
 

The ODINEX functions are shown schematically in Figure 3. it pre

processes the program control directives resulting in the creation or
 

updating of a control file. This file establishes the network of computer
 

program executions which will perform the intended design activity. As 

the computer processes the control file, ODINEX is repeatedly executed
 

after each design program. At each successive execution ODINEX extracts
 

selected information from the design program output and installs or updates 

the information in the data base. Additionally; ODINEX interrogates the 

input szre&. of the succeeding design program and merges data base infor

mation with it. In practice, the ODINhX program is essentially transparent 
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to the user, appearing only as an input language which iugments the input 

of existing design programs. 

The design activities can include the performance of design integ

ration function, creation of reduced size modules and special-purpose 

programs, and data handling functions. Provisions have been made for 

stylized report generation including graphical data. The use of inter

active graphics can be tied to any or all the design activities at the 

userts option. 

The objective in the development of ODINEX was to provide a technique 

which would permit the simulation of the design process in an open-ended 

manner. Modules of varying complexity from all disciplines can be selected 

to suit the level of detail involved. Free flow of information from one 

module to the other is provided in a hands-off manner; yet manual override

capability is provided at appropriate points. 

The objectives of earlier developments are not entirely dissimilar, 

but the efforts to achieve these objectives have been directed toward a 

single computer program containing all necessary modules and subroutines 

with a main executive program. The result is a software system which 

strains the core capacity of even the largest computers. They have relied 

heavily on the overlay feature available on most machines to solve the 

core limit problem. The overlay technique involves splitting the analysis 

into several separately executed Links with a block of core reserved in 

the root for resident data required by two or more of the subordinate 

links. Tne resident data contains the engineering information referenced 

by location. As the complexity of the program increases, the resident
 

data requirements limit the size of the links; te number of links increases
 

until a point is reached where the overhead expense (peripheral processing
 

cost) of overlay seriously detracts from the usefulness of the program.
 

The resultant program is closed-ended; deletion and replacement of
 

functional modules is difficult since there is an inevitable waste of
 

core due,'t. ncertainty of previous allocation of the space. 
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The ODIN concept essentially replaces the overlay structured program 

with a sequence of independently executed programs which perform the same 

functions. Instead of drawing on and replacing the resident data in. the 

root link, each program simply reads and writes data in the normal manner; 

i.e., card, tape, or disk. ODINEX is designed essentially to perform the 

root link function in a separate program execution. It extracts information 

and merges data base information with the input stream of other programs. 

Since the data base is dynamically constructed, it need only contain that 

information of interest to the present simulation. The result is a concept 

that allo-s an indefinite number of program modules representing the design 

activity yet the core requirement is no larger than the largest module in 

the simulation. 

The success of ODINEX is largely attributable to two ancillary develop

ments, BANDAC and CCLINK. RANDAC is a Rapid and Accurate Name-Oriented 

Directory Access Code, described in Reference 8, which forms the basis for 

thne data base construction and intercommunication capability'. Appendix A 

provides a description of the data base construction and access techniques. 

CCZI'iK is a Control Card LINTKage program which provides the multiple program 

execut:on capability on the CDC 6000 series computers. This program is 

described in Appendix B. ODINEX combines the capabilities of RANDAC and 

CCLIMK to form a unified approach to vehicle design synthesis.
 

3.3 Control Card Data Base
 

ODINEX contains FORTRAN-like branching logic for controlling the flow
 

of computer programs through the machine. It performs this function in
 

tae environment of a controL card data base, assembling a sequence of
 

machine instructions based on simple user commands. Each data base entry 

i a subset of machine instractions for performing some task such as 

execution of a computer program, saving some data or compi-ling some source 

code. The branching capability permits conditional transfer to alternate 

sequences of program executions. Sizing and optimization loops are easily
 

constructed using the ODINEX language.
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3.4 Design Data Base 

-ODINEX dynamically maintains a data base of engineering information 

from user supplied information as well as information from the community
 

of ODIN programs. It is executed at the beginning of the sequence of
 

design programs to initialize the data base then is executed repeatedly 

after each design program, as shown in Figure 4. At each successive 

execution ODINEX extracts selected information from the design program 

output and installs or updates the information in the data base. Addi

tionally, ODINEX interrogates the input stream of the succeeding design 

program and merges data base information with it. In practice, the
 

ODINEX program is essentially transparent to the user, appearing only as 

an input Zanguage which augments the input of existing design programs. 

3.5 Information Storage and Retrieval 

ODINEX contains an advanced computer code for storing and retrieving 

information by name. The primary objective of this method, called indirect 

access, is to reduce computer time required to locate information. In 

a directory of n items, the commonly used method of linear probing tech

niques requires an average of n/2 probes to locate a given item of infor

mation. The average number of probes required to locate an item in the 

directory is independent of directory size. This number is usually less
 

than two and typically approaches one.
 

3.6 Units Conversion and Scaling
 

The ODINEX language contains a FORTRAN-like scaling capability for 

the convenience of the user. Any variable residing in the data base may 

be altered by any combination of arithme-ic operations before being passed 

to the user program. Alternately, the scaled variable may be restored in 

mhe data base. The operations may be addition, subtraction, multiplication, 

dirsion, c- exponentiation. The operands may be constants or data base 

variables. In special cases, entire arrays may be scaled by a single 

statement. 
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3.7 Report Generation
 

The ODINEX program contains a built-in report generation capability 

which permits the user to format stylized reports based on data base 

information. Reports may be requested at any point in the simulation
 

and may be merged with independently generated graphical output data.
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4. THE ODINEX LANGUAGE
 

The ODINEX language consists of communication commands and control 

directives as shown schematically in Figure 5. It is designed to augment 

the normal input stream of the ODIN programs. As such, all information 

intended for interpretation by ODINEX must be delimited. Communication 

commands are generally imbedded in the ODIN program data. They control 

the flow of information from the design data base to the ODIN program 

modules. As such, they form the common information link among the ODIN
 

community of programs. It will be shown that a special output file from 

each ODIN program is itself a communication command to ODINEX. It passes 

information from the ODIN program to the design data base. The special 

output file does not affect the normal operation of the ODIN program. 

The control directives define the flow of ODIN program modules through
 

the computer. The control directives pertaining to the individual programs
 

generally precede the data for the program. A set of eight &ontrol direc

zives have been coded which provide user oriented control and minimize 

the amount of usual control information required to execute an ODIN simu

lazon. In the ODIN community of programs, the user at Langley Research 

Center will need the following control cards to launch a simulation:
 

JOB, 

USER.---

FE2TCH(A3682,SPR ,BOTHODINRLV,CCDATA)
 

CCLINK( ODINRLV)
 

789
 

tie execution of these control cards results in fetching and linking to
 

zne ODIN system. All other ODIN module control will be defined by control 

darectives,and all intercommunication will be defined by communication
 

commands. 
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4.1 Control Directives 

The control directives are a set of simple commands summarized in 

Figure 6. They are used to establish the network of programs which will
 

be executed dn the design simulation. They are placed sequentially,prior
 

to the data (if any) ass ciated with the directive. Associated data is 

always followed by an end of record. Each -record may be augmented by 

other directives but must vrecede the directive which has data associated 

with it. Figure -7 is an example of a set of control directives repre

senting the simulation of a space shuttle preliminary design cost optimi

zation. In the example, a fresh copy of DBASE is specified, and control
 

cards are temporarily updated. The input format follows the communication
 

rules defined in Section 4.2.
 

The nex- command initializes the AESOP data base required outside the 

AESOP loop. DESIGN POINT1 identifies the beginning of the AESOP loop. 

The next four sets of data are straightforward EXECUTE instructions followed 

by the appropriate data files. The LOOP directive specifies a branch to 

POINT1, specified earlier in the sequence.
 

The IF directive is a condition on the LOOP directive; JJJ must be a 

data base narne. EECUTE REPORT is a special ODINEX command which permits 

the Lser to stylize a report in his own format. This report may include
 

-nformatlon as required from the data base. This is discussed in detail 

in Section 4.3. The 'END--- statement must be the last instruction in the
 

silfulazLon. 

:n summary, the user defines a sequence of EXECUTE directives for the 

DIX prog;rams by name. Following each EXECUTE directive is the data for the 

prog-am to be executed. Design loops may be defined by the DESIGN and LOOP 

directives. The DESIGN directive defines a unique point in the sequence
 

wnere control may be returned. The LOOP directive may be conditional upon 

satisfying any number of IF directives. 

The z:,ITAL directive provides a fresh copy of the named file, for
 

exazp5le, 

'INITAL DBASE'
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- -------- - - - ----- ------- ------- -

* 'EXECUTE nane' A scenario directive, for executing a program 
'or function by name. Any name for which a 
prestored set of control cards has been defined 
is legal. 

'INITAL name' File handling directive for ihitializing files; 

the three acceptable names are 
I 

DBASE- - design data base 
CCDATAw - control card data base 
LUSOP - AESOP data base 

* 'UPDATE name' Same as 

table. 
INITAL except that LUSOP is not accep-

D'ESIGN name' Scenario direcuive defining a point in the 

execution sequence (like a FORTRAN statement 

label); name is any data base name. 
I 

'LOOP TO name' Branching instruction referring to, a design 

name. It can be conditional or unconditional. 

IF name.O?.nane' Condiion for branching. Any number of 

conditions may be specified on separate cards 

after a LOOP directive. If more than one 

condition is specified, OR. is implied. That 

is, any of the conditions satisfied will 

trigger the branch instruction. 

'IESTRT' Means use the existing data base. It must 

have previously been defined and stored. 

- 0? is a conditional operatLor (LT,LE,EQ,GE,GT) 

- Data is expected; end of record (789) is required. 

- - ------------------------- -sa--------

Figure 6. Control Directives 
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'INITALDBASE'
 
Data Base Intialization Data 

789 ........ ...a..h.. ... Endof Record
 

'UPDATE CCARDS'
 
Updates to Control Card Data Base 

789 . ..................... End of Record
 

'INITAL AESOP' 

'DESIGN POINT1' 

'EXECUTE SSSP' 
(Data fTe SSSP 

789 ................... . . End of Record
 

' )ICbrE DAPCA' 
(Data for DAPCA 

789 ........ .... ......... ..... ... Td of Record 

'ETC:XTE AZSOP' 
{Data for AESOP 

789 ............................. End of Record 

'LOOP TO POINTl' 

'I? JJJ.LT.15'
 

'E7XECUTE REPORT' 
(Data for REPORT 

789 ............................ End of Record 

'XD ODIN'
 

07.. ...................... -lidof Information
 

Figure 7. 0DIN/RL Control Directives 
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blanks all information in the design data base and prepares to accept 

newly defined entries with the information which follows. The UPDATE
 

directory -loadsthe current file and prepares to accept updates. 

The END directive signifies the end of the input and the end of the
 

simulation. This directive (must be present) is used to terminate reading
 

of input and also to normally terminate execution of the simulation.
 

4.2 Communication Commands 

The corrrrnicationcommands provide a means of dynamically 'maintaining 

a data base of engineering information pertaining to the design being 

simulated. They control all exchange of information within the program 

community. These commands can be freely interspersed within the ODIN
 

program data. Tney are generally used for identifying, adding, modifying, 

scaling, and printing data base information, retrieving and replacing 

scaled information from the design data base for use by the ODIN programs 

-in The simulation, and identifying and printing ODIN program module input 

data.
 

The co~munication commands consist of three types: the replacement 

comrn'nd :n which data base names placed on an input card are replaced with 

daza base information, the action comands which cause the alteration or 

man-pulation of data base variables, and the logic commands which alter the 

flow of information in ODINEX.
 

4.2.,! Relacement command. Among the ODINEX functions is a passive 

replacement command which augments the normal input of any ODIN program
 

nodule. The innuz stream of the individual programs are read by ODINEX, 

and the commun:cation commands are interpreted. Based on the instructions
 

encounTered, ODINEX builds a modified input sTream which is acceptable to: 

zre oDI: program module and contains the desired data base information. 

2e ODI:: nodule is then executed in the normal batch mode with its normal 

npuz for-az and is totally unaware that it forms an element of a design 

simulaz; on.
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4.2.1.1 Simple replacement. The replacement commands consist of
 

simple element replacement and array transfer. For element replacement,
 

the user places the name of the desired data base variable on the input
 

daza card enclosed with ODINEX delimiters; the delimiters define the field 

to be used. For example, suppose the normal card input -were a series of 

six numbers in fields of ten columns each 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 

If the user desired that the fifth number be taken from the data base and 

if the data base name were BETA, the card would read 

1. 2. 3. 4. 'BETA ' 6. 

ODINEX would isolate the word BETA by identifying the delimiters, '; locate

the name BETA in the data base directory; retrieve the value associated 

with BETA, and replace the name and delimiters by the most significant 

tart of the data base value within the field defined by the delimiters. 

There mast be no imbedded blanks between the first delimiter and the data 

base name. In the case of an- integer, the number would be right adjusted 

in that field. Each time the program is executed, the user program would 

receive the current data base value of BETA. Logical variables, .TRUE. 

and .FALSE. ,and hollerith information are also permitted. Further, an 

element of an array such as A(3) may also be used in the replacement function. 

4.2.1.2 Replacemenz with scaling. In addition to simple replacement,
 

DIALOG has the capability of scaling data base values before replacement.
 

Suppose the previous example required that BETA be scaled by a factor of 

two, then the input card would read
 

1. 2. 3. 4. 'BE-TA*2. ' 6.
 

The scaling law in ODINEX conforms to simple arithmetic operations such 

as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and exponentiation 

performed in a sequentiaZ manner. Mied mode arithmetic is not allowed. 
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A thorough knowledge of the arithmetic structure of data base information 

is expected of the user. The factors used for scaling can be constants or 

other data base variable names, i.e., 

'BETA+GAMMA'
 

and up to ten operations can be performed before replacement. The rules 

for using communication commands are set forth in Figure 8. Each operation 

applies to the result of all previous operations. In the expression 

'A+B*C+D1
 

B is added to A, the result multiplied by C, and that result added to D.
 

4.2.1.3 Array replacement. In addition to simple replacement, ODINEX
 

nas the capability of transferring entire arrays from the data base to the 

user's inouz stream. This command is limited to namelist or, other suitable 

free field input packages. Its usage is identical with simple replacement.
 

The user places the data base array name in the input stream enclosed by 

ODINEX delimiters. ODINEX identifies the array and places all values from 

the data base into the input stream adding card records as required to 

perform tins function.
 

The scaling rules of Figure 8 apply to array transfer as well as simple 

replacement. in the expression A-E where A is an array and where B is a 

scalar, each element of A is multiplied by the scalar B before replacement. 

-A and B were arrays, the arrays would be multiplied together element by 

element until the array with the least elements were exhausted; i.e., the 

resaltant array is limited to the length of the smallest array in the expression. 

4.2.2 Action Comands. Action commands consist of five types ADD, 

DEETE, DEFINE, INITAL, and . (comment). They permit the addition, deletion, 

definition, initialization of data base information, and comments pertaining 

-o user dat-: they are itemized in Figure 9. In general, these commands are 

placed in the data stream with suitable delimiters. They are interpreted 

and executed by ODINEX, but not seen by the ODIN modules. All five commands 
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1. Subscripts are enclosed in parentheses. 

P. Operators are applied to everything which appears before the operator; i.e., A 
= B+CYD means (A+B)'fD. 

3. First word beyond equa3 () must be a name. 

4. Card must end with a comma or data base delimiLer; i.e., new card must start a new dialog.
 

5. Operations cannot exceed 20 characters not counting blank.
 

6. In simple replacement, first word beyond delimiter must be a data base name; '-A' is not all6wed.
 

re 

7. No imbedded blanks are allowed between first delimiter and the data base name.
 

8. ADD coimnand allows initialization of integer or real scalars to any value or any expression as 
long
 
as modes of variables in the expression are not mixed; i.e., A=4 .5will yield 4 values equal to .5;
1
 

A = h.*.5 will wield A equal to 2.; A = h.5 will yield Itvalues equal to 0.
 

9. ADD command fer array initialization accepts only two forms:
 

1. A = 4 5. yields N values of 5
 
2. A= .5, .5, .5, .5
 

00 10. Mixed mode arithmetic is not permitted in scaling operations. Results from breaking this rule are
 

unpredictable. 

Figure 8. Rules for Using Communication Commands 



USER INTERACTION WITH THE DATA BASE 

hl 

Fl 

I 

2 

'ADD A=B,...' 

'DELETE A,B,...' 

Used to create a new data base entry or alter the 

information associated with an existing data base entry 

A is a new or existing data base entry, scalar or vector. 

B is the update information which can be real, integer 

or logical constants, variables, or scaled combinations 

of scalar or vector elements. 

Multiple commands can be executed. 

Used to delete entries in the data base. Multiple 

deletions can be executed. 

r, 

I 

'DEFINE A=n, description' Used to define new or existing entries in the data 

base 

A is the new or existing data base entry 

n is the desired number of data base locations; it is 

ignored if the ennry exists; the default is 1 of 

omitted. 
.,I 

description is the hollerith information associated 

with the variable A. 

' 

U 

N'INIT A=B' Used to initialize the data base. 

same as for the ADD command. 

The rules are the 

r 

!j 

Ii 

'. comment' Used to identify ODIN program data. ODINEX replaces the 

comment and delimiters with blanks in the ODIN program 

data deck. 

A 

Figure 9. Action Commands 
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permit the same general format; a single command opens the way to any 

nunber of actions of the same type separated by commas. 

'COMMAND action,action,action'
 

4.2.2.1 ADD command. The ADD command has the following format: 

'ADD A=B' 

where A is a new or existing data base variable. B can be real, integer, 

logical hollerith, or another data base name. B can also be a combination 

of data base names and numbers such as C*D or C*12. or I*2+J. However, 

combinations cannot start with a number since A=12*B would imply that A is 

an array of 12 values all equal to B. This array initialization (A-7n*X) 

is not considered mixed mode arithmetic and is interpreted correctly.
 

Similar acceptable forms of the ADD command are 

1. 'ADD A=B,C,D,E' A is an array of four elements whose values
 

are the values of the data base variables 

B,C,D,E, if they exist. If they do not exist 
in the data base, B,C,D, or E are stored as 

eZements of A.
 

2. 	'ADD A=B, C=D' A is a scalar or the first element of an
 

existing array whose value will be the value
 

of the data base B. C is 	 a scalar or the 

first element of an array whose value will 

be the value of the data base variable D. 

In general, more than one variable may be
 

added or modified with a single command.
 

Continuation cards may be used.
 

3. 	'ADD A=B*C, D*E? A is a two-element array whose elements are 

the combination, B*C and the combination D*E. 

In general, all the scaling rules of Figure 8 

apply To each element of an array. 
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4. 'ADD A=12*5.' A is an array of twelve elements which will
 

be loaded with 5.0. In general, this is 

the only combination which permits a leading 

number. All other combinations must have 

leading names. For example, A - -B or 

A = -l*B would not be acceptable. The user 

would have to use A = B*-l. 

4.2.2.2 The DELETE command. The DELETE command has the following 

format: 

'DELETE A' 

A is the name of a data base variable. This command deletes the name from 

the data base directory but does not delete the space allocated in the data 

base. Multiple variables may be deleted as follows: 

'DELETE A,B,C,'
 

until a second delimiter is encountered. 

4.2.2.3 The DEFINE command. This command is used for defining data 

base variables. The definitions are stored in the data base directory and 

are recalled when the data base information is recalled. The format of 

the DEFINE command is
 

'DEFINE A=n, FIRST LETTER'
 

where A is the name of a new or existing variable, and n is the number of 

elements if A is a new array. It is ignored if A is'an existing data base 

entry. If omitted, n defaults to 1. The information following the comma 

is a string of hollerith information, defining the data base variable A. 

4.2.2.4 Special ADD-like commands., The ,INIT command is used to 

initialize the data base with information needed by the ODIN simulation 
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but not already existing in the data base. The format and rules are all 

the same as for the ADD connnand 

qINIT A=B' 

In reality the word INIT is optional; any word up to ten characters may be 

used. All commands are stored in the data base directory as the first 

word of the description. This scheme is used to identify the origin of
 

every piece of information in the data base. The output from every ODIN 

module is a special namelist file. ODINEX treats the naelist name as 

an ADD-like command based on the value of BUILD (see Section 4.2.3). The
 

information added from this file is assigned the namelist name as part of 

the description. The namelist name can and should be descriptive of the 

originating module. In this manner, the user can easily identify the 

origin of a particular piece of data base info-rmation. Figure 10 is a 

snapshot of the data base during a sample simulation identifying the names, 

locations, lengths, values, origins, and descriptions of all entries in
 

the data base. 

4.2.2.5 The . (comment) command. This command is used to identify 

user data. It represents information which will not be seen by the ODIN
 

program nor passed to the-data base. ODINEX interprets it as a meaningless 

data and simply replaces the information with blanks. The format for the 

command is 

. THIS IS A COMMENT' 

The comment is enclosed with data base delimiters. The (.) signifies the 

information which follows (including the command and delimiters) is to be 

ignored, that is, replaced by blanks. The comment may be used on a data 

card or on a separate card. If a separate card is used, the entire card
 

is ignored.
 

4.2.3 Logic Commands. Logic commands control the flow of information
 

within the ODINEX program. They are in the form of data base entries or
 

keywords which are interrogated at each pass through ODINEX. Depending on 
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THF R E ARE CUR EN TLY 19 DATA IRASE ENTR IES A S FOLLOW S *4 4 * * * 4 * * 

NAVE LOCATION DIMENSION CURRENT VALUE(S) OPIGIN DESCRIPTION 

AESOP 	 39 
 1DFFINE AESOP USED IN SIMULATION
 
ALPHA 7 2 0.525E+06 AESOOT AESOP CONTROL PARAMETERS
0.2715E+01
 

RUILD 	 19 1 0 
 DEFINE DYNAMIC DB BUILD OPTION
 
C ,,S 	 1
1P 1 
32 	 AOD CARD SKIP OPTION
 
e3OUM:P 31 1 	 DFFINE CAUSES DATA RASE DUMP 

DISPLAY 13 1 WPAYLO 	 INITAL SCOPE DISPLAY FUNCTION
 
FLTIlE 23 1 28.0920000 DEFINE TOTAL ELAPSED TIME

jjq-T 25 
 1 1 AFSOIIT BEST PER'FOPMANCE EVALUATION
 
JJJ 17 1 

2
0 AESOLIT AFSO EVALUATION COUNTFP
:,'XX 	 .3 1 . 7r,T9 9 9 9 9 9 9 99 8 9200 ArD PROPELLANT MIXTURE RATIO 

UID 21 1 *ODIN JAN 22* 72 DFFINE IDENTIFICATION FOR DIALOG RUN 
TCOSTH35 1 4R673.89593710665658 ADD TOTAL COST OF BOOSTER 

0 	 TCOSTN 37 1 0.19037115923o7E+c5 DA OIIT TOTAL COST OF ORBITER
TH,,R:ST 5 1 525000.0000000000000 nD ENGINE VACUUM ThRUST 
VST'-g 29 1 0.9tc40176i1C72E+o4 TOUT BOOSTER STAGING VELOCTTY 
VSTGO 33 1 O.2S53u,9779H4.83F+O5 UTOUT ORBITER STAGING VELOCITY
 
WG "JSP 1i 1 0.26662d21532a74Ef07 WTOUT 
 GROSS WEIGHT OF ROOSTER 

.,;,ROSO 15 1 0.7180203990272SE+06 WTOUT 
 GROSS WEIGHT OF ORR-ITEk
 
WPAYLO 27 1 0.3196&761977S1E+0,5 4TOUT PAYLOAD OF THE LAUNCH SYSTEM
 

Data base entry Data base Current data base Description entered with a 'DEFINE' 
name location and information command 

dimension of
 
information I 

L The command which last updated the information 
the information in the data base. ODIN output
namelist names are treated as commands. 

FIGURE 10. OUTPUT FROM LOGICAL COMMAND 'DBDUMP' 



its presence and/or its value,ODINEX performs some special function. 

The following keywords currently have significance in the DIALOG program. 

1. 3UILD=n Keyword providing disposition of previously unde

fined names in the special ODIN module output- files. 

n = 0, Ignore undefined names 

n = 1, Add undefined names and values to data base 

2. 	 CRDSKP-n Controls the number'of cards or records to be 

skipped before looking for more data base infor

mation. This keyword facilitates a reduction in 

processing time for the ODIN module input data; 

always reset to 	zero.
 

3. DBDUMP Keyword providing for the printing of all names,
 

values, origin, and definitions in the data base.
 

Figure A3 is an example of this report.
 

4. ELTIME Prints the elapsed time after each ODIN module.
 

5. INDUMP Keyword providing for printing the modified input
 

for the next ODIN module, just as the ODIN module
 

will see it.
 

6. 	OUTDMP Keyword providing for printing the special output 

file from ODIN program modules. It contains the 

candidate information for the ODIN data base. 

7. RJNID 	 Hollerith identification given to the simulation. 

4.3 Report Generation and Graphics 

One of the primary functions of a good design-simulation is the 
7

communication of 	input and output information/to the design staff. Each
 

member is interested in a specific subset of inormation and generally
 

does not want to 	be burdened with unneeded data. Providing just the right 
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amount of data would seem an extremely difficult task for a simulation 

with the flexibility of the ODIN system. However, the unique feature of 

the ODINEX executive which permits the user to manipulate design programs 

at the input/output level also provides the basic capability required for
 

automatic report generation.
 

4.3.1 Stylized reports. During the initial phase of coordinating
 

the simulation requirements the design specialists staff selects subsets
 

of the data base information to be communicated to each staff member for 

analysis. The format of the individual reports are tailored to the needs 

of the individuals receiving the information. Once the format is estab

lished, it is keypunched on data cards with data base information being 

identified by name in the manner described in Section 4.2.2. These data 

cards become a report file which can be fed to the QDINEX executive at 

any point in the simulation. The report is generated by the control direc

tive 'EXECUTE REPORT'. ODINX interrogates the report file for data base 

names and replaces the name and delimiters with the appropriate data base 

information. The file is then printed resulting in a summary report on 

the current status of the design. Later modifications to the format are 

as simple as changing a data card. 

A nni-report exemplifying this technique is shown in Figure 11. 

Many of the features of the ODINEX language including scaling and adding 

data base information are being used in a completely free field report 

format. The first column of each card is reserved for printer carriage 

control providing a convenient means of paging and spacing for report 

clarity. Figure 11 also shows the printed results of the report file as 

augmented by data base information. 

4.3.2 Graphics. ODINEX contains no graphics within the program. 

Instead, two independent plot programs, References 9 and 10, have been 

provided which can plot input information, .information from the data 

base, or information from special binary files. These programs have
 

several ploz device options. There is a quick Zook printer plot which
 

provides low resolution plotted information from the on-line printbr.
 

Figure 12 exemplifies the quality of information from this option.
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:1 
, DATA FOR SUMMARY REPORT 

PAGE 1 
:0 

SUMMAPY REPORT FOR ODIN/RLV 
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:I
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.............................................. 
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Figure 11. Example Input and Output for--Report 
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AEROPHYSICS RESEARCH CORPORATION PLOT PROGRAM PAGE 6
 

ORY TURBOFAN ENGINE B=1. T3=3000
 

%• -•• I ."--"-14 

I . .. ... . ... . 
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I
 . . ..........................................................
. . . .......... ..............................
 

I . a a S~~~~~21............. ......... .......... ......... .................. ........................... .........
 
I .. . . . . . a.. .. a .. .. .. . . . ;  bo .. . . . .a--
I. 

I 

........
,....... ...... ..... 0 ... , ,.. ..................................................
 
X CL I.OOE0 UNT / INC MIN X a.OE0MA.Xa.0
 

Y SCL UNTa.OE0 / INC MNY . AX Ya-OE0 

P2PI P2P VS ST SF0
 

Figur 12 Eaml Oupu fro Prne PltOto
 
X SCALE -=1.OO0E.O0 UNITS / INCH MINe K = 3.OO0 0 MAX. X = 1.3O0E*OI 

Y SCALE 1.OOE.Ol UNITS / INCH JUN. V = O MAX. YV= 7.OOOE*01 
FRAME 4 

Figure 12. Example Output from Printer Plot Option 
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A report quality CALCOMP plot may be generated and plotted off-line. 

This option permits scales and annotation on the graph. Figure 13 exem

plifies this type of chart from the CALCOMP option. 

The program may be used in an interactive mode on the CDC 250 dLsplay 

console. Plots which are generated and displayed can be scaled and- regen

erated to suit the user requirements. Hard copy may be obtained directly 

from the console. Figure 14 is an example output from the CDC 250 hard
 

copy option.
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Figure 13. Example Output from CALCOMP Plot OptLon 
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Figure 14. Example of CDC 250 Hard Copy Option 
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5. ODINEX USAGE EXAMPLES
 

The ODIN simulation concept requires only five control cards to 

initiate regardless of the type of synthesis to be performed. 

JOB-L---

USER ---

FETCHI(A3682,SPE---, BOTH,ODINRLV,CCDATA) 

CCLINK(ODINRLV)
 

789 1 end of record
 

All program control is handled through the ODINEX control directives. All 

data intercommunication is handled through ODINEX cormnication commands. 

These ODINEX functions are discussed in Section 4. 

Five sample cases using the ODINEX executive are discussed below. 

1. A sample optimization problem involving the use of SSSP, DAPCA, 

and AESOP. Two parameters, engine thrust and booster mass ratio, were 

selected as the performance criteria. Figure 15 shows th& ODINEX control
 

directives and flow diagram for this example. Results of this study are 

discussed in Appendix C. 

-. An example of construction and storage of a control card data 

base using ODINEX is shown in Figure 16. This setup is equally applicable
 

to construction and storage of a design data base. In the latter case 

ini-azalzation data would be included for 'INITAL DBASE.'
 

3. A coupling of the ENCYCL and PLOTTR program, Figure 17, demonstrates
 

tne ability to generate engine cycle analysis data and to plot the essential
 

nfcr---ation with no special programming provisions. PLOTTE is equally useful 

for obtaining plotted information from any analysis program. 

4. The use of FORTRAN language to augment the existing synthesis
 

capabilities of' the ODIN program community is accomplished by a user written
 

FORTRAN program (it could be any language) which can be compiled and
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. . . . . . . . . . . . ,. . . .. .=.I ...................................................................................... 

. . . . .•. . . . . . . ...
. .
 

: 'fINITAL DBASE' 
initlaliz aion data)

789 [ INITIALIZE
 

' D!SIGN START' _
 
'ExECus SSSP'
 
8(dta for SSSP)
 

'EXECUTFE DA1CA1
 
789 (data for DAPCA/booster) DA---A
booster
 

IEXECUTE DAPCA'
 

(data for DAFCA/orbiteP)CA 
789 

a 

'LOOP TO FINISH{'
 
SIF JJJ.GE. mAvj-J'
'EXECDE AESOP' .
 

(data for AESOP)
T89 [ AESOP 

'LOOP TO START'" 

'DEsIGra FINISH,3789a REPORT.'EXECUTE REPSORT
 
(data for REPORT)
 

J'END ODiNRLV" 
6789S 

Figure 15. A Sample Optimizaton Using ODIN 
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 m u~ m• mm n nm u • i n 


'INITAL DBASE' 
 INITIALIZE
(no data necessary) 
 DATA BASE
 

I 'INTAL CCDATA' 
 INITIALIZE

(control card data) CONTROL OAPD 

:789 
 DATA BASE
 

'EXECUTE CCSAVE' 
La. (data for PPLACE) 

*789
TEND'
 
6789 
 u END 

Figure 16. Example of Construction and Storage of Control Card Data Base
 



78 (define arrays to be plotted) 

N ASE9- , DI* 

S 

'EXECUTE ENCYCL'
(data for engine cycle analysis) 
 ESOn NYCCAlC BA 
78, 


u."
 

!N
 
o! 'EXECUTE PLOTTR '
(data for plot program) PLOTTR
[=Independent Plot Program
 

"7"89
 
'END' 


END
6789 

S 

N 

t Figure 17. Graphical Presentation of Data from Any Analysis Program
 



executed during an ODIN simulation. Figure 18 shows the procedure in 

isolation. Note that the FORTRAN program itself can draw on data base 

information for array dimensions and data. 

5. A coupling of the VAMP and HABACP computer programs to demonstrate 

the ability of ODINEX to handle geometry perturbations in a compatible 

manner for differing geometry input schemes. Figure 19 shows the geometry 

perturbations for VAMP. The exact same perturbations were made for HABACP
 

although the panels are defined differently. 

Both batch and on-line graphics capability are automatically available 

with ODIN due to the flexible coupling of independent programs through the 

ODINEX executive. The ODIN concept permits any analysis program which has 

on-line or batch graphics capability to be used in an ODIN simulation, for 

example, the HABACP program, the VAMP program, etc. Furthermore, two inde

pendent plot programs, IMAGE and PLOTTB, were developed specifically for 

ODIN batch and on-line graphics. The image program displays vehicle config

uration 'pictures.' PLOTTR displays analysis-type plotted information. Each 

display may be manipulated with regard to location and magnification on the 

CRT. This is accomplished through a Langley Research Centerdeveloped 

software system available with any CDC 250 graphics program. 

Finally, the independent EDIT program developed at Langley permits the 

on-line editing of any file of information available to the current job. 

This is particularly useful to the ODIN concept since multiple programs are 

being executed. The input, output, and program control files can be edited 

in an in-line manner or under abnormal termination conditions. 

Batch and on-line graphics application for the same problem is shown
 

in Figure 20 . Here, the basic analysis modules are augmented by the graphics 

capabilities of EDIT, PLOTTR, and IMAGE. The efficient use of the inter

active mode depends on the use of the standard CDC utility, RFL. Typical 

core requirements are indicated in Figure 20 . Although the maximum field 

length for the job is 140,000 octal, the majority of central processing
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Figure 18. Use of FORTRAN Language to Augment Analysis
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Figure 19. Geometry Perturbation for the 040A Orbiter 



Batch mod, Interactive Mode 
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Figure 20 Comparison of Batch and Interactive Modes
 



time will be spent in the EDIT, PLOTTR, and IMAGE programs. These typically 

require less than 30,000. The RFL utility permits adjustment of field 

length to accomodate the program currently in core. 
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APPENDIX I-A
 

DATA BASE CONSTRUCTION
 

The data base consists of a free storage array where desired 

information is stored and a directory of unique name-oriented iden

tifiers for the stored information. The directory acts as a table 

of contents and identifies the location of the data and the number 

of elements that reside in the free storage array. A brief description 

of the variable can also be stored in the directory. An advanced 

keyword access technique called RANDAC (Reliable and Accurate Name-

Oriented Directory Access Code) has been developed for storing and 

accessing data in the data base through the use of the name-oriented 

directory. Approximately 10,000 variables per second can be located 

using this technique. ODINEX makes extensive use of RANDAC for commu

nicating information to and from the data base. 

1. DATA BASE-SIZE
 

The ODINEX program has been written such that both the design data
 

base and the data base directory can be varied in length. Further, the 

data base directory can be expanded to provide more definitive infor

mation. The nominal size of the design data base is 300 elements. This
 

can be expanded to the limits of the computer or approximately 50,000 

elements (on the CDC 6600) with the alteration of a single dimension in
 

the ODINEX main program. In addition, more than one data base may be 

defined for any one simulation. 

The nominal size of the data base directory is 70 entries including 

four words of definitive information. Both the number of entries and the 

length of the definition can be expanded or cont'racted as simply as the 

design data base discussed above. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF INDIRECT ACCESS METHOD 

Indirect access techniques like RANDAC employ similar algorithms. 

Items are entered into a directory using a pointer, or probe, which is 

computed from the name of the item by means of some hash coding scheme. 

As long as no two inserted items have the same hash code, retrieval of 

the information can be performed in a single step regardless of the size 

of the directory.
 

However, when two items have the same hash code, a collision is 

said to exist. If a collision is encountered upon entering an item, an 

alternate directory location must be defined. This is accomplished by 

chaining the collision location to the alternate location in the directory. 

Upon retrieval of the colliding item, the collision must be resolved by 

following the chain until the item is found. 

2.1 Hash Coding the Key 

Every character used by the computer has a unique numerical represen

tation. Combinations of characters which form words also display unique

ness characteristics. For example, the word GPAK does not have the same 

numerical representation as FPAK. This uniqueness characteristic is used 

by RANDAC in assigning a value to the directory probe, a candidate entry 

location in the directory. 

If the directory were very large (say 2 -l, where k is the computer 

word length) then hash coding would not be necessary. The unique numerical 

representation would be used as the probe. For smaller directories, the 

minimum requirement for hash coding is to modify the numerical represen

tation of the key with the length of the directory. This provides a probe 

value which is within the limits of the directory but may not point to a 

unique location in the -directory.
 

The objective of hash coding is to spread the calculated addresses 

uniformly over the available directory locations thereby reducing the 

number of collisions which may occur. 
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These methods are broadly subdivided into Zogical and arithmetic. 

Logical methods seek to eliminate adverse characteristics, such as imbedded
 

blanks, which tend to group items with dominant numerical characteristics. 

Arithmetic methods seek to alter the numerical representation into a more 

unique form by performing some arithmetic operation on it.
 

The hash coding technique used in RANDAC performs no logical or 

arithmetic operation on the key. It has been shown in tests of many 

directories that operations performed on the key are a greater penalty in 

time than the resolution of the collisions hash coding seeks to avoid. The
 

number of collisions typically runs from 10 to 20 per cent for uncoded
 

keys. This means that more than 80 per cent of the variables can be
 

accessed with a single operation. If hash coding is used beyond the
 

normal MOD function, 100 per cent of the variables require more than one
 

operation. Further, there is no guarantee that the coded key will signi

ficantly reduce the collisions.
 

2.2 Resolving Collisions
 

After the initial entry has been made into a directory, the possibility
 

exists for the computed addresses of new keys to duplicate existing entries
 

causing a collision between the storage locations allocated to each. Alter

nate locations must be established for colliding entries. In general, when
 

the table is nearly full, many collisions may occur while probing the table 

for an empty slot. Hence, some procedure is needed which generates addi

tional calculated addresses until an empty slot is found, probing the entire 

table if necessary. Of course, the same procedure for generating additional 

calculated addresses must be used when the item is looked up later. 

In practice, when the RAIQDAC routine is initially called, it is not 

necessary to specify whether an item is being entered or being looked up. 

Wnat is required of the routine is to determine the address at which the 

offered key belongs and to report whether the key was already entered. Then 

the calling routine can make the entry or extract the information, as 
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appropriate. The procedure then will be to geherate successive hash 

addresses until encountering either the location that contains the desired 

key or unused Zocation. In the latter case the key can be entered in the 

unused location. 

2.3 Storage and. Retrieval Method 

The RANDAC method of storage and retrieval involves a directory entry 

of four basic elements:
 

KEY 	 A unique literal representation which identifies the
 

information being stored. It may be one or more words 

which are hash coded into an address called a probe. 

VALUE 	 One or more words of information associated with the KEY 

HASH TABLE 	 Table of directory entry locations addressed by the probe. 

This table is appended to and the same length as the 

directory. 

COLLISION TABLE 	 Table of alternate directory locations which chain direc

tory entries with the same hash address or probe. 

These four elements form the width of the directory which can be variable 

depending upon how many words are used for the KEY and VALUE. Figure Al shows 

a schematic of the directory layout. The length of the directory is also 

specified by the user. 

When a FIND operation is requested, the key is converted into a hash 

address, KPROBE. 

1. If the hash table at that address is empty, the logical variable 

FOUND is returned as .FALSE. The user then has the option of installing 

a new dire ,ry entry with an INSTAL operation. In this case, the directory 

entry is made at the next available location, KFREE. That location is loaded 
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in the hash table at the probe address, and the next available location, 

KREE, is bumped by one entry. 

2. If the hash table at the probe address is occupied, the directory 

entry associated with the hash table entry is comqpared with the key. 

2a. If the key compares, then the logical variable FOUND is returned 

as .TRUE. The user has the option of installing new information at 

that location with INSTAL operation or deleting the entry with a 

DELETE operation.
 

2b. If the key does not compare, then the collision location, which 

is part of the directory entry, is checked for an alternate directory 

location.
 

2c. If the collision location is occupied, the directory entry 

associated with that address is compared with the key. Items 2a 

through 2c are repeated until either the key is located in the 

directory or the collision location is empty. 

3. If the collision location is empty, the variable FOUND is returned
 

as .FALSE. The user has the option of installing the new directory entry. 

In this case, the next available directory location is used, and the address 

of that entry is loaded into the collision location of the last entry in the 

chain. KFREE is bumped by one entry. In the event that a directory entry 

is deleted, the current value of KFREE is stored in the collision locations
 

of the deleted entry, and the deleted entry locatipn is used for KFREE.
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APPENDIX I-B 

MULTIPLE PROGRAM EXECUTION 

Multiple program execution is the key to success for the ODINEX concept.
 

The objective is'to provide a vehicle design synthesis made up of several
 

individual design/mission programs. This is desirable from the designer's 

standpoint because it makes the synthesis highly modular and quite amenable 

to design concept changes. From the user's standpoint, it places little 

additional learning burden in excess of the knowledge required to use the 

individual programs. Further, the computer core requirements do not exceed 

the requirements of the individual programs.
 

The full benefit of the ODINEX program is realized when a control file 

is built and executed in the same job stream. The user can select by input 

the program stream he wishes to execute. Each program has a cataZogued 

procedure, a file containing the necessary control cards to execute the 

program. This procedure is stored in the control card data base. Further, 

the user can specify matching and/or optimization loops within the program 

community. The use of catalogued procedures requires a system level 

utility program which allows the user to specify alternate files for job 

control (other than card input). A special utility program developed for
 

ODINEX called CCLINK provides all the capability needed. Versions of this
 

utility are operational on all Control Data Corporation CYBERNET computers
 

and is in general use throughout the country. CCLINK has been designed to
 

minimize the impact on the SCOPE system.
 

1. DESCRIPTION OF CCLINK
 

CCLINK is a program designed for the 6000 series computers which allows 

the user to transfer to an alternate control card file for job control. 

Conditional branching to selected files can be accomplished by testing an 

index register. The value in the index register is controlled by the ancil

lary program SETIDEX. CCLINK offers the user the ability to execute
 

multiple program jobs with relatively few control cards. Further, it
 

provides - looping capability useful in design matching and optimization 
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problems. Other advantages of CCLINK include
 

* Reduces card handling errors 

* Reduces errors due to bad control cards 

* Provides standard procedures for heavily used programs 

" Maintains minimum core requirements for all catalogued programs 

In general, CCLINK simplifies the use of the computer resulting in fewer 

errors. This is a benefit to all users. 

2. USE OF CCLINK
 

CCLINK is a control card-callable program which reloads the control 

card buffer from a given file. The execution of CCLINK is dependent on 

the validity of the relation of the control card index register and the
 

comparison integer with respect to one of the conditional operators. 

The index register is nominally set to zero and can be incremented 

or decremented by the control card SETIDEX(i); where i is positive or
 

negative increment.
 

Call format:
 

CCLINK(lfn,xx,n) 

where 

lfn = the logical file name of the linkage file 

xx = a conditional operator (one of the following) 

LT (less than); link if CCIR LT<n
 

LE (less, equal)
 

GT (greater than) 

GE (greater, equal)
 

EQ (equal)
 

NE (not equal)
 

omitted (unconditional linkage implied) 

n the comparison integer
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Figure Bi is 	an example of CCLINK including use of the indexing 

The SETIDEX feature which is not essential to thefeature SETIDEX. 


DIALOG system does provide useful capability for controlling program 

execution loops.
 

Assume the user had a library of programs which he could execute
 

sequentially to perform an interdisciplinary design function. Further, 

assume the sequence of the program required execution ten tames in order 

to satisfy the scaling and matching requirements. Figure Bl shows a 

schematic of the sequence to be performed and the sequential execution
 

of four programs followed by the incrementing of an index. The sequence
 

of programs is iteratively executed until the value of the index reaches
 

At this value the simulation job is terminated. The control card
ten. 


set up for doing this job with CCLINK and SETIDEX is shown in Figure Bl.
 

An additional capability of the CCLINK software package is the 

FORTRAN callable routine LINK. LINK is a run compiled program loaded
 

with the user library which permits the user to specify the next control
 

card file to be used following termination of the current program. The
 

calling sequence is 

CALL LINK (ifn) 

where lfn is 	the logical file name from which the next control card
 

will be obtained. This program gives the user complete logical control
 

over the sequence of programs to be executed.
 

3. SYSTEM INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS FOR CCLINK
 

The CCLINK software package consists of four programs/subprograms.
 

They basically allow the use of alternate control card files on the CDC 

followed
6000 series computers. These programs are listed below and are 


by a brief description of the scope system interface requirements.
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JOB...... ..... 
COPYBFINPUTUSERFIL. 

1file 


REWIND,USERFIL. 


Icm
 

CCLINK,USERFIL. 


7-8-9 

± 	 6..............'Control 


Aand 

USERFIL SETIDEX,+I. 


CCLINK,USERIL,LT,l0. 

EXIT. 


6-7-8-9 

Builds 	 a file, USEfFIL, from the first, 
of the input stream.
 

Establishes the SCOPE file pointer at
 
the beginning of file USERFIL. 

Transfers control to file USEEFIL.
 

End of 	file indicator preceeding input. 

cards required to access, load 
execute one or more user programs. 

Increments the CCLINK index counter
 
by +1.
 

Transfers control to file USERFIL, if 
CCLIRK index counter is less than 10, 
otherwise exits. 

Job terminates when this statement
 

is executed.
 

End of job indicator following last
 

statement of job.
 

NOTE: 	 The file pointer to file USERFIL is initially positioned at
 

the beginning of this file, and is not altered during
 

execution of this job.
 

Figure 	BI. Example Use of CCLINK
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1. 	 CCL is a PPU program that handles setting or clearing the 

index and the actual linking of control cards. It must 

be loaded with the system. 

2. 	 CCLINK is a CPU program that calls CCL to return the index 

value, tests the index against conditions on the control
 

card, and calls CCL to link the control card, if necessary. 

3. 	 SETIDEX is a CPU program that calls CCL to alter the index. 

4. 	 LINK is a RUN FORTRAN-callable routine to call CCL to link 

the control card. It is stored with the user programs.
 

Almost all Scope 3 systems will accept these programs without modi

fication. The theory of operation is that JAJ uses a one-word FSP entry 

to define the next record of the control card source. CCL re-establishes 

that word with a pointer to a user-provided file. A control feature is 

provided by the use of eighteen bits in the control point area which is 

referred to as the index. The cards establishing the location of these 

eighteen bits are marked in the source decks. They should be installed 

into the SCPTEXT. Index setting and testing need not be used, eliminating 

the need for control point area storage. 
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APPENDIX I-C 

ODIN SIMULATION EXAMPLE 

1. Summary 

This report presents the results of a recent optimikFinn study
 

using ODINEX. The objective was to determine the optimal engine 

size and mass distribution of the stages of a two-stage, fully
 

reusable launch system having common liquid rocket engines. The 

vehicle's mass calculation and trajectory simulation were synthe

sized by the SSSP computer program of Reference Cl. The optimal 

design solution was obtained by a straightforward multivariable 

search procedure available through the use of AESOP described in 

Reference C2.
 

A cost sensitivity analysis was performed at the end of the study 

using the program DAFCA described in Reference C3. These four 

programs are a part of the ODIN (Optimal Design INtegration) design
 

program community constructed for Langley Research Center. They
 

were linked as shown in Figure 1 to form the synthesis reported in
 

this note.
 

A significant improvement in payload was achieved as illustrated by 

the results given below.
 

Payload, Vacuum Mass Ratio
 
Pounds Thrust Pounds WSTARTBURN/WEqDBUR N 

NOMINAL 28500 470000 3.045 (VsTG=0400 FPS) 

OPTIMUM 1 31850 527000 2.715 (VSTG916o FPS) 

The results indicate a twelve per cent change in both mass ratio and
 

vacuum thrust of the engines from the nominal. The change in mass 

parameter had a significant effect on staging velocity as indicated 

in the table.
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2. Introduction
 

Recent study contracts with NASA Langley Research Center and the Air 

Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory have lead to the development of a' 

new concept in modular programming. One objective of the study efforts 

was to facilitate the formation of very large design synthesis programs. 

This report exemplifies the use of the concept. 

It basically consists of multiple program execution where each program 

is a separately developed and documented computer program which performs 

a particular technological function. By selective stringing of several 

programs together an interdisciplinary design function can be performed. 

The difficulty associated with stringing programs arises in communicating 

information from one program to another in an efficient and reliable 

manner. This difficulty has led to the development of the ODINEX system 

described in Reference C4.
 

ODINEX is a computer program which dynamically constructs and maintains 

a data base of information. It is executed before and after each tech

nology program forming the synthesis. Its function is to merge data 

from the preceding program with the data base and extract information
 

from the data base needed by the next program. It has been successfully 

used for a number of synthesis applications.
 

This report presents an example of an ODIN/RLV synthesis using the 

ODINEX concept. In the synthesis, the mission and sizing is simulated by 

the SSSP program of Reference Cl, and the optimization of the selected 

design parameters is performed by the program, AESOP, of Reference C2. 

The test results are probably not significant in the overall shuttle 

design context but serve to exemplify the use of the ODINEX system for
 

forming very large synthesis programs. 
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3. The ODIN/RLV Mission and Vehicle Model
 

The two-stage space shuttle concept is shown in Figure 2. The two
 

vehicles are mated and launched vertically with the orbiter attached
 

in a piggy back fashion on the booster. A typical mission is
 

logistics resupply of an orbital space station. 

During the boost phase only the booster engines are operating. At 

staging, when the booster has depleted its main propellants, the 

stages separate, and the booster performs a glide/decelerate man

euver to subsonic velocity where the turbojet engines are started 

and cruiseback is initiated for a conventional airplane type landing 

at an airfield in the proximity of the launch site. Subsonic cruise 

range to the launch site is about 400 nautical miles. After staging 

the orbiter engines are ignited, and the stage accelerates to orbit, 

docks at the space station and transfers passengers and cargo to the
 

station. A gliding/maneuvering entry into the earth's atmosphere is
 

made so that the vehicle arrives over the landing site. Turbojet 

engines are ignited, and the vehicle makes a conventional airplane
 

type landing.
 

BOOSTER OPERATION ORBITER 

STAGING// 

BOOSTER ENTRY 

7URBOJT POES/ONRETURN TART 

~JETOWERTRANSITION 

.6 50,000 FEET 

Figure 2. The Two-Stage Space Shuttle Concept
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3.1 	 Trajectory Profile. 

A baseline ascent trajectory profile was established within the SSSP 

program. The terminal conditions for the ascent trajectory are perigee
 

injection into an elliptic parking orbit (50 nautical miles perigee
 

altitude with 100 nautical miles apogee altitude). This parking orbit
 

provides a reasonable start for space station logistics and other 

missions. Insertion at this low altitude provides good performance
 

and 	allows an efficient entry trajectory for the booster stage. The 

orbiter entry trajectory is initiated by retro from orbit and is,
 

therefore, not dependent on the ascent trajectory and is not simulated
 

in SSSP.
 

The 	ascent trajectory sequence is as follows:
 

1. 	Vertical rise for a specified time (14 seconds)
 

2. 	Pitchover (10 seconds)
 

3. 	Gravity turn (a = 0 between thrust and velocity
 

vector) maneuver to booster propellant depletion,
 

stage separation (booster entry initiated).
 

4. 	Orbiter burn with linear cotangent steering
 

(cot 'P= A + Bt) to perigee insertion
 

A multiplier on the pitch rate during the initial pitchover
 

maneuver is iteratively determined to yield a specified dynamic
 

pressure at stage separation. The separation dynamic pressure 

of two psf was chosen to yield a near-optimal ascent trajectory, 

a "cool" booster entry trajectory with short cruise range require

ments and an acceptable environment for stage separation if
 

necessary.
 

The 	orbiter flight is then simulated with the two parameters A and B
 

(the cotangent of the pitch attitude being linear in time) being deter

mined to yield specified injection altitude (hf) and injection flight
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path angle (Yf) at attainment of the specified injection velocity
 

(Vf). The weight iteration necessary to make propellant extended
 

by the orbiter to achieve Vf agree with the weight-sizing propellant
 

computations is iteratively computed in SSSP. The simplified pitch
 

control program yields near-optimal performance for a wide variety
 

of vehicle parameters and yields good convergence properties for the
 

trajectory iterations.
 

At stage separation the trajectory conditions (Vs, hs, Ys, etc.) are
 

stored for use in determining the cruise fuel requirements of the
 

booster stage. This determination may be accomplished with a number
 

of program options all of which are described in detail in Reference Cl.
 

and are based on the cruise range requirement for the mission and
 

Breguet's equation for the fuel required for a con-tf L/D cruise.
 

Subsonic L/D and specific fuel consumption are input constants. The
 

option used for determination of the example booster cruise requirement
 

was
 

Flyback range to the launch site as a function of the
 

dynamic pressure at stage separation. Since dynamic
 

pressure was constant as determined by the iteration
 

above, the flyback range was also constant. Some
 

error is involved in this assumption for the second
 

part of the optimization since the staging velocity
 

varied considerably during the perturbations.
 

3.2 	 Vehicle Characteristics and Constraints. 

The fAndamental concept of earlier space shuttle synthesis is the 

complete reusability of both stages with the maximum use of such 

common hardware items as the main rocket engines. The-booster and

orbiter engines are essentially the-same; although a larger number of
 

engines will be installed on the booster than on the orbiter (e.g.,
 

eleven booster engines and two orbiter engines) and an extendable skirt 

was added to the orbiter nozzle to improve vacuum performance. The 

computation sequence in the SSSP was chosen to best provide this propulsion 
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system commonality. SSSP input specifies the ratio of the booster 

to orbiter vacuum thrust, Tb/To, the number of engines per stage, 

and the thrust and the specific impulses (vacuum and sea level) of 

each type. 

Man rating the vehicle for a wide variety of possible passenger types 

imposes a limit on loads of three g's. This requires throttling of 

the rocket engines during the main burn after a specified axial load 

is reached.
 

Structural, dynamic, and thermodynamic constraints (such as maximum 

aq loading, balance, heating, etc.) are not considered in the SSSP. 

The effects of these constraints can be analyzed externally by
 

monitoring and using SSSP trajectory, weights, and-geometry data. 

Alternately, the simulation can be augmented by program modules that 

adequately represent the effects of these constraints. The SSSP
 

provides for a number of basic options as described in Reference 1 

which may be utilized to constrain the basic vehicle design or to 

investigate alternative approaches to the space shuttle concept. The
 

option used in the present example was
 

Fixed GLOW with an iteration for determination
 

of the payload
 

Fixed size common engines were assumed for both the booster and the
 

orbiter stages.
 

3.3 Weights and Geometry. 

The weight/volume portion of the SSSP is a library of weight and volume 

equations for the components of space shuttle vehicles. The subprogram 

accepts inputs in the form of coefficients to various weights and 

volume equations written in terms of the geometry of a particular 

vehicle type. It uses existing weight data plus inputs describing 

the thermal protection system, propulsion and other subsystems, as 

well as performance mass ratios and other mission requirements derived 

from the trajectory subprogram. The second generation weight breakdown 
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in MIL-M-38310 was used as a guide to determine the level of detail
 

and order of weight output listings. Weight equations for each
 

component or group of components were written by incorporating 

appropriate provisions for varying weights correctly as the vehicle
 

weight and/or size changes. Volume equations for important volume 

components are also included. An iteration process is employed so
 

that component weights/volumes and overall weights/volumes are
 

mutually consistent.
 

The SSSP program solves the following basic problem: for a specified 

payload weight and mass ratio, find the stage gross weight and volume. 

This problem is solved separately for the orbiter and booster stages; 

then iterations are performed to satisfy the specified mission fixed 

GLOW constraint. 

The weight equations used in SSSP rely heavily on a unit weight approach, 

with any sophistication based more on selection of proper weight coef

ficients for input rather than on the equations themselves. This 

method gives the user more latitude for judgment and permits the 

same equations to be used for a wide range of vehicles. To do this, 

however, a data library of vehicle weight coefficients obtained from 

detailed design studies must be available. The source for the example 

problem is the Weight/Volume Handbook, Volume II, of Reference 1. The 

Weight/Volume Handbook contains the compilation of all the weight/ 

sizing equations utilized in the SSSP subprogram and a procedure for 

obtaining the proper coefficients that are input for each equation. 

3.4 Other Limitations on the Simulations. 

The sample case involves a LO2/LH2 fueled Space Shuttle configuration 

which existed as an initial point design developed by personnel at 

the NASA Manned Spacecraft Center in early 1970. This configuration 

was converted to the SSSP input requirements for the example problem. 
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Each stage has a single vertical surface and wings with a fourteen 

degree leading edge sweep. The theoretical (gross) wing area is 

fixed, and the orbiter and booster wing loading is computed internally 

at the initial entry and initial flyback conditions, respectively. 

The thermal protection system assumes coverage-of the total body wetted 

area excluding the aerodynamic surfaces. However, the corresponding
 

weight coefficient is an average value that is representative of a
 

combined insulation-cover panel weight less than 0.75 lb/ft2 on the
 

upper surface and greater than 1.75 lb/ft2 on the lower surface.
 

The orbiter has two main engines and the booster has eleven. Both 

stages have fixed gimble system weights. The subsonic cruise engines 

for both stages operate with LH2 propellant stored in main tanks. Each 

stage has a ten per cent contingency factor applied to the dry weight. 

The system payload volume is fixed at 10,600 ft3 . The orbiter main 

propellant flight performance reserves are based on 225 fps total
 

characteristic velocity (=0.75 per cent of mission velocity to parking
 

orbit insertion) with a 1500 fps incremental velocity requirement
 

(O/F mixture ratio = 5) reserved for the post-insertion or on-orbit 

maneuvers. The booster flight performance reserve is fixed at 1370 

lbs. of propellants. For both stages the main impulse propellants 

(including reserves) utilize an O/F mixture ratio = 6 for the sizing 

basis. The booster sizing base includes fixing the main impulse
 

mass ratio at a value of 3.045 for the nominal evaluation. This ratio 

was selected as a control parameter for the optimization runs. 

The stage burn sequence selected was that of the sequential stage
 

burns. The orbiter main engine unit thrust (vacuum) was fixed initially
 

at 470 K lbs/engine and later varied as an AESOP parameter. The booster 

main engine unit thrust at vacuum conditions was set at 0.968556 of 

the orbiter thrust level to account for the difference in the nozzle
 

configurations. The specific impulses values for each ascent flight 

phase were constant for each stage.
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The booster gross weight was specified at an input value of 3,384,390 

pounds and the payload was used as the performance criteria by AESOP. 

The 	booster reference range method selected was that based on the
 

staging dynamic pressure with the cruise fuel method being the simpli

fied single segment mode of operation. 

The 	 ascent trajectory mission profile includes the following bases: 

1. 	 Built-in atmosphere tables used from liftoff to parking orbit 

insertion.
 

2. 	 Table input combined axial aerodynamic characteristics for boost 

phase only, no normal aerodynamic coefficients and no aerodynamics 

for orbiter ascent phase. 

3. 	 Launch pad at KSC coordinates, launch azimuth = 37.65 degrees 

4. 	Fourteen-second vertical rise from liftoff, ten-second pitchover,
 

target to a two psf staging dynamic pressure, linear cotangent steering 

during orbiter burn. 

5. 	Throttle booster engines at axial load of 2.5 g limit; orbiter engines 

at 3.0 g limit. 

6. 	Terminate simulation sections 01 on 2.5 g limit; (02 automatic on 

booster propellant depletion); 03 and 04 on three-seconds and four
 

seconds (relative), respectively; 05 on eighty seconds (relative);
 

06 on 3.0 g limit; 07 automatic on specified insertion velocity.
 

7. 	Perigee parking orbit insertion at 51/100 nautical miles in .55

degree inclination orbit.
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4. Payload Optimization 

The performance criteria for the example problem was chosen to be 

peyload. The objective was to maximize payload while constraining 

the gross lift-off weight (GLOW) to 3384390 pounds. Two optimization 

problems were posed. A one-parameter problem varying the vacuum 

thrust of the common 	 engines from its nominal value of 470000 (which 

produced 28500 pound payload) resulted in an improvement in payload 

over 1000 pounds. A two-parameter problem was then posed which 

included vacuum thrust but added mass ratio of the booster to the 

AESOP parameter list. Mass ratio (MR) is defined as the ratio of 

mass at the start of the burn to the mass at the end of the burn. 

The SSSP program was set up to solve for the size of the orbiter 

which yields the fixed GLOW. Therefore, the variation in the mass 

ratio of the booster, in effect, varies the mass distribution between 

the stages and has a direct influence on the stagilg velocity. The 

two-parameter solution used the best one-parameter solution as a 

nominal. This yielded an additional 2300 pounds of payload over the 

one-parameter solution. 

4.1 Selection of Engine Vacuum Thrust.
 

in the selection of vacuum thrust the function of SSSP was to evaluate 

the influence of vacuum thrust on payload. The function of AESOP
 

was to perturb the value of thrust based on the value of payload
 

generated by SSSF. Special considerations in communicating the infor

mation between programs is given in Section 5.
 

The sectioning search in AESOP was used to maximize the payload. The 

result of this search is presented in Figure 3. The nominal and best 

performance are compared in the table 'below. 

PERFORMANCE VACUUM THRUST 	 PAYLOAD 

Nominal 	 470000 lbs. 28500
 

Best 	 505000 lbs. 29560
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FIGURE 3. 
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h.2 Selection of Booster and Engine Size.
 

In the second optimization study, the booster mass ratio was added 

to the AESOP parameter list,and payload was retained as the perfor

mance criteria. Mass ratio is the ratio of the initial mass to the 

mass at engine cutoff. For a fixed GLOW, this parameter is a measure 

of the booster size.
 

Figure 4 shows a chronological history of the payload as the values 

of thrust and mass ratio were perturbed. The first series of calcu

lations using random ray search resulted in a spurious perturbation 

on the eighth evaluation (parameter driven to the boundaries) which 

yielded a significant increase in performance. This chance improve

ment was accepted as the nominal for the second series of calculations 

using the creeping search. Upon widening the boundaries, further 

gains are produced as the creeping search was corftnued. 

A sectioning search on booster mass ratio was performed at the 

twenty-sixth evaluation to determine the sensitivity on the param

eters. The results are shown in Figure 5. Here, the vacuum thrust 

was fixed at 504000 pounds, and the mass ratio was allowed to vary 

over a wide range. The results indicated slightly more than 500 

pounds to be gained by altering the mass ratio. In reality, a great 

deal of payload was gained by perturbing the mass ratio and thrust 

simultaneously. 

This can be easily seen in Figure 6, a contour map of payloads as 

a function of the two parameters: vacuum thrust and mass ratio. 

The section at evaluation twenty-sax only located the ridge line 

shown dotted. The maximum payload is shown at a considerably higher 

thrust value. 
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FIGURE 11. MASS DISTIBUTDN AMJ ENGINE SIZE OPTIMIZATION 
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4.3 Cost Sensitivity.
 

A cost sensitivity analysis was performed at the optimum payload 

point using the program DAPCA, a computer program for determining 

aircraft development and production costs, described in Reference
 

C3_ The DAPCA computer program computes development and production
 

costs for the major subsystems of flyaway aircraft, engines, air

frames, etc. Avionics cost is input. The cost output generated by 

the program is in the form of cost-quantity, unit and cumulative 

average, improvement curves. Most of the input relates to aircraft 

and engine performance characteristics, such as gross weight, speed, 

engine type, engine thrust, etc. 

The program was developed primarily for horizontal take-off aircraft 

so the basic methodology underlying the program is not strictly 

applicable to the reusable launch vehicle. However, the costing 

principles are not unlike those used.in more applicable programs 

such as Reference 5. The latter program is also available for use 

in ODIN.
 

The coupling of DAPCA for the ODIN/RLV synthesis involved the exe

cution of the program twice, once for the booster and once for the
 

orbiter. The cost sensitivity was based on first unit cost. For 

the booster, the gross weight was the launch weight; the speed was 

staging velocity. The thrust for both the booster and orbiter was 

the rocket engine vacuum thrust (common engines). For the orbiter, 

the gross weight was the weight at staging; the speed was the
 

difference between insertion and staging velocity. The results 

are shown in the following table.
 

TvAC MR BOOSTER ORBITER TOTAL PAYLOAD
 
1000 COST COST COST LB
 

$1,000,000 $1,000,000 $1,000,000
 

527 2.715 39759 14850 54609 31847 

527 2.725 39889 1480t 54693 31846
 

527 2.705 39626 14896 54522 31844
 

>29 2.715 39890 14878 54768 31846
 

525 2.715 39628 14821 54449 31846
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5. 	Data Intercommunication
 

Between SSSP and AESOP
 

The data requirements are largely identical with the individual 

programs involved. The exceptions are associated with the data 

extracted from the data base. In these specific cases, the user 

replaces the value ordinarily input on the data card with a data 

base variable name isolated by special delimiters. In the normal 

sequence of calculations, 0DINEX reads the input data prior to 

execution of the user program and builds a new input stream modi

fied by the values associated with the data base names identified. 

The discussion that follows exemplifies the special considerations
 

for the one-parameter selection of vacuum thrust. The simulation
 

consisted basically of two functional programs, SSSP and AESOP. 

The input to these programs are modified by the user to extract
 

selected data base values. SSSP generates the payload for a fixed 

GLOW, and ODINEX merges it in the data base. AESOP extracts the 

payload and generates parameter perturbations, and ODINEX merges 

them into the data base. 

In the sequence of calculations, the data base is initialized with 

the control parameter 

ALPHA=470000.,
 

This name and value are placed in the data base by ODINEX, which 

also reads the entire SSSP input searching for key words denoted
 

by the delimiters @name@. The vacuum thrust in the SSSP program 

is defined as C(129) and the input card for the sifloirion is 

punched as follows: 

C(129) = @ALPHA@,
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ODINEX identifies the word ALPHA as a data base variable and 

replaces it and the special delimiters with the data base value 

C(129) = h7oooo.,
 

For the one-parameter problem, the ODINEX function is complete.
 

The SSSP input has been modified with the selected data base 

values (in this case, only vacuum thrust). 

The SSSP program is then executed with the modified input stream.
 

It doesn't know that a data base value is being used. The program 

executes as if it were the only job in the stream. All the normal 

output functions are available as well as a special name list output 

the only physical modification to the SSSP program. These data 

are used by the ODINEX program. One of the special namelist output 

variables is WPAYLO, the payload in orbit as determined by the SSSP 

program. 

WPAYLO = 28500.,
 

This name and value are placed in the data base by ODINEX. This
 

completes the SSSP function; the simulation continues to AESOP. 

AESOP is a separately executed program with the primary function 

of perturbing the control parameters (thrust, in this case) based
 

on changes in performance (WPAYLO). This function is performed 

by reading the performance as input and writing the control param

eter perturbations as output. Using the ODINEX system, both are 

data base variables. AESOP is unaware of the system which it is 

optimizing. It simply executes as an isolated program. The user
 

of ODIN/RLV specifies the performance criteria, 

FUNCTN(1 )=@WPAYLO@, 

as part of the card input along with the other AESOP inputs such as 

search procedures. ODINEX recognized the word WPAYLO as a data base 
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vakiable and replaces it and the delimiters @ with the data base 

value
 

FUCTN(l)=28500., 

In this manner AESOP obtains the current performance of the system 

from the data base. Upon execution AESOP perturbs the control param

eter ALPHA(l), an AESOP array element which coincides with the data 

base name ALPHA. This array is written in the special namelist file 

to be interrogated by ODINBX. ODINEX alters the original value of 

ALPHA to the perturbed value as determined by AESOP. 

This completes the SSSP/AESOP optimization nominal evaluation. The 

parameter has been perturbed, and the new value placed in the data 

base. The simulation is repetitively recycled in this manner until 

the optimization is terminated by AESOP. 
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6. Sample Output -from ODINEX 

Figures 7 through 11 show the design data base configuration 

during one evaluation of the synthesis. 

Figure 7 - After Initialization 

Figure 8 - After SSSP 

Figure 9 - After DAPCA (booster) 

Figure 10 - After DAPCA (orbiter)
 

Figure 11 - After AESOP 

All variable names and definitions together with some initial 

values were created at initialization, Figure 7. Updates are 

indicated in Figures 8 through 11 by the name. 
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THERE ARE CURRENTLY 19 DATA BASE ENTRIES AS FOLLOWS * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 

NAME LOCATION DIMENSION CURRENT VALUE(S) ORIGIN DESCRIPTION 

AESOP 39 1 DEFINE AESOP USED IN SIMULATION 
ALPHA 7 2' 525000. INITAL AESOP CONTROL PARAWETERS 

2.71 
BUILD 19 1 0 DEFINE DYNAMIC DR BUILD OPTION 
CRDSKP 1 1 250 AnD CARD SKIP OPTION 
DBO IMP 31 1 DFFINE CAUSES DATA RASE DU4P 
DISPLAY 13 1 WPAYLO INITAL SCOPE DISPLAY FUNCTION 
ELTIME 23 1 4e30200000 DEFINE TOTAL ELAPSEO TIMF 
JJREST 25 1 DFFINE BEST PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
JJJ 17 1 DEFINE AESOP EVALUATION COUNrEP 
MIXR 3 1 2.714999099999989200 ADD PROPELLANT MIXTURE PATIO 
'RUNIO 21 1 *ODIN JAN 22, 72 DEFINE IDENTIFICATION FUN DIALOG RUN 
TCOSTB 35 1 DEFINE TOTAL COST OF BOOSTER 
TCOSTN 37 1 DkFINE TOTAL COST OF ORBITER 
THRUST 5 I 525000.0000000000000 ADD ENGINE VACUUM THRUST 
VSTGR 29 1 OFFINE BOOSTER STAGING VELOOITY 
'VSTGO 33 1 DEFINE ORRITER STAGING VELOCITY 
WGROSB 11 1 DEFINE GROSS WEIGHT OF BOOSTER 
hWGROSO is 1 DEFINE GROSS WEIGHT OF ORBITER 
WPAYLO 27 1 DEFINE PAYLOAD OF THE LAUNCH SYSTEM 

Figure 7. Data Base Configuration After Initialization 



* * * * * THERE ARE CURRENTLY 19 DATA BASE ENTRIES AS FOLLOWS * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 

NAME LOCATION DIMENSION CURRENT VALUE(S) ORIGIN DESCRIPTION 

AESOP 39 1 DEFINE AESOP USED IN SIMULATION 
ALPHA 7 2 525000. INITAL AESOP CONTROL PARAOETEPS 

2.71 
BUILD 19 1 0 DEFINE DYNAMIC OD BUILD OPTION 
CRDSKP 1 1 250 AnD CARD SKIP OPTION 
DBDUMP 31 1 DEFINE CAUSES DATA BASE DUMP 
DISPLAY 13 1 WPAYLO INITAL SCOPE DISPLAY FUNCTION 
ELTIME 23 1 4.30200000 DEFINE TOTAL ELAPSED TIME 

JJBEST 25 1 DFFINE BEST PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
JJJ 1? 1 DEFINE AESO P EVALUATION COUNTER 
MIXR 3 1 2.714999999999989200 ADD PROPELLANT MIXTURE RATIO 
RUNID 21 1 *ODiN JAN 22, 72 DEFINE IDENTIFICATION FOR DIALOG RUN 
TCOSTB 35 1 DEFINE TOTAL COST OF FOOSTER 

7 TCOSTN 37 1 DEFINE TOTAL COST OF ORBITER 
o THRUST 5 1 525300.0000000000000 Afj ENGINE VACUUM THRUST 
Lo VSTGR Q 29 1 0.91501786518072E 04 WTOUT BOOSTER STAGING VELOCITY 

VSTGO * 33 1 0.25853097798483E+09 WTOUT ORBITER STAGING VELOC1 TY 
WGROSB * 11 1 0.2666?821532874E 07 WTOUT GROSS WEIGHT OF BOOSTER 
WGROSO * is 1 0.718O2039902725E+06 WTOUT GROSS WEIGHT OF ORBITER 
WPAYLO * 27 1 0.3184576197751E+OS WTOUT PAYLOAD OF THE LAUNCH SYSTEM 

Figure 8. Data Base Configuration After SSSP 



* 0 * * 0* THELFE AC" .UfeqFjjTLy 19 DATA RA$E ENTRIES A'; FOLLO',S * * * * * * * * * , * * * 

NAME LOCATION DIMENSION CURRENT \.ALUE(S) ORIGIN DESCRIPTION 

-,FSU0 '39 1 DEFINE AESOP USED IN SIMULATION
 
ALPHA 7 2 525000. 
 INITAL AESOP CONTROL PARAMETERS
 

2.71 
UI LO 19 1 0 DFFInE DYNAMIC O, BUILD OPTION

Cad )S"P 2I 85 ADD CARD SKIP OPTION
 
FlO'AP 
 3,! 1 OEFINE CAU$c£S DATA RASE DUMP 
O.SLAY 13 1 WPAYLO IITAL 
 SCOPF DISPLAY FUNCTION
 
ELTIE 23 1 25.6240000 DEFINE TOTAL ELAPSED TIME

JJr'f-."T 25 
 1 DFF"NE BEST PEPFORMANCE EVALUATION 
JJJ 17 1 D'FINE AESOP EVALUATIO'J COUNTER 

,C, xP 3 1 2.71499999999989200 ADD PROPELLANT MIXTURE RATIO
rPUN-Io 2.1 1 *ODIN JAN 2.29 72 DrFiNE IDENTIFICATION FON DIALOG PUN 
TCOSTR 35 "1 OFf INE TOTAL COST OF BOOSTER
TCJSTN 37 1 C.4a67355937ROoE+o0 DAPOUT TOIAL COST OF OPITER" 
T-HPUST "5 '1 550,O.OOOJ0000000 ArD ENGINE VACUUM THPL,ST
V'TG.,- 29 1 O.9iS$178651bO72E+O4 WTOJr BOOSTER STAGING VELOCI.TY

V1ir- 1 ?3.?S0S30977)84,3IEO05 WTOUT Ok'RITER STAGING VELOCITY
vPGpos3 "II O.?66(C8S!532S.?4E 07 WTOUT GROSS WEIGHT OF ROOSTER
S 
WGROSO 15 1 0.7180203990272 E,'0 WTOU7 GROSS WEIGHT OF ORIT:R 
WPA'YLD 27 1 O-.3IR45761977lE+05 WTOUT PAYLOAD OF THE LAUNCH SYST-EM 

Figure 9. Data Base Configuration After DAPCA (Booster)
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* ) * l * THERE ARE CURRENTLY 19 DATA BASE ENTRIES AS FOLLOWS * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

NAME 


AFSOP 

ALPHA 


PUTLD 

CPOS P1 

DROUmP 


DISPLAY 

SELTliE 

.JJPEST 
JJJ 
N"XR 

RLNIO 

TCOSTBO 

TCCSTNe 

THQUS1 

VSTG3 

Vr GO 

wbPISR 
WGPOSO 

Wo4YLO 


LOCATION DIMENSION CURRENT VALUE(S) OO!GTN 


39 1 OFFIE 
7 2 525000. INITAL 

2.71 
19 1 0 DEFINE 

1 85 AnD 
31 1 OFFINE 
13 1 WPAYLO INITAL 
23 1 26.8380000 DFFIHE 
25 1 DFFItE 
17 1 DFF IW'E 

3 1 2.714999r9 9 999 989200 ADD 
21 1 *ODIN JAN 229 72 DEFIJE 
35 1 49673.8559378066565P ADD 
37 1 0.190371159d3077E+05 DbPOIJT 
5 1 5S0000000000000000 AnD 

29 1 0.91S01786M18072E+G4 WTOUT 
33 1 O.?bR530977954R3E405 WTOUT 
11 1 0,26662FA21532874E-07 WTOUT 
15 1 0.71PO2039'02725F+06 WTOUT 
?7 I 0.3ISS76197751E,-05 WTOIT 

Figure 10. Data Base Configuration After DAPCA (Orbiter) 
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* * * ' * THERE ARE CURRENILY 19 DATA PASE ENTRIES AS FOLLOWS * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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LOCATION DIMENSION 
 DESCRIPTION
 

AESOP USED IN SIMULATIlN
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Figure 11. 


CURRENT VALUE(S) 


0.525E+06 


0.271SE+01
 
0 


32 


WPAYLO 

2B.0920000 

1 
0 

27l4999999999989200 
*ODIN JAN 22- 7? 
4P673.86593700669658 
O.1 9 03 71 15923077E-0s 

525000,000000cooo0or 

0.9150178551C72 
04 

0.25853097790481F+OS 

O.26662821532874007 

O.71B02039902725ErOb 

0.3184776!977sIE+05 


Data Base Configuration After AESOP
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7. Conclusions 

The significant conclusion from this report is not the payload
 

obtained from the calculations; although this is another of a 

long history of AESOP optimization examples where little additional 

effort was required to make an optimal design program out of a 

point design program. The significance is rather that a rapid 

method has been developed for doing design synthesis work which 

is a reliable, modular, and efficient alternative to other methods, 

which generally involve considerable reprogramming effort.
 

The ODINEX system allows the user to essentially build a synthesis 

through input selecting the model complexity from a library of 

programs representing literally hundreds of man-years of effort 

in both engineering and programming talent. This can be done in 

a short period of time. Often, results are obtained within a 

few hours of conceiving the problem. The speed is usually limited 

by the user's familiarity with the individual programs. 
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